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Abstract 
 

Malmsbury bluestone was used widely from 1856 in buildings in Victoria, throughout 

Australia, and in New Zealand. It features in many structures listed on heritage registers, 

yet its presence is barely recognised. This largely results from the stone quarries, 

buildings and the men who laboured with it being absent from modern Australian 

historiography. The fame previously associated with the stone was lost when stone use 

for structural purposes, and the associated stone skills, declined; a situation exacerbated 

by poor recognition of the stone industry’s role in building our nation through heritage 

citations of structures. 

 

Inspired by E. P. Thompson, this thesis uses Critical Inquiry though microhistory and 

landscape analysis to regain the stone’s fame and rescue stoneworkers from the 

condescension of history. A detailed analysis of quarries, structures, the bluestone 

industry, and a rarely-attempted total reconstitution of the lives of 194 vital stoneworkers, 

reveals a valuable cultural heritage currently undervalued and at risk. Malmsbury 

stoneworkers came from diverse backgrounds but worked co-operatively to promote and 

sustain a local industry which supplied a nationally-vital building material, despite the 

absence of a regulatory framework to protect their lives and rights. Scientific methods 

document the geological properties of the stone and demonstrate how, in the absence of 

science, skilled stoneworkers nevertheless identified and worked a valuable resource. 

Modern science could however be used to test building stones in a non-destructive 

manner to determine the sources of currently unidentified building stones. 

 

This thesis significantly contributes to the limited discourse on the history and heritage of 

Australian stone use through the perspectives of cultural landscapes, labour history and 

built and cultural heritage. Malmsbury bluestone truly was the standard of excellence 

and, along with stoneworkers, warrants more extensive recognition in Australia’s 

Heritage registers. 
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List of Datasets 

A Note on Supplementary Data 

Included in this thesis are six datasets which are accessible in digital form. These consist 

of individual site histories for each quarry site, the identified Malmsbury bluestone 

structures, Malmsbury-district stone structures used in the graphs in Chapter 7, the 

biographical profiles for the Malmsbury stoneworkers and the site histories for specific 

Malmsbury bluestone structure. All sites and individuals have been allocated a specific 

identifying code which is used as annotations in the text of this thesis when discussing 

these places and people. Full source information is provided in these digital profiles. 

It is intended that these datasets will form the core of a publicly available online place of 

reference for Malmsbury bluestone and quarries. 

Dataset 1 Summary of biographical profiles of Malmsbury stoneworkers (Excel) 

Dataset 2 Malmsbury quarry site histories 

Dataset 3 Details of identified Malmsbury bluestone structures 

Dataset 4 Details of Malmsbury district stone structures (Excel) 

Dataset 5 Biographical profiles, with sources for 193 Malmsbury stoneworkers 

Dataset 6 Site histories of some specific bluestone structures at Malmsbury, 

constructed using data acquired during thesis research. 

These datasets are accessible online via: 

https://figshare.com/ 

Login email address: 

Password: 

malmsburybluestone@gmail.com

Contact author via email for access
Go to “Projects” 
Choose: Malmsbury Bluestone 
Click on the relevant Dataset Item (Folder) 
Choose from the list of files. The default format appears to be 
thumbnail images, if need be, change the format to “switch to list 
view” using the red icon at the bottom right of the file list 

https://figshare.com/
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Glossary 

Anamesite 

Very fine basalt having a texture such that the separate crystals cannot be 

distinguished with the naked eye. 

Augite 

An aluminosilicate rock-forming mineral of the pyroxene group, occurring in many 

igneous rocks, including basalt. 

Auriferous 

Gold-bearing. 

Burra Charter 

Defines the basic principles and procedures to be followed in the conservation of 

Australian heritage places. 

Compensation water 

Water released from a reservoir directly into the river to maintain regular river flow. 

Feldspar 

An aluminosilicate rock-forming mineral. 

Honeycomb 

Portions of basalt rock which have numerous vesicles, sometime to the detriment 

of the stone quality. 

Hypersthene 

A common rock-forming inosilicate mineral belonging to the orthorhombic pyroxene 

group. 

Impost 

A row of stone or brick, often protruding, located directly below the point at which 

an arch commences. 

Iron stone 

Rocks, including those used in construction, with a high iron concentration; 

typically sedimentary, although sometimes basaltic. 

Mohs scale 

A scale of mineral hardness based on the ability of one mineral to scratch another. 

Increasing in proportion to hardness, talc is at the bottom at 1 and diamond at the 

top at 10. 
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Petrology 

Origin, structure and definition of rocks. 

Phenocryst 

A large or conspicuous crystal in an igneous rock composed of crystals, and 

distinct from the groundmass. 

Spalls or spawls 

Splinters or chips of stone from quarrying, often used in road making. 

Stoneworker 

For the purpose of this thesis, used to collectively refer to quarrymen and 

stonemasons. 

String course 

Architectural term for a distinct horizontal band, sometimes decorated, on the 

exterior wall of a building that may represent a demarcation of the various stories 

of the building. 

Stylobate 

A continuous base, coping or pavement supporting a row of architectural columns. 

Total reconstitution 

Extending the concept of ‘individual reconstitution’ and ‘family reconstitution’ 

(gathering, analysing and using every possible historical record to reconstitute the 

lives of individuals or families) to the study of communities (see: Macfarlane, 1977: 

36–7). 

Transitional basalts 

Basalts with a normalised hypersthene [a mineral in the pyroxene group containing 

magnesium-iron silicate] content of between 5% and 10% when compared to the 

10% or higher for tholeiitic rocks and less than 5% for alkalic rocks. 

Truck system 

Practices which exploit employees, especially whereby they limit the ability 

of an employee to choose how to spend their income. 

Vesicular 

Pitted with cavities created by gas in lava. 

Whinstone 

Northern (British) quarryman's name for any hard, compact, fine grained, dark 

grey/black to green coloured igneous rock, usually basalt. 
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Weights, Measures and Currency 

Unless stated elsewhere, the units of measurement and currency used in historical 

sources have been retained in this text. Conversions have primarily been applied to the 

scientific portion of the thesis. 

Weights: 

Pre-decimal (Imperial) weight was expressed in ounces (oz), pounds (lb), tons (t) 

1lb = 16 oz = 454 grams 

1ton = 2,240 lb = 1.02 metric tonnes 

To avoid confusion between t for tons and tonnes, this thesis uses the word ton for the 

imperial measurement. 

Linear Measures: 

Pre-decimal measure was expressed in inches (in or “), feet (ft or ‘), yards (yd), miles, or 

chains (ch) and links (surveying measurements) 

1 ft = 12 in 

1 yd = 3 ft = 0.914 metres 

1 ch = 66 ft, 22 yd or 100 links 

1 mile = 5280 yd or 80 ch = 1.61 kilometres (km). 

To avoid confusion between m for miles and metres, this thesis uses the word miles for 

the imperial measure 

Many measurements on parish maps are shown in links. 

Area: 

Pre-decimal area was expressed in perch (p), roods (rd) and acres (ac) 

1rd = 40 p 

1 ac = 4 rd = 0.405 hectare (ha) 

These often appear on parish maps in the form: 

136. 2. 24 (ac. rd. p.)

Currency: 

Pre-decimal currency is expressed in the terms of pounds (£), shillings (s) and pence (d) 

12d (pennies) = 1s 

20s = £1 

1 halfpenny = 1/2d 
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Abbreviations 
 

AMA Amalgamated Miners’ Association 

BOM Borough of Malmsbury (or Malmsbury Borough Council) 

CHSI Castlemaine Historical Society Inc. 

CRB Country Roads Board 

DELWP Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Victoria)* 

DSE Department of Sustainability and Environment (Victoria), (formerly 

Department of Crown Lands and Survey and Department of Conservation, 

Forests and Lands, and later DELWP) * 

DTPLI Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure* (some 

sections later in DELWP) 

FMSCQC Footscray and Malmsbury Stone Cutting and Quarrying Company 

FMSC Footscray and Malmsbury Stone Company Limited 

FSSCC Footscray Steam Stone-cutting Company Limited 

FSUOSV Friendly Society of United Operative Stonemasons of Victoria 

GHSR Global Heritage Stone Resource 

GSV Genealogical Society of Victoria 

GUIOOF Grand United Order of Oddfellows 

HSS Heritage Stones Subcommission 

ICOMOS International Council on Monuments and Sites 

IUGS International Union of Geological Sciences 

KHS Kyneton Historical Society 

LASSI Land and Survey Spatial Information 

MHS Malmsbury Historical Society 

MLA Member of the Legislative Assembly 

MQM Malmsbury quarryman 

MQW Malmsbury quarry worker 

MRSC Macedon Ranges Shire Council 

MS Magnetic susceptibility 

MSM Malmsbury stonemason 

MSSC Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company Limited 

MUIOOF Manchester Unity Independent Order of Oddfellows 

NAA National Archives of Australia 

NBAC Noel Butlin Archives Centre 

NSW New South Wales 

NVP Newer Volcanics Province 
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OCR Optical Character Recognition 

PROV Public Record Office Victoria 

RGO Registrar-General’s Office (Victoria) 

TLA Transfer of Land Act 

TLS Transfer of Land Statute 

VGG Victoria Government Gazette 

VHR Victorian Heritage Register 

VPRS Victorian Public Record Series (at PROV) 

*The names and acronyms of Victorian government departments cited are as they were 

at the time research was undertaken; former and subsequent names are noted where 

known or appropriate. 

 

NOTE: Place names referred to in the biographical records in Appendix 12 and Datasets 

1 and 5 appending this thesis generally include the three-letter Chapman County Codes 

used by genealogists. 

A detailed list can be seen at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chapman_code. 

Those used in this thesis are: 

AUSTRALASIA (AUS): 

NSW New South Wales 

QLD Queensland 

SA South Australia 

TAS Tasmania 

VIC Victoria 

WA Western Australia 

NZ New Zealand 

ENGLAND (ENG): 

BKM Buckinghamshire 

BRK Berkshire 

CHS Cheshire 

CON Cornwall 

CUL Cumberland 

DBY Derbyshire 

DEV Devon 

HEF Herefordshire 

LAN Lancashire 

LEI Leicestershire 

LIN Lincolnshire 

LND London 

NBL Northumberland 

NFK Norfolk 

NTH Northamptonshire 

NTT Nottinghamshire 

OXF Oxfordshire 

SAL Shropshire 

SOM Somerset 

SRY Surrey 

STS Staffordshire 

WAR Warwickshire 

WES Westmoreland 

WIL Wiltshire 

YKS Yorkshire 

IRELAND (IRL): 

ARM Armagh 

CAV Cavan 

CLA Clare 

GAL Galway 

KIK Kilkenny 

LDY Londonderry 

LEX Queens County (Leix) 

MEA Meath 

MOG Monaghan 

OFF Kings (Offaly) 

TIP Tipperary 

TYR Tyrone 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

 

Preamble 

 
If a person with an interest in and appreciation for stone architecture was to visit in 

summer an old bluestone quarry in Malmsbury, Victoria, four things would probably stand 

out. One, they probably stumbled upon the quarry, for that is currently the best way to 

find these sites. Two, they would find it very quiet, the silence occasionally broken by the 

sounds of birds, foxes or stray sheep. Three, these sites can be hot and dry, the radiant 

heat reflecting unmercifully from the basalt rock. Four, the sites are an untidy jungle of 

piled overburden, unwanted stone and thorny weeds, making it difficult to imagine fine 

buildings evolving from such disorder. But originate from these sites they did, under the 

guiding hands of men who endured for years the harsh conditions the natural rock 

imposed on their place of labour which would have been ringing to the sounds of 

hammering and rock drilling. To spend a few hours wandering around these sites under 

hot conditions and turning over rocks for further scrutiny is relatively easy. To earn a 

wage to support the family is altogether different. While man can hew a house or bridge 

from a hole, the sun, rain or wind arrives when it does, and man must learn to adapt and 

endure. 

 
With Malmsbury bluestone being used in schools, churches, halls, hotels, shops, 

factories, houses, roads, bridges, reservoirs, footpaths and cemeteries, there is almost 

no facet of human life in Victoria in which the stone is absent. There is one, however. 

The story of the Malmsbury bluestone industry is absent from the general historical 

discourse, and consequently is also missing from the general research engaged upon for 

heritage studies. The lives of the men who removed the stone and carved it to breathe 

life into our built heritage are hidden in the archives almost as completely as the weeds 

have hidden the quarries. Forgotten are those who sacrificed their lives giving birth to 

what can now be described as shrines to famous architects or design trends. Forgotten 

are the sites where this sacrifice took place. While early discourse on the use of 

Malmsbury bluestone refers to it as being famous there is little recorded justification for 

Build to-day, then, strong and sure,

With a firm and ample base;

And ascending and secure

Shall to-morrow find its place.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. The Builders
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this, or any scholarly work to examine why, but one thing is certain, it does not refer to 

the battles for survival fought by the labouring classes as they tamed the rock to create 

modern Victoria. 

It is time to redress this and return dignity to the labouring man in the story of heritage 

buildings stones. The holes in history can be located, the question remains about what 

we do with them. This thesis aims to amend the current historical discourse on 

Malmsbury bluestone building stone to include all the pieces of its history; the rock, 

people, landscape, technology, industry, structures and buildings, and carve a new face 

to the way our built heritage is currently recorded and appreciated. The notion of fame 

will be examined to find a means by which the stone may have been regarded as famous 

in the past, and by which it could reclaim some current fame in a more equitable manner. 

Background to the Study 

With a deliberately ambiguous title of Malmsbury bluestone and quarries: Finding holes 

in history and heritage this thesis targets two types of holes; quarry holes and the holes, 

or gaps, in our knowledge and understanding of the history of the Australian stone 

industry and its associated built and cultural heritage. The study concentrates on a single 

basalt building stone, Malmsbury bluestone, quarried from the volcanic plains to the east 

of the town of Malmsbury. The location of the study area, approximately 85km north-west 

of Melbourne in central Victoria, is shown in Figure 1. The time period concentrated on is 

1850 to 1930, which encompasses the main quarrying activity. 
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A summary of the Malmsbury bluestone industry in 1869 stated: 

 

The excellent bluestone procurable from the Malmsbury quarries is rapidly gaining in public 

estimations, and a very steady trade is now being done in this material with the Metropolis. 

For many descriptions of building its superiority is now acknowledged. It is of lighter colour, 

softer in its nature, and more compact in texture than that obtainable in the vicinity of 

Melbourne, added to which it is singularly free from honeycomb and other flaws. It is also 

admirably suited for flagging purposes, and it may not be generally known that the whole of 

the 3000 yards of flagging recently contracted for by the Melbourne Corporation is being 

supplied from either the Malmsbury or Kyneton quarries. The stone is taken in large blocks 

by rail to the stone-cutting works at Footscray, where it is sawn into flags, the peculiar 

quality making it more profitable to pay the heavy item for railway carriage than to use the 

stone obtainable close at hand; in fact, we are informed that the same machinery will cut 

one-third more of the Malmsbury than of the Melbourne stone, in the same time, and with 

very much less loss from wear and tear to the machinery. … The quantity being at present 

 

Figure 1: Location Map of Malmsbury 
Source: Map courtesy of Jase Haysom, Cartography Community Mapping. 
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sent from Malmsbury averages about sixty tons per week, and the demand is in excess of 

supply. Indeed, under reasonably favourable circumstances, this local industry would 

appear capable of almost indefinite expansion. The stone is excellent, the quarries are 

practically inexhaustible, and the distance from market is almost the only drawback to 

contend with.1 

 

With such a high accolade for an essential building material, the key question of this 

thesis is: When was Malmsbury bluestone described as being ‘famous’, why, and is this 

perceived fame justified? If so, why has history ignored this fame? Answers are sought 

by examining the history of the use of bluestone in Victoria, locating and documenting 

the Malmsbury quarries, undertaking scientific investigations into the nature and 

properties of the stone, and reconstructing the history of the quarries, the people who 

worked with the stone and the structures with which it was built. The results are 

considered in the broader context of Australian labour history, architectural history and 

heritage studies, railway and industrial history and a global understanding of stones 

which are significant to mankind. 

 

Malmsbury is a small rural town with a history steeped in early pastoral runs, the gold 

rush, quarrying and small to medium-intensity local farming. The Malmsbury reservoir on 

the Coliban River, the original focal point of the Coliban Water Scheme, is an icon of the 

town, as is a majestic five-arch stone railway bridge over that river. It lies on the central 

Victorian volcanic plains, the towns of which are distinct in their use of bluestone in local 

buildings. Some of these towns also supplied bluestone further afield. Men who worked 

with stone for a living had a specialised set of skills that were not easily transferred to 

another occupation. Thus, these men were attracted to, and concentrated in, Australian 

towns which were major suppliers or users of building stone. The potential for social 

networks amongst the workers was strong, ranging from intermarriage to finding work. 

Studying these networks can provide insights into the social history of Australia rarely 

discussed in general histories. 

 

Aim and Rationale of the Study 

 

Limitations in the size and content of indexes of history books can keep some subjects 

hidden. While Australian historians may be consciously, or even subconsciously aware 

 
1 “An Undeveloped Industry,” Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1869, 2. 
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that there were quarries between Prahran and Richmond, and bluestone was to be found 

between Bendigo and Braybrook, these stone-related words are frequently absent from 

the indexes of history books. If one cares to peruse their text, however, and read 

between the lines of the indexes, they pop up at random, as adjuncts to well-known 

historical structures or landscapes.  

 
Examples of this include historian Ken Inglis’s award-winning book Sacred Places: War 

Memorials in the Australian landscape, Gary Presland’s The Place for a Village which 

looks at how Melbourne’s development was influenced by the natural landscape, and 

Victoria a History by historian Don Garden produced for the State’s 150th anniversary. All 

three engage with the subject of stone and stone use yet in the indexes of these books 

there is a stony silence. Missing are key words such as volcanoes, lava, basalt, 

bluestone, granite, limestone, marble, sandstone, Malmsbury, Harcourt, mason, 

stonemason, quarry, quarries or quarrymen; all found in the text.2 Many regional histories 

with a broad scope suffer from the same limitations. J. W. Powling’s Port Fairy: The First 

Fifty Years and Eric McGillivray’s more recent The Heritage of Lethbridge being only two 

examples, even though the latter dedicates 34 pages to the subject of the quarrying and 

use of the local bluestone.3 

 

Limitations in indexing are not just a modern problem. Older, original, and widely 

recognised publications which describe Victoria in its early days do mention basalt and 

bluestone. Howitt describes traversing a landscape of intermittent swamps and basalt 

boulders and refers to it as a building stone.4 Bonwick recalls that ‘Colac basalt or 

bluestone is too splintery to dress well’.5 

 

One explanation for these absences comes from the examination by historian Peter 

Spearritt of similar issues in preserving industrial heritage. In Packaging the Past? Public 

Histories, Spearritt cites the architecture writer for the Sydney Morning Herald, E. M 

 
2 Kenneth S. Inglis, Sacred Places: War Memorials in the Australian Landscape, 3rd ed. (Carlton: 

Melbourne University Press, 2008); Gary Presland, The Place for a Village - how nature has shaped the city 
of Melbourne (Melbourne: Museum Victoria, 2008); Don Garden, Victoria A History (Melbourne: Thomas 
Nelson Australia, 1984). 

3 J. W. Powling, Port Fairy, the First Fifty Years (Melbourne: William Heinemann, 1980); Eric A. 
McGillivray, The Heritage of Lethbridge (Drysdale: Neptune Press, 1996), 98–132. 

4 William Howitt, Land, Labour and Gold or, Two Years in Victoria with Visits to Sydney and Van 
Diemen’s Land (first published1855) Facsimile edition (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1972), 52–53, 67, 
73, 95. 

5 James Bonwick, Western Victoria: Its Geography, Geology, and Social Condition (first published 1858), 
(Melbourne: William Heinemann Australia, 1970), 8. 
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Farrelly, as summarizing the arguments in the ‘taste debate’6 as ‘beneath them run the 

silent subtextual premises. Like so many battles it comes down to like and dislike; a 

question of perception’.7 The subject of Malmsbury bluestone can, however, be argued 

to be a classic ‘Catch 22’.8 Regardless of perceptions, if no one is looking for bluestone 

in history, why put it in an index; if no-one puts it in an index, how will anyone find it in 

history? Historian Tom Griffiths states that ‘the past is a quarry of ideas, an archive of 

possible future scenarios’.9 We recognise that quarries are a source of useful material 

which we take away and use, but once plundered of their treasures the holes are left 

bare, or back-filled with the material we no longer want. 

 

But these holes are not the empty spaces they seem. They show us that there are also 

holes in Victoria’s history; missing index entries, descriptions of structures, captions in 

illustrations, subjects of chapters, titles of books. A history of Victoria which does not 

mention gold, squatters, or the land boom would be questioned on its authenticity and 

academic rigour, however bluestone regularly slips under the radar. We could argue that 

it will be in the future, when more and more historical texts and archives are digitised with 

OCR (Optical Character Recognition), that we can eventually find the hidden, unindexed 

history of bluestone. Such is the case with Robyn Annear’s A City Lost & Found: Whelan 

the Wrecker’s Melbourne.10 Bluestone is once again, and justifiably so, dotted through 

the story of the gradual demolition of historic Melbourne, but an online search through 

Google Books reveals in a second what is absent from the index and the eye could do 

over hours or days with a hardcopy. The real question remains though; should we wait 

until the future to realise we should have examined this aspect of historical discourse 

now? If geologists, through the Heritage Stones Subcommission, consider it expedient to 

commence nominating stones as Global Heritage Stone Resources, are historians 

prepared to miss the boat and permit the unfilled holes in quarrying history to be back-

filled with garbage and cap them with regret.11 This thesis and its findings, using the 

 
6 Peter Spearritt, “Money, Taste and Industrial Heritage,” in Packaging the Past? Public Histories, ed. 

John Rickard and Peter Spearritt (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1991), 39. 

7 Sydney Morning Herald, September 12, 1990 quoted in Spearritt, “Money, Taste and Industrial 
Heritage”, 39. 

8 Joseph Heller, Catch 22 (first published 1961) 2011 edition (London: Vintage Books, 2011), 52 “Orr 
would be crazy to fly more missions and sane if he didn’t, but if he was sane he had to fly them.” 

9 Tom Griffiths, The Art of Time Travel: Historians and their craft (Carlton: Black Inc., 2016), 9. 

10 Robyn Annear, A City Lost & Found: Whelan the Wrecker’s Melbourne. 2nd ed. (Collingwood: Black 
Inc, 2014). 

11 B. J. Cooper et al., “Establishment of the ‘Heritage Stone Task Group’ (HSTG),” Episodes 36, no.1 
(2013): 8–10; Dolores Pereira and Kevin Page, “A new IUGS Commission for Geoheritage: The ‘ICG’,” 
Episodes 40, no.1 (2017): 77–78. 
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history of Malmsbury bluestone as the key example, argues against complacency and 

begins the process of finding and filling these voids. 

 

An initial and significant hole encountered is a lack of both scholarly and community 

writings on the history of Malmsbury township. History of Malmsbury by Roslyn Stevens 

is the only whole-town history of Malmsbury available. Written with limited resources and 

a strict time line for the centenary in 1974 of the construction of Malmsbury State School, 

it is a small and concise history with a few errors stemming from the above limitations.12 

Stevens, herself a descendant of stoneworkers of Malmsbury, had attempted to briefly 

document the local history of stone quarrying and the wide use of the stone based on 

oral history and a few memoirs of former residents.13 Her single page of text on the 

subject from 1974 hints at a bigger history behind the local bluestone but no attempt to 

document this in detail has since been attempted. 

 

Currently the town is promoted as being the source of Malmsbury bluestone, especially 

from a heritage perspective.14 It has been used to sell bakery products, tourist 

accommodation and promote the annual Village Fayre.15 Wikipedia states Malmsbury is 

‘known for its deposits of bluestone’16 and the former Malmsbury Bakery and Gallery 

website erroneously recorded that ‘the famous Malmsbury bluestone [was] …used to 

create many Melbourne landmarks such as Parliament House’.17 All of these cite no 

references and could be argued to be perpetuating an unproven local legend aimed at 

inflating the self-worth of a small parochial town. 

 

 
12 Roslyn Stevens, History of Malmsbury (Malmsbury: Back To Committee, 1974); Roslyn Stevens, 

History of Malmsbury (Malmsbury: Malmsbury’s 150th Birthday Celebrations, 1987) this unauthorised revised 
second edition, with added errors, is now the standard edition; Roslyn Stevens, telephone conversation with 
author, June 8, 2017. 

13 Roslyn Stevens, telephone conversation with author, June 8, 2017; Stevens, History of Malmsbury 
(1987), 79. 

14 “Much More to Malmsbury,” Midland Tourist News, May 1991, 2; Ian Thomas, ed., Newsletter March 
2006, (Malmsbury: Malmsbury Historical Society, 2006), 1. 

15 Karin Derkley, “On the rise,” Age (Melbourne), March 4, 2006; Barry and Maria Simpson, “Hopewell 
Cottage – Malmsbury,” Accommodation brochure, September 1992; “All the fun at the Malmsbury Fayre,” 
Midlands Tourist News, November–December, 2011, 20. 

16 Wikipedia contributors, "Malmsbury, Victoria," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Malmsbury,_Victoria&oldid=798174122 (accessed October 2, 
2017). 

17 “Our Story,” Malmsbury Bakery and Gallery, n.d. (pre 2017), accessed October 3, 2017, 
http://www.malmsburybakeryandgallery.com.au/goldfields/. The business has since been sold and the old 
website removed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Malmsbury,_Victoria&oldid=798174122
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To bring some deeper meaning and understanding to the subject and genuinely justify 

the claims made about the stone, a detailed study is required and long overdue. Key 

questions need to be asked and answers sought using a wide range of sources to see 

through the opaque history dotted with self-aggrandisement and ignorance and bring 

clarity to a subject; perhaps setting in stone a history truly worth promoting. 

 

This then is the aim of this thesis based on the key research question. The investigation 

will consider whether this lapse in historical knowledge exemplifies a lack of a working-

class perspective to this aspect of Australia’s history and if this void in our history and 

cultural heritage has subsequently influenced or skewed the current significance 

classification of Malmsbury bluestone structures and quarrying sites. 

 

The central question will be informed by several minor questions: 

1. Can Malmsbury bluestone be defined and distinguished from other sources of 

bluestone, when and how was Malmsbury bluestone first identified, where were 

the quarries, and when were they active? 

2. What was the land tenure of each site, and what role and influence did the 

railway have on both the wider and local bluestone industry? 

3. Which characteristics of the stone were valued and how does this relate to stone 

extraction methods, technology and processing? 

4. What was the impact of the bluestone industry on Malmsbury? 

5. Who was involved in this local bluestone industry, what were their origins, and 

working conditions and what role did they play in the wider community? 

6. Where and when was Malmsbury bluestone used and for what purposes, and is 

the heritage ranking for the Malmsbury bluestone cultural landscape of quarries 

and structures justified? 

7. Do any Malmsbury bluestone heritage citations include aspects of labour history? 

 

For the purposes of this study, the term bluestone is defined as a basaltic stone used for 

building. While elsewhere bluestone is also used to describe generic basalts or even 

road metal (hard rock) sources, the basalts used as building stone are only a subset of 

all such rocks. It is therefore assumed that not all basalts could be used for building, and 

such building stones form a subgroup of all basaltic rocks. Geologists may disagree with 

this, although one of the aims of the thesis is to prove this distinction. 

 
In examining the notion of fame and what it means, this study focuses on material that 

was widely accessible by Victorians, and others, during the period of use of bluestone. A 
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1950s definition of fame states ‘[noun] public report or rumour: renown or celebrity, 

chiefly in good sense … [verb] to report, to make famous’18 and the use and 

understanding of this word in the period covered by this study period would have been 

similar. Unless the term Malmsbury bluestone was understood and recognised for some 

perceived value by the broader population, one cannot argue that it was famous. If 

building stones can indeed be described as famous, one would expect the name 

Malmsbury bluestone to be used in conjunction with other well-known building materials, 

such as Sydney Sandstone, Harcourt granite, Welsh slate and Carrara marble – names 

that many people are familiar with and can be visualised through familiarity. Other forms 

of fame could even be infamy; structural failures in buildings due to faulty materials, 

notorious white-elephant projects, or disasters. The boundaries of this fame also need to 

be considered. Was the stone well-known outside of Malmsbury, Victoria and even 

Australia? 

 

Fame can also stem from uniqueness and Malmsbury bluestone structures will be 

considered with uniqueness in mind. Historians Graeme Davison and Chris McConville 

engage with the concept of uniqueness with respect to heritage in their informative 1991 

publication A Heritage Handbook.19 This is followed by an explanation of the Burra 

Charter (q.v.) which focuses on establishing cultural significance and using this to inform 

decisions on heritage rather than a ranking system constructed to ‘inflate the worth of 

buildings through a pompous quasi-scientific terminology’.20 

 

These notions of fame, uniqueness and significance will be used to assess the surviving 

Malmsbury bluestone heritage. How many heritage buildings containing Malmsbury 

bluestone are classified as significant or unique? Out of the total pool of Malmsbury 

bluestone structures, which have been lost to demolition? What is the heritage ranking of 

structures containing Malmsbury bluestone, such as local, state and national, and does 

the stone feature in their citations? Has fame stemmed from the geology or properties of 

the stone and the nature of the landscape from which it was extracted, or is it in 

combination with other landscape features such as proximity to railway lines or other 

significant events? Finally, are there any contradictions to any claims of fame and what 

are the arguments used to counter any notion of fame? 

 
18 New Imperial Reference Dictionary – pronouncing, Explanatory, Etymological, with the Common 

Technical terms in Use in Science, the Arts, and in Sport (London: George Newnes Limited, n.d.) (c. 1953), 
384, 1398. 

19 Graeme Davison and Chris McConville, A Heritage Handbook (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1991), 28–37. 

20 Davison and McConville, A Heritage Handbook, 36, 38–42. 
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Theory and Methodologies 

 

Several methodologies are used to undertake this thesis which combines scientific 

research with history. The scientific portion requires an objectivist epistemology while the 

historical components are underpinned by a constructivist epistemology. Taking this 

theoretical approach allows mixed-methods to examine different aspects of the research. 

Research results combine both qualitative and quantitative data, following a Concurrent 

Triangulation Strategy where data is acquired concurrently, given equal weighting and 

conclusions drawn from comparisons.21 The scientific research incorporates the 

traditional methodology of sample collection, data recording, standard experimental 

methods and quantitative data analysis. While some of the historical research includes 

quantitative data, the majority was qualitative and thus required a different approach. 

 

For men who learnt quarrying and stonemasonry in the United Kingdom under what can 

be interpreted as an objectivist epistemology, carried their knowledge with them to 

Australia, where rocks were different, and then developed different knowledge and skills 

for using Australian stone, they must have acquired further knowledge under a 

constructionist epistemology. Otherwise, stoneworkers could not have successfully 

superimposed the concept of what makes a good building stone onto a new 

environment. Delving into the origins of the use of bluestone in Victoria may reveal how 

this knowledge was acquired or used. 

 

The nature of the primary and secondary sources used, excluding the geological testing, 

largely prevented individual methodologies being used during the research phase of 

each portion of this thesis. However, individual methodologies were used where 

appropriate for the analysis and documentation of the findings. Microhistory, which 

permits the detailed study of a place, people and a building stone, has been chosen as 

the core methodology with which to undertake this critical inquiry. This has been 

supported by the use of Total Reconstitution (q.v.) for the biographical histories of a 

community of stoneworkers (q.v.), and Landscape Analysis to study the historical 

landscape of bluestone quarrying, the contemporary impact of the industry and the 

 
21 John Cresswell, Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches, 2nd ed. 

(California: Sage Publications Inc., 2003), 213–219. 
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present-day remnants.22 All aspects of the inquiry have relied upon relational databases 

to draw together all key aspects of the study and demonstrate the links between each 

component in the past and the present. Each of these is discussed below. 

 

Critical Inquiry 

 

The key objective of the historical research is to prompt a change in the way the history 

of Malmsbury bluestone has been dealt with, and to offer new approaches to the subject. 

Underpinned by constructivism, critical inquiry as the theoretical perspective of this thesis 

informs the history methodologies because this research method ‘challenges’ and ‘seeks 

to bring about change’.23 As historian Graeme Davison has said, while critical inquiry can 

impart ‘cynicism and disillusionment’ and ‘preconceived ideas’, it can expose the ‘false 

analogies of monumental history’ and allow the past to be judged, held accountable and 

even condemned.24 In outlining trends in modern historiography, George Iggers argues 

that historian E. P. Thompson, author of The Making of the English Working Class, 

modernised Marx’s approach to critical inquiry, rejecting ‘the primacy of economic forces, 

the objectivity of scientific method, and the idea of progress’.25 Davison asserts that 

critical historians believe that a historic building testifies ‘not only to itself or its makers, 

but to all those – inhabitants, visitors … – whose actions can be read in its fabric’.26 

Cultural geographer Tim Edensor refers to these other agencies as absences and 

argues that a study of stone and the process by which it is transformed into structures 

provides ‘portals through which to speculatively enter a past invoked by a variety of 

absences’.27 While this thesis refers to these absences as holes the motivation is the 

same – to identify a void and fill it with something meaningful. 

 

 
22 Alan Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical Communities (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1977), 36–7. 

23 Michael Crotty, “Critical Inquiry: The Marxist Heritage,” in The Foundations of Social Research: 
Meaning and Perspective in the Research Process, edited by Michael Crotty (Crows Nest NSW: Allen & 
Unwin, 1998), 113. 

24 Graeme Davison, The Use and Abuse of Australian History (St Leonards, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 2000), 
16, 14. 

25 Georg Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century: From Scientific Objectivity to the Postmodern 
Challenge (Hanover (USA): Wesleyan University Press, 1997), 88; E. P. Thompson, The Making of the 
English Working Class (London: Penguin Books, 2013 reprint of 1980 edition). 

26 Davison, Use and Abuse of Australian History, 143. 

27 Tim Edensor, “Vital urban materiality and its multiple absences: the building stone of central 
Manchester,” Cultural Geographies 20, no.4 (2012): 450. 
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Microhistory 

This thesis deals with several intertwined histories of Malmsbury. These histories are of 

the members of the community that worked with the stone, a set of buildings which 

include this stone, and the specific stone source from that region, all of which clearly 

focus on smaller aspects of much broader subjects such as all Australian building 

stones. Microhistory methods permit small-scale historical studies of sites or 

communities suitable for critical inquiries.28 While microhistories may exclude wider 

conclusions being drawn from the findings, historian Giovanni Levi asserts that narrowing 

the scale of historical investigations highlights exceptions to accepted historical tenets.29 

This method can uncover uniqueness in the history of the Malmsbury bluestone industry 

and demonstrate skewed perceptions of heritage values. Thus, microhistory is the 

chosen methodology for the temporal study of the quarries, workers and the buildings. 

While heritage studies of towns and districts summarise broad subject matter relevant to 

such places, they primarily include detailed histories of specific sites within those places. 

These site histories are compared to other structures in the same place and to broader 

histories of state and nation to determine the value or significance of the surviving built 

heritage. Thus, microhistory is a methodology already used to create these citations. 

While they can be seen to be stand-alone documents, they ultimately fit into broader 

district, state and national histories and the featured buildings are ranked according to 

their level of significance. The scope of broader histories, however, do not always relate 

back to the multitude of microhistories created at a local level, and as a result this top-

down approach to state history becomes skewed. If, for example, the history of building 

stone used in creating Melbourne’s built heritage has not been studied in detail and the 

brief for documenting the histories of structures does not require details on stone types to 

be collected and reported in citations, then the presence of this stone can be overlooked 

when considering if a building should be preserved, allowed to be altered or demolished. 

While there may be numerous Victorian town halls surviving from the 1870s, if only one 

contained a specific stone then the relative rarity of this structure increases. The very 

process of aiming for State Significance in order to preserve buildings, and attract 

28 Examples are: Charles Fahey and Andre Sammartino, “Work and Wages at a Melbourne Factory, The 
Guest Biscuit Works 1870-1921,” Australian Economic History Review, 53, no.1, (2013): 22-46; Alan Mayne, 
Tim Murray and Susan Lawrence, “Melbourne's 'little Lon',” Australian Historical Studies, 31, no.114 (2000): 
131-51; Louise Blake, “Women on the Woods Point goldfield: a case study in microhistory,” Journal of
Australasian Mining History, 14 (2014): 1-20.

29 Giovanni Levi, “On Microhistory,” in New Perspectives on Historical Writing, ed. Peter Burke 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995). 
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funding for this preservation, creates a blinkered view and undermines the role every 

town and person played in the history of Victoria. 

 

Landscape Analysis 

 

Many aspects of history are strongly supported with written archival material, others may 

present in visual form such as maps. A dearth or total absence of such records, or 

inability to locate their presence, prevents standard approaches to historical inquiry being 

adopted. Surviving quarries are nevertheless testimony to quarrying and, similarly, a 

building is evidence of its construction. Hence there is a demand for historical methods 

that incorporate this non-written evidence. 

 

In her chapter on Landscape and Place, and in citing the historical works and practices 

of Henry Sumner Maine, Henry Randall, Maurice Beresford and W. G. Hoskins, historian 

Jo Guldi documents the process by which these men used the physical landscape as a 

form of archive. Maine’s understanding that ‘working people had traditionally left few 

written resources, and that a history of proletariat life would necessarily depend on a 

search for alternative sources’,30 is evident in Randall’s approach that ‘walking the 

landscape, studying houses … offered important sources that were accessible to local 

historians but rarely considered by documentary historians’.31 Key to his approach was 

Randall’s belief that ‘there is one document that no historian can neglect except at grave 

peril … and that is the face of the country’32 and landscape historians ‘must be able to 

read a map … have an eye for country and a feeling for landscape’.33 

 

Guldi also demonstrates that landscape methodologies are now a natural part of 

practical history which can ‘afford the scholar the opportunity to put social, political and 

environmental history on the same page, to see how multiple factors converge in a 

variety of realities, intermingling, literally, in a single field’.34 In keeping with the 

philosophy behind E. P. Thompson’s The Making of the English Working Class, and 

Maine’s understanding of the lack of documents for this portion of society, walking, 

recording and studying a quarried and built landscape provides a means by which the 

 
30 Jo Guldi, “Landscape and Place,” in Research Methods for History, ed. Simon Gunn and Lucy Faire 

(Edinburgh; Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 68. 

31 Ibid., 68. 

32 Henry Randall, History in the Open Air (London: Allen and Unwin, 1936), 34. 

33 Ibid., 35. 

34 Guldi, “Landscape and Place”, 66, 74. 
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history of the labour of Malmsbury stoneworkers can be documented. With Guldi 

asserting that ‘maps, like other texts, could be used to reveal the prejudices of power’, 

even plotting the location of quarries and matching them with other spatial data can 

guide research that reveals otherwise hidden archives or stories.35 The basis of the 

landscape analysis in this thesis follows the principles W. G. Hoskins outlined in his 

seminal work The Making of the English Landscape. Influenced by Randall, Hoskins 

encouraged historians to ask ‘why is the town just like this, this shape, this plan, this 

size? … what gives the town this particular landscape?’36 He believed that walking the 

landscape was an essential tool of a historian to answer such questions and feel the 

subtle changes on the land surface. In seeking to answer questions in history ‘the facts 

of topography, soils and climate explain much, but beyond them lie purely historical facts 

like the law of property and inheritance’.37 While Victoria’s colonial history is short 

compared to that of England, landscape features such as roads, railways, quarrying, 

mining and industrial sites and changes in building styles are all discernible and invite 

attention, interpretation and understanding, if only, as Hoskins puts it, ‘we have eyes to 

see’.38 

 

While landscape features are physical entities, their interpretation requires documentary 

and archival evidence and in Australia a considerable portion of the colonial timeline that 

created these features has been documented. Guldi cites historian Maurice Beresford’s 

landscape research methods as ‘a “triangular” journey from field to archive, archive to 

library, and back again’.39 Documents, landscape elements and the lives of people 

become more vivid when their intertwined relationships and meaning are understood and 

interpreted. Within the core of this study is the interaction between people, buildings and 

quarries. Surrounding this are the source documents that permit the identification and 

interpretation of quarries. These include maps, aerial photographs, newspapers and land 

archives which cover Crown and private land. 

 

Total Reconstitution – Biography with Cultural Context 

 

 
35 Ibid., 72. 

36 Ibid., 68; W. G. Hoskins, The Making of the English Landscape (London: Penguin Books, 1970), 270, 
295–296. 

37 Hoskins, The Making of the English Landscape, 146. 

38 Ibid., 32. 

39 M. W. Beresford, History on the Ground: Six Studies in Maps and Landscapes, quoted in Guldi, 
“Landscape and Place”, 69. 
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Studying the Malmsbury quarrymen and stonemasons involved in this story requires a 

method more comprehensive than a series of disparate biographies, especially 

considering biographies of stoneworkers are rare. In addition to typical biographical data 

such as births, marriages and deaths, sources for this thesis include newspapers, land 

and council records, wills, inquests and gravestones. Once processed the data may 

reveal links between workers, quarries, buildings and other facets of community life that 

would not otherwise be revealed, such as the role played by stoneworkers in the broader 

community. 

 

Historian Barry Reay used a Total Reconstitution of families method for microhistories, 

linking genealogical information with other historical records to provide ‘cultural 

context’.40 Reay’s work followed the methods of historian Pamela Sharpe who used it to 

‘analyse any differences in demographic profile according to social status’ from 

‘disparate documentary sources’.41 Total Reconstitution using genealogy widens the 

approach of normal biographies, permitting linkages between individuals that collective 

biographies may ignore.42 As historian Diana Jones noted, collectives and not individuals 

are generally the aim of the prosopographical method which can focus on data which is 

‘generally tabular’.43 This study considers stoneworkers not just as individuals but also as 

a collective. Very few studies exist that relate specifically to more than a handful of 

quarrymen and stonemasons in any one source in broad detail and this thesis therefore 

demands a wider approach. 

 

Definition of Community 

 
Macfarlane’s Reconstructing Historical Communities provides theoretical and practical 

support in the reconstruction of communities where the definition places emphasis on 

kinship, place and group sentiment.44 Macfarlane noted in 1977 that there was no 

agreement on a fixed definition, nor can it be concluded that the formation of 

 
40 Barry Reay, Microhistories: demography, society and culture in rural England, 1800–1930 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1996), xxi 

41 Pamela Sharpe, “The Total Reconstitution Method: A Tool of Class Specific Study?” Population 
Studies 44 (1990): 41, 50. 

42 Krista Cowman, “Collective Biography,” in Gunn and Faire, 83-100. 

43 Diana K. Jones, “Researching groups of lives: a collective biographical perspective on the Protestant 
ethic debate,” Qualitative Research 1, no.3 (2001): 325–346; Joan Hunt, “Mining a rich lode: The making of 
the Springdallah Deep Lead Goldfield communities” (PhD thesis, Federation University Australia, Ballarat, 
2016), 11. 

44 Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical Communities. 
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communities only occurs in the human realm.45 Despite this difficulty, noted Australian 

historian Graeme Davison described the twentieth-century shift in focus from histories 

based on localities, to ones of communities which could be founded in links in time or 

place.46 

 

Nevertheless, historical studies of Victorian communities which considers the vagaries of 

the construct, such as those on the Springdallah goldfields near Ballarat by historian 

Joan Hunt, continue to be written and accepted as scholarly works. If, as she concludes, 

‘the cementing of a sense of community … can be seen to occur both formally and 

informally’47 then the key objective is for the historian to be consistent with any chosen 

definition. Demonstrating that the concept of community is acceptable in historical 

methodology, Macfarlane documents methods for ‘collecting and organizing data’, 

including the absence of data, the various overlapping boundaries which define 

communities, and the nature and location of relevant archives.48 

 

The community in this study is one where people are primarily linked by their occupation, 

their workplace being a landscape with the natural occurrence of a building stone, and 

subsequent stone structures. Potential links via ethnicity and family, or strong ties to a 

social network where stone was the common ground, may also emerge. Such a 

community could be in a natural state of flux as work opportunities arose, resources ran 

out or economic forces urged immigration or emigration. While stone sources were fixed 

in place and limited by transportation, stoneworkers were mobile and attracted to places 

where stone was harvested or used. Other aspects of their culture may have limited this 

mobility, such as the ability to work with certain types of stone. 

 

Relational Databases 

 

Effective data recording, management and retrieval is essential when undertaking 

detailed historical research in the digital age. The systems used must permit the storage 

of text and numbers and the creation of linkages between data, whilst also avoiding 

repetition or wasted space. In his chapter Document to Database and Spreadsheet, 

 
45 Ibid., 1–3. 

46 Graeme Davison, “Community: The uses of local history,” in Use and Abuse of Australian History, 214–
19. 

47 Hunt, “Mining a rich lode”, 24–5. 

48 Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical Communities, 4, 7, 12, 27, 39. 
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historian R. J. Morris outlines the criteria required for creating and managing databases 

and choosing software to match the nature of the records to the purpose of the 

research.49 In Databases in Historical Research Charles Harvey and Jon Press offer 

specific guidance to relational databases including the importance of coding to permit 

‘order, classification and analysis’ and linking for ‘drawing together disparate pieces of 

information relating to a single entity, most often a person’.50 

 

In this thesis Microsoft Excel spreadsheets were used to summarise key data on quarries 

and stoneworkers. When dealing with the complex relationships between quarries, 

quarrymen, stonemasons and structures however, the data collected was managed and 

compiled using a relational database, which works by creating multiple linked tables, 

allowing data, such as occupations listed in electoral rolls, to be placed in a table 

specifically for this purpose. Unique identifiers are then attached to names and sites. 

Links are then created between other tables, such as the names of people on lease 

documents for quarries, to create queries which produce combined data upon which 

analyses can be made. Potential results can be a chronological summary of data for a 

specific quarry, or a summary of which quarries a specific quarryman worked in over 

time. Microsoft Access was therefore used to construct the relational database. 

 

The biographical data was incorporated into a Generations Family Tree ® database, built 

by this author from 2003 onwards to manage research at Malmsbury Historical Society.51 

This searchable database takes the form of family trees for all persons known to have 

historical links with Malmsbury and the surrounding district. It includes key life events and 

other related records and was also used to prepare reports and give direction to 

research. 

 

A preliminary examination in January 2014 of indexes and databases held by Malmsbury 

Historical Society provided an initial list of names of people who worked in the stone 

industry between 1850 and 1930.52 Initially 102 quarryman and 72 stone cutters, 

masons, or stonemasons were identified; two men were recorded under both categories. 

 
49 R. J. Morris, “Document to Database and Spreadsheet,” in Gunn and Lucy Faire, 141-63 

50 Charles Harvey and Jon Press, Databases in Historical Research (Hampshire: Macmillan Press Ltd, 
1996), xiv. 

51 Generations Family Tree software created and released by Broderbund, Novato, California as a 
trademark of Geneaology.com, 2003. 

52 Malmsbury Historical Society, Malmsburydata – Microsoft Access digital database containing 
transcriptions of and indexes to various archives held by the Society and prepared by Susan Walter. 
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These were compiled into an Excel spreadsheet (Dataset 1), to record the key 

biographical data acquired. The table was expanded as ongoing research revealed new 

names. Some stoneworkers were not included; primarily because of the absence of 

significant biographical data upon which to build a personal profile. 

 

Each stoneworker is identified by an index code, either MSM (Malmsbury Stonemason) 

or MQM (Malmsbury Quarryman) with a unique identifier, such as that for Isaac 

Stephenson – MQM099. This further assisted in the creation of the relational database 

and the ongoing development and use of the Generations database. Their names are 

also in alphabetical order of surname, within each group of quarrymen or masons, then 

by given name. As an understanding of the nature of stonework grew, some men were 

redefined as quarry workers (e.g. MQW001) for those who did not quarry or build with 

stone, but instead carted or worked at the stone-sawing plants. Time and space 

constraints prevented the inclusion of this latter category in the study. 

 

To present the data in usable form, some key assumptions were made, such as the use 

of a baptism date when an exact birth date or year could not be found (e.g. James 

Adlington - MSM001). In the absence of a specific birth or baptism record a person’s age 

was estimated, where possible, using a record provided by the individual themselves, in 

preference to secondary sources such as their age on their death certificate. While some 

descendants had constructed family trees in Ancestry.com for their stone-working 

ancestors, the data cited in them was given the same high level of scrutiny and test for 

accuracy as the sources collected directly by this author. Conflicts, such as a 

stonemason who was buried in Malmsbury cemetery in 1876 but recorded on a tree as 

being present in the 1881 England census records were eliminated. Another example 

would be a poorly-matched 1851 census record because the surname was mis-

transcribed on the census index. 

 

Sources 

 

A diverse range of records was sought and examined, and some were targeted with 

more than one research question in mind. Records relating to quarrying often record the 

names of people, occupations, landscape, descriptions of plant, transport and buildings. 

To conduct searches for sites while ignoring these other details would either create 

unnecessary repetition in searches or reduce the usefulness of collected data. Hence the 

searches conducted were as broad as possible, all details regarded as relevant until 
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proven otherwise, and the minutiae established later. Table 1 describes the key sources 

used to compile the quarry and stone-use histories and biographical data. Key archive 

centres used were Public Record Office Victoria (PROV); State Library Victoria; 

Malmsbury, Kyneton and Castlemaine Historical Societies; Department of Environment, 

Land Water and Planning Land (DELWP) Information Centre (North Laverton - Aerial 

Photography Library and General Law Library); Trove; Noel Butlin Archives; The Registry 

of Births, Deaths and Marriages Victoria, and Ancestry.com.au website 

 

Table 1: Summary of primary and secondary resources used in thesis research 

Source Type and Details 

Maps and plans: especially Lidgey, Geological Survey Victoria 1894, parish plans of 

Malmsbury, Edgecombe and Lauriston and earlier versions known as putaway plans 

Aerial Photographs: Aerial photography Library (1946+); Google Earth satellite imagery 

Malmsbury Borough Council: Rate Books, financial records, letter books, general and 

committee minutes 

Local Knowledge and Local Site visits 

Australian and New Zealand newspapers and periodicals: Trove newspapers, Kyneton 

Guardian and Kyneton Observer, Victoria Government Gazette, Victoria Police Gazette, 

Victorian Municipal Directories (AUS), Papers Past (NZ) 

General or Old Law land records/titles, Torrens Titles 

Heritage or academic studies and reports (Theses, VicRoads Malmsbury bypass reports) 

PROV Crown land files, survey records, wills and probates, coroner’s inquests, Victoria 

Railway records 

Birth, marriage and death certificates 

Malmsbury baptism registers (Church of England only), burial register, school (pupil) 

registers, Rechabites and other lodge records, and Mechanics’ Institute minutes, 

membership receipts and borrowing register 

Kyneton Hospital admissions and financial records 

Searchable data CDs: Index to Victorian Goldfields Hospitals’ Admissions: at Amherst, 

Ballarat, Castlemaine, Creswick, Dunolly, Kyneton, Maldon and Maryborough; Mining 

Shareholders Index 

Online digitised records: Ancestry.com.au, including Victorian Electoral Rolls, parish 

registers, shipping lists, UK Census records etc. 

Government Records: Victorian Year Books / Blue Books / Parliamentary Papers 

Noel Butlin Archives: Friendly Society of United Operative Stonemasons of Victoria and 

Operative Stonemasons' Society of Australia New South Wales archives 

 

Year-by-year blanket searches for the words stone and quarr in digitised versions of 

Victoria Government Gazette and Victorian Police Gazette using OCR revealed many 
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results. All results for stone use, quarries, stonemasons and quarrymen were collected 

and catalogued, permitting patterns to be identified that would have been missed had the 

search been narrowed specifically to Malmsbury-related items.53 Many gazette and 

newspaper items linked to a set of archives at PROV. Thus, a renewal notice for a quarry 

licence on Crown land, or report of an inquest, has the potential to reveal original 

documents. Where series or agent references for such archives were not already known, 

The Lands Manual and Lands Guide: A guide to finding records of Crown land at Public 

Record Office Victoria were used or a direct consultation with PROV staff was 

undertaken.54 

 

Digital and Hardcopy Newspapers from 1837 Onwards 

 
In the case of digital newspapers, the Trove (Australia) and Papers Past (New Zealand) 

websites were used.55 An initial year-by-year search for the words bluestone, blue stone 

and blue-stone were undertaken on Trove from 1837 until 1856 to establish a Victoria-

wide history of bluestone use and the period in which Malmsbury stone became widely 

known. This was subsequently narrowed to exclusively find references to Malmsbury 

bluestone from 1856 onwards. While the initial major search consisted of the words 

Malmsbury and bluestone, the quality of the digital articles, hyphenation of words and 

variations in spelling and terminology prompted the expansion of search terms to allow 

for the quality of the OCR, and original errors in reporting such as ‘Malmsbury granite’.56 

Tagging and online editing of Trove articles prevented duplication during searching, and 

expedited subsequent searches. Searches of the Papers Past website were done simply 

through the website’s default settings or using any specific clues of dates and/or places. 

 

When other archival sources were exhausted, work commenced to read hardcopy 

Kyneton-based newspapers from their commencement in 1856 through to 1930. Part of 

the justification was to find any contemporary view of local bluestone and an explanation 

 
53 Using the Gould Genealogy versions of these publications. References to “limestone” were not 

collected where they were clearly specified as such. 

54 Peter Cabena, Heather McRae and Elizabeth Bladin, The Lands Manual: A Finding Guide to Victorian 
Lands Records 1836–1983 (Victoria: Royal Historical Society of Victoria, 1992); Phillipa Nelson and Lesley 
Alves, Lands Guide: A guide to finding records of Crown land at Public Record Office Victoria (Melbourne: 
Public Record Office Victoria, 2009). 

55 “Trove,” National Library of Australia, n.d., accessed from 2013 to 2019, http://trove.nla.gov.au/; 
“Papers Past,” National Library of New Zealand, accessed 2013 to 2018 https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/. 

56 “The Aitken Memorial,” McIvor Times and Rodney Advertiser (Heathcote), November 27, 1902, 3. For 
example “bluestone” often appeared in the OCR text as biuestone, bluestono or milestone. Editing the OCR 
text ensured they would easily be found by others. 
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of how it came to be so important to the community and colony of Victoria. The Kyneton 

Observer began in 1856 and merged with the Kyneton Guardian in 1925, the latter 

commencing during 1862. The Observer was read for 1856-1863, the Guardian from 

1862, and both for 1864-1865 to compare their respective contents, comparative 

accuracy and subject coverage. Some discrepancies in the accuracy of reporting names, 

or details excluded by one paper were noticed. At the time this work commenced, only 

limited issues of the Kyneton Guardian were available on Trove (1914–1918), none for 

the Kyneton Observer, and there is no known detailed index.57 

 

Before other archival research was completed, dates obtained from other source 

materials or indexes (dates of burial, sales of land) were initially used to seek specific 

newspaper items (obituary, auction notices). The aim was to quickly acquire useful 

material to answer minor questions that appeared during the research phase such as 

whether an obituary referred to a known quarryman’s career, his cause of death, place of 

burial or an inquest hearing. The lengthy blanket search of all issues from 1856 to 1930 

in chronological order was then conducted to find new and unique material, excluding 

material already obtained. To avoid the need to backtrack when a new name was 

discovered or someone’s occupation as a stoneworker was recorded for the first time, all 

material relating to Malmsbury was collected. 

 

Newspapers, while not being the same as prized original archives, may be the only 

remnant of official records which once existed or are lost or buried among a million items. 

A report of a council meeting might show that a statistical return for quarries in the 

Borough of Malmsbury was sent to the Victorian government, but the Blue Books 

compiled from these returns only show the county total and the original returns were not 

found. Hence newspapers present a running commentary of past and present events, 

and reflect a community’s hopes for the future, something the stand-alone archives 

themselves do not provide. 

 

After reading the Kyneton newspapers it became evident there was minimal dialogue on 

the local bluestone industry. Most of it was hidden in the subtexts of other matters – court 

cases over failure to pay adequate quarry rent, accidents resulting in hospital 

admissions, a council spending money on roads to repair damage done by carting stone, 

 
57 Further issues of Kyneton Guardian from 1870 to 1880 were added from December 2016 and some of 

Kyneton Observer from October 2017. Kyneton Historical Society has been indexing births, deaths, 
marriages and obituaries, while Malmsbury Historical Society’s index is based on articles copied from original 
papers. 
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and advertisements for the sale of lands with quarries on them. The Kyneton Guardian 

very rarely reported where any of the stone was going to unless the dialogue was related 

to railways or rail freight. There was very little direct voice from the men working with 

stone unless there was an inquest or large court case that involved quarrying or stone 

use, but those found proved vital in understanding quarrying methodology and cultural 

practices. 

 

Kyneton Hospital Archives 

 

One invaluable avenue of archival work was the Kyneton Hospital records held at 

Kyneton Historical Society. An incomplete set of admissions registers revealed the 

names of some quarrymen and stonemasons admitted and a description of their 

illnesses or injuries. Some hospital financial records were also available. 

 

The hospital published monthly lists of subscribers to the hospital in the newspapers. 

These included the names of individuals working for specific mining companies, 

harvesting teams and quarries from 1872 onwards.58 Because the lists were not always 

placed in the Kyneton Guardian, access was gained to the hospital’s annual reports 

where all the subscribers for the financial year were recorded. From 1892 onwards these 

lists were also broken down into the specific riding, or adjoining council or shire, the 

funds had originated from.59 This assisted in narrowing down the location of quarries. 

With this data, key links between men and sites were achieved. 

 

Scientific Inquiries 

 

The study done on stone samples was approached from a different methodology. In this 

case, basic historical, geographical and geological research was first undertaken to 

identify key historical quarries and sites from which building-quality stone could be 

collected from historic structures. The sites not only had to be accessible and safe for the 

collection of samples but also had to have at least some sort of spatial and temporal data 

to justify their inclusion. To fast-track this work, historical research was undertaken 

between May 2014 and February 2015, during which permission for access was 

 
58 Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report of the Board of Management of the Kyneton Hospital for 1872 

(Kyneton: Observer Office, 1872). 

59 Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1892. 
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negotiated and initial field trips were made to examine each site. A decision was then 

made on which sites to include in the geological testing. Each quarry identified was given 

a specific identifying code to assist with the relational database, and a spreadsheet was 

created to record key facts about the site. Between February and March 2015, core and 

bulk samples were collected, along with matching spatial data (GPS, elevation), digital 

photographs (with coded file names), magnetic susceptibility readings and relevant 

comments, all of which were added to the spreadsheet. Not all sites were included in the 

sampling regime, but non-sample-associated data (e.g. elevation) was recorded for all 

identified sites for later comparative work. 

 

The nature of history and historical research makes it impossible to adhere to, and 

present this thesis in, a linear flow of time. Historical research determined which sites to 

visit and target for modern-day testing, the results of which influenced further historical 

research. Chapter 5 is therefore a point-in-time presentation of a portion of the whole 

research project, designed to concisely present the scientific findings. This prevents 

duplication and allows cross-referencing with the historical portions on the thesis whilst 

also preventing the mixture of research methods and theoretical works. The test data 

collected is compared in this specific geology chapter with information currently known 

on bluestones, while discussions on historical understandings of stone use are in the 

other chapters. 

 

Aiming to contribute highly relevant and valuable data to the dimension stone industry 

and heritage professionals, the testing undertaken followed standard methods and 

procedures accepted within these industries. The sampling and testing were undertaken 

with the guidance of geologist Stafford McKnight of the School of Science, Engineering 

and Information Technology, Federation University Australia. The USA standards ASTM 

C97M-15 (absorption and bulk specific gravity) and ASTM C170M-15 (compressive 

strength) were followed by this author for specific samples identified for further testing 

with assistance of McKnight and technical staff. Standard thin section samples were 

prepared from all samples by the faculty’s technical officers. Four samples were tested 

externally by Bureau Veritas Minerals Pty Ltd in September 2015 for major element 

analysis using emission spectroscopy via inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and prepared 

with lithium borate fusion. 

 

Research Limitations 
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Trove has been revolutionary in providing historians with an ocean of information for 

research, however limitations exist. Only newspapers that have been digitised can be 

used. In this study, the extensive use of hardcopies of the Kyneton Guardian and 

Kyneton Observer filled some of the void. Any printing or reported errors in the original 

print media remain, such as names or errors in the newspapers date stamp as found in 

some of the Kyneton Guardian hard copies. To balance this, facts were corroborated 

where possible. Examples include the use of title deeds to cross-check property 

descriptions, court registers to confirm the names of the accused and plaintiffs, 

biographical timelines to confirm someone was in the district when an event was 

reported, and certificates to cross-check biographical events. Where doubt remained, the 

records were labelled accordingly. 

 

Trove searches cannot find buildings where the original microfilm from which the 

newspapers were digitised had poor clarity or where events were not reported in the first 

place. Registered Trove users can edit the text to improve the searchability, but where 

the image is too poor the OCR remains compromised. Surviving building approval or 

specification records could have extended the net pool of structures, however one 

objective of this thesis is to examine fame. Incidences where the only mention of 

Malmsbury bluestone is in a non-public building specification would therefore not have 

attracted public attention but would reflect its acceptance amongst architects. 

 

In some cases, a dearth of reliable information on an individual quarryman or 

stonemason prevented Total Reconstitution taking place. Where vital clues which might 

have permitted further research were totally absent, such as age when an event took 

place, birthplace, or marital status, nothing more could be done within time constraints. 

Such individuals were removed from the study at the analysis phase. If a misnomer 

occurred in the original records, their true name may never be found. 

 

Other limitations include original government correspondence which has not survived, 

and inaccessible rate books held by other agencies. With respect to the aim of identifying 

the provenance of stones used in buildings, the absence of reliable, portable, affordable 

and non-destructive testing remains a significant factor in preventing definitive proof. 

 

Outline of Chapters 
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The Malmsbury bluestone story is built through several categories. Chapter 2 covers the 

land research necessary to find quarries for geological testing and site histories. Chapter 

3 details the quarry histories and resulting structures between 1856 and 1873 and with 

some consideration of laws influencing quarrying while Chapter 4 continues the quarry 

histories and resulting structures between 1874 and 1930 when bluestone was sawn at 

Malmsbury. Chapter 5 aims to use science to define Malmsbury bluestone, determine its 

properties and compare these with other basalts and bluestones. Prior to detailing the full 

story of the fame of Malmsbury bluestone, the development and expansion of the 

Victorian bluestone industry is explained in Chapter 6 through discovery of resources, 

the role of the railways, invention of machinery to exploit the resource, and key people 

within the industry. This provides a background to the methodology and terminology of 

the bluestone industry and the context in which the Malmsbury industry operated. 

Chapter 7 records the role of the Melbourne to Bendigo Railway works in making 

Malmsbury bluestone famous, and the role of the stone in the railway itself. Chapter 8 

introduces the Malmsbury bluestone workers themselves and their interaction with the 

wider Malmsbury community, and demonstrates how a collective study of stoneworkers 

reveals otherwise little-known aspects of Victoria’s history. Using case studies Chapter 9 

shows how the Malmsbury bluestone industry fits into labour theory. Malmsbury 

bluestone as viewed from today in terms of history and heritage of state and nation is 

examined in Chapter 10 while Chapter 11 concludes the thesis and reclaims the fame of 

Malmsbury bluestone. 
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Chapter 2. Triangular Journeys: Traversing a Bluestone 
Landscape 

There were several anticipated outcomes of this portion of the landscape analysis. 

Firstly, a chronological history of all the Malmsbury bluestone quarries, supplemented 

with accurately dated local bluestone structures. Secondly an established history of each 

identified quarry (Dataset 2) including evidence of their use for the Melbourne to Bendigo 

railway. Thirdly the documentation of the built landscape created from these quarries, 

both locally and across Australia. Finally, determining which quarries played a key role 

during defined stages of the industry. Having created a very detailed history of 

Malmsbury bluestone extraction and use, the results are intended to be placed in the 

public domain for future use by historians and heritage specialists. Sampling rock from 

specific historic quarries permits a scientific analysis of the stone itself. All of these, in 

conjunction with the history of the stoneworkers involved, can inform future heritage 

studies. 

Tools for Quarrying History 

Like mining, quarries such as those in Wales considered suitable for tourism by 

geographers J. Arwel Edwards and Joan Carles Llurdés Coit easily fall within the 

concept of industrial heritage.1 Quarrying landscapes are also accepted as cultural 

landscapes. The long-term project of the Adelaide Hills Face Zone Project (South 

Australia) that ‘encompasses industrial and social landscapes’2 demonstrates this with 

the examples of the Willunga slate quarries and the various Mount Lofty Ranges 

quarries.3 At an international level, the andesite and basalt quarries of Sonoma County, 

1 J Arwel Edwards and Joan Carles Llurdés Coit, “Mines and Quarries: Industrial Heritage Tourism,” 
Annals of Tourism Research 23, no.2 (1996): 341–63. 

2 Susan Piddock, “Slate, slate, everywhere slate: the cultural landscapes of the Willunga slate quarries, 
South Australia,” Australian Historical Archaeology, 25 (2007): 5. 

3 Christine Bender and Susan Piddock, "Quarries and quarrymen of the foothills," in Valleys of Stone: 
The Archaeology and History of Adelaide's Hills Face, ed. Pam Smith, F. Donald Pate and Robert Martin 
(Belair, South Australia: Kopi Books, 2006). 

The Past is a quarry of ideas, an archive of possible future scenarios .

Tom Griffiths. The Art of Time Travel
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California were argued to be rural cultural landscapes by anthropologist J Charles 

Watford.4 

 

To permit Malmsbury to be compared to other historical and cultural landscapes, an 

assessment must follow a set of existing and accepted guidelines. The Heritage Council 

of Victoria created their Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance: Assessment 

Guidelines in 2015, based on the earlier versions of Landscape Assessment Guidelines 

of 2002 and 2009 by Heritage Victoria.5 These guidelines, based on the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Convention 

and the Australian International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) Burra 

Charter of 1999, provide key definitions of terms associated with cultural landscapes, 

describe the categories of landscapes which are assessable, and a methodology for 

undertaking significance assessments.6 In this study, the quarrying landscape of 

Malmsbury would be defined as an organically-evolved landscape.7 Traditionally the 

surviving bluestone built heritage has only been examined and assessed as individual 

items, some clustered in a specific and generic precinct. The acceptance of the Historic 

Urban Landscape approach to heritage by UNESCO in 2011, with Ballarat becoming a 

pilot project of this new concept in 2013, offers a different perspective.8 This now 

provides the potential for the broader bluestone heritage of Malmsbury to be considered 

as a heritage landscape in its own right; hence this study was approached from this 

perspective. 

 

Any assessment requires supporting material to document and substantiate the history 

and heritage of quarrying. While present-day site inspections can be used to reveal and 

record surviving quarrying heritage, researching the historical context is not always 

straightforward and specific generic guidelines are not available. A paper published by 

this author in 2017 does provide a detailed guide to the methods available for 

researching quarrying history in Malmsbury and Victoria.9 This considers Crown and 

 
4 J Charles Whatford, “Historic Stone Quarries as Rural Cultural Landscapes: An Example from Sonoma 

County, California,” Proceedings of the Society for California Archaeology 8 (1995): 189–93. 

5 Heritage Council of Victoria, Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance: Assessment Guidelines 
(Melbourne, Heritage Council of Victoria, 2015); Heritage Victoria, Landscape Assessment Guidelines for 
Cultural Heritage Significance (Melbourne: Heritage Victoria, 2009). 

6 Heritage Council of Victoria, Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance, 7. 

7 Ibid., 12. 

8 Ibid., 9; “About,” Historic Urban Landscape Ballarat, accessed May 16, 2019, 
http://www.hulballarat.org.au/cb_pages/about.php. 

9 Susan Walter, “Quarry and stone research methods: Looking for holes in history,” Provenance 15 
(2017): 35–46. 
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private land and a wide range of resources to provide historical data to support current 

observations and knowledge. The methodology used certainly demonstrated Beresford’s 

triangular journey of research. 

Lidgey’s Map 

Firstly, Malmsbury bluestone quarries must be found in order to gain knowledge on the 

geology of the sites and their associated history. Lidgey’s 1894 Malmsbury and Lauriston 

Gold Field geological map (Figure 2) was chosen as the starting point for the study. This 

is because it records the location of several quarries on the eastern side of Malmsbury in 

the parishes of Lauriston, Edgecombe and the township itself, and stands as a key 

document in fixing quarries to particular properties and other features.10 While the 

presence of Lidgey and his goldfields geological survey project in the Malmsbury district 

was noted in the Kyneton Guardian and Kyneton Observer of 1893, there is no direct 

reference to quarries.11 These sites are all located in the regions identified in the map 

legend as Upper Volcanic which became the focus of the search for supporting 

geological literature. 

While Lidgey’s map is mentioned in the few heritage studies of Malmsbury district, and 

the quarries recorded are easily discernible at ground level by an observant eye, a lack 

of readily-accessible documentary history on Malmsbury bluestone quarries has left this 

portion of local and state history understudied.12 Planning and undertaking a broad 

landscape history of this nature is cost-prohibitive for most regional heritage studies and 

is not suitable for a desk audit. 

10 E. Lidgey, “Report on the Malmsbury and Lauriston Gold-Field,” Geological Survey of Victoria Progress 
Report No. 8. (Victoria: Department of Mines, 1894), 20–27. (Including the “Malmsbury & Lauriston Gold 
Field” Map, 1894). 

11 “Geological Survey of Lauriston,” Kyneton Guardian, November 23, 1893; “Lauriston,” Kyneton 
Observer, October 21, 1893, 2. 

12 David Bick et al., Shire of Kyneton Conservation (Heritage) Study Volumes 1 2 & 3, Prepared for the 
Heritage Branch, Ministry for Planning and Environment, 1991; Dr Vincent A. Clark and Andrea Murphy, 
Archaeological and Heritage Investigations in Four Proposed Freeway Corridors: Interim Report Stage 1, Oct 
1998. 
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A preliminary inspection of Lidgey’s map reveals: 

1. All quarries are east of the Coliban River, 

2. They are confined to the Upper Volcanic basalt/lava flows and the land 

parishes of Lauriston, Edgecombe and Malmsbury, 

3. Most are on privately-owned land, 

4. Allotment numbers are discernible, 

5. The map has no contours on it, but hatching is used to imply the shape of the 

land and 

6. No notation is present to signify if the quarries were active, and the sources 

of quarry names are not cited in the Gold Fields report which accompanied 

the map.13 

 

The same map assisted in defining the study area and the community. While Malmsbury 

township and part of the land parishes of Edgecombe and Lauriston within the former 

Borough of Malmsbury are one way of defining the study area, the distribution of the 

Upper Volcanic landscape suggested it would be prudent to include both the former 

Borough of Malmsbury (formed 1861, merged with Shire of Kyneton in 1915) and the 

Lauriston and Edgecombe Road Board (formed 1856, later the Lauriston and 

Edgecombe Riding of the Shire of Kyneton).14 This permitted the inclusion of quarries 

north, east and south of the Borough boundary, especially eastwards to the Campaspe 

River and down south to the south-west side of the Bendigo Railway line in Lauriston 

parish.15 The Lauriston-Drummond Road formed the southern boundary of the quarry 

study. The use of stone in structures, however, is not limited to volcanic plains, and in 

consideration of this fact, the study area for examining local stone structures was 

extended to the entire parishes and townships of Malmsbury, Kyneton, Edgecombe and 

Lauriston, and some sites in adjoining parishes of Burke and Tylden. 

 

Identifying and Recording Historic Malmsbury quarries 

 

Working from Lidgey’s 1894 map, an audit of the sources in Table 1 was made to identify 

and document historical quarries. Previous and subsequent maps, and the use of related 

 
13 Lidgey, “Report on the Malmsbury and Lauriston Gold-Field”, (Including the map). 

14 Susan Walter, Hence Hope Beams on us: 150 Years of Service, Councillors of Malmsbury Borough 
1861–1915 (Malmsbury: Malmsbury Historical Society, 2011), 1–18; “Lauriston and Edgecombe Road 
District,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 30, 1856, 645. 

15 “The Municipal District of Malmsbury,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 18, 1861, 2011. 
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archives such as aerial photograph, railways and other government archives expanded 

the temporal data. Quarries were identified on maps as early as the 1866 edition of the 

Taradale Quarter Sheet where a note of ‘quarries for road metal’16 appears near the 

intersection of Davy’s and Breakneck roads. Earlier reliable dates are 1859 when stone 

used to construct the Malmsbury Viaduct was obtained ‘near the site’17 and the 1861 

Petition under the Municipal Act for Malmsbury stated that ‘some of the finest blue-stone 

quarries have been opened and are being extensively worked’.18 

 

Guided by Lidgey’s map, parish maps for Malmsbury, Lauriston and Edgecombe, were 

used to tabulate the details of the parish, section/portion and allotment for each quarry. 

Based on accepted guides for undertaking land research, these details included the 

name of the first owners of the quarry land, the date of purchase, acreage and any other 

information such as land selection file numbers.19 

 

Google Earth was then used to determine the accuracy of Lidgey’s map and to locate the 

sites in a present-day context. Patterns of landscape disturbance associated with 

quarrying were identified and used to find other potential quarries not on Lidgey’s map. If 

site inspections concurred with the aerial images, they were added to the research plan. 

The Aerial Photography Library of DELWP was consulted and relevant aerial 

photographs from 1946 and/or 1966 were purchased.20 The 1946 photographs are the 

earliest available, while the 1966 images were at a lower elevation and provided better 

detail. These were referenced back to Google Earth, Lidgey’s map and the parish plans. 

Any potential quarry disturbance in these aerial photographs was targeted for further 

examination. The same Department’s interactive map website Land and Survey Spatial 

 
16 George Ulrich, Quarter Sheet No. 9 N.W. Taradale geological map. 2nd ed. Revised, Geological Survey 

of Victoria, 1866. The first edition does not record these details. 

17 “The Coliban Viaduct,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), October 26, 1859, 3. 

18 “Petition Under the Municipal Act: Malmsbury,” Victoria Government Gazette, No. 97, June 28, 1861, 
1243. 

19 Cabena, McRae and Bladin, The Lands Manual; Nelson and Alves, Lands Guide, 69–77. 

20 DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Standard Mapsheet Photography, Project 7723N2 
817/7, Run 9, Film 242, Images 27674, 27676 and 27678, February 1946; DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial 
Photography Register, Standard Mapsheet Photography, Project 7723N2 817/7, Run 10, Film 244, Images 
27747, 27748 and 27750, February 1946; DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Standard 
Mapsheet Photography, Project 7723N2 817/7, Run 11, Film 244, Images 27769 and 27771, February 1946; 
DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Calder Highway 1965 Project, Project 7723N7 559, Run 
15, Film 1935, Image 130, August 1966; DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Calder 
Highway 1965 Project, Project 7723N7 559, Run 16 Film 1935, Images 106–7, 110, 112, and 115, August 
1966; DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Calder Highway 1965 Project, Project 7723N7 
559, Run 17, Film 1935, Images 85, 87, 89 and 91, August 1966. 
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Information (LASSI) was then used to determine any relevant file or subdivision plan 

numbers.21 

 

This process immediately divided the research into two portions. Firstly, land purchased 

via early local land sales (1852 onwards) and secondly land retained by the Crown after 

these sales ceased and subsequently occupied by licence and/or selected under the 

Land Selection Acts, or which remained Crown land to post-quarrying times. Based on 

the parish plan for Malmsbury, most Crown land auctions occurred before the late 

1870s.22 There was potential any identified quarry could be researched in both portions 

depending on the date and nature of evidence gathered. 

 

Quarrying the Archives - Quarries on Private and Crown Land 

 

Private land was researched in-person using Registrar-General’s Office (RGO) lands 

records from the relevant date of these Government auctions. This General Law (Old 

System) record system of memorials mostly pre-dates the 1862 Torrens Title system for 

land in and around Malmsbury. The ownership of all land alienated after 1862 was 

managed through Torrens Titles (now digitised and available online). These can be quite 

sparse in the data they record, and details of buildings or other improvements are rare. 

The Transfer of Land Statute (TLS) 1866 permitted land managed under General Law to 

be converted to the Torrens Title system. 23 The closing of the General Law Register in 

1998 means that land still under this system is now converted to Torrens title upon 

sale.24 

 

The data collected included dates, nature of transaction (conveyance, lease), names of 

parties, description of land boundaries, price, and other details such as property name 

(Quarry Farm) or landscape elements (creek, road, railway easements). If the chain of 

memorials ceased due to conversion, copies of the resulting Torrens titles were 

purchased if the other data suggested a strong link with quarrying. 

 

 
21 “LASSI - Land and Survey Spatial Information,” DELWP, 2017, accessed November 13, 2017 

https://maps.land.vic.gov.au/lassi/. Previous versions used prior to 2017 came under the jurisdiction of other 
government departments. 

22 Malmsbury Township Parish Plan M49A (5495), Sheets 1 and 2, Melbourne, Department of Lands and 
Survey, August 29, 1931. 

23 Real Property Act 1862 (No. 140) (VIC); Transfer of Land Statute 1866 (No. 301) (VIC). 

24 Transfer of Land (Single Register) Act 1998, (No. 85/1998) (VIC). 
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Quarries identified as being Crown land for at least part of their history were investigated 

through public records and railway archives. This included the supposed site of the 

Malmsbury stone-sawing works.25 The results were mixed; some revealed limited or no 

relevant information, others revealed past use of quarrying but not contemporaneous to 

the records themselves, and some relevant documentation was gained after the 

geological field work was completed. 

 

Table 2: Former and current Malmsbury-district road names used in this study 
Old Name Current Name 

Boundary Road Boundary Road  

Central Edgecombe Road Rollinson’s Road and Blue Devil Lane 

Forest Road Old Quarry Road 

Green Hill Road Kyneton-Metcalfe Road 

Hughes and Brereton’s Road [Malmsbury Metcalfe Road?] 

Lauriston Road Breakneck Road 

Main Road/Mount Alexander Road/Kyneton 
Road/Common Toll Road 

Calder Highway (prior to 2008 bypass) - includes Chisholm Ave 
post 2008 

McGrane Street McCrane Street 

Parish Boundary Road Malmsbury East Road 

Page’s Road Southern extension of Hunter Street (within the Borough of 
Malmsbury) 

Richey and Willoughby’s Road Ritchies Road 

Source: Malmsbury Historical Society 

 

Changes in land ownership thus informed the next stage of research. Newspapers and 

probate records of deceased owners were sought in order to find sale notices, reported 

evidence of quarrying and better descriptions of the property and improvements. The 

newspapers also provided the vital links between former nineteenth-century local road 

names and present ones, and these are summarised in Table 2 for ongoing reference. 

The revelation that bluestone extracted from both Malmsbury and nearby Carlsruhe was 

sent to Melbourne also prompted some Carlsruhe quarries to be researched.26 

 

A total of 74 allotments of private and Crown land were researched in this way. No 

assumptions were made about whether the quarrying was for building or road 

metal/gravel. The data was added to the relational database allowing all events to form 

one entire chronology. Each quarry identified was coded in the format of QS01, QS02, 

QS03 … etc, the numbering system commencing in Edgecombe parish, then Lauriston, 

 
25 Bick et al., Shire of Kyneton Conservation Study, Volumes 1, 2 and 3, 943–44. 

26 “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), September 2, 1868, 8; “Wanted,” Kyneton Guardian, 
September 5, 1868, 3; Kyneton Guardian, January 18, 1871, 2; “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, September 7, 
1889, 3. 
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then Malmsbury and in numerical order of portion or section number within that parish. 

Parish allotment numbers were not used because Lidgey’s map indicated that some 

allotments had more than one quarry on them, and the coding reduced the chance of 

bias in the geological data collection and analysis. For each site a chronological land 

history report was compiled (see Dataset 2), with supporting imagery from any relevant 

maps, photographs and newspaper articles, and relevant database entries labelled with 

the “QS” number to enable efficient data matching and retrieval. 

 

This research principally permitted the field work planning although subsequent research 

revealed more data which broadened the knowledge on specific quarries. The names of 

some individuals found in land records but with no reference to their occupation, were 

later shown to have links with quarrying. 

 

Building on the findings - Preliminary results 

 

Table 3 summarises the 64 quarry properties identified through this process with 

documentary evidence of quarrying. It became obvious that virtually none of Lidgey’s 

quarries on private land were harvested for stone under any formal agreement lodged 

with the RGO. The only one that was found was collectively for allotments 261, 263 and 

265 parish of Lauriston (QS38, QS40, QS42) when Charles Mailler and Michael Woods 

leased the land from Mary Olive in 1887 for a period of four years at a rental of 

£3/annum, paying a further 3s 6d/man/week employed in quarrying.27 

 

 
Table 3: Sites with Confirmed Evidence of Quarrying Activity 

Parish Portion or 
Section 

Allotment (Site Name) Site Number 

Edgecombe 20 P and Q (Barrow’s) QS01 

Edgecombe 21 A, B, C, D, E (Hope’s / Rollinson’s) QS02 

Edgecombe 25 (Spring or Quarry Farm 1) QS03 

Edgecombe 26 (FSSC Co. / White’s Quarry – part / Davis’s 
Quarry 1) 

QS04 

Edgecombe 28 (Davis’s Quarry 2 / Hughes’s) QS06 

Edgecombe 29 (Salvation quarry) QS07 

Edgecombe 31 (Davis’s Quarry 3) QS08 

Edgecombe 32 (Milvain’s Quarry) QS09 

Edgecombe 33 (Mailler’s Quarry and White’s Quarry - parts) QS10 

 
27 Registrar-General’s Office (RGO) (Victoria), General Law archives, Book 338, Memorial 349, quarry 

lease dated March 24, 1887 between Mary Olive and Charles Mailler and Michael Woods. 
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Parish Portion or 
Section 

Allotment (Site Name) Site Number 

Edgecombe 34 (Spring or Quarry Farm (2) / Ryan’s Quarry / 
Mailler’s quarry - part) 

QS11/QS12 

Edgecombe 37 (Saunders’s) QS13 

Edgecombe 38 
 

QS14 

Lauriston 178A (Whittingslow’s) QS15 

Lauriston 185 (Fagan’s) QS16 

Lauriston 196 C, D (Hayes’s) QS17/QS18 

Lauriston 228 (Gorey’s) QS20 

Lauriston 229 (Donovan’s) QS21 

Lauriston 239 (Fernie’s 1) QS22 

Lauriston 240 (Fernie’s 2 QS23 

Lauriston 241 (Fernie’s 3) QS24 

Lauriston 242 (Swamp or Pennington’s Farm 1) QS25 

Lauriston 243 (Fernie’s 4) QS26 

Lauriston 244 (Swamp or Pennington’s Farm 2 / Wallis) QS27 

Lauriston 245 (Swamp or Pennington’s Farm 3) QS28 

Lauriston 247 (Fernie’s / Hookey’s 1) QS29 

Lauriston 248 (Fernie’s / Hookey’s 2) QS30 

Lauriston 250 (Hunter’s / Hoiles’s 1) QS32 

Lauriston 251 (Hunter’s / Hoiles’s 2) QS33 

Lauriston 252 (Hunter’s / Hoiles’s 3) QS34 

Lauriston 253 (Swamp or Pennington’s Farm 4) QS35 

Lauriston 255 (Timberlake / Hudson) Quarry on adjoining road 
reserve 

QS36 

Lauriston 257 (Olive 1) Quarry on adjoining road reserve QS37 

Lauriston 261 (Olive 2) QS38 

Lauriston 262 (Swamp or Pennington’s Farm 5) QS39 

Lauriston 263 (Olive 3, Hollyman’s) QS40 

Lauriston 264 (Olive 4) QS41 

Lauriston 265 (Olive 5) QS42 

Lauriston 273 (Gleeson’s) QS44 

Lauriston 274 (Richey’s) QS45 

Lauriston 285 (Buckley / McDonald’s 1) QS46 

Lauriston 286 (McDonald’s 2) QS47 

Lauriston 289 E and G (Page’s) QS48 

Malmsbury 22A 1, 3, 5 (Rayson’s) 9, 10 (Wallis’s/Creamery) QS49 

Malmsbury 30 10? (Boddy) QS50 

Malmsbury 33 8 (John Woods’s) QS51 

Malmsbury 33 9 (Don’s) QS52 

Malmsbury 50 8A? (Hogan’s) QS54 

Malmsbury 50 11A (Michael Woods’s) QS55 

Malmsbury B 7? (Stone Sawing Works 1) QS56 

Malmsbury C 5 5A 5B 6 7 8 9 (Police Paddock) QS57 

Malmsbury F 3 (Tip) QS58 
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Parish Portion or 
Section 

Allotment (Site Name) Site Number 

Malmsbury F 5 and 6 (Wallis’s) QS59 

Carlsruhe 50 Bald Hill quarry QS60 

Lauriston* 235 and 
235A 

(Kelly’s) QS63 

Lauriston 143 (Richey – Prince’s bridge quarry) QS64 

Carlsruhe 11 Gray’s Farm QS65 

Carlsruhe 12 (&8?) Ryan’s Quarry / Prospect Estate QS66 

Carlsruhe 21 Mangan’s Quarry QS67 

Lauriston 268 Dr. Davy’s QS70 

Malmsbury 48 7 (Stone Sawing Works 2) QS71 

Carlsruhe 24 (& 22, 23) Boyle’s QS72 

Lauriston 230, 231, 
232, 233 

McLean’s QS73 

*Quarries listed in bold type post-date the research undertaken for the field work 

 

While a key objective was to establish the location of the quarries used in the 

construction of the railway through Malmsbury, or the Malmsbury reservoir, this was not 

initially achieved. The quarries on sections 235, 235A, around 230 and on 268 Parish of 

Lauriston (QS63, QS73) and an important quarry at South Kyneton (QS64), were found 

after this initial research phase. The literature review demonstrated a strong link between 

the Malmsbury and Footscray bluestone industries via the geological nature of the 

bluestone, quarries at Malmsbury and Carlsruhe, bluestone-sawing companies at 

Footscray and Malmsbury and through the people engaged in the industry. This link has 

been further substantiated and is examined in detail in Chapter 6. 

 

All identified quarries were plotted on a regional map to ascertain the distribution of sites 

(Figure 3). Sites later chosen for stone sampling reflect a wide spatial, and potentially 

temporal, distribution of quarrying activity (avoiding assumptions that all quarries were 

portions of a single homogenous basalt flow) and selected to raise the chance of 

detecting any non-congruous lava flows. 
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Figure 3:   Spatial distribution of identified bluestone quarrying and sawing activity shown within area under investigation.
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The single quarry (QS50) identified on the west side of the Coliban River could only be 

linked to quarrying for gravel, as was the Bald Hill quarry at Carlsruhe (QS60). The 

quarry on the old Police reserve (QS57) reportedly used to build the Church of England 

school could not be substantiated and is not within the volcanic zone on the map. 

Reports of a quarry on the road reserve adjoining the property of specified people 

(QS36, QS37) triggered research to determine a more precise location. The two stone-

sawing works sites (QS56 and QS71) while located below the volcanic zones, showed 
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Figure 4:   Identified bluestone quarrying and sawing activity shown against the district surface geology
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no evidence of quarrying but can be demonstrated to be significant to the town’s 

industrial heritage. 

 

Plotting the sites against geological and topographical features (Figure 4) demonstrates 

the sites with established quarrying history were well within the Upper Volcanics zone 

identified in Lidgey’s map and that quarrying activity had primarily taken place in the 

areas of higher elevation between Malmsbury and Kyneton, at a minimum of 470m 

above sea level, and frequently on the edges of escarpments at 480m or above. This 

implies that the basalt on, or close to, the perimeters of upper (newer) flows of lava 

exposed by extensive periods of erosion, was the stone targeted by the quarrymen and 

masons. 

 

Remains to be Seen 

 

Documenting quarrying history on paper is a major task; finding physical evidence on site 

which explains more than just surface rock removal is another. Several observations 

made during field work allowed a greater understanding of quarrying methodology and 

heritage. 

 

Simple structures that could be interpreted as forms of shelter were seen on sites QS01 

(Figure 5) and QS46 (Figure 6) and a more substantial ruin, potentially a site hut, is 

present on QS07 (Figure 7) (site code EdgV_021). A ring of stones with a defined entry 

point and a clear area inside that could act a windbreak is present on QS06 (Figure 8) as 

are two similar, but smaller, square-shaped enclosures. 

 

Remnants of a stone wall with rabbit-proof fencing are observable around holes at 

Ryan’s (QS11) (Figure 9) and McDonald’s (QS46) quarries as are a cobbled roadway 

between two holes on Mailler’s quarry (QS15) (Figure 10). The latter, in addition to a well 

and building foundations, was identified in a heritage study undertaken on the site in 

1998.28 Square blocks of bluestone with a smaller square indentation on the upper 

surface were observed at McDonald’s quarry (QS46), Hunters quarry (QS32) and 

Richey’s quarry (QS64) (Figure 11). These have been interpreted by this author as base 

 
28 Clark and Murphy, Archaeological and Heritage Investigations, 21; Vincent Clark et al., Calder 

Highway Kyneton to Faraday Archaeological and Heritage Study: Volume 2 Report to VicRoads, Dr Vincent 
Clark and Associates Pty Ltd, February 1999, 5, 68, 123; “History hunters close in on their quarry,” Sunbury 
Macedon Ranges Leader, November 19, 2002. 
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plates for the feet of cranes. No evidence of any tramways was observed at the locations 

visited. 

 

All the quarries had either stone drilling or splitting grooves left in the quarry faces 

(Figure 12), or in the waste stone, or both. No such marks were visible at other quarries 

where the rock formation was clearly different, such as those that at Bald Hill quarry 

(QS60) (Figure 13) and adjoining the Carlsruhe cemetery (both are eruption points), as 

well as a quarry on the escarpment on Portion 58 parish of Edgecombe.29 The drilling 

marks are comparable with those that can be found in the Harcourt granite quarries 

located on Mount Alexander (Figure 14). 

 

The bluestone-sawing works site (QS56) and the railway station are essential links to the 

overall bluestone industry. Little remains of the former except a piece of vacant land 

overgrown with oak trees and littered with small pieces of sawn bluestone, and the 

remains of a diversion in the Coliban water channel (see Chapter 6).30 The bases of the 

former railway cranes remain at the station (Figure 15) but the working parts have long 

gone, as have the sidings they serviced. 

 

The next task was to examine the history of each site in detail. 

 

 

 
29 Site visits by author, September 2015 and April 2016. 

30 Site visit by author, August 2016. 
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Figure 5: Waste stone on QS01 fashioned into a structure to provide 
protection from the weather 
Age of structure unknown.  
Source: Photo courtesy of John Walter, March 2013. 

 

Figure 6: Waste rock abutting an old quarry face and 
fashioned into a small-scale windbreak on QS46 
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Figure 8: Circle of waste stone on QS06 amongst other heaps of other waste rock 

 

Figure 7: Ruin of bluestone rubble building on the Salvation Quarry site (QS07) 
Image shows a former doorway and probable fireplace. 
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Figure 9: Remnants of rabbit-proof fencing on the perimeter 
of a quarry hole on QS11 

 

Figure 10: Cobbled roadway at Mailler’s Quarry (QS 11/12) 
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4
  (A) 

 (C) 

 (B) 

Blocks were found at (A) McDonald’s quarry (QS46), (B) Hunter’s 

quarry (QS32) and (C) Richey’s quarry at south Kyneton (QS64) 

(Photos: (A) and (B) Susan Walter; (C) Robert King, March 2017) 

Figure 11: Worked square blocks of bluestone, potentially base plates for crane legs 
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Figure 13: High quarry face at Bald Hill quarry (QS60) 
showing different rock formation 

 

Figure 12: Distinctive quarry drilling marks left in a 
shallow face at Davis’s quarry (QS06) 
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Figure 14: Rock drilling marks evident at a Harcourt 
granite quarry, Mount Alexander 

 

Figure 15: Bluestone base of one of the former railway 
cranes on the south side of Malmsbury Railway Station 
(Site MalV_020) 
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Chapter 3. Key Holes in Malmsbury Bluestone: 1852 to 1873 
 

Using the defined research methodology and detailed data collection and analysis, it has 

been possible to reconstruct a hole-by-hole account of a whole regional quarrying 

industry. The collation of a multitude of spatial and temporal data has permitted 

otherwise disjointed, seemingly unrelated or indistinct records to be put into context. 

Following the names of quarry workers, as opposed to quarries, also exposes a pattern 

not observed by examining a single site. 

 

Some quarries had substantial histories, such as those of QS07, QS10, QS11, QS12 

and QS25, while others were demonstrated to have been sources for the railway or 

Malmsbury reservoir, or in such places as Melbourne and Bendigo. Some records could 

not be linked to specific quarries but were associated with specific quarrymen. Overall, 

the data documents significant Malmsbury quarrying activity, which has been broken 

down into key time periods. For the first time, this study records the chronological 

histories of the Malmsbury quarries, and all the known structures created from the stone. 

Existing publications and studies have recorded a small number of quarries or buildings, 

but none are all-encompassing.1 

 

This chapter examines the history of quarrying and use of Malmsbury bluestone from the 

early days through to the eve of the commencement of stone-sawing at Malmsbury. To 

provide clarity to the means by which quarrying, and thus stone use, was regulated and 

how this influenced the harvesting of stone across the Malmsbury landscape, an 

introduction to the relevant legislation is included. 

 

Quarrymen and Bluestone – a Law unto Themselves?  

 

Jo Guldi’s dialogue on research methods for the history of landscapes and places 

discusses the works of Maine, Randall, Hoskins and Beresford and their belief that 

‘written law had corrupted the entire system of modern landholding’ and that ‘law was 

 
1 Bryan Fitzpatrick and Edward T Brear, “Malmsbury and Kyneton District Basalt Survey” (Thesis, 

Melbourne University Eastern Resource Centre Architecture Stack T0579, 1958); George Brown, Victorian 
Building Stones (Melbourne: Mines Department, 1937); R. L. King and K. S. Weston, Dimension Stone in 
Victoria, Geological Survey of Victoria Report 112, 1997; Alan H. Spry, Building Stone in Melbourne: A 
History of Stone Use in Melbourne particularly in the Nineteenth Century, Report for the Australian Heritage 
Commission and The Victorian Historic Buildings Council, 1988. 
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increasingly handled through documents rather than oral traditions’.2 While detailing the 

legal framework through which stone sources, stone extraction and stoneworkers were 

controlled would permit a very deep analysis on the use of Malmsbury bluestone, it is not 

within the scope of this thesis to do so. Appendix 1, however, outlines the legislation 

which influenced quarrying in Victoria and directly permitted or limited activity on Crown 

Land. This in turn explains some of the stories uncovered. 

 

Stone is a rock as opposed to a mineral (though some stones, such as slate, are treated 

as minerals). Minerals include the Royal minerals gold and silver which the Crown (i.e. 

state governments) claims ownership of and sells the right to extract through leases and 

licences.3 The land surface’s owner could negotiate rent, royalty or compensation for 

access for mining.4 The extraction of rock is quarrying, that of minerals is mining. As 

bluestone was not formally regarded as a mineral in Victoria before 1911, and as its 

extraction was performed in the open air, its removal was defined as quarrying. 

Quarrying and mining laws in Victoria have had separate historical trajectories, which 

occasionally created confusion or inequity. When formal government was established in 

the Port Phillip district of the New South Wales (NSW) colony in 1836, it inherited the 

laws which applied to NSW, which in turn had evolved from English law.5 Those laws 

relating to quarrying covered four key factors - ownership, taxation, working regulations 

and other sundry statutes.6 This regulatory framework, or lack of it, in which quarrying 

operated, had the power to hinder or promote bluestone use, and influence the 

management and maintenance of local roads. 

 

At the time of separation of Port Phillip from NSW in 1851, most of the land away from 

Melbourne was owned by the Crown. Leases for Crown land quarries in the vicinity of 

 
2 Guldi, “Landscape and Place”, 67–8. 

3 “Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 17, 1869, 1481; 
“Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 29, 1870, 1084. 

4 C. Le Neve Foster, “Legislation Affecting Mines and Quarries,” in A Text-book of Ore and Stone Mining 
(London: Charles Griffin & Co., 1900), 653-5; Ralph W. Birrell, Staking a Claim: Gold and the Development 
of Victorian Mining Law (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1998), 5. 

5 Birrell, Staking a Claim, 5–6; “To Quarrymen,” New South Wales Government Gazette, October 16, 
1839, 1155; “Quarries in Argyle-Street,” New South Wales Government Gazette, December 18, 1839, 1441; 
‘Government Quarries,” New South Wales Government Gazette, February 1, 1842, 198; New South Wales 
Government Gazette, April 12, 1842, 557; “Government Quarries,” New South Wales Government Gazette, 
April 8, 1845, 379; “Government Land Sale,” Sydney Morning Herald, May 15, 1845, 2. 

6 Foster, “Legislation Affecting Mines and Quarries”, 655; Thomas Bennett Spires, “An Historical 
Geography of the British Quarrying Industry c1850–1950” (PhD thesis, Manchester Metropolitan University, 
2002); Birrell, Staking a Claim. 
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Melbourne were issued by 1846, and reserves for stone were set aside from 1839.7 

Some of these early leases were for Merri Creek and the Yarra River sites, which based 

on historical evidence (see Chapter 6), suggests they were bluestone quarries. 

Documents and archives relating to quarrying on Crown land are quite distinct from those 

for private land. The former reveals the bureaucracy which encompasses resource 

management. The latter exposes some of the large holes in quarrying history, revealing 

a culture of gentlemen’s agreements, and hazards associated with unregulated 

quarrying. Both can demonstrate the co-operation required to develop a local industry. 

 

The fact that bluestone was not seen as a mineral meant there were few, if any, 

limitations on its extraction from private land. Co-operating and enterprising individuals 

with enough financial backing could open private quarries independent of government 

regulation, if stone-bearing land was alienated from the Crown. Quarries were 

occasionally abandoned because they were not financially viable. Patrick Melville of 

Geelong reported in 1847 he had expended ‘three to four hundred pounds, together with 

the labour of seven years’ to create his envied quarry.8 The following year Melville also 

suggested that some supply problems were caused by contractors failing to pay for 

stone.9 

 

Quarrying on Crown land was controlled via a series of Land Acts and other legislation 

(Appendix 1) and managed through licences, issued by the government or its 

representatives, giving temporary access for the quarrying and removal of stone.10 

Malmsbury Borough Council, which formed in late 1861, had the power to issue such 

licences between 1862 and 1869 (Figure 16).11 Several councils requested the right to 

issue these licences, and retain the revenue raised, arguing that quarry traffic 

 
7 “Government Quarries,” Port Phillip Government Gazette, December 24, 1845, 508; Raymond Wright, 

The Bureaucrat’s Domain – Space and the Public Interest in Victoria, 1836–84 (Melbourne: Oxford 
University Press, 1989), 43. 

8 “To the Editor of the Geelong Advertiser,” Geelong Advertiser and Squatters' Advocate, February 2, 
1847, 2. 

9 “Melville’s Quarry,” Geelong Advertiser, September 26, 1848, 2; “Melville’s Quarry,” Geelong Advertiser, 
September 30, 1848, 1. 

10 “Regulations Under ‘The Land Act, 1862’,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 2, 1862, 1117–18. 

11 “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, April 26, 1862, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Financial Journal, October 4, 1864 through to July 20, 1867; Malmsbury Borough Council, Ledger "Quarry 
Licenses," pg. 157; October 27, 1866 through to May 13, 1869; Malmsbury Borough Council, Financial 
Journal, 1864–1883, various dates; Malmsbury Borough Council, Ledger, 1863–1883 "Quarry Licenses": 
157; Malmsbury Borough Council, General Cash Book, 1868–1906, various dates; “Malmsbury Municipal 
Council,” Kyneton Observer, April 26, 1862, 3 
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excessively damaged roads which were primarily funded by rates and not colonial 

revenue.12 

 

 

 

Running in parallel to these land Acts was the creation of Crown reserves from which 

stone could be procured.13 Early examples are the quarries managed by Melbourne 

Council, sometimes referred to as ‘Corporation quarries’.14 

 

Evidence of the location and administration of Crown land quarries is found in public 

records, while the misuse of such sites was dealt with by the legal system and reported 

in newspapers. Some amendments to mining laws reinforced the right of the Crown to 

‘all sand, clay, stone, gravel and indigenous timber where needed for construction or 

repair of roads, bridges, railroads etc.’,15 and enabled contractors to harvest stone for 

public projects such as railways with direct permission from the government. This didn’t 

automatically protect those engaged to harvest stone for another party. As shown later, 

 
12 “Hawthorn Borough Council,” South Bourke Standard (Hawthorn), September 2, 1870, 2; “Kew 

Borough Council,” South Bourke Standard (Hawthorn), September 2, 1870, 3; “Sebastopol Borough 
Council,” Ballarat Courier, September 2, 1870, 4; “Raywood Borough Council,” Bendigo Advertiser, 
September 6, 1870, 3; “Borough Councils,” Age (Melbourne), September 7, 1870, 3; “Footscray Borough 
Council,” Williamstown Chronicle, September 10, 1870, 5; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 
370, September 7, 1870. 

13 The Land Act 1869 (No. 360) (VIC), s. 6; “Lands Excepted from Occupation for Mining Purposes,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, February 20, 1874, 361; “Lands Excepted from Occupation for Mining 
Purposes etc.” Victoria Government Gazette, December 18, 1874, 2216; “Lands Excepted from Occupation 
for Mining Purposes, etc.” Victoria Government Gazette, December 31, 1874, 2300. 

14 “City Council,” Argus (Melbourne), September 10, 1862, 6 

15 An Act for amending the Laws relative to the Gold Fields 1857 (No. 32) (VIC), s.12; “Order in Council,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, April 16, 1859, 805–6. 

 

Figure 16: Copy of a Stone Licence issued by Malmsbury Council in 1860s 
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society archives. 
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several Malmsbury quarrymen were charged with illegally quarrying Crown land when 

employed by another party to extract stone for a specific contract.16 

 

Under Section 47 of the Land Act 1869, the fee for a licence to obtain and remove stone 

was not less than £10/annum and depended upon the ‘area and position of the land and 

the value of the stone’.17 From 1875 quarry licences were regularly published in the 

Victoria Government Gazette and for that year alone many were for localities with known 

bluestone sources, with the majority in the Footscray-Williamstown area.18 

 

Arbitrarily determined property boundaries do not define the distribution of good beds of 

stone which can run from Crown or private lands onto roads. Prior to the establishment 

of Borough and Shire councils, the Victorian government established the Central Road 

Board and a series of district road boards.19 Once formed, these road districts, shires, 

and municipal councils became responsible for maintaining all roads within their 

boundaries, including main roads.20 Councils had the power to enter land to procure 

road-making materials without payment, other than compensation for damage, but the 

existing made roads were not accessible. Given the rather stony nature of the 

Malmsbury district, the removal of stones and boulders from around Milvain Street and 

Parish Boundary Road was an improvement.21 Malmsbury Borough Council permitted 

quarrying on the road reserves between 1862 and 1889 often retaining the ownership of 

spalls (q.v.) or requiring that such works improved the road.22 This road quarrying 

appears to have ceased in Malmsbury between the latter date and 1902 despite frequent 

requests.23 The formation of the Country Roads Board (CRB) in 1912 altered the laws 

 
16 “Unauthorised Occupation of Crown Lands,” Kyneton Observer, April 12, 1862, 3. 

17 “Regulations Under ‘The Land Act 1869’,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 1, 1870, 216. 

18 “Licenses Approved Under 47th Section Land Act 1869,” Victoria Government Gazette February 5, 
1875, 224; “Applications for Renewal of Licenses Under Section 47 Approved,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, February 19, 1875, 303; “Applications for Licenses Under Section 47 Approved,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, August 6, 1875, 1503. Note: A word search of digitised versions of these Gazettes 
was undertaken to extract all quarrying records for Section 47 of the Land Act 1869 however records which 
referred directly to limestone quarrying were not included. 

19 An Act for making and improving Roads in the Colony of Victoria 1853 (No. 40) (VIC), ss. 6, 47. 

20 An Act to establish Road Districts and Shires and generally to provide for the administration of local 
affairs without the limits of Boroughs 1863 (No. 176) (VIC), ss. 215, 219, 222; An Act to Amend and 
Consolidate the Laws relating to Municipal Corporations 1869 (No. 359) (VIC), s. 281. 

21 Advertisement, Kyneton Observer, August 31, 1858, 3. 

22 “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, April 26, 1862, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 797, January 24, 1884 and Page 878, December 3, 1884; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Observer, February 5, 1889, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, February 6, 
1889, 3. 

23 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 21, 1902, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, September 18, 1902, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 493, September 
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regarding main roads.24 These laws thus indirectly impacted on quarrying bluestone in 

Malmsbury, seen through the examples shown in Chapters 3 and 4. After 1915, when it 

merged with Kyneton Shire, the Malmsbury Council no longer had to deal with the 

ongoing issue of quarrying on the roads.25 

 

Quarrying on private land was an unregulated affair, with no all-encompassing control of 

such quarrying until the Extractive Industries Act 1966.26 Whether ownership was 

documented under the pre-1862 General Law system or the post-1862 Torrens Title 

system, records of quarrying private land at Malmsbury are rarely seen on titles. 

Similarly, the descriptions of improvements such as buildings are uncommon. These 

exchanges of land included conveyance (sales), mortgages, leases, mining leases, and 

probates. Parish plans, with a description of the parish/township, section/portion and 

allotment number, and a series of vendors’ indexes are the keys to access the records. 

Under the Torrens system leases, prices and improvements are not recorded.27 

 

Some Mines Acts prior to 1921 brought control of quarrying machinery and changes to 

the definition of minerals and who owned them, regardless of whether the land was 

alienated.28 Those who purchased Crown land after 1892 could have mineral leases 

imposed upon them. While types of materials covered by mineral lease applications in 

1902 and 1906 include marble, slate, gypsum, clay, coal, tin, pipeclay, silver, iron ore, 

galena, copper and kaolin, only the first two might be considered building materials in 

their own right.29 The definition of mineral was legally interpreted as including bluestone 

 
19, 1902; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 18, 1904, 2; Malmsbury Borough 
Council, Letter Book, Page 655, August 17, 1904; Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 
1908, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 941, May 21, 1908; “Rival Quarrymen,” Kyneton 
Guardian, October 8, 1908, 3. 

24 Country Roads Act 1912. (No. 2415) (VIC), s. 23–8, 34–51. 

25 Walter, Hence Hope Beams, 15. 

26 Extractive Industries Act 1966 (No. 7499) (VIC). 

27 Cabena, McRae and Bladin, The Lands Manual, 68–70; The parish maps only record the first owner of 
land once it was alienated from the Crown. Hence this system can only work forwards in time and not 
backwards; See: Real Property Act 1862 (No. 140) (VIC). This also refers to the Transfer of Land Statute 
1866 (No. 301) (VIC) in advertisements announcing the application for a Torrens title. The chain of deeds 
could be broken through mortgages seizures or if the landowner died and his/her executors had no 
knowledge of the land ownership. This could later lead to an adverse possession claim. 

28 Birrell, Staking a Claim, 103-5, 129; Mines Act 1891 (No. 2) (No. 1251) (VIC), s. 3; Mines Act 1897 
(No. 1514) (VIC), ss. 67, 68 (1–2); Mines Act 1915. (No. 2698) (VIC), ss. 3, 329; Compare with: Mines Act 
1890 (No. 1120) (VIC), s. 299. 

29 “Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 21, 1906, 4709; 
“Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 3, 1902, 3644; “Applications for 
Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 5, 1902, 678; “Applications for Mining Leases,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, August 6, 1902, 3353; “Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, January 31, 1906, 814; “Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 28, 
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(as a rock or stone) in 1911.30 These changes to mining laws probably had very little 

influence on bluestone quarrying at Malmsbury, given that most of the private quarrying 

land had been alienated well before 1892 and quarrying was in decline by 1911. Mineral 

leases were granted for bluestone and granite in other places.31 

 

While the Extractive Industries Act 1966 was designed to regulate quarrying on private 

land, and introduce minimum workplace safety standards, the timing was such that it had 

negligible impact on quarrying at Malmsbury.32 The Act defined extractive industry as 

‘extraction from land down to a depth of more than six feet’, a quarry as ‘a pit or 

excavation made in land to a depth of more than six feet below the natural surface for the 

purpose of extracting stone’, and stone was defined as ‘sandstone, freestone, or other 

building stone basalt, granite, limestone or rock of any kind … slate [and] gravel’.33 In 

1967, the ownership of stone on private land was returned to the landowner and further 

amendments in 1980 removed the jurisdiction of the 1966 Act over ‘the extraction or 

removal from land of stone that is less than two metres below the natural surface’.34 This 

amendment, with respect to depth, has the potential to negatively influence the future 

survival of quarrying heritage in Victoria (see Chapter 10).35 

 

While one might expect there to have been a state of rampant lawlessness around 

private quarries, in Malmsbury this was not the case. Behind this appearance there is 

historical evidence of a culture of order and honour. In the absence of official regulation, 

 
1906, 1619; “Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 11, 1906, 1763; 
“Applications for Mining Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 3, 1906, 4045. 

30 “Is Bluestone a Mineral?” Age (Melbourne), March 11, 1911, 15; Mines Act 1915. (No. 2698) (VIC), s. 
329 [footnote (a)]; Mines Act 1897 (No. 1514) (VIC), s. 74–8; “Mines – Mineral Lease,” The Argus Law 
Reports, Volume 17, April 13, 1911, 6–8; “Notice of Application for a Mining Lease,” Great Southern Star 
(Leongatha), June 6, 1916, 3; “Quarrying on Private Property,” Great Southern Star (Leongatha), December 
8, 1916, 2; PROV, VPRS 16171/P1, Plans L-Me, Item Leongatha-1 Parish plan, imperial measure 2987 – 
see allotments 28 and 29; “Court of Mines,” Great Southern Star (Leongatha), May 29, 1917, 2; “Notice of 
Application for a Mining Lease,” Great Southern Star (Leongatha), June 21, 1918, 3. 

31 Castlemaine Historical Society, Indexes to PROV, VPRS 7843 Register of Applications for Mineral 
Leases 1865-1956 in lease order, citing leases for bluestone and granite between 1919 and 1930 per Unit 
34 lease 3547, Unit 35 lease 3634, Unit 36 lease 3728, Unit 43 lease 4463, Unit 44 lease 5744 and Unit 56 
lease 5744 

32 Victoria, “Report of the State Development Committee on Extractive Industries,” Parliamentary Papers 
1964–65 No. 20: 7–10. 

33 Extractive Industries Act 1966 (No. 7499) (VIC), s. 2 

34 Adrian J. Bradbrook, “The Relevance of the cujus est solum Doctrine to the Surface Landowner’s 
Claims to Natural Resources Located above and beneath the Land,” Adelaide Law Review 11, no.4 (1988): 
466; Extractive Industries (Amendment) Act 1967 (No. 7632) (VIC), s. 2; Extractive Industries (Amendment) 
Act 1980. (No. 9373) (VIC), s. 2(2) note that 2m (1980 Act) is the equivalent of 6ft (1966 Act). 

35 Victoria, Extractive Industries (Amendment) Bill 1980 – Explanatory Memorandum 27 March 1980 - 
12406/79: 1 downloaded from http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/bill_em/eib1980356/ on March 18, 2017. 
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there was self-regulation based on gentleman’s handshakes. Quarrying on land not 

owned by quarrymen was undertaken with permission of landowners via written but 

unregistered lease agreements, or through verbal agreements (i.e. oral traditions). These 

agreements worked until one party reneged and the judiciary became involved, which 

could create more problems, but such interventions also exposed how this system 

worked. 

 

Details of such agreements identified via court and council reports and newspapers are 

shown in Table 4 (see also Appendix 2). They were usually based on the number of men 

working the land and sometimes the value of the damage done to the land surface, as 

opposed to the stone extracted.36 The variation in the rates paid per man in the quarry 

probably reflects the value of the stone and level of competition through tenders, such as 

those reported for Pennington Farm in 1884.37 

 

Table 4: Record of terms of local agreements for quarrying on Crown and private land 

 

 

 
36 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, March 13, 1917, 3. 

37 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, May 3, 1884, 3; Kyneton Guardian, May 24, 1884, 2; “Tenders,” Kyneton 
Guardian, November 17, 1914, 3. 

Date Parties (QM/ Owner) Location / Terms

CROWN LAND

1858 Andrew  Gray / Kyneton Council Kyneton / £0-1-6 per perch for stone raised

1884 Woods & Mailler / Shire of Kyneton Edgecombe / £0-2-6 per man per w eek

PRIVATE LAND

1859 R Craw ford / B Wheeler * Not stated / £10 per month, 3 months

1859 Josephs / Boyle * Kyneton? / £0-1-0 per load of all building stone taken

1867 Not stated / Maroney occupant/ Brodie ow ner * Malmsbury / Quarrying income of £2 per month (= approx £0-10-0 per 

w eek)

1873 George Craw ford & Mr Charles / George Gray * Kyneton / Agreement for 6 men including Craw ford, 2s a w eek, hut on 

land leased for quarrying

1883 Joseph Sampson & John Wallis / Sullivan occupant/ 

Hepburn (sic  Shelton) Ow ner *

Malmsbury / £0-2-6 per man, 3 men w orking

1884 Sampson & Wallis / Trustees of Farm Malmsbury, Pennington Farm / Not stated, considerably higher than district 

average

1886 White and Eastham / Brereton & Salvation Army * Edgecombe parish / £0-2-6 per man/w eek, 7 years

1887 Michael Woods & Charles Mailler / Mary Olive Lauriston parish / £3 per year, 4 years, £0-3-6 per man per w eek

1887 David Munro / William Richey * Carlsruhe (South Kyneton) / £0-7-0 per fortnight per man (=£0-3-6 per 

w eek)

1899 Not stated / Alexander Hardie Malmsbury / £0-5-0 per w eek per man

1919 Thomas Wallis / Kyneton Hospital Malmsbury, Pennington Farm / £0-3-0 per w eek per man (3 or 4 men)

* Details of these agreements w ere reported through court cases or disputes over council rates.
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In comparison to the amount of local quarrying described in this thesis, only a small 

proportion ended in the courts. In the reports of the Kyneton and Malmsbury Courts 

between 1859 and 1930 it is easier to find disputes relating to quarrymen not receiving 

wages, being in debt or cases of trespass (including Crown land quarries) than disputes 

over quarrying agreements. The two major disputes (see Case Studies 2 and 3 below) 

both occurred when outsiders, with a poor understanding of the local stone industry, 

meddled with these gentlemen’s agreements. In these cases, a court decided that the 

legal system knew more about local bluestone quarrying than the stoneworkers did. 

 

The safety of stoneworkers was barely regulated. While the Masters and Servants 

Statute 1864 gave no responsibility to employers for injuries to their employees, the 1890 

Act did apportion some liability on employers, but key exceptions remained.38 These 

were remedied by the Employers and Employés Act 1945.39 In Victoria, the Factories 

and Shops Act 1890 did not apply to any factories or work rooms or shops other than 

those situated within cities, towns or boroughs; i.e. Shires were excluded.40 With the 

major Malmsbury quarries situated outside the Borough boundary and located within the 

Shire of Kyneton, the Factories and Shops Act 1890 was irrelevant to most Malmsbury 

quarrymen.41 While amendments to the Act in 1900 covered ‘every city and town, and 

also to any borough or shire or part of a shire’ with respect to forming Special Boards for 

determining wages, the Act was changed in 1915 to cover the entire state.42 Under the 

Local Government Act 1903 Victorian councils could, however, formulate and enact 

bylaws to control blasting and prevent fatal blasting accidents.43  

 

Appendix 3 details the identified local quarry accidents. The 1921 amendment of the 

Mines Act 1915 to include quarries under the definition of mine, for the inspection of 

mines and machinery, probably had little impact in preventing any Malmsbury quarry 

accidents. Under the 1915 Act the certification that machinery was ‘in proper and fit 

 
38 Masters and Servants Statute 1864 (No. 198) (VIC); Employers and Employés Act 1890 (No. 1087) 

(VIC), s. 38–9. See also: Appendix 1. 

39 Employers and Employés Act 1915 (No. 2646) (VIC), s. 35–6; Employers and Employés Act 1928 (No. 
3673) (VIC); Employers and Employés Act 1945 (No. 5090) (VIC), s. 34. 

40 Factories and Shops Act 1890 (No. 1091) (VIC), s. 4. 

41 Given the Malmsbury quarries are probably shallower than the 20-foot depth stipulated in Britain, even 
“transplanting” the UK laws into Victoria would have had minimal impact. 

42 Factories and Shops Act 1900 (No. 1654) (VIC), s. 15 (13); Factories and Shops Act 1915 (No. 2650) 
(VIC), s. 4. 

43 “Blasting Accidents,” Hamilton Spectator, July 19, 1911, 5; Local Government Act 1903. (No. 1893) 
(VIC), s. 197(21). 
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working condition’ only applied if driven by ‘steam water electricity oil gas or air’.44 Quarry 

cranes were exempt because they were manually operated with a handle.45 The 1921 

amendment regulated the age of mine workers, the hours they worked with machinery, 

the use of safety equipment provided, the responsibilities of mining managers and 

qualifications of engine drivers on private and public land.46 Again, local quarrying was in 

decline when this Act came into force, limiting its direct impact on Malmsbury bluestone 

quarrying, including the prevention of quarry accidents.47 With no apparent local drive to 

establish laws to regulate the industry, self-regulation once more appears to have been 

the most effective rule of the day.48 

 

Other Laws and Regulations Relating to Quarrying and Stone use 

 

Apart from the rights of landowners, other laws and regulations impacting on the 

extraction and use of Malmsbury bluestone relate to railway freight tariffs, the 

construction of tramways, building regulations, statistics and wages boards. Many of 

these are outlined in Appendix 1. 

 

Under the laws of supply and demand, a reduced freight costs permits an increased 

usage of stone in places distant from the source quarries. There were several attempts 

to manipulate the freight charges for bluestone from Malmsbury, beginning in 1863.49 

Other changes encouraged the use of the trucks that were returning empty to Melbourne 

from trips up the line.50 In 1865 the high cost of dressing granite was used to argue for a 

freight concession to send Malmsbury bluestone up the line to Castlemaine and Bendigo 

at a more competitive rate.51 Lobbying in 1868 achieved a reduction in railway tariffs to 

 
44 While mining Acts from 1877 onwards do not specifically include “crane” in the definition of “machinery” 

nor indicate that cranes were regarded as machinery within the industry, blocks, tackles, windlasses and 
chains were and there is evidence that some of these are components of cranes. See Mines Act 1915 (No. 
2698) (VIC), s. 410(43) 

45 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 17, 1860, 2; “Severe Accident in a Stone Quarry,” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 11, 1883, 2 

46 Mines Act 1921 (No. 3155) (VIC), s. 6; Mines Act 1915 (No. 2698) (VIC), s. 401–2 

47 By searching on April 23, 2017 for “Inquest AND Mining” on Public Records Office Victoria website 
https://www.prov.vic.gov.au/explore-collection#soil and narrowing down the search period to 1910–1919, 72 
inquests were identified. 

48 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 15, 1933, 2. 

49 “Local Intelligence,” Kyneton Guardian, September 30, 1863, 3; “Malmsbury Bluestone, and the Goods 
Station,” Kyneton Guardian, August 12, 1863, 2. 

50 “Parliament of Victoria,” Age (Melbourne), May 6, 1864, 6; Kyneton Observer, May 7, 1864, 2 

51 Kyneton Observer, April 29, 1865, 2. 
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Melbourne from 3 down to 2d/ton/mile, and a steady trade in Malmsbury bluestone was 

established in Melbourne by 1869.52 This generated further complaints over the freight 

charges, though it was recognised that roughly dressing the stone in Malmsbury would 

save freight charges on the portion of stone that became waste.53 The rate was reduced 

further to 1.5d/ton/mile, where it remained until at least 1875, after which stone was also 

being sawn at Malmsbury.54 

 

While trade in Malmsbury bluestone continued to thrive during 1870, freight costs were 

stated to be the main reason a profitable trade was difficult to establish in Sydney, 

despite keen interest in the stone.55 Malmsbury Council supported an unsuccessful 

attempt in September 1870 to petition the Government to further reduce the freight 

charges of goods on the railways, knowing that Malmsbury would benefit.56 But cost was 

not the only factor which limited stone freight from Malmsbury. In 1870 there were 

insufficient trucks available to send the stone urgently required for Melbourne’s St 

Patrick’s Cathedral, due to the demand to transport sheep and wool from Echuca.57 This 

problem continued through to late 1872 and was renewed in 1876.58 

 

The Malmsbury bluestone freight concession rates of 1.5d/ton/mile set a trend and other 

stone suppliers requested the same privilege.59 Following a review of all rail tariffs an 

announcement was made in 1875 of a colony-wide uniform tariff for freight both to and 

 
52 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, April 8, 1868, 3; Kyneton Guardian, June 6, 1868, 2; 

Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 90, August 5, 1868; Kyneton Guardian, August 8, 1868, 2; 
Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 7, 1868, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter 
Book, Page 113, October 8, 1868; Kyneton Observer, October 16, 1868, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 138, October 29, 1868; Kyneton Guardian, November 7, 1868, 2; “Deputations,” Argus 
(Melbourne), November 7, 1868, 5. 

53 “An Undeveloped Industry,” Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1869, 2. 

54 Argus (Melbourne), October 16, 1869, 5; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, November 
13, 1869, 2; “Railway Reform Association,” Geelong Advertiser, February 27, 1875, 3; “The Malmsbury 
Stone Sawing Company Works,” Bendigo Advertiser, February 24, 1874, 2. 

55 Kyneton Guardian, October 8, 1870, 2. 

56 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 382, October 10, 1870. 

57 Kyneton Guardian, October 22, 1870, 2; Malmsbury bluestone was used for the internal columns of the 
cathedral, see site MelV_005. 

58 “Local and General News,” Kyneton Guardian, November 2, 1872, 2; Argus (Melbourne), November 5, 
1872, 5; “Railway Mismanagement,” Kyneton Guardian, November 6, 1872, 2; Argus (Melbourne), 
November 8, 1872, 5; “Local and General News,” Kyneton Guardian, November 6, 1872, 2; 
“Mismanagement in The Railway Department,” (letter) Argus (Melbourne), November 9, 1872, 6; “Railway 
Mismanagement,” Argus (Melbourne), November 12, 1872, 6; Argus (Melbourne), November 9, 1872, 4; 
“Victorian Railways,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 3, 1876, 441. 

59 “The Marble Quarries,” Argus (Melbourne), April 1, 1875, 6. 
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from Melbourne.60 Agricultural produce, as well as bulky materials like stone and flagging 

were amongst those charged at the discounted rate of 1.5 pence.61 This had the potential 

to open up the market for stone in places that were previously cost-prohibitive, e.g. the 

Riverina. 

 

Subsequent concerns these new tariffs would reduce the profitability of the railways 

triggered changes to this scheme in January 1876.62 The tariff for dressed stone, as 

opposed to that sent in rough form, was doubled.63 By March a concession for dressed 

stone transported up the line from Castlemaine, Kyneton or Malmsbury returned the rate 

to 1.5 pence, taking advantage of back-loading otherwise-empty trucks.64 The 

Malmsbury Stone-cutting Company, the Castlemaine Flagging Company and other stone 

exporters also lobbied in January 1876 for a reduction in the terminal charges at Spencer 

Street Station for handling incoming stone.65 

 

A differential pricing (drawback) had been introduced by October 1890 for Malmsbury 

bluestone sent by rail to Melbourne for exporting to NSW, a colony which had limited 

access to bluestone or granite.66 The development of the Trachyte quarries at Bowral, 

NSW in the late 1880s offered some competition for the hard stones that colony 

imported, however in 1894 an even lower freight rate for the trachyte did not result in this 

stone being used in preference to Malmsbury bluestone in Sydney.67 

 

The construction of the Redesdale rail line from 1887 generated another round of 

lobbying and changes to rail freight tariffs for stone.68 A special rebate in 1895 of 1.5s/ton 

 
60 Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1875, 2; “Reduction of Railway Freights,” Kyneton Guardian, September 

1, 1875, 2. 

61 “The New Railway Tariff,” Kyneton Guardian, September 4, 1875, 2. 

62 “The New Railway Tariff,” Kyneton Guardian, September 4, 1875, 2; “Items of News,” Mount Alexander 
Mail (Castlemaine), January 28, 1876, 2. 

63 “Items of News,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), January 28, 1876, 2. 

64 “Victorian Railways,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 3, 1876, 441. 

65 Argus (Melbourne), January 8, 1876, 6–7. 

66“Stone Trade,” Independent (Footscray), October 25, 1890, 2; “Special Rates, Etc.” Victoria 
Government Gazette, August 27, 1891, 3557–8. 

67 Bowral trachyte (trachyte being an extrusive igneous rock affiliated with basalt) is in fact a 
microsyenite, an intrusive igneous rock with closer affinities to granite; “Latest Mining News,” Australian 
Town and Country Journal (Sydney), January 12, 1889, 44; “Country News,” Sydney Morning Herald, May 
23, 1894, 8; “Bowral Bluestone,” Sydney Morning Herald, May 24, 1894, 6. 

68 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 3, 1887, 3 “Deviation of Redesdale Railway 
Line,” Kyneton Guardian, August 6, 1887, 2; “Deviation of Redesdale Railway Line,” Kyneton Guardian, 
August 6, 1887, 2; “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 10, 1887, 2; “The Redesdale Railway 
Line,” Kyneton Guardian, August 10, 1887, 2. 
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was allowed for bluestone delivered from Edgecombe station to Melbourne for export.69 

Considering this was taking place during the 1890s Victorian depression, this rate had 

the capacity to encourage work at a local level. 

 

Noting that Malmsbury bluestone was also imported into other Australian colonies, there 

was also a system of tariffs imposed by each colony to limit such imports.70 Objections 

were made in 1880 in South Australia to the importation of Sydney freestone, and in 

NSW to the importation of bluestone cubes from Victoria, despite the fact they offset the 

freight of foodstuffs like grain.71 Tasmanian newspapers announced in 1884 that a 

superior deposit of bluestone discovered near Launceston would replace the Victorian 

version, however the importation of Victorian stone into Tasmania, including Launceston, 

continued, primarily because the workability of Malmsbury bluestone meant it could be 

imported dressed at a rate cheaper than paying Tasmanian men to work harder local 

stones.72 

 

During a shortage of employment in Western Australia in January 1899, the Perth 

Stonemasons’ Society argued for higher tariffs (already 20%) on imported dressed 

Victorian bluestone, aiming to provide local work, and stem the flow of unemployed 

masons returning to Melbourne.73 Unwrought stone attracted a tariff of only five 

percent.74 Even in the post-federation era of 1904 and 1905, some Western Australian’s 

saw it as ‘unpatriotic’ to import dressed Melbourne bluestone (or Sydney freestone) for 

the construction of buildings when local stonemasons were in need of work.75 

 

 
69 “Victorian Railways. By-law No. 132,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 17, 1895, 1823–4; there is no 

mention of stone freight on the line when it was closed in 1954, see: Notes. Third Meeting of Joint Transport 
Research Committee, April 30, 1953 in PROV, VPRS 10217/P0, Unit 68, File 53/442. 

70 R. Brough Smyth, Mining and Mineral Statistics with notes on the Rock Formations of Victoria 
(Melbourne: Mason, Firth & McCutcheon, 1873); “Town Improvements,” Daily Telegraph (Launceston), 
March 26, 1884, 3; “The New Offices for the National Mutual Life Association,” Western Mail (Perth), August 
27, 1887, 20. 

71 “Protection All Round,” Kyneton Guardian, May 12, 1880, 3 

72 “Launceston,” Mercury (Hobart), January 4, 1883, 3; Daily Telegraph (Launceston), January 16, 1884, 
2; Harcourt granite and Victorian bluestone were to be used in the Hobart War Memorial in 1923, see 
“Hobart’s War Memorial,” Mercury (Hobart) March 23, 1923, 10 and “Hobart War Memorial,” Mercury 
(Hobart), August 25, 1923, 12; “Our Weekly Launceston Letter,” Mercury (Hobart) April 17, 1908, 7. 

73 “Stonemasons' Grievances,” Inquirer and Commercial News (Perth), January 27, 1899, 13; “Duty on 
Stone,” West Australian (Perth), June 29, 1899, 3. 

74 “Duty on Stone,” West Australian (Perth), June 29, 1899, 3. 

75 “Verse - and Worse,” Sunday Times (Perth), January 31, 1904, 4; “The Unpatriotic Action of Some 
Business Firms,” West Australian (Perth), August 8, 1905, 2; “St Mary’s Church and the Unemployed,” West 
Australian (Perth), October 31, 1905, 8; “Cost of Bluestone,” West Australian (Perth), September 1, 1905, 3; 
“Melbourne Bluestone,” West Australian (Perth), September 2, 1905, 8. 
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Tramways were another essential, but often overlooked form of infrastructure that 

permitted movement of stone out of quarries. These were usually horse-drawn and 

generally linked the quarries to railway lines. Difficulties in constructing tramways 

included the costs, and the occasions when they ran along, or crossed, public roads. The 

Tramways Act 1884 made provision for a council to permit tramways to be installed 

under specific conditions.76 The Tramways Act 1890 removed from the Local 

Government Acts the confusion surrounding the delegation of powers to authorise and 

construct tramways, consolidating them into the one Act that gave powers to (most) 

councils to permit any tramways and approve private ones.77 Two instances of attempts 

to install quarry tramways at Malmsbury are reported in this study. 

 

Some relatively minor laws also influenced the bluestone quarrying industry. From 1851 

suburban councils in Melbourne and some country towns introduced by-laws which 

stipulated the use of bluestone for pitching and kerbing streets, drains and crossings.78 

The Melbourne Building Act 1849 stipulated that party walls were to be solidly built of 

brick or stone, or combinations of both, laid with cement or mortar, to prevent fires 

spreading from one wooden building to another.79 Such controls spread to South 

Melbourne by 1865 and Prahran by 1888.80 A proliferation of the use of bluestone in 

buildings and structures was the natural outcome of these regulations. 

 

From at least 1869 municipal councils in Victoria, including Malmsbury, were directed to 

submit annual statistics, including quarrying statistics, which were compiled by the 

Government Statist and published annually as Statistics of the Colony of Victoria, also 

 
76 The Tramways Act 1884 (No. 819) (VIC), s. 2; The Local Government Act Amendment Act 1883 (No. 

786) (VIC), s. 29; The Local Government Amending Act 1884 (No. 831) (VIC). 

77 Tramways Act 1890 (No. 1148) (VIC), s. 36; most of the inner Melbourne suburbs were not covered 
under this act. 

78 “City of Melbourne,” Argus (Melbourne), March 21, 1851, 4 “Municipality of Ballaarat,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, November 18, 1856, 1949; “Municipality of East Collingwood,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, August 4, 1857, 1461; “Municipality of Fitz Roy,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 25, 1862, 1284; 
“Municipality of Daylesford,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 10, 1863, 560; “Shire of Kyneton,” Kyneton 
Guardian, January 10, 1872, 3; “City of Melbourne,” Argus (Melbourne), March 21, 1851, 4; “Town Council of 
Geelong,” Geelong Advertiser and Intelligencer, July 4, 1855, 3; “Municipality of Prahran,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, October 2, 1857, 1867; “East Collingwood Municipality,” Victoria Government Gazette, 
September 21, 1858, 1822; “Municipality of Ararat,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 20, 1859, 1065–6; 
“Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 9, 1860, 453; “Amherst Municipality,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, December 17, 1861, 2441; “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, 
January 31, 1862, 216. 

79 Melbourne Building Act 1849 (No. 39) (NSW), s. 4, schedule C. 

80 “Sale (No. 1582) of Crown Lands in Fee Simple at Melbourne, on 17th November, 1865,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, October 17, 1865, 2433; “City of Prahran,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 17, 
1888, 576. 
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known as the Blue Books.81 Statistics on Victorian quarries collected prior to this, 

reported at county level only.82 Architectural historian Miles Lewis summarised these 

statistics for bluestone quarries from 1850 through to 1858 but the continual changes in 

the nature of the data prevents a simplistic representation of a more extensive period.83 

By 1873 the data was broken into cities, towns, boroughs and shires, recording the 

number of quarries within each, and eventually included the quantities of stones, 

employee numbers, the nature of machinery employed, and the value of production.84 

 

Careful interpretation of these statistics reveals the comparative value of the stone from 

specific districts, such as the high value of Malmsbury stone compared to that from 

Brunswick, or suggests building stone quarries can be distinguished from hard rock 

quarries by the presence of steam-powered machinery at the latter.85 The reliability of the 

data is questionable, especially in the early years. The 1853 Statistics of the Colony of 

Victoria, for example, shows that there were only seven quarries in Victoria that year, 

one of which was a bluestone quarry, which does seem a gross understatement.86 In 

some years figures for several councils were combined where there was only one quarry 

per council ‘in accordance with an agreement that the contents of individual schedules 

would not be published’.87 In 1873 for example, Malmsbury Borough is not recorded at all 

in the statistics, despite the stone required to complete the Malmsbury reservoir works 

and the construction of the stone-cuttings works in that town, suggesting it was included 

in the amalgamated data. Victoria was not alone with problematic quarry statistics. In his 

detailed examination of the British quarrying industry in his 2002 doctoral thesis An 

 
81 Boroughs Statute 1869 (No. 359) (VIC), s. 412; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 300, 

January 19, 1870; PROV, VPRS 14138/P1, Unit 1, Malmsbury Borough Council, Outward Letter Book, letter 
January 27, 1879; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 183, February 23, 1888; Malmsbury 
Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 309, February 26, 1889; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, 
Page 665, February 27, 1893; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 850, January 5, 1895. 

82 Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria for the Year 1853,” Parliamentary Papers 1854–55 A 44. 

83 Miles Lewis, “Tradition and innovation in Victorian building 1801–1865” (PhD thesis T829 v.1-3, 
University of Melbourne, 1972), table 7. 

84 Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria for the Year 1873: Part VIII - Production,” Parliamentary 
Papers 1874 No. 65: 43; Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria 1867: Production,” Parliamentary 
Papers 1868 No. 4: 27 

85 Susan M. Walter, “Victorian Bluestone: a proposed Global Heritage Stone Province from Australia,” in 
Global Heritage Stone: Worldwide Examples of Heritage Stones, ed. J. T. Hannibal, S. Kramer and B. J. 
Cooper, Geological Society, London, Special Publications, 486, First Published online September 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1144/SP486.1. 

86 Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria 1853,” Parliamentary Papers 1854–55 A 44 

87 Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria 1873: Production,” Parliamentary Papers 1874 No. 65: 43; 
Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria 1867: Production,” Parliamentary Papers 1868 No. 4: 27. 
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Historical Geography of the British Quarrying Industry, Thomas Spires outlines a similar 

history in the collection and interpretation of quarry and stone statistics.88 

 

As shown above, the Factories and Shops Act 1900 permitted the formation of Special 

Boards for determining minimum wages in every Victorian city and town and specified 

boroughs and shires.89 Directly impacting on the stone industry was the formation of the 

Stonecutters Board in 1901 and the Quarry Board in 1909.90 The timing of these boards 

would have had little direct influence during the peak Malmsbury bluestone industry, but 

would have applied to those seeking quarrying or stonework in places like Footscray 

when the Malmsbury industry went into decline. The Stone-cutting Board did directly 

influence those employed in local stonemasons’ yards, so in this respect, a strike or lock-

out at these yards, would influence the yard’s demand for stone, thus imparting an 

indirect action on the quarry industry at Malmsbury. 

 

Despite no specific quarry legislation existing in Victoria before 1966, the above 

demonstrates both the influence of other related laws, and the consequences of a 

legislative vacuum. With the laws influencing bluestone quarrying now contextualised, 

the extraction and use of Malmsbury bluestone itself can be expounded. 

 

Pre-railway Quarrying 1852 to 1858 

 
Very little proof exists of local quarrying for building stone between the formal naming of 

Malmsbury in 1852 and the commencement of the Bendigo railway works in the vicinity 

of Malmsbury.91 Glassonby farm (Lauriston parish), for example is reported to have been 

established in 1852 and the Springview stone farmhouse at Boggy Creek was recorded 

as being 60 years old in 1915.92 The bluestone general store at Boggy Creek and 

Anthony Watson’s bluestone High Bank Hill farmhouse in Lauriston both appear to have 

been established by 1858.93 

 
88 Spires, “British Quarrying Industry”, 101–28, cited as Quarries Act 1894 (57 & 58 Vict. c.42). 

89 Factories and Shops Act 1900 (No. 1654) (VIC), s. 15(13). 

90 “Factories and Shops Acts,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 14, 1900, 3495; “Factories and 
Shops Acts,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 20, 1909, 4662. 

91 PROV, VPRS 1080/P0, Unit 1, Minutes of the Executive Council, January 27, 1852: 67–8 

92 “Farming in the Kyneton District,” Kyneton Observer, December 6, 1864: 2; PROV, VPRS 28/P3, Unit 
601, Item 143/015, Probate William James Dwyer. 

93 Kyneton Observer, April 27, 1858, 3; Kyneton Observer, August 13, 1862, 3; now known as Kupper’s; 
PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 136, Item 24/297, Probate Anthony Watson; “Lauriston and Edgecombe Road 
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After Mount Alexander Road was proclaimed a main road in 1854, contracts for its 

maintenance, including that between Boggy Creek (Kyneton west) and Taradale were 

granted in 1855 to business partners John Vans Agnew Bruce and Peter Le Page, and to 

Mr Robinson and Co.94 Advertisements for quarrymen and stone breakers for these 

contracts followed, with 

little indication of the stone 

sources used, except at 

the Black Forest 

(Woodend).95 

 

Samuel Kelley, who 

worked for Bruce and Le 

Page, recalled ‘quarrying 

beyond Boggy Creek’96 

and at the Piper Street 

bridge in Kyneton, and 

Bruce gaining permission 

to take stone from any land 

owned by Tucker and 

Boundy along the main 

road, thus reducing 

Bruce’s cartage costs 

between Malmsbury and 

Taradale.97 The quarries 

beyond Boggy Creek were 

possibly those Kelley 

described as being ‘from 

the ridge off the road 

 
Board,” Kyneton Observer, September 21, 1858, 2; “North Western Province,” Kyneton Observer, May 10, 
1860, 3. 

94 “Main Roads,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 5, 1854, 1988; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, February 16, 1855, 409; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 6, 
1855, 628; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 17, 1855, 965. 

95 “Tradesmen,” Argus (Melbourne), April 10, 1855, 1; “Wanted,” Argus (Melbourne), December 31, 1855, 
1; “Tradesmen, Etc,” Argus (Melbourne), January 23, 1856, 1; Kyneton Observer, March 27, 1856, 3. 

96 “Early Kyneton,” Kyneton Guardian, March 11, 1909, 2. 

97 ibid. 

 

Figure 17: Remains of Joseph Hall’s bluestone windmill 
ca1960 
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society collection, image 
2BLD0018R. 
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between Boggy Creek and De Graves mill’.98 These quarries could be in the vicinity of 

sites QS15, QS16, QS17, and QS18, but not as far as QS20 which is on the north side of 

the mill. A ridge line on the west side of the Campaspe River valley includes land which 

was not alienated until after 1855 and thus would have been Crown land at the time, 

however Kelley does not record the ownership of the land.99 Robert Tucker and John 

Boundy owned numerous blocks of rural land in Edgecombe parish prior to 1855.100 

Those along the main road fitting Kelley’s description, portions 48 and 52, are located on 

the west side of the Coliban River however no quarries were identified on that land. 

 

By 1856, quarrying in the vicinity of Malmsbury for building purposes had begun. Joseph 

Hall’s unusual Dutch-style bluestone windmill (Figure 17) east of Malmsbury was built in 

1855 and was operating by January 1857.101 The nearest known quarry is QS63 but no 

contemporary record of the stone source exists.102 Ellis and Hutchinson’s new bluestone 

Coliban Flour Mill was close to completion in May 1856.103 In the same month, Reverend 

Barton of Kyneton requested permission to access an existing quarry of ‘good hard 

freestone’ in the Malmsbury police paddock in order to construct the Church of England 

School (Figure 18).104 The Police Paddock of 21 acres was located at QS57 and formally 

reserved in 1867, however no clear signs of quarrying are discernible on the site and no 

archives relating to the early period of this reserve were located.105 Primarily situated 

below the basalt plain, only a minute portion of the reserve could have contained a 

bluestone quarry. A previous police paddock located elsewhere in 1856 is one possible 

explanation, however a bluestone police station was constructed on the 1867 site by 

1862.106 The term freestone is also confusing; a term typically associated with sandstone 

and limestone. The sandstone that was used on the school building in conjunction with 

 
98 Ibid. 

99 PROV, VPRS 16171/P1, Lauriston Parish Plan L32 (2979), Sheet 2, Melbourne, Department of Lands 
and Survey, 1970. 

100 Edgecombe Parish Plan E10 (2576), Melbourne, Department of Lands and Survey, December 1882. 

101 Lewis and Peggy Jones, The Flour Mills of Victoria: An Historical Record (Victoria: Flour Millers’ 
Council of Victoria, 1990), 145; “Flour Mills,” Kyneton Observer, January 23, 1857, 2. 

102 “Farming in the Kyneton District,” Kyneton Observer, December 6, 1864, 2. 

103 Kyneton Observer, May 6, 1856: 1; Jones, Flour Mills of Victoria, 145–7. 

104 PROV, VPRS 6605/P0, Unit 11, Quarry Malmsbury. 

105 Malmsbury Township Parish Plan M49A (5495), Sheet 2, Melbourne, Department of Lands and 
Survey, August 29, 1931; “Lands Reserved, etc.” Victoria Government Gazette, July 9, 1867, 1225; The 
Crown Land file PROV, VPRS 242/P0, Unit 4, Item 9, File 53/A 3321 dated 1853 and catalogued as 
Malmsbury Police Paddock in fact relates to the proposed Taradale police and survey paddock. The file cited 
in PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 12, P Register, Page 319, Items 67/P 6385 and 69/T 4759 cannot be found in 
VPRS 44. 

106 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, August 23, 1862, 3. 
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bluestone was reported to have come from land in nearby Burke parish adjoining the 

Coliban River in an area with known sandstone quarries.107 

 

The stone school was followed by stone abutments for the bridge over the Black Spring 

in Barker Street adjoining the police paddock in 1857.108 The same year, a new bridge 

with stone abutments was built over the Coliban River at Malmsbury and William 

Degraves’s Campaspe Flour Mill was under construction.109 The sources of this stone 

remain unknown. 

 

 

 

As Malmsbury prepared for the commencement of the section of the Bendigo railway 

works which ran through the principally agricultural town, the Kyneton Observer 

 
107 Kyneton Observer, January 20, 1857, 1; “Opening of the New Denominational School, Malmsbury,” 

Kyneton Observer, April 17, 1857, 3; Advertisement, Kyneton Observer, November 17, 1860, 3; Burke parish 
plan B515(4), Melbourne, Department of Lands and Survey, September 30, 1936; CHSI, Put-away plan 
collection, Lauriston parish put-away plan L29, ca. August 1857, CD. 

108 “Public Meeting at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, April 17, 1857, 3; “Adjourned Public Meeting at 
Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, April 24, 1857, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, May 1, 1857, 2. 

109 “The Malmsbury Bridges,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), July 31, 1857, 6; “Flour Mills,” 
Kyneton Observer, January 23, 1857, 2. 

 

Figure 18: The Church of England School, Malmsbury 
Constructed in 1856 with bluestone with sandstone quoins and windows, it was a ruin by 1965. 
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society collection, image 1BLD0031R. 
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correspondent noted in September 1858 that ‘more preparations are being made for 

building than has been known before during the past five years’.110 These buildings 

included Edmund Hickey’s new two-storey stone Railway Store, later to be used as the 

local court house and then as a brewery, though it is not referred to as being constructed 

of stone at the time.111 

 

Railway-era Quarries 1859 to 1862 

 
By February 1859, John William Page had a stone stable on his property in Edgecombe 

parish (QS14) and Isaac Linnell French, a local builder and businessman was building a 

large stone store in the eastern end of Malmsbury in 1859.112 Later described as being 

‘below the Coliban Hotel’, no details regarding the nature and source of the stone in 

French’s store was mentioned, other than it also contained freestone (sandstone).113 In 

April 1859 the first of the railway strikes occurred at Malmsbury over pay rates.114 The 

masons argued that working away from home cost them more, but their demand for an 

increase from 16 to 17s failed. At the same time several quarrymen and 30 to 40 masons 

were working at the quarries ‘near the township’ preparing stone for the railway works. 

Described as being mostly Scottish, of a ‘superior class’115 and both sober and 

industrious, the masons, along with the quarrymen celebrated the anniversary of the 

eight-hour day with a holiday. 

 

Fourteen Malmsbury quarries were supplying the railway works between that place and 

Elphinstone by May 1859 and were located on Crown and private land.116 It is likely that 

the same quarries were supplying the construction of Robert Tucker’s malting house 

which commenced construction mid-1859.117 The location of these 14 quarries which 

 
110 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, September 7, 1858, 2. 

111 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 9, 1858, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 9, 
1858, 2; “For Sale and To Let,” Kyneton Observer, January 22, 1859, 1; “Opening of Malmsbury Petty 
Sessions,” Kyneton Observer, May 23, 1861, 3; Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), July 9, 1862, 3; “Local 
Intelligence,” Kyneton Guardian, September 30, 1863, 3; Kyneton Guardian, December 30, 1868, 3. 

112 “Auction Sales,” Kyneton Observer, February 5, 1859, 1; RGO, General Law archives, Book 52 
Memorial 903, August 31, 1857; Kyneton Observer, February 22, 1859, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, 
May 12, 1859, 2. 

113 “Death of Mr I. L. French,” Kyneton Guardian, July 25, 1911, 2. 

114 “Railway Intelligence,” Australian Builder and Railway Chronicle (Melbourne), April 16, 1859, 111. 

115 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, April 26, 1859, 3. 

116 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, May 12, 1859, 2; PROV, VPRS 419/P0, Unit 5, Item 749 dated June 
25, 1860. 

117 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, May 3, 1859, 2; Kyneton Observer, May 5, 1859, 3. 
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were employing over 120 quarrymen and stone cutters are mostly untraceable, other 

than being spread over 4sq miles and within a mile of the viaduct.118 The few that have 

been located were on Crown land at the south-eastern edge of town in the vicinity of 

Hunter and Lasslett Streets adjoining the Lasslett Street railway bridge and the railway 

line (QS48, QS51, QS52, QS55) (Figure 19), some of which Lidgey recorded.119 These 

also fed a ballast-making stone-crushing machine which was connected to the main 

railway by a branch line, the cutting of which is still visible today (Figure 20).120 Given the 

proximity to the railway route, those at QS34, QS40, QS41 and even QS47 were 

possibly used but cannot currently be dated to this era. Other quarries along Mount 

Alexander Road are potential sources; the Malmsbury correspondent of the Kyneton 

Observer noting in September 1860 that carters removing stone from quarries for 

Cornish and Bruce left blocks of stone on the main road, creating a hazard for 

vehicles.121 

 

 

 

 
118 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, May 12, 1859, 2; “Railways,” Argus (Melbourne), September 25, 

1860, 2 of Supplement; “Telegraphic Despatch,” Argus (Melbourne), March 22, 1861, 5. 

119 Walter, “Quarry and stone research methods, 35–46; PROV, VPRS 16685/P1 Unit 19 Bundle 126 
Book 970, Surveyors’ Field Books, Reeves; PROV, VPRS 439/P0, Unit 229, File 2899/49; Ulrich, Quarter 
Sheet No. 9 N.W. (map). 

120 “Serious Railway Accident at Malmsbury,” Age (Melbourne), December 15, 1863, 5; DELWP Land 
Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Standard Mapsheet Photography, Project 7723N2 817/7, Run 10, Film 
244, Image 27748, February 1946. 

121 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, September 8, 1860, 2. 

 

Figure 19: A 1966 aerial photograph of Malmsbury showing the land disturbance created 
by quarrying 
Image covers quarry sites QS51, QS52 and QS55 which date to the railway construction era. 
Source: DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Project 7723N7 559, Run 17, 
Film 1935, Image 089, August 1966. (with permission) 
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Of course, the principal local stone structure built during this period was the Malmsbury 

viaduct, and the associated stone drains, culverts and bridges, the subject of which is 

covered in greater detail later. Not including the ground works, this bridge was 

constructed between October 1859 and February 1862 and along with the various 

culverts along the line, would have consumed a large proportion of the Malmsbury 

bluestone harvested during this period. When the foundation stone was laid 500 men 

were stated to be employed in the quarries with over 30 to 40 masons laying the 

stonework.122 

 

Nevertheless, public and private bluestone constructions continued in Malmsbury 

through the railway era. Tenders for stone additions to Degraves’s Mill were invited in 

November 1859 and the row of cottages Isaac French proposed in May the same year to 

build for housing the families of the railway masons is probably the group of stone and 

 
122 “The Coliban Viaduct,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), October 26, 1859, 3. 

 

Figure 20: The remnant railway siding on the east side of the main line, visible in 1946 
Page’s Road is just above the arrow. 
Source: DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Project 7723N2 817/7, Run 10, 
Film 244, Image 27748, February 1946. (with permission) 
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wooden houses later referred to as French’s Cottages.123 The terrace of four stone 

cottages referred to in 1867 and 1869 as Kent’s Cottages were built for Thomas 

Wilkinson sometime after 1860.124 The use of stone in houses was not standard in 

Malmsbury; instead it was part of a pool of building materials. In July 1862, Malmsbury 

Council’s health officer, Dr Edward Davy reported that: 

 

A large portion of the unsettled population are living in tents, and employed on the railway 

works. The best houses are of bluestone, a few of brick, and the greater number of 

wood.125 

 

As the Malmsbury viaduct grew during 1860, the Malmsbury quarries also supplied the 

construction of the Taradale viaduct.126 In March Cornish and Bruce told the masons 

their wages would be reduced from 16 down to 14s/day, and by May the masons and the 

contractors came to a mutual agreement to accept 15 shillings.127 This coincided with 

plans for a further 300 quarrymen and 150 masons being employed on the Malmsbury-

Taradale section to speed up progress.128 In the meantime the masons working at 

Malmsbury celebrated another eight-hours day anniversary in April with a parade, a 

picnic and then a dinner and ball in the Coliban Hotel.129 A subsequent move by the 

contractors to pay the labourers monthly instead of fortnightly triggered another strike in 

July which an estimated 150 quarrymen at Malmsbury were encouraged to join.130 

Accusations of a truck system (q.v.) operating along the line and at Malmsbury also 

began to emerge and in a letter to the editor of the Kyneton Observer, Isaac French 

stated the striking men’s cause was a just one, and referred to Mr Bruce as a ‘petty 

 
123 Kyneton Observer, November 24, 1859, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, May 3, 1859, 2; Kyneton 

Observer, June 25, 1863, 2; Kyneton Guardian, March 14, 1868, 3. 
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dated October 8, 1869; Thomas Wilkinson, 1 Kent Cottage. 

125 “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, July 19, 1862, 2. 

126 “Progress of the Railway,” Australian Builder and Railway Chronicle (Melbourne), February 25, 1860, 
52. 
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Railway Works,” Kyneton Observer, July 10, 1860, 2; “The Strike at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, July 12, 
1860, 2. 
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tyrant’.131 The quarrymen returned to work when the strike ended in August and 

fortnightly pay was reinstated in September.132 

 

The anticipated influx of 450 more railway workers gave impetus to even more private 

and commercial stone building in Malmsbury. Given the restrictions on labour movement 

created by the Masters and Servants Act, this suggests there was a group of domestic 

quarrymen working in the town supplying stone from independent quarries, rather than 

any work being done by striking railway employees. Isaac French opened the bluestone 

National Hotel in June 1860 which contained 15 rooms.133 Tenders were invited in July 

from masons for a two-storey house in Malmsbury, 33ft2 in size, the plans of which were 

on view at the National Hotel, suggesting that Isaac French was to undertake another 

building project.134 The road bridge over the Coliban River received a face lift, using a 

timber platform on stone wing walls and parapets.135 Despite this building activity, some 

railway workers were still residing in tents. A fire near the Malmsbury quarries in July 

1860 destroyed the tent and possessions of quarryman Joseph Whittingslow and his 

young family.136 

 

Plans to commence construction of the Malmsbury railway station were stalled as debate 

began in mid-1860 over which side of the Coliban River it should be located.137 In 

October Blyth Brothers announced their planned four-storey bluestone flour mill on the 

west banks of the Coliban River, estimated to take 12 weeks to build; an indication that 

there were also local masons who were not working on the railway works.138 The mill 

began receiving wheat in January 1861.139 The Malmsbury correspondent of the Kyneton 

 
131 “The Strike on the Mount Alexander Railway,” Kyneton Observer, July 21, 1860, 3; “’Tommy’ Shops 

on the Railway Works,” Kyneton Observer, November 3, 1860, 3; “The Strike at Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
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Observer noted the role the ‘quarries of bluestone of such remarkable texture’ had 

played in establishing a thriving town, while also lamenting a slow progress in social 

infrastructure.140 As Malmsbury demanded the establishment of a Court of Petty 

Sessions, a petition which outlined the importance of the town referred to the ‘numerous 

permanent quarries’.141 

 

 

At the close of 1860 as the scaffold of the nearly-completed Malmsbury viaduct was 

removed to reveal a ‘light, bold and striking’142 structure (Figure 21), many of the 

stonemasons were discharged from employment and left town or went to work for local 

farmers; others had their pay reduced.143 This apparently reinvigorated the September 

 
140 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, September 8, 1860, 2. 

141 “Court of Petty Sessions for Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 20, 1860, 2. 

142 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 24, 1860, 3. 

143 Ibid.; “The Masons at Malmesbury [sic],” Argus (Melbourne), December 28, 1860, 4. 

 

Figure 21: Earliest known photograph of Malmsbury Viaduct ca 1860s 
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society collection, image 5STR0002R. 
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1859 plans to construct the Church of England, later stated to have been delayed by the 

previously higher masons’ wages.144 

 

The completion of the viaduct’s stonework in March 1861 expedited the supply of stone 

by rail for the Taradale viaduct works and beyond.145 However this did not see an end to 

the railway strikes. The masons went on strike in April when Cornish and Bruce handed 

them over to a subcontractor.146 Returning to work in June for piecework rather than 

wages, the navvies (labourers) went on strike in July when the combination of working 

for only 5 to 7s a day, and barely enough work for three days a week, was severely 

impacting on their livelihood.147 This strike also prevented the masons from working, and 

resulted in riots on two occasions in August before peace resumed in early 

September.148 

 

A large quarry in the middle of Richey’s and Willoughby’s Road (Lauriston parish, 

adjoining QS45 and possibly QS47) was described as dangerous in July 1861.149 

Domestically, the bluestone Church of England commenced in August 1861, and when a 

Court of Petty Sessions was finally granted it began in May in Mr Hickey’s new two-

storey stone building.150 The Lauriston and Edgecombe Road Board sought tenders from 

masons for the wing walls of, and repairs to, the bridge over the Campaspe near the 

Windmill (Joseph Hall’s) in November.151 By April 1861 Richard Wood had a stone house 

on his farm in Edgecombe near Black Hill.152 The residents also successfully petitioned 

for the establishment of a municipal council, again citing justifications such as the 

growing number of substantial buildings and ‘some of the finest blue-stone quarries have 
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“Telegraphic Despatch,” Argus (Melbourne), March 22, 1861, 5; “Railway Affairs,” Kyneton Observer, April 
26, 1859, 3. 

146 Kyneton Observer, April 27, 1861, 3; “Notes and News,” Kyneton Observer, May 25, 1861, 2. 

147 Kyneton Observer, June 11, 1861, 2; Kyneton Observer, June 22, 1861, 2; “The Suspension of the 
Railway Works,” Kyneton Observer, July 27, 1861, 2; Kyneton Observer, July 30, 1861, 2. 

148 Kyneton Observer, August 3, 1861, 2; Kyneton Observer, August 22, 1861, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Observer, August 24, 1861, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, September 7, 1861, 2. 

149 “Lauriston and Edgecombe Road Board,” Kyneton Observer, July 2, 1861: 2. 

150 Kyneton Observer, August 24, 1861, 1; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, December 3, 1861, 2; 
Kyneton Observer, May 19, 1860, 3; “Opening of Malmsbury Petty Sessions,” Kyneton Observer, May 23, 
1861, 3. 

151 Kyneton Observer, November 21, 1861, 2. 

152 Kyneton Observer, April 2, 1861, 3. 
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been opened and are being extensively worked’.153 Visions of Malmsbury supplying all of 

Victoria with its ‘famous’154 bluestone by railways coincided with the inauguration of the 

Council in October. A contract to construct about half a mile of stone-paved channelling 

and kerbing in Mollison Street approached completion in April 1862.155 Noting that a ‘fine 

specimen of stone’156 was being used in Malmsbury at that time, the Kyneton Observer 

also remarked that this brought savings to the government and the works were of great 

benefit to the town.157 

 

Two Crown land quarries managed by the Borough were being quarried in April 1862, 

one south of Mount Alexander Road and the other on Milvain Street.158 A third was on 

Parish Boundary Road in November.159 The second site involved six men quarrying on a 

road leading to Green Hill and about half a mile from the railway line, and charged with 

unauthorised occupation of Crown lands (probably QS58 and QS59).160 Stating that they 

had been quarrying there for two months to obtain stone for the Taradale viaduct, the 

men claimed exemption from obtaining a licence because they worked for the railway. 

The Council, having permitted the quarrying to proceed in order to make the road level, 

did expect rent to be paid. While Cornish and Bruce sought in February to open a quarry 

by payment of a £50 licence fee, in the meantime the Commissioner of Crown Lands at 

Kyneton sought advice from his Department regarding railway contractors quarrying 

Crown land.161 A reply had still not been received by June and the Malmsbury Council 

ultimately charged the parties on Milvain Street £3 a month for the privilege to 

quarrying.162 The commissioner decided in August, however, that while Mr Lachlan 

 
153 “Petition Under the Municipal Act,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 28, 1861, 1243. 

154 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 31, 1861, 2. 

155 “Tenders,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 26, 1861, 2289; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, December 24, 1861, 2483; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, December 21, 1861, 2; 
“Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), December 27, 1861, 8; “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, 
April 26, 1862, 3. 

156 Kyneton Observer, January 23, 1862: 2; Kyneton Observer, April 3, 1862, 2. 

157 “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, April 12, 1862, 3. 

158 Ibid. 

159 “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, November 22, 1862, 3. 

160 “Police Court,” Kyneton Observer, April 12, 1862, 3. 

161 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 7, F Register, 1862 Page 74, Items 62/F 1306 February 17, 1862, 62/F 
2910 April 16, 1862 and 62/F 4822 June 27, 1862. 

162 “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, April 26, 1862, 3; “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” 
Kyneton Observer, May 24, 1862, 2. 
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owned the spalls from his previous occupation of the site, he did not have a prior right to 

the quarry.163 

 

Despite quarrying assisting the construction of the local road network, the Malmsbury 

Council sometimes actively restored the landscape scarred by stone extraction.164 

Tenders were called in November 1862 for the filling of the dangerous quarries in 

Willoughby’s Road and Milvain Street with unspecified material.165 

 

While Malmsbury quarries continued to supply bluestone for the Taradale viaduct, 1862 

saw a variety of other stone uses.166 The bluestone farmhouse, stable, barn and dairy on 

the Fernie brothers’ farm was built by November 1862.167 Masons were busy making 

progress on the Church of England in April and in June the Government called for 

tenders for the construction of the bluestone police quarters or barracks.168 The 

Malmsbury railway station debate was resolved, tenders called in August for the station 

and goods shed construction, and the contract let shortly before the whole line was 

formally opened in October.169 In April Mr Blackwell advertised for masons to build a 

stone chimney on his land opposite Degraves’s Mill and John McCarthy needed bullock 

and horse teams to cart stones from the Campaspe River, at Hall’s windmill, to between 

Woodend and Malmsbury.170 The latter probably relates to government contracts 

awarded to John McCarthy to maintain Mount Alexander Road from the 42nd mile post all 

the way to the Coliban Bridge (Malmsbury) and potentially correlates with the quarry 

reserve on Parish Boundary Road (QS63).171 

 

 
163 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, August 30, 1862, 2. 

164 “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, November 11, 1862, 2. 

165 “Municipality of Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 22, 1862, 3; “Malmsbury Municipal 
Council,” Kyneton Guardian, November 29, 1862, 2. 

166 Kyneton Observer, April 24, 1862, 2. 

167 RGO, General Law archives, Books 69, Memorial 792 November 23, 1857; “Malmsbury Municipal 
Council,” Kyneton Observer, November 11, 1862, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council rate book for 1863 under 
Fernie; PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 484, Item 67/873, Probate David Fernie. 

168 Kyneton Observer, February 1, 1862, 3; Kyneton Observer, April 24, 1862, 2; “Tenders,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, June 6, 1862, 982; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 2, 1862, 
1134; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, August 23, 1862, 3. 

169 “Tenders,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 22, 1862, 1518; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, September 23, 1862, 1774; “The Opening of the Melbourne and Murray River Railway 
to Castlemaine,” Age (Melbourne), October 16, 1862, 5–6. 

170 Kyneton Observer, April 12, 1862, 3; Kyneton Observer, May 24, 1862, 1; “Police Court,” Kyneton 
Observer, May 1, 1862, 2. 

171 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 29, 1862, 729. 
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On Good Friday, 1862, Malmsbury was woken by a blast which was initially assumed to 

be coming from the quarries.172 In fact Blyth’s mill boiler had burst, the explosion 

knocking down most of the mill and levelling the massive chimney, killing two men and 

injuring two others.173 Sims and French, who had built the Church of England, won the 

contract to undertake the masonry portion of the rebuilding.174 The blocks of stone to be 

used for the bed of milling machinery measured 12.5 by 3.5 feet and weighed 3 tons.175 

As the new railway station neared completion in December the Kyneton Observer 

reported that: 

 

Should any person desire to see the art of masonry displayed to advantage, and to see the 

beauties of our famed bluestone brought out by the chisel of the artisan, a visit to the 

Malmsbury Railway Station will well repay him.176 

 

Thus, despite the winding down of the stone-related railway work at Malmsbury, the 

quarries continued to provide work for the stoneworkers who chose to remain in the 

town. This is further evidenced by the establishment in 1862 of a ‘canvas town’177 at the 

quarries associated with the stone-breaking machine, located about a mile and a quarter 

from the police station and correlates with it being the same area shown in Figure 20 

(QS48). To cater for this settlement, Luke Coghlan applied in June for a licence for the 

Quarry Hotel, located 30yd from the machine.178 The machine used for breaking the 

stone was one developed by Enoch Chambers (Chapter 6) a subcontractor of Cornish 

and Bruce engaged to supply ballast at Malmsbury.179 By November six such machines, 

managed by Isaac Moore, were housed in a building reached by the above-mentioned 

siding.180 The machines appear to have been removed after December 1863.181 

 

 
172 “Explosion of a Flour Mill, and Loss of Life,” Star (Ballarat), April 22, 1862, 1. 

173 “Terrible Explosion,” Kyneton Observer, April 22, 1862, 2. 

174 “Tenders,” Kyneton Observer, May 13, 1862, 3; “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), August 18, 1862, 1; 
“Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, August 23, 1862, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, December 3, 1861, 2. 

175 Kyneton Observer, September 18, 1862, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 6, 1862, 2. 

176 "Malmsbury," Kyneton Observer, December 16, 1862, 2. 

177 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, August 23, 1862, 3. 

178 “Malmsbury Petty Sessions,” Kyneton Observer, June 12, 1862, 2; “Death by Suffocation,” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 29, 1863, 2; Kyneton Observer, February 12, 1863, 3; Kyneton Observer, June 11, 1863, 2. 

179 “Mr Enoch Chambers's Stone-Breaking Machine,” Argus (Melbourne), October 29, 1862, 5. 

180 “Correspondence,” Kyneton Guardian, November 5, 1862, 3; “Chamber’s Stone-Breaking Machines,” 
Kyneton Guardian, November 1, 1861, 3. 

181 “Serious Railway Accident at Malmsbury,” Bendigo Advertiser, December 14, 1863, 2. 
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Post railway – Pre Stone-sawing; 1863 to 1873 

 

The continuation of the Malmsbury quarrying industry after the railway works were 

completed is testament to the usefulness of the stone and the extent of its deposits. A 

decade after the railway was opened, and nearly 20 years after the stone came into use, 

the supply was still believed to be unlimited.182 While the use of stone locally boomed 

between 1863 and 1873, the railway assisted further distribution, which in turn expanded 

the quarrying industry beyond domestic use and railway construction. 

 

Table 5 outlines the chronological spread of Malmsbury bluestone in the decade after the 

Bendigo railway line opened, and the diversity of purposes for which it was used. When 

the Church of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception in Hawthorn opened in 1869, 

newspaper coverage reported that Malmsbury bluestone columns carrying the upper 

storey arches were ‘finished … in a style supposed to be scarcely attainable with 

bluestone’.183 This was the first of several similar uses in churches. In the case of the 

bases for the State Library columns, the six-ton blocks were said to be ‘the largest ever 

brought to Melbourne’.184 

 

 

Table 5: Chronological non-local use of Malmsbury bluestone 1863-1873 

Year 
reported 

Structure 
All are in Victoria unless stated 
otherwise 

Site code* Bluestone extant? 

1863 Bank of Victoria, Bendigo BenV_001 Extant 

1863 Powder magazine, Bendigo BenV_002 Demolished 

1863 Castlemaine Police lock-up  CasV_001 Extant (moved) 

1863 Echuca Railway line EchV_001 Not determined 

1865 Footpaths, Melbourne City Council, 
550yd of stone; cancelled due to a fault 
in the material 185 

NIL Not installed? 

1867 Echuca Waterworks Tower EchV_002 Demolished 

1867 Town Hall (new), Melbourne, steps MelV_001 Extant 

1867 St Ignatius Catholic church, Richmond, 
pillars 

RicV_001 Extant 

1869 Our Lady of Immaculate Conception 
church, Hawthorn, columns 

HawV_001 Extant 

1869 National Bank, Melbourne MelV_002 Demolished 

1869 McEwan & Co.’s warehouse, 
Melbourne 

MelV_003 Demolished 

 
182 Kyneton Guardian, February 25, 1874, 2. 

183 Argus (Melbourne), October 11, 1869, 5. 

184 “City and Suburbs,” Advocate (Melbourne), September 3, 1870, 12–13. 

185 “City Council,” Argus (Melbourne), January 18, 1865, 1; “City Council,” Argus (Melbourne), May 16, 
1865, 6. 
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Year 
reported 

Structure 
All are in Victoria unless stated 
otherwise 

Site code* Bluestone extant? 

1870 Saint Augustine’s in Bourke Street, 
Melbourne, shafts of doorway 

MelV_004 Extant 

1870 St Mary’s Church in Caulfield CauV_001 Extant 

1870 St Patrick’s Cathedral, Melbourne MelV_005 Extant 

1870 Benevolent Asylum, Melbourne, stairs MelV_006 Demolished 

1870 Bluestone footpaths, Melbourne, 
4000yd 

MelV_007 Extant – part 

1870 Public Library (State Library Victoria), 
Melbourne 

MelV_008 Extant 

1870 Convent of Mercy’s new school, Fitzroy FitV_001 Extant 

1871 Roman Catholic Convent, Geelong, 
columns 

GeeV_001 Not determined 

1871 W J Clarke family grave, Sunbury 
cemetery 

SunV_001 Not determined 

1871 Sydney Post Office, paving SydN_001 Not determined 

1872 Convent of Good Shepherds, 
Abbotsford columns 

AbbV_001 Extant 

1872 Catholic Cathedral, Goulburn (NSW) 
columns 

GouN_001 Extant 

1872 James McEvoy grave, Boroondara 
(Kew) cemetery 

KewV_001 Not determined 

1872 Melbourne Model Lodging House MelV_009 Demolished 

1872 Melbourne Mint MelV_010 Demolished 

1872 George Robertson’s new warehouse MelV_011 Demolished 

1872 Government House, Melbourne Melv_012 Extant 

1872 Saint Peter and Saint Paul’s Roman 
Catholic Church, Emerald Hill (South 
Melbourne) columns 

SthV_001 Extant 

1872 Trinity Church of England, Williamstown 
columns 

WilV_001 Extant 

1873 Savings Bank, Bendigo steps & paving BenV_003 Demolished (paving) 

1873 Collingwood Oddfellows’ Hall columns CllV_001 Demolished 

1873 Fitzroy Town Hall, stairs FotV_002 Extant 

1873 Union Bank, Melbourne MelV_013 Demolished 

1873 Wesley Church, Melbourne, fence MelV_014 Extant 

1873 Melbourne footpaths, 1500yd MelV_059 Extant – part 

1873 Richmond Temperance Hall RicV_002 Extant 

1873 Reverend George Mackie grave, Saint 
Kilda cemetery 

StkV-001 Not determined 

1873 State Library, Melbourne fence MelV_008 Demolished 

1873 Messrs Farmer and Co.’s drapery 
establishment, Sydney (NSW) 

SydN_002 Demolished 

1873 Pavements, Dunedin Council (NZ) DunZ_001 Not determined 

1873 Railway platforms, Sydney (NSW) SydN_003 Not determined 

*Site Codes are in the format of AaaB_### where Aaa is a town/city, B is the State/Country 
and ### is the site number for that town/city i.e. Syd – Sydney, N – NSW and 002 for second 
site at Sydney. 

 

As this phase of the Malmsbury quarrying industry was closing, reports of the stone 

being used in Sydney (NSW), and New Zealand emerged.186 Local public and private 

 
186 “A Local Industry,” Kyneton Guardian, April 30, 1873, 2; Wellington Independent (NZ), December 20, 

1873, 2. 
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works continued near Malmsbury in addition to these expanding markets. These public 

works in bluestone include several colonial and local government structures. The 

enlargement of the Malmsbury station goods shed in 1863 prompted the contractors to 

seek permission from the Council to quarry on unspecified Crown land.187 This suggests 

that government contractors still didn’t gain immediate access to quarries as part of their 

contracts. The construction of the road-over-rail bridge north of Malmsbury in 1864 

provided the Ellis family with access to their property bisected by the railway (Forrest 

Road). The need to construct this bridge over an active line explains the use of brick 

abutments and steel, rather than a bluestone arch (which would have required formwork) 

as used in other local railway bridges built during the original construction period.188 The 

commencement of the Malmsbury Reservoir works in 1867 also required bluestone for 

the dam wall, outlet tunnel and lining the spillways, and the 1872 Education Act triggered 

the construction of the Malmsbury State School in late 1873.189 

 

Both Malmsbury Borough Council and the Lauriston and Edgecombe Road Board were 

actively using bluestone in local projects. The foundation stone of the Windmill Bridge 

was laid in late 1863, the stone being quarried ‘in the immediate neighbourhood’ 

(QS63).190 By November 1865 Malmsbury had 30ch (600m) of bluestone footpaths, 

kerbing and adjoining water channels.191 A stone drinking fountain was installed in 

Malmsbury in 1867, the same year construction work began on the predominantly 

bluestone Town Hall which opened in June 1868.192 

 

At a private level, the stonework of the Church of England was completed in early 

1863.193 A bluestone and brick parsonage was added in 1870-71.194 Work commenced in 

 
187 “Malmsbury,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), March 19, 1863, 2; “Tenders,” Victoria 

Government Gazette, April 28, 1863, 918; “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, May 28, 1863, 
2. No correspondence between the contractor, R. Turnbull and Co. and the Lands and Survey’s Department 
over this matter has been located. 

188 “Government Advertisements,” Argus (Melbourne), January 20, 1864, 3; “Contracts Accepted,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, March 8, 1864, 581; Kyneton Observer, March 12, 1864, 2. 

189 “The Malmsbury Reservoir,” Bendigo Advertiser, May 28, 1866, 3; “Items of News,” Mount Alexander 
Mail (Castlemaine), January 31, 1867, 2; Kyneton Guardian, October 15, 1873, 3; “Malmsbury State School,” 
Kyneton Guardian, December 17, 1873, 2. 

190 Kyneton Observer, December 10, 1863, 2. 

191 “The Sanitary Condition of Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 29, 1865, 2. 

192 Kyneton Guardian, February 27, 1867, 2; Kyneton Guardian, July 24, 1867, 2; Kyneton Guardian, 
August 24, 1867, 2; Kyneton Observer, May 23, 1868, 3. 

193 “The New Church,” Kyneton Guardian, February 28, 1863, 3; “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), February 
19, 1864, 8; “Local Intelligence,” Kyneton Guardian, January 27, 1866, 3. 

194 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, July 30, 1870, 3; “Local and General News,” Kyneton Guardian, May 
13,1871, 2. 
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1867 on the stone and brick Wesleyan Church (later known as the Albert Hall)  which 

opened in May 1868.195 Mr Hooppell planned to build a stone shop and dwelling in 1865, 

and John Hookey wanted masons for building with stone in 1870, however the exact 

nature and location of both structures are unknown.196 Ely Lumb had a bluestone store 

built adjoining Daylesford Road in 1870 (Figure 22).197 Both Richard McGrane and John 

Coghlan used bluestone to construct their new hotels, the Commercial in 1868 and the 

Junction in 1872, the latter replacing an earlier wooden building destroyed by fire.198 

James Laing Jnr. undertook in 1872 to build a two-storey stone shop, on the corner of 

Barker and Mollison Streets, which later became the town’s post office.199 Again 

demonstrating the diversity of purposes to which the material was applied, in 1865 and 

1872 stone was used for the engine and boiler beds of the local General Wyndham and 

Tommy Dodd gold mining companies.200 

 

 

 

 
195 Kyneton Guardian, October 19, 1867, 3; Kyneton Observer, April 2, 1868, 2; Anon, Brief History of 

Wesleyan Church Corner Ross Street & Mollison Street, Malmsbury, Malmsbury Historical Society Archives, 
ca1988: 2, citing Wesley Chronicle, 1867–1868. 

196 Kyneton Observer, February 16, 1865, 2; Kyneton Observer, September 7, 1865, 3; Kyneton 
Guardian, August 6, 1870, 3. 

197 Kyneton Guardian, May 4, 1870, 3; Kyneton Guardian, March 11, 1871, 2. 

198 Kyneton Guardian, October 17, 1868, 3; Kyneton Guardian, November 4, 1868, 3; Kyneton Guardian, 
July 13, 1872, 2; “Local and General News,” Kyneton Guardian, July 27, 1872, 2; “Sales by Auction,” Argus 
(Melbourne), May 26, 1877, 3; “Items of News,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), June 15, 1872, 2. 

199 “Local and General News,” Kyneton Guardian, July 27, 1872, 2; PROV, VPRS 28/P3, Unit 702, Item 
149/487, Probate Samuel E. Hooppell. 

200 “Mining Machinery,” Kyneton Observer, November 2, 1865, 2; Kyneton Guardian, October 30, 1872, 
3. 

 

Figure 22: Ely Lumb’s bluestone store, Daylesford Road, Malmsbury 
Built by David Price in 1870, the building includes a date stone which bears the builder’s 
name. 
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There are also several private stone buildings in and near Malmsbury of unknown 

construction date that were in existence by this period, based on sale and other notices. 

All these local structures are summarised in Table 6. These show diversity in stone use 

ranging from small to large farm buildings on land holdings of varying sizes, to hotels, 

stores and urban cottages. 

 

Table 6: Malmsbury-district bluestone structures with construction dates pre-1873 

Year 
reported 

Structure Site code Bluestone 
extant? 

Ca 1852 John Palmer’s Glassonby farmhouse, Lauriston LauV_001 Not determined 

Ca 1855 Springview farmhouse, Boggy Creek (Lauriston) LauV_021 Extant 

1856 Ellis & Hutchinson’s Coliban Flour Mill, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_001 Ruin 

1856 Windmill Farm – Dutch flour mill, Lauriston LauV_002 
(Figure 17) 

Extant 

1857 Church of England School, Malmsbury  MalV_002 
(Figure 18) 

Demolished 

1857 Barker Street bridge over Black Springs, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_003 Extant – part 

1857 Coliban River Bridge, Malmsbury MalV_004 Demolished 

1857 Degraves’s or Ward’s Mill, Malmsbury MalV_005 Extant 

Ca 1857 Thomas Saunders’s Pine View or The Pines, 
Edgecombe (QS37) 

EdgV_020 Extant - 
restored 

1858 Jowett & McKenna’s Brewery (Hickey’s Store), 
Malmsbury 

MalV_006 Demolished 

Ca 1858 Anthony Watson’s Highbank Hill, farmhouse & 
buildings, Lauriston 

LauV_025 Extant 

By 1859 John William Page’s stone barn, Edgecombe EdgV_018 Extant – 
restored 

By 1859 Alexander Duncan’s Greenbank Farm, Lauriston LauV_030 Extant 

By 1859 Lasslett Street railway bridge, Malmsbury MalV_021 Extant 

1859 Donovan’s Farmer’s Arms Hotel, Lauriston LauV_003 Ruin 

1859 Degraves’s or Ward’s Mill additions, Malmsbury MalV_005 Extant 

1859 Tucker’s Malthouse, Malmsbury MalV_007 Demolished 

1859 Malmsbury viaduct MalV_008 Extant 

1859 French’s Cottages, Malmsbury MalV_009 Extant 

1859 Coliban Hotel, Malmsbury MalV_010 Demolished 

1859 Bridge over railway (Tucker & Boundy’s 
Archdall), Edgecombe 

EdgV_002 Extant 

Ca 1859 The Pines Dwyer farm, Lauriston LauV_024 Extant 

1860 National Hotel & Store, Malmsbury MalV_011 Demolished 

1860 Black Hill Hotel, stone and wooden building, 
Edgecombe 

EdgV_003. Demolished 

1860 Dr Davy’s dispensary and residence, Malmsbury MalV_024 Extant 

1860 Blyth Brother’s mill, Malmsbury MalV_012 Demolished 

1860 Daylesford Road, bridge over railway, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_015 Extant 

1860 Calder Highway bridge over railway, Malmsbury MalV_016 Extant – part 

Ca 1860 Pethybridge’s Road bridge over railway 
(Swiper’s bridge), Edgecombe 

EdgV_004 Extant 

By 1861 Richard Wood’s farmhouse, Edgecombe EdgV_005 Not determined 

1861 Edmund Hickeys building, Malmsbury, later 
converted to Bank of NSW 

MalV_013 Extant 

1861 St John’s Church of England, Malmsbury MalV_014 Extant 

Ca 1861 Charles Young’s Abbeyville farmhouse LauV_032 Extant 
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Year 
reported 

Structure Site code Bluestone 
extant? 

By 1862 Frank Farmer’s farmhouse EdgV_002 Not determined 

By 1862 Fernie Brothers’ farmhouse & building MalV_022 Demolished 

1862 Mollison Street east, gutters, Malmsbury MalV_018 Extant 

1862 Blackwell’s chimney, Lauriston LauV_026 Not determined 

1862 Breakneck Road railway culvert LauV_004 Extant 

1862 Malmsbury police station MalV_019 Extant 

1862 Malmsbury railway station MalV_020 Extant 

1862 Taradale viaduct TarV_001 Extant 

Ca 1862 Railway bridge over Midland Highway, 
Castlemaine 

CasV_004 Extant 

By 1863 John Prendergast’s cottage, Malmsbury MalV_065 Demolished 

1863 Windmill Bridge over Campaspe River, Lauriston LauV_027 Ruin 

1863 Isaac Stephenson’s 4-roomed dwelling, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_025 Extant 

1863 Pettett Brothers’ Cannig or Canning’s Farm, 160 
acres with house and barn, Edgecombe 

EdgV_007 Not determined 

Ca 1863 House, Malmsbury, owned by stonemason John 
Dobson 

MalV_046 Demolished 

Ca 1863 Pennington’s Swamp Farmhouse LauV_023 Extant 

Ca 1863 Melrose, house, Malmsbury MalV_052 Extant 

By 1864 John Jones’s house, Aberdare, Malmsbury MalV_027 Extant 

1864 Ellis’s (Forrest Road) bridge over railway, 
Edgecombe 

EdgV_001 Extant 

1864 Joseph Hall’s White Hill farm with dwelling 
house 6 rooms, kitchen, etc (in addition to the 
Dutch windmill), Lauriston 

LauV_006 Extant 

1864 Jefferson’s Farm or McCarthy’s, 181 acres with 
stone barn and stable, Lauriston 

LauV_007 Not determined 

1865 Two-story shop, Mollison Street, 8 rooms MalV_035 Demolished 

1865 General Wyndham mining machinery beds LauV_008 Not determined 

1865 Tucker’s new stone and brick shops, Malmsbury MalV_053 Extant - part 

1866 Henry Vance Smith’s cottage, Malmsbury MalV_028 Extant 

By 1867 Kent’s Cottages, terrace houses, Malmsbury MalV_033 Extant - 
restored 

1867 Matthew Jackson’s 4-roomed dwelling with 
stable and outhouse, Malmsbury 

MalV_034 Extant 

1867 Malmsbury reservoir and associated 
infrastructure 

MalV_029, 
MalV_030 

Extant - part 

1867 Malmsbury botanic gardens drinking fountain MalV_031 Extant 

1867 Malmsbury town hall MalV_032 Extant 

Ca 1867 Grannie Crowe’s cottage, Malmsbury MalV_026 Demolished 

By 1868 Pattison’s farmhouse, Lauriston LauV_009 Not determined 

1868 McGrane’s Commercial Hotel, Malmsbury MalV_037 Extant 

1868 Wesleyan Church, Malmsbury MalV_036 Extant 

1868 George Halton’s ten-roomed Great Britain Hotel 
near Boggy Creek (Lauriston) 

LauV_010 Demolished 

By 1869 Matthew Donovan’s stable LauV_031 Not determined 

1870 James Farmer’s Bald Hill farm (Edgecombe), 
dairy and barn 

EdgV_008 Not determined 

1870 Thomas Kelly’s bluestone house on 57 acres of 
land, Lauriston 

LauV_011  Demolished 

1870 Lumb’s bluestone store, Malmsbury  MalV_038 
(Figure 22) 

Extant 

1870 St John’s Church parsonage, Malmsbury MalV_039 Extant 
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Year 
reported 

Structure Site code Bluestone 
extant? 

1871 John Douglas’s farm of 60 acres, Green Hill 
(Edgecombe), with 5-roomed house with stone 
kitchen, servants’ room, barn, stable 

EdgV_009 Not determined 

1871 James Hughes 240ac farm with stone 
homestead, barn, stables piggeries, Edgecombe 

EdgV_010 Extant- restored 

1872 Tommy Dodd mining company, beds for 
machinery, Edgecombe 

EdgV_011 Not determined 

1872 Junction Hotel, Malmsbury MalV_040 Extant 

1872 Laing’s general store, Malmsbury MalV_041 Extant 

1873 Malmsbury state school MalV_042 Extant 

 

Supplying all these works was a number or quarries on both public and private land. In 

the case of Crown land quarries, the data suggests multiple quarrymen extracting stone 

for several purposes. Crown land quarries active between 1863 and 1870 were located 

on the Mount Alexander Road reserve (QS32, QS42), adjoining Milvain Street and 

Parish Boundary Road (QS49, QS58 and QS59) and Kyneton Road. Applications to 

quarry these sites came from Martin Loughlan, Sampson and Co., Eastham & Co. James 

Diamond, Greenwood and Co., Daniel Roberts, J B Dwyer, Woods and party and Daniel 

Louden.201 Several of these quarrying licences were valid for only one or two months at a 

time.202 The request in 1867 by Greenwood & Co., and the quarry licence for J B Dwyer 

in 1869 are directly related to the Malmsbury reservoir construction.203 Other contractors 

for the reservoir works, George Smith and George Irwin, appeared in court in June 1872 

for quarrying on Crown land, as did their employees John Nash and John McCleery [sic 

McCreery], however the case was dismissed.204 The location of the quarry in which 

William Coghlan, Dennis O'Dea, Thomas Hogg, Hugh Burkett; Matthew Manger, John 

Price, Henry Castles and George Morley were working when they were accused in 1868 

of quarrying or removing stone without a licence, was not recorded, nor that of John 

 
201 “Borough of Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 14, 1863, 2; “Borough of Malmsbury,” 

Kyneton Observer, July 21, 1864, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, Financial Journal, October 4, 1864, 
September 14, 1866; October 16, 1866, November 26, 1866, December 22, 1866, January 14, 1867, 
February 14, 1867, July 20, 1867; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, July 3, 1867, 2; 
“Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, July 4, 1867, 2 [The name is reported differently in both 
sources, however no person of either name has been found associated with quarrying in Malmsbury in any 
other sources.]; PROV, VPRS 44/P0 Unit 111 Item 67/O 8586; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 17, 1867, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 29, 1868, 3; 
Malmsbury Borough Council, General Cash Book, March 3, 1868; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, February 26, 1868, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Ledger "Quarry Licenses," pg. 157; May 13, 
1869 and "Contractors Deposits," pg. 131; May 22, 1869; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 
334, May 31, 1870; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, November 5, 1870, 3. 

202 Malmsbury Borough Council, Financial Journal, dated September 14, 1866. 

203 “Wanted,” Kyneton Guardian, June 5, 1869, 3; “Wanted, Quarrymen,” Argus (Melbourne), July 31, 
1869, 1. 

204 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, June 29, 1872, 2. 
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McGivern’s appearance in Malmsbury Court in 1871 for the same offence.205 The case 

against George Morgan charged with illegal removal of stone in 1871 was also dismissed 

however Patrick McCabe was fined for illegal quarrying. 

 

 

 

These Crown land quarries, located at the ‘extreme eastern boundary of the township of 

Malmsbury’206 adjoining Milvain Street and Parish Boundary Roads were also referred to 

 
205 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, February 8, 1868, 2 (Morley is erroneously reported as 

John George Morley); “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, February 2, 1871, 2; Kyneton Observer, 
February 2, 1871, 2. 

206 “The Malmsbury Gold Mines,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), June 21, 1870, 3. 

 

Figure 23: Survey plan of Crown land adjoining Milvain Street, Malmsbury 
The land shows QS58 and QS59 and runs south from Parish Boundary Road through to 
Mount Alexander Road. 
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society Collection, original source unknown but relates to 
John F Wallis’s Crown land licence number 064 under Section 145 of 1901 Land Act in 
1915. 
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as the borough quarries in 1870 (Figures 23 and 24). To illustrate the problems with 

statistics, those submitted for 1870 report only two quarries at Malmsbury, the quantity of 

stone produced being 1000 tons.207 A report in the Kyneton Guardian in 1872 that 

‘thousands of tons’208 of undressed stone were being sent annually to Footscray for 

sawing suggests an understatement of the production from these quarries. The statistical 

returns of 1872 for Malmsbury Borough, and Kyneton Shire also recorded they each had 

a single quarry within their borders that year.209 

 

 

 

Additional Crown land quarries were still active at Boggy Creek in 1871 (QS16, QS17 

and QS18).210 Henry King had purchased Allotment 196D in Lauriston parish at a Crown 

 
207; Kyneton Guardian, January 10, 1872, 2; Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria 1870: 

Production,” Parliamentary Papers 1871 No. 85: 34; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 300, 
January 19, 1870. 

208 Kyneton Guardian, March 23, 1872, 2, my emphasis 

209 Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria 1872: Production,” Parliamentary Papers 1873 No. 77: 43. 

210 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 7, 1871, 2. 

 

Figure 24: Aerial photograph from 1945 showing what was probably the “Borough 
Quarries” on Crown land 
The site extends along Milvain Street from the eastern boundary of the racecourse (QS58) 
over Parish Boundary Road (QS59) and down to south side of Calder Highway (QS49). The 
quarry at QS11 is on private land. 
Source: DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Project 7723N2 817/7, Run 10, 
Film 244, Image 27748, February 1946. (with permission) 
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land sale in August 1871.211 In September he wrote to the Lands and Survey Department 

asking if a known reserve at Allotment 185, could be put up for sale, and advertised his 

intention to apply for a licence to occupy eight acres of that land.212 Charles Tanner and 

John McDonald wrote to the Borough Council objecting to the application, stating the 

land was required for quarrying.213 Similarly the Borough Council and others attempted to 

have some Crown land on the Campaspe River near the Windmill (Hall’s) set aside as a 

reserve for quarrying purposes (QS63) in 1866.214 A subsequent application by Thomas 

Kelly to occupy that site under the 1869 Land Act, and confusion between the Council 

and the Victorian government over the location, only resulted in a reserve for watering 

purposes.215 The quarries in the vicinity of portion 289 Lauriston (QS48) were also 

removed from the pool of Crown land sites when Henry Butcher and Joseph Ward 

(section 289C), Christina McPherson and Francis Walsh (289D), David Page (289E) and 

Anthony Travers (289F) occupied the land from 1866 onwards and began the process of 

alienating it under the same Act.216 In the case of David Page’s allotment, there are 

suggestions that he harvested the stone present once he occupied the land.217 

 

Additional former Crown land quarrying areas were alienated in November 1871. The 

land in sections 33 and 50 in the township of Malmsbury surrounding QS51 and QS52 

and where the railway quarries and stone-crushing machine had been operating, were 

offered at auction that year.218 Allotments five, seven, eight, nine and ten of section 33 

had all been quarried for the railways.219 While no offer was made for allotments nine 

 
211 “Sale of Crown Lands in Fee Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 28, 1871, 1209; PROV, 

VPRS 16171/P1, Lauriston Parish Plan L32 (2979), Sheet 2. 

212 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 22, D Register, 1871, Page 518, Item 18500 September 30, 1871; CHSI, 
Put-away plan collection, Lauriston parish put-away plan L120H, February 20, 1868, CD; Kyneton Guardian, 
September 30, 1871, 3. 

213 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 7, 1871, 2. 

214 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 11, N Register, Page 154, Item 3749 and Item 6793, May 23, 1866 and 
item 7443, June 6, 1866; PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 22, D Register, 1871, Page 518, Item 18500, 
September 30, 1871. 

215 “Lands Reserved,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 25, 1866, 1114; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, May 26, 1866, 2; “Malmsbury Municipal Council,” Kyneton Guardian, June 6, 1866, 2; 
PROV, VPRS 627/P0, Unit 2, Files 109/31 and 110/31. 

216 PROV, VPRS 627/P0, Unit 63, File 5991; PROV, VPRS 627/P0, Unit 13, File 1233/31; PROV, VPRS 
627/P0, Unit 88, File 7900/31. 

217 David Henderson Page, Victoria Birth certificate no. 15639 (1860); Malmsbury Borough Council Rate 
book 1869 under “Page”; PROV, VPRS 627/P0, Unit 63/ File 5991. 

218 “Sale of Crown Lands in Fee-Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 20, 1871, 1863. 

219 PROV, VPRS 16685/P1, Unit 19, Bundle 126 Book 970, Reeves. 
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(QS52) or ten, the other quarries were sold, quarryman James Woods being the 

purchaser of Allotment eight (QS51).220 

 

With a short list of names of quarrymen working in Crown land quarries between 1863 

and 1873, it is assumed others were operating in private quarries. While some are 

inconclusive, such as the quarry ‘near the Main road’221 in which George Halton was 

injured during blasting in September 1865, others are clearly on private land. Matthew 

Maroney appealed his rate assessment in 1867 for land he was occupying on Parish 

Boundary Road (QS03, QS11, and QS12) stating the owner was Mr Brodie, half of the 

160 acres was stony and income was earned from quarrying.222 In January 1871 this 

same site was leased by quarrymen David Price and Charles Mailler, and is probably the 

source of stone they supplied to their Melbourne agents, Hall and Gillespie at Australia 

Dock during 1870, 1871 and 1872, and through to 1875 when Mailler opened new 

quarries.223 

 

Michael Donovan’s advertisement aimed at selling part of Portion 263 Lauriston in 1867 

(QS40) claimed that ‘income is derived from the contractors for the water supply [i.e. 

Reservoir], who are quarrying on one end of the land’.224 In 1870 George West drowned 

in a water-filled quarry hole on land owned by Mr Olive.225 David Page lived about 200yd 

away and was called to assist. Since John Olive had purchased the western third of 

portion 263 (QS40) from Michael Donovan in 1867, this strongly suggests this is the 

same quarry, on the opposite side of Breakneck Road from David Page (289E, above), 

and the still-visible holes fall within this 200-yard radius.226 

 

 
220 PROV, VPRS 11862/P1, Unit 18, Reports of Land Sales by Public Auction, Sale 3256 Page 108; 

Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books, 1869 and 1870; under “Woods”; PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 37, 
Item 13/273 Probate James Woods. 

221 Kyneton Observer, September 28, 1865, 2. 

222 “Police,” Kyneton Observer, November 16, 1867, 2; PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 6, Item 9/625, Probate 
Richard Brodie. 

223 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, January 14, 1871, 2; Kyneton Observer, March 29, 
1870, 3; “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), March 15, 1870, 3; “Public Notices,” Age (Melbourne), July 
27, 1871, 1; “Public Notices,” Age (Melbourne), January 8, 1872, 1; Sands & McDougall’s Melbourne and 

Suburban Directory for 1870 (Melbourne: Sands and McDougall, 1870), 64; Sands & McDougall's Melbourne 
Directory 1875 (Melbourne: Sands and McDougall, 1875), 504; “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), 
August 14, 1875, 3. The sale of QS11 and QS12 in June 1875 probably prompted this move 

224 Kyneton Observer, March 16, 1867, 3. 

225 PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 243, Item 1870/795 Inquest George Henry West. 

226 RGO, General Law archives, Books 168, Memorial 838, February 26, 1867. 
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Quarrymen Isaac Stephenson, John Hunter and John Ashton were working on 

Pennington’s farm (QS25, QS27, QS28, QS35 and QS39) for the Footscray Steam 

Stone-cutting Company (FSSCC) in 1873.227 Because Pennington owned several blocks 

of land in Lauriston parish between Malmsbury and the Campaspe River, the exact 

location is unknown. An advertisement for masons to dress flagging and kerbing at ‘Mr 

Hunter’s Quarry, Swamp’ appeared in 1873.228 Robert Hunter was farming on John Kay’s 

property consisting of portions 250, 251 and 252 Lauriston parish (QS32, QS33, QS34) 

between 1866 and 1886.229 The site is in the vicinity of low-lying land which can be 

inundated in wet weather; hence the reference to the swamp. 

 

The major development in the Malmsbury quarrying industry in this time period is the 

commencement of bluestone-sawing at Footscray (Chapter 6). Instigated by Thomas 

Glaister and Co. in 1867, it later became the FSSCC.230 By September 1868, Glaister 

was seeking 10,000ft3 of bluestone from Malmsbury to supply the sawing works which 

produced flagging for footpaths in councils such as Melbourne and Geelong.231 Thomas 

Lightfoot and Company were contracted to quarry and supply over 1,800ft3 of stone to 

the sawing company in 1872, the only clue to the quarry’s location being that delivery of 

the stone faced a backlog at Malmsbury station.232 As the success of the bluestone-

sawing grew, the demand for stone was greater than supply by May 1870 and the 

company planned to run quarries at Malmsbury in their own right, which included 

Pennington’s Farm in 1873.233 The acquisition of Portion 26 Edgecombe (QS04) in 

September 1872 by John Spark Woolcott and Joseph Shilton (the former a shareholder 

in the company), combined with advertisements from October 1872 announcing the 

company was supplying Malmsbury bluestone from new quarries, suggests the longer-

term plan was to own quarry land.234 Plans in October 1868 to saw bluestone at 

 
227 PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 286, Item 1873/119 Inquest Isaac Stephenson; Kyneton Guardian, February 

5, 1873: 2. 

228 Kyneton Observer, July 24, 1873, 3. 

229 PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 76, Item 17/383, Probate John Kay, granted to his son-in-law Thomas 
Denholm; Malmsbury Borough Council Rate Books 1866–1886, land occupied by Robert Hunter, owner 
recorded as John Denholm [sic]; PROV, VPRS 28/P3, Unit 532, Item 138/900, Probate Thomas Denholm. 

230 “Melbourne,” Bendigo Advertiser, August 31, 1867, 2; Kyneton Guardian, September 12, 1868, 3; 
Kyneton Guardian, October 7, 1868, 2. 

231 “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), September 2, 1868, 8; Kyneton Guardian, February 5, 1870, 
2. 

232 “To the Editor of the Argus,” (letter) Argus (Melbourne), November 13, 1872, 1. 

233 Kyneton Guardian, May 14, 1870, 2. 

234 RGO, General Law archives, Books 229, Memorial 638, September 9, 1872; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, 
Unit 1, File 133, Footscray Steam Stone-cutting Company (FSSCC); “Private Advertisements,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, February 5, 1875, 236. 
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Malmsbury to alleviate the costs of freighting unworked stone to Footscray did not 

eventuate until 1874 (Chapter 6).235 

 
At the close of this period of quarrying activity there was an ongoing use of Crown land 

quarries, despite the decreasing availability of sites, and private quarries being managed 

by key companies or groups. The destination of the stone changed significantly from 

primarily local usage, private or otherwise, to an ever-widening market throughout 

Victoria, other colonies, and overseas. The next few decades saw the peak of this 

activity and the reputation of the stone continued to drive demand. 

 

 
235 Kyneton Guardian, October 16, 1868, 2; Kyneton Guardian, October 10, 1868, 2; “Building Materials,” 

Age (Melbourne), October 28, 1872, 1. 
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Chapter 4. Key Holes in Malmsbury Bluestone: 1874 Onwards 
 
The growing use of Malmsbury bluestone for architectural purposes, and the attraction of 

pre-sawn bluestone building and infrastructure elements, forged a valuable local stone 

industry. Stone-sawing commenced in Malmsbury in 1874 to meet the growing demand 

(see Chapter 6).1 By the middle of that year this company was employing 18 men at the 

plant and three at their own quarry.2 Despite the earlier belief that the source of stone 

was unlimited, there is evidence that by 1889 Malmsbury could not provide all the stone 

needed and other local sources were sought to supply the Footscray works.3 This 

chapter outlines the quarrying and structural history of Malmsbury bluestone from the 

commencement of stone-sawing at Malmsbury through to the dying days of the local 

industry. 

 

Post Stone-sawing: 1874 to 1890’s Depression 

 

One important development during this period is the movement of the major quarrying 

groups to sites located progressively further east of Malmsbury, which compounded the 

difficulties associated with carting stone. The impact on local roads and bridges by stone-

carting wagons forced councils to rate the quarries for revenue with which to repair them. 

Quarrymen offered spalls for repairs, but facilities at the station were often inadequate to 

handle the demand for stone, and the cost of transporting each unit of stone was rising.4 

Attempts to erect tramways reflect this, as does the eventual collapse of a co-operative 

stone carting group. 

 

Charles Mailler and Company continued to supply Hall and Gillespie in Melbourne with 

Malmsbury bluestone from 1874 until at least June 1877.5 There is no indication that 

 
1 Kyneton Guardian, January 24, 1874, 2; “The New Bank of Australasia,” Argus (Melbourne), December 

30, 1875, 5; Kyneton Guardian, February 25, 1874, 2. 

2 “Kyneton Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, August 8, 1874, 3. 

3 Kyneton Guardian, February 25, 1874, 2; “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, September 7, 1889, 3. 

4 “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, November 17, 1880, 3; “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, February 16, 1881, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 557, April 22, 1882; 
“Malmsbury Bridge,” Kyneton Guardian, April 21, 1883, 2; “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, April 
23, 1884, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 936, June 4, 1885; Malmsbury Borough 
Council, Letter Book, Page 332, May 15, 1889. 

5 “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), April 16, 1874, 3; “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), March 
10, 1875, 3; “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), August 14, 1875, 3; “Building Materials,” Age 
(Melbourne), June 1, 1877, 1. 
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other Malmsbury quarrymen were supplying stone directly to Melbourne agents, other 

than those supplying the stone-sawing plants. 

 

The destination of all the bluestone flagging, sills, steps, hearths, kerbing and other items 

produced at Footscray and Malmsbury will probably never be known.6 Nevertheless a 

great number of structures incorporating Malmsbury bluestone were publicly recorded. 

Table 7 outlines these uses between 1874 and 1890, grouped according to the type or 

purpose of the structures. Full details are available in Dataset 3. Most are private 

commercial buildings, monuments, government buildings and infrastructure and religious 

buildings. Less numerous are those used for education, health and welfare and private 

cultural purposes. Of the few private domestic buildings which were recorded to have 

used the stone, they mostly belonged to notable owners, such as that used at Werribee 

Park in 1876 and Landcox House by 1884, which reflects reporting bias rather than 

limitations in usefulness. While some of these structures were proposed uses, evidence 

to confirm actual bluestone use was sought. The sheer number of structures, their 

locations, and the subsequent demolition of many of them limited site inspections. 

 

Table 7: Chronological list of Non-local structures reported to have used Malmsbury 
bluestone 1874-1891 – Grouped by type 

Year 
reported 

Structure 
All are in Victoria unless stated 
otherwise 

Site code Bluestone extant? 

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL – BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES, SHOPS, STORES, 
WAREHOUSES 

1874 Bank of Australasia, Melbourne, 
basecourse 

MelV_018 Extant 

1875 Commercial Bank of Australia, 
Collingwood, basecourse 

CllV_002 Not determined 

1875 Bendigo Gas Company new offices, 
basecourse 

BenV_004 Demolished 

1877 Imperial Fire Insurance Company’s 
new offices, Melbourne, basecourse 

MelV_022 Demolished 

1877 Messrs Briscoe & Co. new warehouse 
later George & George’s Federal 
Imporium, Melbourne 

MelV_023 Demolished 

1878 Colonial Mutual Life Assurance 
Offices, Melbourne, basecourse 

MelV_025 Demolished 

1879 Australian Mutual Provident Society 
buildings, Melbourne, basecourse 

MelV_024 Demolished 

1879 Mutual Assurance Society of Victoria 
buildings, Melbourne, basecourse 

MelV_028 Demolished 

1879 Messrs P. B. Curtain & Co.'s new 
Wool Warehouse, Melbourne, 
basecourse (later Monckton Synnot, 
then Younghusband) 

MelV_029 Extant 

 
6 “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), March 10, 1875, 3. 
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1880 New Union Bank Corporation, 
Melbourne, paving 

MelV_032 Demolished 

1880 Colonial Bank (new) Melbourne, 
staircase & carved doorway 

MelV_033 Demolished 

1881 Oriental Bank (new), Melbourne, 
foundations 

MelV_036 Demolished 

1882 Barrister's Chambers Company new 
chambers Melbourne, building fronts 

MelV_037 Demolished 

1882 Premier Permanent Building Society 
(new) offices, Melbourne, front 

MelV_038 Demolished 

1882 Mutual Store (new), Melbourne, front MelV_039 Demolished 

1882 Feldham Jacobs & Co new store, 
Melbourne, base storey 

MelV_040 Demolished 

1882 Messrs Warne & Reid’s warehouse, 
Melbourne 

MelV_097 Demolished 

1883 Normanby Chambers, Melbourne, 
basement 

MelV_041 Extant 

1883 Briscoe & Co.’s new warehouse, 
Melbourne, base 

MelV_042 Demolished 

1883 New Zealand Loan and Agency 
Company’s offices, Melbourne, 
paving 

MelV_043 Demolished 

1883 McCracken & Co.’s City Brewery new 
building, Melbourne, piers. 

MelV_044 Demolished 

1883 Tangye Brothers’ new warehouse, 
Melbourne, base 

MelV_045 Demolished 

1883 English, Scottish and Australian 
Chartered Bank, base 

MelV_047 Extant 

1883 Mercantile Free & Bonded Stores 
Melbourne 

MelV_068 Demolished 

1884 Ball and Welsh’s new premises, 
Carlton, ground floor 

CltV_001 Demolished 

1884 Australian Freehold Bank, Melbourne, 
columns & stairs 

MelV_048 Demolished 

1884 London Chartered Bank, Fitzroy, 
doorway to strong room 

FitV_003 Not determined 

1884 Bank of Australasia, Launceston 
(TAS), base 

LncT_001 Extant 

1884 National Mutual Life Association 
offices, Adelaide (SA), stylobate (q.v.) 

AdlS_002  Demolished - 
moved 

1884 P. Falk & Co.’s wholesale jewellery 
warehouse, Melbourne, lower storey 

MelV_049 Demolished 

1884 Messrs Robertson and Moffat’s new 
warehouse, Melbourne, piers 

MelV_050 Demolished 

1885 Australian Widows’ Fund Life 
Assurance Society building, 
Launceston (TAS), base 

LncT_002 Demolished 

1885 Buxton’s Artistic Stationery 
Company’s premises, Melbourne 

MelV_051 Extant 

1885 Edward Duckett’s warehouse, 
Melbourne, piers 

MelV_052 Demolished 

1885 Australian Widows’ Fund Society’s 
new building, Melbourne, base 

MelV_053 Demolished 

1885 Melbourne Permanent Building 
Society premises (Melbourne), lower 
story 

MelV_054 Demolished 

1885 Messrs Morris, Roberts & Meeks 
warehouse, Melbourne 

MelV_096 Demolished 
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1886 Hugo Wertheim’s new premises, 
Melbourne, lower front 

MelV_056 Demolished 

1886 Australian Mutual Provident Society 
building, Adelaide (SA), base 

AdlS_003 Demolished 

1886 Coffee Tavern Company new 
premises, Melbourne, piers of ground 
floor 

MelV_057  Demolished 

1886 Mutual Assurance Society of Victoria 
building, Launceston (TAS), base 

LncT_003 Extant 

1887 St James’s Building, Melbourne, base MelV_060 Demolished 

1887 Wallach & Co.’s new warehouse, 
Melbourne, front 

MelV_061 Demolished 

1887 Messrs. McCarron, Bird & Co. 
“Record Chambers”, Melbourne, 
basement 

MelV_062 Not determined 

1887 Jacobs & Hart tobacco merchants 
building, Melbourne, basement 

MelV_063 Demolished 

1887 Empire Buildings (C. H. James), 
Melbourne (later Royal Insurance 
Building), Melbourne, basement 

MelV_064 Demolished 

1887 Cromwell House of Dr Beaney, later 
Alexandra Club, Melbourne 

MelV_067 Extant 

1887 John Robb’s offices, Melbourne MelV_069 Demolished 

1887 Queen’s Coffee Palace, Carlton, 
basecourse 

MelV_070  Demolished 

1887 National Mutual Life Association 
offices, Perth (WA), base 

PerW_001 Demolished 

1887 Hawksburn Coffee Palace 
(proposed), Prahran, base 

PraV_002 Demolished 

1888 Coffee Palace, Albert Park, base up 
to 5ft on front; stairs 

AlbV_001 Extant 

1888 Australian Temperance Assurance 
Society building, Melbourne, 
basement 

MelV_071 Demolished 

1888 New Zealand Insurance building (later 
South Australian Insurance building), 
Melbourne 

MelV_095 Extant 

1889 Mercantile Bank of Australia, 
Geelong, pedestal 

GeeV_003 Extant 

1889 Miller’s Hotel improvements, 
Portarlington, base 

PtaV_001 Not determined 

1889 Lombard Buildings MelV_073 Extant 

1889 Colonial Mutual Life Assurance 
Society offices 

MelV_074 Demolished 

1890 William Hood’s ironmongery 
premises, Prahran, piers 

PraV_003 Not determined 

1890 Orient Hotel (new), Warragul, front 
beneath bar window, windowsills 

WglV_001  Not determined 

PRIVATE HOUSES  

ca 1874 William McMillan’s house, Brighton 
(Landcox House), verandah paving 

BriV_001 Not determined 

1876 Werribee park, Chirnside Family, 
flagging 

WerV_001 Not determined 

1889 North Park Mansion, Essendon 
(McCracken’s), stairs 

EssV_001 Extant 

MONUMENTS – GRAVESTONES, FOUNTAINS, MEMORIALS  

1874 William Tracey’s grave, Melbourne 
cemetery 

MelV_016 Not determined 
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1875 Barnet Lazarus’s new fountain, 
Bendigo 

BenV_005 Extant 

1875 Reed family grave, Back Creek 
(Sandhurst) cemetery 

BenV_006 Extant 

1875 Monument to Maori chief Te 
Rauparaha, Otaki, New Zealand 

OtaZ_001 Extant 

1876 O’Keefe grave at the White Hills 
cemetery in 1876 

BenV_007 Extant 

1876 Gleeson grave at Echuca EchV_003 Extant 

1878 Riddell family memorial, Lancefield 
cemetery 

LanV_001 Extant 

1878 Reverend Dr Cameron memorial 
stone, St Kilda cemetery 

StkV_002 Not determined 

1879 Horden grave, St Peter’s cemetery, 
Richmond, Sydney (NSW) 

SydN_004 Extant 

1880 Memorial to Fathers Healy & 
McCarthy, Wangaratta General 
cemetery 

WngV_001 Extant 

1880 Stanbridge family grave, Daylesford DayV_001 Extant 

1880 Gilfillan grave, Maldon MldV_001 Extant 

1880 Memorial to Captain James 
Alexander Stubbs, St Kilda cemetery 

StkV_003 Not determined 

1881 White Hills cemetery entrance gates 
and piers, Bendigo 

BenV_009 Extant 

1882 Rev Dr. Backhaus burial vault, 
Bendigo 

BenV_010 Extant 

1884 Captain Gardiner Fountain, Mount 
Gambier Reserve (SA) 

MtgS_001 Extant 

1884 Cunningham memorial, Geelong 
Eastern cemetery 

GeeV_002 Not determined 

1885 James Craik monument, Melbourne 
General cemetery 

MelV_055 Not determined 

1886 John Dixon Wyselaskie’s grave, Kew 
cemetery 

KewV_003 Not determined 

1889 Thomas Moore statue, Ballarat BltV_001 Extant 

1890 Maskell and McNab memorial, Port 
Melbourne 

PtmV_001 Extant 

GOVERNMENT (PUBLIC) BUILDINGS  

1876-78 New Government Offices, Melbourne, 
Treasury Place; staircases, landings 

MelV_026 Extant 

1878 Supreme Court, Melbourne, 
basecourse, base of tower 

MelV_015  Extant 

1878 General Post Office, Melbourne, 
paving 

MelV_027 Extant 

1878 Stawell Court House, steps StwV_001 Extant 

1879 Eastern Market, Melbourne MelV_031 Demolished 

1880 Fryerstown Court House, foundations FryV_001 Extant 

1880 Wentworth Gaol (NSW), windows WenN_001 Extant 

1880 Bendigo Town Hall improvements; 
surbases and plaits [sic plates?] 

BenV_008 Extant 

1880 New Government Offices, Adelaide 
(SA); plinth & surbase, possibly stairs 

AdlS_001 Extant 

1883 Orange Court House (NSW), flagging OrgN_001 Not determined 

1883 Inglewood Post Office; sills & 
hearthstones 

IngV_002 Extant 

1884 Public Buildings, Bendigo; exposed 
foundations and superstructure 
excluding stairs 

BenV_011  Extant 
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1887 Customs House, Launceston (TAS); 
base 

LncT_004 Extant 

1887 Dubbo Court House (NSW); bases for 
columns 

DubN_001 Extant 

1890 Colac Court House; foundations, 
steps & bases of piers 

ClcV_001 Demolished 

GOVERNMENT – INFRASTRUCTURE  

1874 Castlemaine to Dunolly Railway; 
flagging for platforms 

DunV_001 Not determined 

1875 Merri Creek Bridge, Northcote NtcV_001 Extant 

1876 Railway bridge over Point Nepean 
Road, Brighton; imposts (q.v.) 

BriV_002 Demolished 

1876 Bluestone pavements, Melbourne; 
3,000 sq. yd. 

MelV_019. Extant – part 

1878 Castlemaine Botanic Gardens 
entrance gates 

CasV_005 Extant 

1882 Albury Railway Passenger Station 
(NSW); windowsills & platforms 

AlbN_001 Extant 

1885 Pavements in front of Australian Joint 
Stock Bank, Sydney (NSW) 

SydN_005 Demolished 

1887 Prince’s Bridge, Melbourne MelV_072 Extant 

RELIGIOUS – CHURCHES, CONVENTS etc  

1874 New Scots’ Church in Melbourne MelV_017 Extant 

1876 St Mary’s Roman Catholic Church at 
Echuca; columns 

EchV_004 Not determined 

1877 Trinity Church of England, Bacchus 
Marsh; flagging 

BacV_001  Not determined 

1878 St Matthew’s Church of England, 
Prahran; door and window jambs 

PraV_001 Not determined 

1880-4 St Paul’s Cathedral, Melbourne; stone 
bands internal walls & columns 

MelV_034 Extant 

1882 St John the Baptist’s church, Clifton 
Hill; pillars 

ChlV_001 Extant 

1884 New Roman Catholic Church, Wagga 
Wagga (NSW); pillars (proposed) 7 

WagN_001 Not determined 

1885 Convent of Mercy High School, 
Bendigo; windows, internal staircase 

BenV_012 Not determined 

1885 Christ Church additions, South Yarra; 
piers of arches 

StyV_001 Extant 

1886 All Saints Church, Bendigo; fence BenV_014 Extant 

1888 St Mary’s new Sunday School, 
Caulfield, base 

CauV_002 Extant 

1888 St Killian’s Church baptism font, 
Bendigo 

BenV_015 Extant 

1889 Salvation Army Citadel, Collingwood; 
base and pillars 

CllV_003 Demolished 

1890 Convent of the Sacred Heart, 
Malvern; base 

MvnV_001 Not determined 

EDUCATION  

1876 St Francis Xavier College, Kew; base 
and principal staircases 

KewV_002 Extant 

1876 University of Melbourne; entrance 
gates 

MelV_020 Extant 

1876 Yapeen State School, base YapV_001 Extant 

 
7 The architects incorporated Malmsbury bluestone into their design. Upon completion the columns were 

reported as being of “freestone” however the architects did call for tenders for supply of Malmsbury 
bluestone columns in 1885 at the same time they called for tenders for the church. 
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1877 Inglewood State School; sills and 
foundations 

IngV_001 Extant 

1879 Wilson Hall, University of Melbourne; 
plinth 

MelV_030 Demolished 

1885 Quarry Hill State School, Bendigo, 
windowsills 

BenV_013 Not determined 

HEALTH AND WELFARE  

1881 Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital, 
Melbourne; base 

MelV_035 Demolished 

1881 Austin Hospital foundation stone HeiV_002 Demolished – 
moved 

1887 General Hospital improvements, 
Launceston (TAS); lodge entrance 
gate 

LncT_005 Not determined 

1887 Devon Jubilee Hospital, Latrobe; 
(TAS); foundation stone 

LatT_001 Not determined 

1890 Little Sisters of the Poor home for 
destitute, Northcote; stairs 

NtcV_002 Extant 

PRIVATE – CULTURAL  

1876 Academy of Music, Melbourne (later 
Bijou Theatre); foundation stone 

MelV_021  Demolished 

1883 Hibernian Hall (Storey Hall), 
Melbourne, base 

MelV_046 Extant 

1886 Princess’s Theatre, Melbourne; piers 
of shop fronts & balustrading of 
balcony 

MelV_058 Not determined 

1887 Independent Order of Oddfellows new 
building, Melbourne; pedestal 

MelV_065 Extant 

1887 Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, 
Launceston (TAS); foundation stone 

LncT_006 Not determined 

1887 See Yap Chinese Club House (Sum 
Kum Lee), Melbourne, base 

MelV_066 Extant 

1890 Fine Art Gallery, Ballarat; foundations, 
base & massive piers 

BltV_002 Extant 

1890 Ascot Vale Hall; entrance floor 
flagging 

AsvV_001 Not determined 

 

Basecourses, stairs and columns feature strongly as do memorials, followed by paving, 

foundation stones and other architectural features. These were structural as well as 

functional or decorative and are generally within public view. Constraints on supplies, 

and the subsequent rise in price that such demand would naturally stimulate, would have 

limited the amount used locally in private buildings. Table 8 shows Malmsbury-district 

structures that were constructed during, or existed by, this time period. The last 

substantial new stone building constructed in this period was Tucker’s grain store (1878), 

with the stone additions to the Town Hall (1887) being the last to include stone walls as 

opposed to foundations. The details of the next key quarrying period also suggest a 

cause for this decline in local use. 
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Table 8: Malmsbury-district bluestone structures with construction dates 1874-1891 or 
existing structures first reported in this period 

Year 
reported 

Structure Site code Bluestone 
extant? 

By 1874 Mollison Street West, bluestone gutters, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_017 Extant 

1874 Tommy Dodd gold mine, Malmsbury, 
machinery beds. 

EdgV_012 Not determined 

1874 Kyneton Hospital mortuary KynV_006 Extant 

1874 Footpath, Mollison Street Malmsbury, in 
front of Tucker & Boundy’s 

MalV_023 Extant 

By 1875 William Brereton’s stone barn and 
stable, Edgecombe. 

EdgV_013 Extant 

By 1875 Quarry farm stone dairy, Edgecombe EdgV_014 Not determined 

1875-76 Malmsbury Mechanics Institute MalV_043 Extant 

By 1876 Whittingslow’s bluestone house, Boggy 
Creek (Lauriston) 

LauV_020 Extant 

By 1876 Buckley’s bluestone farmhouse, 
Lauriston parish (also QS46) 

LauV_012 Demolished 

By 1876 Racecourse Hotel, Malmsbury stone 
outbuilding divided into barn, coach 
house, stables, byre etc 

MalV_044. Ruin 

By 1878 Cricket Club’s bluestone roller MalV_050 Not determined 

1878 Kyneton State School extensions 8 KynV_001  Extant 

1878-79 Tucker’s bluestone grain store, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_048 Demolished 

1879 Stone culvert, Lauriston, in front of Kent 
Hotel 

LauV_013 Extant 

1879-80 Rebuilding of Barker Street Bridge, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_003 Extant – restored 

1881 Hookey’s stone & brick butcher shop, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_057 Extant 

1881 Flagged footpaths (additions), 
Malmsbury, Mollison Street 

MalV_051 
(Figure 51) 

Extant – part 

Ca 1881 Lillieville stone cottage, Malmsbury MalV_058 Extant 

By 1881 William Hollyman’s four-stalled stone 
stable, Malmsbury 

MalV_045 Ruin 

By 1881 Carinyavale, John Olive’s stone and 
weatherboard farmhouse, Lauriston 

LauV_022  Extant – part 

1882 Hunter’s new shop, Malmsbury MalV_049 Extant 

1882 Ironstone Junction Gold Mining 
Company, Malmsbury, machinery beds 

MalV_047 Not determined 

By 1882 Andrew Rowan’s Barbower 2-story 
stone farmhouse, Edgecombe (probably 
established by 1861) 

EdgV_016,  Extant 

1883 Coliban River bridge (replacement), 
Malmsbury 

MalV_004 Demolished 
(replaced) 

1883 Josiah Mitchell gravestone, Kyneton 
cemetery 

KynV_002 Extant 

By 1883 Andrew Paton’s farm buildings, 
Edgecombe 

EdgV_015 Extant 

Ca1883 Bridge abutments, Davy’s Road, 
Lauriston 

LauV_014 Extant 

1884 Energetic Consolidated Gold Mining 
Company, Lauriston, machinery beds 

LauV_015 Not determined 

 
8 Also reported as containing Carlsruhe bluestone; see “New State School, Kyneton,” Kyneton Guardian, 

May 4, 1878, 2. 
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1884  New Wesleyan (Methodist) Church, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_056 Demolished 

Ca 1884 Hodges Bridge or Black Creek Bridge, 
Edgecombe 

EdgV_019 Extant 

1885 Mr J Brady’s stone farmhouse, Lauriston 
parish near Malmsbury 

LauV_016 Extant 

By 1885 Thomas Flynn’s Riverview Farm stone 
and slate farm residence, barns, stable 
& loose boxes, Lauriston 

LauV_017  Not determined 

By 1886 Francis Robertson’s stone & wood 
farmhouse & buildings (Brigadoon) 

EdgV_023 Not determined 

1887 Town Hall additions, Malmsbury MalV_032 Extant 

1888 Malmsbury Reservoir alterations and 
additions 

MalV_029 Extant – part 

By1889 Old stone farmhouse, in Portion 19 
Edgecombe 

EdgV_017 Not determined 

1889 Rebuilding of Barker Street stone and 
iron bridge, Malmsbury 

MalV_003 Extant – restored 

1890 Findlay McDonald’s farmhouse LauV_018 Not determined 

By 1890 David Page’s stone barn, Lauriston LauV_028 Extant 

 

1874-1890 Crown land quarries 

Between 1873 and 1875 no Malmsbury Borough quarries are recorded in the official 

government statistics, while there were two in 1876, and one between 1877 and 1878.9 If 

correct, this indicates the main quarries were external to the Borough boundaries and 

located in other parts of Edgecombe and Lauriston parishes. In 1879 three quarries were 

reported in the Borough.10 The Borough quarries adjoining Milvain Street were however 

still active in 1874 when J Prendergast’s party requested access.11 Records indicate 

Prendergast had been quarrying on the site adjoining Lasslett Street (QS52) prior to July 

of that year when John Tyson sought stone for the Malmsbury sawing works.12 

 

John French requested permission from the Council in April 1875 to quarry on the road 

between the properties of Fernie (QS26) and Pennington (QS25, QS28).13 After some 

debate, the Council insisted the road in question was not a public one and refused. The 

Council also refused the offer of quarrymen John Ashton and John Prendergast, who 

 
9 Victoria, “Statistics of the Colony of Victoria 1873: Production,” Parliamentary Papers 1874 No. 65: 43; 

Victoria, “Statistical Register of the Colony of Victoria for the year 1874: Part VI Production,” Parliamentary 
Papers 1875–76 No. 56: 43; Victoria, “Statistical Register of the Colony of Victoria 1875: Production,” 
Parliamentary Papers 1876: 27; Victoria, Statistical Register of the Colony of Victoria 1876: Production,” 
Parliamentary Papers 1877 No. 37: 53; Victoria, “Statistical Register of the Colony of Victoria 1877: 
Production,” Parliamentary Papers 1878 No. 23: 51; Victoria, “Statistical Register of the Colony of Victoria 
1878: Production,” Parliamentary Papers 1879–80 No. 62: 55. 

10 PROV, VPRS 14138/P1, Unit 1, letter January 27, 1879; Victoria, “Statistical Register of the Colony of 
Victoria 1879: Production.’ Parliamentary Papers 1880–81 No. 36: 53. 

11 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, February 11, 1874, 2. 

12 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 418, Item 74/O 14381. 

13 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 692, April 3, 1875. 
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had opened a quarry on it, to supply the materials required for making the supposed 

road.14 The Lands Department confirmed in 1876 that the titles were in error and there 

was no road.15 The quarrying activity of Prendergast and Ashton at the site was 

apparently short-lived. Prendergast sold his share of the quarry to Ashton on credit, also 

allowing him to rent the former’s quarry tools. Ashton did not pay wages due to John 

Lonergan, Prendergast and David Davis by January 1877, or appear in court when 

summoned, and promptly disappeared.16 

 

Prendergast moved to the Borough quarries (QS58) under a Crown land licence in April 

1880.17 Two months later he sued Thomas Corley for debt for £3 worth of stone for the 

Fryerstown Court House.18 Prendergast was in arrears in February 1881 and forfeited 

the site two months later.19 Quarrymen John White and David Davis immediately applied 

to occupy the same quarry, commenced work before their licence arrived, then 

abandoned it in December 1882.20 No more activity on this site can be identified during 

this period. 

 

The Borough Council objected to Johanna Fagan applying in 1880 to select land at 

Boggy Creek (QS16), wanting it to be declared a quarry reserve instead.21 

Compromising, they offered no opposition if it was occupied for grazing purposes, and 

the licence was granted.22 Not all of the Boggy Creek quarries were tied up by this 

 
14 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 728, circa August 2, 1875; “Malmsbury Borough 

Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 8, 1875, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 712, June 5, 
1875; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Observer, July 3, 1875, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Observer, August 7, 1875, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 7, 1875, 2. 

15 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 8, 1876, 2. 

16 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, January 17, 1877, 2; “Police,” Kyneton Observer, 
January 16, 1877, 2. 

17 PROV, VPRS 440/P0, Unit 1062, File 2898/47 Land Selection File; “Applications for Licenses 
Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette May 28, 1880, 1193. 

18 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 12, 1879, 3094; “Malmsbury Police 
Court,” Kyneton Guardian, June 9, 1880, 2, the surname is mistakenly reported as Cauley; “Opening of the 
New Court-House, Fryerstown,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), September 18, 1880, 3. 

19 PROV, VPRS 440/P0, Unit 1062, File 2898/47 Land Selection File; “Licenses and a Lease Under "The 
Land Act 1869" Revoked, Cancelled, Or Declared Void,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 6, 1881, 1233. 

20 PROV, VPRS 440/P0, Unit 1062, File 2898/47 Land Selection File (Davis is often recorded as Davies); 
“Applications for Licenses Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 20, 1881, 1352; “Renewal of 
Licenses,” Victoria Government Gazette January 27, 1882, 163, 170; “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton 
Guardian, May 25, 1881, 2 

21 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, July 7, 1880, 2. 

22 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 329, August 4, 1880; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, August 4, 1880, 2; “Local Land Board,” Kyneton Guardian, September 22, 1880, 2 “Issue 
of New Licenses Under Section 49 of ‘The Land Act 1869’ Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 
6, 1880, 2011. 
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action. The Council refused William McDonald’s request to quarry for about eight days at 

Boggy Creek in 1888, stating they did not have the authority.23 

 

Robert Don began quarrying land adjoining Lasslett Street (QS52) from 1886 until 1889 

under the 1884 Land Act.24 The 1886 Borough rate book records this as being on the 

‘East Reserve’.25 

 

Charles Mailler and Michael Woods applied to the Borough Council in January 1884 to 

quarry ‘on the Main Road, opposite Mr Robert Olive’s farm’.26 The Council obliged on 

condition the site was fenced, the hole was filled in afterwards, and the spalls belonged 

to the Council.27 In August the same men applied to Kyneton Shire to quarry on Central 

Edgecombe Road between Barrows and Lowry's [sic Laurie] offering to fence the road at 

the nearby cross roads and pay 2s 6d/man/week.28 The request was declined. Mailler 

also attempted in 1885 to quarry on the same road south of John Barrow's paddock 

(adjoining QS01) stating he would repair the entire road, which had been cut up by stone 

traffic, from the quarry to the Malmsbury Boundary.29 Realising that Mailler must have 

considered the stone source valuable, the Council voted to seek better offers and 

Mailler’s request was again denied. 

 

By 1886 Mailler and Woods had commenced quarrying on Mount Alexander Road, 

adjoining Robert Olive’s.30 Olive took legal action to have it discontinued and the 

permission was withdrawn and the quarry deposit refunded.31 The Kyneton Guardian 

 
23 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 253, September 12, 1888; “Malmsbury Borough 

Council,” Kyneton Observer, September 11, 1888, 2. 

24 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, Register of Applications, Castlemaine, Other Sections Land Acts 
1884, 1890, 1891, 1898 and 1901 (Occupation Branch), licence application number 223; “Applications for 
Licenses Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 13, 1886, 2358; “Renewal of Licenses for year 
1888 Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 29, 1887, 3874, Don is erroneously entered as 
Doul; “Licenses and Leases Under the Land Acts 1869 and 1884 Revoked or Declared Void,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, August 16, 1889, 2845. 

25 Malmsbury Borough Council Rate Book for year 1886, dated December 7, 1886. 

26 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 16, 1884, 2. 

27 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 797, January 24, 1884. 

28 “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 13, 1884, 2. 

29 “Kyneton Shire Council,” Kyneton Observer, June 16, 1885, 2; “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 17, 1885, 2. 

30 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 6, 1886, 2. 

31 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Pages 1000 (February 9, 1886); 1002 (February 16, 1886), 
1004 (February 16, 1886) and 1005 (February 25, 1886); “Quarrying on Roads,” Kyneton Guardian, 
February 17, 1886, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, General Cash Book, December 24, 1885; “Malmsbury 
Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, March 17, 1886, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, General Cash Book, 
March 19, 1886. 
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reported that Olive’s land was occupied by Mr Jarrett and located near Mrs Hudson’s, 

however the rate books are insufficiently detailed to determine where the men were 

quarrying, the most likely site being that adjoining QS36 and QS37.32 In contrast, Daniel 

Loudon successfully applied back in December 1884 to quarry on the east side of Main 

Road near Hunter’s (QS32, QS33, QS34), offering to fill an existing hole on the road.33 

 

 

 

The location of the two-acre Crown land quarry that John Milvain sought to occupy in 

1886 under the Land Act 1884 is unknown.34 John McCreery applied to occupy the same 

site in September 1886 but was declined.35 Milvain abandoned the site in 1887, however, 

and McCreery occupied the quarry under licence in 1888, abandoning it in 1890.36 

 
32 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 6, 1886, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 

Kyneton Guardian, February 17, 1886, 2. 

33 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 878, December 3, 1884; “Malmsbury Borough 
Council,” Kyneton Guardian, December 3, 1884, 2. 

34 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, licence application number 553. 

35 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, licence application number 643; “Applications for Licenses and Leases 
Not Granted,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 19, 1886, 3234. 

36 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, licence application number 667; “Licenses and Leases Under the 
Land Acts 1869 and 1884 Revokes or Declared Void,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 4, 1887, 661; 

 

Figure 25: Portion of Malmsbury Township Parish Plan showing Wallis’s Section 93 
quarry licence (QS49) 
Source: Malmsbury Township “Putaway” Parish Plan number M65M dated 18/7/1889. 
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Quarryman James Donovan 

applied for a quarry licence 

for land adjoining Mollison 

and Davy Streets in 1886 

under the 1884 Land Act 

(QS49).37 Part of the same 

site was then applied for by 

quarryman Thomas Wallis in 

1886 (Figure 25).38 The 

licence does not appear to 

have been issued until 1887 

after Donovan withdrew his 

application and a dispute 

over the site survey was 

resolved.39 Wallis’s licence 

was renewed in 1888 and 

1889 however it was abandoned in 1891.40 Quarrying on this site appears to have 

ceased from this time, with the Malmsbury Creamery being established there in 1894 

and the land sold to the Kyneton Butter Factory in 1895 (Figure 26).41 

 

On the opposite side of the road, David Davies unsuccessfully applied for a Crown land 

quarry licence (QS59) in 1886 due to objections from the Mines Department.42 

Reapplying in 1888, a licence was granted for a slightly smaller area of land and it is 

 
“Applications for Licenses Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 27, 1888, 215; “Renewal of 
Licenses Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 28, 1888, 4193; “Licenses and Leases Under 
the Land Acts 1869 and 1884 Revoked or Declared Void,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 10, 1890, 
110. 

37 PROV, VPRS 440/P0, Unit 1017, Item 17, File 990/93; PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, licence 
application number 241. 

38 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, licence application number 970. 

39 PROV, VPRS 440/P0, Unit 1017, Item 17, File 990/93; PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, licence 
application number 990. 

40 PROV, VPRS 440/P0, Unit 1017, Item 17, File 990/93; “Renewal of Licenses for the Year 1888 
Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 23, 1887, 3874; “Renewal of Licenses Approved,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, December 28, 1888, 4194; “Licences and Leases Under the Land Acts 1869 
and 1884 Revoked or Declared Void,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 12, 1891, 2651. 

41 “Applications for Licences Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 22, 1894, 2598; 
“Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 6, 1894, 2; “Sales of Crown Lands in Fee Simple,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, March 22, 1895, 2. 

42 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 1, licence application number 247; “Applications for Licenses and Leases 
Not Granted,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 19, 1886, 3234. 

 

Figure 26: Portion of Malmsbury Township Parish Plan 
showing the Kyneton Butter Factory’s site (QS49) 
Source: Malmsbury Township “Putaway” plan number 
M65G_6 dated 25/9/1894. 
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probably here he injured his hand in December.43 In 1889, stating he had a quarry lease 

adjoining Hookey’s slaughter-yard, Davies requested permission from the Borough 

Council to commence quarrying an old site adjoining Malmsbury Road (see Figure 23).44 

Davies’s licence was temporarily revoked in 1890 due to non-payment of rent; after 

renewing it in January 1891 it was again revoked in July.45 

 

1874-1890 Private quarries 

The Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company (MSSC) initially sourced bluestone from 

Bailey’s paddock (near QS20 and QS21) and by mid-1874 had moved one crane to a 

quarry closer to their mill, intending to move the other to ‘Olive’s paddocks’.46 Daniel 

Olive used the presence of a quarry on his part of Portion 263 Lauriston (QS40) to attract 

buyers when he offered it for sale in 1875.47 This may well be ‘Olive’s paddock’ 

especially considering Daniel’s nephew, John William Olive, was working for the MSSC 

in 1874.48 

 

The FSSCC was extracting stone from Milvain’s land (QS09) in 1874, via quarryman 

Henry Vance Smith, although there were two other parties quarrying this land.49 Hugh 

Milvain’s team had been carting stone by wagon from the quarries to the railway station 

for four or five years when one of them died as a result of a crane accident at the station 

in 1874.50 At this time the Tommy Dodd gold mining company (Table 8) was also on 

Milvain’s land. An 1882 newspaper article states that ‘Mr. Milvain has a bluestone quarry 

 
43 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 2, licence application number 1223; “Applications for Licences 

Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 15, 1889, 3898; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, 
December 1, 1888, 3. 

44 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Observer, February 5, 1889, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, February 6, 1889, 3; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Observer, February 5, 
1889, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council Rate Books for years 1881, 1884–1888 and 1894 under “Hookey”. 

45 “Licences and Leases Under the Land Acts 1869 and 1884 Revoked or Declared Void,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, May 30, 1890, 2055; “Licences Under the Land Acts 1869 and 1884 Revoked or 
Declared Void,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 27, 1890, 2654; “Renewal of Licences,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, January 2, 1891, 60; “Licences and Leases Under the Land Acts 1869, 1884, and 
1890 Revoked or Declared Void,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 10, 1891, 3030. 

46 “The Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company,” Bendigo Advertiser, July 31, 1874, 2. 

47 Kyneton Guardian, April 28, 1875, 3; RGO, General Law archives, Book 253, Memorial 905, May 18, 
1875. 

48 “Kyneton Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, August 8, 1874, 3; Genealogy SA, Online Database Search, 
accessed April 28, 2016, Birth registration number 11/169 (1857) - John William Olive was born 1857 in 
Adelaide, son of Robert Olive and Ann Biggs. 

49 PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 309, Item 1874/620, Inquest John Collins. 

50 Ibid.; “A Terrible Accident,” Kyneton Guardian, July 15, 1874, 2. 
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on his place, which he works himself’51 implying it was still active. The Borough Council 

requested statistics from Milvain in 1882 on the amount of stone carted annually to the 

station when the Coliban River bridge needed repairs.52 

 

Quarrying in Portion 285 parish of Lauriston (QS46) can be dated to at least 1876 when 

Messrs Buckley advertised it for sale with a bluestone house and a quarry of bluestone 

which had supplied ‘some of the best building stone used in Melbourne’.53 Finlay 

McDonald purchased the land, having previously acquired the adjoining block (286, 

QS47) in 1857.54 John Nash suffered a head injury while operating a quarry crane in 

McDonald’s paddock (QS46 or QS47) in June 1877.55 Nash was assisted to Kyneton 

hospital by quarrymen Charles Mailler and Michael Woods, suggesting they too worked 

nearby. In 1875, extra advertisements in the Age informed potential customers that 

Mailler had opened up new quarries, which coincides with the move to McDonald’s 

farm.56 Both Nash and Woods had worked with Mailler since at least January 1875.57 

Thus, it is likely that the Gleeson family grave at Echuca (1876, Table 7) was constructed 

with stone from McDonald’s land.58 Francis Hutt was also quarrying at McDonald’s when 

he fractured his thigh in August 1884.59 It is not clear who was managing McDonald’s 

quarry at the time of the accident, however Hutt was working at another location at 

Eastham’s quarry in December 1882 and then in a quarry managed by his brother 

Thomas Hutt in 1886 and 1888.60 

 

The Hutt brothers continued to quarry at McDonald’s under their own name in 1889 

through to 1890.61 McDonald’s land was in the Shire of Kyneton, so correspondence 

from the Malmsbury Council with the Government statist in February 1889 stating that 

 
51 “Farming at Malmsbury,” Leader (Melbourne), January 7, 1882, 6. 

52 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 556, April 21, 1882. 

53 Kyneton Observer, November 16, 1876, 2. 

54 RGO, General Law archives, Book 262, Memorial 640; RGO, General Law archives, Book 56, 
Memorial 396, November 24, 1857. 

55 Kyneton Observer, June 7, 1877, 2. 

56 “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), June 12, 1875, 2. 

57 Kyneton Guardian, February 6, 1875, 3. 

58 “Monumental Erection,” Riverine Herald (Echuca), December 23, 1876, 2. 

59 “Crushed by a Stone,” Kyneton Guardian, August 23, 1884, 2; “The Injured Quarryman,” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 27, 1884, 2. 

60 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, January 4, 1883, 3; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, January 6, 
1887, 3; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, March 8, 1888, 3. 

61 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, March 8, 1888, 3. 
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Thomas Hutt’s quarry was ‘not now within the Borough’ implies a change from the 

previous statistical returns.62 Following Francis Hutt’s death in November 1888, his son 

Francis was involved in an accident in 1889 while carting stone from their quarry and by 

1890 Thomas Hutt was operating his quarry with John McBride.63 A few months later it 

was noted in the Kyneton Observer that: 

 

Consequent on the large demand for building stone in Melbourne, the quarries on Mr Finlay 

M’Donald’s property are in full swing with full complements of men, and a large quantity of 

excellent blue stone is being turned out. At Messrs Hutts’ quarry near McDonald’s 

residence, seven immense blocks of stone each 14ft in length when dressed, were not long 

since obtained therefrom.64 

 

Joseph Sampson was quarrying with John Wallis for the FSSCC in the paddock of 

James Sullivan (QS11, QS12) in 1876 when Angus McKay, a stone wagon driver for 

Hugh Milvain, was found dead nearby.65 The eighty acres of quarry land owned by the 

FSSCC in Edgecombe parish (portion 26, QS04) was offered for sale in 1879, described 

as containing ‘an inexhaustible supply of bluestone’.66 The buyer was Fanny Shilton, 

widow of Joseph who had an interest in the company.67 When in 1887 Fanny’s new 

husband, John Stanley, sold the land to the newly-formed Footscray and Malmsbury 

Stone Cutting and Quarrying Company (FMSCQC), it contained a ‘splendid quarry of the 

famed Malmsbury Bluestone’.68 In 1889 the quality of the stone from this quarry was 

described as ‘cannot be surpassed’.69 At the time of the sale Stanley also owned portions 

25 and 34 (QS03, QS11, QS12), the former also containing a quarry, and farmer 

Alexander Hardie, a brickmaker from nearby Tylden was the purchaser.70 

 

 
62 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 309, February 26, 1889. 

63 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 14, 1889, 3; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, February 4, 
1890, 3. 

64 “Lauriston,” Kyneton Observer, June 14, 1890, 3. 

65 PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 348, Item 1876/998, Inquest Angus MacKay; Wallis is recorded as Wallace; 
“Shocking Death at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 25, 1876, 2. 

66 “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), March 15, 1879, 10. 

67 RGO, General Law archives, Book 281, Memorial 544, May 10, 1879; PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 81, 
Item 17/968 Probate Joseph Shilton. 

68 “Auctions,” Kyneton Guardian, May 18, 1887, 3. 

69 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, March 2, 1889, 2. 

70 Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 927 Folio 185259 for Portion 25 parish of Edgecombe; “Property 
Sales,” Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 1887, 2; “Building Contracts,” Kyneton Observer, February 7, 1891, 2. 
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Charles Mailler planned to leave the district in early 1882 but did not do so.71 When his 

nephew James died that year Charles was reported to have ‘worked the quarries for the 

Stone Sawing Company up till recently’.72 This is probably the Footscray works; Wilson 

and Corben and Co. had bought out the Malmsbury sawing company in 1876, but did not 

own any local land, and Lidgey’s 1894 map shows Mailler’s name on land (QS11, QS12) 

owned by the Footscray company until 1889.73 The cessation of Mailler’s occupation of 

the Footscray company’s land is further supported by quarrymen Joseph Sampson and 

John Wallis quarrying the land from December 1882, during farmer James Sullivan’s 

tenancy (QS11, QS12).74 Along with Sullivan, these quarrymen were charged rates by 

the Borough Council but only for the quarry. In 1883 they unsuccessfully contested this 

assessment, stating they and the few men they employed did not occupy the land other 

than to remove stone, and the portion occupied was limited to the 30ft circumference 

defined by the crane’s swing.75 

 

The Council appears to have begun charging rates for quarries from 1882, probably to 

fund the maintenance of roads damaged by stone wagons.76 Hence the rates books for 

Malmsbury Borough from 1882 through to 1890 show several quarries, all valued at £20. 

Sampson and Wallis moved to Pennington’s Estate (Portion 242 Lauriston, QS25) by 

December 1884 and while Wallis left after December 1885, Sampson remained until 

1888.77 Sampson and Wallis had submitted a tender to quarry on Pennington’s Estate in 

May 1884.78 Upon announcing the successful bid, the Kyneton Guardian reported that 

their tender was ‘considerably higher than has been paid in the district before. The bed of 

 
71 Kyneton Guardian, February 22, 1882, 3. 

72 “Country News,” Age (Melbourne), December 12, 1882, 6; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 446, Item 
1882/1411 Inquest James Mailler. 

73 “Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company,” Kyneton Guardian, July 19, 1876, 2. 

74 Malmsbury Borough Council Rate Books for years 1884–92, shows James Sullivan/O’Sullivan 
occupying house and farm, Parish Boundary Road, Portion 34 Edgecombe, and indicates he was also there 
1879–83 and 1893–94. The rate books for 1882 and 1883 also show Sampson and Wallis on Sullivan’s 
Farm. 

75 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, February 21, 1883, 2; “Police,” Kyneton Observer, 
February 22, 1883, 2. 

76 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books 1863–72 and 1879–94; “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, November 17, 1880, 3; “Horse Tramway at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 6, 1887, 2; 
“Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 10, 1887, 2. 

77 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books 1884–88; While the assessment was usually undertaken in 
December, there is no date for the 1887 and 1888 assessments however based on this the estimates for 
1888 were prepared by Tuesday January 3, and those for 1889 by Monday February 4 see: “Malmsbury 
Borough Council,” Kyneton Observer, January 5, 1888, 3 and “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, February 6, 1889, 3. 

78 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, May 3, 1884, 3. 
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bluestone in the land is considered to be of exceptionally good quality’.79 Two accidents 

in Sampson’s quarry in 1888 correlate with the move to Pennington’s, the injured men 

being Sampson’s son [sic nephew] and Mr Parker.80 In the second accident the quarry 

was described as being 12ft deep. 

 

Mailler’s company moved to Mrs Olive’s farm (QS40) by 1884 and while the rate books 

suggest he moved again by 1888, Mailler and Michael Woods took out a four year quarry 

lease for five acres of Olive’s farm on allotments 261, 263 and 265 (QS38, QS40, QS42) 

from March 1887.81 A quarrying accident in 1883 suggested Mailler had been on 

Milvain’s land prior to moving to Olive’s. William Nash, who along with his father John 

was known to have worked for Mailler, was injured in 1883 in Milvain’s paddock when 

operating the crane.82 While Mailler and Milvain made a joint application in 1887 to the 

Borough Council to erect a horse-drawn tramway in order to assist them in carting 

100,000ft3 of stone per year, from Milvain’s quarry, over Parish Boundary Road and 

down to the railway crossing on Davy’s Road / Breakneck Road, such a line would also 

have passed by Olive’s farm.83 While the Council approved the proposal, and the 

Railway Commissioners agreed to erect a siding for the loading of stone, the legal 

opinion was that only the Council could construct the tramway and the project failed.84 By 

August 1887 their attention turned to the proposed route of the Redesdale Railway Line 

instead.85 This all suggests that Olive’s farm quarry is where William Rose was injured 

while using a crane in January 1888 when working for Mailler and Woods.86 

 

Robert Don occupied a quarry on McLean’s Farm (QS73) before December 1884, asking 

in February 1885 for the adjoining road to be made to permit stone cartage.87 By 1886 

 
79 Kyneton Guardian, May 24, 1884, 2. 

80 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, April 7, 1888, 2; “A Fall Down a Quarry,” Kyneton Guardian, April 14, 
1888, 2, Sampson is misreported as Simpson. 

81 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books, 1884–87; RGO, General Law archives, Book 338, Memorial 
349. 

82 “Severe Accident in a Stone Quarry,” Kyneton Guardian, July 11, 1883, 2; Kyneton Guardian, February 
6, 1875, 3; Kyneton Guardian, December 31, 1884, 3; “Notices,” Kyneton Observer, January 7, 1886, 3. 

83 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 102, June 29, 1887; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Observer, June 30, 1887, 2; “Horse Tramway at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 6, 1887, 2. 

84 “Railway Siding and Platform at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, July 19, 1887, 2; “The Malmsbury 
Tramway,” Kyneton Observer, July 21, 1887, 2; “Redesdale Railway,” Kyneton Observer, August 4, 1887, 2. 

85 “Deviation of Redesdale Railway Line,” Kyneton Guardian, August 6, 1887, 2. 

86 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, January 21, 1888, 2; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, January 6, 
1887, 3. 

87 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Book for 1884; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Observer, 
February 7, 1885, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, February 7, 1885, 2. 
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Don moved on to Hookey’s Farm, staying there until 1888.88 This is also during the 

period he was occupying the Crown land quarry (QS52). David Davies is recorded in the 

Borough rate books as occupying a quarry on Hunter’s farm between 1886 and 1889.89 

While portion details for the quarry are not recorded, it is known that Robert Hunter 

occupied QS32, QS33 and QS34 from 1866 until 1886 (see above).90 Unnamed quarries 

are marked on Lidgey’s map on Portion 252 Lauriston (QS34). By 1889, John Ryan was 

quarrying on Hunter’s farm.91 In the 1886 rate book, James Eastham is recorded as 

occupying a quarry on Hugh Milvain’s farm (Portion 33 Edgecombe, QS10), the same 

year Reuben Gould is recorded on Page’s Farm on Davy’s Road (Portion 289E 

Lauriston, QS48).92 

 

Due to changes in ownership, local controversy, and the extent of the land and period 

quarried, one of the most documented and important quarries of the district is the 

Salvation Quarry (QS07). This is covered further in Chapter 9, however the reliable 

contemporary records begin in 1884 when the owner William Brereton donated his farm 

to the Salvation Army and it was known to include two bluestone quarries.93 One of these 

was operated by James Eastham in company with Thomas and Richard Lightfoot and 

Peter Connell.94 When offered for sale in 1885, 20-odd acres of it contained ‘the best 

stone quarry in the district’95 with stone of ‘unsurpassed quality’.96 The quarry land was 

excised from the rest of the farm and sold to quarrymen John White and John Scriven 

Flew Wallis in 1886.97 A court case resulting from a dispute over the right to quarry the 

land revealed Eastham and Company had been on the land for five or six years before 

Brereton donated the farm.98 White and Wallis sold the quarries in 1887 to the newly 

 
88 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books for years 1886–1888. 

89 Ibid. 

90 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books for years 1866–1872 and 1879–1888 - owner Thomas 
Denholm is often erroneously recorded as John Denholm or Thomas Denham; PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 
202, Item 17/383 and PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 76, Item 17/383, Probate John Kay; PROV, VPRS 28/P3, 
Unit 532, Item 138/900, Probate Thomas Denholm. 

91 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books for 1888. 

92 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books for 1886. 

93 “Donation of a Farm to the Salvation Army,” Kyneton Guardian, July 30, 1885, 2. 

94 PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 172, Item 28/678, Probate Richard Lightfoot. 

95 “For Sale and To Let,” Kyneton Guardian, May 23, 1885, 3. 

96 “Houses and Land for Sale,” Argus (Melbourne), August 6, 1885, 8. 

97 “Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), February 13, 1886, 17; Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 
1848 Folio 369540. 

98 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, May 12, 1886, 2; PROV, VPRS 267/P7, Unit 653, Item 
1886/1524 Supreme Court Barker vs. James Eastham & Co. 
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formed FMSCQC, in which they and other local quarrymen and stonemasons were 

shareholders.99 The FMSCQC also owned the 80 acres at QS04, both sites producing 

excellent stone in 1889, and high quality stone continued to be extracted from this land 

beyond this key quarrying period, however the company was also quarrying at 

Carlsruhe.100 

 

In 1888 portions 247 and 248 Lauriston parish, originally owned by Andrew Richey but 

occupied by the Fernies since the late 1860s (QS29 QS30), was sold to John Hookey.101 

The sale notice suggested ‘one portion of the land, about two acres, might be opened up 

as a quarry’, but did not reveal that Wallis and Sampson had already quarried Richey’s 

land in the 1860s. While the quarry shown on Portion 248 in Lidgey’s map suggests this 

quarry was active, no further details confirmed quarrying on this land after 1888. 

 

Given the difficulties with road maintenance, it is not surprising that lobbying began in 

late 1887 to have the surveyed route of the proposed Redesdale line modified to bring it 

closer to the quarries.102 Walter Corben from the Malmsbury stone-sawing works had by 

that time been a Borough councillor for two years but did not re-nominate and was 

replaced by Hugh Milvain at an election in August.103 During this lobbying the Kyneton 

Guardian published the distances between each quarry and the proposed route, being: 

 

Malar [sic] and Woods, 50 chains; Don’s quarry, 30 chains; Sullivan’s quarries, 10 chains; 

Quarry Co. (Maddock), 15 chains; Messrs Milvain’s quarries, 55 chains; late Salvation Army 

Quarries, 50 chains.104 

 

While this demonstrates which quarries were active and important at the time, some of 

these figures are underestimated and probably rounded down to the nearest five chains 

 
99 Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1848 Folio 369540 now transferred to Volume 1933 Folio 386499; 

Kyneton Observer, March 22, 1887, 2; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130 Footscray & Malmsbury 
Stone Cutting & Quarrying Company Limited (FMSCQC). 

100 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, March 2, 1889, 2; “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, September 7, 1889, 
3. 

101 Kyneton Guardian, April 4, 1888, 3; “Auction Sales,” Kyneton Guardian, April 21, 1888, 3; RGO, 
General Law archives, Book 39 Memorial 647. 

102 “The Malmsbury Tramway,” Kyneton Observer, July 21, 1887, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, August 3, 1887, 3. 

103 Walter, Hence Hope Beams, 112; “Local Government Notices,” Kyneton Observer, July 26, 1887, 3; 
“Municipal Elections,” Kyneton Observer, August 13, 1887, 2. 

104 “Deviation of Redesdale Railway Line,” Kyneton Guardian, August 6, 1887, 2, the name Maddock (or 
even Maddocks or Maddox or Maddicks) is a misnomer and has no known association with the Malmsbury 
bluestone industry. 
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(110yd or 100m). The actual shortest distance between the Salvation Army quarry and 

the railway line being 52ch (1146yd), does not consider the extra distance required to get 

stone to the nearest station, being Green Hill. Others do not make sense with currently 

available data. Sullivan is not known to be on any other local land except QS03, QS10 

and QS11, which means the figure of ten chains is grossly underestimated. Regardless 

of this, the Kyneton Council objected, and no route changes eventuated.105 

 

One quarry apparently missing from the above list of quarry distances was the one on 

James Hughes’s farm. Hughes died in 1885 and his estate was managed by trustees 

until his widow’s death in 1925. In 1888 his trustees offered by tender the lease of 

Hughes’s Quarry Farm (Portion 28 Edgecombe, QS06) for five years, Harry Brereton 

being the successful applicant.106 The detailed financial statements in Hughes’s probate 

file reveal rent income from Brereton Brothers from 1888, further income in 1889 of ‘H. 

Brereton rent quarry old pd. [paid] by W.B.’107 and quarry rent income throughout 1890. 

The farm name advertised in 1888 suggests that quarrying had begun earlier than this. 

The property was advertised by James Hughes as McKay’s Farms in 1883 with no 

mention of a quarry.108 

 

Prior to the official opening of the Redesdale railway in January 1891, a large proportion 

of Malmsbury quarrymen went on strike for higher wages in October 1888, and in 

February 1889 Hugh Milvain’s stone-carting co-operative went broke, forcing the sale of 

their horses and wagon.109 At the same time, excessive stone carting costs were noted at 

the FMSCQC annual meeting and new tenders were called, the successful bidder being 

Messrs Sampson senior and junior at a reduced rate.110 The FMSCQC also planned to 

increase their operations once the Redesdale line was completed and they could access 

a railway siding. The expansions also included sending stone to Footscray from the 

 
105 “The Redesdale Railway Line,” Kyneton Guardian, August 10, 1887, 2. 

106 Kyneton Guardian, August 18, 1888, 3; “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, March 16, 1893, 3. 

107 PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 356, Item 29/809, Probate James Hughes; Note: “W. B.” is William 
Brereton, son-in-law of James Hughes and brother of Harry Brereton. 

108 “Auctions,” Kyneton Guardian, March 14, 1883, 3. 

109 Ken James, Noel Davis and David Langley, A History of the Redesdale Railway Line 1891–1954 
(Victoria, 2014), 1; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 13, 1888, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, 
November 3, 1888, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, February 9, 1889, 2; “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, 
March 6, 1889, 3. 

110 “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, February 20, 1889, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, March 2, 1889, 
2. 
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Carlsruhe quarries, and in September 1889 tenders were invited for carting stone to the 

Kyneton Railway station.111 

 

John Ryan, who had previously worked in quarries for Eastham and Mailler and Woods, 

branched out in 1887 with brothers Michael and Patrick O’Dea in their quarry before 

running a quarry in his own name in 1890.112 William Rose died from a head injury 

sustained while operating a crane in Ryan’s quarry in June of that year.113 The location of 

the quarry was not recorded during the inquest other than it took Rose and his son about 

an hour to get there from their home, that Ryan had sought help from the adjoining 

quarry, and Rose’s son rode into Malmsbury to get medical assistance. The Kyneton 

Guardian however reported that the quarry was about 1.5 miles from the town on the 

road to Lauriston which suggests it was at McDonald’s farm (QS46 QS47).114 This further 

demonstrates the regular movement of quarrymen between various quarries and shows 

that two quarries at that location were operating that month. When compared to Lidgey’s 

map which shows Ryan’s Quarry as being on Portion 34 Edgecombe (QS11), the 

potential inaccuracy of the map, or the narrow time period in which it was accurate, 

becomes obvious. 

 

While there are numerous mentions of quarrying along Central Edgecombe Road during 

this key time period, the locations are often vague. There is also evidence that the two 

Kyneton newspapers reported quarrying matters differently, or at least targeted a 

different audience. When John Barrow offered his Edgecombe parish farm (QS01) at 

auction in March 1890, the advertisement in the Kyneton Observer stated, ‘there is a 

first-class Quarry on the land, which is bringing in £30 per year’.115 The advertisement in 

the Kyneton Guardian omitted this detail.116 Both papers reported that Barrow’s 

neighbour, James Bailey bought the property.117 

 

 
111 “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, September 7, 1889, 3. 

112 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, January 6, 1881, 3; Kyneton Guardian, January 7, 1882, 2; 
“Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, February 8, 1883, 3; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, January 6, 
1887, 3; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, March 8, 1888, 3; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, July 2, 
1889, 3; Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1890, 29. 

113 PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 566, Item 1890/892, Inquest William Rose; “Fatal Accident at Malmsbury,” 
Kyneton Observer, July 1, 1890, 2. 

114 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 2, 1890, 2. 

115 “Sale by Auction,” Kyneton Observer, March 20, 1890, 3. 

116 Kyneton Guardian, March 1, 1890, 3. 

117 “Sales of Landed Property,” Kyneton Guardian, March 22, 1890, 2; “Auction Sales,” Kyneton 
Observer, March 22, 1890, 2; RGO, General Law archives, Book 362 Memorial 46. 
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At the close of this quarrying period, comments in the Kyneton newspapers suggested 

the quarries were close to being worked out, but there is also limited mention of 

bluestone being used for local buildings. In November 1890, two very large blocks of 

quality stone, one being 7 tons in weight, were taken to Malmsbury railway station, 

showing that there was some life left in the district’s quarries.118 

 

The major problem faced during the next key quarrying period was the effect of what 

historian Michael Cannon described in The Land Boomers as the ‘depression [that] left 

no man untouched’.119 Graeme Davison’s Rise and Fall of Marvellous Melbourne 

documents and analyses the social history of this major event in Victorian history which 

took Melbourne from a vibrant ‘fully-fledged metropolis’ to one which ‘tumbled into the 

depths of confusion and despair’.120 Some of the very financial institutions of Melbourne 

that fell victim to the 1890s crash, such as the Premier Permanent Building Association, 

the Melbourne Permanent Building Society and the Colonial Bank, had been built with 

stone from the Malmsbury quarries.121 Davison noted that ‘the building industry sensed 

the first tremors of recession’ in 1890 and it can be assumed this ultimately had 

repercussions for those engaged in quarrying and processing stone.122 With Melbourne 

in decline, there was a glimmer of hope in the form of the demand coming from other 

Australian colonies. 

 

 

 

1891 to the Eve of War 1913 

 

Examining the number of Western Australian structures containing Malmsbury bluestone 

recorded in the above time period, compared to the 1891–1913 period (Table 9), reveals 

how the Malmsbury bluestone industry managed to keep going, albeit slowly, during the 

tumultuous land crash years in Victoria. While one structure dates to 1887, there are 16 

between 1891 and 1910 which suggests a strong link with the Western Australian gold 

 
118 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 25, 1890, 2. 

119 Michael Cannon, The Land Boomers (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1966), 50. 

120 Graeme Davison, The Rise and Fall of Marvellous Melbourne (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 
1978), 7, 94. 

121 Cannon, Land Boomers, 71, 79, 81, 90. 

122 Davison, Rise and Fall of Marvellous Melbourne, 89. 
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rush triggered by the discovery of gold at Coolgardie in 1892.123 Add to this the 11 known 

Tasmanian structures, others interstate and in New Zealand, and the occasional import 

and exports reports from 1891 and 1892 that specifically mention ‘Malmsbury stones’124 

and a story emerges of how exporting Malmsbury bluestone became the breadcrumbs 

which sustained the quarrymen. Further evidence for this is the significantly smaller local 

use of bluestone (Table 10) in graves, repairs and alterations and small portions of 

structures. 

 

 

Table 9: Chronological list of Non-local structures reported to have used Malmsbury 
bluestone 1891-1913 – Grouped by type 

Year 
reported 

Structure 
All are in Victoria unless stated 
otherwise 

Site code Bluestone 
extant? 

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL – BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES, SHOPS, STORES, 
WAREHOUSES 

1891 Melbourne Tramway Company new 
offices, Melbourne 

MelV_075 Extant 

1891 Melbourne Savings Bank, North 
Melbourne 

MelV_076 Extant 

1891 Messrs Rosenthal, Aronson & Co.’s new 
building, Melbourne 

MelV_077 Extant 

 
123 Geoffrey Blainey, The Rush That Never Ended (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1978), 174. 

124 “Shipping Intelligence,” Argus (Melbourne), March 3, 1892, 4; “Imports,” Sydney Morning Herald, 
December 21, 1891, 6; “Shipping Intelligence,” Argus (Melbourne), March 9, 1892, 4. 

 

Figure 27: The Australian United Steam Navigation Co. Offices (AUSN) in Fremantle (WA) 
1904 
The building (site code FreW_003) has a Malmsbury bluestone base course and front pillars. 
Source: Photo courtesy of Larry Stringer, Hilton, WA, 2015. 
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1892 Yewers Bros.’ butchers new building, 
Footscray 

FtsV_001 Demolished 

By 1892 Carr & Gadd’s store (occupant’s), 
Melbourne 

MelV_078 Demolished 

1893 Trustees, Executors and Agency 
Company Limited new building, 
Melbourne 

MelV_079 Demolished 

1897 West Australian Apothecaries 
Company’s new building, Perth (WA) 

PerW_003 Demolished 

1897 Moir’s Buildings, Perth (WA) PerW_004 Demolished 

1898 Bank of NSW, Fremantle (WA) FreW_001 Extant 

1898 Bank of NSW, Perth (WA) PerW_005 Demolished 

1898 New premises of Messrs Holmes Bros, 
butchers & Silbert & Sharp fruiterers, 
Perth (WA) 

PerW_006 Demolished 

1899 Fink’s buildings, Melbourne MelV_084 Demolished 

1900 Northern Assurance Building, Melbourne MalV_093 Demolished 

1901 Equity Trustees Company Offices, 
Melbourne 

MelV_085 Demolished 

1901 Union Steam Ship Company of New 
Zealand, Offices at Strahan (TAS) 

StrT_001  Extant 

1902 Robinson’s “Hall of Commerce” business 
extensions, Camperdown (VIC) 

CpdV_001 Extant - part 

1904 Australasian United Steam Navigation 
Company new premises, Fremantle 
(WA) 

FreW_003 
(Figure 27) 

Extant 

1905 New Zealand Insurance Company’s new 
offices. Perth (WA) 

PerW_008 Demolished 

1905 Messrs. Coogan & Co.’s new premises, 
Launceston (TAS) 

LncT_008 Not determined 

1905 Woolgrowers’ Agency Company Offices. 
Launceston (TAS) 

LncT_009 Extant 

1906 Bank of Australasia, Dunedin (NZ) DunZ_002 Demolished 

1906 National Bank of New Zealand, 
Wellington (NZ) 

WelZ_002 Demolished 

1907 Messrs. Haynes, Robinson & Cox’s new 
offices, Perth (WA) 

PerW_010 Extant 

1908 Emanuel Buildings, Perth (WA) PerW_011 Demolished 

1908 Commercial Bank, Launceston (TAS) LncT_014 Extant 

1908 McIlwraith, McEacharn & Co. new 
shipping offices (Scottish House), 
Melbourne 

MelV_089 Extant 

1910 National Bank of Australasia, Mildura MilV_001 Not determined 

1910 Union Steamship Company’s new 
offices, Wellington (NZ) 

WelZ_003 Demolished 

1910 London and Lancashire Insurance 
Building, Melbourne 

MelV_090 Extant 

PRIVATE HOUSES 

1891 J M Davies’s Valentines Mansion, Glen 
Iris 

GirV_001 Extant 

By 1903 Belvoir, home of Councillor Henry 
Weedon, East Melbourne 

MelV_087 Demolished 

MONUMENTS – GRAVESTONES, FOUNTAINS, MEMORIALS 

1892 Lintott memorial, Drouin West cemetery  DrnV_001 Not determined 

1892 Alderman Moubray tomb, St Kilda 
cemetery 

StkV_004 Not determined 

1893 Mr T. S. Bellair grave, Wagga Wagga 
(NSW) 

WagN_002 Not determined 
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1894 Sir Thomas Cockburn-Campbell 
memorial, Anglican cemetery Perth (WA) 

Perw_002 Extant 

1894 Constable Harrington memorial, Roman 
Catholic cemetery, York (WA) 

YrkW_001 Not determined 

1894 Hunter and Ferguson family memorial, 
Blackwood cemetery 

BkwV_001 Extant 

1894 Middle Head Torpedo Disaster memorial, 
Waverley cemetery Sydney (NSW) 

SydN_006 Extant 

1894 Mrs. Wilmot grave, Melbourne General 
cemetery  

MelV_081 Not determined 

1894 Hooper grave, Footscray cemetery  FtsV_002 Not determined 

1895 James Kelly memorial, St Kilda cemetery  StkV_005 Extant 

1895 Rogers family monument, Blackwood 
cemetery 

BkwV_002 Not determined 

1895 Glenn family grave, Tylden TylV_001 Extant 

1895 Matron Eliza Jones grave, Mooroopna MooV_001 Not determined 

1896 Lachlan McBean Grant vault, Jerilderie 
cemetery (NSW) 

JerV_001 Not determined 

1896 J B Patterson Memorial, Castlemaine CasV_002 Extant 

1897 Palmer family memorial, Echuca 
cemetery 

EchV_005 Not determined 

1897 English family memorial, Echuca 
cemetery 

EchV_006 Not determined 

1898 Hobson family memorial, Bendigo 
cemetery 

BenV_017 Extant 

1898 Chenhalls family grave, Echuca 
cemetery 

EchV_007 Extant 

1898 Marcus Clarke memorial, Melbourne 
cemetery 

MelV_083 Extant 

1898 Wells and Jones (explorers) memorial, 
North Road cemetery, Adelaide (SA) 

AdlS_004 Not determined 

1899 Glen Huntly Pioneers (John Craig, 
James Mathers & George Armstrong) 
memorial, St Kilda cemetery 

StkV_006 Extant 

1899 Queen Victoria statue, Albert Park, 
Auckland (NZ) 

AukZ_002 Extant 

1899 Needham memorial, Anglican cemetery, 
Perth East (WA) 

PerW_007 Extant 

1899 Hayden family memorial, Blackwood 
cemetery 

BkwV_003 Extant 

1900 Francis Longmore memorial, St Kilda 
cemetery 

StkV_007 Not determined 

1900 Memorial to shipwreck of Carlisle Castle 
& City of York, Fremantle cemetery (WA) 

FreW_002 Extant 

1901 James Colgan memorial, Melbourne 
General cemetery 

MelV_086 Not determined 

1902 South Africa and China war memorial, 
Box Hill 

BoxV_001 Extant 

1902 Larkin family grave, Rookwood 
cemetery, Sydney (NSW) 

SydN_007 Not determined 

1902 Coronation and South African War 
memorial sea wall, Devonport (NZ) 

DevZ_001 Extant 

1902 Aitken South African War memorial, 
Heathcote 

HetV_001 Extant 

1902 South African War memorial, Thames 
(NZ) 

ThaZ_001 Extant 

1903 Charles Moore Boer War memorial 
Albert Park 

AlbV_002 Extant 
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1903 Michael J Fitzpatrick memorial, Boulder 
(WA) 

BldW_001 Not determined 

1903 Corporal Wilkinson Boer War memorial, 
Maryborough (VIC) 

MryV_001 Extant 

1904 Morrissy grave, Beeac cemetery BeeV_001 Not determined 

1904 Cheltenham Boer War memorial ChmV_001 Extant 

1904 Captain W J Davies’s grave, Echuca EchV_008 Not determined 

1904 Launceston Boer War Memorial in City 
Park (TAS) 

LncT_007 Extant 

1904 Fallen Soldier’s Boer War Memorial, 
Melbourne 

MelV_088 Extant 

1904 St Kilda Boer War Memorial StkV_008 Extant 

1905 North Otago (Oamaru) Boer War 
Memorial (NZ) 

OamZ_001 Extant 

1905 Nurse Cash grave, Launceston cemetery 
(TAS) 

LncT_010 Not determined 

1905 Echuca Boer War Memorial EchV_009 Extant 

1906 Jesse Fairchild drinking fountain, St 
Kilda  

StkV_009 Extant 

1906 Mr C. Napier Bell monument, 
Launceston cemetery 

LncT_011 Not determined 

1906 Myers family grave Young (NSW) YngN_001 Not determined 

1906 First Christian Service in New Zealand 
memorial (Marsden Cross) Rangihoua, 
Bay of Islands (NZ) 

BayZ_001 Extant - part 

1906 Dunedin Boer War Memorial (NZ) DunZ_003 Extant 

1907 W.T. Batchelor memorial, Launceston 
cemetery (TAS) 

LncT_012 Not determined 

1907 Dr John T Wilson memorial, Carr Villa 
cemetery, Launceston (TAS) 

LncT_013 Not determined 

1907 George Mackay fountain, Albury 
Showgrounds 

AlbN_003 Not determined 

1908 John Burrows memorial, Albury 
cemetery 

AlbN_004 Extant 

1908 W.G. McCullough tomb, Maryborough 
cemetery (VIC) 

MryV_002 Extant 

1909 Rev. M. Farrelly memorial, Kilmore 
cemetery 

KlmV_002 Extant 

1909 Mrs W Barnes memorial fountain, 
Cataract Cliff; Launceston (TAS) 

LncT_015 Not determined 

1910 Mr Jacob’s memorial drinking fountain, 
St Kilda 

StkV_010 Extant 

1911 Mr Roper monument, Evandale 
cemetery (TAS) 

EvnT_001 Not determined 

1912 Rev. Father Horan memorial, 
Maddingley cemetery, Bacchus Marsh 

BacV_002 Not determined 

GOVERNMENT(PUBLIC) BUILDINGS 

1893 Melbourne Crown Law Offices MelV_080 Extant 

1895 Footscray Post Office FtsV_003 Demolished 

1904 Wellington Town Hall (NZ) WelZ_001 Extant 

1907 Boulder Town Hall (WA) BldW_002 Not determined 

1908-09 Auckland Town Hall (NZ) AukZ_003 Extant 

GOVERNMENT - INFRASTRUCTURE 

1891 Bendigo (new) Law Courts BenV_016 Extant 

1894 City Abattoir, Melbourne MelV_082 Demolished 

1894 Spotswood Pumping Station engine 
house 

SptV_001 Extant 

1895 Napier Street bridge, Footscray FtsV_004 Demolished 
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1902 Manning’s Bridge, Spring Hill near 
Tylden 

TylV_002 Extant 

1903 Flagging, George Street, Sydney (NSW) SydN_008 Demolished 

1907 Prahran Refuse Destructor PraV_004 Demolished 

RELIGIOUS – CHURCHES, CONVENTS etc. 

1892 Convent of Mercy, Kilmore KlmV_001 Not determined 

1892 Church of Immaculate Conception 
additions, Hawthorn 

HawV_001 Extant 

1892 St Joseph’s Catholic Church fence, 
Warrnambool 

WrbV_001 Extant 

1895 Vincentian Convent, Malvern MvnV_002 Not determined 

1896 Convent of Mercy, Bendigo BenV_012 Not determined 

1898 Knox Presbyterian Church, near 
Auckland (NZ) 

AukZ_001 Not determined 

1900 Loretto Convent, Portland PrtV_001 Not determined 

1902 Catholic Convent, Benalla BnlV_001 Extant 

1903 Omeo Catholic Church OmeV_001 Extant 

1903 St John’s Church of England, Bendigo BenV_018 Extant 

1905 St Mary’s Anglican Church, Perth (WA) PerW_009 Demolished 

HEALTH AND WELFARE 

1902 Devon Hospital (new) Latrobe (TAS) LatT_002 Not determined 

1910 Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum, new 
superintendent’s quarters 

CasV_003 Demolished 

1910 Melbourne Central Hospital (Queen 
Victoria Hospital) 

MelV_091 Extant 

PRIVATE - CULTURAL 

1904 Masonic Hall (new) Wodonga WodV_001 Demolished 

Table 10: Malmsbury-district bluestone structures with construction dates 1891-1913 or 
existing structures first reported in this period 

Year 
reported 

Structure Site code Bluestone 
extant? 

1891 McWhinney (McCracken’s) farm barn, 
Lauriston 

LauV_019 Not determined 

1892 Fagan’s Junction Hotel additions, Boggy 
Creek 

LauV_005 Extant 

1893 Tobias Bourke grave, Kyneton cemetery KynV_003 Extant 

1896 Federal Hall, Malmsbury Mechanics Institute MalV_043 Extant 

1896 Coliban River bridge, Malmsbury MalV_004 Extant - part 

1898 Jones family grave, Malmsbury cemetery MalV_060 Extant 

1899 Hookey family grave, Malmsbury cemetery MalV_061 Extant 

1900 Crawford family grave, Malmsbury cemetery MalV_062 Extant 

1901 Coliban River bridge, Malmsbury MalV_004 Extant - part 

1901 Racecourse pitched waterhole, Malmsbury MalV_063 Not determined 

1901 Kyneton Butter factory paving KynV_004 Not determined 

1904 Footpath outside Commercial Hotel, 
Malmsbury 

MalV_064 Extant 

1906 Kyneton Technical School, rear of School of 
Mines 

KynV_005 Demolished 

By 1907 Hugh Milvain’s stone dairy EdgV_022 Ruin 

1911 J. Butterfield’s dairy, Boggy Creek Lauv_017 Not determined 
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1891-1913 Crown Land Quarries 

There is a notable decrease in the availability of Crown land quarries during this period. 

The establishment of the Malmsbury Creamery in 1894 removed part of QS49 from the 

pool of available Crown land quarries.125 The remaining portion of that site, with what 

was described in June 1896 as an old quarry, was reserved for the Malmsbury 

Waterworks Trust in 1954.126 David Davies continued to occupy his 1ac 1rd 13perches 

Crown land quarry until July 1891 when the licence was revoked due to non-payment of 

rent.127 Further evidence comes from the Borough Council paying to have a ‘dangerous 

quarry hole close to the main road, near Mr. D. Davis’s [sic] residence’ fenced in 1895 

and the same quarry being rabbit infested in 1901.128 The fence needed repairing in 

1904, 1905 and in 1908, and no mention was made of quarrying activity.129 

Robert Don applied in 1891 under the 1890 Land Act to occupy a smaller portion of the 

Lasslett Street quarry (QS52).130 Before the licence expired in August 1893 Don applied 

to convert this to a garden licence under the same Act in May, explaining that ‘half of the 

ground is uld [sic] quarry holes’131 and the quality of the stone was poor. Soon after Don 

transferred the garden licence to Patrick McBride and after the latter’s death in 1905 his 

daughter purchased the land in 1908.132 Thus, another two Crown land quarries at 

Malmsbury were closed to quarrying. 

125 “A Creamery for Malmsbury District,” Kyneton Guardian, March 24, 1892, 3; “Applications for Licenses 
Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 22, 1894, 2598; “Renewal of Licenses,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, January 4, 1895, 27; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 6, 1894, 2; “Sales of Crown Land in 
Fee Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 22, 1895, 1159 

126 Malmsbury Township Parish Plan M49A (5495), Sheet 2, Melbourne, Department of Lands and 
Survey, August 29, 1931; PROV, VPRS 5357/P0, Unit 3179, File 711/45 Charles Frederick Rayson 
1/1/1931–1/1/1932, a plan included in file shows a quarry hole; “Why He Gave In,” Kyneton Guardian, June 
2, 1896, 3. 

127 “Licences and Leases Under the Land Acts 1869, 1884, and 1890 Revoked or Declared Void,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, July 10, 1891, 3030. 

128 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 24, 1895, 4; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
General Cash Book, 1867–68 and 1883–1906, page 183, February 19, 1895; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Guardian, January 31, 1901, 2. 

129 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, April 30, 1904, 3; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, January 7, 1905, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 1908, 3. 

130 PROV, VPRS 13375/P1, Unit 2, licence application number 1258; PROV, VPRS 5357/P0, Unit 5614, 
File 2642/99; “Applications for Licenses Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 26, 1892, 3454; 
“Applications for Licenses Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 26, 1893, 2238. 

131 PROV, VPRS 5357/P0, Unit 5614, File 2642/99, letters January 17, 1893 and June 16, 1893; 
“Licences and Leases Under the Land Acts 1869, 1884, and 1890 Revoked or Declared Void,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, August 11, 1893, 3503; “Applications for Licences Approved,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, May 26, 1893, 2238; “Applications for Licences Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 
18, 1893, 3594. 

132 “Renewal of Licences,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 22, 1893, 5078; “Transfers 
Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 22, 1893, 5086; PROV, VPRS 5357/P0, Unit 5614, File 
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Reduced access to Crown land quarries caused other problems. In 1902 S. G. Beer 

requested his contract price for delivering 200yd of spalls be increased due to the quarry 

from which he normally acquired them ‘suddenly becoming exhausted’ and he needed to 

go further afield.133 While the Council refused, stating a quarry had been opened up 

closer to the town, the relative scarcity of spalls is a direct measure of the level of 

quarrying activity in the district. Apart from the private quarries discussed below, several 

Crown land quarries were becoming inactive, while the opportunity for opening new ones 

was diminishing. 

There are multiple reports of quarries being fenced by the Borough Council, implying 

they were on Crown land, but they were never described as being active or they were 

listed as old quarries, such as the one near Milvain Street and Parish Boundary Road in 

1897 and in front of Mr Latimer's Bleak House farm (adjoining QS25 QS27 QS28) 

between 1899 and 1905.134 Reports of rabbits infesting quarries also revealed their 

location. The quarry on the side of the main road near Mrs Hudson’s and Latimer’s was, 

along with ‘acres of quarries nearer the town infected with hundreds of rabbits’135 in 

1902. Rather than fence or fill the quarry, the Council denied responsibility for the main 

road and took no action.136 

Johanna Fagan applied in 1902 to purchase an additional 1.5ac of the Boggy Creek 

quarry reserve (QS16).137 The Borough Council objected on the grounds it was 

‘necessary for the supply of stone for road purposes’138 and additional objections from 

mining interests meant the application was never approved.139 While this site earned a 

2642/99; PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 720, Item 94/428 Probate Patrick McBride; “Sales of Crown Lands in Fee 
Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 23, 1908, 4716. 

133 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 21, 1902, 2. 

134 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, April 15, 1897, 4; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, August 24, 1899, 4; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 10, 1901, 
3; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 7, 1905, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, April 29, 1905, 2. 

135 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, November 13, 1902, 3. 

136 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, December 3, 1908, 3. 

137 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 430, February 5, 1902. 

138 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, February 6, 1902, 2. 

139 “Land Board at Kyneton,” Kyneton Guardian, February 13, 1902, 2. 
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reprieve and it remains Crown land today, it is unknown at what point quarrying ceased, 

but it was gorse-infested in 1903.140 

 

The sale of Crown land in section 30 adjoining McGrane Street (QS50) also caused the 

Council some concern. Two allotments (seven and eight) had been reserved from 

occupation or sale in 1877, however allotments four, five, six, nine and ten were sold in 

1907, the latter being sold to Francis Boddy.141 The Lands Department asked the Council 

in 1908 if the remaining reserve was still required and whether Boddy could occupy it for 

grazing, to which the Council objected to the quarry reserve being occupied or fenced 

in.142 No other documentary evidence of quarrying has been found for the site, however 

some evidence of quarrying can be seen in an 1966 aerial photograph.143 The reprieve 

lasted until 1921 when the Government revoked the reserve and sold it to Boddy.144 

 

Despite the associated problems with fences, rabbits and gorse, some attempts were still 

being made to continue, or open, new quarries on local roads. Henry Gray wanted to 

quarry on the road adjoining McAree’s paddock and the racecourse reserve in 1902 

(QS03 or possibly QS11 or QS12) however the Council had no power to allow him 

because the Board of Land and Works demanded roads remain open.145 James Gould’s 

request in 1904 to quarry at the same place was similarly declined, the Council also 

warning Michael Lynch and Michael O’Dea that their private quarry was severely 

encroaching on Lauriston Road, and demanding they cease operations and fill the site.146 

In the case of Gould, Councillor and stonemason William Jones could see no objection, 

asked what the difference was between quarrying and mining (implying mining on roads 

 
140 Victoria, Land Channel, “Interactive Map,” http://services.land.vic.gov.au/maps/interactive.jsp 

(accessed March 8, 2018); “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 20, 1903, 2. 

141 “Lands Excepted or Withheld Under Sections 6, 9 and 102 of ‘Land Act 1869’,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, December 7, 1877, 2287; “Sale of Crown Land in Fee Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, 
November 27, 1907, 5123–4. 

142 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, March 5, 1908, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 940, May 21, 1908; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 1908, 3. 

143 DELWP Land Victoria, Aerial Photography Register, Calder Highway 1965 Project, Project 7723N7 
559, Run 17, Film 1935, Image 85, August 1966. 

144 “Department of Lands and Survey,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 15, 1921, 2428; “Sale of 
Crown Lands in Fee Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 14, 1923, 583; “Sale of Crown Lands,” 
Kyneton Guardian, March 22, 1923, 2. 

145 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 21, 1902, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 493, September 19, 1902. 

146 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 655, August 17, 1904; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, August 18, 1904, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 656, August 18, 
1904; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 658, August 18, 1904. 
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was still continuing) and noted that Kyneton Shire permitted quarrying on roads. All but 

Councillor Jones voted against the request. 

 

Robert Stewart wished to quarry under the road in front of David Page’s land (present-

day Breakneck Road, adjoining QS48) in 1908, and despite comments that there was a 

‘splendid body of stone’ and it would employ several men, the Council again refused.147 

Stewart wrote back to the Council, complaining that Thomas Wallis, a fellow quarryman 

and councillor of the Borough had also applied to quarry the same place and was also 

denied, but Wallis and his men were quarrying there anyway.148 Wallis stated he had 

‘simply asked the Council not to object to us quarrying’ as opposed to refusing 

permission, was happy to share the quarry with Stewart and pointed out that his men had 

improved the road by levelling many large boulders.149 Once more Stewart was denied 

permission to quarry on the road, with no apparent repercussions to the recalcitrant 

quarryman councillor. 

 

By 1910 this attitude had again changed and when Charles Rayson applied to the 

Council to extend the quarry in Mr A. McRae’s paddock (QS40) on to ‘the roadway near 

Page’s (on the road to Lauriston)’150 (QS48) the Council was only too willing. Rayson 

applied in 1913 to ‘continue their quarrying operations on the road leading to the 

racecourse’ (QS58).151 

 

The above details do not indicate the amount or purpose of the stone (buildings or roads) 

being extracted from Crown land but they demonstrate a continual decline in accessibility 

for quarrying. A clearer picture can be seen by examining the private quarries. 

 

1891-1913 Private Quarries 

 

Recalling that in 1888 the trustees of Hughes’s estate had leased his Quarry Farm 

(QS06) for five years to Harry Brereton, upon expiry a four-year quarry lease was re-

 
147 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 941, May 21, 1908; “A Request to Quarry a Road,” 

Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 1908, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 1908, 3. 

148 “Rival Quarrymen,” Kyneton Guardian, October 8, 1908, 3. 

149 Ibid. 

150 “Malmsbury Council Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, December 24, 1910, 2. 

151 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 4, 1913, 2. 
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advertised in March 1893.152 During the initial lease, quarrymen Davis and Gilmour (most 

likely David Davies and William Gilmour) opened a new quarry on the farm in May 1892 

and Davies and Company paid quarry rent from June.153 The new quarry coincided with 

another Malmsbury quarry closing down, during a period when work in Malmsbury was 

scarce and ‘some 30 or 40 men have taken to fossicking’.154 

 

Davies and Company continued to lease Hughes’s quarry from July 1892 through to 

December 1893.155 William Gilmour was an employee of Gilmour and Co.’s quarry in the 

Lauriston and Edgecombe riding of Kyneton Shire in February 1892 while at the same 

time Mailler’s quarry was in the Borough of Malmsbury.156 By February 1893 both Davies 

and Gilmour were employees of Mailler’s quarry, now located in the Lauriston and 

Edgecombe riding.157 This suggests that Mailler was involved in the new quarry on 

Hughes’s estate once it was operational, with Davies being the lease holder. 

 

The farm rent paid to Hughes’s estate by Brereton in 1893 was decreased by 47s for the 

4ac taken up by the quarry. Brereton departed the farm after a clearing sale in 1893, and 

then farm rent was received from James Banko, notations indicating his lease included 

the quarry.158 The closing of this and other local quarries is also evidenced by an 

absence of Kyneton Hospital subscriptions by any employees of quarries in the 1893–

1894 financial year.159 There is no further evidence for quarrying this site until 1902 when 

John Hookey commenced paying quarry rents to the estate following consultation with 

Banko.160 There was however only one further payment, in 1902, suggesting it was 

unviable. Banko fenced the quarry in December 1908 and the farm was offered for sale 

in 1925, promoted as having ‘permanent water in quarry hole; always full’.161 

 

 
152 Kyneton Guardian, August 18, 1888, 3; “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, March 16, 1893, 3; “Tenders,” 

Kyneton Observer, March 18, 1893, 3. 

153 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 19, 1892, 2; PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 356, Item 29/809, 
Probate James Hughes. 

154 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 19, 1892, 2. 

155 PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 356, Item 29/809, Probate James Hughes. 

156 “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, February 2, 1892, 3; Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1892, 27, 30. 

157 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, February 2, 1893, 3; Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1893, 31–2. 

158 PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 356, Item 29/809, Probate James Hughes; “Auctions,” Kyneton Guardian, 
March 21, 1893, 3; NOTE: James Banko was another son-in-law of James Hughes. 

159 Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1894. 

160 PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 356, Item 29/809, Probate James Hughes. 

161 Ibid.; Kyneton Guardian, November 14, 1925, 3; “Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), November 
14, 1925, 5. 
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The various properties owned by the Fernie brothers (QS22, QS23, QS24, QS26) also 

contributed to the quarrying industry during this period. As absentee landlords, the farm 

was advertised for sale or rent in 1891 without any mention of a quarry, although a snake 

was killed in a quarry there the same year.162 William Fernie became the sole owner after 

the death of his brother David in 1897 and then bought Alexander Hardie’s 160ac on the 

opposite side of the road (QS03, QS11, QS12).163 

 

Hardie’s was advertised in 1899 as having ‘a first-class quarry being worked, 5s per 

week being paid … for each man engaged’.164 This land appears to have been occupied 

by Owen McAree and his son Terence for farming from at least 1894 until they left 

Malmsbury sometime between 1909 and 1911.165 When Owen’s other son, Owen, died 

in 1904 his brief obituary stated he had farmed and quarried for a living.166 The quarry 

accidents that occurred to a boy named Edward Bernoulli in 1896 and to David McCreery 

in 1899 on ‘McAree’s farm’ were probably on Hardie’s land, the entrance to these 

quarries noted in 1900 to be on Forest Road.167 The manager of the Malmsbury stone-

sawing works for Wilson, Corben & Co. in 1891, Denis Castles, was an uncle of Edward 

Bernoulli (born in Melbourne in 1885).168 Wilson, Corben and Co.’s quarry employed F 

Bernoulli [sic] and D E Castles in February 1891, suggesting this company sourced stone 

from McAree’s land.169 

 

 
162 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, March 3, 1891, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, September 5, 1891, 

2. 

163 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 16, 1897, 2; RGO, General Law archives, Book 426 
Memorial 70, May 6, 1904; PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 907, Item 71/239, Probate Alexander Hardie; “Property 
Sales,” Kyneton Guardian, June 17, 1899, 2. 

164 Kyneton Guardian, June 3, 1899, 3. 

165 Malmsbury Borough Council, General Cash Book, letter inserted and dated August 4, 1894; 
“Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 30, 1901, 2; PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 1209, Item 
93/403, Probate William Hall Fernie; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 689, December 21, 
1904; Ancestry.com.au, Australian Electoral Rolls, 1903-1980, Division of Mernda, Subdivision of Kyneton 
Electoral Rolls for 1909 and 1912. 

166 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 25, 1904, 2. 

167 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, December 22, 1896, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 
22, 1896, 3; “Hurt in a Quarry,” Kyneton Guardian, September 12, 1899, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, July 26, 1900, 4. 

168 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, June 6, 1891, 3; “Marriages,” Launceston Examiner, October 7, 
1885, 1; Pioneer Index (VIC), Arthur Edward Casseldon (son of Rose Casseldon), Birth registration 11603 
(1885); NAA: B2455, Castle, E; Castle Edward [Bernoulli Arthur Edward]: SERN 5053: POB Melbourne VIC: 
POE Melbourne VIC: NOK W Bernoulli Emily 

169 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, February 3, 1891, 3; Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1891, 29. 
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The closing of the stone-cutting works in 1892 would thus have opened up the 

opportunity for McAree’s farm to be quarried by others.170 A subscription was made in 

1898 to the Kyneton Hospital for the employees of D McCreery’s quarry, located in the 

Borough of Malmsbury and included Castles’s brother George.171 McCreery’s 1899 

accident involving a crane on McAree’s farm demonstrates that McCreery was the new 

occupant, and thus the bluestone used in the graves in the Malmsbury cemetery for the 

Hookey (1899) and the Crawford families (1900), and probably the stone supplied to the 

Convent of Mercy in Bendigo in 1896, by McCreery are likely to have come from this 

quarry.172 The Borough Council minutes from 1900 suggest McCreery was quarrying on 

McAree’s so the accident to William Rose in ‘Messrs M’Creery and Rose’s quarry’ in 

June 1902 probably occurred on this land.173 

 

Details of the presence of the McArees on Fernie’s can found in 1901 and 1904 with 

suggestions they left this land before they left the district.174 Some quarrying activity at 

Fernie’s dates to 1910 and 1911 when tenders for leasing all of Fernie’s lands were 

advertised with the intention to lease the quarry lands separate to the farms, however the 

report of illegal quarrying in 1911 indicates the quarry was not formally active at this 

time.175 

 

While several quarries can be shown to have been active, continual activity is not 

proven. McDonald’s quarry (QS46 QS47) was worked by John White in 1900, when a 

vandal damaged a block of dressed stone in the quarry, and in 1903 when George 

Castles lost a horse used for stone carting.176 The location of a quarry on land occupied 

by John Hookey between 1891 and 1893 is probably that on Edgecombe portion 26 

 
170 Kyneton Guardian, December 8, 1892, 2. 

171 Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1899, 35; Kyneton Guardian, November 3, 1898, 3. 

172 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 16, 1899, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, February 
13, 1900, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 7, 1896, 2; see Site Codes MalV_061, MalV_062 
and BenV_012. 

173 “Malmsbury Council,” Kyneton Guardian, July 26, 1900, 1; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, June 10, 
1902, 2. 

174 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 30, 1901, 2; PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 1209, 
Item 93/403, Probate William Hall Fernie; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, September 9, 1911, 2 Note: this 
is a false report of the death of Owen McAree who did not die until 1913. 

175 “Houses and Land to Let,” Argus (Melbourne), March 3, 1910, 2; “Fernie's Quarries at Malmsbury,” 
Kyneton Guardian, May 2, 1911, 2; “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, May 2, 1911, 3. 

176 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 8, 1900, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, February 24, 1903, 
2. 
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(QS04) and labelled as “White’s Quarry” on Lidgey’s map.177 When being prosecuted for 

failing to control rabbits on the land Hookey stated that the owners were in Footscray, the 

quarry was on a boundary and there was another quarry in a neighbour’s paddock.178 

The presence of rabbits and rabbit hunters at the quarry suggests an inactive site. 

 

Another example is the quarry where John White and his sons Edward and William were 

quarrying ‘near the Redesdale Junction railway station’179 (Boggy Creek) in August 1896 

when an accident occurred. This is likely to have been on Portion 273 Lauriston (QS44) 

and appears on Lidgey’s map. Another accident had happened to the same group of 

quarrymen in June.180 There is no other direct evidence of quarrying on this property 

prior to this, despite there being a stone house on the property in 1870, and quarrying 

may have coincided with the advent of the Redesdale Railway.181 This is supported by 

another incident in September 1890 during the construction period. Quarrymen working 

in the general vicinity assisted Cr. F. McDonald when his horse bolted near the Boggy 

Creek School (located on Portion 214) and through the quarry gate.182 By 1900 White 

had moved on to McDonald’s quarry (QS46 QS47).183 

 

Other quarries can be demonstrated to have been inactive. The quarry on the farm 

owned by Thomas Denholm and occupied by John Hoiles (QS32) contained 12ft of water 

when Annie McCreery drowned there in 1896, thus suggesting quarrying had ceased.184 

The hole still held water when it was owned by the Ward family and a child, Duncan 

Connell, drowned there in 1934.185 While the presence of a ‘splendid bluestone quarry’ 

was used to promote the sale of John McLean’s farm in 1898 (QS73) to the Donovan 

brothers, no further evidence of quarrying on the land from this time has been 

 
177 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books for 1884 to 1891 for “Hookey” shows him occupying land at 

Edgecombe 26; other entries in other years for “Hookey” for Forest Road suggest he occupied this land from 
1879 to 1893. 

178 “Careless Use of Firearms,” Kyneton Guardian, September 8, 1891, 2; “Rabbit Inspector McCallum v. 
John Hookey,” Kyneton Guardian, January 19, 1893, 3. 

179 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 15, 1896, 3. 

180 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, June 13, 1896, 2. 

181 Kyneton Guardian, March 5, 1870, 3. 

182 “Accident to Cr. Macdonald,” Kyneton Observer, September 9, 1890, 2. 

183 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 8, 1900, 2. 

184 PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 656, Item 1896/352, Inquest Annie McCreery; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 12, 1896, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, March 14, 1896, 2. 

185 RGO, General Law archives, Book 476, Memorial 382, May 30, 1916; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 1275, 
Item 1934/1286, Inquest Duncan Connell; “Drowning Fatality at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 
15, 1934, 2. 
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discovered.186 The presence of a ‘quantity of furze growing on quarry reserve at Boggy 

Creek’ in 1903 also suggests inactivity.187 

 

The quarries with the most details from this key quarrying period are those that belonged 

to the FMSCQC. The opening of the Redesdale Railway line provided the opportunity to 

link them to the Edgecombe Railway Station (formerly North Lauriston) via a tramline 

thus reducing cartage costs and reducing damage to Borough roads. This tramway 

construction required negotiations with both Kyneton Shire and the Borough due to the 

boundary line bisecting Forest Road and running along the road past Darlington’s 

farm.188 

 

Throughout 1892 the ‘slackness in the building trade in Melbourne’189 continued to 

impact on the Malmsbury community. By March the Kyneton Guardian reported idle local 

mines and that the ‘bluestone quarries are not sending away the quantity of stone that 

will warrant employing many hands’.190 An attempt from 1892 to sell land in Edgecombe 

with ‘one of the best quarries in the district’191 (QS02) was not successful until November 

1896. Wilson, Corben and Co.’s stone-cutting works in Malmsbury closed and part of the 

plant was moved to Harcourt in December 1892 due to ‘insufficient orders’.192 By August 

1899, shortly after Wilson, Corben & Co. removed the last of the Malmsbury stone-

sawing plant which was idle for seven or eight years, there was light at the end of the 

dark tunnel.193 Some quarry owners were getting more business and one of them 

reported he had ‘more orders than he can supply’.194 Thus, when Tables 9 and 10 are re-

examined in the light of these events, both the exporting of stone to other colonies and 

overseas and a growing trend in bluestone use for graves and memorials reveal how the 

 
186 “Sales by Auction,” Kyneton Observer, April 9, 1898: 3; Kyneton Observer, April 16, 1898, 2. 

187 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 20, 1903, 2. 

188 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 504, January 27, 1891; “Kynetonshire Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, February 11, 1891, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 28, 
1891, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 519, April 30, 1891; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 554, September 18, 1891; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 557, October 
7, 1891; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 565, November 7, 1891. 

189 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 29, 1892, 3. 

190 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, March 22, 1892, 2. 

191 Kyneton Guardian, June 25, 1892, 3; RGO, General Law archives, Book 394, Memorial 490, 
November 7, 1896. 

192 Kyneton Guardian, December 8, 1892, 2. 

193 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 6, 1898, 3. 

194 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 25, 1898, 2. 
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Malmsbury quarries were partially sheltered from the financial storm. The reduced local 

use of stone also indicates the impact the lack of stone trade had on this community. 

 

Graeme Davison provides a blow-by-blow account of the decline into which Melbourne 

fell; a decline which transformed a previously confident metropolis into a miserable and 

ashamed one, marked by poverty and financial scandal.195 Davison notes, for example, 

that by 1893 the gradual reduction in stonemasons’ wages meant ‘a mason in full 

employment could not earn enough to support even himself, let alone his wife and 

family’.196 Those in government, when debating salary reduction versus retrenchment for 

public servants, especially those in the working classes, now realised that all were 

required to share the burden of Melbourne’s building boom which had ‘plundered the 

country districts in building up this modern Babylon’.197 Malmsbury had certainly been 

plundered of its natural resources, and now it too engaged in belt tightening and adapted 

to the lean times. 

 

Throughout the depression the FMSCQC continued to operate, albeit with challenges. 

Without detailed company records it is difficult to determine the quantity of bluestone 

extracted by the company from their Malmsbury quarries (QS04, QS07). Figure 28 

shows the financial figures reported in the company’s balance sheets between 1889 and 

1913.198 There is a noticeable drop in the value of the company’s assets from 1893 and 

stock in trade also reduced. The figures for bad debts are difficult to interpret due to a 

change in the way debt figures were reported from 1897, however there is a noticeable 

increase between 1897 and 1900 inversely proportionate to the reduction in assets 

value. By 1899 the assets and stock in trade once more increased, and as assets 

continued to grow, the company’s debts stayed proportionally lower. 

 

 

 
195 Davison, Rise and Fall of Marvellous Melbourne, 247–9. 

196 Ibid., 94. 

197 Victorian Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), Legislative Assembly, Volume 72, 22/8/1893, Public 
Officers’ Salaries Reduction Bill: 1113. 

198 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130 FMSCQC; Note: from June 1897 ‘Bad and Doubtful Debts’ 
were reported as ‘Debts due to the Company (after proper deduction for Bad and Doubtful Debts)’. 
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The reduction in assets coincides with a strike by the Footscray employees in February 

1893. The masons employed by the company were notified of a reduction in wages of 

8d/day from 10s 8d due to ‘dulness [sic] of trade’,199 following a 6d/day reduction in the 

labourers’ wages down from 7s/day. Being primarily members of the Operative Masons’ 

Society, the majority of the 50-odd masons decided to strike ‘notwithstanding the 

depression’.200 Arguing that the reductions were necessary due to stiff competition for the 

available building work, the company advertised for replacement staff and some of the 

original workers relented and accepted the new conditions.201 The manager refuted 

 
199 “Trade Dispute at Footscray,” Argus (Melbourne), February 4, 1893, 9. 

200 Ibid.; “Strike of Stonemasons at Footscray,” Argus (Melbourne), February 6, 1893, 6; “Strike Amongst 
Masons,” Kyneton Guardian, February 7, 1893, 3. 

201 ‘Situations Vacant,” Age (Melbourne), February 6, 1893, 8; “The Footscray Strike,” Age (Melbourne), 
February 7, 1893, 6. 

 

Figure 28: Financial indicators for Footscray and Malmsbury Stone Cutting and 
Quarrying Company 1889-1913 
Source: PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130, FMSCQC Limited. 
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claims that the price being received for the stone was unchanged, claiming that it was 

sold for 20% less than 18 months earlier with a 10% drop in profit derived from the 

labour.202 Standing their ground, the union refused to permit their members to work at the 

reduced rate and after three weeks the company capitulated.203 By August all but two of 

the stone-sawing frames were idle and the employee numbers had dropped from 100 to 

40.204 

 

Another indicator of the FMSCQC’s activity in the depression-era stone industry is their 

annual contributions to the Kyneton Hospital to cover their employees for medical 

assistance (Appendix 4). After formation in 1887, the company made contributions from 

early 1888 through to early 1892 some of which were reported as Sampson’s Quarry. 

These subscriptions cease from 1893 and do not recommence until October 1898 when 

the subscription covered 11 employees.205 The total number of quarry employees 

covered by hospital subscriptions peaks between 1890–91 and 1891–92, reaching 56 

and 42 respectively. From the time the subscriptions recommenced post-depression, the 

total number of employees recorded for all quarries remained approximately half of what 

they had been (14 to 22), and the proportion of them employed by the FMSCQC 

increased to about half (8 to 13). 

 

There are specific contracts which earned the company essential income during this 

period, some of which are included in Table 9. These include supplying bluestone for the 

Spotswood sewerage pumping station in 1894, a railway bridge near Eaglehawk in 1895 

and stone for the refurbishment of the Shamrock Hotel in Bendigo.206 Further local work 

was created by the inclusion of Malmsbury bluestone in at least nine Boer War 

monuments in Melbourne, Victoria and New Zealand between 1902 and 1905.207 

 

 
202 “Australasian Items,” Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate (NSW), February 10, 1893, 6. 

203 “New in Brief,” New Zealand Herald, February 17, 1893, 6; “News in Brief,” Independent (Footscray), 
February 25, 1893, 2. 

204 “By the River,” Independent (Footscray), August 19, 1893, 3. 

205 Kyneton Guardian, November 3, 1898, 3; Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1899. 

206 Argus (Melbourne), August 6, 1894, 4–5; Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, Notice Papers, 
Minutes, Returns, Reports, & Memoranda for the Financial Year, 1st July 1894, to 30th June 1895, Notice 
Paper No.90: 36; “Brevities,” Independent (Footscray), June 15, 1895, 2; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria 
Government Gazette June 21, 1895, 2452; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, June 29, 1895, 2; “Brevities,” 
Independent (Footscray), March 13, 1897, 2. 

207 See Site codes HetV_001, BoxV_001, ThaZ_001, AlbV_002, StkV_008, ChmV_001, MelV_088, 
EchV_009 and OamZ_001 
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As the Victorian economy improved, demand for Malmsbury bluestone returned. Stone 

merchant William Train and Co. of South Melbourne advertised in August 1901 that they 

wished to buy ‘best quality only’ Malmsbury bluestone.208 With comments that the 

‘greater part of our best bluestone has been quarried years ago’ it is perhaps not 

surprising to see that by 1890 Malmsbury quarryman Thomas Wallis was operating a 

quarry at Carlsruhe with four men, and similarly James Eastham and party were 

quarrying there in 1909, possibly supplying the Footscray works.209 The district emerged 

from the depression with a diminishing deposit of quality stone and declining productivity 

and employment in the district’s gold mines.210 While the electoral rolls for Malmsbury in 

1903 show 20 men with the occupation of quarryman, and a decade later there were still 

19, the Malmsbury quarries now had to face up to the consequences of a war and the 

ultimate changes in the materials used in buildings and structures.211 

 

1914 Onwards – Digging One’s Self into a Hole 

 

The number of structures erected between 1914 and 1930 for which the media reported 

Malmsbury bluestone content is very limited (Tables 11 and 12). As exemplified by its 

use at Malmsbury Cemetery in Stringer’s Lodge and the gates in 1931, and in the Union 

Bank of Australia in Melbourne in 1939, the stone was still in use beyond this time 

period.212 This absence of data is due in part to the lack of post-1918 regional 

newspapers that are available on Trove, especially during the period in which numerous 

Australian war memorials were erected. 

 

 
208 “Wanted,” Kyneton Guardian, August 27, 1901, 3. 

209 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 16, 1899, 3; “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, August 9, 
1890, 3; “Piper's Creek,” Kyneton Guardian, July 24, 1909, 3. 

210 “Lauriston,” Kyneton Guardian, May 17, 1898, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 17, 1898, 3; 
“Lauriston Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, July 14, 1900, 2; “Lauriston,” Kyneton Guardian, March 28, 1911, 2. 

211 Ancestry.com.au, Australian Electoral Rolls, 1903-1980, Commonwealth of Australia Electoral Roll, 
State of Victoria, Division of Corinella, Malmsbury Polling Place, 1903; Ibid., State of Victoria Division of 
Grampians, Subdivision of Kyneton, 1914. 

212 “Memorial Lodge and Gates,” Kyneton Guardian, June 2, 1931, 2; “Melbourne Commercial 
Architecture,” Decoration and Glass (Sydney), Vol. 4, No. 12 (April 1, 1939): 21. 
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Table 11: Chronological list of Non-local structures reported to have used Malmsbury 
bluestone 1914-onwards – Grouped by type 

 

 

Table 12: Malmsbury-district bluestone structures with construction dates 1914-1930 or 
existing structures first reported in this period 

 
 
Another explanation is the trend away from specifically reporting the sources of stones 

used in structures. The report of the unveiling of the Malmsbury World War One 

memorial (Table 12), for example, only mentions bluestone, Harcourt granite and marble. 

The Mallala Soldiers’ Memorial in South Australia (1922) contains ‘Victorian bluestone’ 

Year reported Structure

All are in Victoria unless stated 

otherwise

Site code Bluestone extant?

1917 National Bank of New Zealand, 

Wellington (NZ)

WelZ_004 Extant

1939 Union Bank of Australia, 

Melbourne

MelV_092 Not determined

1980 Melbourne City Square MelV_094 Demolished

1916 Mr C. H. Dight drinking fountain, 

Albury

AlbN_002 Extant

1918 Traugott Eder Vorwerg grave, 

Heidelberg Cemetery

HeiV_001 Not determined

1918 King Edward VII statue, Royal 

Park, Launceston (TAS)

LncT_016 Extant

1921 Nile Soldiers’ Memorial (TAS) NilT_001 Extant

1922 Ulverstone Primary School Old 

Boys’ War Memorial (TAS)

UlvT_001 Extant

1922 Latrobe War Memorial (TAS) LatT_003 Extant

1927 Echuca WW1 Memorial EchV_010 Extant

1917 (by) Seventh Day Adventist conference 

office, Richmond

RicV_003 Extant

1923 Melbourne South, Roman Catholic 

Primary School

SthV_002 Extant

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL – BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES, SHOPS, STORES, 

WAREHOUSES

MONUMENTS – GRAVESTONES, FOUNTAINS, MEMORIALS

RELIGIOUS – CHURCHES, CONVENTS etc.

EDUCATION

Year 

reported

Structure Site code Bluestone extant?

1921 Our Lady Help of Christians Roman Catholic 

Church, Malmsbury 

MalV_066 Extant

1922 Malmsbury WW1 Memorial gates MalV_067 Extant

1931 Malmsbury cemetery gate posts MalV_054 Extant

1931 Stringer’s Lodge, Malmsbury cemetery MalV_055 Extant

Ca 1939 Malmsbury botanic gardens lake surrounds & 

fountain

MalV_059 Extant

By 1946 FMSCQC quarry buildings, Edgecombe EdgV_021 Ruin
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as does the Hobart War Memorial (1925).213 There is evidence however that the deposits 

of bluestone suitable for producing prominent works had declined and the local quarrying 

industry became intermittent. While the source of the majority of the stone used in the 

Kyneton War Memorial is simply referred to as ‘local bluestone’ when unveiled in 1927, 

there is a single mention in 1923 that some of it came from Carlsruhe.214 In this case the 

slabs of stone were ‘the finest …quarried in the district, for a great number of years’215 

and construction was delayed until high quality stone in large blocks could be quarried. 

The construction of the new Roman Catholic Church in Malmsbury used recycled 

bluestone from Tucker’s 1878 grain store, as did the Botanic Gardens improvements.216 

The short-term trend of using other local stones offers further support for this, such as 

the Elphinstone granite in the Terang War Memorial (1920) and the Lauriston sandstone 

at the University of Melbourne (1922) and the Melbourne Shrine of Remembrance 

(1929).217 

 

Post 1914 Crown Land Quarries 

 

By 1914 very little quarrying occurred on Crown land in Malmsbury. John Timberlake 

requested permission in 1914 to quarry on Mount Alexander Road ‘near Olive’s’218 (near 

QS35 QS3 QS38 or QS40), the Borough Council seeking permission from the newly-

formed CRB since the road was intended to be declared a main road and would be 

under the Board’s control.219 Permission was granted if the stone was for main roads 

work, however there is no evidence of Timberlake quarrying.220 

 

 
213 “Mallala Soldiers’ Memorial,” Register (Adelaide), October 17, 1922, 3; “Hobart War Memorial,” 

Mercury (Hobart, TAS), August 25, 1923, 12; “War Memorial,” Mercury (Hobart, TAS), December 11, 1925, 
7. 

214 “History of the Memorial,” Kyneton Guardian, March 3, 1927, 3; “Solders’ Memorial,” Kyneton 
Guardian, May 31, 1923, 2. 

215 “Soldiers' Memorial,” Kyneton Guardian, May 31, 1923, 2 

216 “New Church at Malmsbury - Laying the Foundation Stone,” Advocate (Melbourne), September 2, 
1920, 12; “Malmsbury Items,” Kyneton Guardian, March 9, 1909, 2; “Malmsbury Fountain is Back in Action,” 
Kyneton Guardian, May 5, 1969, 1. 

217 “Victorian Stone Barred,” Kyneton Guardian, June 22, 1922, 2; “Shrine of Remembrance,” Kyneton 
Guardian, February 2, 1929, 2. 

218 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 6, 1914, 4. 

219 PROV, VPRS 14138/P1, Unit 2, Page 474, letter October 19, 1914; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, July 4, 1914, 4. See also: Appendix 1 

220 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, December 5, 1914, 4. 
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John Flew Wallis obtained a quarry lease for Crown land in 1915 adjoining Milvain Street 

(QS58 QS59).221 While originally applying for 3 acres, only a bit under 2 acres was 

approved (see Figure 23), bisected by Parish Boundary Road. The reduction could be 

explained by a portion of the northern half being occupied by 1902 by David Page, where 

he resided until his death in 1903, and then by his daughter until 1918.222 Between 1936 

and 1961 George Rayson occupied part of the site for grazing purposes and the quarry 

face area became the Malmsbury waste dump by 1969.223 

 

Thus, private quarrying on Malmsbury’s Crown land appears to have ceased in or about 

1915. This is not too surprising given the formation of the CRB in 1913 and the 

responsibilities it was given.224 As outlined in W. K. Anderson’s history of Victoria’s road 

network, Roads for the People, while the costs of construction and maintenance for main 

roads were initially paid by the CRB, half of the cost was extracted from the councils that 

benefited from the expenditure. The CRB also notified each council of the maintenance 

works it must undertake.225 Thus, with the extraction and cartage of road metal being a 

major cost item, both the CRB and councils would have kept a tight rein on resources. 

The Board also corresponded with councils to identify and locate such resources.226 The 

cessation of road quarrying reduced the Malmsbury Council’s options for sourcing such 

materials. Noting that, under the terms of Mailler and Woods’s 1884 permit, the Council 

owned the spalls, this demonstrates a means by which road metal was obtained. The 

CRB’s right to materials on main roads reduced this further, putting the Council at the 

mercy of private landowners and those contractors quarrying such land or engaged to 

supply and cart road metal. Production of spalls by this means were however driven by 

the demand for bluestone; hence a decline in building with bluestone could create a 

shortage of spalls. Stone and gravel reserves on Crown Land were another option if they 

were within the Borough Council’s control. Alienating Crown land within the borough 

further diminished the Council’s choices. Thus, it seems that in a sea of bluestone 

 
221 “Our Country Service,” Bendigonian, August 19, 1915, 11; “Applications for Licences Approved,” 

Victoria Government Gazette, December 15, 1915, 5002. 

222 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, September 18, 1902, 2; “Death of an Old 
Resident,” Kyneton Guardian, November 3, 1903, 2 “Funeral Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, November 3, 
1903, 3; “Auctions,” Kyneton Guardian, July 11, 1918, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 25, 1918, 3. 

223 PROV, VPRS 441/P0, Unit 505, File W82818 Hensberg and Rayson land selection, section F 
Malmsbury. 

224 W. K. Anderson, Roads for the People: A History of Victoria’s Roads (South Melbourne: Hyland 
House, 1994), 50. 

225 Ibid., 52. 

226 “Kyneton Council Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, June 9, 1925, 2; “Metcalfeshire Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 2, 1925, 3. 
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Malmsbury Borough Council never planned, or was able to plan, for a day when it might 

need a lifeboat in the form of a stone reserve within their control. In the case of the 

adjoining Glenlyon Shire Council, moves were made in 1911 to compulsory acquire 

privately-owned quarries to avoid excessive charges by stone-supplying contractors.227 

 

With barely any building stone quarrying activity of Crown land, the dying days of the 

Malmsbury quarrying industry were lived out on private land. 

 

Post 1914 Private Quarries 

 

The death in 1914 of the beneficiary of James Pennington’s will meant that the trustees 

of his estate began to forward proceeds from Pennington Farm (QS25 QS27 QS28 

QS35 QS39), including the quarries, to the Kyneton Hospital.228 While the farm was 

quarried prior to this, the regular newspaper reports of the hospital committee meetings 

greatly increased the discourse on local quarrying. Quarryman Thomas Wallis applied for 

a quarry lease in October 1914, there being a pre-existing lease due to expire in two 

years.229 The Committee called for tenders for the right to quarry and the purchase of the 

spalls.230 The amount and frequency of the quarry rent income earned by the Hospital 

demonstrates the level of quarrying activity. A summary of this is presented in Table 13. 

 

Further dialogue amongst the committee over managing quarrying activity on Pennington 

Farm was reported in the Kyneton Guardian. A 1916 report stated that a portion could 

never be cultivated due to the basalt and the quarries taking up approximately 20 

acres.231 In 1917, 5ac of the farm was excised from the farm lease, suggesting there was 

surface damage caused by quarrying.232 In June of the same year the Committee 

suspected one of the quarry tenants was paying insufficient fees.233 A subsequent report 

shows that brothers Thomas Wallis and Albert Wallis had a three-year quarrying lease 

dating from November 1914 and Messrs. Rayson and Jones a similar lease from 

 
227 “Municipal Quarry Sites,” Kyneton Guardian, October 3, 1911, 2. 

228 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, August 15, 1914, 2. 

229 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, October 17, 1914, 2. 

230 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, November 17, 1914, 4; “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, 
November 17, 1914, 3. 

231 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, June 13, 1916, 3. 

232 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, March 13, 1917, 3. 

233 “Hospital Matters,” Kyneton Guardian, June 9, 1917, 2. 
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January 1915.234 Thomas Wallis’s lease was renegotiated in 1917 for the right to quarry 

with four men on all days except Sunday and public holidays.235 Quarrymen George 

Clark and John Wallis’s presence at these quarries in 1917 was revealed by reports of 

snakes being killed.236 Clark was also one of the quarrymen killing snakes there in 

1920.237 

 

James Eastham sought permission to undertake trial quarrying on the western side of 

the farm in 1918.238 When quarrying went ahead the crew of three men, Eastham, 

Charles Rayson and David McCreery, requested a return of their deposit once their 

undeveloped trial holes were back-filled.239 Charles Rayson also sought trial quarrying ‘in 

1919 in one of the old faces on the north side of the swamp’.240 When one of Thomas 

Wallis’s four men was too ill to work in 1919, and there was also a decreased demand for 

stone, he sought a reduction in the quarry rent.241 Albert Hooppell of the Malmsbury 

Stone Crushing Company applied in 1920 to install a tramline in the quarries, crush 

stone there and work at the quarry previously occupied by Rayson.242 Edward White 

sought permission to quarry in July 1921 however no quarry rent was received the 

previous month.243 While Charles Rayson and party was reported to have ceased 

quarrying in August that year due to ‘the stone being unsuitable for pitchers’244 they did 

anticipate returning to the quarry in six weeks, while Hooppell’s stone-crushing operation 

was suspended at the same time awaiting orders from local councils. No record of when 

Rayson obtained a new lease has been discovered however ‘Rayson and Son’245 closed 

their quarry in 1926 due to decreased demand. 

 
234 “Pennington Farm Quarries,” Kyneton Guardian, July 14, 1917, 2, probably quarrymen Charles 

Rayson and his brother-in-law John Price Jones. 

235 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, December 18, 1917, 2. 

236 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, October 18, 1917, 2. 

237 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, September 25, 1920, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, October 
16, 1920, 2. 

238 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, February 12, 1918, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” 
Kyneton Guardian, March 12, 1918, 2. 

239 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, April 16, 1918, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 13, 1918, 2. 

240 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, May 13, 1919, 2. 

241 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, November 18, 1919, 4. 

242 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, August 17, 1920, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” 
Kyneton Guardian, October 20, 1920, 2. 

243 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, July 12, 1921, 2. 

244 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, September 10, 1921, 2. 

245 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, July 13, 1926, 3. 
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Table 13: Quarry Rent Payments to Kyneton Hospital 1915–1930 

Financial Year Quarry Rent Income (£-s-d) 

1914-15 246 £34-04-00* plus £6-0-0 quarry deposit 

1915-16 247 £43-18-06* 

1916-17 £34-13-00 

1917-18 £34-18-06 

1918-19  £46-01-00 

1919-20 £45-09-10 

1920-21  £46-15-03 

1921-22  £50-01-00 

1922-23  £34-07-00 

1923-24  £43-16-10 

1924-25 No figures available 

1925-26 No figures available 

1926-27 No figures available 

1927-28 248 £03-12-00* 

1928-29 249 £03-12-06 

1929-30 250 £01-04-06† 

Source unless otherwise shown: Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report for years 1917–
24 
* Derived from newspaper reports where the annual reports only gave a total sum 
for farm and quarry rents 

† Payment for spalls only 

 

Albert Hutt had worked the Pennington quarries for most of 1926 when he was found 

unconscious there in December and subsequently requested his quarry rent be remitted 

while he was unable to work.251 Hutt forwarded quarry fees in September 1928 (for three 

weeks) and January 1929 (four weeks) and the only other quarry rent received between 

January 1927 and December 1930 was from William White (six weeks) also in 

 
246 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, January 9, 1915, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” 

Kyneton Guardian, May 13, 1915, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, July 13, 1915, 4. 

247 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, September 11, 1915, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” 
Kyneton Guardian, October 12, 1915, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, November 13, 1915, 
2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, December 14, 1915, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton 
Guardian, January 15, 1916, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, February 15, 1916, 2; 
“Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, March 11, 1916, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton 
Guardian, April 18, 1916, 3; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, May 16, 1916, 2; “Kyneton 
District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, June 13, 1916, 3; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, July 
18, 1916, 4. 

248 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, September 13, 1927, 2. 

249 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, September 15, 1928, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” 
Kyneton Guardian, January 12, 1929, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, February 12, 1929, 
2. 

250 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, August 14, 1930, 2. 

251 “Serious Illness,” Kyneton Guardian, December 9, 1926, 2; “A Recent Accident,” Kyneton Guardian, 
January 13, 1917, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, April 12, 1927, 2. 
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September 1928.252 Rayson and Son, however, once more closed their quarry on the 

farm in April 1930 due to low demand, without any further reference to a lease or rent.253 

 

Apart from these final rent payments, the abundance of rabbits in 1927, and the dumping 

of bitumen tins in the quarries by the CRB in 1929, suggest inactivity from 1927.254 The 

hospital committee considered selling the farm in 1930, however the sale of the portion 

of the estate currently known as Bleak House did not occur until 1978.255 There were 

active quarries in the general vicinity in late 1928 when Kathleen McInerny submitted her 

paper on igneous rock building stones to the Royal Society of Victoria.256 With the 

blanket search for this study of the Kyneton Guardian ceasing at the end of 1930, the 

exact timing of the cessation of quarrying the farm is not known. 

 

Activity on the 20ac Salvation quarry (QS07) and the 80ac farm on Forest Road (QS04) 

owned by the FMSCQC is harder to document during this period. The farm was offered 

for lease for three years in 1914 with a description of ‘permanent water’ which suggests a 

water-filled quarry.257 A further lease was offered in 1917 before the company sold off its 

plant at Footscray in November 1920 following voluntarily liquidation.258 A strike had 

occurred at Footscray in 1914 over an unsustainable stone-cutters wage decision, 

exacerbated by low demand and profitability in the stone trade.259 Having changed the 

name to Footscray and Malmsbury Stone Company (FMSC) in 1913, company meetings 

were held in 1915 to wind up the company.260 It was however contracted to supply 

bluestone for the Warragul Railway station the same year, and took court action in 1922 

 
252 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, September 15, 1928, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” 

Kyneton Guardian, January 12, 1929, 2. 

253 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, April 19, 1930, 2. 

254 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, July 9, 1927, 2; “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton 
Guardian, January 12, 1929, 2. 

255 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, April 19, 1930, 2; RGO, General Law archives, Book 
810, Memorial 349, November 14, 1978; RGO, General Law archives, Book 810, Memorial 348, February 5, 
1982. 

256 Kathleen McInerny, “The Building Stones of Victoria, Part II. The Igneous Rocks,” Proceedings of the 
Royal Society of Victoria, 41, no. 2 (1929): 145–8. 

257 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, March 21, 1914, 3. 

258 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, March 10, 1917, 3; “Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), November 
9, 1920, 2. 

259 “Stone-Cutters' Wages,” Argus (Melbourne), April 13, 1914, 6; “Determination of the Stone Cutters 
Board,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 8, 1914, 1687–8; “Stonecutters' Trouble,” Argus (Melbourne), 
April 16, 1914, 8; “Stone Cutters' Wages,” Leader (Melbourne), April 25, 1914, 40; “Stone Cutters' Wages,” 
Leader (Melbourne), May 2, 1914, 42. 

260 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130 FMSCQC; “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, July 28, 1915, 2789. 
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to recover a debt for work done for the Glengarry, Welshpool and Ensay war 

memorials.261 In 1921 the Salvation quarry was sold to a son of one of the company 

shareholders, Roy Shillabeer, who still owned it when he died in 1952, and the 80ac farm 

was sold to farmer James Donovan.262 No quarrying after 1915 has been proven for 

either property other than the removal of spalls that year.263 A reference to rabbits and 

water in a quarry in ‘Donovan’s paddock’ in 1927 also suggests disuse.264 

 

Two versions of advertisements for leases of the Fernie Estate (QS03 QS11 QS12 QS22 

QS23 QS24 QS26) in 1917 suggest those quarries were still active.265 One in February 

offered all the allotments of the estate, however the March version only offered 205ac 

including part of portion 240 (QS23) suggesting that, of the total 208ac, three on portion 

240 was being occupied as a quarry. No further evidence of quarrying was found after 

this. 

 

With clear evidence of the ebb in the Malmsbury quarrying industry, it remains to briefly 

explain the changes in the cultural landscape this caused. With the CRB’s formation the 

brief flurry of activity in obtaining spalls from quarries for crushing or breaking for main 

roads works instigated Albert Hooppell’s involvement with the Malmsbury Stone 

Crushing Company.266 A crushing plant fed by nearby quarries was erected near the 

Edgecombe railway station line on the Redesdale line by 1914.267 Plans in 1915 to 

reduce the services on that line were not welcomed, and a lack of orders saw the closure 

of the plant.268 Between 1917 and 1919 Hooppell moved his plant to Bald Hill quarry 

north-east of Kyneton (QS60), a quarry only ever used for road metal, before returning to 

 
261 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 18, 1915, 2970–2; “Soldiers' Memorials,” 

Argus (Melbourne), February 10, 1922, 9. 

262 Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1933 Folio 386499, August 1, 1921; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 
66, Item 1130 FMSCQC; PROV, VPRS 7591/P2, Unit 1501, Item 430/740 Will of Frank Ernest Shillabeer; 
PROV, VPRS 28/P4, Unit 553, Item 464/860 Probate Roy Francis Shillabeer; RGO, General Law archives, 
Book 493, Memorial 436, January 18, 1921. 

263 PROV, VPRS 14138/P1, Unit 2, Page 512, letter May 7, 1915. 

264 “Malmsbury Court of Petty Sessions,” Kyneton Guardian, June 9, 1927, 3. 

265 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, February 27, 1917, 3; “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, March 8, 1917, 3. 

266 Anderson, Roads for the People, 51. 

267 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 10, 1914, 4. 

268 “Redesdale,” Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1915, 2; “An Important Deputation,” Kyneton Guardian, 
September 2, 1915, 2; “Kyneton Council Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, June 6, 1916, 3; “Kyneton Council 
Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, July 4, 1916, 2; “Malmsbury Riding Election,” Kyneton Guardian, August 22, 
1916, 2; “Kyneton Council Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, September 5, 1916, 2. 
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work at Pennington’s in 1920.269 By 1934 Hooppell was operating at the Camel’s Hump 

near Woodend, then Charlton in 1943.270 

The pattern and impact of some Malmsbury men seeking work away from home was 

observed by the Borough Council by April 1914.271 The Rutter family who had spent 

several years living and quarrying in Malmsbury moved to Piper’s Creek east of Kyneton 

and commenced quarrying near Carlsruhe by 1915.272 Six Malmsbury men sought work 

further afield at the Dookie quarries in northern Victoria between 1915 and 1918.273 

Others members of old quarrying families, like Clement Sampson, simply moved out of 

269 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, June 14, 1917: 2; “Horse Drowned,” Kyneton Guardian, May 29, 
1919, 2. 

270 “Fall of Stone in Quarry,” Argus (Melbourne), April 12, 1935, 11; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 1284, Item 
1935/448, Inquest James Hennessy; “Fatal Accident,” Kyneton Guardian, July 29, 1943, 2; PROV, VPRS 
24/P0, Unit 1476, Item 1943/1070, Inquest Henry Bramwell Connell. 

271 “Malmsbury's Sad Plight,” Kyneton Guardian, April 18, 1914, 4. 

272 “Accident at a Quarry,” Kyneton Guardian, October 16, 1915, 2. 

273 “Our Civic fathers,” Shepparton Advertiser, May 3, 1915, 3; “Shepparton Shire Council,” Shepparton 
News, May 24, 1915, 3; “Shepparton Shire Council,” Shepparton News, October 9, 1916, 2; “Our Civic 
Fathers,” Shepparton Advertiser, December 4, 1916, 3; Dookie and Katamatite Recorder, October 18, 1917, 
2; “Dookie,” Benalla Standard, December 11, 1917, 4; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, June 6, 1918, 3; 
“Wanted,” Kyneton Guardian, July 10, 1917, 2; “Wanted,” Kyneton Guardian, December 22, 1917, 3. 

Figure 29: “Rollinson’s Quarry” (QS02) taken 1970s 
Hal Rollinson is standing amongst the disturbance following the extraction of stone for the 
Melbourne City Square  
Source: Unable to identify creator. 

Image redacted - owner of copyright not identified
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town to allow their ‘children an opportunity to shape their future’.274 By 1922, a history 

essay written by a local school child described an industry that had ‘petered out’.275 

Malmsbury bluestone from the quarries at QS02, and possibly QS01, was briefly used in 

the 1970s to construct the original Melbourne City Square (Figure 29).276 A contemporary 

report also states it was used in the Victorian Arts Centre and the City Loop railway 

stations, and oral history reports modern use in the Victorian Police Barracks, however 

these have not been substantiated.277 

Summary 

While Lidgey’s map remains a vital reference point for documenting quarrying history, it 

is not necessarily accurate and does not reflect the pattern of quarrying over decades 

and amongst organised teams of men. This analysis documents an industry dominated 

by co-operative groups of men, containing quarrymen as well as stonemasons and 

carriers, who would occupy a site for a while under certain agreed conditions, and then 

relocate. A tradition of gentlemen’s’ agreements managed the occupation of land, unless 

problems occurred. The groups themselves varied over time depending on available 

men, the location and the extent of the resource or demand for stone. In short, there is 

no one Mailler’s quarry on a defined piece of land operating for a single continual defined 

period. Also revealed is the double-edged sword of the local quarrying industry – jobs 

and local economy versus continual repair of roads and bridges and unsafe quarries, in 

addition to decline in local use of their own product once external demand soared. 

Enough historical information exists to establish and create statements of significance for 

individual quarries, and for a whole cultural landscape. The compilation of the data 

during this study would greatly assist and expedite any future heritage studies on the 

subject. All this does not, however, provide a definition of Malmsbury bluestone. 

Understanding the exact nature of the stone in these quarries will add a further layer of 

understanding. 

274 “Banquet and Presentation,” Kyneton Guardian, April 17, 1923, 2. 

275 “State School's Jubilee Exhibition,” Kyneton Guardian, August 12, 1922, 2. 

276 “Malmsbury Bluestone Used in Melbourne City Square,” Kyneton Guardian, May 30, 1980, 1. The 
appearance of QS02 and QS01 suggests there is modern disturbance when compared to most of the other 
sites. 

277 Ken James and Noel Davis, A History of Green Hill (Victoria, 2014), 28-29. 
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Chapter 5. Bluestone in Geology 

A geological definition of Malmsbury bluestone and its origins is an essential next step in 

documenting its history. The evolution of the understanding of Victoria’s geology is, after 

all, a historical story. The landscape analysis revealed all quarries were on the portions 

labelled as Upper Volcanic in the legend of Lidgey’s 1894 map (Figure 2), so this was the 

focus of the search for supporting geological data. A key point regarding the Malmsbury-

district basalts needs to be made here, viz. not all basalt is bluestone (as defined in this 

study) but all Victorian bluestone is basalt. This is also demonstrated by the landscape 

analysis which shows that Malmsbury bluestone was extracted from limited, well-defined 

portions of the basalt flows.1 

The purpose of this study is an attempt to answer part of the first of the secondary thesis 

questions. Can Malmsbury bluestone be defined and distinguished from other sources of 

bluestone? To address this question, further sub-questions were asked, and answers 

sought, including: How is Malmsbury bluestone defined geologically? How does this 

definition compare to discarded overburden or local basalts not used for building? Does 

stone from each quarry site have significantly distinct characteristics, and what does this 

reveal about the geology of the source lava flows and the ancient history of the 

landscape? Can Malmsbury bluestone be distinguished from other sources of bluestone 

in the field and can bluestone of unknown provenance be identified via the outcomes of 

this research? 

A Brief History of the Understanding and Classifications of Basalts 

Malmsbury is in the Newer Volcanics Province (NVP) of Victoria, as opposed to the 

Older Volcanics Province. Geologists R. Brough Smyth and Alfred Selwyn recognised in 

the 1850s that Melbourne basalt was composed of ‘angite [sic], felspar, iron and lime’2 

and that the ancient lavas of Victoria could be divided into ‘Basalts, Lava, and other 

Recent Volcanic Rocks’ and ‘Older Igneous and Volcanic Rocks’.3 The distinction 

1 For an explanation of the difference between Victorian and South Australian bluestone see Walter, 
“Victorian Bluestone”. 

2 Robert Brough Smyth, “On the Comparative Value and Durability of the Building Materials in Use in 
Melbourne,” Transactions of the Philosophical Society of Victoria 1, article 3 (1855): 25. Feldspar [q.v.] is the 
current accepted spelling; Angite should be Augite [q.v.]. 

3 Victoria, “Geological Surveyor’s Report,” Parliamentary Papers, no. A-21. Melbourne: Government 
Printer, 1854: 3.; see also: Michael Hoare, “Smyth, Robert Brough (1830–1889),” Australian Dictionary of 
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between the ‘older, close-grained basalt … and the recent rock, which is commonly very 

vesicular’4 (q.v.) was incorporated from the 1850s into the geological Quarter Sheets 

created by Selwyn and the Geological Survey of Victoria.5 He also noted that the basalts 

of the older volcanics were excellent as road or railway ballast but not for building-stone. 

The ‘well-known “bluestone,” so extensively used for building purposes in Melbourne and 

throughout the volcanic area’6 was restricted to the recent volcanic lavas. While 

geological terminology for epochs and rocks has varied over time, the underlying 

observation that there are distinct layers of basalt helps to order and age the various 

eruptions which created them. The Upper basalts of Malmsbury from works of Selwyn 

and fellow geologist C. D. Aplin equate to the NVP of Johnson.7 

 

Within the NVP, there are several forms of basalt. Edwards’s 1938 seminal petrological 

and mineralogical study of NVP rocks of central Victoria, including Malmsbury, aimed to 

identify and classify these rocks.8 Identifying four groups of widespread olivine-rich 

labradorite-basalts which had labradorite as the ‘dominant modal felspar’,9 Edwards 

named one of these from an undisclosed Malmsbury quarry as Malmsbury type. The 

Trentham and Gisborne types of basalt were older than the Footscray and Malmsbury 

types, but all were hard to distinguish from each other from hand specimens. The 

Footscray and Malmsbury types had abundant iddingsite, a mineral which results from 

the alteration of olivine. Edwards noted that the olivine was not limited to phenocrysts 

(q.v.), which indicated the ‘final fluids of the [cooling] lavas’ were iron-rich.10 

 

 
Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University, published first in hardcopy 1976, 
accessed September 6, 2018 http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography /smyth-robert-brough-4621/text7609 and D. F. 
Branagan and K. A. Townley, “Selwyn, Alfred Richard (1824–1902),” Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
National Centre of Biography, Australian National University, published first in hardcopy 1976, accessed 
online September 6, 2018 http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/selwyn-alfred-richard-4556/text7473. 

4 Robert Brough Smyth, “On the Extinct Volcanos of Victoria, Australia,” Quarterly Journal of the 
Geological Society of London 15, no.1 (1858): 232. 

5 Alfred Selwyn and Christopher Aplin, Quarter Sheet No. 1 N.W. Melbourne and Keilor geological map. 
Geological Survey of Victoria, c1858; Victoria, “Geological Surveyor’s Report,” Parliamentary Papers, no. A-
46 (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1857–8) quoted in E J Dunn, “Biographical Sketch of the Founders of 
the Geological Survey of Victoria,” Bulletins of the Geological Survey of Victoria, No. 23 (Melbourne: 
Departments of Mines,1910). 

6 Alfred R. C. Selwyn, Notes on the Physical Geography, Geology and Mineralogy of Victoria (Melbourne: 
Blundell & Ford, 1866), 29–30 

7 R. W. Johnson, ed., “East Australian Volcanic Geology,” in Intraplate Volcanism in Eastern Australia 
and New Zealand (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 132; While this terminology varies in 
historical works, NVP will be used throughout this document, unless a direct quote is used. 

8 A. B. Edwards, “The Tertiary Volcanic Rocks of Central Victoria,” Quarterly Journal of the Geological 
Society of London 94, no. 2 (1938): 243–320. 

9 Ibid., 256. 

10 Ibid., 281. 
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Malmsbury and Footscray-type basalts are not restricted to the regions they are named 

after. Both are widespread within Victoria as demonstrated by studies near Gisborne, 

Geelong and Daylesford.11 This nomenclature of Malmsbury basalt post-dates the major 

quarrying activity and bluestone use from Malmsbury so cannot have instigated the 

associated notions of fame. The name Malmsbury bluestone has been in use since at 

least 1860 so was not Edwards’s creation.12 

 

Many tests done on NVP basalts post-1938, using new technology, aimed to date and 

classify volcanic structures and few of these studies involved sampling at, or near, 

Malmsbury. Goad’s guide to Melbourne’s architecture demonstrates that the use of 

Victorian bluestone in buildings had dwindled by the early twentieth century so it was not 

the building stone industry driving these twentieth century studies on Victorian basalts.13 

Some studies do indicate that the various bluestone types are distinguishable with more 

detailed chemical and physical testing; a critical factor in attempting to demonstrate 

Malmsbury bluestone’s uniqueness among building stones.14 

 

Coulson demonstrated the presence of Malmsbury and Footscray types in the Geelong 

district and when compared to a 1963 geological map, ten quarries can be identified 

within both types of basalt flows.15 Footscray type was identified at Lethbridge and the 

Malmsbury type at Winchelsea, Avalon and Lara, all places associated with bluestone 

quarrying. Edwards and Crawford, Green and Irving and Aziz-ur-Rahman examined 

newer basalts from quarries at Gisborne and around the bluestone centres of Melbourne, 

 
11 Alan Coulson, “The Basalts of the Geelong District,” Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria 50, 

no. 2 (1938): 251–57; Alan Coulson, “The Volcanic Rocks of the Daylesford District,” Proceedings of the 
Royal Society of Victoria 65, no. 2 (1954): 115; Alan Coulson, “Age-Relationships of Newer Basalts in the 
Geelong District, Victoria,” Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, 89, no. 2 (1977): 159–165; A. B. 
Edwards and W. Crawford, “The Cainozoic Volcanic Rocks of the Gisborne District, Victoria,” Proceedings of 
the Royal Society of Victoria 52, no. 2 (1940): 281–311. 

12 Joseph Brady, Diary 1860–1874, Microfilm copy, State Library of Victoria MS5992, Page dated 
October 1860: 35 - the use here is ‘Malmsbury Bluestone Quarries’. 

13 Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture (Sydney: Watermark Press, 1999). 

14 Coulson, “Volcanic Rocks of Daylesford District”, 115; Coulson, “Age-Relationships of Newer Basalts”, 
159. 

15 Coulson, “Age-Relationships of Newer Basalts.”; Geological Survey of Victoria, 1963, Geelong: 1 mile 
to 1 inch, geological map, Department of Mines, Victoria Accessed March 14, 2019, 
http://earthresources.efirst.com.au/. 
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Ballarat and Geelong.16 Other lava-derived rocks as classified by Edwards, such as 

trachyte and oligoclase basalt, were also quarried.17 

 

Edwards’s nomenclature was superseded by Irving and Green in 1976 in part because 

Edwards’s use of iddingsite as a key distinguishing factor had ‘served to obscure primary 

chemical features’.18 Hence Malmsbury-type basalt was redefined as olivine tholeiite, 

and the ‘majority of the oligoclase-, andesine-, and labradorite-bearing basalts studied by 

Edwards … from the Malmsbury … district are samples of flows between the volcanic 

hills and are dominantly tholeiites or transitional olivine basalts’ (q.v.).19 The majority of 

the Malmsbury quarries were on flows between these hills but no sites studied since 

Edwards are within close proximity. Price et al. in 1988 reported that the basalts which 

are a key feature of Victoria’s western plains ‘are dominantly tholeiitic or chemically 

transitional. In contrast the less voluminous volcanics that form the prominent 

constructional volcanic features … are dominantly alkalic’.20 Wallace analysed the 

petrology (q.v.) and geochemistry of 84 basalts from central Victoria, concentrating on 

volcanoes and major eruption centres.21 Sampling occurred close to Malmsbury but not 

within Lidgey’s 1894 quarry sites. Wallace replaced Edwards’s Malmsbury-type 

labradorite basalt with Transitional basalt with tholeiitic affinities and Transitional basalt 

with alkaline affinities. 

 

Basalts within locations can vary because of the succession and depth of flows. Bores 

drilled around Malmsbury between 1880 and 1915 to locate the Coliban-Campaspe deep 

gold leads demonstrated that portions of the basalt plains were up to 318ft thick, and 

 
16 Edwards and Crawford, “Cainozoic Volcanic Rocks”, 281–311; E. Irving and R. Green, “The 

Palaeomagnetism of the Kainozoic Basalts of Victoria,” Geophysical Journal of the Royal Astronomical 
Society 7, no. 6 (1957): 349; R. Green and E. Irving, “The Palaeomagnetism of the Cainozoic Basalts from 
Australia,” Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria 70, no. 1 (1958): 1–17; Aziz-ur-Rahman, 
“Palaeomagnetic Secular Variation for Recent Normal and Reversed Epochs, from the Newer Volcanics of 
Victoria, Australia,” Geophysical Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society 24, no. 3 (1971): 255–69. 

17  Edwards, “Tertiary Volcanic Rocks”, 264, 270, 275, 279. 

18 A. J. Irving and D. H. Green, “Geochemistry and Petrogenesis of the Newer Basalts of Victoria and 
South Australia,” Journal of the Geological Society of Australia 23, no. 1 (1976): 47. 

19 Irving and Green, “Geochemistry and Petrogenesis”, 53; Transitional basalts are defined by a 
“normalised” hypersthene content of between 5% and 10% see: David Wallace, “Petrology and 
Geochemistry of the Newer Volcanics of the Western Highlands of Victoria, Australia” (Master of Science 
thesis, La Trobe University, Bundoora, 1990), 22. 

20 R. C. Price et al., “Cainozoic Volcanic Rocks,” in Geology of Victoria, ed. J. G. Douglas and J. A. 
Ferguson (Melbourne: Geological Society of Australia (Victorian Division), 1988), 445. 

21  Wallace, “Petrology and Geochemistry of the Newer Volcanics”, 3. 
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others had layers of clay bisecting them, indicating two distinct lava flows.22 Terms used 

in the original 1889 drilling reports to define the Malmsbury basaltic rocks are 

descriptively diverse in comparison to other reports and thus reveal the complexity of 

volcanic flows at Malmsbury.23 Willman acknowledged the presence of deep basalt flows 

near Malmsbury created by the filling of the ancient Coliban-Campaspe palaeo-drainage 

system.24 Holdgate et al. suggest one cause was earlier faulting of the underlying rock 

strata creating dams of uplifted fault sections, behind which lava accumulated before 

cascading to lower fault sections.25 This can cause thicker layers of lava, the different 

rates of cooling of which allows for the formation of varying types of basalt when 

compared to non-faulted areas. 

 

In summary, then, it is highly likely that Malmsbury bluestone is, based on Wallace’s 

terminology, either Transitional basalt with tholeiitic affinities or Transitional basalt with 

alkaline affinities. Irving and Green described the basalts found at nearby Green Hill, as 

‘petrographically similar to the olivine tholeiites, but are richer in olivine phenocrysts’.26 

The compositions of various basalt samples taken in the vicinity of Malmsbury between 

1938 and 1990 are presented in Tables 14 and 15. The methodology has changed 

between these studies, which limits the ability to make comparisons between data, 

especially with that of Edwards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
22 Stanley Hunter, “The Deep Leads of Victoria,” Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Victoria, No. 7 

(Victoria: Department of Mines, 1909). 

23 Victoria, “Diamond Drills and Other Boring Machinery Employed by the Department of Mines and 
Water Supply,” Fourth Report of the Secretary for Mines (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1889); Victoria, 
Annual Report for the Secretary for Mines (Melbourne: Government Printer, for years 1890, 1891, 1892, 
1893, 1894 and 1916). 

24 C. E. Willman et al., Castlemaine: 1:100 000 Map Area Geological Report, Geological Survey of 
Victoria report 121 (Victoria: Department of Natural Resources and Environment, 2002), 62. 

25 G. R. Holdgate et al., “Cenozoic fault control on ‘deep lead’ palaeoriver systems, Central Highlands, 
Victoria,” Australian Journal of Earth Sciences 53 (2006): 445–68. 

26 Irving and Green, “Geochemistry and Petrogenesis”, 54. 
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A Brief History of Building Stone Testing 

 

The focus of published works from the latter part of the twentieth century on testing of 

basalts has been the categorizing and dating of geological features rather than their 

properties as building stones. These works tend to focus on chemical composition. Some 

unrelated works aimed to describe and quantify the physical properties of building stones 

including bluestones. In these cases, the aim was to find the properties of rocks that 

correlated to durable building stones which could be quarried, transported and dressed 

at minimal expense of freight and labour. These works tend to focus on physical 

properties. In this study, defining Malmsbury bluestone requires both approaches. 

 

A basic characteristic is the bulk density, and often specific gravity (SG) of stones. The 

first simply measures the weight of the stone for a given volume, the SG being a 

comparison of this measurement against that of water. Substances with a SG more than 

1 sink in water, those less than 1 float. Measurements of bulk density assist in assessing 

the weight of building components and thus the load the foundations will bear. 

 

All stones are prone to absorbing moisture, the sedimentary rocks more so than basalts 

and granites. When this water expands upon freezing, the resulting force of the ice 

crystals hastens the erosion of rocks, especially sedimentary ones. Stones in towns and 

cities often demonstrate more rapid decay than in country areas, as do those exposed to 

prevailing winds and rain, the observation being made that stones covered in lichens 

were more protected from these natural forces than bare stones.27 By 1828, experiments 

done in France (Brard’s test) demonstrated that the action of freezing and thawing the 

water absorbed by stones could be simulated by immersing stone samples in a saturated 

salty solution containing sodium sulphate, the formation of salt crystals in the pore 

 
27 Anon, “On the Durability of Stone Buildings,” in The Useful Arts Employed in the Construction of 

Dwelling-Houses (London: John. W. Parker, 1851), 27–39, citing verbatim articles published in The Saturday 
Magazine No. 741, January 20, 1844: 22–4 and No. 747, February 24, 1844: 67–8; dating Brard’s work 
(below) to at least 1844. The observation is that pollution in cities tend to restrict lichen growth. Current 
knowledge would include the action of acid rains. 
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spaces upon drying creating expansive pressures.28 Later work documented the role of 

the naturally inherent soluble salts in building stones in this destructive process.29 

 

Harder stones demonstrated higher compressive strength, and thus were more versatile 

in use, however the labour required to cut and shape them made them more expensive. 

Compressive strength in conjunction with the bulk density could determine the suitability 

of any given stone to withstand the loads expected of it once incorporated into a building 

or structure. Machinery designed to apply pressure to stone samples of defined 

dimensions was in use in Melbourne by 1864 with further development of equipment 

permitting harder stones like basalt, granite and marble to be tested.30 

 

One analytical method used for both geological assessments and building stone testing 

is the thin section. An extremely thin (down to 0.03mm), ground down sample of rock is 

examined under a microscope under plane-polarised light or under crossed polars, 

revealing the minute crystals and minerals of which the sample is composed. This 

petrographic analysis was invented by Henry Clifton Sorby in 1849 and while being 

reported in the Australian media by 1861, the timing of its introduction into rock testing in 

Australia appears to have been after 1870.31 In comparison, according to building 

materials scientist David West, the chemical analyses of building stones ‘rarely provide 

any useful data, except occasionally for marble or limestone (purity), or if there are 

particular problems with the presence of deleterious minerals’.32 

 

Thomas later specified water absorption, strength, durability and petrographic 

examination as the best means to appraise building stones, noting that relevant 

 
28 “On the Durability of Stone Buildings II,” The Saturday Magazine No. 747 February 24, 1844. London, 

John W Parker: 67–68 citing the earlier work of M. Brard for the Royal Academy of Science at Paris. A more 
precise and scientific history of this test is given in David West, “Brards Test into the 21st Century: Sodium 
Sulfate Soundness Testing of Dimension Stone,” in Sandstone City: Sydney’s Dimension Stone and other 
sandstone geomaterials, ed. G. H. McNally and B. J. Franklin (Monograph Engineering & Hydrogeology 
Specialists Group, Geological Society of Australia, 2000), 138–45. 

29 West, “Brards Test”, 138–9. 

30 J. G. Knight, A Treatise on Australian Building Stones read at a Meeting of the Victorian Institute of 
Architects (London: Yates and Alexander, 1864); McInerny, “Building Stones of Victoria”, 121–59. 

31 Robert L. Folk, “Henry Clifton Sorby (1826–1908) the founder of petrography,” Journal of Geological 
Education, 13, no. 2 (1965): 43–7; “Science and Arts,” Sydney Morning Herald, June 7, 1858, 2; Germaine 
A. Joplin, A Petrography of Australian Igneous Rocks (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1964), 3. 

32 David West, “Evaluation of Dimension Stone Test Methods, Standards & Specifications,” seminar 
paper for Queensland Building Stones: A New Dimension in NSW, 1990 downloaded from 
http://www.icssydney.com.au/index.php?id=80, January 4, 2016. 
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Australian Standards were limited and American (USA) Standards were often used.33 

Geoff Quick of the CSIRO outlined existing Australian and American dimension stone 

standards, suggesting a wide range of modern tests as part of a petrographic 

examination to quantify building stone quality, assess the durability of newly-worked 

stone, and provide a ‘forensic analysis of existing stone structures’.34 This implies that 

with appropriate samples and controls, unknown or doubtful stone types can be identified 

from pre-existing buildings. 

 

More recent publications on the features of stones used to determine their 

appropriateness include properties such as modulus of rupture, flexural strength, 

abrasion resistance and acid resistance but these are typically more applicable to 

cladding, paving and counter tops than actual building stones.35 

 

Early Stone Testing in Victoria 

 

One early Victorian attempt to scientifically describe building stones was made by Robert 

Brough Smyth who, in 1855, tested various stones by combining visual descriptions, 

primitive chemical analyses and physical tests.36 These included a measure of their 

composition, their density, water absorption, and Brard’s test. While valuing bluestone’s 

qualities, Smyth’s overall opinion of the stones tested was based on cost and suitability 

for existing styles of architecture. A £1000 reward was offered in 1857 for the discovery 

of an economically-superior building stone, excluding basalt, within close proximity to 

Melbourne.37 The prize-winning stones each presented deficiencies so the scheme failed 

to identify a stone superior to bluestone.38 Testing methods confirmed in 1860 that the 

content of sulphate of soda and other salts in sandstone assisted in predicting the 

durability of stone.39 Knight’s tests, published in 1864, of local stones and those imported 

 
33 N. M. Thomas, “Building stones used in the Melbourne Area,” in Engineering Geology of Melbourne, 

ed. W. A. Peck, J. L. Neilson, R. J. Olds and K. D. Seddon (Rotterdam: Balkema, 1993), 318. 

34 Geoff Quick, “The value of petrography in assessing dimension stone,” Discovering Stone 3 (2003): 7; 
Geoff Quick, “Selective guide to the specification of dimension stone,” Discovering Stone 1 (2002): 8–20 

35 Quick, “Selective guide to dimension stone”, 8–20. 

36 Smyth, “Value and Durability of Building Materials”, 24–33. While Smyth states his analysis of the 

composition ‘must be considered only as approximate; my appliances not being of a kind to ensure rigid 
accuracy’ there is no mention of him using Sorby’s thin section method. 

37 “Building Stone,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 6, 1857, 1877. 

38 “Editorial,” Argus (Melbourne), December 9, 1858, 4. 

39 Committee of the Royal Society of Victoria, “The Resources of Victoria III: Building Materials: Building 

Stones,” Transactions of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria 4 (1860): 17. 
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from other colonies and countries, advanced the science and knowledge of building 

stone.40 

 

Nangle subjected several stones to absorption and compression testing in 1901. The 

samples included a ‘rather much honeycombed’41 (q.v.) piece of Malmsbury bluestone, 

Nangle noting that the compression result was substandard for an igneous rock. Works 

which concentrated on non-basaltic stones include the 1915 publication by Baker which 

featured Australia-wide building and ornamental stones, and described Victorian 

bluestone as ‘now being discarded for everything but base courses and foundations’.42 

Richards’s 1909 report on Victorian sandstones listed a modern suite of tests, including 

specific gravity, absorptive powers, microscopic examination, chemical analysis and 

resistance to crushing, corrosion and mineral acids.43 

 

McInerny’s 1929 work featured igneous rocks ‘being quarried at the present time for … 

building’.44 Malmsbury bluestone was included, the quarries described as: 

 

About two miles east of Malmsbury, and half a mile west of the railway siding of 

Edgecumbe [sic], on the Redesdale branch line. Several small quarries are in operation on 

a low rise about twenty feet in height … the quarries are working into the old river bank, 

which by this means has been cut back about 30 feet. Pillars of stone which are useless on 

account of the amount of honeycomb basalt in them are left standing.45 

 

In addition to Richards’s testing regime, McInerny included appearance, working quality, 

and density. A single basalt sample, from Footscray, underwent chemical analysis while 

two grades of Malmsbury basalt were identified based on the pore (vesicle) size and 

distribution within the basalt. Lidgey described Malmsbury stone in 1894 as ‘a fine-

grained Anamesite [q.v.], easily worked and taking a fine polish. These quarries are 

mostly idle, a few supplying stone for monumental purposes’.46 Lidgey reported that the 

 
40 Knight, Treatise on Australian Building Stones. The tests were conducted in 1859. 

41 J. Nangle, “Notes on Some Well-Known Australian Building Stones,” In Report of the 8th Meeting of the 
Australian Association for the Advancement of Science, Melbourne, 1901: 350–1. 

42 R. T. Baker, Building and Ornamental Stones of Australia, Minister of State for External Affairs, 
Government of the Commonwealth of Australia (Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer, 
1915), 61. 

43 Henry Richards, “The Building Stones of Victoria: Part I – The Sandstones,” Proceedings of the Royal 

Society of Victoria, 22, no. 2 (1909): 172–97. 

44 McInerny, “Building Stones of Victoria”, 121. 

45 Ibid., 145. 

46 Lidgey, “Report on the Malmsbury and Lauriston Gold-Field”, 27. 
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Newer Volcanics west of the Redesdale railway line was ‘fine and compact, and has 

been extensively quarried for building purposes. In other places it varies … to porous 

and vesicular’.47 While McInerny rejected the statement on polishing, these reports 

highlight the variations in the stone available from each quarry, the uses of the stone and 

discrepancies from sampling. 

 

 
47 Lidgey, “Report on the Malmsbury and Lauriston Gold-Field”, 22. 
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Historical technical data describing a variety of Victorian bluestones is presented in Table 

16. Because of the development in specific testing methods over time, caution is 

required when making comparisons. While modern science permits extensive testing of 

building stones, this post-dates the decline in bluestone usage and thus early twentieth-

century reports provide minimal data on Malmsbury bluestone. It also demonstrates that 

methodologies for choosing basalt for building were chiefly made in isolation to the 

developing science of geology. 

 

Sampling and Testing 

 

By January 2015 enough knowledge was gained from the landscape analysis to plan a 

testing regime for the geological study. Sites with clear physical evidence of substantial 

quarrying, backed up with archival material, were tabulated and permission was sought 

from current owners for collection of samples and field notes. Sites whose owners could 

not be contacted by February 2015 were not considered for the testing schedule despite 

the potential site significance. Those owners approached were very helpful and willing to 

participate. 

 

A recognised limitation in this process is that samples from disused quarries cannot be 

assumed to be of building stone quality. To permit correlation between bluestone used in 

construction and stone left in the old quarries, additional sites were sought where 

bluestone was used for building or structural work. These sites, identified and accessed 

through local knowledge, had to permit mildly destructive sampling, and have a known 

stone provenance. The actual field work was undertaken in February and March 2015 

over several of days. 

 

Table 17 outlines the sites chosen and their locations and Table 18 records the 

supplementary samples of bluestone used in structures or obtained for comparison to 

Malmsbury bluestone. Full details are presented in Appendix 5. For privacy reasons, 

each site has been referred to by the Site Number used in Chapter 2 (e.g. QS01) and all 

data relates back to that code and the land identification details (portion/ section/ 

allotment number from the parish maps), rather than the owners. Samples taken from 

structures or from other sources of bluestone were given a distinct code (e.g. BS01) to 

ensure there was no confusion between sample types, and structure Site Codes added 

for clarity. 
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The question often asked by people interested in Malmsbury’s bluestone heritage is - 

where are all the holes?48 Many of the sites have little or no open quarry faces, and most 

are partly or fully filled with over burden and waste rock. This gives the impression that 

only a small amount of stone has been harvested. A suitable analogy is that of toy 

building blocks. When used within a solid constructed model the blocks have a minimal 

volume, but when the individual pieces are broken up and loose, the volume is far 

greater. In this analogy, the undisturbed stone within a quarry is like a dense structure 

made of small and large pieces; composed of matter which becomes overburden, rock 

removed for sale, pieces cut off to reveal the usable stone and the mullock from rough 

dressing. Even with the usable stone subsequently removed, putting the remaining 

irregularly-shaped pieces randomly back into the resulting hole will create large pockets 

of airspace. For this reason, there is no simple way to judge output from specific quarries 

without production statistics. 

 

If the depth of the quarries is assumed to be constant (i.e. the pre-lava terrain was a 

relatively flat surface and the quarry planes all arise from the same flow) then the square 

area of each site is one measurable tool to judge production. This also assumes the sites 

are one large open quarry. Instead the historic sites show a rabbit-warren-like pattern of 

quarried areas created by the harvesting of veins of usable stone which left access 

tracks and pillars of untouched non-usable rock. It could easily be argued, though, that 

the sites of the largest surface area were quarried for longer and extracted the best 

quality of stone. Some allowance must also be made for the crushing and removal of 

spalls from the site for use as road metal. The relatively higher demand for road metal in 

urban areas may explain the retention of some broad and deep quarries such as 

Newport Lakes and Berwick Lake if there was minimal waste from quarrying with which 

to backfill. With the lower rural demand for road metal, and evidence suggesting that 

Malmsbury bluestone was not suitable for this purpose, waste material was returned to 

quarries as stone veins were exhausted.49 

 

To attempt to answer the key research questions, the tests shown in Table 19 were 

proposed. 

 

 
48 Based on the personal experience of the author while volunteering as Research Coordinator for 

Malmsbury Historical Society from 2006. 

49 “The Council Mending Its Ways,” Bendigo Advertiser, May 28, 1866, 2; “The Qualities of Road Metal,” 
Bendigo Advertiser, May 30, 1866, 2. 
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Sampling from historic quarries poses problems when there is nobody to provide site 

histories and interpretation, so the assumption had to be that most of the good stone has 

been removed. This leaves the following sampling possibilities: 

(a) From old quarry faces where large blocks of stone have been removed. 

(b) From large pieces of discarded rock with signs of cutting work (feather and 

wedge splitting) and squared edges which imply rough dressing of acceptable 

stone prior to removal. 

(c) From discarded mullock of largish but rough off-cuts of stone, showing that 

good stone has been rough dressed before removal. 

(d) From discarded, previously-used building stone from structures of known or 

identifiable provenance such as ruins. 

(e) From non-processed or cut waste rock (boulders) as a control. 

 

Each of these methods has limitations. Core sampling should be done working down the 

vertical plane of the lava flow whereas exposed quarry faces tend to be vertical and 

drilling would thus be perpendicular to the flow. There is no clear proof that waste rock 

used to back-fill old quarries originated from the site, other than the observation that the 

cost of transporting such rock long distances was prohibitive. Hence the working 

assumption is that discarded rock originated from somewhere within the quarry site, 

however this same waste rock is jumbled with no guarantee that the orientation of any 

resulting core samples is vertical. Using rocks that have traces of layers of vesicles is a 

good measure of the rock being in the correct plane, however the vesicles have probably 

predisposed the rock to being discarded for quality purposes. Therefore, there are 

questions as to whether the chemical composition is the same considering the physical 

characteristics being altered by the gas bubbles that created the vesicles. 
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Another consideration is whether all “Malmsbury” bluestone was sourced from lava flows 

that are geologically classified as 

congruous, and samples taken 

from individual quarries may in fact 

represent multiple samples from 

the Malmsbury basalt flows. 

Finally, the assumption must be 

made that stone used in and 

around Malmsbury was of the 

same quality as the non-local 

private and government contracts, 

but perhaps with more visible 

imperfections such as patches of 

vesicles. Despite these limitations, 

data on the nature and 

characteristics of Malmsbury 

bluestone is rare and therefore any 

data collected under methods 

approved by the dimension stone 

industry is a means of rectifying 

this situation and may guide future 

forensic work on historic quarries. 

 

Each site underwent an initial reconnaissance to confirm the presence of any quarry 

faces, mullock, waste stone or building stone that correlated with the historical records. 

An initial visual assessment of site safety was also made, identifying potential hazards 

such as unstable rock piles and thorny plants. Photographs were taken and associated 

field notes made of surviving industrial heritage (e.g. structures akin to site huts/shelters, 

access tracks, fencing, physical signs of rock splitting (Figure 30) and GPS and elevation 

measurements made.50 Using the site and samples numbers in Table 17 and Table 18 

above (QS01, QS02, … BS01, BS02, …) a schedule of tests sites was drawn up. 

 

An initial field testing of the core sampling equipment, while taking appropriate GPS 

measurements was made in February 2015 by this author and geologist Stafford 

McKnight on BS01, QS01, QS02, and QS07. One feature noted was the colour of the 

 
50 Using a GAMIN GPSmap 60CSx. 

 

Figure 30: Example of ledges created by the 
harvesting of layers of basalt 
Stone splitting holes can be seen in both platforms 
(circled). 
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mineral/water sludge which exuded from the stone as the core drill worked its way down 

through the rock. Some were a dark slate-grey, others very brown in colour so it was 

decided to record this information as well. Most of the stone was relatively easy to drill 

through but extreme weather terminated this process. Between this date, and sampling 

in March 2015, more general observations of the quarries were made, including holes 

retaining water and the colour of the weathered and periodically-inundated stone. At 

each core sampling site spatial data was collected (to help determine whether all sites 

are potentially within the same lava flow) and magnetic susceptibility readings, 

photographs and general observations were made and recorded. All the information was 

recorded in a spreadsheet. When the collection of core samples was completed, further 

field notes were taken on the nature of stone splitting marks in waste stone. 

 

Using a core sampler that produced cores approximately 55mm in diameter, drilling was 

continued to a depth of between 180–250mm. This permitted one sample to be used for 

the thin section, the chemical composition and the compression tests. If the core broke 

during drilling or upon removal a second core was taken close to the original one and the 

broken piece was kept as a back-up sample. Where drilling knowingly took place 

perpendicular to the earth’s surface or a vein of vesicles, this was noted. Each sample 

was marked with a distinct number which reflected the sample site or number (QS or BS) 

and the sequence of sample taken from that site (e.g. QS04/1, QS04/2) and placed in a 

bag labelled accordingly. Photographs were taken of the sampling process, to illustrate 

the colour of the sludge exudates and the nature of the sample site, and each 

corresponding core sample. All field notes and data were then added to the spreadsheet 

and a printout of the data for each sample placed in each bag. All digital photographs 

were labelled according to quarry and sample number then dated in YYYYMMDD format 

(e.g. QS04_2 20150304). 

 

After samples were taken, the magnetic susceptibility readings were taken using the MS 

meter, following the instructions for clearing/zeroing, and taking individual readings (as 

opposed to scan mode). Wherever possible flat surfaces were tested to limit the error 

associated with uneven surfaces. In this case not only were specific historic quarries 

visited for the purpose of taking magnetic susceptibility readings but a variety of 

bluestone structures in Malmsbury were also assessed. This was to permit any 

correlation between the quarries and the structures erected from stone. 

 

Consideration was given to the following unknown factors; how long it took to build the 

structures, whether stone was stockpiled, which quarry or quarries the stone came from, 
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and the process of harvesting the stone - i.e. was an entire layer removed to a defined 

depth for the entire quarry before moving down to another useful layer, or was the stone 

harvested one column at a time. The assumption was made that the entire lower portions 

of structures were erected before commencing the upper sections and that stone 

extraction would occur during the construction period, rather than extracting all the stone 

needed for a single structure before building commenced.51 Thus, observations on the 

MS readings were made, noting whether the stone was in the plinth or foundations, 

above or below a string course (q.v.) and whether it was from walls or sills, lintels, steps 

or pavements. Where distinct layers could be seen in the lava flows, terraces created 

from accessing these layers were observed and stone splitting marks were still evident, it 

was assumed they were different stages of harvesting and readings taken accordingly. 

 

MS readings were taken on a variety of stone blocks, however where there was limited 

choice of that type of stone use (e.g. windowsill) several readings were taken from one 

stone. A minimum of five readings was aimed for. Observing that in the quarry readings 

there was a distinct variation throughout the depth of a quarry, partially defined by the 

presence or absence of concentrated bands of vesicles, any buildings that had stones 

with the same concentration of vesicles were subjected to additional readings, noting the 

presence of these variations, even within the same block of stone. 

 

In addition to the Malmsbury bluestone testing, bulk (none-core) samples of other 

bluestones or basalts were sought from locations associated with supplying building 

stone (Lethbridge, Port Fairy, Lara) or from quarries where the stone was instead used 

for hard rock road gravel or rail ballast. This was to provide evidence, especially through 

thin section preparations, of basalts being specifically sought for a variety of purposes 

and to determine if the Malmsbury stone had any distinct characteristics that would aid in 

defining it. These samples have been recorded in Table 18 above. Technical datasheets 

for the Port Fairy (Bamstone), and a paver from Lara (Victorian Bluestone) were 

acquired, from the internet.52 At the Bald Hill (Kyneton Rifle Range) quarry east of 

Kyneton (QS60), there were clear signs of rock harvesting but not rock splitting, 

suggesting rock had been removed by blasting. The used pitcher from an unknown 

 
51 This does not allow for any storage time for “hardening” to occur between harvest and construction. 

This is discussed later. 

52 Australian Stone Advisory Association Ltd, “Bamstone Port Fairy Bluestone,” “Lara Bluestone,” and 
“Deer Park Bluestone,” product specifications, 2012 accessed July 2015, http://www.asaa.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2012/12/Port-Fairy-bluestone-Bamstone.pdf; http://www.asaa.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2012/12/Lara-Bluestone-Victorian-Bluestone.pdf and http://www.asaa.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2012/12/Deer-Park-bluestone-Melocco.pdf. 
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source (sample BS05), was collected from an old quarry site at Malmsbury as an 

unknown to test whether the data from the other stone sources could be used to predict 

a likely source for that stone. 

 

With samples adequately identified and labelled, each was cut into portions for the 

individual tests shown in Table 19. After the material for the thin section was removed 

from the cores and portions kept for chemical composition tests, in all but one case the 

remaining samples were divided into two portions to provide duplicates for the physical 

tests. The same sub-samples were used for the absorption, specific gravity and 

compressive strength tests. 

 

Thin section preparations were made by Federation University Australia technical staff 

and assessed in mid-2015. The physical testing of the core samples was undertaken in 

late-2015. In August 2015 four samples, two from quarries and two from old structures 

(QS07/1, QS046/1, BS01/1 and BS02/1), were sent to Bureau Veritas Minerals for the 

chemical composition analysis. During the testing phase, any visual observations made 

of the samples that may have provided further insights into the variability of the stone 

(e.g. colour when wet) were also recorded in the spreadsheet 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Thin Sections 

 

The thin section slides clearly demonstrate that the samples taken from Malmsbury 

bluestone quarries and known Malmsbury bluestone structures are all the same type of 

basalt. The bulk of the rock mass consists of plagioclase crystal needles which are 

almost colourless, pyroxene in the form of augite which is light brown in colour, pore 

spaces of varying sizes and olivine phenocrysts which show varying degrees of eroding 

into iddingsite. Also included are small pieces of magnetite. Figure 31 shows a typical 

section of Malmsbury bluestone (sample BS01) which demonstrates these properties. 

This indicates the basalt is tholeiitic, due to the light brown augite, as opposed to an 

alkaline basalt which would have darker augite in the form of titanaugite. The samples of 

the Port Fairy, Lara and Lethbridge bluestones show the same basic composition, with 

variations in the particle sizes (Figure 32). The differences between Malmsbury stone 

and these other bluestones are subtler, implying that these sources of bluestone are less 

distinguishable by the naked eye, but also suggests that these building stones have a 
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general set of similar features. There were also clear differences between the bluestone 

samples and the samples from Bald Hill near Carlsruhe (QS60) and Tylden (BS11) (both 

in Figure 32), Dunnstown (BS10), and the Upper Coliban reservoir (BS13). 

 

Iddingsite is present in all the building stone samples, which is comparable with 

McInerny’s descriptions of Footscray, Malmsbury and Kyneton bluestones. The presence 

of this mineral cannot be established using chemical analysis as the alteration of olivine 

through oxidation and hydration into iddingsite barely alters its chemical composition; 

hence the thin sections are a key means of determining its presence in basalt.53 It 

requires a well-trained eye to make any further comparisons between the bluestone 

samples, and for this reason, the identification of the unknown bluestone pitcher sample 

(BS05) is presently inconclusive, since it was not subjected to all the tests. 

 

The results of the three physical tests (absorption percentage, bulk specific gravity and 

compressive strength) are presented in Table 20 and are discussed respectively below. 

 
53 A. B. Edwards, “The Formation of Iddingsite,” American Mineralogist 23 (1939): 277–81 
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Figure 31: Thin section of Sample BS01 in both plane polarised light (top) and crossed 
(bottom) polars 
Examples of individual minerals marked with arrows. 
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Absorption Percentage 

 

The average result for this test on samples of Malmsbury bluestone was 1.81% with a 

variation between 1.26 and 2.58 and a standard deviation (SD) of 0.35. This compares 

favourably with recent commercially reported results of 1.83% for Lara bluestone, 1.28% 

for Port Fairy bluestone and 1.4% for Deer Park bluestone, as well as the historical 

figures (Table 16) of 1.15 and 2.16 for Malmsbury bluestone.54 McInerny’s result of 2.92 

for Kyneton bluestone is above this range and the lower historical results for Footscray 

stone of 0.543 and 1.45 are in keeping with this being a denser bluestone with fewer 

pores and thus less capacity to absorb water. Both are possible points of distinction 

between Malmsbury stone. When compared to similar figures for Sydney sandstone of 

between 3.0 and 4.2%, this demonstrates the suitability of bluestone, including 

Malmsbury stone, for structures subjected to inundation and greater weathering by the 

action of water.55 

 

When the 12 samples noted to have a reddish tinge when wet (an indication of a higher 

level of iddingsite) are separated out, they have an average of 1.80 and a SD of 0.48. 

while the remaining samples have an average of 1.82 with a SD of 0.26. Hence the red 

tinge is no guide to the variability in this characteristic of the stone. 

 

Bulk Specific Gravity 

 

The variability in the test results across all samples was very low. With an average of 

2.49 and SD of 0.03, this characteristic of the stone is very consistent and could not be 

used to distinguish between building quality rock and waste material. The recently 

published technical data for bulk density (in tonnes/m3) for Lara bluestone (2.49), Port 

Fairy bluestone (2.61) and Deer Park bluestone (2.57), and historical specific gravity 

figures of 2.595 for Malmsbury bluestone, 2.61 for Kyneton bluestone and 2.57 for 

Footscray are all recorded without a standard deviation. Hence this test on its own would 

not enable any distinctions to be made between bluestone sources, nor for that matter 

between bluestone and Sydney sandstone (2.29–2.42 t/m3).56 

 

 
54 Australian Stone Advisory Association 2012, “Bamstone”, “Lara Bluestone” and “Deer Park Bluestone” 

product specifications. 

55 Barry J. Cooper et al., "Sydney Sandstone: Proposed ‘Global Heritage Stone Resource' from 
Australia,” Episodes 38, no.2 (2015): 124–31. 

56 Ibid., 124–31. 
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Compressive Strength 

 

There was a large variation in the results of the compressive strength tests. The average 

for all samples was 52 MPa and a SD of 14 (Table 20). While there is a recognised 

disparity between the numbers of quarry versus building stone samples, no notable 

difference was obtained by separating the quarry samples from the building samples 

(Table 21). The same applied to separating the red-tinged samples from the others. No 

meaningful conclusions can be drawn from this other than there is a wide variance in this 

characteristic of Malmsbury bluestone. Nangle’s observation in 1901 of a low reading for 

Malmsbury bluestone of 67.15 MPa (in comparison to other basalts) appears to be 

supported by the current results, especially when compared to McInerny’s results of 72.9 

– 112.4 MPa for Footscray basalt. 

 

Table 21: Analysis of Compressive Strength Data for Malmsbury bluestone 

 
 

After each sample reached the point of failure in most cases the physical appearance of 

the stone did not alter considerably. Rather than the entire sample crushing down to 

fragments, the failure usually manifested as small pieces flaking off the exterior surface 

(Figure 33), some more so than others. A few samples showed more significant damage, 

such as that of BS01/1 portion 2. In the case of sample QS11/1, the lower portion 

showing a higher degree of coarse vesicles had less obvious damage from compression 

than the portion with minimal vesicles. This observation correlates with this author’s 

additional observations of stones in walls of local bluestone structures containing small 

patches of vesicles with no apparent detriment to its stability or wear. 
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Figure 33: Variations in the nature of the failure of the stone samples from both quarries 
and buildings 

 

Examples of exfoliating bluestone in Melbourne (Figure 34) which supposedly originated 

from Malmsbury are not likely to be a consequence of low compressive strength, given 

this same stone in other structures show no such damage. In the case of Princes Bridge, 

this stone has now been demonstrated to have originated from quarries in south 

Kyneton, and to have lower dimensional stability with respect to rock shrinkage testing, 

than stone that originates from Malmsbury.57 Future forensic work may reveal that 

damaged stone in other Malmsbury bluestone sites did not originate from Malmsbury. 

 

Hence the results of the three physical tests do not demonstrate any significant variability 

between stone sampled from former quarries and those taken from buildings, nor 

between the various locations in the whole Malmsbury quarrying district. General 

observations show a correlation between those samples which were observed to have 

 
57 Robert King, Princes Bridge, Melbourne: Replacement Options for Weathered Basalt (Melbourne: 

Report for Engineering Services City of Melbourne, 2017). 
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produced brownish sludge upon sampling and those seen to have a reddish tinge when 

the samples were wet. This also corresponds to the visual assessment of the amount of 

iddingsite in the sample which is, after all, the source of the red/brown tinge, being the 

oxidised iron from the olivine. No conclusions can be drawn on the effect on the 

compressive strengths from the presence of more or coarser vesicles. 

While field notes indicate larger amounts of iddingsite can be detected through macro-

observations via wetting or grinding down a sample (as would occur during stone-

sawing), there is no documentary evidence this was used to select stone for building 

purposes. The samples from the old bridge (1860, BS01) and Tucker’s Store ruins (1878, 

BS02) did have a lower visual iddingsite content compared to the stone from reservoir 

spillway (c1869, BS03) and quarry site hut (undated, BS07/2). While this also 

demonstrates that there is no obvious temporal pattern to the choice of these two grades 

of stone, it may be a measure of the quality of stone chosen for larger edifices compared 

to domestic or non-load-bearing structures – the two structures with higher iddingsite had 

lower architectural aspirations than the bridge and corn store. Price differences may 

have existed for these two grades of stone. 

What hasn’t been explored in this portion of the testing regime is the idea that the stone 

‘hardens after exposure to the air’.58 This is a statement made over many editions of the 

Victorian Municipal Directory without any quantification or clarification. How this 

phenomenon could be expressed scientifically, and tested, is also unknown because the 

claims do not mention any variables such as specific conditions of time, moisture, or size 

of blocks. The mechanisms by which this may have occurred can only be guessed at, 

however similar claims are made of other non-igneous stones in other countries, so 

regardless of science, within the stone trade this characteristic is claimed to exist.59 

58 Victorian Municipal Directory (Melbourne: Arnall and Jackson, various editions for 1880–1911) re the 
Borough of Malmsbury. 

59 Anon, Useful Arts Employed in the Construction of Dwelling-Houses, 11; “A Valuable Discovery,” Argus 
(Melbourne), March 28, 1854, 5. 
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Figure 34: Examples of exfoliation of (supposed) Malmsbury bluestone at the 
Melbourne Supreme Court base course (top) and Princes Bridge (below) 
The Princes Bridge stone has been demonstrated to have originated from Kyneton 
South. 
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The data presented above from historical tests makes no mention of sampling 

conditions, such as whether local stonemasons and quarrymen assisted in site selection, 

sampling methods, or if samples were taken from freshly quarried stone or weathered 

stone. Therefore, one cannot know if those samples were collected with the expert 

guidance of those who knew the stone best, or if such ideas of stone hardening were 

ignored. The present sampling method has been much the same with the exception that 

stone was taken from non-active sites where the rock had certainly been exposed for 

many decades, however the external surfaces of the core samples were fresh. Future 

work could conduct tests on core samples weathered for several weeks or months and 

compared to non-weathered ones, to determine if compression tests results vary when 

the external surface has been exposed. 

 

Chemical Composition 

 

The results of the analyses of the four externally-analysed samples are shown in Table 

22.60 The results for soda (Na2O), potash (K2O) and silica (SiO2) content were then 

recalculated to eliminate the influence of volatiles and the resulting data plotted on the 

commonly-used Total Alkali Silica (TAS) Plot (Figure 35). Two of the samples are so 

close that only three data points are visible. This demonstrates that all four samples are 

basalts falling into the category of Transitional basalts which plot out in the dividing lines 

between alkalic and sub-alkalic basalts. 

 

To further classify the samples, analysis results were entered into a spreadsheet 

designed to calculate a CIPW normative determination, the results of which are also in 

Table 22.61 The CIPW calculation ‘estimates the idealised mineralogy of a rock according 

to the principles of geochemistry’.62 Using the calculated CIPW normative mineral 

contents of each sample, and using the basalt result from the TAS plot, the basalt 

tetrahedron (Figure 36) was referred to, which showed they were olivine tholeiites. The 

 
60 Samples were dried then the total sample pulverised. An accurately weighed aliquot of the sample was 

fused with lithium metaborate at high temperature in a platinum crucible. The fused glass was then digested 
in nitric acid which provides complete dissolution of most minerals. The minerals detected were determined 
by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP OES). Results are reported on a dry 
sample basis. Loss on emission was determined gravimetrically. Bureau Veritas Minerals Pty Ltd final 
analysis report 17/9/2015. 

61 Kurt Hollocher, norm4.xls. CIPW Excel spreadsheet, downloaded from IEDA: Earth Chem website 
accessed January 3, 2016. http://www.earthchem.org/resources/tools; CIPW = Cross, Iddings, Pirsson and 
Washington – a geological term for a rock classification system invented by those four individuals. 

62 "Normative mineralogy," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Normative_mineralogy&oldid=842436104 (accessed January 10, 
2019). 
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level of hypersthene (q.v.) and SiO2 in the samples thus assists in their definition. Those 

with a normative hypersthene content of 10% or more with a SiO2 content of less than 

52% are classed as tholeiitic basalt, while those with less than 10% hypersthene and 

normative anorthite (plagioclase) of greater than 50% are transitional basalts.63 Hence 

the samples from the quarries are olivine tholeiite and those from the building sites are 

transitional. 

 

Table 22: Chemical Composition and CIPW Normative mineral contents of four Malmsbury 
bluestone samples 

 

 
63 R. C. Price, I. A. Nicholls and C. M. Gray, “Cainozoic igneous activity,” in Geology of Victoria, ed. 

William D. Birch (Victoria: Geological Society of Australia (Victoria Division), 2003), 363. 
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Figure 35: TAS Plot of four Malmsbury bluestone samples 
Part A (top) shows the plot of actual data, Part B (below) shows the dividing line used to 
further distinguish alkaline basalts from subalkaline basalts. 
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This outcome correlates to a large extent with Wallace’s study of central Victorian basalts 

where samples from Bald Hill (Edgecombe), Kangaroo Hill (Denver) and Pattens Hill 

(Drummond) were classified as transitional basalts.64 These were, however, taken from 

eruption points, not basalt plains. While the raw chemical analysis data above would 

suggest that the results of the four samples are not statistically distinct from each other, 

there is enough variation to permit the differentiation between transitional and tholeiitic 

basalts. The fact that this distinction also correlates with the different sources of the 

bluestone samples (i.e. quarry or building) may be purely co-incidental. The results do 

not explain, for example, why no bluestone quarrying for building purposes was identified 

on the west side of the Coliban River adjoining Pattens or Kangaroo Hill. 

 

 
64 Wallace, “Petrology and Geochemistry of the Newer Volcanics”, Tables 4 and 6. 

 
Figure 36: Basalt Tetrahedron showing silica saturation in basalt. 
Basalts with normative contents of olivine, and hypersthene are classified as olivine 
tholeiite. The absence of nepheline and quartz in the Malmsbury samples precludes them 
from being alkali basalts or quartz tholeiites. 
Source: Woudloper 
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Silica_saturation_in_basalt_EN.svg), „Silica 
saturation in basalt EN“, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode. 
Adjoining axis marks added by current author. 

→ 0 – 100 wt% ol 

→ 0 – 100 wt% q or hy 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode
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Magnetic Susceptibility 

 

The averages of the MS readings (CGS x10-6) from the core and bulk samples collected, 

along with the standard deviation of the readings, are shown in Table 23 (Appendix 6 has 

full data). Also included are the results of any readings taken in the respective quarries. 

 

Table 23: Averages of magnetic susceptibility readings on core and bulk samples 

Samples/Sites† 
Description 
(bold entries reflect variations in vesicularity or position) 

Number 
of 
readings 

Average SD 

QS01/1 Core 10 13.13 0.64 

QS02/1 Core 10 11.51 0.53 

QS02/2 Bulk 5 84.50 47.42 

QS06/1 Core 10 137.04 64.61 

QS06/1 Quarry face adjoining core sample site 10 13.75 4.09 

QS06/1 Rock in bottom of quarry hole adjoining sample site 5 202.47 101.23 

QS06/2 Core 10 55.13 11.07 

QS06 Quarry mullock where core extracted 5 43.45 24.81 

QS07/1 Core 5 13.30 1.08 

QS07/1 Quarry hole adjoining core sample site 5 17.04 4.14 

QS07/2 Core (from hut ruins) 5 20.61 3.69 

QS07/2 Rock in hut ruins (vesicular portions) 3 70.96 40.59 

QS07/2 Rock in hut ruins (normal portions) 11 25.00 12.11 

QS07/3 Bulk 5 54.76 25.59 

QS09/1 Core 10 17.27 1.21 

QS09/2 Core 10 14.43 2.49 

QS10/1 Core 10 11.80 1.48 

QS11/1 Core (4 high readings at vesicular end of sample) (Figure 37) 10 45.01 40.45 

QS11/1 V Vesicular readings 4 91.80 6.52 

QS11/1 N Normal readings 6 13.82 0.92 

QS11 A Quarry face- western end 15 111.62 32.94 

QS11 B Quarry face - ledge where core sample was extracted 16 29.79 35.76 

QS11 C Quarry face – east end of quarry 15 79.26 50.89 

QS12/1 Core 10 15.71 0.86 

QS12/2 Core 10 20.33 2.14 

QS46/1 Core 5 14.33 1.02 

QS47/1 Core 5 96.43 16.06 

QS47/2 Bulk 5 26.87 7.47 

QS48/1 Bulk 5 24.58 4.27 

QS48/2 Bulk 5 49.86 20.00 

QS59/1 Core 5 23.90 3.82 

QS59/2 Core 5 17.92 4.09 

QS60/1 Bulk (Last 3 readings taken on fresher face of rock) 7 136.11 40.40 

BS01/1 Core 5 18.37 0.60 

BS02/1 Core 5 23.27 5.63 

BS03/1 Core 5 19.00 4.36 

BS04/1 Bulk 5 18.17 2.93 

BS05/1 Bulk – pitcher of unknown bluestone 5 15.63 0.90 

BS06/1 Bulk (First 3 readings on fine end, last 2 on vesicular end) 5 48.56 31.91 

BS06/1 V Vesicular readings 2 83.06 9.06 

BS06/1 N Normal readings 3 25.55 3.25 

BS07/1 Bulk (First readings 3 on rough underside, last 3 on cut top 
side) 

6 
18.79 4.38 

BS08/1 Bulk Port Fairy bluestone (First 2 on sawn faces, last 4 on 
edges -all readings from fragment left from testing)  

6 
250.28 65.04 

BS09/1 Bulk Lara bluestone (Last 3 readings on vein of vesicles) 8 120.42 29.35 
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Samples/Sites† 
Description 
(bold entries reflect variations in vesicularity or position) 

Number 
of 
readings 

Average SD 

BS09/1 V Vesicular readings 3 150.80 22.65 

BS09/1 N Normal readings 5 102.19 12.00 

BS10/1 Bulk Dunnstown basalt 5 115.66 12.61 

BS11/1 Bulk Tylden basalt 5 181.96 61.19 

BS11/2 Bulk Tylden basalt 5 154.79 38.24 

BS11/3 Bulk Tylden basalt (The reading of 35 is on edge, 47 is on 
black secondary mineral) 

6 
54.43 12.39 

BS12/5 Bulk Lethbridge bluestone 5 11.64 1.14 

BS12/6 Bulk Lethbridge bluestone (Last reading is from freshly cut 
face) 

7 
17.14 4.24 

BS 13/1 Bulk tachylite from Upper Coliban 5 31.01 5.80 

All results have been converted to CGS x10-6. Individual readings have been rounded to nearest whole number, but 
averages and SD are calculated from the original data. 
†N = Non-vesicular portion of sample, V = Vesicular portion. 

 

 

 

One notable result of these tests is that the highly vesicular portions of the Malmsbury 

bluestone cores often have a higher than average MS reading than normal parts of the 

stone (see Figure 37). This implies that during the cooling of the lava the magnetite 

formed at the surface, or rose to it, in association with the air bubbles. While the 

quarrymen and stonemasons did not have access to the technology used in this test, in-

quarry observations made by stoneworkers between these vesicular portions and the 

way the stone consequently behaved would have been considered in the choice of sites 

for harvesting. To determine if this characteristic was restricted to Malmsbury bluestone, 

further readings were taken from a new structure containing Port Fairy bluestone which 

also had portions which were vesicular. 

 

The average +/- the standard deviation for each set of readings were plotted in Figure 

38. When the MS readings for the noticeably more vesicular (V) portions of the core 

samples (QS11/1, BS06/1, BS09/1) were treated as separate to the normally-vesicular or 

normal (N) readings, then the average of the normal readings is comparable to the rest 

 

Figure 37: Core sample number QS11/1 showing the variation in vesicularity 
Small vesicles are scattered throughout, occasional large ones towards the left (top) and the 
distinct layer of large vesicles on the right (bottom) which gave distinctly different MS readings 
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of the samples, and the higher readings are distinctly different (Table 24). This is also 

represented in the plot (Figure 38) where data for the samples in Table 24 are shown as 

3 separate results (i.e. QS11/1 A – all readings; QS11/1 V – vesicular; QS11/1 N – 

normal)  

 

Table 24: Malmsbury, Port Fairy and Yendon bluestone magnetic susceptibility sorted by 
vesicularity 
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The MS of most Malmsbury core samples averaged between 0 and 50 cgs x 10-6 with 

little difference being detected between quarry samples and building stone samples. 

Samples were taken from quarried areas and large pieces of rock produced by manual 

trimming, as demonstrated by the feather and wedge marks present in most of them. 

Core samples QS06/1 and QS47/1 also gave higher readings but did not have portions 

that were highly vesicular. The bulk sample from QS47 gave consistently lower readings, 

while the quarry face adjoining the sample site for QS47/1 varied according to the depth 

of the hole. More diversity (greater SD) in readings was seen in the small bulk samples 

removed as whole pieces from heaps of mullock or overburden compared to the core 

samples. The basalt from the Bald Hill quarry (QS60) is clearly different to bluestone in 

thin section, also producing above-average MS readings compared to Malmsbury 

bluestone. While petrographically similar, the Lara bluestone (BS09) had a noticeable 

divergence in MS from most of the core samples, with the Port Fairy bluestone (BS8) 

giving even higher readings, but with more variation than the Lara sample. The 

Dunnstown basalt (BS10) used for hard rock purposes also read much higher than 

Malmsbury, as did two of the three Tylden samples (BS11). The Lethbridge bluestone 

(BS12), being petrographically similar, also gave similar MS readings to Malmsbury. The 

Upper Coliban tachylite (BS13), while quite distinctly different petrographically, also gave 

readings similar to Malmsbury bluestone. 

 

Care must be taken in drawing conclusions from this because some of these stone types 

were each represented by a single sample. To assist in substantiating the observations 

regarding the correlations between vesicularity and high MS readings, further data was 

collected from bluestone structures where the stone’s origin was known. A landscape 

feature installed at the Mt Helen campus of Federation University Australia in 2013 

features Bamstone bluestone from Port Fairy.65 Part of a garden retaining wall adjoining 

the F building of the same campus was constructed from bluestone from the former 

Yendon railway station.66 Additional MS readings were taken in February 2016 with the 

same MS meter to provide more comparative data from Port Fairy and Ballarat district 

bluestone (Table 24). This data confirmed the above observations on the higher readings 

on average for Port Fairy and Yendon bluestone and Dunnstown basalt, and the 

vesicular portions of Port Fairy stone also reading significantly higher. Further study of 

 
65 The installation was observed by the author and the pallets of stone bricks and pavers labelled with 

“Bamstone” were seen first-hand. 

66 A sign adjoining the garden states this to be the case. Virtually no vesicularity could be identified in this 
stone. 
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this pattern may provide some opportunity to distinguish some bluestones from extant 

structures in the field. 

 

Table 25: Analysis of Willman basalt magnetic susceptibility dataset 

 

 

These results were compared to an independent data set of MS readings for basalts 

collected by Clive Willman for the Castlemaine 1:100 000 Map Area Geological Report.67 

The basalts gave an overall average of 480 x10-6 CGS with a standard deviation of 468 

over 274 readings. The total dataset was then divided according to any description of the 

vesicularity of the basalt, and then the subset data was averaged to determine if the 

degree of vesicularity influenced the MS readings (Table 25). In addition to this, the 

Willman sites that could be identified from the GPS data as being within the thesis 

definition of Malmsbury district were isolated from all other readings to determine any 

pattern. In both cases the diversity of the Willman data alone made a direct comparison 

with the data collected for this thesis impossible as the ranges for only one standard 

deviation of the former overlapped. This is complicated by insufficient data to determine if 

patches of basalt at any given location with a large amount of vesicularity were included 

or avoided by Willman. There is, however, some suggestion that vesicular portions of 

basalts produce higher than average MS readings, and Malmsbury bluestone will 

produce MS readings lower than average for basalts. 

 

What is obvious, however, is that this author’s MS readings from Malmsbury bluestone 

are typically lower than those from Willman and the variation (SD) is also less variable. 

 
67 Willman et al., Castlemaine. 1:100 000 Map Area Geological Report. The dataset was generously 

supplied to this author by Clive Willman in Excel spreadsheet format in March 2015. 
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As discussed earlier, the bluestone from Port Fairy and Lara also demonstrated higher 

results than Malmsbury stone. 

 

Taking this specific test one step further, MS readings were taken from several local 

Malmsbury bluestone structures (Table 26) identified by the site codes used in Chapters 

3 and 4. These further support the observation that the highly vesicular portions of this 

bluestone give significantly higher readings that the rest of the stone. The last two 

structures, the cemetery gates and Stringer’s lodge, both date to 1931; the first contains 

large single pieces of stone, the latter is rubble wall construction. The observed 

differences between these buildings for the average readings for non-vesicular stone 

(52.38 and 26.52) may reflect the source of the stone, given the local difficulties in 

obtaining large blocks of stone back in 1923.68 The readings for Tucker’s store may also 

signify a specific source quarry that returned higher than average MS readings. 

 

Table 26: Magnetic susceptibility readings for specific local Malmsbury bluestone 
structures 

 

 

The lack of duplicate samples from the non-Malmsbury sites in this study restricts the 

usefulness of this data, other than to demonstrate that Malmsbury bluestone could be 

 
68 “The Soldiers' Memorial,” Kyneton Guardian, February 27, 1923, 2 
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characterised by low MS readings in general, and an orphan bluestone building of 

unknown stone provenance could, at least by process of elimination, be partially 

identified by this means in conjunction with observations of vesicularity and macro-level 

observations on basalt characteristics. A larger dataset, acquired by readings from non-

local Malmsbury bluestone structures and by distinguishing between readings on high 

and low vesicularity, may clarify these rudimentary observations. The large number of 

MS readings for Malmsbury bluestone does, however, significantly increase the dataset 

of, and demonstrates the diversity in this stone source. A more detailed study on this 

stone characteristic, along with adequate notes on the physical nature of the basalt plain 

may provide a better understanding on the geological formation and character of this 

district. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Data has been acquired which demonstrates there is enough variation between Victorian 

basalts to distinguish between dimension stone and hard rock. To distinguish between 

dimension stone sources, thin sections could be used where destructive sampling is 

permissible and control reference samples are available. This method cannot be used to 

distinguish between quarry sites within a specific region without more detailed 

experimental work. Absorption percentage, bulk specific gravity, compressive strength 

and chemical composition are unsuitable based on the data currently available and work 

is needed to determine if any differences in chemical composition in highly vesicular 

portions of bluestone exist. More detailed work on MS might supplement the usefulness 

of thin sections where destructive sampling is not possible. A trained eye and field notes 

on the general colour (base on colour charts against fresh surfaces) and physical 

variability of the stone may provide a primary assessment of potential sources of stone. 

 

This study demonstrates, however, that modern science cannot explain the means by 

which nineteenth-century quarrymen and stonemasons assessed the suitability of any 

potential bluestone resource. A better understanding may instead be gleaned from 

reconstructing the development of the whole bluestone industry, then focusing on how 

Malmsbury bluestone specifically fitted in the broader picture. 
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Chapter 6. Building a Bluestone Industry 
 

Science and a chronological examination of Malmsbury bluestone usage has shed light 

on why a stone source, geographically isolated from main sources closer to Melbourne, 

was so coveted. To further understand its popularity, Malmsbury bluestone must also be 

viewed within the broader context of building stones historically used in Victoria. The 

primary impetus for developing bluestone processing did not originate from, nor cease 

with, Malmsbury, however the town was a major stake holder in the overall success of 

the industry. Like most industrial developments, the primary driving factor originated from 

the desire to reduce costs and make a profit. 

 

Early Discovery and Use of Victorian Bluestone 

 

Miles Lewis has previously established 1845 as a likely date from which bluestone was 

used in Victoria.1 In addition to his cited evidence, further confirmation can be found. 

New South Wales was importing a ‘hard blue stone from Tasmania in 1836 and 1841, 

suggesting none was available from Victoria.2 The first contemporary reports of the use 

of bluestone in Victoria appear in 1845. Sydney’s Morning Chronicle stated in January 

1845 that Melbourne had quarries of a blue whinstone (q.v.) on the Merri Creek and this 

stone was to be used in a bridge.3 Described as being nearly blue-black in colour and 

available in ample supply, the stone broke well, and large blocks could be obtained. 

Days later the same paper informed readers that the new Government Offices in Port 

Phillip would be constructed with the ‘handsome blue-stone’.4 

 
Alexander Sutherland linked the discovery of this bluestone by 1845 to the establishment 

of a flour mill at Dight’s falls on the Yarra.5 Sutherland also attributed the early use of 

bluestone to Jonathan Lilley, later of Yarraville, who supplied stone for the first Prince’s 

Bridge, a bluestone house erected in Melbourne for Dr. Howitt and pitchers for Elizabeth-

 
1 Miles Lewis, "3.07.6 Earth and Stone: Stones 2013,” Australian Building: A Cultural Investigation, 2013, 

accessed May 6, 2013, http://www.mileslewis.net/australian-building/pdf/03-earth-stone/3.07 stones.pdf. 

2 “The Revenue,” Sydney Herald, July 3, 1837, 3; “Memorandum Respecting the Capabilities of New 
South Wales,” Sydney Herald, April 15, 1841, 2. 

3 “Port Phillip Extracts,” Morning Chronicle (Sydney), January 1, 1845, 4. 

4 “Port Phillip,” Morning Chronicle (Sydney), January 18, 1845, 3. 

5 Alexander Sutherland, ed., Victoria and its Metropolis: Past and Present, Volume 1 (Melbourne: 
McCarron, Bird & Co. Publishers, 1888): 202. 
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street.6 This dual use of bluestone for building and the management of roads and water 

is also exemplified by the Port Phillip Government requesting tenders in 1846 for the 

supply of bluestone, ‘fit for Ashlers, for the Fresh Water Dam at Melbourne’.7 An 

insufficient supply of granite for the construction of the original Prince’s bridge over the 

Yarra in Melbourne between 1846 and 1847 triggered the search for further sources of 

bluestone which could be delivered either by land or by water.8 

 

Some sources of bluestone and the approximate dates they were in use by include:9 

1847: Geelong 10 

1850: Deep Creek, Kyneton 11 

1853: Richmond, Collingwood, Pentridge (Coburg) 12 

1854: Williamstown, Carlton,  Northcote 13 

1855: Brunswick, Point Wilson, Ballarat, Keilor, Maribyrnong (Saltwater) River, Belfast 

(Port Fairy) 14 

1856: Malmsbury, Portland 15 

1858: Gisborne, Sunbury 16 

1859: Lethbridge, Muckleford 17 

 

 
6 Sutherland, Victoria and its Metropolis, Volume 2, 645. 

7 “Port Phillip Government Gazette,” Melbourne Argus, November 27, 1846, 4. 

8 “Tenders Required,” Melbourne Argus, August 18, 1846, 1; “To the Editor of the Melbourne Argus,” 
Melbourne Argus, August 6, 1847, 4; Port Phillip Government Gazette, October 13, 1847, 305. 

9 Established by doing a search of reference material collected as part of this thesis and then attempting 
to find earlier references in Trove. 

10 “To the Editor of the Geelong Advertiser,” Geelong Advertiser and Squatters' Advocate, February 2, 
1847, 2. 

11 “Domestic Intelligence,” Argus (Melbourne), October 17, 1850, 4; “The Country,” Argus (Melbourne), 
November 1850, 2. 

12 “Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), March 12, 1853, 6; “New Advertisements,” Argus (Melbourne), 
March 28, 1853, 12; “Commercial Intelligence,” Argus (Melbourne), September 28, 1853, 4; Collingwood 
may or may not include Merri Creek 

13 “Geelong,” Argus (Melbourne), June 17, 1854, 5; “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), October 2, 1854, 3; 
“Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), April 20, 1854, 10. 

14 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser and Intelligencer, October 31, 1855, 2; “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), 
October 17, 1855, 7; Geelong Advertiser and Intelligencer, October 11, 1855, 3; “Sales by Auction,” Argus 
(Melbourne), June 13, 1855, 3; “Merchandise,” Argus (Melbourne), February 16, 1855, 3; “The Past and 
Present of Belfast,” Argus (Melbourne), September 7, 1855, 5. 

15 PROV, VPRS 6605/P0, Unit 11, Quarry Malmsbury; “Town Improvements,” Portland Guardian and 
Normanby General Advertiser, June 18, 1856, 3. 

16 “Local Intelligence,” Kyneton Observer, June 10, 1858, 2; “The Melbourne and Sandhurst Railway,” 
Argus (Melbourne), October 28, 1858, 5 refers to pre-existing blue stone quarries. 

17 “The Geelong and Ballarat Railway,” Argus (Melbourne), September 16, 1859, 7; “Municipality of 
Castlemaine,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 20, 1859, 1996. 
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By the time bluestone was being used in Malmsbury, the Victorian government had 

commenced collecting colony-wide statistics relating to the extraction of stone. The first 

results were published in the local media in 1854 which showed one freestone quarry, 

three granite quarries, 237 bluestone quarries and 23 limestone quarries.18 This 

demonstrates the extent to which bluestone quarrying and use was defining the Victorian 

landscape, and is further exemplified by the number of advertisements in Melbourne 

newspapers for tenders for the construction of buildings which included bluestone, or 

offered bluestone buildings for occupation.19 Alfred Selwyn produced a booklet in 1866 in 

which he described how the lower Palaeozoic or Silurian (sedimentary) rocks of Victoria 

were being used as flagging for street paving and roofing slate.20 While these had 

superseded flagging imported from Scotland, they were used when bluestone (basalt) 

was not available. Conversely granite was ‘more costly to work than “bluestone” or basalt 

… not generally used, except for special purposes or where neither “bluestone” nor good 

freestone is available’.21 

 

Up until the 1860s the mechanical processing of bluestone was mainly limited to 

explosives to blast and prepare stone deposits for quarrying, early attempts to 

mechanise the transportation of stone and the crushing of stone for road metal (gravel) 

and railway ballast. Comments about the need to build ‘cheap and substantially’ with 

local bluestone and granite can be found as early as 1847.22 This is in reference to the 

traditional method of stone construction where the best stone was used for ashlar on the 

outer walls and ‘all the inside walls to be of good substantial rubble or brick ... in 

buildings from six to ten stories in height’, compared to the early and costly Melbourne 

public buildings being built ‘back to back, that is building the same inside as out’. When 

the foundation stone of the Melbourne Benevolent Asylum was laid in 1850, local 

bluestone was described as ‘a species of basaltic iron stone [q.v.], very durable, but not 

easily worked’.23 This is mirrored in the sentiments of the United Operative Masons’ 

Society in 1851 who toasted the success of bluestone while admitting ‘it was no doubt 

 
18 “Statistics of Victoria in 1854,” Argus (Melbourne), February 6, 1856, 4 (this is for the quarries 

recorded, others for minor domestic purposes may have gone unreported). 

19 Searching year-by-year for “bluestone” in category “advertisements” in the Argus (Melbourne) and the 
Age (Melbourne) in Trove newspapers in 2013. 

20 Selwyn, Notes on the Physical Geography, 12–13. 

21 Ibid., 27. 

22 “To the Editor of the Melbourne Argus,” Argus (Melbourne), July 6, 1847, 4. 

23 “Port Phillip,” South Australian Register (Adelaide), July 30, 1850, 2. Note: no Victorian newspaper 
account of this ceremony appears to contain a description of the nature of the stone. 
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true that is was a stone hard to work, but … they were paid the better for it’.24 In 1852, 

Melbourne architect William Russell offered ‘the highest current wages’ to quarrymen 

who were ‘accustomed to quarrying blue stone’.25 These circumstances undoubtedly 

drove further mechanization of the stone industry. 

 

Information on the use of explosives in Victorian quarries is limited, but they were in use 

by 1847 and regularly advertised for sale in Geelong by 1848.26 A horse-drawn railway to 

Pentridge (Coburg) through the bluestone quarries was proposed in September 1853 to 

assist the cartage of stone for building purposes, and a branch to the Collingwood 

stockade envisaged.27 Within weeks, a Melbourne correspondent to the Sydney Morning 

Herald was bemoaning the enormous cost of building with bluestone when compared to 

the ‘permanent and intrinsic value of the erections’ but also the absence of ‘railways, 

canals, docks’ making Melbourne both the ‘richest and the poorest of cities’ at the same 

time.28 

 

Breaking up stones was used as a punishment for prisoners and the wastage from 

processing bluestone for building added to the quantities available for use on roads. It is 

not surprising that this labour-intensive means of improving roads was also targeted for 

mechanization. Miles Lewis briefly examines the history of stone-breaking machines in 

Victoria but with many aspects of stonework to consider, as a subset of building history, 

scope remains for further exploration of stone technology.29 Plans for a machine for 

breaking road metal emerged in mid-1856, and in 1857 inventor Robert Savage of 

Melbourne lodged what appears to be the first Victorian patent for ‘improvements in 

machinery for breaking stones’.30 This was followed in 1858 by the patents of Richard 

Jenkin Polyglace [sic Polglase] of Melbourne for improvements in machinery for breaking 

 
24 “The United Operative Masons’ Society,” Argus (Melbourne), February 5, 1851, 4. 

25 “Mercantile &c,” Argus (Melbourne), August 26, 1852: 6 through to October 6, 1852, 2. 

26 “Accident,” Geelong Advertiser and Squatter’s Advocate, January 29, 1847, 2. See: advertisement in 
Geelong Advertiser, August 22, 1848, 3 re sales of blasting powder. 

27 “Commercial Intelligence,” Argus (Melbourne), September 28, 1853, 4. 

28 “Melbourne,” Sydney Morning Herald, October 13, 1853, 3. 

29 Miles Lewis, “3.08 Earth and Stone: Stonework 2013,” Australian Building: A Cultural Investigation, 
accessed May 6, 2013, http://www.mileslewis.net/australian-building/#three (digital copy sent by the author). 

30 “Speed the Plough,” Argus (Melbourne), July 11, 1856, 4; (Note, this 1856 patent may be the un-made 
1855 patent cited by Lewis). All patents were given a unique application number which was also used if the 
application was successful, so these numbers do not prove the patents were approved and granted; “Private 
Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 7,1857, 625. 
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stone and William Hilton of Collingwood for a stone and quartz breaking machine.31 One 

month later, John Vans Agnew Bruce and William Crocker Cornish applied for a patent 

for improvements in machinery for breaking stones.32 

 

A chronological list of these numerous stone-crushing or breaking patents is given in 

Appendix 7. While this thesis does not examine in detail the relative success, or 

technological nature of these inventions, the rapid technological changes that the 

demand for broken stone created is demonstrated. Further work will doubtless reveal 

that some of these patents assisted the development of mining technology, however a 

few were linked to the bluestone industry. Enoch Chambers’s patent of 1861 is the only 

stone breaking design that specifically mentions bluestone as one of the materials 

targeted. Being one of the few patents that regularly feature in the history of bluestone in 

Victoria, this demonstrates the success of the design, and justifies a brief examination of 

Chambers and his role in the bluestone industry. 

 

Enoch Chambers: The Stone Breaker 

 

Chambers (1818-1870) was a Nottinghamshire-born blacksmith who arrived in 

Melbourne in 1853 with his family and lived in Prahran, then Melbourne.33 He won 

government contracts and also applied for a number of unrelated patents in Victoria and 

Tasmania between 1857 and 1860.34 The 1861 patent for breaking bluestone is the last 

one Chambers applied for in Victoria before his death.35 During this period he 

successfully tendered for a number of Victorian government contracts and some for 

 
31 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 31, 1858,1678; “Patent for a 

Stone and Quartz Breaking Machine,” Victoria Government Gazette, February15, 1859, 305. 

32 “Application for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 21, 1858, 1821. 

33 Family Search, England Marriages, 1538–1973, database, FamilySearch, Genealogical Society of 
Utah, Salt Lake City; FHL microfilm 1542050 IT 3, marriage of Enoch Chambers and Charlotte Chappell, Feb 
4, 1839; at St Botolph's, Lincoln, Lincoln, England; Ancestry.com.au 1851 England Census [database on-
line], Class: HO107; Piece: 2051; Folio: 563; Page: 15; GSU roll: 87306-87307; Enoch Chambers aged 32, 
smith of Birmingham WAR born ca1819 Eastwood NTT, with Charlotte aged 32 born LIN, Mary Ann aged 9 
born Eastwood LIN, William aged 7 born Eastwood LIN, Reuben aged 2 born Birmingham WAR and Robert 
Bullock aged 6 months born Birmingham WAR; PROV, VPRS 947/P0, Unit 2, Inward Overseas Passenger 
Lists - Unassisted passenger lists (1852–1923), February 1853 “South Sea”: 8; Sands, Kenny & Co.’s 
Commercial and General Melbourne Directory for 1860 (Melbourne: Sands, Kenny & Co., 1860), 43. 

34 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 2, 1856, 1464; NAA: A13150, 25; 
NAA: A1565, 9; NAA: A12568, 9; “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 
31, 1858, 2645; “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 9, 1859, 1663; 
“Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 1, 1859, 2341; “Applications for 
Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 21, 1860, 345; “Applications for Letters Patent,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, October 9, 1860, 1902. 

35 A patent relating to stone or rock breaking was applied for in Tasmania in 1868 and two others are 
stored at Canberra for 1865–1866: NAA: A1565, 51; NAA: A12568, 51: NAA: A12568, 36; NAA: A12624, 26. 
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mining companies, which demonstrates the early success of his works and patents.36 

Financial and legal problems forced Chambers into the Insolvency Court in August 1862 

leaving estimated debts of £40,000.37 

 

Having won the contract to supply a portable lock-up at Malmsbury in 1859, and the 

contract to fix the iron work of the bluestone and iron railway viaduct at Taradale (1862), 

Chambers formed and metalled (gravelled) the Malmsbury railway station yards and 

approaches in 1863, taking advantage of one of his new machines erected by him at 

Malmsbury in order to fulfil an 1862 subcontract with Cornish and Bruce to supply 50,000 

yards of metal for the railways.38 Further, the train which transported the party to 

Malmsbury to see the new machine in action in October 1862 was pulled by the ‘First 

Victorian’ engine, built for Cornish and Bruce by Chambers.39 The stone-breaking 

machine, located on the Kyneton side of Malmsbury and accessed by a siding, was 

managed by Isaac Moore and six more of Chambers’s machines were built and installed 

in the town.40 Chambers’s contract with Cornish and Bruce was for a minimum of 1,200 

yd/week which was well within the capacity of the new machines installed at 

Malmsbury.41 Having these machines and quarries close to the railway works provided 

financial benefits to the railway contractors. 

 

At this time, hopes were held that the same machine-broken metal would be suitable for 

roads.42 Acquiring the patent for Horatio Appleton’s machine in 1866, probably gave 

Chambers the ability to make further improvements to the technology.43 By 1867 

 
36 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 3, 1857, 1424; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria 

Government Gazette, March 5, 1858, 441; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 
31, 1858, 2638–39; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 18, 1859, 319. 

37 “Insolvencies - Melbourne District,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 8, 1862, 1404; This may also 
explain his resignation as councillor from the Municipality of Prahran in May 1862. See: “Private 
Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 30, 1862, 952. 

38 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 17, 1859, 1272; “The Railway Works - 
Taradale Viaduct,” Argus (Melbourne), January 10, 1862, 5; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, September 15, 1863, 2046; Castlemaine Advertiser, March 4, 1862; “Mr Enoch Chambers's Stone-
Breaking Machine,” Argus (Melbourne), October 29, 1862, 5. This indicates that Chambers’ patent had 
potentially surpassed their own 1858 patent. 

39 “Mr Enoch Chambers's Stone-Breaking Machine,” Argus (Melbourne), October 29, 1862, 5. 

40 “The Railway Works - Taradale Viaduct,” Argus (Melbourne), January 10, 1862, 5; “Mr Enoch 
Chambers's Stone-Breaking Machine,” Argus (Melbourne), October 29, 1862, 5; “Serious Railway Accident 
at Malmsbury,” Bendigo Advertiser, December 14, 1863, 2; “Mr Enoch Chambers's Stone-Breaking 
Machine,” Argus (Melbourne), October 29, 1862, 5. A later account states that the first machine was tested 
at Woodend; see “Trial of a New Stone-breaking Machine at Richmond,” Age (Melbourne), September 27, 
1865, 5. 

41 “Mr Enoch Chambers's Stone-Breaking Machine,” Argus (Melbourne), October 29, 1862, 5. 

42 “Serious Railway Accident at Malmsbury,” Bendigo Advertiser, December 14, 1863, 2 

43 NAA: A13195, 66. 
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Chambers was winning Government contracts to supply bluestone metal in Melbourne 

and for Essendon Railway, some of which he was able to supply via a machine located 

at Thomas Glaister’s quarries in Footscray.44 

 

Upon Chambers’s untimely death through an accident in 1870, Isaac Corben was a 

witness at the inquest and Chambers’s probate file reveals that Isaac Moore, contractor 

of Malmesbury [sic] was one of his trustees and executors. 45 Moore, who was also a 

former partner in the company Glaister and Co, had predeceased Chambers.46 

Demonstrating the general success of his patent and other links with bluestone, 

Chambers’s total estate was valued at £40,114 including £16,800 as stock of stone-

breaking machinery and other products at Prahran and railway quarries at Richmond and 

Maidstone. Several councils all owed money to the estate for incomplete contracts.47 

Thus, the technology had been successfully extrapolated to the production of road metal 

from bluestone. 

 

Drilling Bluestone 

 

Tied into the design, production and use of these stone-breaking inventions is the 

dialogue on the end-product generated from them. Considering the very basic geological 

knowledge of the parent rock during this period, this dialogue usually recorded the 

source of the rock and the quality of the product without any real consideration of 

whether it was the machine or the rock which had the biggest influence on the resulting 

product.48 

 

 
44 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 28, 1867: 955; Argus (Melbourne), 

September 30, 1867, 4; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 19, 1869, 1850; 
“Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 21, 1870, 105; PROV, VPRS 28/P1, Unit 22, 
Item 8/162 Probate Enoch Chambers; RGO, General Law archives, Book 174, Memorial 916, November 8, 
1867; this is an indenture originally created 12/4/1866 by Thomas Glaister, Leonard Carr, Thomas Gamon 
and Isaac Moore for land in section 17 in the parish of Cut Paw Paw for the benefit of Enoch Chambers. 

45 “Death of Mr. Enoch Chambers,” Telegraph and St Kilda, Prahran and South Yarra Guardian, May 7, 
1870, 8; Argus (Melbourne), September 30, 1867, 4; PROV, VPRS 7591/P1, Unit 36, Item 8/162 Will of 
Enoch Chambers; PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 36, Item 8/162 Probate Enoch Chambers; PROV, VPRS 28/P1, 
Unit 22, Item 8/162 Probate Enoch Chambers. 

46 “Deaths,” Argus (Melbourne), February 19, 1868, 4. 

47 PROV, VPRS 28/P1, Unit 22, Item 8/162, Probate Enoch Chambers. 

48 Discussions regarding the relative qualities of Bendigo, Malmsbury and Lethbridge stone can be found 
in: “The Qualities of Road Metal,” Bendigo Advertiser, May 30, 1866, 2; Argus (Melbourne), August 24, 1860, 
5; “Death of Mr. Enoch Chambers,” Telegraph and St Kilda, Prahran and South Yarra Guardian, May 7, 
1870, 8. 
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Further assisting those industries that harvested, processed, or otherwise worked with 

bluestone was the development of stone or rock drills. Some of these patents assisted 

the mining industry in finding gold beneath the basalt flows covering some goldfields but 

there is a natural overlap between this and the need to drill bluestone for quarrying 

purposes such as blasting. Appendix 8 summarises these developments. 

 

Table 27: Comparison of Drills worked on Malmsbury bluestone 

 

 

The relevance of these patents to the bluestone industry is borne out by media reports of 

the drills being tested. Table 27 summarises five such tests between 1875 and 1883, all 

of which involved Malmsbury bluestone. Ford’s machine was demonstrated at the 1875 

Intercolonial Exhibition in Melbourne, in the presence of Robert Brough Smyth of the 

Mines Department.49 Mitchell’s drill was tested at Bendigo in 1880 on a block of 

Malmsbury bluestone and a block of hard granite, the latter being a slower result of 46cm 

in two minutes.50 Days later, Mitchell’s drill was trialled against Normanby’s drill on 

Malmsbury bluestone at the Bendigo Spring Show, where Mitchell’s out-performed the 

latter.51 In 1883 drills made to order for the Empress Victoria Tin-mining Company in 

Tasmania were tested at the Tyne Foundry in Victoria, again on a slab of Malmsbury 

bluestone.52 In these examples, Mitchell’s design was obviously superior (Table 27). The 

choice of Malmsbury bluestone for the benchmark for performance is not explained. To 

reconcile this against the claim that Malmsbury bluestone was easy to work and then 

hardened after exposure would suggest that a hardened block was used however there 

were harder forms of stone that could have been used as a benchmark, including the 

 
49 “Melbourne,” Bendigo Advertiser, September 30, 1875, 2. 

50 “Mitchell's Rock Drill,” Bendigo Advertiser, October 19, 1880, 3. 

51 “Trial of Rock Drills,” Bendigo Advertiser, October 29, 1880, 3. 

52 “Trial of Mining Machinery,” Argus (Melbourne), November 10, 1883, 7 
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Bendigo district bluestone.53 Acquiring a block of bluestone 144 cm thick was perhaps a 

crucial matter. 

 

Stone Sawing: Masons versus Machines 

 

An introduction to bluestone-driven technology is incomplete without examining the 

machinery developed for cutting or sawing stone for the building and monumental 

masonry industry. Methods of sawing stone have evolved from the type of manual saws 

depicted in Figure 39 and from the water-driven ones from Roman times.54 The manual 

saws were described as being adjustable to handle a variety of stone sizes, however as 

there was an inverse relationship between the depth of sawing and the stability of the 

saw frames larger frames were avoided.55 Effective operation is enabled by keeping 

tension on the blade via screw-bolts. The blade itself was not toothed as it was the sand 

applied to the groove (kerf) which did the cutting. Water was applied at the top to reduce 

friction and help spread the sand into the kerf. 

 

The idea of mechanically sawing stone is an ancient one. Kessener cites the example of 

the fourth century A.D. Roman-era water-driven stone saw.56 The transcription and study 

of a relief on a third-century A.D. sarcophagus cover in Hierapolis in Turkey in 2005 is 

more recent proof that some stone was being processed by a water-powered twin stone 

saw.57 This technology included a crank and connecting rod ‘by which the rotary 

movement of the water wheel is transformed into a reciprocal linear movement’ and was 

‘previously thought to have been a medieval invention’.58 Using the design on the 

sarcophagus, knowledge of manual stone-sawing tools, and previous works on sixth-to-

seventh-century stone saw mills at Ephesus and Gerasa (Jerash) in Turkey, Kessener 

proposed a design for the saw mill at Hierapolis (Figure 40). 

 

 
53 Victorian Municipal Directory 1880, 38–9; “The Qualities of Road Metal,” Bendigo Advertiser, May 30, 

1866, 2 

54 Anon., Useful Arts Employed in the Construction of Dwelling-Houses, 23; Paul Kessener, “Stone 
Sawing Machines of Roman and Early Byzantine Times in the Anatolian Mediterranean,” Adalya 13 (2010): 
290–2, 303. 

55 Charles Holtzapffel, Turning and Mechanical Manipulation – Vol. 3 (London: Holtzapffel & Co., 1850), 
1191–2. 

56 Kessener, “Stone Sawing Machines”, 284–5. 

57 Tullia Ritti, Klaus Grewe and Paul Kessener, “A relief of a water-powered stone saw mill on a 
sarcophagus at Hierapolis and its implications,” Journal of Roman Archaeology 20 (2007): 138–63. 

58 Kessener, “Stone Sawing Machines”, 283. 
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Figure 39: Manual stone-sawing 
The screw-bolt can be seen in the chain and water barrels on top  
Source: Anon., Useful Arts Employed in the Construction of Dwelling-Houses, 23. 

 

Figure 40: Imaginary scheme of the water-driven sawmill at Hierapolis, Asia Minor, a 
3rd-century mill. 

Source: chris 論 (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Römische_Sägemühle.svg), 

„Römische Sägemühle“, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode. Design 
originally published in Ritti, Grewe and Kessener, “A relief of a water-powered stone saw 
mill,” 148. 
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This technology must, however, be located close to a source of stone and a source of 

water. Considering that waterways occur in the low-lying portions of landscapes, the 

labour involved in transporting stone to a sawing mill, and then on to where it was to be 

used, has to be compared with the costs of employing people at the quarries or building 

site to saw the stone by hand at a slower rate, transporting water and sand for the saws, 

or installing a water race to bring water to a mill site, and the risk of stones breaking 

between sawing and delivery to the building site. In addition, the only types of stone likely 

to have been processed by these early mills are the softer marble and limestone (Mohs 

scale (q.v.) of hardness: 3) rather than the harder granites and basalts (Mohs scale: 6–

9). 

 

To bring stone-sawing technology into the nineteenth century required, at least, 

innovations in iron production, railway transport and the advent of the steam engine. 

These permitted more complex plant than timber would allow, the power to speed up 

cutting rates, and more labour or cost-efficient transport. Kessener cites a stone-sawing 

machine proposed by a German engineer by the name of Sturn in 1718.59 This was a 

frame straddling the stone to be cut, with vertical height adjustments and positioned on 

rollers on a track. Thus, the crank drove the whole frame in a horizontal movement and 

extra weights on top of the frame apparently solved problems associated with 

misalignments of saw blades. 

 

Holtzapffel’s 1850 text, which concentrates on marble processing, refers to this stone 

being ‘extensively worked by machinery driven by steam power’, with frames ‘as large as 

16 feet long, and 10 feet high’60 the basic principle being that a crank is connected to the 

frames which are placed between vertical guide posts as in the diagram in Ritti et al. 

(Figure 40). All the above methods worked with a single saw blade. Holtzapffel also 

describes James Tulloch’s stone saw patented in London in 1824 (Figure 41) which also 

targeted marble.61 This placed several blades in a single frame, which itself lay within an 

iron framework, and a system of pulleys permitted its vertical adjustable as the saws 

descended through the stone. The saw frame moved horizontally over the stone by the 

action of a steam-drive crank. Lewis asserts that Tulloch’s machine was in use ‘until late 

in the twentieth century’62 without saying where it was in use, however his note that the 

 
59 Kessener, “Stone Sawing Machines”, 289. 

60 Holtzapffel, Turning and Mechanical Manipulation, 1202. 

61 Ibid., 1203. 

62 Lewis, “3.08 Earth and Stone: Stonework 2013”. 
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first stone-sawing machine in Victoria was made and erected by John Danks about 1859 

implies that Tulloch’s invention did not reach Victoria. 

 

 

 

The construction of the Treasury building in Melbourne was said to be the circumstance 

under which mechanical stone-sawing commenced in Victoria.63 John Danks was later 

credited with making and erecting ‘all the machinery for Mr Huckson, including the first 

stone-sawing machine in the colony’; Robert Huckson, being the contractor for the 

works.64 There is no evidence that Danks ever patented this machine, implying it was 

either a design brought in from elsewhere or not of sufficient rigour to justify more than a 

single use, and there appears to have been very little interest in this in the local media.65 

Historian Stuart McIntyre asserts that the content of publications like Victoria and Its 

Metropolis (1888), may have been contributed by those who featured in it and subscribed 

 
63 James Smith, ed., Cyclopedia of Victoria Volume 1 (Melbourne: The Cyclopedia Company,1903), 353. 

64 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 31, 1857, 2581. 

65 A search of Trove and OCR digital version of Government Gazettes using combinations of one or more 
of the words Danks, Huckson, stone, treasury, and saw resulted in no reference to this sawing machine. 

 

Figure 41: James Tulloch’s machinery to Saw Grooves and Make Mouldings 
on Marble and other stones 
Source: Holtzapffel, Turning and Mechanical Manipulation, 1203. 
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to the publication.66 It is interesting to note that the stone saw is not mentioned in the 

article on John Danks and Son in the Victoria and Its Metropolis, when Danks was alive 

but it appears in The Cyclopedia of Victoria, published a year after John Danks’s death 

and nearly 50 years after these events had taken place, potentially with few pioneers left 

to argue over facts.67 

 

Lewis states that ‘in 1862 all stone sawing in the colony was again being done by hand’ 

and cites Mayes as stating, ‘although the cost of mechanical sawing was in theory only 

about one third that of hand sawing, the demand was not enough … to justify the use of 

machinery’.68 This is partly taken out of context. Mayes does not state that there was no 

mechanical sawing in the colony of Victoria, instead he demonstrated the economies of 

scale inhibited the broader used of such machinery at that early stage of the stone-

sawing industry.69 Thus, in 1862 at current levels of stone demand, it remained cheaper 

to saw with manual labour which in turn, using the basic economic principals, drove the 

demand for manual sawing. 

 

Mayes’s information also suggests stone-sawing in 1862 was limited to softer stones like 

marble and sandstone. Prices are only given for the labour cost of sawing sandstones 

from Victoria and Tasmania, and marble from Adelaide and Italy.70 While the base 

course of the Treasury was bluestone, most of the building used freestone (sandstone) 

from Bacchus Marsh. By 1856 suburban and regional town councils were enacting 

bylaws which stipulated the use of bluestone for pitching and kerbing streets, drains and 

crossings.71 As the block sizes were defined in these bylaws, stone could have been cut 

and stored, as opposed to project-specific stones. This could have stimulated a demand 

for sawn bluestone which was price-competitive. Hence the lack of machinery adapted to 

cutting bluestone explains the predominance of hand-sawn stone. 

 

 
66 Stuart Macintyre, “The Writing of Australian History,” (Chapter 1) in Australians: A Guide to Sources, 

ed. D. H. Borchardt (Broadway NSW: Fairfax, Syme & Weldon, 1987), 16. 

67 Sutherland, Victoria and Its Metropolis, Volumes 1 and 2. 

68 Lewis, “3.08 Earth and Stone: Stonework 2013”. 

69 C. Mayes, The Australian Builders’ Price-Book (Melbourne: Sands & McDougall, 1862), 21. 

70 Ibid., 21–2; cited by Lewis in his 1972 thesis [pg. 295] but mis-cited as “Argus, 5 January 1854” in 
online version] [Note: stone-sawing and stone cutting are not the same thing. The terms ribbed, sparrow 
picked, diamond picked, punched, vermiculated, quarry faced used under the heading of ‘Stonecutting’ 
(Mayes, p22) refer to the work required to ‘finish’ the faces of building stone, also known as ‘dressing’. This 
is supported by Ian Cramb, The Art of the Stonemason (Pennsylvania: Alan C. Hood & Company, 1992), 
125–31]. 

71 “Municipality of Ballaarat,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 18, 1856, 1949; “Municipality of 
East Collingwood,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 4, 1857, 1461. 
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While there is a record of a machine being used to plane or dress bluestone in 1861, it is 

not until 1865 that any strong history on sawing bluestone in Victoria can be 

established.72 Appendix 9 provides a summary of the chronology of stone cutting and 

dressing technology in Victoria. 

 

 

 

The first example given of planing bluestone smooth by machine is that of the American 

machine patented in 1861 in Victoria by Samuel Rentsch and John Reigg (Figure 42).73 

In late 1861, one of these machines was tested by civil engineer Alexander Kennedy 

Smith in Melbourne using a slab nearly 4ft long and 3ft wide of Point Ventenet 

(Tasmania) freestone being used in the new Post Office, and a slab of bluestone nearly 

3ft wide and 5ft long.74 The machine dressed these slabs down to a thickness of 1in over 

3¾ minutes and 6 minutes respectively, the work on the freestone said to equate to 8 

hours work by one man. A report on the demonstration concluded that ‘the masons will 

 
72 “Stone-Dressing by Machinery,” Argus (Melbourne), December 5, 1861, 5. 

73 Victorian Patents (microform), MF 367, Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library Victoria 
Victorian Patent Number 477 of 1861 - Samuel Rentsch (Importer) of Melbourne, Victoria and John Riegg 
(Gentleman) of Switzerland. 

74 “Stone-Dressing by Machinery,” Argus (Melbourne), December 5, 1861, 5. 

 

Figure 42: Rentsch and Reigg’s stone dressing machine patent 
Source: State Library Victoria, Victorian Patent Number 477 of 1861. 
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look at the introduction of the invention with something approaching dismay’,75 but 

suggested that it would not alter demand for skilled workmen, and the technology would 

bring benefits by reducing building costs, increase the demand for building, and thus 

create work for masons. 

 

The first known attempt in Victoria to patent a mechanical means of sawing basaltic rock 

specifically for flagging was made by James Urie, a plumber of Melbourne.76 The 

application was lodged in October 1865 and the file shows that for the sum of £2 

Chambers’s opinion was sought as to ‘whether the application of steam or of water 

power to the purpose of cutting flag stones is a new invention in this colony’.77 The 

response was that Chambers did not: 

 

Consider any part of the Application new as sawing stone has been done by steam power 

in England and one or more saws has been used at one time. Same also as to supplying 

them with sand/steam power has also been used in sawing stone in Melbourne some years 

ago.78 

 

The patent was refused ‘for want of novelty’.79 Lewis suggested that despite this Urie’s 

firm ‘established sawmills on the Maribyrnong River at Footscray for sawing basalt into 

flags’.80 Robert Brough Smyth described this Footscray sawmill in 1869 as: 

 

An enterprising firm has established saw-mills at Footscray (on the Saltwater River), where 

large blocks of basalt (bluestone) are cut into flags, so even in form, and so well suited to 

ordinary purposes, as to enable the company to compete with the colonial quarryman or the 

foreign importer. I have no information as to the cost of preparing flags in this manner; but it 

is probable that it is not large, as quite large contracts have been made and completed by 

the saw-mill owners.81 

 

While Lewis states ‘it is unclear what eventually happened to the works’, detailed 

research sheds considerable light on the subject and the gap between the original basalt 

 
75 Ibid. 

76 “Applications for Patents and Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 31, 1865, 2536. This 
is most likely the same James Urie, partner in Ferguson & Urie noted for their stained-glass windows. 

77 NAA: A13150, 860. 

78 Ibid. 

79 Ibid. 

80 Lewis, “3.08 Earth and Stone: Stonework 2013”. 

81 R. Brough Smyth, The Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria (Melbourne: Government 
Printer,1869) (1980 facsimile edition, Carlton: Queensbury Hill Press), 440. 
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sawing machine and the 1874 formation of the FSSCC.82 The study of these stone-

sawing works reveals a hidden history of the Malmsbury bluestone industry, associated 

labour history, and enables a previously-unrecorded history of an enterprising 

stonemason who was a major driving force in these developments. 

Thomas Glaister: Mason, Labour Man, Inventor 

Exposing this hole requires a retrospective look at the history of the Victorian 

stonemasons and their fight for the eight-hour day. The United Operative Masons formed 

in Melbourne in late 1850 having a membership of over 100 within the first three 

months.83 At a dinner held at the Royal Exchange Hotel in February 1851, they made 

their toast to the success of bluestone, believing that despite it being a hard stone to 

work, it could be ‘the making of many a mason in the province of Victoria’.84 Masons 

James Stephens who arrived in Melbourne in 1853, and James Gilvray Galloway who 

had arrived in 1855, are given due credited for their role in forming the Collingwood 

branch of the Society in February 1856 and the introduction of the Eight Hours 

Movement several weeks later.85 In 1852 a stonemason named Thomas Glaister (1824-

1904) from Cumberland England had also arrived in Victoria.86 Details on Glaister’s 

movements between 1852 and 1857 are vague but he appears to have spent time away 

from Melbourne.87 

82 Lewis, “3.08 Earth and Stone: Stonework 2013”. 

83 “The United Operative Masons' Society,” Argus (Melbourne), February 5, 1851, 4. 

84 Ibid. 

85 Clive Turnbull, “Stephens, James (1821–1889),” Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 

Biography, Australian National University, published first in hardcopy 1976, accessed August 1, 2015. 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/stephens-james-4641/text7659; Clive Turnbull, Bluestone: The Story of 
James Stephens (Melbourne: The Hawthorn Press, 1945), 22–4. 

86 PROV, VPRS 947/P0, Unit 1, Inward Overseas Passenger Lists, November 1852, Chalmers: 3; The 

passengers include Thomas Glaister a stonemason aged 28 and Thomas Gamon a stonemason aged 32; 
Family Search. England, Births and Christenings, 1538-1975, database, FamilySearch, index based upon 
data collected by the Genealogical Society of Utah, Salt Lake City; FHL microfilm 496,432, 90,658, 
90,6592013, baptism of Thomas Glaister, May 30, 1824; at Saint Bees, Cumberland, England; Lancashire 
Online Parish Clerk website citing LDS Film 1656374 for Parish registers for St. Paul's Church of England, 
Liverpool, 1769–1901 (http://www.lan-opc.org.uk/: accessed August 1, 2015. 

87 Margaret and her two young sons William and Joseph arrived in Melbourne in 1858 implying Thomas 
had arrived prior to this. Margaret’s own voyage may have been delayed by the birth of their youngest son in 
December 1852. See: PROV, VPRS 14/P0, Unit 17 Assisted passenger lists (1839–1871) June 1858 “Rising 
Sun” Book 13 Page 228; Margaret Glaister aged 35, William aged 9 Joseph aged 5. A rare reference to 
Thomas in the intervening period can be seen in “New Advertisements,” Argus (Melbourne), February 2, 
1855, 7; “Monument of the Late Mr Galloway,” Williamstown Chronicle, July 3, 1869, 3. 
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While not reported at the time, upon the 50th Jubilee of the April 1856 Eight Hours 

demonstration in Melbourne, Thomas Glaister was credited as being the marshal of that 

procession.88 By 1857 however, Glaister was certainly an active member of the Society 

of Operative Masons of Melbourne and regularly engaged in dialogue in related matters 

in Melbourne newspapers and other periodicals.89 

This included Glaister joining James Galloway and Charles Jardine Don in receiving a 

delegation from the Council of the Convention at the Belvidere Hotel in November 

1857.90 This Convention was a land-reform convention that asserted that the wages of 

Melbourne tradesmen were being kept down due to competition amongst them, 

bolstered by the lack of proper government policy to release land in the country.91 At an 

adjourned meeting in December, in response to discussion on whether land worth £10/ac 

should be sold to the general public at £1/ac, Glaister stated: 

He did not appear as the advocate of the squatting system, nor did he desire to exclude the 

population from the land, but he considered that the lands belonged to all, and those who 

occupied them should pay the value of them. This would create a fund for general State 

purposes. It would create a fund for the education of the people – the formation of railways 

and every other public convenience. He would compel every man to educate his children, 

and the State should furnish facilities for the purposes.92 

There was some disagreement with these ideas, one being that it was only ‘when the 

people owned land worth £40 an acre they would then be able to educate their children, 

and support all these public institutions, which it was the duty of a state to maintain’.93 

Glaister’s logic suggests that if the average tradesman was beaten price-wise at auctions 

for country lands by wealthier capitalists, then the latter would contribute more to the 

88 “Eight Hours Jubilee,” Age (Melbourne), April 21, 1906, 14. 

89 “Association of Masons for the Suppression of Vice,” Argus (Melbourne), September 29, 1857, 6; “The 
Masons' Union,” Argus (Melbourne), September 29, 1857, 4; “Associated Masons,” Australian Builder and 
Railway Chronicle (Melbourne), April 9, 1859, 103; The Hotel was on the corner of Victoria Parade and 
Brunswick Street, Collingwood in 1860, Sands, Kenny & Co.’s Commercial Melbourne Directory for 1860. 
Later the Eastern Hill Hotel and recognised as being one of ‘a small number of gold-rush era hotels to 
survive in Victoria and for its associations with the Victorian Eight Hour Day movement’ see: Heritage 
Council Victoria, Former Eastern Hill Hotel, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage Register 
Number H0816, accessed February 2, 2019; Association of Masons for the Suppression of Vice,” Argus 
(Melbourne), September 29, 1857, 6; “The Masons,” Argus (Melbourne), October 3, 1857, 6; “To the Editor 
of the Argus,” Argus (Melbourne), October 3, 1857, 6. 

90 “The Convention,” Age (Melbourne), November 23, 1857, 5. 

91 “The Convention and the Masons,” Age (Melbourne), December 3, 1857, 6. 

92 “The Convention and the Masons,” Age (Melbourne), December 8, 1857, 6. 

93 “The Convention and the Masons,” Age (Melbourne), December 3, 1857, 6. 
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State revenue than the working classes. Thus, in terms of facilities like education, if the 

State received lower revenues it was less able to provide education facilities and the 

working classes remaining uneducated. This implies Glaister had a stronger desire for 

universal education than universal landownership. 

Glaister was also one of two men who formed a deputation to the newly-appointed 

contractors of the Melbourne to Sandhurst railway, William Cornish and John Vans 

Agnew Bruce.94 In November 1858 accusations were made that the contractors were 

conspiring to import masons from England, flood the Melbourne labour market, reduce 

the price they would need to pay the masons and thus ‘enrich themselves at the expense 

of the laboring population’.95 One letter written by Thomas Glaister and Thomas Williams, 

repudiated Cornish and Bruce’s account of that delegation.96 Another deputation that 

included Glaister, James Galloway and Charles Don in December 1858 was received by 

Charles Gavan Duffy, the president of the Board of Land and Works.97 This consisted of 

a discussion over the reported promise of the Government to veto any ‘injurious’ sub-

contracting on the Melbourne to Sandhurst Railway contract, following reports of 

subcontractors on the Geelong-Ballarat railway owing workers up to £40. When a 

number of masons from Adelaide appeared in the Victorian courts a month later, charged 

under the Masters and Servants Act for refusing to undertake work they had accepted 

under a contract with Merry and Evans of the Geelong to Ballarat Railway, Glaister was 

in court seeking their release on bail.98 This legal case became an issue of whether 

stonemasons came under the Act in terms of the meaning of ‘servants, mechanics, and 

artisans, as far as the latter description of persons were found to be pursuing agricultural 

or rural pursuits, but no further’.99 The bench decided that the case did fall under the Act 

94 “The Railway Contractors,” Argus (Melbourne) November 11, 1858, 1. 

95 “Labor in Australia,” Argus (Melbourne), November 4, 1858, 1; Argus (Melbourne), November 8, 1858, 
4–5; “Labor and Wages in Victoria,” Argus (Melbourne), November 8, 1858, 5. 

96 “The Railway Contractors,” Argus (Melbourne), November 9, 1858, 5; “The Railway Contractors,” 
Argus (Melbourne) November 11, 1858, 1; “Importation of Foreign Marble,” Age (Melbourne), January 11, 
1859, 5. 

97 “Board of Land and Works,” Age (Melbourne), December 14, 1858, 6; Victoria Government Gazette, 
March 10, 1858, 477. 

98 This Act stems from Act for the better regulation of Servants Laborers and Work People 1828 (No. 9) 
(NSW) and thus was continued in the colony of Port Phillip in various amended and consolidated forms. The 
Victorian Legislative Council voted to continue it in 1852. This was followed by Masters and Servants Statute 
1864 (No. 198) (VIC); “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, January 17, 1859, 2. 

99 An Act to amend and consolidate the Laws between Masters and Servants in New South Wales (No. 
27) (NSW); “Police,” Geelong Advertiser, January 19, 1859, 3; While the Geelong Advertiser used the term
“mechanic” the Act uses ‘artificer splitter fencer sheep shearer or person engaged in mowing reaping or
getting in hay or corn or in sheep washing or other laborer’.
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and one mason was imprisoned for 24 hours for his crime.100 These court proceedings 

prompted a meeting of the organised trades in Melbourne to consider the implications of 

bringing tradesmen under the definition of the Act, and Glaister was the first called upon 

speak.101 

 

Table 28: Public Contracts Tendered for by Thomas Glaister and Co. 1859–1862 

 

 

Potentially in response to these events, Glaister sought to beat the capitalists at their 

own game. In a letter to the editor of the Age in August 1859, Glaister is referred to by a 

James McFall as being ‘late Secretary of the operative Stone Masons’ Society’ which 

 
100 “Police,” Geelong Advertiser, February 3, 1859, 3; “Police,” Geelong Advertiser, February 16, 1859, 3. 

101 “Organised Melbourne Trades Meeting,” Geelong Advertiser, January 19, 1859, 2. 

Year Contract No. Building / Location

1859 322 Pentridge Stockade

615 Pentridge Stockade

660 Maryborough Gaol (unsuccessful)

752 Central Gaol (unsuccessful)

794 Pentridge Stockade

884 Pentridge Stockade

913 Offices for the Executive, Chief Secretary and Registrar 

General’s Department (unsuccessful)

926 Central Gaol, Melbourne (unsuccessful)

961 New Military barracks (unsuccessful)

983 Yarra Bend (unsuccessful)

984 Yarra Bend (unsuccessful)

987 Pentridge Stockade

1013 Pentridge

1201 Geelong Gaol (unsuccessful)*

1202 Ararat Gaol

1860 166 New Post Office, Melbourne (GPO)

784 Ararat Gaol

822 GPO

1018 GPO

1861 71 Ararat Gaol

303 Pentridge

454 Ararat Gaol

462 Female Prison, Pentridge

534 Ararat Gaol

1862 860 GPO

1100 GPO

1207 GPO

1294 GPO

1334 GPO

1426 GPO

Full details are shown in Appendix 10
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implies he had resigned.102 An April 1859 issue of the Victoria Government Gazette 

contains the first of many notices awarding Thomas Glaister and Co. contracts for public 

works and offers an explanation for the resignation.103 These public contracts are 

summarised in Table 28. One private contract has also been discovered, that of the 

Chinese Court House in Little Bourke Street, Melbourne for Kong Meng and Co.104 

Described as being designed by Knight and made of brick with a white stone front, this 

was being built by Glaister and Co. in September 1861. 

 

While some of these contracts were for small amounts, it nevertheless demonstrates the 

relative success of the company’s strategy. Thomas Glaister and Co., also known as 

Glaister and Company, were building contractors formed as a co-operative group of 

some fifty men, including Glaister himself. These men, recorded in the Age in 1863, 

included Leonard Carr, Isaac Corben, Reuben Corben (brother of Isaac), Thomas 

Gamon Richard Naylor, William Naylor (brother of Richard), Robert Rutter, Alexander 

Stuart and Thomas Wilson.105 While examining the lives of the group is not within the 

scope of this thesis, an examination of Victorian probate records show that Richard 

Naylor, William Naylor, and Robert Rutter were masons or stonemasons, Isaac Corben 

and Thomas Wilson were stone merchants and Leonard Carr was a contractor.106 

Reuben Corben and Thomas Gamon (a stonemason who travelled from England with 

Glaister in 1852) were gentlemen.107 

 

By forming this company, these men could both work and keep any profits amongst 

themselves, rather than being paid for their labour by an employer seeking to live off 

profit margins. These working men did not have a voice in government until October 

 
102 “Mr Harker on Sub-Contracting,” Age (Melbourne), August 12, 1859, 4. 

103 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 1, 1859, 632. 

104 “A Chinese Court House,” Argus (Melbourne), July 25, 1861, 5; This would appear to be the one 
described in the entry for Little Bourke Street East-North Side, between Celestial Alley and Heffernan Lane 
in 1862 as ‘69 Chinese court-house’ (see Sands & McDougall’s Melbourne Directory 1862, 28) and now 
known by Heritage Council Victoria, Num Pon Soon Society Building, Victorian Heritage Database Report: 
Victorian Heritage Register Number H0485, accessed February 5, 2015. 

105 “Law and Judicial Notices,” Age (Melbourne), April 25, 1863, 7. 

106 PROV Index to Wills, Probate and Administration Records 1841–2009 online index, Richard Naylor 
died 1863, William Naylor died 1861, Robert Rutter died 1868, Isaac Corben died 1891, Thomas Wilson died 
1890; PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 46, Item 4/581, Probate Richard Naylor. Thomas Glaister and Thomas 
Pearson witnessed a codicil to his will; PROV, VPRS 7591/P1, Unit 15, Item 4/145, Will of William Naylor, 
nominates his brother Richard Naylor as executor; PROV, VPRS 7591/P2, Unit 165, Item 43/113, Will of 
Thomas Wilson, says he is of the firm of Wilson, Corben & Co., stone merchants. 

107 PROV Index to Wills, Probate and Administration Records 1841–2009 online index. Reuben Corben 
died 1897, Thomas Gamon died 1908; PROV, VPRS 947/P0, Unit 1 Inward Overseas Passenger Lists, 
November 1852, Chalmers: 3; The passengers include Thomas Glaister a stonemason aged 28 and Thomas 
Gamon a stonemason aged 32 
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1859 when fellow mason Charles Jardine Don successfully stood for the Legislative 

Council for the seat of Collingwood, so at the formation of the co-operative Don had no 

proven track record of being an effective voice for labour.108 Described in 1861 as ‘a 

large body of co-operative masons, proving to the world their ability, under favourable 

circumstances, to be independent of capitalists’, the early success of the group could be 

reflected in the purchase of land by Thomas Glaister, Alexander Stuart and Robert 

Rutter, at a Melbourne Crown Land Auction in August 1859.109 Two allotments on 

Victoria Street near Peel and Capel Street were bought for a total of £1,220. Another 

member, Stephen Corben, is also recorded as purchasing a single adjoining allotment for 

£425, and since Glaister was later involved in the sale of this land, this implies that the 

third allotment was also purchased by the co-operative.110 On this land Glaister and Co. 

established their stone yards.111 

 

The co-operative began to vertically integrate the stone industry by directly importing 

stone from Tasmania in 1860 and taking out a lease for 14 years from the Tasmanian 

government for the Point Ventenet quarry, from which the white stone used on the 

Melbourne General Post Office (GPO) was sourced.112 Glaister was attributed in early 

1861 with discovering this stone resource, also used in the Chinese Court house 

contract.113 The contracts for Ararat Gaol and Pentridge stockade prison were, however, 

principally in bluestone. The co-operative’s advertisements for stone supply in January 

1861 imply they were not in control of any bluestone quarry for these contracts.114 Like 

the Chinese Court, the three main buildings the co-operative worked on, Pentridge Gaol, 

Ararat Gaol, and Melbourne GPO are currently listed on the Victoria Heritage Register 

 
108 “Don, Charles Jardine,” Re-Member (Former Members). Parliament of Victoria 2105, accessed 

January 18, 2015, http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/re-member/bioregfull.cfm?mid=336. 

109 “A Visit to The New General Post-Office,” Argus (Melbourne), January 3, 1861, 5; “Land Sale at 
Melbourne,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 29, 1859, 1605–6; “Crown Land Sale,” Argus (Melbourne), 
August 31, 1859, 1. 

110 “Title Deeds,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 15, 1859, 2428; “Thomas Glaister,” RGO, 
General Law archives, Vendors Index, Second Series, Book 32, Page 43. The land in question is in section 
64 parish of Jika Jika (North Melbourne). One of the purchasers from Thomas Glaister was Enoch 
Chambers. 

111 "Hotham,” Sands & McDougall's Melbourne Directory 1862, 94. 

112 “The News of the Day,” Age (Melbourne), October 4, 1860, 5; “Shipping,” Mercury (Hobart), 
September 1, 1860, 2. 

113 “A Visit to the New General Post Office,” Argus (Melbourne), January 3, 1861, 5; “Public Works,” Age 
(Melbourne), March 25, 1861, 6; Also recorded as Ventenant and Ventinet, the name is actually Point 
Ventenet, Little Taylors Bay, Bruny Island; Department of Surveys, Hobart. Bruny Island, MAP F 235, 1910, 
National Library of Australia, map, accessed January 18, 2015, digitised item, http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-
229928642/view, Glaister’s Quarries are marked on the map. 

114 “Wanted,” Argus (Melbourne), January 3, 1861, 1. 
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(VHR).115 The Pentridge panopticon has long gone, but archaeological work on the site in 

recent times has revealed the footings of these buildings.116 None of the heritage 

citations mention the work of Glaister and Co. and the builders, despite these strong links 

with labour history. 

 

The original Glaister and Co. was, however, a short-lived enterprise. The yards were 

offered for sale in 1863 and the cessation of the partnership of the fifty men in June 1862 

was formally announced in April 1863.117 Of the purchasers of the land, the new owners 

included Isaac Ramsden, Enoch Chambers and Thomas Glaister, the latter moving to 

Collins Street by February 1865.118 The concept of the co-operative lived on via a smaller 

company of the same name, known partners of which were Thomas Glaister, Isaac 

Moore, Thomas Gamon and Leonard Carr.119 This company took over the outstanding 

contracts on the GPO and secured a lease of the Spring Bay (Triabunna) sandstone 

quarries on the east coast of Tasmania which was closer than Point Ventenet.120 During 

this period the company also secured further government contracts for additional works 

as shown in Table 29, as well as supplying Tasmanian stone for Government House, 

Bank of Victoria and ‘various churches and other buildings’ in Melbourne.121 The 

Tasmanian stone was advertised for sale in Melbourne by Glaister and Co. in 1865 and 

until the lease on the quarry, of which Thomas Gamon was the manager, was 

surrendered in 1868 due to the inability to extract stone of large enough sizes.122 This 

appears to have been the last time Glaister and Co. had an interest in quarrying 

sandstone. 

 
115 Heritage Council Victoria, HM Prison Pentridge, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian 

Heritage Register Number H1551, accessed February 2, 2019; Heritage Council Victoria, Former Ararat 
Gaol, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage Register Number H1067, accessed February 
2, 2019; Heritage Council Victoria, General Post Office, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian 
Heritage Register Number H0903, accessed November 3, 2018. 

116 “The Archaeology of Historic Pentridge,” Shayher Group, June 27, 2014, accessed January 18, 2015, 
http://www.historicpentridge.com.au/latest-news.html. 

117 “Sales by Auction,” Age (Melbourne), February 16, 1863, 3; “Sales by Auction,” Age (Melbourne), 
March 9, 1863, 2; “Law and Judicial Notices,” Age (Melbourne), April 25, 1863, 7. 

118 “Thomas Glaister,” RGO, General Law archives, Vendors Index, Second Series, Book 32, Page 43; 
Isaac Ramsden was another original member of the co-operative 

119 “Deaths,” Argus (Melbourne), February 19, 1868, 4; “The Governor,” Mercury (Hobart), April 21, 1865, 
3; “Assignment from Glaister, Carr, Gamon and Moore to Enoch Chambers,” RGO, General Law archives, 
Book 174, Memorial 916, November 8, 1867; “The New Melbourne Post Office,” Star (Ballarat), April 7, 
1863, 4. 

120 “Remarks on the Spring Bay Sandstone,” Mercury (Hobart), April 11, 1863, 2. 

121 “To the Editor of The Age,” Age (Melbourne), August 27, 1864, 6. 

122 “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne) February 22, 1865, 7; “Shipping Intelligence,” Argus 
(Melbourne), July 13, 1865, 4; “Building Stone,” Launceston Examiner, February 25, 1868, 4. Glaister & Co. 
moved to the north side of Collins Street Melbourne between Spencer and King Street sometime between 
1864 and 1866. 
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Table 29: Public Contracts Tendered for by Thomas Glaister and Co. 1863–1866 

 

 

After the GPO, the only public contracts Glaister and Co. appear to have won is for early 

works on the Alfred Graving Dock at Williamstown and some work on the Melbourne 

Goods Station.123 The Graving Dock is the only structure currently listed on the VHR 

which acknowledges the work of Glaister and Co. It is described as ‘an expression of the 

technical skill of Victorian architects, engineering and stonemasons’ and recognised as 

‘one of the greatest public works constructed in Australia in the nineteenth century’.124 

Not all of the dock was constructed by Glaister and Co. however; the second half was 

contracted to James Leggat in 1866.125 The fact that the dock contains a considerable 

amount of bluestone hints at the next industrial venture undertaken by Glaister. By 

August 1865 some 90,000ft3 of bluestone, equivalent to 6,000–7,000 tons in weight had 

been used.126 James Leggat even offered Glaister and Co. ‘the highest price’ for 

bluestone for the Dock in 1868 if the latter could supply it.127 

 

The sale of the stone yards in Peel Street may have assisted Glaister and Co. in 

acquiring bluestone quarries.128 Quarries described in April and August 1865 as 

 
123 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 10, 1866, 1728. 

124 Heritage Council Victoria, Alfred Graving Dock, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian 
Heritage Register Number H0697, accessed January 18, 2015. 

125 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 8, 1866, 1009; “The Williamstown Graving 
Dock,” Argus (Melbourne), November 5, 1866, 6. 

126 “The Graving Dock,” Argus (Melbourne), August 18, 1865, 5. 

127 “Missing Friends, Messages, &c.” Argus (Melbourne), August 12, 1867, 1. 

128 The 10ac of quarry land at Footscray and the Collins Street site were used as security by Glaister, 
Gamon, Carr and Moore for a mortgage of £7,154 with the National Bank of Australasia in July 1865. See 
RGO, General Law archives, Book 151, Memorial 965 

Year Contract No. Building / Location

1863 867 GPO

875 GPO

876 GPO

1212 GPO

1864 798 GPO

799 GPO

841 GPO

1032 Alfred Graving Dock

1049 Alfred Graving Dock

1168 Alfred Graving Dock

1865 1250 GPO

1866 988 Melbourne Goods Station

Full details are shown in Appendix 10
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‘belonging to the contractors, at Maidstone’, and ‘opened … for the purpose in the 

neighbourhood of Maidstone’129 were the source of the stone used in the Graving Dock. 

In April 1865 some 170 to 180 men were employed at the quarry and it was Glaister’s 

quarry in which Enoch Chambers had located his stone-crushing machine in 1867 in 

order to supply ballast for his Essendon railway contract.130 Like Chambers, Glaister also 

dabbled in invention. His first Victorian patent application was in April 1861 for that of 

‘Glaister's Centrifugal Gold Amalgamator’.131 Of the plant the company used at the 

construction of the Graving Dock, some was described by Thomas Glaister as including 

travellers which had been adapted with steam power, ‘a system entirely new to the 

colonies’, the usefulness and efficiency ‘of any works of a similar character in England’ 

had not been seen.132 This plant was earlier described as being ‘designed by the 

contractors, and made by Enoch Chambers’.133 

 

The above clearly demonstrates that Thomas Glaister was a Labor man, in his approach 

to work, life and those that worked with him. It also demonstrates that he was an 

educated, thinking man and, whether on his own or with like-minded compatriots, always 

looking for a means to improve life. The statements made during the Land Convention 

meetings in 1857 also demonstrate a degree of conflict in his mind; he was not always 

prepared to take an issue at face value, and often considered longer-term benefits or 

consequences of an apparently simplistic answer to a labour-related problem. 

Observation, or experience gained from using bluestone in the Graving Dock, may have 

triggered Glaister to realise the need for a mechanical means of reducing the time and 

labour needed to process all the stone. Reduced handling time would improve the 

chances of winning contracts on price. After all, Glaister and his men were primarily 

masons, not quarrymen, and the continued supply of stone to building sites meant they 

 
129 “The Williamstown Graving Dock,” Age (Melbourne), April 27, 1865, 5; “The Graving Dock,” Argus 

(Melbourne), August 18, 1865, 5; Age (Melbourne), May 29, 1866, 5; There may also have been earlier 
quarries at Braybrook South. A stone cottage was described as “For Sale, South Braybrook, near Glaister’s 
Quarry” in April 1865. There are insufficient details to date to state whether these quarries are identical –see 
“Houses and Land for Sale,” Argus (Melbourne), April 29, 1865, 8. 

130 “Tradesmen,” Argus (Melbourne), August 1, 1865, 1; “Tradesmen,” Argus (Melbourne), June 23, 
1866, 1; Argus (Melbourne), September 30, 1867, 4. 

131 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 31, 1861, 1072. 

132 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 29, 1864, 2670; “The Valuation of the 
Plant in the Williamstown Graving Dock,” Argus (Melbourne) February 17, 1866, 5; “Valuation of Plant in the 
Graving Dock,” Argus (Melbourne), February 20, 1866, 6; When the tender for the next portion of the 
Graving Dock contract was granted to Thomas Glaister and Co. in November 1864, complaints were made 
from the other unsuccessful tenderers that the tender process was unfair. A clause in the original contract 
made provision for Glaister’s plant to be purchased by any successful tenderer of successive contracts and 
the income from that purchase would be reimbursed to Glaister & Co. The other bidders pleaded ignorance 
of this clause which affected their ability to quote a price and thus their ability to win either contract. 

133 “The Graving Dock,” Argus (Melbourne), August 18, 1865, 5. 
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would have continual work. Making flagging (paving) stones was, however, traditionally a 

mason’s work. The mechanical production of these was in direct competition with these 

artisans, but it also triggered a wider use of Victorian bluestone, meaning more jobs 

overall, with a significant impact on Malmsbury. 

 

Footscray – Bluestone Yields to Technology 

 

The hint of Glaister intending to further expand the bluestone industry came in May 1867 

when an application for a lease of 1ac of Crown land at Footscray was made by Thomas 

Glaister and Co for sawing bluestone, granite, freestone and marble.134 The land was 

located in Footscray on the banks of the Maribyrnong (Salt Water) River bounded on 

three sides by Napier, Moreland and Maribyrnong Streets (Figure 43).135 In June the 

company advertised for ‘a Horizontal Engine, about 14-inch cylinder, delivered at 

Footscray’.136 The development of the site was quick, the Geelong Advertiser reporting in 

July that: 

 

Messrs Glaister and Co., the well-known contractors … have commenced the erection of 

machinery with a thirty horse-power engine, for the purpose of sawing stone slabs to be 

used as pavement.137 

 

 
134 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 12, P Register, Page 263, Item 5376; While the original correspondence 

for this item is missing the register summary is “Thomas Glaister & Co apply under the 50th clause of Land 
Act for a lease of 1ac of land at the junction of Napier street with Saltwater River at Footscray”; PROV, VPRS 
227/P1, Unit 12, O Register, Page 542, Item 10256 “Woolcott & Turner, per Glaister & Co. refer to Glaister’s 
application for lease of land at Footscray for sawing bluestone etc and request that marble, granite & 
freestone be included”. 

135 Kyneton Guardian, October 7, 1868, 2; “Sale of Crown Lands in Fee-Simple,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, February 25, 1870, 383. 

136 Star (Ballarat), June 28, 1867, 3. 

137 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, July 24, 1867, 3; horsepower is a unit of measurement of power, 
1hp = 746 watts. 
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By August the site was operational and: 

 

By means of a powerful engine, a horizontal frame containing a number of saws or iron 

plates similar to those used in cutting marble is set and kept in motion. Blocks of bluestone 

are fitted on a stand, and the saws are drawn backwards and forwards and supplied with 

sand and water, the operation being exactly the same as the sawing of marble by hand, the 

exceptions being that a number of saws are used, and that they are driven by machinery. 

Several slabs have been successfully cut, and their surfaces, as they may be imagined, are 

much smoother than the bluestone flagging of the Postoffice, which was done by the 

ordinary process by masons. For supplying pavement, and for steps or staircases, the new 

works seem admirably adapted; and so confident are the proprietors in the success of their 

enterprise that they have undertaken to supply the steps and flagging necessary in the 

extensive approaches now being proceeded with at the Treasury.138 

 

The Treasury pavement contract was actually awarded to John Holton on July 29, 1867, 

therefore Glaister and Co. would have been supplying materials only.139 The completion 

of this work in October, preceded His Royal Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh’s visit the 

 
138 “Melbourne,” Bendigo Advertiser, August 31, 1867, 2. 

139 “Tenders,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 19, 1867, 1306; “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, July 
30, 1867, 3. 

 

Figure 43: Location of the Footscray Stone-Cutting Works 
The site – Allotments B and C - is outlined on a portion of Cut Paw Paw parish plan 
Source: PROV, VPRS 16171/P1, Cut Paw Paw parish map (imperial) No. C2478 Sheet 5. 
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following month.140 Such a public demonstration of their new technology was a timely, 

but possibly unexpected gift. This early installation of sawn bluestone paving was 

described in October as: 

 

The steps are of bluestone, and the terrace is paved with patent sawn bluestone flagging 

from Glaister’s quarry at Maidstone, equal in serviceableness to flagging from Caithness or 

Castlemaine, far more regular in its squares and joining, and – we are told – one-third 

cheaper. … The masonry is of very fine quality; and the bluestone, carefully selected so 

that there are no honeycomb marks in it, is a model of good workmanship.141 

 

Perhaps to ensure the timely completion of the Treasury works, in September the cutting 

works were expanding to have ‘60 saws in operation, capable of cutting in one day about 

five hundred feet of flagging’.142 The overall sawing process was described as follows: 

 

The stone is brought from the quarry in large-sized blocks, swung with a crane on to a 

wheeled truck; there it is adjusted and run into position under seven horizontal saws. A 

frame of strong cast-iron holds the saws, as in a saw mill; the frames move backward and 

forward in the section of an ellipses [sic], caused by a wooden-crane working on rollers. 

This motion lifts the saw at every stroke, and allows the sand and water to fall under the 

saw-blade, which descending and moving onwards at the same time, drags along the 

sand, cutting away the stone by friction. With forty-two saws the machine may cut a 

hundred yards in twenty-four hours.143 

 

The sudden death in February 1868 of partner Isaac Moore caused an unexpected 

change in the structure of the operation of company.144 Moore was reported to have been 

involved with Enoch Chambers as a manager during the erection of the Taradale and 

Jackson’s Creek railway viaducts and the laying of water pipes for Bendigo Water Works, 

although documentary evidence has only been found for his management of the stone-

crushing machine at Malmsbury.145 As a partner in Glaister and Co. it would appear the 

company was reliant on Moore for some degree of financial backing for the stone-sawing 

 
140 “Arrival of the Duke of Edinburgh in Hobson’s Bay,” Argus (Melbourne), November 25, 1867, 5. 

141 Australasian (Melbourne), October 12, 1867, 18. 

142 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, September 10, 1867, 3. 

143 “Sawing Blue Stone,” Williamstown Chronicle, October 5, 1867, 6. 

144 “Deaths,” Argus (Melbourne), February 19, 1868, 4; “To Our Readers,” Illustrated Australian News for 
Home Readers (Melbourne), March 3, 1868, 2. 

145 Moore was nominated as a trustee in Enoch Chambers; will but had predeceased Chambers; see 
PROV, VPRS 7591/P1, Unit 36, Item 8/162 Will of Enoch Chambers and “Mr Enoch Chambers's Stone-
Breaking Machine,” Argus (Melbourne), October 29, 1862, 5. 
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venture. Moore’s death apparently prompted Glaister and Co. to form and register a 

limited-liability public company to own and operate the stone-sawing works at Footscray. 

Known as the Footscray Steam Stone-Cutting Company (FSSCC or ‘the company’), 

shares in the company were first offered in June 1868.146 This company intended to 

purchase and work Glaister and Co.’s works at Footscray, the shares being limited to an 

initial issue of 1,200 shares (of a total of 2000) of £5 each. Meetings of its first 

shareholders were being held in Melbourne in July 1868, and the company was 

registered in August after a satisfactory valuation of Glaister and Co.’s works.147 

 

The office of the FSSCC was at Footscray and Thomas Glaister was appointed 

manager.148 Original shareholders of the company (and their number of shares) 

included:149 

 

Leonard Carr (250 +3) Thomas Glaister (250 +3) 

Thomas Pearson (4) John Spark Woolcott (10) 

Thomas Gamon (250 +3) David Mitchell (2) 

Isaac Ramsden (5) 

 

By October the company was advertising bluestone products for sale namely flagging, 

landings, steps, sills, base courses (ashlar), gravestones, and kerbing.150 Despite having 

his own quarries, the ink was barely dry on the registration of the company before 

advertisements were placed by Thomas Glaister, in September issues of the Argus, for 

10,000ft3 of Malmsbury bluestone and in the Kyneton Guardian for Malmsbury, Kyneton 

and Carlsruhe bluestone.151 Mr Tyson of Malmsbury had also advertised for bluestone 

from these places at least a week earlier.152 These advertisements ceased by mid-

 
146 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, October 6, 1868, 3; “Public Companies,” Argus (Melbourne), June 

19, 1868, 2. 

147 “Meetings,” Argus (Melbourne), July 22, 1868, 8; Argus (Melbourne), July 23, 1868, 5; “Meetings,” 
Argus (Melbourne), July 24, 1868, 8; Argus (Melbourne) July 27, 1868, 5; “Victoria,” Goulburn Herald and 
Chronicle (NSW) August 1, 1868, 3; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 11, File 133, FSSCC. 

148 “The Companies Statute 1864,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 1, 1868, 1631; “Private 
Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 1, 1868, 1642. 

149 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 11, File 133, FSSCC - the number of shares is in brackets, the men whose 
names are in bold were formerly associated with Glaister and Co.; By August 1869 the shares of Thomas 
O’Grady had been transferred to William Glaister. 

150 “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), October 3, 1868, 3. 

151 “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), September 2, 1868, 8; “Wanted,” Kyneton Guardian, 
September 5, 1868, 3. 

152 “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), August 24, 1868, 8; This would be John Tyson of Malmsbury 
– one of the first seven men elected to be a councillor for the newly-formed Municipality of Malmsbury in 
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September and both the Argus and the Kyneton Guardian reported that large quantities 

of large and roughly-dressed blocks of Malmsbury bluestone were going to Glaister's 

Footscray works for sawing into flagging for footpaths.153 Both papers, and the Geelong 

Advertiser, also reported on the opening in October 1868 of the FSSCC.154 The 

Australasian suggested in October 1868 that despite it being a ‘good, practical, sensible 

project’: 

 

The assumed monopoly of hand-labour may, perhaps, rebel against the innovation, just as 

farm-labourers once used to burn threshing-machines; but, like all other monopolies, this 

will also cease, and the community will congratulate itself upon the innovation.155 

 

No evidence of insurrection by masons or stone sawyers has been found, nor of any hint 

of distaste of one of their own kind mechanising a traditional skill. This suggests that 

either Glaister’s reputation as a Labor man held him in high enough esteem to prevent 

such action, or the industrial improvements were genuinely set to pave the way to 

revolutionise the stone industry for the benefit of more than the company and its 

employees. 

 

The buildings and plant of the company were described in 1868 as: 

 

A wooden structure seventy feet in length by twenty-two feet in width. In this building are six 

huge frames, composed of wrought iron, thirteen feet in length by five feet in width. In each 

frame are from ten to twelve blades of common hoop-iron, twelve feet in length and one-

eighth of an inch thick, for the purposes of cutting the stones, which are placed in the iron 

frames. These blades are driven by levers from a horizontal shaft, the frames being joined 

to the levers by wooden connecting rods, the blades being so arranged as to allow the sand 

used in the process of cutting to get below the saws at each stroke of the frame. Each 

blade can cut a block of stone at the rate of one and a quarter inch per hour, and the blades 

can be adjusted so as to cut the stone of any required thickness. The works are driven by a 

twenty-five horse power steam-engines, and are capable of turning out from 250 to 300 

yards of flagging per week. The stones which were being cut yesterday weighed from eight 

to ten tons and were being sawn into lengths of eight feet by three feet.156 

 
September 1861 but forced to resign due to insolvency in 1865. He was also experiencing financial problems 
in 1876, see: Walter, Hence Hope Beams, 75–76. 

153 Argus (Melbourne), September 15, 1868, 5; Kyneton Guardian, September 12, 1868, 3; Kyneton 
Guardian, October 7, 1868, 2. 

154 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, October 6, 1868, 3. 

155 “Topics of the Week,” Australasian (Melbourne), October 10, 1868, 17. 

156 Argus (Melbourne), October 6, 1868, 5. 
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The stone was brought principally from the quarries at Malmsbury to Melbourne by rail 

then transported to the works via the Saltwater (Maribyrnong) River. Orders had already 

been received for paving from both the Melbourne and Emerald Hill (South Melbourne) 

Councils.157 The Malmsbury stone was said to be ‘most suitable for these purposes, as it 

is of a closer grain and texture than that obtained from the neighbourhood of 

Footscray’.158 About 18 men and boys, exclusive of those working in the quarries, were 

being employed at the works, and these would have included the stone dressers who 

neatened the flagging before sale. 

 

Within days of these reports, the Argus quoted the Kyneton Guardian’s report of a 

proposal to utilise the water supply from the Coliban Scheme, once it was completed, to 

establish similar stone-cutting works at Malmsbury.159 In August 1869 the Kyneton 

Guardian lamented the underdevelopment of the Malmsbury bluestone industry, 

explaining the difficulty and cost of freight which could be avoided if the stone was 

dressed and cut at the source quarries, and thus, potentially open up new markets 

inaccessible at the time due to freight costs.160 

 

The stone-cutting technology was clearly successful, but the sawing speed would have 

constrained supply. In September 1869 Thomas Glaister of Footscray lodged an 

application in Victoria for a patent for ‘improvements in the machinery for sawing stone 

and such like substances’ (Figure 44).161 Several modifications to the initial application 

were made before it was accepted in January 1870.162 These improvements were 

claimed to increase the cutting power of the saws, permit a ‘light cut’ to the stone after 

each cut ‘so as to permit of a constant supply of sand and water’ and relying on gravity to 

allow the saws to descend as the cut deepened’.163 

 
157 Kyneton Guardian, October 7, 1868, 2. 

158 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, October 6, 1868, 3. 

159 Argus (Melbourne), October 15, 1868, 5; Kyneton Guardian, October 10, 1868, 2. The various and 
complex problems associated with the Coliban Scheme, were, however, to delay these plans for another six 
years – See Geoffrey Russell, Water for Gold: The fight to quench central Victoria’s goldfields (Melbourne: 
Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2009). 

160 “An Undeveloped Industry,” Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1869, 2; proof of the quality of the stone in 
Malmsbury compared to the local Melbourne/Footscray stone is perhaps exemplified by the use of 
Malmsbury bluestone in the new Footscray Post Office in 1895 see “The New Post Office,” Independent 
(Footscray), May 18, 1895, 2. 

161 Victoria Government Gazette September 24, 1869, 1518; Victorian Patent Number 1298 of 1869 - 
Thomas Glaister (Contractor) Footscray, Victoria. 

162 Victorian Patent Number 1298A of 1869 - Thomas Glaister (Contractor) Footscray, Victoria. 

163 Ibid. 
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Wasting no time, Glaister continued to make improvements to the machinery, lodging a 

second patent in October 1870 (Figure 45).164 This involved improvements to supporting 

the saw frame, the method of avoiding wear on the saw-frame sides, the construction of 

the hanging supports, the arrangement for preserving the connection of the rod to the 

saw frame, and the method of supply of sand and water. Introducing a means by which 

the sand could be swept off the frame by brushes, Glaister aimed to further reduce wear 

and tear, and by swapping from sand with round-particles to sharp-edged crushed quartz 

the saw cuts could be narrowed, and the quartz would better assist the cutting process. 

This patent appears to have been accepted in January 1871. 

 

 
164 Victorian Patent Number 1443 of 1870 - Thomas Glaister (Contractor) Footscray, Victoria. 

 

Figure 44: Glaister’s original 1869 patent design for stone-sawing 
Source: State Library Victoria, Victorian Patent Number 1298 of 1869 - Thomas Glaister 
(Contractor) Footscray. 
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During this same period, the Kyneton Guardian explained in May 1870 that in an effort to 

reduce the substantial gap between the supply of ‘large quantities’ of Kyneton and 

Malmsbury bluestone and the demand of the FSSCC, the company intended to work the 

quarries themselves.165 It was also noted that better results would be obtained by having 

 
165 Kyneton Guardian, May 14, 1870, 2. 

 

Figure 45: Part of Glaister’s second stone-sawing patent from 1870 
Source: State Library Victoria, Victorian Patent Number 1443 of 1870 - Thomas Glaister 
(Contractor), Footscray. 
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the sawing machinery closer to the quarries. By October 1870 demand for Malmsbury 

bluestone was so great that Malmsbury station was crowded by stone awaiting freight to 

Melbourne for St Patrick’s Cathedral.166 

 

In January 1871, the Kyneton Guardian reported that Glaister intended setting up 

‘extensive’ stone-cutting works at Kyneton to enable Carlsruhe stone to be more 

efficiently supplied to Melbourne.167 At the same time, Glaister wrote to the Government 

requesting that the land at Footscray be put up for sale.168 Glaister and Co. had sold their 

interest in the site to the FSSCC and requested that the company’s bid for the land be 

accepted. The sale went ahead in March 1870 and the FSSCC became the owner of the 

land, the value of the improvements upon it being £4175.169 A little over a year later, the 

FSSCC applied for a lease of extra land on which to erect additional machinery.170 This 

resulted in a further 2ac, adjoining the existing site, which they later requested be leased 

for a period of 21 years and held in the names of individuals not the company.171 

 

An application for a lease of 3ac at Kyneton for sawing bluestone, located on the north 

side of the Campaspe River, on the east side of, and close proximity to, the Mollison 

Street bridge, was made by Thomas Glaister in October 1870.172 Being close to the 

Kyneton Railway Station, the site would certainly have been advantageous and works 

were supposed to be commencing ‘almost immediately’173 Glaister applied for further 

land at Kyneton in February 1871 for the ‘purpose of perfecting machinery and 

buildings’174 and sought permission from Kyneton Shire to erect a crane ‘for the working 

 
166 Kyneton Guardian, October 22, 1870, 2. 

167 Kyneton Guardian, January 18, 1871, 2. 

168 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 20, Z Register, 1870, Item 70/Z 1400 and PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 20, 
Y Register, 1870, Item 70/Y 7507. 

169 “Sale of Crown Lands in Fee-Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 25, 1870, 383; the 
parish plan (Figure 4.7) has a sale date of 25/3/1870 upon the allotment. 

170 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 21, A Register, 1871, Item 71/A 1365. 

171 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 21, B Register, 1871, Item 71/B 12071 and PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 25, 
J Register, 1873, Item 73/J 2337. 

172 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 20, “&” Register, 1870 register entry 70/& 22999; CHSI, Put-away plan 
collection, Lauriston parish put-away plan L120F, ca. 1875–76, CD; The “putaway” plans are former versions 
of ‘dynamic’ working parish plans – when the additions to the current plan became too complex or untidy, a 
new plan with all current amendments would be created and the old version “put away” for later reference. 
Thus, there are layers to the historical information which appears on these plans and the putaways often 
reveal information not recorded in current versions. The “70/&.22999” notation implies the existence of a 
correspondence file but no trace of it could be found in PROV, VPRS 44 nor any matching reference in the 
1870 Victoria Government Gazette. 

173 Kyneton Guardian, January 18, 1871, 2 

174 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 21, B Register, 1871, Item 71/B 3033; this cites the previous 
correspondence 70/& 22999; “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 18, 1871, 3. 
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of stone quarries on the Three Chain Carlsruhe Road’.175 No evidence was found that the 

Kyneton plant went ahead, the site being sold by the government in 1875.176 Malmsbury 

and Kyneton bluestone was offered for sale by W. Glaister (Thomas’s son) from Victoria 

Street Melbourne in July 1871 but no mention is made of whether it was sawn or not.177 

 

While the expansion of the stone-sawing industry to Kyneton was planned, there were 

apparently problems at Footscray. Despite the company advertising in January 1871 for 

tenders for the supply and fixing of machinery to drive new saw frames, and in February 

for masons to dress the stone flagging, a notice published in the Victorian Government 

Gazette of March 1871 announced that the FSSCC had, by special resolution, wound up 

voluntarily as of March 13, 1871.178 The liquidators appointed were William Henry Martin 

and Malcolm Carmichael. The company did not close, however, and continued trading. 

Advertisements for a new yard in Queen Street Melbourne offered sales and orders for 

‘sawn bluestone and Malmsbury cube stone’ and stated that ‘the company have now 

erected new and improved machinery, whereby they are enabled to cut stone 12 ft. long 

by 6 ft. wide any required thickness’.179 The ongoing activity and production of the 

company is illustrated by a contract obtained by the company in May 1871 to supply to 

Melbourne City Council 1,000 sq. yd. of 3 in. ‘random bluestone flagging’ and a further 

20,000 sq. yd. of 3 in. flagging 4 ft wide, plus a report at the same time that both St Kilda 

and Richmond Councils were also using the flagging.180 Further tenders, advertisements 

and business transactions of the company can be found up to early 1878.181 

 

A shareholder’s meeting to present the statements of the liquidators was advertised in 

March 1872.182 Rather than close, the company had been bought out by William Henry 

 
175 “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, February 15, 1871, 3. 

176 “Sale of Crown Lands in Fee-Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 18, 1875, 1194. 

177 “Public Notices,” Age (Melbourne), July 27, 1871, 1. 

178 “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), January 21, 1871, 6; “Tradesmen,” Argus (Melbourne), February 1, 
1871, 1; “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette March 17, 1871, 448. 

179 “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), May 1, 1871, 3; “Stone and Slate Companies,” Telegraph 
and St Kilda, Prahran and South Yarra Guardian, May 27, 1871, 1. 

180 “City Council,” Argus (Melbourne) May 11, 1871, 7; “Bluestone for Foot Pavement,” Telegraph and St 
Kilda, Prahran & South Yarra Guardian, July 15, 1871, 7. 

181 “Stone and Slate Companies,” Telegraph and St Kilda, Prahran and South Yarra Guardian, May 27, 
1871, 1; “City Council,” Argus (Melbourne), July 23, 1872, 6; “City Council,” Argus (Melbourne), August 11, 
1873, 6; “City Council,” Argus (Melbourne), March 31, 1874, 5; “Law Report,” Argus (Melbourne), March 12, 
1875, 7; “Shocking Death at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 25, 1876, 2; “Applications for Mining 
Leases,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 15, 1878, 352. 

182 “The Footscray Steam Stone-Cutting Company Limited (In Liquidation),” Victoria Government Gazette 
March 1, 1872, 486. 
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Martin, Jenkin Collier, William Cain, John Bloomfield and John Spark Woolcott who 

reinvigorated the company which continued operating until 1882 under the same 

name.183 With a total of seven saw frames operating in mid-1871, and described as ‘the 

only stone-sawing steam works in these colonies’,184 by 1873 Malmsbury bluestone was 

being exported by the company to New Zealand and samples sent to Calcutta in India.185 

This market expansion was due in part to both the company and the Malmsbury Borough 

Council submitting samples of the worked stone to the 1873 London International 

Exhibition.186 

 

The partnership that ran the new stone-cutting company changed again at the end of 

1874.187 William Martin left the company leaving Woolcott, Gamon and a new partner 

Joseph Shilton to keep the business going. Within a year the number of stone-sawing 

frames had increased to ten and most of the stone was sourced from Malmsbury, some 

of it 13ft long.188 While the company owned Allotment B at Footscray, Allotment C 

adjoining was still Crown land, as was a nearby site for which they had a licence for the 

extraction of sand to use on the stone saws.189 Allotment C, with £4827-worth of 

improvements, was offered at a Crown land sale in May 1878 and purchased by the 

company.190 Four days after the auction Shilton died, causing further disruption to the 

company.191 Within a year the assets of the company were offered for sale under tender, 

including the 4ac at Footscray, the machinery upon it, and 80ac of land at Malmsbury 

upon which was the company’s quarry with ‘an inexhaustible supply of bluestone’.192 

 

Once more it was the remnants of the former company which purchased the assets and, 

along with new shareholders, created a new company, registered and incorporated 

 
183 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 11, File 133 FSSCC; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 30, File 482 FSSCC. 

184 “Stonecutting by Steam,” Age (Melbourne), July 17, 1871, 3. 

185 Smyth, Mining and Mineral Statistics. 

186 Commissioners of the London International Exhibition of 1873, The Victorian Exhibition Official 
catalogue of Exhibits (Melbourne: Mason, Firth & McCutcheon 1872). 

187 “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 5, 1875, 236. 

188 “Footscray Stone Cutting Works,” Williamstown Chronicle, February 6, 1875, 3. 

189 “Applications for Renewal of Licenses Under Section 47 Approved,” Victoria Government Gazette, 
May 14, 1875, 966; Victoria, “Land Act 1869 - Regulation,” Victoria Parliamentary Papers 1878 No. 27. 

190 “Sales of Crown Lands in Fee-Simple,” Victoria Government Gazette April 12, 1878, 819. 

191 PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 81, Item 17/968 and PROV, VPRS 28/P0, Unit 208, Item 17/968 Probate 
Joseph Shilton died May 18, 1878. 

192 “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), April 4, 1879, 2; “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), March 15, 1879, 10. 
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under the same name.193 The shareholders of the new company in August 1879 included 

Thomas Gamon, who continued as manager, and David Mitchell, and more shares were 

issued in 1880.194 

 

Despite the changes, the company’s long-term problems continued. The final meeting of 

the shareholders was held in November 1882.195 David Mitchell was appointed as the 

liquidator and the assets distributed.196 What happened to these assets and who 

acquired the land is not perfectly clear. The stone merchants Wilson and Corben were 

running a stone-sawing plant at Footscray in Napier Street by June 1881, promoting their 

‘Malmsbury and Footscray Stone Sawing Works’ in 1883.197 The Footscray rate books 

for 1882–1883, 1883–1884 and 1884–1885 years show that Fanny Shilton (widow of 

Joseph) owned the site and that along with Wilson and Corben, the stone and marble 

merchants Chambers and Clutton were its occupants.198 In June 1885 the ‘Steam Stone 

Cutting Works, Footscray; now occupied by Wilson, Corben and Co.’199 were advertised 

to be let shortly before it was announced that the sawing works were being transferred to 

Malmsbury.200 The absence of Wilson and Corben from the 1885–1886 Footscray rate 

books suggests they moved, but not necessarily to Malmsbury.201 Richard Taylor and 

Henry Hardwick, stone cutters are recorded as the occupants in the 1886–1887 

Footscray rate books, Fanny Stanley being the owner, but the occupant’s names are 

crossed out, implying a short tenancy.202 The land at Malmsbury with the ‘famed 

 
193 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 30, File 482 FSSCC; “The Companies Statute 1864,” Victoria Government 

Gazette, August 29, 1879, 2131. 

194 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 30, File 482 FSSCC; “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, September 5, 1879, 2196. Johnson is also recorded as Johnstone, and Stuart as Stewart. 

195 “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazettes, October 13, 1882, 2500. 

196 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 30, File 482 FSSCC. 

197 “Departure of Mr. W. S. Corben,” Kyneton Guardian, June 1, 1881, 2; “Business Address,” 
Independent (Footscray), April 28, 1883, 1. 

198 Footscray Historical Society, Municipal District of Footscray rate books, 1882–83 year, pg. 49, 
Moreland Street; 1883–1884 year, pg. 49 and 1884–1885 year, pg. 53; accessed at Footscray Historical 
Society; Sands & McDougall's Melbourne Directory 1876. 

199 “Houses and Land to Let,” Age (Melbourne), June 26, 1885, 3. 

200 “News in Brief,” Independent (Footscray), July 18, 1885, 2. By August 1885 Wilson & Corben were no 
longer advertising their Footscray address, only their Lonsdale Street Melbourne address; see “Situations 
Vacant,” Argus (Melbourne), September 9, 1885, 8. 

201 Municipal District of Footscray rate books, 1885–86 year, pg. 115; accessed at Footscray Historical 
Society. See Chapter 6, they probably moved the plant to South Melbourne. 

202 Municipal District of Footscray rate books, 1886–87 year, pg. 141; Pioneer Index (VIC), Fanny Shilton, 
Marriage registration 230 (1883) -Fanny Shilton remarried in 1883 to John Stanley. 
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Malmsbury bluestone’203 quarry was sold at auction in May 1887 and the plant and 

buildings at Footscray sold the following month.204 

 

The phoenix which arose out the FSSCC’s ashes was the FMSCQC. In the meantime, 

stone-sawing had commenced at Malmsbury in 1874, which also involved Wilson, 

Corben and Co. 

 

Sawing Bluestone with Water: Industrial Innovation in Malmsbury 

 

While mechanical sawing at Footscray made a large impact on the costs of processing 

bluestone for architectural purposes, the growing demand for the stone, and the need to 

make bluestone more competitive in Melbourne also pushed changes at Malmsbury. 

Lightfoot and Co., quarrymen of Kyneton, had a contract to supply bluestone to the 

FSSCC, but in one fortnight in November 1872 upwards of 1,800ft3 waited at the station 

and in the quarries for available railway freight trucks.205 The Kyneton Guardian also 

reported that Malmsbury bluestone was conveyed some 1000 miles to incorporate it in all 

the pillars of the Roman Catholic Cathedral recently completed at Goulburn in NSW.206 

 

As shown above, plans to establish a stone-sawing works in Malmsbury, using the 

Coliban Water Scheme for steam power, are evident from 1868. While the slow progress 

of the Coliban Scheme may have put these grand plans in abeyance, the failure to 

establish an alternative at Kyneton left an opening at Malmsbury for any enterprising 

individuals with enough vision and capital. 

 

The period from late 1869 through to the spring of 1870 was one of very high rainfall. 

Malmsbury experienced what historian Geoffrey Russell called the ‘Malmsbury Dam 

Fiasco’,207 which forced an emptying of the unfinished reservoir in the winter of 1870, 

exposed serious flaws in the infrastructure and exacerbated natural floods. The Kyneton 

 
203 “Auctions,” Kyneton Guardian, May 18, 1887, 3. 

204 “Advertisement,” Argus (Melbourne), June 11, 1887, 2; “Sales by Auction,” Age (Melbourne), June 25, 
1887, 2. 

205 “To the Editor of The Argus,” (letter) Argus (Melbourne), November 13, 1872, 1. 

206 Kyneton Guardian, December 4, 1872, 2; The distance is probably exaggerated but implies sea rather 
than land transport. The architect was Mr Stombucco who had been active in designing and building 
bluestone churches in Kyneton and Ballarat in their early days; see: “St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church,” 
Star (Ballarat), December 2, 1862, 2. 

207 Russell, Water for Gold, 147. 
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Guardian, voiced concerns over wasted reservoir contents.208 In this high rainfall period, 

the discussion on stone-sawing at Malmsbury focused on using the Coliban Scheme to 

also provide motive power, not just steam.209 

 

 

 

Two groups aspired to introduce stone-sawing to Malmsbury; those associated with John 

Tyson, a local businessman, and those with David Price a stonemason, builder and 

contractor.210 David Price and Co. wrote on June 27, 1871 to the Assistant 

Commissioner of Crown Lands and Survey for Crown land grant at Malmsbury ‘upon 

which to erect machinery for the sawing &c. of bluestone’.211 The site chosen was on the 

north side of Mollison Street, on the west bank of the Coliban River, between the river 

and what was Clarendon Street North (Figure 46). They intended to use water-driven 

 
208 Ibid., 147–71; Kyneton Guardian, August 27, 1870, 2; “The Waterworks,” Kyneton Guardian, 

November 5, 1870, 2. 

209 “Country News,” Argus (Melbourne), July 6, 1870, 2. 

210 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books, 1868; “The Malmsbury State School,” Argus (Melbourne) 
December 17, 1873, 6; see biographical profile for David Price MSM051. 

211 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 290, Item 71/D 10035. 

 

Figure 46: David Price and Co.’s proposed site for Malmsbury bluestone-sawing 
works 

Source: PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 290, Item 71/D 10035, June 1871. 
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motive power, initially from a water race created near the railway viaduct, then from the 

Coliban aqueduct when that was completed.212 The site must have offered specific 

advantages because Tyson wrote to the Minister for Lands on June 28 requesting 5ac 

1rd 8perches at the same site for ‘erecting a factory for sawing the Malmsbury blue stone 

into pavement slabbs [sic] and other purposes’ (Figure 47).213 In his letter Tyson 

explained he had already applied to the Water Supply Department for the use of the 

compensation water (q.v.) to ‘drive an undershot water wheel & thereby work the 

machinery’.214 

 

 

 
212 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 290, Item 71/D 10035. 

213 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 290, Item 71/D 10077. 

214 Ibid., the implication here is that the water would instead be sent down the channel, used by the 
stone-cutting works for power and returned to the river after use. 

 

Figure 47: Tyson’s proposal for a stone-sawing site at Malmsbury 
Source: PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 290, Item 71/D 10077, June 1871. 
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A flurry of correspondence quickly arose from Tyson who argued that despite Price’s 

letter pre-dating his own, his was posted earlier and therefore reached the Government 

first, and thus his application should be given priority.215 From the Government’s 

perspective the area of land in both applications was, under the regulations, too large to 

be held by one party, the maximum being three acres.216 It was suggested that Tyson 

and Price both make arrangements to secure a water supply, allowing the land to be 

divided between them. Two quarterly licences were granted to Tyson on July 24, 1871, 

indicating that Price was no longer involved.217 Correspondence from October 1872 

indicates administration problems had delayed the renewal of the licence.218 

 

By March 1872 a portion of the stone-sawing machinery had been erected in Malmsbury 

by Messrs Leeds, Tyson and Robertson.219 In April John Robertson, on behalf of the 

‘Malmsbury Blue Stone Sawing Company’,220 asked the Borough Council to undertake 

100yd of road making on Clarendon Street, suggesting this was their access point. 

Between July and October 1872 one of the organisers of the venture, Michael Leeds, 

was the defendant in a number of court cases relating to debt which potentially 

hampered the project.221 In the first instance the sheriff announced a sale of the interest 

Leeds had ‘in and to a Stone Crushing [sic] Plant, consisting of One Boiler and Engine, in 

the course of erection’222 at Malmsbury. 

 

Apart from ongoing delays with the Coliban Scheme, further problems are revealed in 

Tyson’s letter to the Minister of Lands in February 1873.223 Although a boiler and the 

sawing machinery frameworks were erected, Tyson claimed the ‘Chief Engineer of the 

Water Supply’224 had deemed the site unsuitable and he therefore requested that the 

land be sold to him so that he could recoup his expenses and recommence elsewhere. 

 
215 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 290, Item 71/D 10077. 

216 Ibid. 

217 Ibid.; PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 290, Item 71/D 10035. 

218 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 753, October 8, 1872. 

219 Kyneton Guardian, March 23, 1872, 2. 

220 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 533, April 20, 1872. 

221 Kyneton Guardian, July 27, 1872, 3; “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, August 31, 1872, 
2; Kyneton Guardian, September 7, 1872, 2; “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, October 29, 
1872, 3. Leeds was a share broker and mining manager of Bendigo. 

222 Kyneton Guardian, July 27, 1872, 3. 

223 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 378, File 73/I 2582. 

224 Ibid. 
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The request was denied, however Tyson applied for another site in April 1873.225 The 

new site, held under a mining lease on reserved lands, was located due south of the old 

site, south of Mollison street, between the Coliban River and Coliban aqueduct, and 

north of the viaduct (Figure 48).226 

 

The 15-year lease for the sawing works was not issued until October 1874 by which time 

the MSSC was officially registered (July 1873) and the sawing works had been erected 

and were operational (February 1874).227 The lease however was declared void in 

February 1875 although the reason for this is unclear, other than Tyson writing that ‘the 

lease tendered for execution is not such a one as was agreed to’.228 The MSSC 

continued to occupy the site until 1876, however the process or administration system 

which permitted this is unknown.229 

 

The original ‘influential persons’230 who became shareholders of the new company were 

Malmsbury residents Robert Breathwheatt Tucker and John Tyson, with Henry Hurry, 

James Farrell and Benjamin George Davies from Kyneton, Castlemaine and Melbourne 

respectively.231 By January 1874 Samuel Hooppell of Malmsbury was also a shareholder. 

While Tyson and Hooppell brought local knowledge with them and were involved in the 

development of Malmsbury, none of the early shareholders were known quarrymen or 

stonemasons. Stonemason David Price, who competed with Tyson for the original site, 

joined as a shareholder sometime before August 1875.232 

 

 

 

 
225 “Applications for Mining Leases, Mineral Leases, and a Lease on Reserved Land,” Victoria 

Government Gazette, June 13, 1873, 1051. 

226 PROV, VPRS 7852/P0, Unit 1, Register of Applications for Gold Mining Leases on Reserved Lands. 
Lease No. 30. The “Channel Reserve” is the name currently used by Malmsbury Landcare Group who is 
undertaking revegetation works upon the site. 

227 PROV, VPRS 7852/P0, Unit 1, Lease No. 30; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 20, File 286 Malmsbury 
Stone Sawing Company (MSSC); “The Coliban Water Supply Scheme,” Bendigo Advertiser, January 31, 
1874, 2; “The Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company Works,” Bendigo Advertiser, February 24, 1874, 2. 

228 PROV, VPRS 7852/P0, Unit 1, Lease No. 30. 

229 No further Mining leases on reserved land were issued for the company or for the land concerned. 
When offered for sale in 1876 Lease No. 30 was cited despite it being void in 1875. 

230 Kyneton Guardian, May 10, 1873, 2. 

231 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 20, File 286, MSSC. 

232 Ibid. 
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Figure 48: Portion of Coliban Aqueduct Reserve upon which the Stone-Sawing Works 
were established at Malmsbury 
Source: PROV, VPRS 7852/P0, Unit 1, Lease No. 30, February 13, 1874. 
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Intending to duplicate the Footscray works, tenders for the construction and erection of 

more machinery for Malmsbury were invited in July 1873, the engineer being Rees 

Davies of Ballarat and Melbourne.233 The contract for the creation of the well and tunnel 

for the turbine was granted to Messrs Fry and Company, and for the erection work, John 

Milvain and Co. of Malmsbury.234 When the sawing machinery foundations were made in 

June 1873 the reservoir was not yet providing water - it was not until September 1874 

that the water officially flowed.235 Erection of the works was still underway in October 

1873, by early November the turbine had not been delivered and the site was still 

incomplete in December.236 As the works neared completion, tenders for the quarrying 

and delivery of bluestone to the works were invited in mid-December 1873.237 Tyson’s 

attempt in June 1874 to secure a supply of stone by purchasing Crown quarry land in 

Lasslett Street (QS52) failed because quarryman John Prendergast held the site under 

licence.238 

 

The Bendigo Advertiser and Kyneton Guardian both reported in late January 1874 that 

the Malmsbury stone-cutting works (Figure 49) was using the compensation water 

although doubts remained over the quantity required, and its supply.239 Despite this, a 

foreman mason to manage the yard and machinery was sought and the plant formally 

started in late February that year.240 A masonry weir had been built across the Coliban 

Scheme main aqueduct to direct water into a branch and, by creating a fall of 14ft into a 

shaft, a Wright and Edwards patent turbine, 5ft in diameter, was used to power the plant 

which would further supply ‘the most valuable and handsome building material 

procurable in the colony’.241 The three saw frames were reported to cut the stone at the 

rate of 1 in/hour, with the power generated estimated to be sufficient to power a total of 

 
233 Kyneton Guardian, May 10, 1873, 2; “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), July 30, 1873, 3. 

234 “Local and General News,” Kyneton Guardian, August 23, 1873, 2. 

235 “Local and General News,” Kyneton Guardian, June 28, 1873, 2; ‘Items of News,” Mount Alexander 
Mail (Castlemaine), September 12, 1874, 2. 

236 Kyneton Guardian, October 8, 1873, 2; Kyneton Guardian, November 1, 1873, 2; “The Malmsbury 
State School,” Argus (Melbourne) December 17, 1873, 6. 

237 Kyneton Guardian, December 17, 1873, 3. 

238 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 418, File 74/O 14381. 

239 The Coliban Water Supply Scheme,” Bendigo Advertiser, January 31, 1874, 2; Kyneton Guardian, 
January 24, 1874, 2. 

240 Kyneton Guardian, January 24, 1874, 3; “The Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company Works,” Bendigo 
Advertiser, February 24, 1874, 2. 

241 “The Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company Works,” Bendigo Advertiser, February 24, 1874, 2; Kyneton 
Guardian, January 24, 1874, 2. 
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eight frames.242 Following some adjustments and successful tests with the saws on the 

local Elphinstone granite in March, by April four sawing frames, each containing 20 saw 

blades, were in operation.243 Encouraged by this success, a clerk was sought and plans 

were made to extend the plant to produce tombstones, stone columns, mouldings and 

include stone polishing.244 

 

 

 

The whole scheme generated a sense of pride and soon there were proposals to 

establish Malmsbury as an industrial centre.245 While water-power was seen as some 

redemption for the Coliban Scheme white elephant, barely a mention was made of the 

amount of water, and the continual flow needed to sustain the plant. The flood years had 

certainly created some short memories. 

 

 
242 “The Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company Works,” Bendigo Advertiser, February 24, 1874, 2; “Stone-

Sawing,” Argus (Melbourne); April 11, 1874, 4. 

243 ‘The Malmsbury Stone-Cutting Works,” Bendigo Advertiser, March 21, 1874, 2; “Stone-Sawing,” Argus 
(Melbourne); April 11, 1874, 4. 

244 “Stone-Sawing,” Argus (Melbourne), April 11, 1874, 4; Kyneton Guardian, April 15, 1874, 3. 

245 “Malmsbury a Manufacturing Town,” Kyneton Guardian, June 3, 1874, 2. 

 

Figure 49: The only known image of the Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company site 
Taken (date unknown) from the Mollison Street (north) end looking towards the railway line, 
the piles of sawn stone can be seen amongst the blocks awaiting processing. 
Source: Stevens, History of Malmsbury (1974), 19. 
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At the MSSC meeting in July 1874, Tyson announced that the company was ‘getting 

some splendid stone from our quarries, and will in future be enabled to go to the trade for 

orders for stone of all sizes’.246 Already employing 18 men, and a further three in their 

quarry, Tyson suggested opening a Melbourne yard as an outlet for their products.247 A 

site was acquired on a southern corner of William and La Trobe Streets from which they 

sold ‘flagging, steps, sills, corings [sic], landings’ &c.’, of which Tyson became the 

manager.248 Tenders for the carting of stones from Spencer Street Station into the city 

and suburbs were also invited.249 Successful tenders to the Victorian Railways 

Department for the ongoing supply of sawn bluestone flagging for the Castlemaine and 

Dunolly railway, deliveries of products to Bendigo railway station in early 1875, and the 

purchase of flagging by the Malmsbury Borough Council the same year demonstrate the 

demand for the MSSC’s products.250 

 

It is probable that the Mr Robertson, who was originally in partnership with Tyson and 

Leeds, is the same as John Robertson, a stonemason of Emerald Hill, who applied for 

the 1873 patent ‘for Improvements in machinery for cutting and dressing stone’.251 In 

order to reduce the associated costs of manually squaring off the stone, Tyson obtained 

a right to use Robertson’s invention and engaged Rees Davies of Ballarat to construct 

one in mid-1874.252 The Kyneton Guardian announced in October 1874 that the machine, 

which used cutting chisels on a circular wheel, had commenced work that month.253 In 

January 1875 that newspaper declared the company a success, especially as orders 

estimated to be worth £6000 had been taken.254 

 

 
246 “Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company,” Kyneton Guardian, July 29, 1874, 2 

247 Ibid.; “Kyneton Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, August 8, 1874, 3 – based on the names of men from the 
Company who subscribed to the Kyneton Hospital in July 1874. 

248 “Building Materials,” Argus (Melbourne), September 23, 1874, 3; Sands & McDougall's Melbourne 
Directory 1875, 43; “Corings” may be an error, “copings” sounds more likely. 

249 “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), September 21, 1874, 3. 

250 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 19, 1874, 1181; “Consignees of Goods by 
Railway,” Bendigo Advertiser, January 18, 1875, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 709, 
June 5, 1875. 

251 Victorian Patent Number 1795 of 1873 - John Robertson (Stonemason) Emerald Hill, Victoria July 24, 
1873. See also Appendix 9. 

252 “Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company,” Kyneton Guardian, July 29, 1874, 2. While the article refers to 
George Robertson no patent for stone dressing was ever registered in Victoria under this name prior to 
1893. 

253 Kyneton Guardian, October 28, 1874, 2. 

254 Ibid.; Kyneton Guardian, January 30, 1875, 2. 
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Despite this praise, not everything was running smoothly in 1875. The dressing machine 

was causing problems in January, and following an announcement that another 5000 

shares worth £1 each were to be issued to raise further capital, a sale of 1175 forfeited 

shares took place in February that year.255 Severe financial problems ceased Tyson’s 

involvement in the company; he later stated he had invested all of his money in the 

company and was ruined by its failure.256 Despite efforts to cut expenditure and keep the 

sawing works going, the MSSC offered the water right, plant and stock at Malmsbury, 

and the stock and plant at the Melbourne yard for purchase by tender at the end of May 

1876.257 Court action was taken by the Bank of NSW, with which the company had an 

overdraft; the stock at Melbourne was offered for sale by the sheriff in early June and the 

plant and lease at Malmsbury in July.258 

 

The purchaser of the company’s assets in 1876 was Wilson, Corben and Co., stone 

merchants who had purchased one of the Castlemaine slate quarries in 1871 and were 

the Melbourne-based agents for the Castlemaine Paving Company.259 This company 

was formed by Thomas Wilson and Isaac Corben, both formerly of Glaister and Co. and 

within a few months the new owners had the Malmsbury plant working successfully.260 

Walter Smith Corben, Isaac’s son, was sent up to manage the Malmsbury branch.261 

Apart from criticisms over Corben’s inaction when a grassfire near the stone-sawing 

works threatened the nearby Bridge Hotel (Figure 50) in 1878, the sawing works initially 

being blamed for the fire, the newspapers remained relatively quiet on the subject of 

stone-sawing until 1879.262 

 
255 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 20, File 286, MSSC; Kyneton Guardian, January 30, 1875, 3; PROV, 

VPRS 28/P2, Unit 291, Item 43/113, Probate Thomas Wilson, stone merchant. 

256 Kyneton Guardian, March 17, 1875, 3; Kyneton Guardian, December 15, 1875, 3; Kyneton Guardian, 
January 12, 1876, 3; “New Insolvent,” Kyneton Guardian, February 9, 1876, 2; “Insolvency Notices,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, October 19, 1877, 1994; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 20, File 286, MSSC; “An 
Insolvency Application,” Kyneton Guardian, November 7, 1885, 2; “Insolvency Court,” Age (Melbourne), 
November 16, 1885, 6. 

257 “Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company,” Kyneton Observer, February 3, 1876, 2; Kyneton Guardian, 
May 31, 1876, 3. This is despite the site lease being declared void in February 1875. 

258 “Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), June 13, 1876, 2; Kyneton Guardian, July 12, 1876, 3; PROV, 
VPRS 932/P0, Unit 20, File 286, MSSC. 

259 “Malmsbury Stone Sawing Company,” Kyneton Guardian, July 19, 1876, 2; “Items of News,” Mount 
Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), August 17, 1871, 2; Sands & McDougall's Melbourne Directory 1876, 292. 

260 Kyneton Guardian, October 25, 1876, 2. 

261 Walter, Hence Hope, 27–28; “Law and Judicial Notices,” Age (Melbourne), April 25, 1863, 7; PROV, 
VPRS 7591/P2, Unit 184, Item 46/926, Will of Isaac Corben; VPRS 28/P0, Unit 591, Item 46/926, Probate 
Isaac Corben. 

262 “Grass Fire at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, January 19, 1878, 3; “A Contradiction,” Kyneton 
Guardian, January 23, 1878, 2; “The Late Grass Fire at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, January 26, 1878, 
2; “A Further Contradiction,” Kyneton Guardian, January 26, 1878, 2; “The Malmsbury Fire,” Kyneton 
Guardian, January 30, 1878, 2. Charles Smith was later charged with lighting the fire. 
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Like Glaister and Co. and the early success of the Footscray stone-sawing works, the 

success at Malmsbury can in part be attributed to the plant finally being run by men who 

had knowledge of stone and the stone industry, rather than just men with ideas and 

monetary capital. While the concept of using waterpower appears innovative in the light 

of modern ideas on renewable energy, the lack of foresight into the long-term supply of 

water was to once more test the practicalities of sawing stone in Malmsbury. 

 

In 1877 the mill was utilizing most of the water available to them, to the extent that a 

proposed woollen mill in Malmsbury would have required the construction of a dam 

across the Coliban River near Mollison Street to provide enough fall to feed a mill race.263 

The construction of the Upper Coliban Reservoir was proposed in early 1873, while the 

Malmsbury Reservoir was still under construction, but the project did not commence until 

 
263 “A Woollen Factory of Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, September 5, 1877, 2. The proposal did not go 

ahead despite the ongoing encouragement well into 1878 – see: “Woollen Mill for Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 28, 1878, 2. 

 

Figure 50: Mollison Street Malmsbury ca 1879 facing roughly west 
The construction of the large stone store in the foreground of the distant hill was commenced 
in 1878. With an accurate knowledge of the location of the works, a careful examination of this 
photograph has recently revealed the presence of the stone-sawing works (circled and inset) 
with the southern end of the double-gabled building shown in Figure 49 in shadow and the 
piles of stone along the boundary. The Bridge Hotel is located at the far end of the line of trees 
at the front of the Botanic Gardens (arrow). 
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society collection, image 2LND0001R. 
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1900.264 Thus, drought still severely influenced the water available for industries such as 

mining. Periods of low water supply at Malmsbury Reservoir forced the closure of the 

stone-sawing works for over ten weeks in July 1879, putting 20 men out of work and into 

financial stress.265 Dry weather forced another closure in 1881 and it was asserted in 

May that year that ‘it takes as much water to supply the Malmsbury Stone Company’s 

works as for the whole of the other demands put together’.266 A full reservoir in 

September 1881 was anticipated to allow stone-sawing to commence again after an un-

defined period.267 In the meantime, Walter Corben had been recalled in June 1881 to 

manage Wilson and Corben’s Footscray works and it was suggested the Malmsbury 

works would close altogether.268 

With no sign of Government action to increase and better manage the Coliban water 

supply, Wilson and Corben decided in 1883 to convert the plant to steam power.269 This 

took some time, the plant not recommencing work until November 1884.270 Water was no 

longer required for power at Malmsbury, but still required in the sawing action itself.271 

Walter Corben returned to Malmsbury to manage the stone-sawing works sometime in 

early 1882.272 In the meantime Wilson, Corben and Co. had expanded their company into 

the Sydney market, acquiring a steam stone dressing works and setting up a NSW outlet 

for dressed and rough Malmsbury and Lethbridge bluestone in Haymarket.273 

The Footscray Independent mistakenly reported in July 1885 that Wilson, Corben and 

Co.’s Footscray plant was to be closed and moved to Malmsbury.274 Their absence from 

264 “The Upper Coliban Reservoir,” Kyneton Guardian, January 8, 1873, 2; “Government Notices,” 
Kyneton Guardian, March 10, 1900, 3. The Upper Coliban was originally proposed to hold back unusually 
high floods and protect the Malmsbury dam from damage during periods of over-capacity. 

265 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 5, 1879, 2. 

266 “The Weather,” Kyneton Guardian, March 9, 1881, 2; “The Malmsbury Reservoir,” Kyneton Guardian, 
May 18, 1881, 2. 

267 “The Malmsbury Reservoir,” Kyneton Guardian, September 21, 1881, 2. 

268 “Departure of Mr. W. S. Corben,” Kyneton Guardian, June 1, 1881, 2. 

269 “Malmsbury Stone Saw Mills,” Kyneton Guardian, January 13, 1883, 2. 

270 “Stone Cutting Works, Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 8, 1884, 2; “Notices,” Kyneton 
Guardian, December 20, 1884, 3. 

271 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, December 16, 1885, 2; Malmsbury Borough 
Council, Letter Book, Page 390, November 17, 1880. 

272 “Malmsbury Football Club,” Kyneton Guardian, May 3, 1882, 2; “Borough of Malmsbury (advert),” 
Kyneton Guardian, September 26, 1885, 3; “Malmsbury United Cricket Club,” Kyneton Guardian, September 
30, 1885, 2. 

273 “Building Materials,” Sydney Morning Herald, November 9, 1882, 9; “Building Materials,” Sydney 
Morning Herald, November 26, 1883, 7. 

274 “News in Brief,” Independent (Footscray), July 18, 1885, 2. 
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the 1885–86 Footscray rate book for the stone-cutting works suggests the move went 

ahead, however it is more likely that this referred to them moving their marble and 

stoneworks factory to South Melbourne.275 The suggestion, at the same time, by the 

Footscray Independent that a new stone-cutting works at Footscray could be established 

points to the formation of the FMSCQC in July 1887.276 With the establishment of their 

new Melbourne site, Walter Corben moved from Malmsbury in order to take charge of 

that factory; he was however frequently in Malmsbury after this date.277 The Malmsbury 

plant was still functional in 1888 when concerns were raised that the sludge made up of 

sand and water from the works was polluting the river.278 In 1890 the works closed for 

three months, restarting in September even when a labour-strike which limited the supply 

of coal forced the closure of the Melbourne plant.279 Denis Castles had been the 

manager of the Malmsbury works for several years when he departed in April 1892 to 

work in Fern Tree Gully as an engine driver and it was shortly after this that it was 

announced that, having been closed for some time due to insufficient orders, the plant 

would be moved to the company’s Harcourt premises.280 

 

No concrete evidence of the actual relocation of the plant has been found other than 

evidence that others occupied the site. Having established a masonry shop in Malmsbury 

by 1891, in May 1899 Messrs. W. T Jones, Gray and Co. had installed a small stone-

sawing plant for which they sought approval from the Borough Council under the 

Factories and Shops Act 1896 (Appendix 1).281 At the same time some Chinese gold 

miners were successfully cradling the sand left on the site in the knowledge it had 

 
275 Municipal District of Footscray rate books, 1885–86 year, pg. 115; “The Land Act 1884,” Victoria 

Government Gazette, September 4, 1885, 2541; “Applications for Leases Approved,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, March 19, 1886, 788; Australasian Builder and Contractor's News (Melbourne), August 27, 1887, 
252. 

276 “News in Brief,” Independent (Footscray), July 18, 1885, 2; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130, 
FMSCQC. 

277 “Retiring Councillor,” Kyneton Guardian, June 11, 1887, 2; “Bowling,” Kyneton Guardian, February 20, 
1889, 2. The last time Walter Corben appeared in the Malmsbury rate books for a residence was in 1886, 
although he still paid rates for the stone mill through to 1894 (the last year that records are accessible) and 
he frequently played for the Malmsbury Bowling Club. 

278 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, March 24, 1888, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter 
Book, Page 256, September 17, 1888; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 10, 1888, 
2. 

279 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, September 10, 1890, 3. 

280 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, April 5, 1892, 2; Kyneton Guardian, December 8, 1892, 2. This is 
William Thomas Jones and his father-in-law Harry Gray. 

281 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books 1891, 1892, 1893, 1894. The precise location is unknown 
as the address given as Mollison Street East does not match with the allotment and section numbers, being 
in Drake Street, west of the Coliban River. Jones possibly moved to a shop adjoining the Malmsbury Hotel in 
1893–94. “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, May 4, 1899, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Guardian, May 11, 1899, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 212, May 9, 1899. 
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originated from local gold mines.282 

Jones commenced business in his 

own right as a monumental mason 

in Piper Street, Kyneton in 1895, 

keeping his Malmsbury plant 

operating until 1905 or 1906.283 

Under the Factories and Shops Act 

1900, Jones was obliged to employ 

a certified engine-driver to operate 

any steam-driven machinery 

located in the Borough of 

Malmsbury. While this restriction 

was supposedly going to result in 

the removal of the plant into a 

Shire in early 1901, no evidence of 

this was found.284 The death of 

Jones’s father-in-law, Harry Gray, 

in 1906 finally prompted the move 

of Jones, his family and his mother-

in-law to Kyneton, relocating the 

business to Piper Street that 

year.285 

Thus, it has been over a century since the sounds of stone-sawing have emanated from 

Malmsbury. A forgotten era of innovative engineering and industrial employment based 

upon a local resource. The remnants are well hidden in the archives, rare photographs, 

282 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 20, 1899, 2. Given Glaister’s 1870 patent application for stone-
sawing machinery was to use quartz rather than sand, it seems unlikely that sand was supplied to the 
Malmsbury plant by a local mine. The quartz may well have resembled sand by the time it had been used by 
the saws. 

283 “Malmsbury,” and “Trade Addresses,” Kyneton Guardian, August 8, 1895, 3; Kyneton Guardian, June 
10, 1897, 3; Kyneton Guardian, January 30, 1902, 1; Kyneton Guardian, March 30, 1905, 3; “Malmsbury 
Items,” Kyneton Guardian, April 22, 1902, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, March 9, 
1905, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, March 25, 1909, 4. In the last two items the 
Council refers to the “old” stone-cutting works. 

284 “Malmsbury,” Age (Melbourne), January 21, 1901, 9. A similar case appears in “Uncertificated Engine-
Driver,” Hamilton Spectator, January 31, 1901, 2. The “steam-power stone sawing machine” is mentioned 
under the heading of “Malmsbury Borough” in the Victorian Municipal Directory 1904 through to 1908, though 
not from 1909 onwards. 

285 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 14, 1906, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 8, 
1906, 3. 

Figure 51: Remnant bluestone paving in Mollison 
Street Malmsbury. 
This illustrates the dimensions of the blocks of stone 
sawn at the works (Site MalV_051). 
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and layers of fallen leaves in a portion of the Coliban Water Scheme reserve. Most of the 

Malmsbury bluestone sawn in Malmsbury, and indeed at Footscray, will probably remain 

unrecognised in a historical and architectural sense. The use of any bluestone in kerbing, 

paving, windowsills, steps, lintels and graves goes mostly unnoticed, and is poorly 

documented. The task of defining the source from which it originated is harder still, 

though examples for cemeteries were reported.286 A small portion of bluestone paving 

survives in Malmsbury (Figure 51), which it can be safely assumed is Malmsbury 

bluestone. Even the local and Victorian government contracts awarded to the FMSCQC 

to supply bluestone for railways and the Spotswood Pumping Station could have been 

met using stone from other places, including Kyneton and Carlsruhe.287 As this company 

also supplied Harcourt granite, the evidence of a contract to supply stone is no 

guarantee that bluestone of any source was used.288 Identification of these lesser-known 

features of buildings requires a non-destructive method of testing the stone, with 

standard samples from a range of old quarries as reference points. Portable X-Ray 

Fluorescence (XRF) instruments currently offer the best potential to determine the 

provenance for orphan building stones.289 

The closure of the stone-sawing plant did not directly affect the quarrying of bluestone at 

Malmsbury. While it had been running, other changes to the industry and the associated 

infrastructure had already occurred. Two of these changes were the construction of the 

Redesdale railway line branch and the further vertical integration of Malmsbury bluestone 

quarrying and sawing enterprises at Footscray and Malmsbury. 

286 “Monumental Erection,” Riverine Herald (Echuca), December 23, 1876, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Guardian, November 7, 1896, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 16, 1899, 3. 

287 Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, Notice Papers, Notice Paper No.90: 36; “Contracts 
Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 19, 1901, 2765; “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government 
Gazette, August 18, 1915, 2970–2. 

288 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 2, 1901, 3671. 

289 Dennis Ogburn, Bill Sillar and Julio César Sierra, “Evaluating effects of chemical weathering and 
surface contamination on the in situ provenance analysis of building stones in the Cuzco region of Peru with 
portable XRF,” Journal of Archaeological Science 40 (2013): 1823-1837; Giuseppe Cultrone, Germana 
Barone, Giuseppe Gangemi and Salvatore Ioppolo, “Analysis of lapideus materials from the columns of the 
cathedral of St Maria Randazzo (Catania, Italy) and from their ancient origin quarries,” Journal of Cultural 
Heritage 2 (2001): 199-207. 
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The Redesdale Railway Line and the End of an Era 

 

In an era when Victoria invested in a massive expansion of the railway network, the 

Kyneton-Redesdale line was constructed between 1888 and 1891.290 The new 

Edgecombe station offered a more convenient loading point for some of the bluestone 

quarries on the north-eastern fringe of Malmsbury. This section considers the impact this 

line had on the Malmsbury bluestone industry, and how the decline in the industry 

impacted on the line. 

 

For many years the Malmsbury Borough Council managed the downside of the quarrying 

industry – the constant damage being done to local roads, especially in wet weather, 

through stone cartage from the east side of the Coliban river to the railway station on the 

west side.291 This state of affairs was successfully used by the Council to lobby the State 

government in 1882 for £1000 in funds to replace the Mollison Street bridge over the 

river, which at that time was carrying 8000 tons of goods across it to the station in one 

year.292 For the majority of the time, however, the local Council bore the cost of repairs to 

roads used by several quarries that were not within the Borough’s boundary. 

 

Some relief was promised by Hugh Milvain and Charles Mailler’s attempt in 1887 to erect 

a horse-drawn tramway from the railway crossing on what is now Breakneck Road, to the 

quarries adjoining Milvain Street.293 Approval was given for installation, however the laws 

regarding such infrastructure stifled the plan.294 The impending Redesdale railway line 

offered a viable alternative, independent of any lobbying to change the route to bring it 

closer to the quarries north-east of Malmsbury.295 The new line reduced the impact of 

quarrying on local roads and expedited the shipment of stone to valuable intercolonial 

 
290 “Kyneton to Redesdale Railway,” Kyneton Guardian, February 18, 1888, 2; “Opening of Redesdale 

Line,” Kyneton Guardian, January 10, 1891, 2. 

291 “Country News,” Argus (Melbourne), July 6, 1870, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 
370, September 7, 1870; “Horse Tramway at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 6, 1887, 2; Malmsbury 
Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 332, May 15, 1889. 

292 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 556, April 21, 1882; “The Malmsbury Bridge,” 
Kyneton Guardian, May 6, 1882, 2; “Local Votes on the Estimates,” Kyneton Guardian, June 3, 1882, 2. 

293 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, June 29, 1887, 3; “Horse Tramway at Malmsbury,” 
Kyneton Guardian, July 6, 1887, 2; “Deputations,” Kyneton Guardian, July 9, 1887, 2; “The Railway 
Commissioners’ Visit,” Kyneton Guardian, July 13, 1887, 3. 

294 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, July 20, 1887, 3. 

295 “The Railway Commissioners’ Visit,” Kyneton Guardian, July 13, 1887, 3; “Malmsbury Borough 
Council,” Kyneton Guardian, July 20, 1887, 3; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 3, 
1887, 3; “Deviation of Redesdale Railway Line,” Kyneton Guardian, August 6, 1887, 2; PROV, VPRS 
427/P0, Unit 7, “K” index, Items 4461 and 4603; “The Redesdale Railway Line,” Kyneton Guardian, August 
10, 1887, 2. 
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customers, both essential in a period of economic downturn in Victoria. The Edgecombe 

station began to handle large tonnages of freight, compared to other nearby stations, and 

freight departing Malmsbury station declined (Figure 52). The data does reflect a gradual 

reduction in overall outwards freight over this period, however it also demonstrates peaks 

in the World War One era and aftermath in which war memorials were erected. Given 

that the line failed to make a profit for most of its life until its closure in 1954, it is not 

surprising it faced reduced services and proposed closure well before its final demise.296 

While it was in operation however, the line provided a vital link between the quarries and 

the stone market. 

 

The stone sources closer to Malmsbury township would have been extracted early on in 

order to minimise freight costs. With time the resources further away were exploited, 

many being to the east and north-east of the town in the parishes of Lauriston and 

Edgecombe, especially those located south of Malmsbury East Road and in the vicinity 

of the intersection of Rollinsons and Old Quarry Roads. Thus, the opening of the new 

line supported the industry and potentially encouraged the opening of new resources that 

were otherwise unviable. The timing of the formation of the FMSCQC in July 1887 was 

probably strategic and suggests action to take full advantage of these developments.297 

 

The founders and original shareholders of this new company included Luke Greenwood 

and Joseph Hull, masons, and Enoch Greenwood, a builder’s foreman and son of Luke, 

all of whom were of Footscray and Yarraville.298 Just prior to registration of the company, 

80ac of quarry land at Malmsbury on Old Quarry Road previously owned by the FSSCC 

had been purchased by Luke Greenwood, Seth Warburton and William Tear (all 

stonemasons), from Fanny Stanley.299 A further 20ac of quarry land was sold to the new 

company by Malmsbury quarrymen John White and John Scriven Flew Wallis in late July 

1887.300 

 

 

 
296 James, Davis and Langley, Redesdale Railway Line, 193–99. 

297 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130, FMSCQC; “The Companies Statute 1864,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, July 8, 1887, 2003. 

298 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130, FMSCQC. 

299 “Auctions,” Kyneton Guardian, May 18, 1887, 2; “Property Sales,” Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 1887, 
2; RGO, General Law archives, Book 356, Memorial 666, July 2, 1889. The fact that they didn’t buy the other 
80ac quarry land on offer suggests the quarry had been exhausted. 

300 Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1848 Folio 369540. 
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As shown above, this new company had also bought in 1887 the plant, machinery and 

buildings of the Footscray stone-cutting works and set this up as the company 

headquarters, with Luke Greenwood as manager.301 By July 1888 the number of 

shareholders had expanded to include John White, John Wallis, William Tear and Seth 

Warburton, as well as Malmsbury quarrymen Joseph Sampson (junior and senior) and 

Thomas P Wallis (son of John), and Malmsbury stonemason Edwin Tatterson.302 In 1889 

the company was described as ‘a co-operative affair, as considerably more than half of 

the shares are held by persons in the employ’, employing about 20 quarrymen at 

Malmsbury, with ‘huge piles of the famous Malmsbury bluestone’ at the Footscray 

yard.303 

 

As the quarries of this company were located on the eastern fringes of Malmsbury, 

connecting them to the new railway line became a priority. With new freight tariffs in 

place to support stone exporters (Chapter 3) an approach was made in January 1891 by 

Enoch Greenwood to both the Malmsbury Borough and Kyneton Shire Councils for 

permission to construct a tramway over to the North Lauriston (later Edgecombe) 

station.304 Malmsbury Council decided to ‘take the matter into consideration’ while 

Kyneton Shire’s decision was that ‘Council’s representative to next municipal conference 

to be instructed to take steps for the amendment of the law prohibiting the construction of 

such tramways’.305 Malmsbury Council replied in April giving consent ‘subject to approval 

of the Governor in Council and on the provisions of Sec. 2. Act 819. 1884 being strictly 

carried out’.306 While approval had been given, Malmsbury Council had not realised the 

1884 Act had been superseded by the Tramways Act 1890, however the provision for 

private tramways under both acts remained the same i.e. it could only be used for the 

business purpose specified and not be used for ‘the carriage of passengers or goods for 

hire’.307 

 
301 “Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), June 11, 1887, 2; PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130, 

FMSCQC; “Notice of Registered Office,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 26, 1887, 2570. 

302 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130, FMSCQC; There were several other shareholders not listed 
here. Seth Warburton was related by marriage to Joseph Sampson senior (MQM097) and his nephew 
Joseph Sampson junior (MQM096). 

303 “Trade Notes,” Australasian Builder and Contractor’s News (Melbourne), October 19, 1889, 384. 

304 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 28, 1891, 3; “Kynetonshire Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, February 11, 1891, 3. The name of the North Lauriston Station was later changed to 
Edgecombe; see James, Davis and Langley, Redesdale Railway Line, 1. 

305 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 504, January 27, 1891; “Kynetonshire Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, February 11, 1891, 3. 

306 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 519, April 30, 1891. 

307 The Tramways Act 1884 (No. 819) (VIC), s. 3; Tramways Act 1890 (No. 1148) (VIC), s. 36. 
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Kyneton Shire stalled and, clearly wanting to avoid delays, the company wrote to them 

again in April stating that ‘section 36 of the Tramways Act enables the request to be 

complied with’, so the Council applied for the consent of the Governor-in-Council.308 

Nevertheless with further delays it was not until October 1891 that agreements regarding 

the location of the tramway were drawn up and approved between Malmsbury Council 

and the company.309 

 

Surprisingly, no direct reference to the tramway construction or existence has been 

located. A request in 1915 for a tramway to cross ‘the roads leading to O’Connell’s and 

running parallel to the Redesdale railway line’310 in order to connect a stone-crushing 

plant with spalls supplied from the company’s land, was granted by Malmsbury Council in 

1915.311 For this to be the case the tramway must have been within the boundaries of the 

Borough, and may have linked in with any existing tramway, but no further details on its 

location are known. 

 

The FMSCQC ran until 1920, outliving John Wallis, both Sampson’s, Tear senior, 

Warburton and Luke and Enoch Greenwood.312 Before his death in 1917, Edwin 

Tatterson served as a company director from 1904 to 1915. The change of name to the 

FMSC occurred in 1913, with a subsequent restructuring using the same name in 

1915.313 The Malmsbury land and the plant at Footscray were offered for sale in 1920.314 

The last reference found for the company was court proceedings in 1922 for a debt owed 

to the company by the contractor for several war memorials.315 

 

 
308 “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, April 8, 1891, 2. 

309 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 534, July 9, 1891; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 541, August 15, 1891; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 554, September 
18, 1891; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 6, 1891: 2; Malmsbury Borough 
Council, Letter Book, Page 557, October 7, 1891; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 565, 
November 7, 1891. Corresponding documentation from Kynetonshire Council has not been located. 

310 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, June 5, 1915, 4. 

311 PROV, VPRS 14138/P1, Unit 2, Page 512 letter May 7, 1915. 

312 Federation Index (VIC), Joseph Sampson, Death registration 10020 (1895); ibid. William Tear, Death 
registration 860 (1895); ibid. Seth Warburton, Death registration 5649 (1900); Edwardian index (VIC), Luke 
Greenwood, Death registration 1702 (1903); ibid. Joseph Sampson, Death registration 12991 (1907); ibid. 
Enoch Greenwood, Death Registration 5046 (1909); ibid. John Scriven Flew Wallis, Death registration 13915 
(1913). 

313 PROV, VPRS 932/P0, Unit 66, Item 1130, FMSCQC. 

314 Kyneton Guardian, October 5, 1920, 3; “Sales by Auction,” Argus (Melbourne), November 9, 1920, 2. 

315 “Soldiers' Memorials,” Argus (Melbourne), February 10, 1922, 9. 
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While the company was in operation, there were several periods of industrial unrest. A 

strike by masons occurred at the factory in 1893 over wages.316 In 1914 the employers 

refused to accept a ruling made by the stone-cutter’s wages board. The Board itself was 

in chaos in 1914 and the action of the employer members forced the closure of stone-

cutting yards, putting the men out of work for many weeks.317 Many masons covered 

under the 1920 determination of this Board participated in the building strike of 1920 over 

the length of the working week, and the wage determination of that year was suspended 

for 12 months in May.318 

 

These disputes can be attributed to a dying stone industry, declining employment and 

wages resulting from this decline, and attempts to erode working conditions previously 

fought for by stoneworkers. While other organizations engaged in stone dressing 

employed machinery to undertake such work; the closure of the FMSC appears to mark 

the end of the era when companies owned quarry land, supplied the stone and operated 

the machinery in a vertically-integrated industry specializing in supplying Malmsbury 

bluestone to a broader building industry.319 

 

Now that an understanding of the bluestone industry has been established, it is time to 

tell the tale of how the use of Malmsbury bluestone began and continued to prosper with 

a growing demand and reputation. 

 

 
316 “Trade Dispute at Footscray,” Argus (Melbourne), February 4, 1893, 9; “Strike Amongst masons,” 

Kyneton Guardian, February 2, 1893, 3. 

317 “Minister for Labour,” Argus (Melbourne), March 11, 1914, 12; ‘Stone-cutters’ Wages,” Argus 
(Melbourne), April 13, 1914, 6; “Victorian Labor News,” The Australian Worker (Sydney), April 23, 1914, 21; 
“Stonecutters’ Dispute,” Argus (Melbourne), June 27, 1914, 20. 

318 “Determination of the Stone Cutters Board,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 4, 1920, 721; “Building 
Trade Ballot,” Argus (Melbourne), May 12, 1920, 12; “Suspension of the Stonecutters Determination,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, May 19, 1920, 1904. 

319 For example, Albert Allaway, the liquidator for the FMSC was later the secretary of the Footscray 
Monumental and Marble Company, erected stone dressing machinery at Footscray and the ran until at least 
1927 – see “Brevities,” Independent (Footscray), August 21, 1920, 2; “County News,” Argus (Melbourne), 
October 31, 1927, 13. William Train & Co. of South Melbourne was a similar Company – see “Latrobe's War 
Memorial,” Advocate (Burnie, TAS), December 6, 1922, 1. 
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Chapter 7. Bendigo Railway – The Making of Malmsbury 
Bluestone 

 
 

 
 
 
In 1883 Joseph Pickersgill published The Victorian Railways Tourist’s Guide, stated to 

contain ‘accurate and full particulars of all Watering Places, Sceneries, Shooting, Fishing 

and Sport, Hotel Accommodation, etc. in Victoria’.1 His entry for Malmsbury opens with: 

 

On the Coliban River. There is no particular reason for stopping here, unless we wish to 

inspect the quarries, this place being celebrated for the excellent stone it produces, or 

unless we are interested in Coliban Water-works, a reservoir for the supply of Castlemaine, 

Taradale, and Malmsbury.2 

 

Pickersgill goes on to mention the picturesque local waterfalls on the Coliban River at 

Trentham and Taradale accessible from Malmsbury. One can easily argue that a guide 

that did not mention the Malmsbury botanical gardens established 20 years earlier, the 

majestic viaduct situated a stone’s throw from the station and an interesting backdrop to 

the gardens, or even the several long-established hotels in the town by no means 

included full particulars. Even the Kyneton Guardian had its doubts, referring to 

Pickersgill as one who ‘frequently poses as a humorist’.3 Why the average tourist would 

want to visit quarries is not stated, but the mere fact of them, and the stone they 

produced, being mentioned is perhaps an indication of the reputation the stone had 

earned by 1883. 

 

Pickersgill’s summary of Lethbridge at least mentions the town has a hotel, and also 

stated ‘there is an excellent quarry of bluestone in the neighbourhood, whence some of 

the largest blocks in the colony have been taken’.4 The entry for Kyneton makes no 

reference to bluestone, not even stone buildings.5 The only other towns that rate a 

 
1 Joseph Pickersgill, ed., The Victorian Railways Tourists’ Guide (Melbourne: Sands & McDougall 

Limited, 1885), 133. 

2 Ibid., 133. 

3 ‘The Victorian Railways Tourists’ Guide,” Kyneton Guardian, December 30, 1885, 2 

4 Pickersgill, Victorian Railways Tourists’ Guide, 154. 

5 Ibid., 132–33. 

A man who does not plan long ahead will find trouble at his door.

Confucius
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mention of bluestone buildings are Melbourne, Hawthorn, Ballarat and Belfast (now Port 

Fairy), and those that mention quarries are Collingwood, Footscray, Richmond, 

Brunswick, Northcote (all bluestone) Castlemaine (flagging), Harcourt (granite), and the 

Grampians.6 No descriptions, other than those of Malmsbury and Lethbridge mention 

both the bluestone quarries and the properties of the stone extracted, indicating that 

something more than just some clever marketing took place before Pickersgill’s guide 

was published. 

 

This chapter explores the notion of fame associated with Malmsbury bluestone, how it 

gained the public’s attention and how this influenced its spread throughout Victoria, then 

Australia, and into New Zealand. 

 

Finding Malmsbury Bluestone 

 
The construction of railways requires several physical resources, preferably at 

reasonable cost and supply. From the outset, there is little evidence that the contractors 

of the Melbourne to Sandhurst Railway, Cornish and Bruce, had intimate knowledge of 

local sources of stone for building bridges and culverts. As no complete plan of the 

survey, or even the completed line, with all its cuttings, quarries, culverts and 

embankments marked, appears to have survived, historians must rely on other records 

to determine if the proposed route took into account any pre-existing sources of material, 

other than the bluestone around Melbourne and Footscray. 

 

The Select Committee of the Legislative Council of Victoria for the Melbourne, Mount 

Alexander, and Murray River Railway Company’s Bill reported to the Council in January 

1853.7 Included in the report were instructions formulated to guide the Engineering and 

Surveying Department to find appropriate routes for the line. These specifically stated 

that the survey was to treat the Mount Macedon and Kyneton Road as the western 

boundary and from there the Campaspe River northwards to the Murray River. Routes 

were to be the best available for communication with the goldfields and for agricultural 

and mineral purposes, while also considering the supply of water and suitable locations 

for stations. No specific mention is made to locate sources of construction materials. At 

 
6 Ibid., 19, 21, 25, 108, 158, 173, 65, 73, 83, 87, 130, 136, 182, 230. 

7 Victoria, “Report from the Select Committee on the Melbourne, Mount Alexander, and Murray River 
Railway Company’s Bill,” Parliamentary Papers, 1852–53 Vol. 2 pages 1019–47, Appendix B: vii–viii. 
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this time, Kyneton township was in its infancy, first settled in 1850, and with known 

concurrent use of local bluestone for buildings.8 

 

In submitting his report to the Victorian Parliament in November 1856, Surveyor-General 

Andrew Clarke believed that the carriage of goods on railways would be more 

remunerative than passengers. In doing so, he also concluded that Victoria could 

anticipate: 

 

The time when auriferous quartz will be transported to Hobson’s Bay for shipment to 

Europe – when the ornamental woods of our forests will be sought after for exportation – 

when coal, slate, marble, and building stone will be bought from the interior, in addition to 

the ordinary produce of our fields and stations.9 

 

Clarke’s submission also included a geological report by Alfred Selwyn on the proposed 

route. Selwyn’s report only covered the Melbourne to Gisborne section and while 

mentioning the location of basalts which Selwyn deemed either suitable or unsuitable for 

building material, the limited range of the survey hints at the degree to which parts of the 

scheme were undertaken with a rather blinkered view. The creation of the Geological 

Survey of Victoria ‘Quarter Sheet’ series of Victorian geological maps was begun by 

Selwyn in 1856, although prior to this he had produced a general plan of the central 

Victorian goldfields.10 This plan was based on Hoddle’s earlier 1838 to 1839 survey of 

the Campaspe and Coliban Rivers, the field notes for which contain very basic geological 

information.11 The Quarter Sheets that cover the Bendigo railway route from Melbourne 

to Castlemaine were mostly produced after the railway works commenced, with the plan 

that covered Malmsbury being first published in 1859.12 The fact that the final route of the 

railway line is plotted on these maps illustrates the timing of their production; thus, any 

 
8 “Domestic Intelligence,” Argus (Melbourne), April 6, 1850, 2; “The Country,” Argus (Melbourne), 

November 9, 1850, 2 refers to the (surviving bluestone) Anglican parsonage in Kyneton. 

9 Victoria, “Report of Andrew Clarke, R. E., M. P., Surveyor General, Upon Railways,” Parliamentary 
Papers 1856 No. 33: xxxviii–xxxix. 

10 “Geological Sketch of the Country in the Vicinity of Mt. Alexander,” (1853) Geological Survey of 
Victoria, Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, map, accessed May 25, 
2016. http://www.energyandresources.vic.gov.au/earth-resources/geology-of-victoria/exhibitions-and-
Imagery/beneath-our-feet/the-early-years. 

11 PROV, VPRS 16685/P1, Unit 12, Bundle 79, Book 1152, Hoddle. 

12 These are plan numbers 1NW, 6NE, 6SW, 6NW, 7SE, 7NE, 9SE, 9SW, 9NW, 10NE, 13SW and 14SE. 
The numbers do not reflect a date of publication, instead they follow a grid pattern which began at Melbourne 
and worked rough to the north-west, then south-west, of Melbourne. Most of the plans are undated, however 
a rough outline of publication dates (1857–1863) is recorded in Dunn, Biographical Sketch, 12–13. 
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notes about quarries and the nature of local basalts are contemporaneous with the plans 

and not the railway survey. 

 

A rare set of original lithographed plans of the proposed railway route between 

Melbourne and Sandhurst has survived in a private collection.13 Dating from 1856 

through to 1858, these plans show the proposed route with some key bridges allowed 

for, the boundaries of private properties the line would traverse, the names of the owners 

of these lands, existing nearby buildings and fences, and some measure of the terrain 

and resulting water courses. On some of the plans proposed sites for railway sleeper 

depots have been noted with pencil additions. In terms of proposed stone resources, 

there are almost none recorded. On the plan for Melbourne from 1856, which includes 

the Spencer street terminus and part of Footscray, a single small quarry is shown in 

Footscray west of Victoria Street. At Woodend the 1857 plan shows a large ‘Reserve for 

Stone Quarry’ to the south-east of the town which is probably one found during 

exploration for road metal in 1856.14 Later railway correspondence records this as being 

a ballast quarry and this area later became a Woodend locality known as The Quarries.15 

 

In the case of the Geelong to Ballarat line, in 1860 the contractors Williams and Little, 

stated that clause 38 of their contracts gave them permission to quarry on government 

(Crown) lands, but this would obviously only apply if the required stone was on such 

lands and not in private hands.16 Cornish and Bruce made an application in February 

1862 for permission to quarry Crown land at Kyneton upon application of the £50 

quarrying fee which strongly suggests the right to such quarrying was not part of the 

railway contract.17 Very little evidence exists to show that a contingency was allowed on 

 
13 M. M. A. & M. R. Railway – Sheet No. 1. Plan dated 15/12/1856 which covers Melbourne and 

Footscray, Melbourne: Surveyor General’s Office, 1856; M. M. A. & M. R. Railway – Sheet No. 7. Plan dated 
25/11/1856 which covers Sunbury North, Melbourne: Surveyor General’s Office, 1856; M. & R. M. Railway - 
Sheet No. 13. Plan dated 29/12/1857 which covers Woodend, Victoria: Railway Department Victoria, 1857; 
M. & R. M. Railway – Sheet No. 16. Plan dated 3/6/1858 which covers Malmsbury, Victoria: Railway 
Department Victoria, 1858; M. & R. M. Railway – Sheet No. 17. Plan dated 22/6/1858 which covers 
Taradale. Victoria: Railway Department Victoria, 1858. Private collection of Chris Wurr. Some 20-odd plans 
are held, all of which were viewed by the author on June 17, 2016, and sections of the specific plans shown 
above were photographed. 

14 “The Black Forest,” Kyneton Observer, April 29, 1856, 2. 

15 PROV, VPRS 429/P0, Register of Inwards Correspondence, Unit 1, Page 168, Item 994 from Cornish 
and Bruce requesting to be furnished with the plans for the girder bridge at the creek near the ballast 
quarries, Woodend; “Police Intelligence,” Kyneton Observer, May 7, 1859, 3; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 108, 
Item 1862/55, Inquest Joseph Charles Brown. 

16 PROV, VPRS 429/P0, Unit 1, Page 221, Item 1938, July 21, 1860 and Page 224, Item 1985 July 18, 
1860. 

17 PROV, VPRS 227/P1, Unit 7, F Register, 1862, Page 74, Item 62/F 1306, February 17, 1862. The 
corresponding original letter from Cornish and Bruce was not located in VPRS 44. 
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either railway line for negotiating quarrying on private land. Much of the land along the 

Sandhurst line had already been alienated by 1857, the unsold land within a mile of 

Kyneton being a mere 98ac, and those at Malmsbury 290ac, Sunbury 420ac and 

Woodend 475 acres.18 With the best agricultural land being that of the basaltic soils, and 

thus having basalt as their parent rock, chances were that any decent stone sources 

were already on alienated land. 

 

 

At Malmsbury, Taradale and Sunbury North, however, where large stone structures were 

required and later constructed, no quarries, or geological features that could be explored 

for quarrying purposes are marked (Figure 53). Hence while provision was being made 

to compensate people for creating railway easements, and the means by which the 

sometimes-steep terrain would be crossed, if there had been any forethought for stone 

 
18 Victoria, “Report of the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly upon Railways,” Parliamentary 

Papers 1856/57 No. D 37: Appendices R(1) and R(2). 

 

Figure 53: Portion of the 1858 Melbourne and River Murray Railway Plan Sheet No. 16 
The map shows an absence of any record of stone resources in the vicinity of where 
quarrying took place for the Malmsbury viaduct.  
Source: M. & R. M. Railway – Sheet No. 16. Plan dated June 3, 1858 which covers 
Malmsbury, Victoria: Railway Department Victoria, 1858. Private Collection. 
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resources they were not recorded. By the dates of publication of the plans, however, 

bluestone was already in use at Sunbury, Gisborne, Kyneton and Malmsbury. 

 

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly given the task to investigate and 

report upon the proposed railways did consider in great detail the comparative costs of 

stone versus timber bridges; with or without stone abutments or piers.19 The proceedings 

document the lengthy deliberations of the relative costs of stone versus timber usage in 

key structural works. The Malmsbury viaduct was estimated to cost £39,124 in stone, or 

£40, 547 in timber, and the Taradale viaduct £91,331 in stone and £118,120 in timber.20 

Evidence given by George Darbyshire, Engineer-in-Chief to Victoria Railways, and 

engineer William Randle in response to specific questions from the Committee members 

includes the statements that: 

 

We do not calculate upon obtaining bluestone [for good ballast] in all cases, as in the Black 

Forest for instance, except at very great outlay; but if you have inferior ballast you must go 

to great expense in drainage. 

Do you call bluestone good for ballast? – There is not better in the world. 

… You propose to erect those bridges in localities where bluestone is available? – The 

particular description of stone would vary with the different localities. 

Practically, in this colony, bluestone is the only material at present discovered? – Yes. 

You would not think of erecting granite bridges? – If granite were closer at hand than 

bluestone we would prefer employing granite. … 

If you have to carry the timber a long way into the country it becomes more expensive. … 

There would be a great deal of cartage from, say, the Melbourne end of the line up the 

country, such as permanent way … there would also be cartage of materials down from 

various places – bricks, stone, &c., on to the various bridges on the line. 

Previously to commencing to construct the railway he [the engineer] might not be aware of 

good stone being in the neighbourhood – he might get into a cutting and find the material 

close to his hand, and he might in such a case as that make a stone bridge at one-fourth 

the cost of timber if he had the bring the timber any distance. 21 

 

In the entire proceedings however, no mention is made of any specific known sources of 

bluestone at locations where large bridges would be needed, however engineer Thomas 

 
19 Ibid. 

20 Ibid., Appendix S. 

21 Ibid., 123. 
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Oldham thought that the rock through which they would tunnel near Forest Creek 

[Chewton] would be sandstone or schist and not granite.22 

 

Tenders were finally invited in December 1857 for the 19 various portions of the defined 

route.23 Schedules submitted by the successful contractors Cornish and Bruce for the 

entire route provide total estimates of costs for the individual structures along the line, 

but no supplementary rate for carriage of materials along the line.24 In portion seven, the 

Kyneton to Malmsbury section, the Malmsbury viaduct was estimated to cost £43,096 in 

stone and other items, having risen since the earlier estimates for a stone bridge. The 

tender document is a pre-printed series of forms in which the government provided the 

estimated quantities of excavations or materials required and the contractors wrote their 

offered rates and totals, but there is no stated record of where stone was to be obtained. 

 

Both government surveyor William Swan Urquhart, and his draftsman Charles Schaw 

based at Kyneton, undertook surveys at the Coliban River in 1851 in order to lay out the 

new township of Malmsbury.25 Urquhart also undertook a survey of the surrounding area 

in Lauriston parish in 1856.26 The field books for their traverses, while showing several 

pre-existing structures, do not report any signs of quarrying or suitable stone resources. 

Hence the plans drawn up following these surveys also do not record such resources.27 

 

John Vans Agnew Bruce had previous experience with finding bluestone sources in the 

vicinity of the railway route when he and Peter Le Page undertook the government 

contracts for the construction and maintenance of several portions of Mount Alexander 

Road between Gisborne and Malmsbury in 1855 and 1856.28 Long-term Kyneton 

resident, Samuel Kelley, later recorded quarrying for Le Page and Bruce for the Mount 

Alexander Road contract at Boggy Creek west of Kyneton and on Tucker and Boundy’s 

 
22 Ibid., 123. 

23 “Victorian Railways,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 8, 1857, 2353. 

24 PROV, VPRS 419/P0, Unit 9, Contract Books, Copies of tenders for various sections, Melbourne and 
Murray River Railway; No. 7, or Kyneton and Malmsbury Contract: 39. 

25 PROV, VPRS 6/P0, Unit 5, Surveyor General’s Department, Outward Letter Books: pages 5, 8, 29, 57, 
78, 83, 101. 

26 PROV, VPRS 16685/P1, Unit 16, Bundle 104, Book 1304, Urquhart. 

27 CHSI, Put-away plan collection, Malmsbury township put-away plan M63, January 14, 1851, CD; 
PROV, VPRS 8168/P2, Unit 6458, Historic Plan Collection, Item SALE 49 plan “Township of Malmsbury on 
the Coliban River” [use microfiche copy VPRS 15899] map, signed by W. Urquhart 1851 with modifications 
dated to 1856. 

28 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 16, 1855, 409; “Contracts Accepted,” 
Victoria Government Gazette, May 16, 1856, 850; “Central Road Board,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 
29, 1856, 1241; “Wanted,” Argus (Melbourne), December 31, 1855, 1. 
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land near Taradale.29 Over the same time period William Cornish’s experience with 

sourcing and using bluestone was associated with Geelong and the new Houses of 

Parliament in Melbourne.30 As shown earlier, bluestone suitable for roads does not 

always equate with stone suitable for building. The Mount Alexander Mail noted in 

February 1858 that prospective railway contractors were inspecting the route just prior to 

the tender submission’s due date but did not record if this involved identifying stone 

sources.31 The Kyneton Observer was equally quiet on this subject.32 

 

It is known from newspaper reports, however, that from at least 1850 Kyneton had 

already used bluestone in some key buildings, with several more completed or under 

construction in 1856.33 Malmsbury’s earliest identifiable use of bluestone for a structure 

is in April 1856, with a hint of an earlier use, possibly by Bruce and Le Page for road 

maintenance.34 A single glimpse into how the quarries at Malmsbury for the railway were 

initiated comes from the obituary of David Fernie in 1897.35 David arrived in Victoria in 

1854 aged 19 with his parents and siblings, including his brother William.36 Engaged in 

the building trade for a few years, the brothers were both members of the Operative 

Stone Masons’ of Victoria in 1857–58 at Melbourne and Pentridge.37 While both brothers 

were later farmers at Malmsbury, David’s obituary states they were ‘members of the 

party who first opened the Malmsbury quarries, the stone being used for the building of 

bridges, &c., on the railways’.38 This suggests stonemasons played a role in identifying 

the value of the stone. 

 

The Engineer-in-Chief’s railway inward and outward correspondence registers from 

January 1859 through to January 1862 show several incidences where the use and 

 
29 “Early Kyneton,” Kyneton Guardian, March 11, 1909, 2. 

30 Geelong Advertiser and Intelligencer, May 14, 1855, 3; “The New Houses of Parliament,” Argus 
(Melbourne), April 17, 1856, 6. 

31 The Railways,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), February 8, 1858, 3. 

32 Determined by an issue-by-issue viewing of the 1857 and 1858 Kyneton Observer. 

33 “Kyneton,” Argus (Melbourne), December 31, 1855, 6; “Local Intelligence,” Kyneton Observer, July 1, 
1856, 2; Kyneton Observer, July 1, 1856, 4; “New Buildings,” Kyneton Observer, August 1, 1856, 3. 

34 PROV, VPRS 6605/P0, Unit 11, Quarry Malmsbury. 

35 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 16, 1897, 2. 

36 PROV, VPRS 7666; Inward Overseas Passenger Lists (British Ports), Fiche 78, Page 6, Star of the 
East arrived September 1854; indexed as Farnie 

37 Noel Butlin Archives Centre (NBAC): Friendly Society of United Operative Stonemasons of Victoria 
(FSUOSV), E117-9-1, Alphabetical Registers of Members 1855–61. Index shows the name and entrance 
date of each member, “F” Registers for Melbourne and Pentridge. 

38 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 16, 1897, 2 
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adequate supply of stone became an issue during construction.39 The majority of the 

actual correspondence that relates to these registers has not survived or is inaccessible, 

however the registers record enough detail to reveal several issues. 

 

In May 1859, George Cornwell, the contractor for the Sunbury goods shed, stated he 

could not get stone of sufficient quality to use in the base course of the shed (as 

predicted by Selwyn in 1856) and requested permission to obtain it from Melbourne, 

work it at a site behind the Spencer Street station, and send it up to Sunbury.40 By 

September of that year however, building stone was being extracted from the deep 

cutting on the north side of Jackson’s Creek, buried well beneath the poorer quality 

surface rock, though most of the stone for the viaduct was being extracted from near the 

Keilor Road railway station, now Sydenham.41 In six instances between June 1859 and 

September 1860, Cornish and Bruce stated they could not find suitable building materials 

for culverts and works such as bridges and retaining walls, or bluestone to use as ballast 

in some sections of the line, and requested permission to overcome the poor supply with 

the use of brick, granite, sandstone, quartz and quartzoze.42 In December 1859 the 

contractors made arrangements to obtain stone from Footscray to convey to Sunbury for 

use at Jackson’s Creek and in January 1860 they requested the drawings for the courses 

of Taradale Viaduct that were to include Footscray stone.43 

 

The ongoing requests by Cornish and Bruce from 1859 through to January 1861 for 

copies of the plans for various works, and frequent mentions of alterations to plans to the 

Coliban (Malmsbury) and Taradale Viaducts, demonstrates that these had not been 

finalised prior to tendering.44 The original plan for the Malmsbury viaduct was for three 

arches, and this was still the case as late as July 1859 shortly before the construction 

 
39 PROV, VPRS 429/P0, Units 1 and 2; PROV, VPRS 418/P0 Units 30 and 31, Engineer-in-Chief - 

Outward Letter Books. 

40 PROV, VPRS 429/P0, Unit 1, Page 12, Item 863 of 1859. 

41 “Victorian Railways,” Argus (Melbourne), September 26, 1859, 5; Vincent Clark, Meredith Filihia, Kris 
Flemming and Paul Kucera, Palmers Corridor – (Western Freeway to Calder Freeway) – Historic 
Archaeology & Cultural Heritage, Heritage Victoria Project Number 4334 (Melbourne: Dr Vincent Clark and 
Associates, August 28, 2015), 11. 

42 PROV, VPRS 429/P0, Unit 1, Page 17, Item 1009 and Page 33 Item 1230 both of 1859, Page 123 Item 
288, Page 127 Item 360, Page 178 Item 1152A all of 1860; PROV, VPRS 429/P0, Unit 2, Page 27 Item 
2431. 

43 PROV, VPRS 429 Unit 1 Page 92 Item 2123, Page 101 Item 2252 both of 1859, Page 109 Item 65, 
Page 166 Item 953 both of 1860. 

44 PROV, VPRS 429 Unit 1 Page 78 Item 1870, Page 81 Item 1923 both of 1859, Page 158 Item 859, 
Page 168 Item 994, Page 222 Item 1946 of 1860; PROV, VPRS 429 Unit 2 Page 11 Item 2136 of 1860, 
Page 76 Item 91 of 1861. 
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began. By the time the foundation stone was laid three months later the plans had 

changed to the five arches eventually used.45 A note is also made that alterations made 

to the plans of the Taradale Viaduct had rendered useless certain quantities of stone that 

had already been prepared.46 

 

The Deviation Debacle and Size Does Matter 

 

Indecision over final railway routes, and the supply of stone in suitable dimensions, were 

other issues faced on the Bendigo line. Clarke’s 1855 survey of the Bendigo railway line 

was undertaken when both Kyneton and Malmsbury townships were in their infancy. 

Kyneton was not declared a municipality until October 1857, and Malmsbury was much 

later in October 1861.47 Clarke had seen no reason in 1855 to bring the line close to 

Kyneton, but as works began in 1858 this became a big issue unforeseen by the 

contractors. 

 

The disquiet in Kyneton over the approved route began by February 1858 before the 

contracts had been awarded.48 With the ink barely dried on the contracts, the 

Government announced it would construct the line as far as Gisborne and defer the 

rest.49 They could not have predicted that the debate over the route near Kyneton would 

take until March 1860 to resolve. In the meantime, the stretch between Woodend and 

Malmsbury was not formally laid out.50 Any plans to use the temporary lines to cart 

stones to site works from quarrying areas would have been put on hold, thus limiting the 

supply of quality stone or making the cost of cartage in excess of what the contractors 

had anticipated. In the meantime, it was reported in July 1859 that ‘fine blue stone is 

being quarried at Malmsbury for Government works, carted at 8s. per cubic foot to 

beyond the Porcupine, effecting considerable saving in public expenditure’,51 thus 

demonstrating that the Malmsbury stone filled a void without blowing the budget. 

 
45 “The Melbourne and Sandhurst Railway,” Bendigo Advertiser, July 19, 1859, 3; “The Coliban Viaduct,” 

Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), October 26, 3. 

46 PROV, VPRS 429 Unit 2 Page 9 Item 2117. 

47 “Municipal District of Kyneton,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 30, 1857, 2049; “The Municipal 
District of Malmsbury,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 19, 1861, 2011. 

48 “The Railway Question,” Kyneton Observer, February 13, 1858, 2; “The Railway Tenders,” Kyneton 
Observer, April 1, 1858, 2. 

49 “A Railway Alarm,” Kyneton Observer, April 17, 1858, 3. 

50 “The Railway,” Kyneton Observer, March 10, 1860, 2. 

51 “Miscellanea,” Australian Builder and Railway Chronicle, July 30, 1859, 235 citing the Kyneton 
Chronicle. The Porcupine refers to an area near Ravenswood, the Porcupine Inn being between Harcourt 
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The line was opened as 

far as Woodend in 

November 1860, by which 

time most of the work on 

the Malmsbury viaduct 

was complete and the 

foundation stone of the 

bluestone and iron 

Taradale viaduct had been 

laid, all without access to 

bluestone from 

Melbourne.52 The 

construction of the 

Malmsbury viaduct had 

thus become an essential 

link between a key source 

of building materials and 

the railway works north of 

the town, enabling 

deliveries further up the 

line and preventing further 

delays.53 

 

The size of stone blocks required in bridges also became an issue. While the Select 

Committee thought that rubble wall work would suffice for most railway bridges, in some 

places much larger blocks were required.54 This problem was struck at the Moorabool 

viaduct on the Geelong-Ballarat line. While there is one contradictory report, others 

suggest the Moorabool quarries could not provide blocks large enough for the base 

 
and Ravenswood (see map PROV, VPRS 8168/P5, Item GF20, Record 20 “From Malmsbury to Porcupine 
Inn,” (digitised copy viewed online March 13, 2019). 

52 Kyneton Observer, November 22, 1860, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 27, 1860, 3; “The 
Railway Works,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), October 26, 1860, 5. 

53 “Railway Affairs,” Kyneton Observer, April 26, 1859, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 24, 
1860, 3. 

54 Victoria, “Select Committee of Legislative Assembly upon Railways”, 142. 

 

Figure 54: One of four surviving and imposing solid 
Malmsbury bluestone gate posts, University of 
Melbourne 
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courses for the viaduct piers.55 Lethbridge stone could however be obtained in bigger 

blocks, was stated to be of superior quality and easier to work. In one case in 1874, a 

large block 10 by 9.5 by 2.5ft was supplied from Lethbridge for the South Wharf in 

Melbourne because one of the required size could not be obtained from Malmsbury or 

elsewhere.56 Longer blocks were however supplied from Malmsbury, such as the one 

measuring 12.5 by 3.5ft used as a machinery bed in a flour mill in Malmsbury in 1862.57 

In 1876 the gate posts for the Grattan Street entrance to the University of Melbourne 

which measured 14ft were made from Malmsbury bluestone (Figure 54) and two blocks 

extracted for the Sydney market in 1883 measured 16ft and 12ft long respectively.58 The 

ability to access blocks of any particular stone in large dimensions clearly influenced the 

nature and form of the structures with which it could be used. 

 

A Masterpiece Emerges 

 

The Malmsbury viaduct was estimated in May 1859 to take one-and-a-half to two years 

to build from the laying of the first stone, but probably due to the complexity of the works, 

and the Kyneton deviation, the estimated cost in November 1860 was now £80,000.59 

This did not allow for the various strikes on the Bendigo line which delayed work for a 

number of weeks; one involving Malmsbury running from mid July 1860 until mid-

August.60 The actual stonework had not commenced by July 1859 although stone was 

being quarried and prepared in advance, the foundation stone not being laid until 

October 1859.61 Nevertheless, the estimated 200 masons, 80 quarrymen, and 300 

labourers managed to install 320,000 ft3 of Malmsbury bluestone, at a rate of 700 ft/day 

to allow the stonework of the bridge to be completed in 16 months from the time the 

foundation stone was laid until the last stone was added in February 1861.62 All of the 

 
55 “The Geelong and Ballarat Railway,” Argus (Melbourne), September 16, 1859, 7; “The Geelong and 

Ballarat Railway,” Geelong Advertiser, October 26, 1859, 2; “The Ballarat Railway,” Kyneton Observer, 
November 27, 1860, 3 

56 “News and Notes,” Ballarat Star, April 13, 1874, 2. 

57 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 6, 1862, 2. 

58 Argus (Melbourne), September 4, 1876, 5; “Malmsbury Stone Quarries,” Kyneton Guardian, April 11, 
1883, 2. 

59 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, May 28, 1859, 3; Kyneton Observer, November 22, 1860, 2. 

60 “The Railway Works,” Kyneton Observer, July 10, 1860, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, August 16, 
1860, 3. 

61 “The Melbourne and Sandhurst Railway,” Bendigo Advertiser, July 19, 1859, 3; “The Coliban Viaduct,” 
Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), October 26, 1859, 3. 

62 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, September 29, 1860, 3; “Telegraphic Despatch,” Argus (Melbourne), 
March 22, 1861, 5. 
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stone for the viaduct was quarried within a mile of the site.63 The Malmsbury quarries 

supplied 700,000ft3 of stone out of the 1,000,000ft3 total quarried between Woodend and 

Chewton for the Bendigo railway line.64 When the line was opened in October 1862, 

Malmsbury viaduct (Figure 21), of five arches, a 60ft span and a track lying 76ft above 

the Coliban River was described as ‘the largest bluestone erection of the kind yet 

constructed in the colony’ and estimated to have cost somewhere between £65,000 and 

£72,300.65  

 

This cost should be put in perspective with other significant railway bridges built in 

Victoria at this time. Engineers have taken quite an interest in Victoria’s historical 

bridges. Brian Harper’s examination in Engineering Challenges in 19th Century Victoria of 

the Bendigo Railway, including the Taradale viaduct (Figure 55), is one in-depth look at 

the development of engineering needed to master the Victorian landscape. The 

Moorabool Viaduct, constructed in 1860 from stone piers and iron girders, cost £180,000 

and required the addition of intermediate steel piers to handle heavier engines by 1918.66 

In the case of the Taradale viaduct, by April 1859 it was designed to have stone piers 

with iron girders imported from England.67 By June 1860 Cornish and Bruce had 

prepared 290,000ft3 of stone for its construction, of which at least 195,000ft3 of wrought 

and unwrought stone had come from Malmsbury quarries, including those on private 

land.68 When the government informed the contractors that month of changes made to 

the design of the viaduct, Cornish and Bruce notified them that they expected to be 

reimbursed for the pre-prepared stone at pre-arranged prices.69 The final cost was 

estimated upon completion to be £140,000, well above the higher figure allowed in 1857 

for a more-expensive timber bridge.70  

 
63 “Telegraphic Despatch,” Argus (Melbourne), March 22, 1861, 5 

64 Brady, Diary 1860–1874, Page dated October 1860: 35. 

65 “Completion of the Malmesbury [sic] Viaduct,” Argus (Melbourne), March 22, 1861: 5; “The Opening of 
the Melbourne and Murray River Railway to Castlemaine,” Age (Melbourne), October 16, 1862, 5–6. The first 
reported the cost as £65,000, the latter as the high price. 

66 A. Goudy, “Renewing the Moorabool Viaduct,” Commonwealth Engineer, August 1, 1918: 16–19 

67 “Railway Affairs,” Star (Ballarat), April 9, 1859, 3; “The Railway,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), 
July 18, 1859, 2. 

68 PROV, VPRS 419/P0, Unit 5, Item 749, June 25, 1860. 

69 Ibid.; PROV, VPRS 429/P0, Unit 2, Page 9, Item 2117, August 13, 1860. 

70 “Taradale,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), October 17, 1862, 2. 
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Had the stone been sourced from Melbourne one has to question what the total cost of 

the viaduct would have been to the government, or if some of the essential modifications 

had been avoided? The viaduct did develop cracks in January 1868, attributed to poor 

ramming of earth at the abutments, and, like the Moorabool viaduct, required the 

installation of intermediate iron piers in 1936.71 The higher costs of these two comparable 

viaducts probably relates to their overall length, and incorporating iron in the design as 

opposed to pure stone. In comparison to the additional costs of the modifications at 

Taradale, the Malmsbury viaduct has never required major modifications. 

 

As the scaffolding was removed from the completed Malmsbury viaduct, this new feature 

of the landscape would have been an imposing figure, made more noticeable by the lack 

of trees, the disturbed brown-black earth and the freshly-cut grey-blue stone surfaces. 

Unlike the men who built it, the grey adornment was a sign of youth; brown became its 

measure of age and respect. 

 

The construction cost was higher than originally estimated. Considering, however, the 

lack of planning with regards to construction materials, the fact that it was completed on 

 
71 “News of the Day,” Age (Melbourne), January 30, 1868, 5; “The Taradale Viaduct,” Argus (Melbourne), 

April 18, 1868, 6; Brian C. S. Harper, Engineering Challenges in 19th Century Victoria (Victoria: Brian S 
Harper, 2016), 224 

 

Figure 55: Taradale Viaduct 
Distinctly different construction to the Malmsbury viaduct, the original stone piers, and the iron 
piers added later between them, are clearly visible. 
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time and below the more realistic cost estimate, and the dispute over the Kyneton 

deviation preventing materials coming from Melbourne, meant that Malmsbury bluestone 

had saved the day. The bridge remains a memorial to the engineering endeavour of the 

colony, the labouring men who built it, and the chance discovery of a stone worthy of 

such a project, though, in reality, it is only remembered for the first of these.72 It was 

nevertheless the starting point for the spread of what was to become an important 

Victorian building stone. 

 

Historian W. G. Hoskins and cultural geographer Tim Edensor have both described the 

impact that English transport systems such as railways and canals had on the 

distribution of building materials, the changes to the building traditions and the quarrying 

industry itself.73 In this respect Victoria was no different. With the major railway works 

through Malmsbury barely completed, articles and comments in the Kyneton newspapers 

began to appear which extolled the virtues of the local quarries and the stone. The 

Malmsbury correspondent of the Kyneton Observer noted in September 1860 that while 

Malmsbury had been a ‘slow place’, greatness had been ‘thrust upon it’ and, in stating 

the many benefits of the district, asked ‘where are the quarries of bluestone of such 

remarkable texture as those lying all around us’.74 The Malmsbury citizens petitioning for 

the formation of a council in June 1861 noted that ‘some of the finest blue-stone quarries 

have been opened and are being extensively worked’.75 When the Council was officially 

formed, Mr Adamson predicted at the inauguration dinner that the material from the 

‘famous bluestone quarries’ would ‘be conveyed, when the railway were opened from the 

one end of the colony to the other’.76 

 

The same ‘famous’ quarries were resounding with the sound of hammering in April 1862 

and the viaduct was described as having ‘an air of lightness and elegance presented by 

few structures of the same material’ with the quarries producing ‘a stone admirably 

 
72 An “Engineering Heritage” interpretive board was erected in Malmsbury in 2012 to mark 150 years of 

the opening of the railway and notes the engineering feat but not the workers nor the broader subject of the 
stone used. [Source: Engineering Heritage correspondence, July 2012, Malmsbury Historical Society 
Archives]. 

73 Hoskins, The Making of the English Landscape, 247–269; Tim Edensor, "Building Stone in 
Manchester," in Re-shaping Cities: How Global Mobility Transforms Architecture and Urban Form, ed. 
Michael Guggenheim and Ola Soderstrom (Oxford: Routledge, 2010), 217. 

74 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, September 8, 1860, 2. 

75 “Petition Under the Municipal Act,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 28, 1861, 1243. 

76 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, October 31, 1861, 2. 
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adapted for heavy works’.77 The sizes of some of the blocks available were ‘by no means 

scarce’ and the new railway was seen to be the means by which other districts could 

share this resource.78 The Malmsbury railway station itself was viewed as a showcase for 

‘the art of masonry displayed to advantage and … the beauties of our famed bluestone 

brought out by the chisel of the artisan’.79 By March 1863 the plans drawn up for the new 

Bank of Victoria in Bendigo specified the use of Malmsbury bluestone.80 Two months 

later there was a contract to use it in buildings in Castlemaine and it was proposed to use 

the stone in the extension of the Bendigo railway up to Echuca.81 Malmsbury had a real 

sense of pride in its product with a growing demand. 

 

Initially it was a seemingly lone voice in the form of the Malmsbury Correspondent that 

extolled the virtues of Malmsbury bluestone, but this changed as the years went by. The 

story on the bank in Bendigo was repeated the following day in Age in Melbourne and in 

the Mount Alexander Mail while the Castlemaine and Echuca examples were mentioned 

in the Argus and in the Daylesford Express.82 After the Kyneton Guardian’s 1869 story on 

the use of the ‘excellent bluestone’ in both the new National Bank and McEwan and 

Co.’s warehouse in Melbourne, it too was repeated in a Melbourne paper, the Advocate, 

the latter building featuring upon its completion in the Argus the following year.83 

 

Surprisingly, the Kyneton Guardian began to take a back seat regarding the subject of 

this growing sense of fame of Malmsbury bluestone. The earlier use in footpaths in 

Melbourne, with Geelong Council proposing to follow suit, is mentioned in 1870.84 

Instead, reference to the stone is often in the context of road and railway problems, 

especially tariffs, logistics, and maintenance.85 There is no apparent mention of the stone 

 
77 Kyneton Observer, April 24, 1862, 2; “The Murray River Railway,” Argus (Melbourne), October 15, 

1862, 5–6. 

78 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 6, 1862, 2. 

79 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, December 16, 1862, 2. 

80 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, March 18, 1863, 3. 

81 Ibid., “The Future of Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 30, 1863, 2; “County News,” Argus 
(Melbourne), June 15, 1863, 6; “Malmsbury Bluestone, and the Goods Station,” Kyneton Guardian, August 
12, 1863, 2; “Opening of the Railway to Echuca,” Kyneton Guardian, September 21, 1864, 2. 

82 “Malmsbury Blue Stone Quarries,” Age (Melbourne), March 19, 1863, 7; “Malmsbury,” Mount 
Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), March 19, 1863, 2; “Progress of Malmsbury,” Daylesford Express, June 4, 
1863, 3. 

83 “An Undeveloped Industry,” Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1869, 2; “County News,” Advocate 
(Melbourne), September 4, 1869, 11; “Messrs. J. McEwan and Co.’s New Premises,” Argus (Melbourne), 
July 20, 1870, 6. 

84 Kyneton Guardian, February 5, 1870, 2. 

85 Kyneton Guardian, July 2, 1870, 2 (this was reported in the Argus on July 6); Kyneton Guardian, 
October 22, 1870, 2; Kyneton Guardian, October 8, 1870, 2. Even when Kyneton district residents were 
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being used in the Echuca Waterworks tower in 1867, the columns in Hawthorn’s Church 

of Immaculate Conception in 1869, the columns in the doorway in Saint Augustine’s 

Church in Bourke Street Melbourne in 1870, or Melbourne Town Hall steps the same 

year, despite them being mentioned in more significant Melbourne and regional 

newspapers.86 In the case of the church in Hawthorn, the Advocate described the 

columns as being ‘carved in a manner which is almost impossible with the ordinary 

bluestone’, an indication price was not the only factor influencing the stone’s use.87 

 

Sometimes the Kyneton Guardian repeated articles from other non-local papers, some of 

which could be attributed to unsynchronised printing cycles.88 In August 1880, though, an 

article on Josiah Mitchell’s tombstone in Kyneton cemetery, made in Carlton, cites the 

Argus as the source of the information.89 In other cases when the Kyneton Guardian 

reported on structures known to contain Malmsbury bluestone, a detail recorded by other 

newspapers, including editions from other colonies, no mention is made of the source of 

the stone, despite mentioning other stones such as Harcourt granite.90 Other exceptions 

to the lack of coverage of Malmsbury bluestone usage in the Kyneton Guardian include 

tombstones erected on the local graves of district pioneers, very large blocks of stone 

being extracted, court proceedings relating to disputes over supply or payment for stone, 

and prizes awarded to Malmsbury bluestone at national and international exhibitions in 

1873, 1880, 1884 and 1909.91 In the case of the exhibitions, sometimes this was only in 

the context of Malmsbury Borough Council meeting proceedings in which they 

discussed, planned and submitted such exhibits.92 This was the case for the 1880 

 
sending funds down to help build St Patrick’s, the Kyneton Guardian did not draw the links between the 
building and the local quarries. See: “Consecration of St. Patrick’s Cathedral,” Kyneton Guardian, November 
2, 1897, 2. 

86 “Items of News,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), May 25, 1867, 2; “Catholic Intelligence,” 
Advocate (Melbourne), October 16, 1869, 4–5; “Catholic Intelligence,” Advocate (Melbourne), September 24, 
1870, 4; “The New Town Hall,” Argus (Melbourne), July 19, 1870, 6. 

87 “Catholic Intelligence,” Advocate (Melbourne), October 16, 1869, 4–5. 

88 For example, a report relevant to the competitiveness of Malmsbury bluestone regarding a meeting of 
the Operative Masons and the Victorian Government was reported in the Argus, Ballarat Courier, Age and 
Geelong Advertiser on Tuesday June 13, 1871 while the same subject was not printed until Wednesday 
June 14, 1871 in the Kyneton Guardian which was only sold on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Information not 
reported in the Argus was reported in the Kyneton Guardian, so the latter was not plagiarizing the former. 

89 “The Josiah Mitchell Memorial,” Kyneton Guardian, August 22, 1883, 2. 

90 “The Governor at Castlemaine,” Kyneton Guardian, May 1, 1897, 2 re J B Patterson memorial; 
compared with “The Patterson Memorial,” Australasian (Melbourne), May 8, 1897, 25; “Monument to Marcus 
Clarke,” Kyneton Guardian, August 4, 1898, 2 compared with Morning Post (Cairns), August 25, 1898, 4. 

91 “The Josiah Mitchell Memorial,” Kyneton Guardian, August 22, 1883, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 23, 1899, 2; “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, June 9, 1880, 2 (re Fryerstown 
court house); “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 7, 1896, 2 re Convent of Mercy Bendigo; Kyneton 
Guardian, May 21, 1873, 2. 

92 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 4, 1880, 2. 
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exhibition, although the Kyneton Observer did include a separate article on the subject 

submitted by their Malmsbury correspondent.93 

 

Allowing for indirect references, newspaper printing cycles and competition between 

local papers, most architectural uses of Malmsbury bluestone reported in major urban 

and regional newspapers were not reported in the Kyneton Guardian. This is despite the 

Kyneton Guardian stating in July 1870 that: 

 

The stone has now acquired an established reputation, the evenness of its texture and 

closeness of grain rendering it invaluable for purposes of ornamental architecture, whilst its 

extreme hardness commends it on the score of durability.94 

 

Thus, it can be said that the driving force behind the growing fame was not driven by 

local media and other factors need to be considered. 

 

Exhibiting Bluestone 

 

Some of the initial growth in the demand for Malmsbury bluestone can be attributed to 

the Footscray stone-sawing works making pre-cut bluestone available at a competitive 

price. As discussed earlier, David Price and Charles Mailler were supplying Malmsbury 

bluestone directly to Melbourne via their agents Hall and Gillespie, including for the 

construction of Melbourne’s St Patrick’s Cathedral.95 Their supply to Melbourne 

continued well into 1877 although from late 1871 Mailler was the key figure.96 In 1874 

Mailler was supplying stone to Melbourne from his ‘celebrated’97 and later ‘new’ 

quarries.98 The supply of bluestone across Victoria further expanded with the 

commencement of the stone-sawing works at Malmsbury in 1874. 

 

 
93 “The Malmsbury Bluestone,” Kyneton Observer, August 26, 1880, 2. 

94 Kyneton Guardian, July 2, 1870, 2. 

95 “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), March 15, 1870, 3; “Public Notices,” Age (Melbourne), July 27, 
1871, 1; Kyneton Guardian, July 2, 1870, 2; “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, January 14, 1871, 
2. 

96 “Public Notices,” Age (Melbourne), December 27, 1871, 1; “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), 
January 31, 1874, 7; “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), March 10, 1875, 3; “Building Materials,” Age 
(Melbourne), August 14, 1875, 3; “Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), January 22, 1877, 1. 

97 "Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), January 31, 1874, 7. 

98 "Building Materials,” Age (Melbourne), August 14, 1875, 3. 
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Supporting the industry further was the submission of samples of worked stone to 

various national and international exhibitions during the 1870s and 1880s. Sending 

bluestone samples from Victoria to exhibitions was nothing new; several basalt and 

bluestone samples featured in the 1854 Melbourne Exhibition, one purpose of which was 

to gather material suitable for the 1855 Paris Exhibition.99 Likewise the 1861 Victorian 

Exhibition gathered material suitable for the 1862 London Exhibition, in which several 

samples of Victorian building stones were displayed.100 

 

The Malmsbury Borough Council was officially invited to help make the 1872–73 

Melbourne Exhibition a success and voted to submit a ‘block of Bluestone, worked in 

various ways’.101 This was prepared, under tender, by Mr Robinson for just over the sum 

of £6.102 The FSSCC also submitted a sample of sawn Malmsbury bluestone, and there 

were numerous examples of other building stones including granites from Harcourt and 

Gabo Island, freestones from Waurn Ponds and the Grampians and Oamaru limestone 

from New Zealand.103 While the sawn bluestone sample was sent on to the 1873 London 

International Exhibition, the exhibit submitted by the Malmsbury Council was sent to the 

1873 Sydney Intercolonial Exhibition.104 At Sydney the sample received a Highly 

Commended award, the citation of which stated it was a ‘most useful building stone, 

especially adapted for foundations, it is very compact and free-working’.105 For their 

efforts, the Borough Council received a lithographed certificate which was then framed, 

probably with the intention of having it displayed in their Town Hall.106 The fate of this 

 
99 “The Paris Exhibition,” Argus (Melbourne), February 7, 1855, 6; “Victorian Exhibition, Melbourne 1854,” 

Victoria Government Gazette, February 27, 1855, 556–7; “Intercolonial and international exhibitions,” 
Research Guides, State Library Victoria, 2017, accessed July 20, 2017 
http://guides.slv.vic.gov.au/interexhib/1854to55. 

100 “Intercolonial and international exhibitions,” Research Guides, State Library Victoria, 2017, accessed 
July 20, 2017, http://guides.slv.vic.gov.au/interexhib/1861to62; “International Exhibition of 1862,” Victoria 
Government Gazette, April 16, 1863, 841–3. 

101 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 14, 1872, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” 
Kyneton Guardian, September 11, 1872, 2; Commissioners of the London Exhibition 1873, Victorian 
Exhibition, 123–4. 

102 Malmsbury Borough Council, Cash Book 1863–83, page 81, November 2, 1872; this is probably John 
Robinson, a mason recorded in the 1871 and 1872 Malmsbury Borough Rate Books. 

103 Commissioners of the London Exhibition 1873, Victorian Exhibition, 122–5, 203. 

104 Smyth, Mining and Mineral Statistics, 35–7; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 585, April 
3, 1873. 

105 Metropolitan Intercolonial Exhibition, and Agricultural Society of New South Wales, Jurors' Awards, 
Issued by Order of the Council of the Agricultural Society of New South Wales: Together with the Catalogue 
of Exhibits (Sydney: Gibbs, Shallard and Co., 1873), 66, State Library Victoria digitised item, accessed 
August 26, 2017, http://search.slv.vic.gov.au/MAIN:Everything:SLV_VOYAGER1062808. 

106 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 6, 1873, 3. 
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certificate is unknown, but by 1880 the Kyneton Observer noted that the stone had been 

famous since this award was won.107 

 

While the 1873 award would have advanced the reputation of the stone, it can be argued 

that Malmsbury bluestone was famous before this. The stone was already being used in 

New Zealand (1872–73), in Sydney to pave outside the Post Office (1871) and in 

Goulburn (NSW) (1872) for the pillars of the Catholic Church.108 The latter case 

according to the Kyneton Guardian, gave ‘proof of the very high estimation in which the 

stone … is held for purposes in which both durability and adaptability to the higher 

requirements of architecture are essential’, while noting that it had been conveyed ‘close 

upon a thousand miles’ and the architect was Mr Stombucco who had formerly practiced 

at Kyneton.109 

 

In preparation for the 1876 Philadelphia Exhibition, the 1875 Victorian Intercolonial 

Exhibition sought and displayed submissions from Australia and the Pacific region.110 

While there is no record in the catalogue of exhibits that any Malmsbury bluestone was 

submitted, Mr Ford’s patent rock-boring machine was demonstrated in front of exhibition 

inspectors by boring through a ‘solid block of Malmsbury bluestone, fifteen inches 

thick’.111 Precise details on the origins of this block were not recorded. 

 

Malmsbury Borough Council was once more requested to submit a sample in 1880 in 

preparation for the Melbourne International Exhibition.112 Requiring a block of bluestone 

‘worked in different ways to show its capabilities’,113 Thomas and John Jones, 

stonemasons of Malmsbury were given the contract to supply and dress a 7ft-long block, 

costing the Council a bit over £13.114 The FSSCC also submitted samples of sawn 

 
107 “The Malmsbury Bluestone,” Kyneton Observer, August 26, 1880, 2. 

108 Smyth, Mining and Mineral Statistics, 37 (this was published as “Stonecutting by Steam,” Age 
(Melbourne), July 17, 1871, 3; “Goulburn,” Australian Town and Country Journal (Sydney), June 15, 1872, 7. 

109 Kyneton Guardian, December 4, 1872, 2. 

110 “Intercolonial and international exhibitions,” Research Guides, State Library Victoria, 2017, accessed 
July 20, 2017, http://guides.slv.vic.gov.au/interexhib/1875to76. 

111 Victorian Intercolonial Exhibition, 1875, preparatory to the Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876, Official 
Catalogue of Exhibits (Melbourne: McCarron, Bird & Co., 1875), 1–17, 158; “Melbourne,” Bendigo 
Advertiser, September 30, 1875, 2, the catalogue records this as Michael Ford, while the newspaper refers 
to him as Mr R. G. Ford. Other mineral samples from Malmsbury were submitted. 

112 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 4, 1880, 2. 

113 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 328, August 4, 1880. 

114 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 336, August 23, 1880; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Ledger "Sundries," pg. 385; October 6, 1880; “The Malmsbury Bluestone,” Kyneton Observer, August 26, 
1880, 2. 
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bluestone flagging and steps.115 The mayor of Malmsbury, Mr. Hunter, attended the 

official opening in October 1880, but no award for their entry was forthcoming.116 Once 

again, however, the stone was the subject of a rock drill test and the account reached 

newspapers in Newcastle (NSW), Northern Territory and New Zealand, as well as in 

Kyneton.117 

 

In the follow up to the 1880 exhibition, one Argus journalist snubbed Malmsbury 

bluestone, the colony of Victoria’s sole submission to the classification of flagging, as 

being ‘not a natural, but an artificial flagstone’.118 Despite this, the Geelong Advertiser 

and Mount Alexander Mail had both reported a few days earlier that a collection of 

building materials being sent to Java, in order to offer that country an alternative to 

importing them from Holland, included samples of ‘Malmsbury flagging’.119 The Council 

also agreed in April 1881 to permit the distribution of samples taken from the exhibition to 

give the commissioners from countries such as America and Austria an opportunity to 

promote the colony’s resources.120 

 

Taking further opportunities to promote their local stone, Malmsbury Council left the 1880 

block of stone on display, asking the exhibitors to leave it in ‘some conspicuous situation 

so as to draw attention to the same’ unless the exhibition council had a better solution for 

its disposal.121 Despite efforts to eventually sell the stone, probably in an effort to recoup 

some of their costs, and to prevent the cost of bringing the block back to Malmsbury, it 

was still on display in the Carlton Gardens in late 1884.122 

 

 
115 International Exhibition (1880), The Official Catalogue of the Exhibits: With Introductory Notices of the 

Countries Exhibiting. 2nd Ed. of 1st Issue. ed. (Melbourne: Mason, Firth & McCutcheon, 1880), 53, 62. 

116 “Opening of the International Exhibition,” Kyneton Guardian, October 2, 1880, 2; International 
Exhibition (1880), Official Record Containing Introduction, History of Exhibition, Description of Exhibition and 
Exhibits, Official Awards of Commissioners and Catalogue of Exhibits (Melbourne: Mason, Firth & 
McCutcheon, 1882), 500–5. 

117 “Exhibition Letters,” Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate, January 27, 1881, 4; “Exhibition 
Letter,” Thames Advertiser (NZ), February 5, 1881, 3; “A Cosmopolitan on the Melbourne Exhibition,” 
Northern Territory Times and Gazette (Darwin), April 2, 1881, 3; Kyneton Guardian, January 15, 1881, 2. 

118 “Apparatus and Processes of Building,” Argus (Melbourne) Exhibition Supplement, November 19, 
1880, 44S. 

119 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, November 6, 1880, 2; “Melbourne,” Mount Alexander Mail 
(Castlemaine), November 6, 1880, 3. 

120 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 448, April 9, 1881. 

121 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 507, December 7, 1881. 

122 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, January 14, 1882, 3; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 515, January 17, 1882; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, March 8, 1882, 
2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, November 12, 1884, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 872, November 13, 1884. 
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Malmsbury bluestone was once more on display in 1887, this time by David Munro and 

Co. in a machinery display at the National Agricultural Society’s Annual Spring Show in 

Melbourne.123 Munro was showing off the ‘finer, softer, and cleaner species of basalt, 

used for the carving and the more finely-finished work’ he was using to construct the new 

Princes Bridge over the Yarra.124 

 

Malmsbury bluestone did not compete in the 1886 Colonial and Indian Exhibition in 

London and the 1888 Centennial International Exhibition, however Lethbridge bluestone 

supplied by Clement Nash competed in the latter and received a bronze medal.125 The 

next appearance of Malmsbury bluestone at any exhibition was at the 1908 Franco-

British Exhibition in London.126 This time the task was given to William Thomas Jones, 

stonemason, and son of John Jones who worked the 1880 sample.127 Perhaps equally a 

measure of the quality of Jones’s work, this time the Council received a gold medal at the 

exhibition.128 Other gold medal winners for minerals included Blight’s Quarry at 

Harcourt.129 Receiving their diploma in January 1909, when word later reached 

Malmsbury that the gold medal had to be paid for, the Council declined the opportunity, 

one councillor noting that they had already paid to supply the exhibit in the first place.130 

The merging of the Malmsbury Borough Council with the Shire of Kyneton in 1915, and 

the decline in stone use, meant that the 1908 sample was the last known exhibition 

submission.131 

 

This of course raises the issue of why the Malmsbury Council was spending rate-payers’ 

money to submit samples to these various exhibitions. While the quarries were 

 
123 “Messrs. David Munro And Co,” Weekly Times (Melbourne), August 20, 1887, 8. 

124 “Opening of New Prince’s-Bridge,” Australasian (Melbourne), October 13, 1888, 11; the stone was in 
fact obtained from a quarry at Kyneton but referred to on numerous cases as “Malmsbury bluestone”. 

125 McGillivray, Heritage of Lethbridge, 114; “The Centennial International Exhibition, Melbourne, 1888 - 
Awards,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 24, 1889, 3513–29. This award was latter exaggerated as 
‘the highest order of merit’ in Smith, Cyclopedia of Victoria, Volume 2, 462. 

126 “Colonial and Indian Exhibition, London, 1886,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 11, 1885, 574; 
“The Centennial International Exhibition, Melbourne, 1888 - Awards,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 
24, 1889, 3513–29; “Malmsbury Bluestone,” Kyneton Guardian, November 9, 1907, 2. 

127 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 915, January 6, 1908; Malmsbury Borough Council, 
Letter Book, Page 917, January 16, 1908; Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 919, January 23, 
1908; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, January 30, 1908, 2; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 5, 1908, 3. 

128 “Franco-British Exhibition,” Bendigo Advertiser, January 15, 1909, 3; “Medals,” Kyneton Guardian, 
January 16, 1909, 2. 

129 “Franco-British Exhibition Awards,” Bendigo Independent, January 15, 1909, 3. 

130 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 2, 1909, 2. 

131 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, October 2, 1915, 4. 
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operating, they were employing people (especially as mining in the town declined), 

quality local buildings could be constructed, the Council had ongoing access to spalls for 

road making, and residents were less likely to default on their rate payments. It was in 

the best interests of the Council to promote the quarrying industry and this explains the 

descriptions of the town which feature in the annual Victorian Municipal Directory from 

1879 until 1915. These entries are submitted by the councils and shires themselves, 

providing details of council staff and councillors, vital statistics, and a summary of the 

natural and man-made features of the town. In 1879 the water-powered stone-sawing 

mill at Malmsbury is first mentioned but not the quarries. Between 1880 and 1888 the 

directory entries mention this sawing mill and state: 

 

The quarries of bluestone are famous from the quality of the stone being easily worked, and 

afterwards hardens by exposure to the air. Large quantities raised here and sent to all part 

of this and adjoining colonies of New South Wales and South Australia.132 

 

From 1889 the descriptive entries are truncated, until 1906 when the use of the word 

famous in association with the stone is removed. The merging of Malmsbury Borough 

and Shire of Kyneton in 1915 did not prompt better promotion of the Malmsbury quarries 

via the Shire’s description. 

 

In contrast to this, the 1889 directory listing for Ballarat City (larger than the entry for 

Malmsbury Borough) makes no mention of bluestone or quarries but does mention gold 

and the mines.133 The 1889 entry for Footscray City includes ‘bluestone is quarried in 

great quantities, and used for building purposes in the neighbourhood, and in the city and 

suburbs of Melbourne’,134 and the entry for Lethbridge (in Bannockburn Shire) records 

that ‘some of the best and most extensive quarries of bluestone in the colony are at 

Lethbridge, and … quantities are forwarded to Geelong Town and Melbourne City’.135 

The fact that these other sources of bluestone do not include references to their 

bluestone as being famous suggests these entries are not just examples of parochial 

marketing ploys. These entries are unchanged for several years in a row, so if there was 

genuine competitiveness by councils to out-market Malmsbury, these directories were 

not a forum for doing so. The rest of the colony was apparently content with Malmsbury’s 

claim to fame. 

 
132 ‘Malmsbury Borough,” Victorian Municipal Directory 1880, 49. 

133 “Ballaarat City,” Victorian Municipal Directory 1889, 97–9. 

134 “Footscray Town,” Victorian Municipal Directory 1889, 131–2. 

135 “Bannockburn Shire,” Victorian Municipal Directory 1889, 239–41. 
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Melbourne would have had little direct interest in what was happening in Malmsbury with 

regards to the Municipal Council and the promotion of its quarries. The choice of stone 

for a new building would not have resulted from perusing the Municipal Directory. For 

architects Australia-wide to specify the stone in structures they designed other factors 

must have been influencing their decisions. 

 

Melbourne Blows Malmsbury’s trumpet 

 

In considering these factors leading to the popularity of Malmsbury bluestone, 

newspapers, councils and exhibitions could only do so much to persuading designers, 

builders and customers of the stone’s virtues. We have seen councils could effectively 

lobby for railway freight tariff reductions, but this could not make decision-makers specify 

the stone. The Malmsbury Borough Council unsuccessfully tried to influence the decision 

on which types of bluestone would be used in the Bendigo Law Courts in 1892, in order 

to provide work for several local quarrymen who were out of work.136 The reply to their 

lobbying was that ‘it rested with the contractor to supply stone from wherever he chose’, 

demonstrating the Council’s lack of power to influence such decisions.137 

 

Having established that the Kyneton Guardian did not provide an ongoing dialogue on 

building trends and developments outside of its distribution area demonstrates the 

ongoing reporting in the Melbourne, major regional, and intercolonial newspapers and 

periodicals of the use of Malmsbury bluestone was not being driven by a parochial town 

keen to blow its own trumpet for a product (stone) that could be found elsewhere. It was 

the corporations, architects and contractors in Melbourne and beyond that were 

specifying the materials and how they were used. When these buildings were planned, 

under construction, or completed, the newspapers regularly reported on the materials 

used and the methods of use. Thus, the term Malmsbury bluestone features in these 

articles alongside phrases like Harcourt granite, Sydney sandstone, Sicilian marble, 

Oamaru stone and Tasmania freestone, in addition to the names of architects and 

builders. These articles are positive in nature, often relating how the structures will 

 
136 Malmsbury Borough Council, Letter Book, Page 622, May 30, 1892; “Parliament of Victoria,” Bendigo 

Advertiser, May 26, 1892, 3; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, June 14, 1892, 3. 

137 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, July 12, 1892, 2. 
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become ornaments to their locality, and sometimes accompanied by detailed 

drawings.138 

 

Table 30 shows, in 5-year blocks, the extent that 23 uses of Malmsbury bluestone in 

places distant from Malmsbury and Kyneton district were reported in the Kyneton 

newspapers after 1851.139 In comparison (Table 31), of the 317 non-erroneous and non-

local uses of Malmsbury bluestone across Australia and New Zealand after 1851, 299 

were reported in the contemporary major newspapers and periodicals of the these 

countries, including those mentioned in the Kyneton Guardian.140 Figure 56 provides a 

graphical and temporal representation of the distribution of these 299 reports. A full list of 

these structures is given in Appendix 11. While there is naturally a period between the 

planning, construction and opening of these buildings, the date used is the date in which 

the sources referred to the stone being used. Where there were several mentions, early 

dates were chosen to reflect the period in which the stone was quarried as opposed to 

the official opening of the building. 

 

 
138 Argus (Melbourne), September 4, 1876, 5; “Imperial Fire Insurance Company's New Offices,” 

Australasian (Melbourne), September 8, 1877, 1; “Messrs. P. B. Curtain and Co's Wool Warehouse,” 
Illustrated Australian News (Melbourne), May 12, 1879, 75; “The Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital,” Argus 
(Melbourne), August 30, 1881, 9; Albury Railway Passenger Station,” Ovens and Murray Advertiser 
(Beechworth), December 10, 1881, 3; “New Offices of the Mutual Assurance Society of Victoria,” 
Australasian Sketcher with Pen and Pencil (Melbourne), September 27, 1879, 103, 108. 

139 “Malmsbury & Kyneton district” is defined here as including Malmsbury, Kyneton, Carlsruhe, 
Lauriston, Tylden, Taradale, Drummond, and Glenlyon. 

140 The figure of 299 is exclusive of 1) the 2 examples BriV_001 and MelV_087 where only sale notices, 
and no construction details, were discovered, 2) the 14 non-contemporary exceptions which were reported in 
heritage studies, history books or other publications, being site codes EssV_001, GirV_001, Heiv_001, 
HeiV_002, MelV_047, MelV_067, MelV_089, MelV_090, MelV_093, MooV_001, StwV_001, WenN_001, 
WrbV_001 and YapV_001 and 3) the 2 instances where an inspection proved the stone source to be 
incorrect. Only in the case of Fryerstown Courthouse (FryV_001) was the report solely from the Kyneton 
newspapers. 
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Table 30: Non-local Uses of Malmsbury Bluestone after 1851 reported in contemporary 
Kyneton newspapers 

 

 

Table 31: Summary, by location, of all reports of non-local uses of Malmsbury bluestone 
from 1851 
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While the Kyneton newspapers reported some specific uses across Victoria and some in 

NSW, other colonies and New Zealand were merely cited as destinations for stone.141 

The resurgence in reports after the 1896 to 1900 period reflects a return for demand for 

the stone after the impacts of the depression. This non-local reporting of Malmsbury 

bluestone use acknowledges the general usefulness and value of the stone. The 

mentions of the stone in periodicals such as Australasian Builder and Contractor's News 

in 1887 and in Building and Real Estate in 1916 are positive in nature and compare 

favourably with similar mentions of other well-known and widely-used building stones.142 

When examined in the context of other stones that Malmsbury bluestone competed with 

or complemented, such as Pyrmont (Sydney) sandstone, Tasmanian freestone, 

 
141 “The Malmsbury Bluestone,” Kyneton Observer, August 26, 1880, 2 

142 Australasian Builder and Contractor's News (Melbourne), based on issues dating from July 16, 1887 
through to September 3, 1887; “Ideal Hospital Construction,” Building and Real Estate (Sydney), November 
11, 1916, 60–7. 

 

Figure 56: Comparison of local versus all contemporary reporting of 299 non-local uses of 
Malmsbury bluestone 
(KYN) = Kyneton Newspapers, left of “0”; (ALL) = All newspaper reports, right of “0” 
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Grampians (Stawell) freestone, Harcourt granite and Oamaru (New Zealand) limestone, 

the data clearly demonstrates that the fame with which it has been associated, was not 

driven by Malmsbury, or the Kyneton media, itself. The detailed articles in major 

newspapers were not soliciting support for Malmsbury where the stone originated from. 

The city journalists were demonstrating that Melbourne, and beyond, could proudly 

create architectural masterpieces, generated by the wealth of a growing nation fuelled in 

part by the mining boom. Thus, in the world of architecture and building technology, 

Malmsbury bluestone had demonstrated that bluestone from Victoria had a vital role to 

play in our nation’s architecture. Its characteristics of versatility, durability, carvability, 

lighter colour, strength and relative ease of access were proven early on, and the 

strategic placement of stone saws at Footscray and Malmsbury boosted this further. 

 

Local Trends versus the Melbourne Boom 

 

Explaining the origins of the fame of Malmsbury bluestone requires a comparison 

between the local and non-local uses of stone. If any trend originated locally, one would 

expect some overlap between local architectural trends in use and those seen in more 

populated areas, yet this is not apparent from available sources. Figure 57 shows the 

temporal distribution of reports or tender advertisements for any stone structures in the 

Malmsbury-Kyneton district (Dataset 4) versus reports of uses and proposed uses of 

Malmsbury bluestone away from this district.143 The data includes gravestones, 

memorials, and stone foundations for brick buildings, but other than a few specific 

examples from Malmsbury, does not include stone culverts and drains constructed by 

councils. The latter are numerous in Kyneton and Malmsbury and it is almost impossible 

to document similar uses for Malmsbury bluestone across Australia for comparison. The 

bluestone structures created for the Bendigo railway line in the 1860s were also 

excluded, as they were not designed and erected through local choice. Reliable 

construction dates were not determined for numerous extant and demolished substantial 

stone buildings in the Malmsbury and Kyneton district (see Chapters 3 and 4). Rather 

than warp the data by including built by dates, they were excluded but have been 

recorded in the datasets. 

 

 
143 In this section “Malmsbury” includes parishes of Edgecombe and Lauriston, but not the township of 

Kyneton or Carlsruhe parish 
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This analysis must be viewed with three key dates in mind; the establishment of stone-

sawing works in 1867 at Footscray and 1874 at Malmsbury, and the display of 

Malmsbury bluestone in the 1872-73 Melbourne Exhibition. All three have contributed to 

the greatly expanded use of Malmsbury bluestone in Melbourne and suburbs and 

Victoria. While the use of stone in the Malmsbury-Kyneton district diminished after 1885, 

the use of Malmsbury bluestone in Melbourne and suburbs continued to grow. 

Malmsbury bluestone use in wider Victoria expanded before stone-sawing commenced 

but remained at a static rate until 1906. Intercolonial and overseas use coincides with 

stone-sawing at Malmsbury, and the 1873 Exhibition. While the broader use of 

Malmsbury bluestone declined during the 1890s depression, the effect was not as 

obvious locally, suggesting that access to local building materials, and a need to 

maintain local employment, may have influenced stone use. The local use of stone 

experienced a brief resurgence during the World War One era, accounted for by the local 

war memorials and demolition of Tucker’s bluestone building in order to build the 

Malmsbury Catholic Church with the recycled stone. 

 

  

Figure 57: Comparison of reported local uses of stone in the Kyneton newspapers 
versus the non-local use of Malmsbury bluestone 
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Presented in this way, the data hides another trend. Figures 56 and 57 only show the 

number of items reported and do not reflect the actual quantity of stone incorporated into 

any given structure. While this sort of data would be far more meaningful, such data is 

not available and it is not in the scope of this study to make estimates of stone quantities 

present in each structure. What can be represented is a classification of structures based 

on their type and the extent of stonework suggested or still present. 

 

Figure 58 clarifies some of the above-noticed trends for these 474 structures.144 Until 

1895 the local use of stone largely involved private buildings for domestic and 

commercial purposes, with several memorials, churches, schools and other structures 

making up the total. Private industrial uses, especially agricultural buildings, were 

virtually limited to local buildings. As new stone houses and stores were no longer being 

built, local stone use declined. Malmsbury bluestone, on the other hand, was barely used 

for private housing away from the local area, most of it being used in private commercial 

and government projects as well as memorials. The decline in these private and 

government structures after 1906 correlates with a decline in Malmsbury bluestone use. 

Hence it is unlikely that Malmsbury and Kyneton were setting the trend in bluestone use; 

the broader use would have been driven by the specification for Malmsbury bluestone by 

private and government architects for types of buildings not used locally. The names of 

building designers co-reported with Malmsbury bluestone use, such as those of Herbert 

Bastow of the Victorian Education Department and the Melbourne architectural firms of 

Messrs Oakden, Addison and Kemp and Messrs Reed and Barnes, certainly implies 

limits to any influence Malmsbury district locals had over broader Malmsbury bluestone 

trends.145 

 

 
144 This includes data from non-periodical sources but still excludes non-local errors and any structures 

with imprecise construction dates. 

145 L. J. Blake, ed., Vision and Realisation: A Centenary History of State Education in Victoria, Volume 1 
(Melbourne: Education Department of Victoria, 1973), 245; “Inglewood,” Bendigo Advertiser, September 24, 
1877, 2; “Queens Coffee Palace, Carlton,” Australasian Builder and Contractor's News (Melbourne), October 
29, 1887, 405; “The Wilson-Hall, University of Melbourne,” Australasian Sketcher with Pen and Pencil 
(Melbourne), June 7, 1879, 39. 
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Figure 59 breaks down the same data into the relative proportion of Malmsbury 

bluestone in structures and reveals an important difference between the two uses of 

stone. Between 1851 and 1891 buildings in the Malmsbury-Kyneton district contained a 

high proportion of bluestone, primarily in the external walls. From 1881 onwards very few 

advertisements for tenders for the construction of pure bluestone buildings in and around 

Malmsbury and Kyneton can be found in the Kyneton Guardian. As the local trend in 

stone use declined, the proportion of stone was reduced to foundations, parts of 

buildings and memorials. Instead the trend developed into brick or timber buildings on 

bluestone base courses, a reflection of the increasing flexibility of the production and use 

of bricks in terms of local manufacture and transport compared to stone sources. 

 

Figure 58: Breakdown of 1851–1931+ stone use in 474 structures into broad categories 
of purpose 
Local (L) use of stone (162) versus non-local Malmsbury bluestone (MBS) sites (312). 
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Alexander Hardie had set up a brick manufactory and kiln at Tylden, south of Kyneton, 

by 1888 and when the new Roman Catholic church was being built in Taradale in 1890, it 

was reported that the foundations were made from bluestone re-used from the Prince of 

Wales Gold Mining Company mine at Taradale, and the bricks were purchased from 

Tylden, bypassing Malmsbury altogether.146 

 

 

 

Compared to the local trend, non-local Malmsbury bluestone usage in columns and 

staircases in other places is a broader trend. Remembering that most local buildings 

were only one or two stories high, this trend is not reflected in larger towns and cities 

such as Melbourne where churches were larger and stronger foundations were needed 

 
146 “A Visit to the Kyneton Brick and Tile Works,” Kyneton Guardian, November 14, 1888, 2; “The New 

Roman Catholic Church at Taradale,” Kyneton Guardian, April 2, 1890, 2; “Taradale,” Kyneton Guardian, 
April 12, 1890, 2. 

 

Figure 59: Breakdown of 1851–1931+ stone use in 474 structures into broad 
categories of stone content 
Local (L) use of stone (162) versus non-local Malmsbury bluestone (MBS) sites (312). 
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to support multi-storey buildings. As the reputation of Malmsbury bluestone grew, this 

might also explain why the reported usage of Kyneton and Carlsruhe bluestone away 

from its source to other districts also declined. While the evidence in the case of Prince’s 

Bridge Melbourne suggests these stones were still in use, Malmsbury bluestone probably 

became the equivalent of a trade name as opposed to clearly identifying the source of 

the stone.147 

 

A further explanation for the decline in local stone use may be one of price. If the stone 

being sent to the metropolis and beyond earned a premium price, the local market could 

not afford to purchase large quantities of stone. There are indications in 1870, 1876, 

1885–86 and 1891 of Malmsbury bluestone supply being unable to keep up with demand 

in Melbourne and Bendigo and in 1884 the quarrymen leasing Pennington’s Farm 

(QS25) had submitted a tender ‘considerably higher than had been paid in the district 

before’ to source high quality stone.148 When the new Wesleyan church in Malmsbury 

was being constructed in 1885 of bricks on bluestone foundations, the Hon. J. B. 

Patterson MLA noted at Malmsbury that ‘there was a great fund of wealth in the 

bluestone underfoot, which was so much esteemed that the best structures in the city of 

Melbourne stood on Malmsbury foundations’.149 During the 1896–1900 period when 

bluestone use was reduced both locally and beyond, the Kyneton Guardian reported on 

improvements in the quarrying industry, stating that ‘one of our quarry-owners says he 

has more orders than he can supply, and all the other quarry proprietors are busier than 

they have been for some time past’.150 

 

The above facts and the graphs demonstrate a decline in local stone use when stone 

was going elsewhere. The laws of supply and demand suggest the price of stone would 

have been higher during periods of peak demand from the 1870s to 1880s and until the 

1890s depression. As Victoria emerged from the economic slump, subsequent growth in 

building drove an increase in quarrying. Due primarily to a quirk of geology and economic 

forces, the famous Malmsbury bluestone was mostly unaffordable for local use. 

 

 
147 Walter, “Victorian Bluestone”. 

148 Kyneton Guardian, May 14, 1870, 2; “The New Government Offices,” Age (Melbourne), May 8, 1876, 
3; Bendigo Advertiser, February 7, 1885, 2; “The Alexandra and Princess's Theatres,” Argus (Melbourne), 
June 22, 1886, 10; “The New Law Courts,” Bendigo Advertiser, May 6, 1891, 2; “Lease of Quarrying Land,” 
Kyneton Guardian, May 24, 1884, 2. 

149 “Malmsbury New Wesleyan Church,” Kyneton Guardian, April 8, 1885, 3. 

150 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 25, 1898, 2. 
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Conclusion 

 

In undertaking a geological study of Victorian igneous building stones in 1929, Kathleen 

McInerny stated that quarrymen regarded Malmsbury bluestone as the ‘standard of 

excellence among building stones’.151 While this is in the context of its working qualities, 

the stone earned this epithet through several factors. Following heavy reliance on 

Malmsbury stone for the Melbourne to Bendigo Railway, the properties of the stone 

meant it was strong and durable when compared to sandstone and limestone, easier and 

cheaper to work than the denser granites, lighter in colour than several other bluestones, 

and being more porous it could be carved to produce decorative effects. Large blocks 

could also be obtained, widening its appeal for a range of projects. It is no wonder it was 

regarded as an excellent stone within the Victorian stone industry. While the wider 

promotion of it was influenced in part by local media and the Council, the value of the 

stone itself to the building of a capital city, colony and nation took it into the realm of 

being famous. 

 

How this stone and the quarrying industry influenced the social structure of Malmsbury 

itself now needs to be considered to enable an analysis of current perspectives of 

Malmsbury bluestone in history and heritage.  

 

 
151 McInerny, “Building Stones of Victoria”,146. 
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Chapter 8. Quarrymen and Stonemasons - Stand up and be 
Counted 

 
 

 

 
 
Previous chapters laid the foundations for understanding the broader history of 

Malmsbury bluestone. It is now time to build upon them by examining how bluestone and 

the people who worked with it fit within theories of labour history. This chapter examines 

the lives of 193 men who either quarried at Malmsbury or were stonemasons active in 

the district; 124 quarrymen and 69 stonemasons (see Appendix 12 and Dataset 5). The 

historical holes exposed will subsequently be used to critically examine the current views 

of heritage and how they continue to conspire to keep labour aspects of our bluestone 

heritage from the broader discourse on history and heritage. 

 

While this inquiry is pursued through the lens of critical inquiry following Marxist 

principles of labour and class, this traditional approach could neglect some aspects of 

the interaction between bluestone, masons and quarrymen. Hence, theories of both 

Locke and Bourdieu will be introduced to expose and analyse certain patterns identified 

that, if not unique to this example of labour history, are rarely considered in labour history 

discourse. By exposing these nuances, it is hoped to initiate a redistribution of cultural 

capital that would see a broader acceptance of bluestone labour history in our state’s 

and nation’s heritage. 

 

I have been bred a freestone mason.

A. Campbell, stonemason, 1876

When through the Gates of Stress and Strain

Comes forth the vast Event-

The simple, sheer, sufficing, sane

Result of labour spent-

They that have wrought the end unthought

Be neither saint nor sage,

But only men who did the work

For which they drew the wage.

Rudyard Kipling. The Wage Slaves
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Finding original voices of stonemasons in historical archives is difficult; they are hardly 

known for their literary prowess. Of all the biographies and autobiographies available 

about Australians, few are by, or about, stonemasons, especially the everyday local 

varieties. James Stephens’s role in the eight-hour day has been written about, but not his 

masonry skills.1 Similar conclusions can be made for stonemasons James Galloway and 

Victoria’s first Member of Parliament to represent labour, Charles Jardine Don, as well as 

Welsh stonecutter Tom Price who became South Australia’s first Labor premier.2 

 

Examples of collective biographies or prosopographies which concentrate on 

stoneworkers are rare. Published examples are either inclusions within a broader 

industrial history and associated heritage of the raw material with which they worked or, 

concentrate instead on people but barely include the industry. A detailed history of the 

Burlington Blue-Grey slate quarries at Kirkby-in-Furness in Cumbria, England was 

produced by a long-time General Manager of the quarries, R. Stanley Geddes in 1975, 

more as homage to the industry and its workers than an academic venture.3 Using 

company records Geddes pieced together family groups of quarry workers between 1836 

and 1969, examining whether out of the total number of employees there were fathers 

and sons or brothers working together in the quarries. Between 1896 and 1913 the 

proportion of employees closely related ranged from 62% to 69%. From 1924 through to 

1969 however, this proportion dropped from 59% to 40%.4 No attempt was made to 

provide more-detailed biographies of these workers. 

 

Bowral (NSW) Trachyte is the subject of a brilliantly-detailed cultural exposé of a single 

Australian building stone.5 The book has a broad scope, including the geology and 

history of the stone, the industry’s pioneers, structures in which it has been used, a 

detailed walking guide and considers the preservation of quarries as both industrial 

heritage and resources for future restoration works. Unfortunately, the space granted to 

 
1 Turnbull, Story of James Stephens. 

2 W. E. Murphy, History of the Eight Hours' Movement (Melbourne: Spectator Publishing Company, 
1896); S. Merrifield, “Don, Charles Jardine (1820–1866),” Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre 
of Biography, Australian National University, published first in hardcopy 1972, accessed November 14, 2018, 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/don-charles-jardine-3423/text5203; Stephanie McCarthy, Tom Price: From 
Stonecutter to Premier (Mile End (SA): Wakefield Press, 2015). 

3 R. Stanley Geddes, Burlington Blue-Grey: A History of the Slate Quarries, Kirkby-in-Furness (Barrow: 
James Milner, 1975). 

4 Ibid., 273–314. 

5 Robert Irving, Ron Powell and Noel Irving, Sydney’s hard rock story: The cultural heritage of trachyte 
(Sydney: Heritage Publishing, 2014). 
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examine the lives of stoneworkers has only concentrated on key pioneers, such as John 

Leggatt, a Scottish immigrant whose father worked with stone in Victoria.6 

 

With no definitive study of the stoneworkers of Portland, Dorsetshire, England, a strong 

cultural heritage has nevertheless prompted some family-based publications on the 

people who worked the stone and later spread across the globe to New Zealand, 

Australia, America and Canada.7 Eric Flew’s The Portlanders (ca 1985) deals with a 

single family (Flew) and Rodney Stone’s Winds of Change (2005) examines the 

migration of many Portland individuals and families to Australia and New Zealand 

between 1820 and 1899.8 The latter unfortunately tells little about the deeper interaction 

between these people and the stone industry in which they worked. These publications 

are further supported by the extensive efforts of K. V. Saunders to digitise historic 

sources from Portland and meticulously piece together Portland families.9 

 

One notable, but not necessarily representative example of a stonemason’s life can be 

seen in the writings of self-taught geologist Hugh Miller from Cromarty, Scotland, who 

was apprenticed aged 17 to a stonemason.10 Born in 1802 and working as a mason for 

20 years, Millar advocated heavily for men to improve their lives through intellectual 

pursuits and encouraged stonemasons to embrace geology.11 Knowledge gained from 

observations while working with stones drove Miller’s desire to understand the fossils he 

was observing and the landscape. In doing so he played an integral role in raising the 

public profile of geology as a science while identifying as ‘a self-taught working man’.12 

 

 
6 Ibid., 31–5. 

7 Bob Wollage, “The Stone Grant Fund and Emigration: A page of Portland History,” in Dorset Year Book 
for 1997, ed. George Lanning (Weymouth: Society of Dorset Men, 1997). 

8 Eric Ross Flew, The Portlanders: An Australian history of three immigrants surnamed Flew (Self-
published, n.d., ca 1985); Dr. Rodney Stone, Winds of Change: A study of migration from the Royal Manor of 
Portland, County of Dorset, England to Australia and New Zealand (Bassendean (W.A): Access Press, 
2005). 

9 K. V. Saunders, The Island & Royal Manor of Portland Historical Sources (Somerset and Dorset Family 
History Society, 2007), CD-ROM. 

10 Hugh Miller, The Old Red Sandstone: Or New Walks in an Old Field (Edinburgh: W. P. Nimmo, Hay, & 
Mitchell; 1892). 

11 James and John Wright, eds., The Life of Hugh Miller: A Sketch for Working Men (London: Samuel 
Partridge, 1862); Michael Shortland. ed., Hugh Miller and the Controversies of Victorian Science (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1996); “Manual Labour and Intellectual Development,” Argus (Melbourne), October 
18, 1886, 7. 

12 David Vincent, “Miller’s Improvement: A Classic Tale of Self-Advancement?” in Hugh Miller and the 
Controversies of Victorian Science. ed. Michael Shortland (Oxford, England: Oxford University Press, 1996), 
230. 
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The voice of a single Irish stone sculptor is heard in Seamus Murphy’s 1966 

autobiography Stone Mad.13 Full of wit, it is a deep insight into the life and long career of 

a stoneworker in an era when his trade was becoming a dying art. Stories of 

stoneworkers who, while attending funerals of their associates, take the opportunity to 

examine and ponder stone craft in the churches and graveyards in which they gather, 

demonstrates their interest in stone goes beyond the workplace. 

 

But such exposés are rare gems, especially in Australia. Rarely inspired to document 

their own lives, these men keenly promoted the use of stone, especially those with which 

they had a cultural affinity. These are the occasions when we begin to gain an insight 

into their lives, skills and ideas of themselves. When the Victorian Government was 

planning the additions to Parliament House and the new (now Supreme) Court House in 

Melbourne, there was a lot of debate over the choice of stone type and a call was put out 

by the government for the submission of samples of freestones that could be 

appropriate.14 One of the men who submitted a tender for the supply of the Mount 

Sturgeon (Grampians) freestone was A. Campbell. He put his reputation as a mason on 

the line for the stone and stated in his correspondence: 

 

I have been bred a freestone mason and have seen the most of the stone in the colonys 

[sic] and New Zealand and have no hesitation in saying that it is the best I have seen for 

durability.15 

 

This notion of being bred a mason may stem from the ancient craft guilds. Historian 

George Warner explained that the guilds had originally been established to regulate 

trade and guard against fraudulent work.16 Changes occurred in the fifteenth century 

however, whereby new members were hindered and the crafts they represented were 

‘kept for members and sons of members’.17 In this respect, to become a mason meant 

you needed to be a son of a mason and this could induce a sense of heredity. 

 

 
13 Seamus Murphy, Stone Mad (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966). 

14 “New Law Courts, Melbourne,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 3, 1876, 2040. 

15 PROV, VPRS 967/P0, Unit 41, Stone Board – item no. 2380 marked 76.7/282/2407, December 6, 
1876. 

16 George Townsend Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History (London: Blackie and Son, 1924 
edition), 99–114. 

17 Ibid., 106. 
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Filling a Hole 

 

With no previous studies of Malmsbury stoneworkers to draw upon, the process of 

documenting the lives of these men must instead rely on primary research. Historian 

Joan Hunt’s 2015 prosoprographical study of the mining community of the Springdallah 

goldfields demonstrates the deeper understanding of Victorian communities that can 

evolve from focusing on smaller groups and comparing them to broader understandings 

of Victoria’s mining and immigration history.18 By understanding their pre-Victorian 

backgrounds, Hunt considered whether Welsh immigrants with experience in slate 

quarrying brought with them valuable skills for gold mining and noted that one Scottish 

miner was originally a stonemason.19 While Hunt provided specific examples in the text, 

the accumulated details of individuals are not included in the digital copy and would 

require any follow-up research to re-engage with the same archives. This study, 

however, includes these details as digital appendices to contribute even further to the 

discourse on Victoria’s industrial and community history. Doing so initially permits a more 

streamlined dialogue and steps towards data sharing. 

 

The previously mentioned notion of being bred to be a mason is intriguing and offers an 

avenue whereby these men can be seen in a new and interesting light. While the 

biographical profiles created for the stoneworkers used in this study demonstrate a high 

degree of intermarriage, obviously families that engage in quarrying and stonemasonry 

would tend to occur where there were suitable forms of building stones. The same 

observations about intermarriage in occupational communities can be made for mining 

and agriculture. A belief, substantiated or not, that stoneworkers were bred for their work, 

may in turn influence their attitudes to their work and their role in society. Several letters 

published in the Age in Melbourne between 1857 and 1859 concerning stone, stone use 

and stoneworkers and signed with the pseudonym Lapicida (Latin for quarryman or 

stonecutter) demonstrate literacy and identity stemming from their occupations.20 

 

 

 
18 Hunt, “Mining a rich lode”. 

19 Hunt, “Mining a rich lode”, 100, 227, 234. 

20 “The Privileges of the Architects,” Age (Melbourne), February 13, 1857, 4; “To Correspondent,” Age 
(Melbourne), February 21, 1857, 4; “The Government and Labor,” Age (Melbourne), January 4, 1859, 4; 
“Bacchus Marsh Stone,” Age (Melbourne), January 7, 1859, 4. 
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Like Father, like Son? 

 

The tradition of occupation guilds in the United Kingdom, especially in England, evolved 

during the centuries leading up to the Industrial Revolution. Prior to the fifteenth century, 

guilds moved from a local body of merchant trade and industries at specific locations, to 

one regulating specific trades or crafts over a broader area to control quality and price. 

Entry to the guild was gained via an entrance fee and the trade learnt through 

apprenticeship. By the fifteenth century, entry to guilds focused on the sons of existing 

members. Another consequence of the guilds was the shift from industrial crafts 

supplementing farming income into one of ‘a body of men who were artisans and nothing 

else’.21 

 

Table 32: Occupations of fathers of Stonemasons and Quarrymen 

 

 

 
21 Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History, 105–7. 
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One occupation restricted by such guilds and which became clustered within families 

was stonemasonry.22 This becomes evident when we examine the sample of 193 

Malmsbury stoneworkers (Table 32). The proportion of stonemasons whose father was 

also a stonemason was 46%, with a further 7% being quarrymen; thus, the total with 

fathers in the stone industry was nearly 54%. The single most common occupation of the 

fathers of quarrymen was also a quarryman (34%) with a further 4% being stonemasons, 

a total of nearly 38%. These figures are however simplistic and do not take into 

consideration the relationships between the individual quarrymen and stonemasons, the 

mobility between occupations, and the interactions between occupations. Both 

stonemasons and quarrymen for example would need access to blacksmiths (another 

parental occupation present in this sample) to maintain the tools of their trade. 

 

Britannia’s Children? 

 

Taking the same key quarrying periods used earlier the timing and means by which 

Malmsbury stoneworkers arrived in Victoria, and their place of departure, was analysed 

(Table 33). While not all men had the occupation of quarryman or stonemason when they 

arrived, the aim was to determine the reason for emigration, whether the figures mirror 

other immigration studies, or whether individual stories are paramount in explaining their 

departure from their country of origin. Access and reliability of records limited some of 

this research. Being born in another Australian colony before working in Victoria was not 

considered emigration. Where a time of arrival could not be determined, the earliest date 

they appeared in Australia was included for comparison. A mason living in Victoria in 

1858 may have arrived in the colony by 1857, thus underestimating the pre-1858 

arrivals. 

 

A total of 47 of the 69 stonemasons (68%) were born overseas and arrived prior to the 

commencement of the Bendigo railway works, most arriving directly to Victoria. Six of 

them arrived via NSW and one as a convict via Tasmania, a further 13 masons (19%) 

arrived during the railway works period while only a further 3 arrived after 1862. In 

contrast only 29 (23%) of the quarrymen arrived prior to 1858, a further 22 (18%) during 

the railway works and another 23 (18.5%) between 1863 and 1890; the remaining 50 

(40%) were born in Victoria. There were no arrivals of either class of stoneworker after 

1890. 

 
22 Ibid., 109. 
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Table 34: Country of birth of Malmsbury stoneworkers not born in Australia 

 

 

Further patterns emerge when the actual place of birth is considered (Tables 34 and 35). 

It is not surprising to find most of these stoneworkers originated from the United 

Kingdom: any other result would represent a significant divergence from most other 

studies on nineteenth century Australian communities. While the percentage of 

emigrants from Scotland (17.5%) and Switzerland (2%) closely aligns with Hunt’s 

findings on the pattern of emigration of those who established the Springdallah goldfield 

(17.8%), there is a higher incidence of Englishmen (56% compared to 43.4%) and a 

much lower incident of Irish emigrants (13% compared to 23%) amongst Malmsbury 

stoneworkers.23 This suggests that Irish immigrants to Victoria were either more likely to 

take up mining than quarrying, or that Irish stoneworkers were less likely to join the 

exodus to the colony. 

 

Very few stonemasons (6 of 69 total) were born in Victoria, indicating it was a skill bought 

to Australia by migrants. A large proportion of quarrymen were born in Australia (50 of 

124 total) more than half of which had quarrymen for a father, indicating this was a trade 

largely learnt in Victoria within families. A disproportionate number of stonemasons came 

from Yorkshire (10), with eight having stoneworkers for fathers. An equally 

disproportionate number of quarrymen (18) came from Dorset, especially Portland (16 of 

the 18), with most of them (14) with stoneworkers for fathers. Similarly, out of the 193 

stoneworkers, when comparing Scotland and Ireland, there were more likely to be 

 
23 Hunt, “Mining a rich lode”, 95. 
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stonemasons from Scotland (15) than quarrymen (9) and more quarrymen came from 

Ireland (16) than stonemasons (2). Since few of these Irish stoneworkers had parents in 

the trade, this also suggests these skills were obtained in Australia. 

 

Table 35: Birthplace of Malmsbury stoneworkers by County or State 
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Further disparity emerges when the counties of origins of Malmsbury stoneworkers are 

compared to those of Springdallah miners.24 Yorkshire features strongly amongst 

stoneworkers but not miners, while no stoneworkers came from Durham and only one 

from Northumberland. Instead those counties where most stoneworkers came from are 

aligned with those where the father was also a stoneworker and it is in this context that 

parallels are drawn with the Springdallah goldfield. With respect to mining and 

stoneworking, emigrants with skills prominent in specific communities in the United 

Kingdom were attracted to communities in Victoria that required those same skills. 

Greater parallels are more likely to be drawn between miners and quarrymen than with 

stonemasons, as the latter would travel to where the stone was being used as opposed 

to forming a resident work force which extracted the raw material. 

 

With respect to motives for emigration, the obituaries of some of the stoneworkers 

reported that they had spent some time on the Victorian goldfields prior to settling down 

in Malmsbury. While quarrymen James Eastham Snr. and Henry Gray are two such 

examples, neither of their arrivals in Victoria could be precisely determined although 

Eastham’s obituary reported he had spent time in America before arriving in Victoria prior 

to 1851.25 

 

The earliest established arrival of an Irish stoneworker was to Victoria in 1852, being 

assisted emigrant and agricultural labourer John Prendergast and his wife from 

Tipperary.26 This was followed by William Coghlan, a farm servant from Galway who also 

arrived assisted, but with his parents via Adelaide in 1854.27 Michael McLoughlin, a 

farmer’s son from Queens County (Laois), was in Victoria by 1852 but a precise arrival 

date was not established.28 In Britannia’s Children Eric Richards states that the height of 

the Potato Famine was between 1845 and 1849, and with Galway, Tipperary and Laois 

being among the counties in which the impact was greatest, the arrival of these three 

men may well have been a consequence of assisted emigration prompted by the 

famine.29 Richards explains that ‘emigration out of the Great Famine generally excluded 

the poorest and most numerous class in Ireland: cottiers and labourers simply could not 

 
24 Hunt, “Mining a rich lode”, 96. 

25 See biographical profiles of James Eastham MQM020 and Henry Gray MQM033. 

26 See biographical profile of John Prendergast MQM085. 

27 See biographical profile of William Coghlan MQM012. 

28 See biographical profile of Michael McLoughlin MQM068. 

29 Eric Richards, Britannia’s Children: Emigration from England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland since 1600 
(New York: Hambledon and London, 2004), 141. 
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afford the transatlantic fare which was equivalent to a whole year’s wages’.30 This is in 

the context of emigration to North America which took the majority of the famine 

migrants. Hence funding ‘by families, often through remittances’31 (which Richards states 

was a primary means of emigrating out of Ireland) and the immigration schemes of the 

Australian colonies which had a high demand for labour, became prime methods of 

enticing Irish stoneworkers to Victoria. It is surprising then that eight were unassisted to 

Victoria (another one born at sea), while only three of the 18 Irish emigrants were 

assisted (and one born at sea), leaving the remainder as undetermined.32 Remittances to 

emigrate to Victoria would cost more. 

 

Warner argued that economists who ignored the fact that labour was the aggregation of 

labourers and instead viewed labour as units of production, did not understand that for 

individuals there were factors which prevented labour moving to where it was required. 

Because the labourer ‘is married, and has a family to hinder his movements’, Warner 

aptly described labour as ‘the vicious, tardy movement of lava rather than the mobile 

dash of water’33: 

 

If he has grown-up sons and daughters, they have occupations which they will have no 

wish to desert because the head of the family finds work slack near home and thinks he 

could do better elsewhere. If he goes, either the home must be broken up or their 

employments sacrificed.34 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
30 Ibid., 142. 

31 Ibid., 121, 142. 

32 The high number of undetermined results in part to unassisted shipping lists not recording occupations, 
suggesting more of these could have arrived unassisted. 

33 Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History, 259. 

34 Ibid. 
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Table 36 shows the breakdown of the information on the marital and family status of the 

stonemasons and quarrymen matched against the correlating immigration method. Thus, 

in the case of stoneworkers who came to work in Malmsbury, we see most families 

accepted financial assistance to move from their homeland. When the 69 men who 

arrived unassisted are considered, some of the single adult quarrymen and masons who 

arrived between 1852 and 1857 may well have been seeking wealth through gold rather 

than stonework, however some arrived as young boys with their parents. Land was 

another attraction, as was the prospect of work, independence and prosperity, but the 

decision to emigrate was not necessarily down to one person; others may have 

instigated or influenced the uprooting.35 

 

Apart from assistance from the Australian colonial governments and family, other forms 

of assistance were not obvious. The arrival of quarrymen brothers William and James 

Gould as children resulted from their mother relocating her family from Oxfordshire to 

NSW, and on to Victoria, in 1850.36 Their father, John Gould, had been transported to 

Victoria as an exile in 1847 and employed by William Mitchell of Mount Macedon.37 As 

explained in Britannia’s Children, the United Kingdom’s Poor Law Amendment Act 1834 

permitted parish funds to be used to subsidise emigration.38 Proving if any Malmsbury 

stoneworkers were assisted to emigrate with such funds is not within the scope of this 

thesis. In the case of the quarrymen from Portland, Dorset however, records do survive 

which demonstrate community funds were spent on emigration and they also reveal a 

pattern of emigration that might otherwise go unnoticed. This is dealt with later. 

 

Delving further into emigration records reveals other patterns. More than half of the 

stonemasons who arrived unassisted were already married, some with children. Isaac 

Evans opted to leave his wife and infant daughter behind in Wales.39 He was at 

Footscray when they arrived in 1857. Fourteen stonemasons who arrived unassisted 

were single, 11 of whom married after they settled in their new home. John Hartley was 

probably married before departure but may have been a widower before he left, arriving 

 
35 Richards, Britannia’s Children, 125–6. 

36 See biographical profiles of James Gould MQM031 and William Reuben Gould MQM032. 

37 “Convict Records,” State Library of Queensland, John Gould, accessed July 12, 2018, 
https://convictrecords.com.au/convicts/gould/john/18759, details Gould’s convict record; PROV, VPRS 
89/P0, Unit 1, Notifications of Pardon of Exiles, Marion, 1848; PROV, VPRS 14/P0, Unit 3 Assisted 
passenger lists (1839–1871), Book 2/3, Page 301B, Marion, 1848. 

38 Richards, Britannia’s Children, 118. 

39 See biographical profile of Isaac Evans MSM019. 
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a few months before his married brother William.40 One of the single masons, Thomas 

Comben, arrived as an adult from Portland Dorset with his widowed quarryman father 

and siblings in 1854 and a similar pattern was observed with the Fernie bothers.41 Peter 

Connell also had siblings and parents follow him and his wife from Scotland while Robert 

Coulter, whose precise arrival was undetermined, had a married sister and brother-in-law 

in Melbourne.42 

 

Of the quarrymen and in contrast to the stonemasons, only 15 of the 38 who arrived 

unassisted with or without families were already married, and two arrived before their 

families did. Of the 21 single immigrants, 18 married after they arrived, one was probably 

a widower with no surviving children when he arrived (Charles Mailler from Switzerland), 

one (John Hunter) took on someone else’s abandoned family after arrival and John 

Urquhart arrived as an elderly widower with his adult son, with other children also 

emigrating later.43 In the case of Patrick McCabe it was his wife and two American-born 

children who came first from England.44 Patrick appears to have arrived directly from 

America two years later in 1860. 

 

All these observations fit the patterns observed in Charles Fahey’s examination of the 

social and economic backgrounds of the people who populated the Victorian goldfields. 

By looking ‘beyond the statistics, complicated family links emerge among gold seekers’.45 

These patterns also correlate with the observations in 1859 by the Kyneton Observer 

that most of the 30 to 40 masons working in the Malmsbury quarries for the railway were 

Scotch of ‘a superior class of men, being strictly sober and industrious’46 and many of the 

masons were ‘highly respectable and intelligent men, some with wives and families’.47 

 

 

 

 
40 See biographical profile of John Hartley MSM026 and his brother William Hartley MSM027. 

41 See biographical profile of Thomas Comben MSM009 and David and William Fernie MSM021 and 
MSM022. 

42 See biographical profile of Peter Connell MSM010 and Robert Coulter MSM012 

43 See biographical profile of Charles Mailler MQM057, John Hunter MQM042 and John Urquhart 
MQM106. 

44 See biographical profile of Patrick McCabe MQM063. 

45 Charles Fahey, “Peopling the Victorian Goldfields: From Boom to Bust, 1851–1901,” Australian 
Economic History Review 50, no.2 (2010): 156. 

46 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, April 26, 1859: 3. 

47 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, May 28, 1859: 3. 
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A Dying Art? 

 

Analysing the 193 Malmsbury stoneworkers reveals that the average age at death of 121 

of the quarrymen was 66 and the average age at death of 66 of the stonemasons was 67 

(Table 37). 

 

 Table 37: Summary of age at death of Malmsbury stoneworkers 

 

 

The exact cause of death, as either reported on death certificates or in obituaries, was 

not determined in many cases. Death certificates often report more than one contributing 

factor. Some terminology describing deaths is vague, such as ‘general break-up of the 

system’.48 While acknowledging that current scientific knowledge cannot be 

superimposed onto a period in history in which people had a limited understanding of 

causal agents, and human physiology, Table 38 is a summary of the identified causes of 

death of the Malmsbury stoneworkers or circumstances surrounding their death. 

 

The many undefined deaths make drawing conclusions difficult but of those with known 

causes, heart-related deaths are more common than lung-related ones. Considering that 

pneumonia was often fatal prior to the development of antibiotics and could develop as a 

secondary condition, the influence of working with stone on death by lung diseases such 

as silicosis is unknown. Further reduction of the number of unknowns would make these 

statistics more meaningful. 

 

 
48 “Death of Mr Hugh Burkett,” Kyneton Guardian, February 3, 1912, 2; “Death of Mr Joseph Sampson,” 

Kyneton Guardian, December 17, 1907, 2. 
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 Table 38: Causes and circumstances of death in Malmsbury stoneworkers 

 

 

The social circumstances surrounding death are also of interest. Fahey’s examination of 

migration to the Victorian Goldfields also noted amongst miners that in addition to those 

whose marital status was not known when they died, there was ‘a group that died without 

family in the colony. These single and isolated men placed great pressure on charitable 

institutions’.49 Parallels between miners and the stoneworkers in this study are evidenced 

by the deaths of mason William Ballantyne at Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum in 1903 

as a bachelor, and Portland quarryman John Fall at the Ballarat Benevolent Home in 

1923 having been divorced from his wife in 1904 due to ‘habitual drunkenness, cruelty, 

and leaving her without the means of support’.50 Quarryman John Prendergast had a 

single child, a daughter, who was unmarried and living in Malmsbury when he died at the 

Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum in 1902.51 Portland quarryman Thomas Stone died 

destitute in the Liverpool (NSW) Asylum for the Infirm and Destitute in 1901 despite 

 
49 Fahey, “Peopling the Victorian Goldfields”, 156–7. 

50 See biographical profiles of William Ballantyne MSM003 and John Fall MQM025; “Malmsbury,” 
Kyneton Guardian, November 19, 1904: 2. 

51 See biographical profile of John Prendergast MQM085. 
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having a wife and son remaining in England.52 The death of a Scottish quarryman John 

Laing in the same place in 1895, having been admitted to the asylum on several earlier 

occasions, probably accounts for the John Laing who abandoned his family in 1863 and 

triggered the return to Scotland of his wife and unmarried daughters in 1872.53 

 

As demographer Michael de Looper has demonstrated, general discussions on life 

expectancy and causes of death within historical occupations are fraught with danger.54 

Life expectancy usually implies life expectancy at birth unless otherwise stated. As 

someone leaves infancy the number of additional years they could expect to live on 

average increases, then as they get beyond 40, this figure declines again. In a historical 

context life expectancy at birth was quite low, and it was not until a person reached ten, 

they could expect a much longer life. A paper published in 1859, for example, suggests 

the life expectancy at birth in England and Wales of the general population was 40 years 

for males (42 for females), however a 20-year-old male could expect to live for another 

40 years (60 total).55 Some discourse over the life expectancy of stoneworkers, and even 

miners, misinterprets statistics. 

 

In the case of nineteenth-century statistics from organizations such as The Independent 

Order of Odd Fellows and Manchester Unity Friendly Society in England and Wales, 

these were collected from their members and the data starts at the age of 18.56 Figures 

are calculated on a sample of 100,000 people and individual statistics are presented as 

percentages or proportions of this total. Thus, in 1861, of 100,000 male members 761 on 

average would be expected to be dead at age 18 (mortality rate of 0.7613% of the 

sample), leaving 99,239, while at the age of 90, only 1,058 of the original 1000,000 were 

expected to be alive (with a mortality rate of 30.2397% of those aged 90).57 The years 

between 63 and 78 were where the number of deaths was highest, when upwards of 

2000 were expected to die each year. These same 1861 statistics when broken down by 

 
52 See biographical profile of Thomas Stone MQM102. 

53 See biographical profile John Laing MQM050. 

54 Michael Willem de Looper, “Death registration and mortality trends in Australia 1856–1906” (PhD 
thesis, Australian National University, Canberra, 2014), 51–82. 

55 Joseph John Fox, “On the Vital Statistics of the Society of Friends,” Journal of the Statistical Society of 
London 22, no. 2 (1859): 221. 

56 Henry Ratcliffe, Observations of the Rate of Mortality & Sickness existing amongst Friendly Societies, 
Edition of 1861 (Colchester: For the Order of Odd Fellows, 1862); Henry Ratcliffe, Observations of the Rate 
of Mortality & Sickness existing amongst Friendly Societies (Manchester: For the Order of Odd Fellows, 
1850). 

57 Ratcliffe, Observations of the Rate of Mortality 1861, 11. 
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occupation, showed the average rate of mortality for stonemasons in decennial periods 

from 10 to 60 as seen in Table 39. 

 

Table 39: Average Rates of Mortality in Stonemasons and miners, England and Wales, 1861 

 

Thus, we can see that in comparison to the combined trades figures, the rate of mortality 

amongst 20-year-old stonemasons was higher on average (9139 of 100,000). At 30 their 

mortality rate dropped. At 40 the death rate climbed again and remained above average 

at 50 and 60. Miners on the other hand experienced a higher than average mortality at 

aged 30, with a comparably lower rate of death from 40 onwards. This implies their work 

had an impact on their death rate. The early death rate of masons (at 20) could be 

attributed to accidents as opposed to sickness, and it must also be remembered that due 

to the lower mortality rate at 30, one has to expect that it will climb again after this age 

because these statistics deal with percentages of the sample of 100,000 and must 

ultimately add up to 100%, rather than absolute numbers.58 Similar figures for quarrymen 

were not reported. 

 

Earlier statistics from the same source were published in 1850, and in this case the 

reports included tables broken down by occupation that included figures for 

‘Expectation’59 for any given age of a stonemason. These show that in 1850, life 

expectancy for an 18-year-old stonemason in England and Wales was for another 39.68 

years (total 58 years), while at age 28 he might live another 32.54 years (total 60–61) 

and at 80 he might live for another 6 years (total 86). 

 

In 1859 the Victorian periodical Australian Builder and Railway Chronicle printed similar 

statistics collected by Mr. Radcliffe [sic] for the Odd Fellows, purporting to be ‘the 

average age of persons employed in the building trade’.60 The figure quoted for masons 

 
58 In other words, because death is inevitable, if 10% die aged 20, the remaining 90% must therefore die 

after this. This type of analysis could not be done for the number of masons emigrating because not all of 
them must emigrate. 

59 Ratcliffe, Observations of the Rate of Mortality 1850, 57–8 and Table LXI on page 109. 

60 “Duration of the Life of the Working Men in the Building Trades,” Australian Builder and Railway 
Chronicle (Melbourne), July 15, 1859, 218. 

Age: 20 30 40 50 60

Average rate of mortality (%) of stonemasons 0.9139 0.6383 1.8556 3.45536 5.7522

Average rate of mortality (%) of miners 0.8955 1.1415 1.2514 2.0816 3.5827

Average rate of mortality (%) – all trades combined 0.7938 0.8005 1.0859 1.6876 4.2774

Source: Ratcliffe, Observations of the Rate of Mortality & Sickness 1861 , Page 40 - Table 15
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was 39 compared to 39 for bricklayers and 46 for joiners. The article then goes on to 

discuss how ‘this early mortality can be averted’.61 While the Chronicle did not name the 

exact publication or its date, Henry Ratcliffe’s statistics are the probable source. The 

average age of someone occupied in a trade, if that is what the Chronicle’s figures 

showed, is not the same as age at death, nor is it a measure of life expectancy. 

Ratcliffe’s 1850 Odd Fellows statistics clearly state that ‘next to clerks, potters, and letter-

press printers, they [stonemasons] have the most inferior vitality, half the lives dying off 

at age 57-8’.62 If the figures quoted by the Chronicle were in fact life expectancy, it 

should have stated they referred to the expectancy of future life of an 18 year old. 

 

Thus, young stonemasons in England and Wales in the 1850s were living close to the 

average lifespan. In Ratcliffe’s 1861 report the life expectancy of any 18-year-old of any 

gender in the Manchester Unity was 42.41. Directly attributing a cause of death or life 

expectancy to any specific occupation assumes that any given person had the same 

occupation their entire life, even from birth. 

 

The death-age figures for the Malmsbury quarrymen and stonemasons would indicate 

that their specific occupation did not influence their life expectancy when compared to 

each other. If half of the stonemasons in England and Wales were dying by the age of 

57-58 in 1850, the average age of death of Malmsbury stonemasons is well above this 

and perhaps suggests that those who came to Victoria were of better overall health at a 

younger age than those who remained in the United Kingdom, or that a relatively low rate 

of accidents among these stoneworkers limited the deaths of younger men. With current 

medical understanding the high incidence of heart-related deaths is more likely to be a 

consequence of diet (or genetics) than work, since they would have been physically-fit 

working men. The misinterpreted figures in the Australian Builder and Railway Chronicle 

were clearly aimed at supporting the cause of the eight-hour day, and while this cause 

was noble, better pay and better food would have been an equally-valid approach. 

 

When the lowest and highest age at death is found for each group a similar pattern 

emerges, indicating the spread of the data for age at death is similar. When the age at 

death is plotted against the birth year for each group however, a hidden pattern emerges 

(Figure 60). 

 

 
61 Ibid. 

62 Ratcliffe, Observations of the Rate of Mortality 1861. 
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Figure 60 reveals that the Malmsbury stonemasons were predominantly born before 

1840 while the men who became quarrymen were born up to the cusp of the twentieth 

Century. The distribution of the age at death of the quarrymen is more concentrated 

above the age of 55 than below this age, but of the few that died before their thirtieth 

birthday, such as Herbert Eastham, Owen McAree and Philip Hogan, the causes of these 

deaths were, respectively, due to World War One, influenza and an accident.63 The only 

stonemason who died younger than age 40 was Ralph Tatterson in 1888 from typhoid 

fever.64 This chart suggests that after 1850, especially as building stone use declined, 

fewer men entered the trade of stonemasonry, while those born after 1850 continued to 

enter the quarrying industry. This demonstrates a gradual move away from a local 

quarrying industry that extracted Malmsbury bluestone for building to one of quarrying for 

road works. 

 

 
63 See biographical profiles of Herbert Eastham (MQM109), Owen McAree (MQM060) and Philip Hogan 

(MQM038). 

64 Ralph Tatterson, Victoria Death Certificate Registration Number 2321 (1888). 

 

Figure 60: Scatter plot of the age of death versus year of birth of Malmsbury 
quarrymen and stonemasons 
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In his 1993 doctoral thesis Victorian Building Workers and Unions 1856-90, Jeffrey Rich 

also notes a decline in the actual number of masons compared to other building trades, 

between the 1891 and 1901 Victorian census records. As a proportion of the population 

of building workers, however, they had already declined from 15.8% in 1871 down to 

10.7% in 1881, then 6.8% in 1891 to a mere 3.8% in 1901.65 Thus, it is not surprising to 

learn that the census figures also show an increase of the average age of those masons 

who remained in the industry: 

 

Between 1891 and 1901, the proportion of Victorian masons who were over 65 increased 

from 7.6 to 20.2%. In the same decade, the proportion of masons under 25 decreased from 

24.9% to 10.5%.66 

 

 Table 40: Occupations of Masons at, or leading up, to death after working at Malmsbury 

 

 

The key word here is remained, for the decline in working stonemasons was due to 

deaths and reduced uptake of the trade by young men in addition to a gradual movement 

of masons into other occupations. By focusing on masons who had worked at 

Malmsbury, this study provides specific examples to explain this pattern. Table 40 

 
65 Jeffrey R. Rich, “Victorian Building Workers and Unions 1856–90” (PhD thesis, Australian National 

University, Canberra, 1993), 43, 55, percentage calculations made by this author. 

66 Ibid., 56. 
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summarises the occupations the 69 stonemasons studied in this thesis were engaged in 

at the time of, or leading up to, their death. 

 

Of the 69 Malmsbury stonemasons 36 were still in a stone-related industry at the end of 

their lives, 9 were in the building trade and 24 had moved on to other occupations. Of the 

24 masons who remained in the Malmsbury district 17 were still in the stone trade prior 

to death. This indicates that remaining in the trade was dependent upon having a local 

stone source actively being quarried and in demand, and, as the demand for stone 

declined, masons either relocated to where other stone sources were being used or left 

the trade. Those who became farmers typically moved away from the Malmsbury district. 

 

Leaving the trade was a gradual process. The minutes and contributions books of the 

Carlsruhe/Woodend lodges of the Operative Masons show that several members were 

drawing their membership cards and leaving the trade from as early as March 1860.67 

The Fernie brothers, David and William, for example, only appear in the Malmsbury rate 

books, which begin in 1863, as farmers.68 David’s 1897 obituary, however, revealed his 

participation in the railway works and the local quarries, and a subsequent search for 

their names in the Operative Stonemasons Association of Victoria records revealed their 

membership in 1857 and 1858 respectively.69 They withdrew their membership cards in 

March 1858, indicating they had left the trade.70 William as a railway worker, was 

however entitled to vote in local Malmsbury elections in 1860.71 It is probably no 

coincidence the Fernies purchased farm land adjoining Malmsbury East Road (Parish 

Boundary Road) which was also quarried.72 

 

Other masons remained in the local stone industry. Peter Connell took a greater part by 

extracting Malmsbury bluestone via his quarrying partnership with James Eastham and 

Richard and Thomas Lightfoot.73 This sort of interaction between stonemasons and 

quarrymen has been documented by Jeffrey Rich, noting that masons working in 

 
67 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-60, Woodend Minutes 1860–61 Williamstown 1865–67, Carlsruhe Minutes, 

March 26, 1860 and Woodend meeting, June 13, 1861; NBAC: FSUOSV E117-61, Carlsruhe and Woodend 
Contributions Book, June 1860 to December 1861. 

68 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books, 1863–1872. 

69 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 16, 1897, 2; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-9-1, under “F” names. 

70 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-2, Minutes of Melbourne Lodge, March 31, 1858. 

71 “Kyneton Revision Court,” Kyneton Observer, September 8, 1860, 2. 

72 Kyneton Guardian, February 18, 1888, 3 (sale notice); Also see property history reports for QS22, 
QS23, QS24 and QS26. 

73 See biographical profile of Peter Connell MSM010. 
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quarries were often subjected to more scrutiny by employers, the work was less skilled 

and the work places were less likely to have a union presence.74 Delegates from the 

Operative Stonemasons were sent out to the quarries and work sites where piece work 

was being undertaken and recorded the names of those working under those 

conditions.75 Co-operative working between stonemasons and quarrymen was not 

necessarily a fluid arrangement however. The Lethbridge lodge of the Operative Masons 

supported motions in 1860 to censure two members and any others ‘who have called on 

quarry men to assist them while working on their stone’.76 Further, a new by-law was 

established to fine lodge members that encouraged quarrymen to do mason’s work.77 

 

Having arrived in Victoria as a stonemason and joined the Operative Masons in July 

1859, Swiss emigrant Charles Mailler became renowned for running quarries at 

Malmsbury from 1871.78 John David Jones, son of mason John Jones, initially appears in 

the Malmsbury rate books for 1879 and 1880 as a mason, but by 1890 he was a 

bricklayer of Kyneton.79 His younger brother, William Thomas Jones, remained a 

stonemason, establishing the long-running monumental mason’s business in Kyneton.80 

The amputation of an injured leg in 1879 forced John Montgomery to give up his 

occupation, becoming a chimney sweep for the last few years of his life.81 When Wilson, 

Corben and Co. stone merchants purchased the stone-sawing works at Malmsbury, one 

of the company’s partners, Isaac Corben appointed his son Walter, a mason, as 

manager of the works. Corben junior left to manage the Footscray plant in 1881 and 

returned to Malmsbury in 1885 before finally working as a salesman in Melbourne where 

he died. 

 

While the work of masons went into decline well before that of the quarrymen, the latter 

industry also felt the consequences of the move away from stone as a building material. 

The Victorian statistics for employment in stone quarries between 1870 and 1894 show 

that even before the 1880s boom, employment in quarries was in decline, and by the 

 
74 Rich, “Victorian Building Workers”, 55, 256. 

75 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-2, Melbourne Lodge Minutes 1856–1858, June 12, 1857. 

76 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-51, Lethbridge Lodge Minutes, January 26, 1860 and February 23, 1860. 

77 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-51, Lethbridge Lodge Minutes, March 8, 1860. 

78 See biographical profile of Charles Mailler MSM057. 

79 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books, 1879–1880, as John Jones Junior. See biographical profile 
of John David Jones MSM31. 

80 See biographical profile of William Thomas Jones MSM034. 

81 See biographical profile of John Montgomery MSM046. 
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1893 depression it had returned to pre-1878 levels.82 The Malmsbury quarrymen also 

moved on to other occupations to make ends meet (Table 41). 

 

Table 41: Occupations of Quarrymen at, or leading up, to death after working at Malmsbury 

 

 

Like the stonemasons, many quarrymen who remained in their trade continued to live at 

or near Malmsbury. Those who quarried elsewhere in Victoria typically moved to 

Footscray or Yarraville where bluestone resources abounded, while others went to 

Dookie or Harcourt.83 The final occupations of others were not determined. Some of 

these were the men that went back home to Portland, Dorset and undertook some quarry 

work.84 

 

 
82 Rich, “Victorian Building Workers”, 21. 

83 See biographical profiles; James Charles (MQM009, John Flew MQM026, Andrew Hubber MQM040, 
Edward White MQM115 and Robert White MQM117 went to Footscray or Yarraville, William Marshall Rose 
MQM091 went to Dookie and Phillip Hogan MQ038 went to Harcourt. 

84 See biographical profiles of Richard Attwooll MQM001, William Attwooll MQM002 and William Henry 
Otter MQM081 who quarried, also Stephen Comben MQM013 and William Flew White MQM118 who 
returned to Dorset. 

Occupation at or just before time of death: Number still in Malmsbury / 

Kyneton District

Total 

Number

Still a quarryman 25 37

Stone sawyer 1 1

Other related building trade (bricklayer, carpenter, 

carriage builder) 1 4

Farmer and other farm/food related (Baker, 

dairyman, fruiterer, maltster, produce merchant, 

rabbiter) 15 20

Labourer or factory worker 8 17

Miner 3 9

Retired / Pensioner 2 6

Engine drivers (machinery) 0 3

Accountant, rate collector/herdsman, storeman 1 3

Contractor 0 3

Died destitute 0 2

Storekeeper (Draper, grocer) 1 4

Carter 2 2

Railway Employee 1 1

Musician 1 1

Soldier (Died WW1) 0 1

Unknown 1 10

Total still in stone-related industries 26 38

TOTAL 62 124
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These figures do however oversimplify the process by which quarrymen found other 

work. Malmsbury quarryman Robert Don mined at McMahon’s Creek near Warburton 

before moving to Cobden in western Victoria to become a farmer.85 Bartholomew White 

and his brother William both worked as miners in Queensland before William returned to 

Malmsbury to quarry and then retired to run a draper’s shop.86 Bartholomew moved to 

Western Australia where he worked as an accountant or road board secretary before 

dying of tuberculosis.87 William McGregor also moved to Western Australia to mine, 

enlisted there in 1917, and returned to Victoria after discharge where he worked as a 

rabbiter and a fruiterer.88 

 

Several men interchanged between farming and quarrying while others interchanged 

between mining and quarrying or labouring.89 Thomas Morgan, Albert Morley, Patrick 

O’Dea and Alexander Eyles all worked as railway employees.90 Morley then transitioned 

between a grocer and a labourer as he moved around Victoria and O’Dea worked for the 

railways department until retirement. Eyles briefly moved from Malmsbury to work for the 

railways as a young man, later returning to Malmsbury. While the electoral rolls suggest 

Eyles remained a railway employee in the 1930s, the inquest of fellow quarryman James 

Hennessy in 1934 reveals he had been quarrying with him for five years. From then 

Eyles worked as a labourer. 

 

Others avoided uprooting their families. Robert Stewart and John Carter both moved to 

Melbourne’s western suburbs to seek work, leaving their families in Malmsbury.91 Carter 

worked for a glass factory up to the time of his death, while Stewart quarried until an 

accident caused the loss of one leg, after which he was a farm labourer at Malmsbury. 

Thomas Wallis purchased an old bakery business in Malmsbury in 1917 while still 

quarrying, before moving and becoming a produce merchant. A fortunate few found 

employment in one or more public positions in Malmsbury as the rate collector, 

herdsman for the town common, caretaker, poundkeeper, or nuisance or thistles 

 
85 See biographical profile of Robert Don MQM018. 

86 See biographical profile of William White MQM119. 

87 See biographical profile of Bartholomew White MQM114. 

88 See biographical profile of William McGregor MQM067. 

89 See biographical profiles of Owen McAree MQM060, George Rayson MQM087 and Patrick McCabe 
MQM063 compared to William Gilmour MQM028 and John Morgan MQM069. 

90 See biographical profiles of Thomas Morgan MQM070, Albert Morley MQM071, Patrick O’Dea 
MQM077, Alexander Eyles MQM024 and James Hennessy MQM036. 

91 See biographical profiles of Robert Stewart MQM100 and John Carter MQM006. 
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inspector as their ability to work, or find work in quarries, diminished.92 In the case of 

George Morley, quarrying was one of a long list of occupations used to earn an income, 

rather than being his primary occupation. 

 

Thus, the loss of a local stone industry often forced men to relocate to continue working 

until they either died or could afford to stop working. As historian Charles Fahey notes of 

the Victorian goldfields: 

 

Many of the first generation born on the goldfields became migrants in their young 

adulthood. The Victorian goldfields became a labour resource for other colonial mineral 

fields. In the 1870s Victorian miners moved to Queensland, in the late 1880s they 

journeyed to the Barrier Ranges in New South Wales, and in the 1890s they moved to the 

goldfields of Western Australia and the copper mines of Tasmania.93 

 

Miners from the adjoining Lauriston goldfield were already moving to NSW silver mines 

in 1885.94 Clearly the skills required to work in quarries could be translated into other 

forms of work, and several men who had quarried at Malmsbury provided labour for the 

mines both locally and in Dunolly, Outtrim, Wonthaggi, Creswick and St Arnaud in 

Victoria, Croydon in Queensland, and Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie in Western Australia, 

sometimes as engine drivers.95 This hardly supports the ‘tardy movement of lava’ view of 

labour held by Warner in 1924, as further proven when the places of death of these 

stoneworkers are considered.96 

 

Destinations 

 

The journey to Australia was often not the first time many of the Malmsbury stoneworkers 

had moved from their birth place, as seen in the above examples of Patrick McCabe and 

James Eastham.97 Stonemasons William Davis and Thomas Jones from Brecon in 

 
92 See biographical profiles of John White MQM116, David Davies MQM015, Robert Stewart MQM100, 

Albert Wallis MQM107 and George Morley MQM072. 

93 Fahey, “Peopling the Victorian Goldfields”,159. 

94 “Lauriston,” Kyneton Guardian, October 3, 1885, 2. 

95 See biographical profiles of Samuel Rayson MQM088, John Hutt MQM045, John McBride MQM061, 
Michael O’Dea MQM076, Benjamin Pearce MQM083, Bartholomew White MQM114, William White 
MQM119, Charles Gilmour MQM027, William McGregor MQM067 and Denis Castle MQM007. 

96 Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History, 259. 

97 See biographical profile of Patrick McCabe MQM063 and James Eastham MQM020. 
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Wales were working in Lincolnshire and London, England respectively in 1851.98 Henry 

Smith from Scotland worked as a mason on the houses of parliament in London, living in 

Westminster in 1851 with his brothers, and fellow masons, James and George.99 Each of 

these would have worked with specific stone types but apart from the men from Portland 

in Dorset it has not been possible to determine the nature of the stones these men 

worked with prior to arriving in Malmsbury. 

 

The arrival of some stonemasons prior to the Bendigo railway works commencing, such 

as Timothy Ryce who arrived in 1852 and was living in Collingwood in 1854, suggests 

there had been opportunities for most of them to have gained some experience in 

working with bluestone before working at Malmsbury.100 In contrast the tight timeline for 

Walter White certainly suggests he moved directly to the railway works from NSW. His 

son John was born in NSW in April 1859 and subsequently baptised in Taradale VIC in 

November 1860, before the family returned to NSW by 1861.101 

 

Of the quarrymen who arrived in Victoria prior to the railway works, Isaac Stephenson, 

William Pitts, Joseph Brown, David Page, John Laing, James Dimond, and Edward Ellis 

were all residing in and around Melbourne in bluestone-producing areas such as 

Collingwood, Brunswick and Footscray before relocating to Malmsbury.102 John 

Prendergast was already in Malmsbury before the works commenced and was possibly 

quarrying there.103 The arrival and movements of several others, including Charles 

Mailler who was at that stage a stonemason, suggest they worked along the railway line 

before arriving in Malmsbury, or arrived directly.104 The available evidence suggests that 

several others came to Malmsbury to quarry for the Malmsbury Reservoir works from 

1867 or, if already residing in the district, commenced quarrying work at this time.105 

 
98 See biographical profiles of William Davis MSM1017 and Thomas Jones MSM033. Jones later married 

Davis’s widow. 

99 See biographical profile of Henry Smith MSM059. 

100 See biographical profile of Timothy Ryce MSM052. 

101 See biographical profile of Walter White MSM067 

102 See biographical profiles of Isaac Stephenson MQM099, William Pitts MQM084, Joseph Brown 
MQM003, David Page MQM082, John Laing MQM050, James Dimond MQM017 and Edward Ellis MQM022. 

103 See biographical profile of John Prendergast MQM085. 

104 See biographical profiles of Henry Dean MQM016, William Coghlan MQM012, Charles Mailler 
MQM057, Daniel Louden MQM055, George Morley MQM072, Denis O’Dea MQM075, Joseph Sampson 
MQM097, John Scriven Flew Wallis MQM111 and John Urquhart MQM106. 

105 See biographical profiles of Henry Castle MQM008, James Woods MQM122, George Truman 
MQM105, Patrick McCabe MQM063, David Davies MQM015, John McCreery MQM065, Owen Woods 
MQM124 and William Rose MQM092. 
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Malmsbury, even Australia, was not the last destination for some of the stoneworkers, as 

summarised in Table 42. Stonemason George Lockie (arrived 1854) departed with his 

family for his homeland of Scotland in 1872.106 Two single quarrymen, Richard Attwooll 

and Stephen Comben, returned to Portland Dorset, where they later married, while 

William Otter and Thomas Stone whose families had remained in Portland also returned 

there.107 William Attwooll who had arrived in 1889 before his family, returned as part of a 

family to Portland.108 Stonemason Patrick Feeley probably returned to the United 

Kingdom after the death of his wife in 1894 while mason Alexander Owen and 

quarryman Christian Whittaker settled in New Zealand.109 Thomas Davis, who died in 

Granville in NSW in1898, also spent several years in New Zealand (ca. 1875 to 1881) 

then moved to NSW by 1883, and sought work in Victoria the same year before returning 

the NSW.110 

 

 Table 42: Summary of death places of Malmsbury quarrymen and stonemasons 

 
 

From the data collected on these men, nine (13%) masons died in other Australian 

colonies and two or possibly three (3 or 4.5%) died overseas. Of the quarrymen, eight 

(6.4%) died in other colonies, and eight (6.4%) died overseas. Mobility within Victoria 

was highest for the stonemasons with 36 (52%) dying away from Malmsbury district 

 
106 See biographical profile of George Lockie MSM041. 

107 See biographical profiles of Richard Attwooll MQM001, Stephen Comben MQM013, William Otter 
MQM081 and Thomas Stone MQM102 

108 See biographical profile of William Attwooll MQM002. 

109 See biographical profiles Alexander Owen MSM049 and Christian Whittaker MQM120. 

110 See biographical profile of Thomas Davis MSM016. 
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compared to 49 (39.2%) for the quarrymen. This is consistent with the notion that 

quarrymen must work where the stone source is located but masons moved to where 

construction is taking place. Ten quarrymen died at Footscray or Yarraville for example, 

but only one stonemason died there. 

 

Examples of unearthed labour mobility include Malmsbury-born William Thomas Jones 

working in Melbourne on the building of Parliament House then returning to Malmsbury 

to raise a family.111 Stonemason James Robertson had a child born in NSW in 1864 

between the births of two other children in Victoria in 1861 and 1867.112 Similarly, 

quarryman Charles Burton also left and returned to Victoria, having four children in NSW 

between 1863 and 1871.113 Quarrymen Henry Dean and George Russell also had 

children born in other colonies (NSW then Queensland) before returning to Victoria, 

although in Dean’s case he eventually died in NSW.114 Court records also reveal 

examples of labour mobility. Stonemason Henry Rogerson was sentenced and 

imprisoned in NSW in 1870 for bigamy, having families in both NSW and Victoria, but 

eventually remaining with his second family.115 

 

Being mobile had the potential to impact on the degree of social cohesion these families 

experienced as they moved to seek work. For the stonemasons however, joining an 

industry-related network gave access to some financial security and brethren united by 

occupation, and non-industry networks provided financial security with similar moral 

codes of conduct amongst its members. Other social cohesion came via sports. With 

more of the quarrymen staying close to home, there were better opportunities to build 

strong social links through such groups. 

 

Operatives, Odd Fellows, Abstainers and Self-improvers 

 

Reference has already been made to certain stoneworkers being members of the 

Operative Stonemasons Society of Victoria. Others were members of the Independent 

Order of Rechabites or the Oddfellows. All provided a social network, and often the 

opportunity for stoneworkers to make provision for themselves and their families in times 

 
111 See biographical profile of William Thomas Jones MSM034. 

112 See biographical profile of James Robertson MSM054. 

113 See biographical profile of Charles Burton MQM005. 

114 See biographical profiles of Henry Dean MQM016 and George Russell MQM093. 

115 See biographical profile of Henry Rogerson MSM057. 
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of illness or industrial unrest. While surviving organisational records provide a deeper 

insight into where these men were working, their degree of mobility and the social 

interactions that resulted, others show evidence of the positive consequences of an 

eight-hour day, education and strong social cohesion. 

 

For Malmsbury stonemasons, a clear choice for industrial support was the Operative 

Stone Masons’ Societies which were active in most colonies of Australia. The Society’s 

archives provided important data on the men featured in this study. The Malmsbury 

Rechabites records are incomplete but nevertheless provided some details. As no 

access was gained to the records for the Loyal Coliban Lodge of Oddfellows 

(Malmsbury) records and only a small number of Mechanics Institute records were 

available, newspapers were relied upon to gain insight into their members.116 While a full 

list of the known members of the Malmsbury Lodge is reproduced in Appendix 13, 

Appendix 14 shows all such memberships identified for the Malmsbury stoneworkers. 

 

The timing of the formation of many district Operative Stonemasons lodges coincides 

with the movement of large numbers of masons to work on the Ballarat and Bendigo 

Railways lines. Thus, the Carlsruhe, Woodend, Black Forest, Harcourt and Malmsbury 

lodges of the late 1850s and early 1860s were short-lived. The Malmsbury lodge for 

example appears to have formed by April 1859 and while no closing date has been 

determined, an item in the minutes of the Melbourne lodge show that a new branch was 

proposed to open in Malmsbury in October 1866, probably in anticipation of the 

Malmsbury Reservoir works.117 An estimated 200 masons were working at the 

Malmsbury Viaduct in September 1860 and while 84 can be seen to have specifically 

joined the Malmsbury lodge between 1859 and 1860, some joined other lodges before 

arriving.118 In comparison during the same period only 23 individual masons joined the 

Kyneton lodge, including John Holding who joined at Kyneton in 1857 and again in 

1859.119 The size and importance of the Malmsbury lodge can be measured by the 

extent of monthly contributions sent to the Central Committee in Melbourne. Between 

late June and late November 1859 for example, the Malmsbury lodge sent down total 

payments of £210 in sums ranging from £20 to £55/month. Comparing these monthly 

 
116 The Oddfellows records for Malmsbury are held at the NBAC: MUIOOF, Z227, Victorian Country 

Districts deposit, Castlemaine District, Coliban Lodge. 

117 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-3, Melbourne Lodge Minutes, October 10, 1866. 

118 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, September 29, 1860, 3; NBAC: FSUOSV, Series E117-9-1, 
Alphabetical Register of Members 1855–1861.No dates for 1861 were found for Malmsbury. 

119 See biographical profile of John Holding MSM028. 
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payments against the lodges at Castlemaine, Geelong, Kyneton, Lethbridge, Melbourne, 

Pentridge, Prahran, Richmond, Sunbury and Sandhurst, Malmsbury was one of the 

major sources of member contributions during that period; comparable with Geelong and 

Sunbury but not quite that of Melbourne.120 

 

Only 19 of the 69 Malmsbury stonemasons do 

not appear to have joined the Operative 

Stonemason Society in one form or another; 

the remaining 50 were members at some point 

in their lives. The incompleteness of the 

surviving records may account for some of the 

19 men. Some remained members for many 

years, others were intermittent, and others 

born in the colony joined as young men when 

seeking work in Melbourne. Christopher 

Westmoreland (Figure 61) for example was a 

long-term member, initially joining the 

Collingwood (1856), Stoney Creek (1858), 

Williamstown (1866) and Melbourne lodges 

(1873–1892).121 He is the only mason 

recorded at Malmsbury who is also recognised 

as a pioneer of the eight hour’s movement.122 

Of the 19 non-Society members, six were 

members of similar organizations.123 One of 

these six, James Adlington, was a founding 

member of the Malmsbury tent of the Rechabites. 

 

 
120 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-2-2, Central Committee Meeting Minutes, June 23, 1859, August 8, 1859, 

August 18, 1859, September 29, 1859, October 13, 1859, October 27, 1859 and November 28, 1859. 

121 See biographical profile of Christopher Westmoreland MSM066. 

122 Grouzelle et Cie, Photograph titled “Pioneers of the 8 hours movement 21st April 1856,” Collection: 
Imaging 19th Century Victoria Digitising Project; Victorian Trades Hall Council collection, Image H28967/9, 
Digitised item, State Library of Victoria 

123 The 19 exceptions are James Allan Adlington MSM001, Alfred John Thomas Carter MSM006, Peter 
Connell MSM010, John Dobson MSM018, John French MSM023, John Erskine Grant MSM024, John David 
Jones MSM032, William Warburton Kaye MSM037, Thomas Laidlaw MSM038, John McKenzie MSM045, 
John Montgomery MSM046, Alexander Owens MSM049, Daniel Robbins MSM053, John Robinson 
MSM055, Henry Rogerson MSM057, Henry Smith MSM069, James Timmins MSM063, Walter White 
MSM067 and Joseph Wilson MSM069. 

 
Figure 61: Christopher “Kit” 
Westmoreland 
Westmoreland (MSM066) was a member 
of Operative Stonemasons and a pioneer 
of the eight hours’ movement. 
Source: State Library of Victoria. 
Grouzelle et Cie, 1856. 
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David Price was directly involved in the establishment of the Bolinda Lodge (near 

Riddells Creek) in 1860 after being a member of both the Geelong (1857) and Riddells 

Creek (1859) lodges.124 Others like Thomas Jones, John Jones, Job Craven, Joseph 

Kaye, John Hartley and George Wilson joined more than one lodge along the Bendigo 

Railway line during its construction.125 Patrick Feely joined in 1871 and in 1886 and 

similarly Robert Clark joined in 1857 then again in 1871.126 Ralph Tatterson, born in 

Malmsbury, joined the Melbourne lodge as a young man in 1886, dying only two years 

later from typhoid fever.127 William Thomas Jones, also a Malmsbury native, joined the 

Melbourne Lodge in 1886 about the same time as he began working at the construction 

of the Victorian Houses of Parliament.128 Edward Leech was only found to have joined in 

NSW in 1871 and, after arriving from New Zealand Thomas Davis joined in NSW then 

used this membership to gain admission to the Melbourne lodge in 1883.129 

 

Eight Hours anniversary processions were regularly held in Melbourne with stonemasons 

being a prominent feature. Edwin Tatterson’s obituary in 1917 describes his regular 

attendance at Melbourne processions (Figure 62).130 Similar parades were held in other 

districts. The anniversary celebrations held at Malmsbury in April 1860 during the 

construction of the viaduct consisted of a march with flags and banners, a band, and a 

picnic with games followed by a dinner and ball in the evening attended by 130 people.131 

Timothy Ryce chaired the dinner where a toast of ‘success to the Society of Masons’ was 

proposed.132 To assist in raising funds for the monument to fellow mason James 

Galloway who had died in 1860, an entertainment was held in Malmsbury in 1869.133 A 

prologue in the form of a poem was read on the occasion, the author being a dedicated 

Society member Thomas Glaister. The 1890 Melbourne parade included the quarrymen 

who ‘plied their tamping hammers on a huge block of bluestone’ but at the height of the 

 
124 See biographical profile of David Price MSM051. 

125 See biographical profiles of Thomas Jones MSM033, John Jones MSM031, Job Craven MSM013, 
Joseph Kaye MSM036, John Hartley MSM026 and George Wilson MSM069. 

126 See biographical profiles of Patrick Feely MSM020 and Robert Clark MSM007. 

127 See biographical profile of Ralph Tatterson MSM062. 

128 See biographical profile of William Thomas Jones MSM034. 

129 See biographical profiles of Edward Leech MSM039 and Thomas David MSM016. 

130 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, June 28, 1917, 2. 

131 “Eight Hours Anniversary,” Kyneton Observer, April 19, 1860, 3. 

132 “Anniversary of the Eight-Hours' Movement,” Kyneton Observer, April 24, 1860, 2, as Mr Rice. 

133 “The Eight Hours’ System,” Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1869, 3. 
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depression the quarrymen were absent in 

1894 and the masons were in reduced 

numbers.134 

 

There was also more serious Society 

business to attend to. Ever vigilant against 

the introduction of sub-letting, piecework, 

longer hours or reduced rates of pay, 

committee members took on various roles 

including that of shop steward at specific 

worksites. David Price was shop steward at 

the Salt Water (Maribyrnong) River bridge in 

1857.135 Christopher Westmoreland took 

part in a deputation from the Stoney Creek 

Lodge in 1858 requesting that their 

members be paid at or before four o’clock 

on pay day and in 1882, as the sick visitor 

for members in Carlton, he was ensuring 

only those genuinely needing assistance were on the sick funds.136 Robert Clark, who 

had been auditor for the Williamstown lodge in 1866, was later elected by the Victorian 

Society to be sick visitor for Footscray in 1882 and 1883.137 

 

The Society was keen to ensure the use of stone, especially Victorian stone, in Victorian 

buildings and thus also create work for their members. Between 1872 and 1883 Society 

delegates were directly involved in the decision making process behind the selection and 

extraction of stone from the Grampians for Melbourne’s Parliament House extensions.138 

Records were kept on which construction sites passed on a pay increase in 1886 and 

when the Society discovered in 1891 that a ‘very large Malmsbury [bluestone] job was 

 
134 “The Eight Hours’ Anniversary,” Kyneton Guardian, April 23, 1890, 3; “Eight Hours' Day in Melbourne,” 

Kyneton Guardian, April 24, 1894, 3. 

135 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-2, Melbourne Lodge Minutes, December 9, 1857. 

136 NBAC: Geoff McDonald Collection, Series P94 Item 17-1 Stoney Creek and Pentridge Lodges of 
Operative Masons, Minute Book, Stoney Creek Minutes, October 11, 1858; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-6, 
Minute Book, March 8, 1882. 

137 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-6, Minute Book, September 6, 1882 and March 7, 1883; NBAC: FSUOSV, 
E117-60, Williamstown Minutes, January 22, 1866; See biographical profile of Robert Clark MSM007. 

138 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-4 to 1-6, Minutes, various minutes dated August 21, 1872 through to August 
23, 1883. 

 
Figure 62: Edwin Tatterson 
Tatterson (MSM061) was a member of 
Operative Stonemasons 1856, Oddfellows 
at Malmsbury and attendee of eight hours’ 
movement anniversary parades.  
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society 
Collection, image 2IAM0011R. 
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being done piecework at Glen Iris’ a 

strike resulted.139 Correspondence with 

lodges in other colonies prevented 

members travelling to places where there 

was a slack labour market.140 

 

Other Malmsbury stoneworkers 

supported the labour cause by promoting 

local politicians. Charles Young’s re-

nomination for the Legislative Assembly 

seat of Kyneton Boroughs in 1877 was 

supported by an election committee at 

Malmsbury which included quarrymen 

Michael Woods, John Nash, John 

Leader, Denis O’Dea, Owen Woods and 

James Gould. Young’s supporters in 

1880 included some of the former in 

addition to stonemason Jacob Linklater 

and quarrymen, Charles Mailler, John 

Prendergast, Thomas Hutt, Daniel 

Louden, Frank Hutt and John McCreery.141 The western half of Malmsbury was located 

in the Castlemaine Borough electorate and when a candidate for that seat, J.B. 

Patterson, spoke at Malmsbury in 1880, he was interrupted by a quarryman who later 

declared that ‘the men calling themselves “liberals” were the greatest tyrants when 

entrusted with power’.142 Edwin Tatterson’s support for Labor also included being a voice 

at election meetings in Malmsbury in 1906 and 1910.143 At one federal election speech 

given in 1910 in front of a rowdy Labor audience by the Member for Mernda Robert 

Harper, quarryman James Eastham was falsely accused by Harper of interjecting the 

 
139 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-7, Minutes, January 16, 1886; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-8, Minute Books, 

June 3, 1891; “Strike of Stonemasons,” Age (Melbourne), June 11, 1891, 5; “The Stonemasons’ Strike at 
Glen Iris,” Age (Melbourne), June 13, 1891, 10, Note: incorrectly reported as the mansion for Sir H. M. 
Davies [sic J. M. Davies]; “Sales by Auction,” Age (Melbourne), November 8, 1913, 3. 

140 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-8, Minutes, March 2, 1898. 

141 “Election Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, July 10, 1880, 3. 

142 “Castlemaine Boroughs Election,” Kyneton Guardian, July 10, 1880, 3. 

143 “A Mernda Candidate,” Kyneton Guardian, October 20, 1906, 2; “Mernda Election,” Kyneton Guardian, 
December 1, 1906, 2; “The Federal Election,” Kyneton Guardian, February 17, 1910, 2. 

 
Figure 63: Thomas Penney Wallis and his 
wife ca1900 
Source: With permission of Ashley Tracey, 
Adolphus Verey Photographic Collection, 
image No. H015_910. 
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meeting.144 It took the voice of fellow quarryman, and then Borough councillor, Thomas 

Wallis to extract an apology from Harper. 

 

Malmsbury, with a strong background in mining and quarrying was clearly a Labor 

political hot spot of the district by 1914, in comparison to the more rural profile of the 

Kyneton community. Now in the Grampians federal seat, Malmsbury was credited with 

creating the majority by which Labor candidate Edward Jolley took the seat in the 

September 1914 election. Described as being possessed of ‘some of the most rabid 

Labor men in the Commonwealth’,145 the Malmsbury Labor supporters were ‘an example 

to all Labor men. They are God-fearing, sober and industrious’.146 The banquet held in 

Malmsbury in October to celebrate the result, also became one to honour the newly-

elected Borough Mayor and quarryman Thomas Wallis (Figure 63).147 While Michael 

Woods was the first quarryman to become a Borough councillor (1877 to 1880), Wallis 

had been a councillor since 1894 and remained one until 1920, despite the merging of 

the Borough with the Shire of Kyneton.148 Also a ‘prominent supporter of the Labor 

movement for many years’,149 Wallis was not only a member the local branch of the 

Political Labour Council, he was manager of the FMSCQC at Malmsbury and proud of 

his record of paying a fair wage to his workers, and known as the stone-breakers’ 

friend.150 During a period when stoneworkers Thomas Wallis, John David Jones and 

William Thomas Jones were all Malmsbury councillors (1898-1903), there was a general 

policy of granting stone-breaking work to ratepayers in preference to others, often at a 

fixed price that was remunerative, though in 1903 one councillor reminded his colleague 

that long term residents in need of work were not necessarily ratepayers.151 Being a 

dedicated member of the Rechabites and the local Methodist church, Wallis was clearly 

one of the sober and god-fearing men of which Malmsbury was proud.152 

 

 
144 “The Hon. Robert Harper’s Candidature,” Kyneton Guardian, April 12, 1910, 2. 

145 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 15, 1914: 2 

146 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 15, 1914, 2. 

147 “Banquet at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, October 29, 1914, 2; The image is labelled “Wallace, 
Malmsbury”. No Wallace family could be identified as living in Malmsbury in the time period the style of 
clothing suggests for this image. See Figure 7.5 for comparison. 

148 Walter, Hence Hope Beams, 77–8, 113–16. 

149 “Banquet at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, October 29, 1914, 2. 

150 “An Alleged Grievance,” Kyneton Guardian, September 30, 1911, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, 
August 28, 1919, 2. 

151 “Malmsbury Council,” Kyneton Observer, May 12, 1898, 1; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 24, 1899, 4; “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 20, 1903, 2. 

152 See biographical profile of Thomas Wallis MQM112. 
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The sudden death of Jolley a few months later deprived Malmsbury of their voice in the 

Commonwealth parliament in more ways than one. Malmsbury voted 184 for the Labor 

candidate McDougall in the 1915 by-election, compared to 119 for the Liberal candidate 

Salmon, while Kyneton had voted only 664 for McDougall and 831 for Salmon.153 

Lauriston, also a mining town voted primarily for McDougall while Carlsruhe, also a 

farming town, voted primarily for Salmon. Salmon was the successful candidate.154 When 

it came time to vote at the 1916 Conscription referendum, Malmsbury had a strong “No” 

vote compared to Kyneton’s “Yes” vote.155 While on a district and state basis Malmsbury 

was outnumbered, nationally they joined the majority who rejected the proposal. 

 

As demonstrated above, the stonemasons’ society permitted their members to build 

strength by numbers and make provision for hard times. With no similar records surviving 

for the various guises and branches of the former Quarrymen’s Society, it is impossible 

to tell how many men joined that organization for any sickness or strike benefits.156 While 

the Victorian Quarrymen‘s Union was reported to have over 400 members in 1911, 

research revealed no evidence of a local lodge of this Society and with minimal industrial 

action in the local bluestone industry the local stoneworkers may not have desired 

one.157 With a total of 79 of the 124 Malmsbury quarrymen absent from the societal 

records searched, this suggests they found other means to provide sickness and 

community benefits, if at all. Some were found in the Rechabites, while others 

subscribed directly to the Kyneton Hospital either as an individual or via their place of 

work.158 

 

Malmsbury stoneworkers were also engaged in building strength of character. 

Stonemason and geologist Hugh Miller was a strong advocate for self-improvement, 

viewing school not simply as a source of knowledge but a means by which he obtained 

‘the tools to acquire it for himself’’.159 He also argued that the powers gained by 

collectively improving their minds intellectually and morally would outweigh any conferred 

 
153 “The Grampians By-Election,” Kyneton Guardian, February 23, 1915, 3. 

154 “Grampians Electorate,” Kyneton Guardian, February 25, 1915, 2. 

155 “Latest Returns,” Kyneton Guardian, October 31, 1916, 2. 

156 “Important Movement Among the Quarrymen,” Age (Melbourne), April 7, 1857, 5; “Eight Hours' 
Festival,” Argus (Melbourne), April 23, 1859, 5; “The Start,” Age (Melbourne), May 5, 1866, 6. 

157 “Quarrymen's Smoke Night,” Independent (Footscray), April 29, 1911, 1; A single incidence of local 
quarrymen going on strike was found in 1888, see: “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Observer, November 3, 1888, 2. 

158 See biographical profiles of William Hartley MSM027, Michael Leader MQM052, John Carter 
MQM006 and James Eastham Snr (MQM020). 

159 Vincent, “Miller’s Improvement”, 234. 
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by the Chartists.160 Pam Baragwanath demonstrates in her seminal work on the subject If 

the Walls Could Speak, that the philosophy of self-improvement through the Mechanics 

Institutes movement found fertile ground in Victoria.161 In this respect Malmsbury was no 

different. 

 

Examining a surviving catalogue of the Malmsbury Mechanics Institute library reveals 

that in the 1890s the members had access to technical books on geology and some 

major texts on social and political theory. Sitting on the shelves amongst ‘Ure’s Geology’, 

‘Dr Mantell’s Wonders of Geology’ and R. Brough Smyth’s The Goldfields and Mineral 

Districts of Victoria were Adam Smith’s On the Wealth of Nations, John Locke’s Two 

Treatises of Civil Government and Some Thoughts Concerning Education and John 

Stuart Mill’s The Principles of Political Economy.162 Perhaps it is no coincidence then that 

Thomas Wallis was also a stalwart of the Malmsbury Mechanics Institute. Sharing this 

 
160 Miller, Old Red Sandstone, 33–4. 

161 Pam Baragwanath, If the Walls Could Speak: A Social History of the Mechanics Institutes of Victoria 
(Richmond (VIC), Publishing Solutions Pty. Ltd. 2000); Susan Walter, The Elongated Dog Kennel: The 
History of the Malmsbury Mechanics’ Institute (Malmsbury: Malmsbury Historical Society, 2012). 

162 Malmsbury Historical Society Archives, Malmsbury Mechanics’ Institute Collection, Unit P, Box 22, 
Item 3. The latter item is incorrectly listed as Principles of Practical Economy. 

 
Figure 64: John David Jones (left) and his younger brother William Thomas Jones 
(right). 
Both were sons of stonemason John Jones and directly involved in the Malmsbury 
Mechanics Institute  
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society Collection, uncatalogued image 
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role was stonemason William Thomas Jones and his now bricklayer brother, John David 

Jones (Figure 64), who were also directly involved in the construction of the Institute’s 

new hall in 1895.163 Rather than being considered as a caste of illiterate men from a 

downtrodden and poor labouring class, the above data on social networks suggests a 

group of educated, socially and political aware and motivated men with a high moral 

code. This ability to work in teams to quarry or build also extended to the playing field. 

 

Team Work 

 

Drilling to split stone in a quarry requires teamwork – one to turn the drill, another to 

hammer it. Similarly, more than one man was involved in operating the stone cranes to 

remove stone from the quarry and load the drays. Incorporating stone into a construction 

required planning and the coordination of resources. These actions required trust, co-

operation, and fitness. It is not surprising then, that in a town with a noted stone industry, 

this local labour force added team sports to work, religion and politics as their means of 

creating strong social cohesion. Benefiting directly from the concept of eight hour’s 

recreation, many of them helped establish and maintain sports teams and as the local 

mining industry declined the stoneworkers became the stalwarts of the sports clubs. 

Many were the sons of the original stoneworkers who instigated this major shift in the 

work, recreation and rest paradigm. There is also evidence that these recreation teams 

were also work and industry networks which helped stoneworkers build bridges across 

the normal divides of religion, culture and family. 

 

Cricket was played in Malmsbury from at least 1852 with the first suggestion of a formal 

club in 1856.164 Football came later, early matches taking place in 1872 and a club 

forming by 1874.165 Many of the early teams reflect their social identity. In 1886, for 

example, two football teams from Taradale were the Taradale United Trades and the 

Miners while the Kyneton Grocers played the Kyneton Drapers.166 In 1902, two 

Malmsbury teams were the Farmers and the Trades while in 1903 and 1904 the 

 
163 Walter, Elongated Dog Kennel, 70–2. 

164 “Cricket!” Argus (Melbourne), December 14, 1852, 3; “Kyneton Cricket Club,” Mount Alexander Mail 
(Castlemaine), November 10, 1856, 3. 

165 “Items of News,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), May 31, 1872, 2; “Local and General News,” 
Kyneton Guardian, August 29, 1874, 2. 

166 “Football News,” Kyneton Guardian, July 10, 1886, 3. 
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Malmsbury Trades played the Quarrymen.167 Details of the Malmsbury stoneworkers who 

remained in Malmsbury and took an active part in forming social cohesion through cricket 

and football are given in Appendix 15. While Malmsbury stoneworkers participated in 

other competitive sports this study focuses on these two sports which were played 

throughout the colony, noting that job mobility meant not every stoneworker was 

quarrying at the times indicated. 

 

The extent of stoneworkers’ involvement in these sports is understated through the lack 

of reporting of first names in newspapers. In case of James Eastham Snr. (MQM020) 

who shared a first name with his only son (MQM021) there is a time period in which it is 

uncertain who was playing. It most cases it is impossible to distinguish between the 

various Jones families and the respective fathers and brothers despite them being active 

in cricket and football from 1864 and 1879 respectively. While players were often 

involved in the committees running the clubs for some stoneworkers their main 

participation as a timekeeper, umpire or patron was frequently reported.168 

 

In addition to local matches Malmsbury also competed against teams from Footscray 

and Harcourt; towns known for their building stones.169 After Malmsbury Trades cricket 

team played Footscray Imperial in 1881, one Footscray player, quarryman John Gurney 

Elwin, later worked at the Malmsbury quarries between 1884 and 1886.170 Locally, 

Alexander Eyles, and brothers Andrew and Oliver Hubber were playing football and 

cricket long before they were first recorded as quarrymen. The Hubber brothers along 

with Alfred Carter, were young members of the Rechabites (1903 and 1908) before they 

can be identified as playing on a team, while Charles Wallis played cricket before he was 

admitted to the Rechabites in 1899.171 Miner Edward Mapham from Taradale played both 

cricket and football before he began working in the quarries in 1891. Quarryman Charles 

 
167 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, September 9, 1902, 3; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, July 7, 

1903, 3; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, June 18, 1904, 3. 

168 See biographical profiles of William “George” Clark (MQM011) (brother-in-law of the Wallis brothers), 
Denis Castles (MQM007), James Gould (MQM0110031) and Thomas McCreery (MQM066), Albert Morley 
(MQM071), William Nash (MQM074), Benjamin Pearce (MQM083) and Thomas Wallis (MQM112) 

169 “Football,” Kyneton Guardian, September 18, 1889, 3; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, August 
26, 1891, 3; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, July 23, 1912, 2; “Cricket Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, 
December 31, 1881, 2; “Cricket Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, December 30, 1882, 3; “Sporting Notes,” 
Kyneton Guardian, January 20, 1903, 3. 

170 See biographical profile of John Gurney Elwin MQM023. 

171 Malmsbury Historical Society Archives, Rechabite Lodge Records, Unit P, Box 39, Item 3, Minutes, 
September 24, 1903, February 2, 1899, May 11, 1899 and Unit P, Item 4, Minutes, March 5, 1908; See 
biographical profiles of Alexander Eyles MQM024, Andrew Hubber MQM040, Oliver Hubber MQM041, Alfred 
Carter MSM006 and Charles Wallis MQM108. 
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Rayson appears to have arrived at Kyneton from Dunolly about 1884 before arriving in 

Malmsbury by June 1886, the same year and month the name Rayson first appears on 

the football team.172 The examples of Mapham and Rayson who moved into the town 

show there is a close link between work and play amongst the stoneworkers that can’t 

always be accounted for through family connections, though both of these new-comers 

later married women belonging to local quarrying families. 

 

Maintaining social cohesion became even more essential when the population of 

Malmsbury declined during the economic downturns of the 1890s and World War One. 

During the 1880s two to four quarrymen on average played cricket for Malmsbury; 

sometimes five. During the early 1890s the Wallis family maintained a presence on the 

team when other stoneworkers did not, but occasionally the team included fellow 

quarrymen White, Rayson, Hubber and Eastham. Robert White, a quarryman originating 

from Portland (Dorset) and uncle of quarrymen Bartholomew, William and Edward White, 

spent time in Malmsbury in the 1870s and again in the 1890s despite raising his family in 

Footscray.173 He played cricket for Malmsbury in 1894.174 Even one of the Attwoolls, who 

had also arrived from Portland (Dorset) in the late 1880s and quarried briefly at 

Malmsbury, made an appearance for the cricket club during 1892 and 1893 before 

returning to England.175 

 

By 1897 the cricket team became the domain of the three Wallis brothers, quarrymen 

Thomas, John and Charles whose bowling and batting prowess meant they played in 

most matches until 1916, although a 1905 quarrying accident severely curtailed 

Thomas’s ability to play.176 John Flew Wallis received the award for the best fieldsman in 

1892 which interestingly was a marble clock.177 While the cricket team, requiring fewer 

men than football, managed to continue through the 1890s and early 1900s (Figure 65), 

by 1904 the town struggled to raise teams for both sports. Between March 1904, when 

several quarryman played in a ‘Married v. Single Men’ cricket match, and October 1912, 

 
172 See biographical profile of Charles Rayson MQM086 

173 See biographical profile of Robert William White MQM117. 

174 “Malmsbury Cricket Club,” Kyneton Guardian, May 1, 1894, 3. 

175 “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, October 8, 1892, 3; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, 
February 16, 1893, 3. See biographical profiles of Richard Attwooll MQM001 and William Attwooll MQM002, 
no initial is ever report with this surname however Richard left Victoria in December 1892 and William in 
1893. 

176 “Accident to Mayor Wallis,” Kyneton Guardian, January 28, 1905, 2; “Malmsbury Cricket Club,” 
Kyneton Guardian, February 13, 1919, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, December 9, 1913, 3. 

177 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, May 19, 1892, 2. 
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only one Malmsbury match was reported (1905) and one was attempted in 1909.178 The 

last identified occasion on which a team of Malmsbury quarrymen played football against 

another local team was in 1904.179 The Malmsbury football team barely played between 

1906 and 1909. 

 

 

 

With a committee which included quarrymen Thomas and John Wallis, the cricket club 

was re-formed in September 1912 and played a match in late October.180 The Malmsbury 

football club didn’t play any matches in 1915 because travelling to play in the 

Castlemaine League was too expensive for the players and, with Kyneton deciding to 

join that league, Malmsbury was left out in the cold.181 Back in 1896 some of the 

transportation problems were solved by using Mr J. Jones’s horse and vehicle to carry 

the cricket team to away matches.182 The sense of dedication and commitment to local 

sport and the Rechabites by the Wallis quarrying family did not go unnoticed. In October 

 
178 “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, March 31, 1904, 3; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, January 

14, 1905, 3; “Concerning Cricketers,” Kyneton Guardian, December 14, 1909, 2. 

179 “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, June 18, 1904, 3. 

180 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, September 24, 1912, 2; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, 
October 22, 1912, 3. 

181 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, April 20, 1915, 3; “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, April 27, 
1915, 2. 

182 “Malmsbury Cricket Club Concert,” Kyneton Guardian, April 4, 1896, 3. This is either mason/bricklayer 
John David Jones (MSM032) or quarryman John Price Jones (MQM048), both were still in Malmsbury at that 
time. 

 

Figure 65: Malmsbury cricket team 1903 
Taken after winning the Kyneton District Association cricket premiership. The team included 
brothers (and quarrymen) Thomas, John and Charles Wallis (most likely back row second and 
third from left and far right. Charles Rayson (quarryman) holds the cricket bat  
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society Collection, uncatalogued image. 
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1909 after the hiatus in games, a football match was held between the Kyneton 

Rechabites and the Malmsbury Rechabites. Quarryman Albert “Bud” Hutt played, as did 

a young George Rayson. The Kyneton Guardian reporter, in listing the best players for 

Malmsbury wrote ‘Hubber Bros., Wallis (brothers, uncles, nephews and cousins) … J. 

Jones, W. Rose, B. Hutt and G. Rayson’.183 

 

These two sports were not the only social infrastructures supported by the local 

stoneworkers. The local Malmsbury, Taradale and Lauriston branch of the Amalgamated 

Miners’ Association (AMA, formed in 1882) held an annual Miner’s Sports at Easter from 

1883.184 In 1892 one of the events was the tug-of-war in which the Taradale and 

Malmsbury quarrymen team, who were the hot favourites, went on to win.185 With local 

mining in decline, the 1907 and 1908 sports program now included the ‘Double Handed 

Hammer and Drill Contest’ in which a pair of contestants had to drill a hole as deep as 

possible in a block of bluestone for 10 minutes.186 The fact that no quarrymen 

participated in this event suggests fair play by removing their natural advantage and 

encouraged others to participate. Quarryman David McCreery was a judge at both sports 

days. 

 

The Wallis, Jones and Rayson families were clearly leaders in their local community and 

their efforts were often acknowledged (Figure 66).187 They were not necessarily born 

leaders and may well have learnt by example. By briefly examining one culture of 

stoneworkers in Portland in Dorset, England, where a noticeable portion of Malmsbury 

quarrymen originated from (Table 35), we can get a glimpse of how such a strong culture 

can form. 

 

 
183 “Sporting Notes,” Kyneton Guardian, October 9, 1909, 3. 

184 “Miners’ Association,” Kyneton Guardian, December 23, 1881, 2; “The Easter Holidays,” Mount 
Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), April 16, 1884, 2; “Easter Monday,” Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), April 
7, 1885, 2. 

185 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, March 26, 1892, 3; “Sporting,” Kyneton Guardian, April 14, 1892, 3; 
“Malmsbury Miners’ Sports,” Kyneton Guardian, April 21, 1892, 2 

186 “Malmsbury Miners’ Sports,” Kyneton Guardian, April 4, 1907, 3; “Malmsbury Miners’ Sports,” Kyneton 
Guardian, April 23, 1908, 3. 

187 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 28, 1919, 2; “Death of Mr. J D Jones,” Kyneton Guardian, 
November 15, 1924, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, October 27, 1925, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 15, 1933, 2; “Obituary,” Kyneton Guardian, April 13, 1944, 2; “Death Notices,” Kyneton 
Guardian, February 20, 1945, 2. 
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Portland Quarrymen 

 

As recorded above, some stonemasons believed that stonemasonry was something bred 

into them, probably in the sense of acquiring a skill through tradition and education than 

by selective breeding. With respect to quarrying, either form would create a community 

where there is a pattern of intermarriage between families associated with stone use 

since the stone was only mobile once quarried and while there was quarrying work there 

was little need to relocate. Examples of family histories exist which directly link stone use 

in England to stone use amongst their descendants in Victoria, and wider Australia. 

These examples come from Portland, Dorset. 

 

Long-term Malmsbury quarrymen, John Scriven Flew Wallis, John White, Joseph 

Sampson and John Richard Carter all originated from Portland with a multigenerational 

history of quarrying the limestone which is a core feature and economic product of that 

 
Figure 66: The marble plaque on Charles Rayson’s grave 
Located at Malmsbury cemetery, and now discoloured, it acknowledges his 60-year 
involvement in the Methodist church and 44 years as secretary of the Malmsbury Rechabites. 
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place.188 The island is a Royal Manor and has belonged to the Crown since 1086.189 In 

his account of the migration from Portland, family historian Rodney Stone records that 

until 1839 ‘movement to the island was restricted and permission to settle there [was] 

controlled by officials acting by authority of the monarch’.190 Thus, over many generations 

these restrictions led to Portland quarrying families interbreeding.191 

 

Portlanders were known for their custom of accepting and encouraging a first child born 

out of wedlock. In recording Dorsetshire folklore in 1922, John Udal explained that: 

 

Owing to their having been bred up to hard labour, and possessing a very robust physique, 

they are very early in a condition to marry and provide for a family … and it has been the 

custom of the island from time immemorial that they never marry until the woman is 

pregnant.192 

 

Despite this custom Udal records that bastards were very rare.193 Of the Portlanders who 

worked in Malmsbury and were not already married prior to departing England, none 

could be identified as having a child born less than nine months after marriage. John 

Scriven Flew Wallis’s third son, John Flew Wallis, did however keep up this tradition, 

marrying only two months before his eldest child was born in 1889. 

 

In recognition of services and loyalty to King Charles I, his son Charles II gave the island 

a special grant in 1660: 

 

By ancient custom the Portlanders had the right to open what quarries they pleased in any 

of the Island’s commons, subject only to fair control by the Court Leet jury. The tenants of 

the manor (actually freeholders in the modern sense) were able to take whatever stone 

they needed from the commons for their own benefit, without license. … It was also ancient 

custom for the tenants to receive a half share of the duty paid on stone taken commercially 

 
188 Stuart Morris, Portland: An Illustrated History (Wimborne (Dorset): The Dovecote Press, 1996); Stuart 

Morris, Portland: Then and Now (Wimborne (Dorset): The Dovecote Press, 2006); Saunders, Royal Manor of 
Portland, CD-ROM. 

189 J. H. Bettey, The Island and Royal Manor of Portland: Some aspects of its History with particular 
reference to the period 1750–1851 (Weymouth England: Sherren & Son Ltd, 1970), 15. 

190 Stone, Winds of Change, 14. 

191 Morris, Portland: An Illustrated History, 52. 

192 John Symonds Udal, Dorsetshire Folk-Lore (Hertford: Stephen Austin and Sons Ltd, 1922), 198. 

193 Ibid. 
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from the commons. … Money from this Stone Grant Fund brought many valuable benefits 

to the Portland community right up to the 20th century.’194 

 

The Fund was controlled and administered by a trustee.195 A duty was paid on stone 

removed from Portland of which the Portlanders received half. In 1665 the Portlanders’ 

share was increased to three quarters. These funds were used to build churches and 

poor houses, make roads, and maintain drains and wells in addition assisting the poor 

and Portlanders who chose to emigrate.196 

 

Some aspects of life on Portland were typical for English traditions and customs while 

others differed. After attending school from a young age, most of the Portland boys left to 

work in the quarries when they were aged twelve.197 An English report on factories and 

workshops from 1880 shows that this starting age had been as low as eight with some 

children receiving no education.198 In contrast, women on Portland ‘had rights possibly 

unequalled elsewhere in England. They could own and inherit property separately from 

their spouses’.199 Being a Royal manor the Portland inhabitants were all tenants but 

some were freehold tenants ‘and all attempts to enclose the open fields and common 

lands were thwarted by the insistence of the Commoners on the maintenance of their 

rights’.200 Bettey’s history of the Portland Manor described the various means by which 

the tenants could dispose of any land and property they had: Church Gift, Surrender at 

Court and Last Will and Testament.201 The customs of the manor determined that the 

estate of a man who died intestate was divided amongst his widow and sons (and 

daughters if there were no sons), and rather than subdivide the land into uneconomic 

plots, the ownership of the plots became very complex. This is demonstrated in a report 

to the House of Commons in 1813 over a borough voting dispute in Dorset.202 William 

Gibbs, a quarryman of Portland had ‘the 217th of the 41st of a 5th of a house in High 

 
194 Morris, Portland: An Illustrated History, 30. 

195 Bettey, Royal Manor of Portland, 58. 

196 Ibid., 58–73; Wollage, “The Stone Grant Fund”. 

197 Morris, Portland: An Illustrated History, 99. 

198 Report of the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops to Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary for the 
Home Department for the Year Ending 31st October 1879, House of Commons Parliamentary Papers Online 
1880 [C.2489], 82. 

199 Morris, Portland: An Illustrated History, 58. 

200 Bettey, Royal Manor of Portland, 25. 

201 Ibid., 30–2. 

202 House of Commons (England), Report from the Select Committee on the Weymouth & Melcombe 
Regis Election Petition (England: House of Commons, March 1, 1813). 
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Street’203 and the will of John Pitt Wallis of 1809 had the names of 217 persons who were 

the beneficiaries. 

 

The introduction of industrial developments to Portland varied. Railways to cart stone 

down steep inclines were introduced on the island in 1825, the first of any railway in 

Dorset.204 By this system, the carts laden with stone going downhill on one track pulled 

up the empty carts on the other. Steam-driven stone-sawing mills were established on 

the island in 1877, compared to bluestone-sawing machines in 1867 in Footscray.205 One 

more unusual custom was the avoidance of the word rabbit, superstition dictating that it 

brought bad luck, potentially because they could be seen scurrying prior to rising water 

levels or quarry falls.206 This is one custom that the son of one Portland quarrymen 

continued. In 1905 the Malmsbury Borough Council was debating the work required to fill 

an old quarry hole and make it vermin proof. While the other councillors freely used the 

word rabbit, Councillor Thomas Wallis is quoted as using the term bunnies instead.207 

 

The Stone Grant Fund was also used to assist young men and some families to emigrate 

during times of depression. In examining some of the records of the Portland Stone 

Grant Fund, Bob Wollage reported in 1997 that in 1872 Beng (Benjamin) Scriven of 

Portland had received applications from several unemployed quarrymen for funds to go 

abroad.208 Funds had already been provided to enable quarrymen John Flew, Robert 

White, Daniel Stone and John Richard Carter to go to Victoria in 1870, in addition to 

John White, his wife Susanna and their nephew Benjamin Pearce who departed in 

December 1870 and arrived in Victoria in 1871.209 Joseph Sampson Jnr. arrived in 

Victoria in 1871.210 All these men spent time in Malmsbury. Other funds were used to 

assist Portlanders to go to Canada, the USA, and New Zealand.211 These departures 

 
203 Ibid., 9, 16, 48–9. 

204 Morris, Portland: An Illustrated History, 57. 

205 Ibid., 56, 101–2 

206 Ibid., 17. 

207 “Malmsbury Borough Council,” Kyneton Guardian, April 29, 1905: 2. 

208 Wollage, “The Stone Grant Fund”. 

209 Ibid.; see biographical profiles of John Flew MQM026, Robert White MQM117, Daniel Stone 
MQM101, John Carter MQM006 and John White MQM116; the passenger list for the Cospatrick in 1871 
records Benjamin as a White. 

210 See biographical profile of Joseph Moyter Sampson MQM096. 

211 Wollage, “The Stone Grant Fund”. 
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coincide with the end of the 1867–69 recession in the United Kingdom.212 In the mid to 

late 1880s another wave of Portland quarrymen arrived in Victoria; John Fall in 1883, 

William Attwooll in 1889 and a group consisting of Richard Attwooll (brother of William), 

Stephen Comben, William Otter, and Thomas Stone, also in 1889.213 All eventually 

worked at Malmsbury. These departures coincide with the Long Depression experienced 

in the United Kingdom between 1873 and 1896.214 

 

Prior to all of these were the arrivals of stonemason Thomas Comben in 1854 (as a child, 

with his parents), and quarrymen Thomas Otter in 1857, Joseph Sampson Snr. together 

with John Scriven Flew Wallis in 1858, and William Flew White some time before 

1862.215 All the adults, except the last one, are known to have arrived during the 1857–

58 United Kingdom recession.216 As demonstrated above, not all saw emigration as a 

permanent action, and some returned to Portland. 

 

In his examination of the development and peopling of the Victorian Goldfields, Charles 

Fahey observed that ‘the transformation of the goldfield from alluvial diggings to 

company mining initially offered opportunities to those with mining experience in the 

home countries’.217 Parallels can be drawn here between mining and bluestone 

quarrying. Once the Malmsbury bluestone industry moved away from extraction for major 

railway contractors to local domestic or commercial projects, co-operative quarrying 

parties formed, some of whom owned or controlled the quarry land. This in turn provided 

a framework through which quarrymen based in places like Footscray or even Portland in 

Dorset, could use family connections to seek and find work. Some of the Portlanders 

were also working at the Grampians freestone quarries near Stawell in 1892.218 

 

 
212 "List of recessions in the United Kingdom," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Accessed September 

4, 2018. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_recessions_in_the_United_Kingdom&oldid=835210062. 

213 See biographical profiles of John Thomas Fall MQM025, William Attwooll MQM002, Richard Benfield 
Attwooll MQM001, Stephen Comben MQM013, William Henry Otter MQM081, and Thomas Whittle Stone 
MQM102. 

214 "List of recessions in the United Kingdom," Wikipedia; Richards, Britannia’s Children, 207, 295. 

215 See biographical profiles of Thomas Comben MSM009, Thomas White Otter MQM080, Joseph 
Sampson 097, and John Scriven Flew Wallis MQM111. 

216 "List of recessions in the United Kingdom," Wikipedia. 

217 Fahey, “Peopling the Victorian Goldfields”, 157. 

218 Shirley Mitchell, email message to author May 10, 2015 citing “Quarrying stone ‘Down Under’ – by 
Portlanders,” Dorset Evening Echo 1960. 
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A close examination of Portland, Dorset reveals a culture of stoneworkers who had a 

strong sense of entitlement, custom, community and, due to the inbreeding, very strong 

family ties. With several Malmsbury quarrymen originating from Portland there is 

evidence that some of these customs and beliefs were continued in Victoria. Thomas 

Wallis’s determination that lack of objection was equivalent to permission to quarry roads 

(as opposed risking refusal by seeking permission), his use of bunnies, and contribution 

to sport and Rechabites are some examples.219 The extent of inbreeding did decline, but 

partners were often chosen from those they worked and played with. This is 

demonstrated in Appendix 16 which shows the family links between the key quarrying 

families in Malmsbury. 

 

In summary, the microhistory approach to studying Malmsbury stoneworkers reveals 

previously unrecognised local trends in emigration, life matters, social interaction, and 

self-improvement. Studying the wider population of stoneworkers throughout Victoria, or 

even Australia could fill a chasm in our understanding of our nation’s history; a hole that 

is barely recognised as existing. Having introduced the Malmsbury men who toiled with 

stone, it is now time to attempt to explain them, their industry and heritage in terms of 

labour theory. 

 

 
219 “Rival Quarrymen,” Kyneton Guardian, October 8, 1908, 3 
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Chapter 9. Building a Bank: Stone Skills as Cultural, Social and 
Economic Currency 

 
 

 
 
 
How stonemasons and quarrymen identified as members of the working class is a facet 

of labour history that requires investigation if historians are to do justice to the built 

heritage these men created. They were not just the stonemasons or the quarrymen. 

They were individuals with diverse backgrounds and actions working within a common 

industry. While the fight for the eight-hour day in Victoria is widely recognised as a major 

achievement of the stonemasons, the question could also be asked, why stonemasons 

and not the miners, labourers, tailors, or butchers? Some answers can be seen in their 

early approach to their interaction with bluestone and their attitudes towards their skills. 

 

The previous chapter demonstrated that the Malmsbury stoneworkers did not just appear 

in Malmsbury. Nor did they simply work with stone all day, go home, eat then sleep until 

the next working day, leaving community development to those with more genteel skills 

and knowledge. They were drawn there by a stone resource and actively participated in 

their new home. The early comments of the Operative Stonemasons’ Society that 

bluestone would be ‘the making’1 of Victorian masons, hints at these men having a more 

complex view of their interactions with bluestone and their role in the colony’s 

development. There is historical evidence, that the skills of quarrymen were also not 

considered an ordinary form of labour. In 1855, naturalist and early Victorian Museum 

employee, William Blandowski noted during a Victorian excursion the presence of 

granites in different localities ‘admirably fitted for flagstones for pavements’.2 His 

comment that ‘these stones require professional quarrymen to obtain good samples’ 

implies a level of expertise not held by the general population.3 

 

 
1 “The United Operative Masons’ Society,” Argus (Melbourne), February 5, 1851, 4. 

2 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 518, Item 4 Unregistered Correspondence of 1855, letter March 22, 1855. 

3 Ibid. 

If you fancy that your people came of better stock than mine,

If you hint at higher breeding by a word or by a sign,

If you’re proud because of fortune, or the clever things you do –

Then I’ll play no second fiddle: I’m a prouder man than you!

Henry Lawson. A Prouder Man than You
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Various aspects of the bluestone industry can be interpreted with a strictly Marxist 

perspective of history, while others are better understood through the classic works of 

English philosopher John Locke, and the more modern theories of the French sociologist 

and philosopher Pierre Bourdieu. It will be argued here that these men were not just 

selling their labour and at the mercy of capitalists: they had a strong sense of their rights 

and saw their skills and knowledge as a form of cultural capital which they brought to 

Victoria.4 Further, some deliberately made use of this to build economic and social 

capital, whilst also confining its distribution amongst a close-knit family structure, to 

ensure their family and community would reap the benefits. It will also be argued that the 

actions of others such as courts and capitalist contractors to stifle this view have 

ramifications even today on how the heritage of stone and stonework is approached by 

the heritage profession. 

 

This chapter includes three case studies which bring together this understanding of the 

stone, the law, the quarries, the stone structures and the men. The first key example is 

the previously discussed co-operative masons, Glaister and Company and their actions 

to win contracts for construction work and mechanise stone cutting. The second example 

is the Salvation Army versus quarrymen Eastham and Company case in the Melbourne 

Supreme Court in 1886. The third example is the court case in 1887 between David 

Munro and William Richey over quarrying at South Kyneton for Prince’s Bridge in 

Melbourne. 

 

The Making of the Malmsbury Bluestone Class 

 

Marx’s profound ideas on the way we understand labour and production barely need an 

introduction. A strictly Marxist view of Malmsbury bluestone workers would state that 

masons and quarrymen owned nothing but their labour-power, defined as a production 

force and being the ‘mental and physical capabilities’5 of human beings. Labour acquired 

knowledge and skills through work, and these could be handed down through 

generations. Tools are the instruments of labour, are mobile, and not integrated into the 

resulting product, but changing them can influence production forces. Workers could 

choose who they sold their labour to, but they remained ‘in bondage to the capitalist 

 
4 Stephanie Claussen and Jonathan Osborne, “Bourdieu’s Notion of Cultural Capital and Its Implications 

for the Science Curriculum,” Science Education 97, no. 1 (2013): 58–79. 

5 William H. Shaw, Marx’s Theory of History (California USA: Stanford University Press, 1978), 15. 
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class as a whole’6 and when the supply of labour outnumbered demand they would be 

exploited and wages reduced. Capitalism, Marx believed, did not see the person behind 

labour-power, only as an input to production despite this labour being the basis of 

progress in social advancement and organization. Attempts to change this paradigm are 

class struggles.7 

 

A critical inquiry based on the foundations of Marxist traditions where historical research 

seeks to induce change would naturally question any belief that the labour of 

stonemasons and quarrymen was merely a production input.8 Denying the humanity 

behind our bluestone heritage would uphold this capitalist-driven interpretation and not, 

as E. P. Thompson would describe, ‘rescue [them] from the condescension of history’.9 

Thus, this microhistory of stoneworkers provides the means of constructing a new 

paradigm. Some of this story is seen through the lens of John Locke’s theories of primary 

and secondary qualities, substance, abstract general ideas, knowledge, government and 

property.10 

 

While the ability to identify valuable stone resources is certainly one of the skills of labour 

identified by Marx, Chapter 5 has shown us that modern geological testing cannot always 

distinguish between Malmsbury bluestone incorporated in a building and stone discarded 

in a disused quarry. Locke believed there are primary and secondary qualities of objects. 

The former, such as shape and size, cannot be separated from the object and are 

independent of perception. They are generally measurable, such as the density and 

mineral composition of bluestone. Locke described secondary qualities as ‘nothing in the 

objects themselves but powers to produce various sensations in us by their primary 

qualities’.11 Locke also theorised over what he termed substance, or alternatively sense-

data: abstract general ideas we have on objects that come from repeated observations.12 

 

 
6 Shaw, Marx’s Theory of History, 46. 

7 Shaw, Marx’s Theory of History, 11, 13-17, 37, 50, 55-9, 84–8, 95–6 

8 Crotty, “Critical Inquiry”, 113. 

9 Thompson, Making of the English Working Class, 12. 

10 J. D. Mabbott, John Locke (Massachusetts, USA: Schenkman Publishing Company, 1973), 22–8, 29–
35, 42–50, 81–96, 142–66. 

11 Ibid., 23. 

12 Ibid., 29–35. 
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There is certainly debate over this theory, some of which stems from the way in which 

man develops technology to turn a supposed secondary quality into a primary quality.13 

Thus, the sound a hammer makes when it hits stone could be interpreted as a secondary 

quality, used in the nineteenth century to determine stone quality. However, man now 

has the technology to measure these differences in sound should he decide to do so. At 

least one living stonemason believes that this sort of sound is a key criterion of 

identifying quality stone, and it is also accepted as being one of the traditional skills of a 

stoneworker although not generally used in current assessments of stone quality.14 Thus, 

the ability to interpret this quality of stone is one that cannot simply be interchanged with 

sheer muscle power provided by a common labourer. Locke’s theories suggest this skill 

came from abstract thinking on substances, so an ability to identify stone would be only 

transmitted by the sharing of ideas or knowledge. Controlling this knowledge through 

mechanisms such as stonemasons’ guilds and apprenticeships thus limited the ability of 

capitalists to control this skill and improved the chances stoneworkers would receive fair 

payment for their work. 

 

Locke’s ideas on the coexistence of ideas and the knowledge of incompatibility are also 

relevant here.15 If experience tells a quarryman or stonemason that building stone is 

pale-coloured, easy to cut and his tools must be sharpened once daily, then when a 

stone is dark, hard to cut and tools must be sharpened twice daily, this does not mean 

that this second stone cannot be used for building. There will obviously be limits within 

which all stones fall - too soft to be structural, too hard to work - and he will learn these 

by experience or transmission of knowledge. 

 

These ideas seem now to explain what the early Melbourne stonemasons meant by 

bluestone being the instrument of their making. They had taken old skills and knowledge 

of stones from their homeland, adapted them through experience and observation, 

adjusted their tools and contained the spread of knowledge through their Society. 

Knowledge was their property and they now had the inner compulsion to become their 

own bosses and earn the subsequent rewards.16 

 
13 Ibid., 25–26. 

14 Huntley Barton of WT Jones stonemasons, Kyneton VIC, interview with author, March 15, 2014; 
“Miscellaneous: Pif, paf, pouf in the woods,” Stone-Ideas.com, August 2011, accessed September 13, 
2018https://www.stone-ideas.com/13426/miscellaneous-pif-paf-pouf-in-the-woods/; Jim Mann, “The Four 
Basic Keys to Successful Stone Selection,” Discovering Stone 10 (2006): 34–8. 

15 Mabbott, John Locke, 87–8. 

16 Thompson, Making of the English Working Class, 393. 
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Exploiting Bluestone 

 

How bluestone workers set about making the most of their skills also needs to be 

explained. Marx stated that ‘a change in men’s production forces necessarily brings 

about a change in their relations of production’.17 Obviously change can have positive or 

negative implications. A mason who has been injured at work has a reduced relationship 

with his employer, while the acquisition of a new tool or skill, such as sawing bluestone, 

raises a mason’s prospect for employment. Stonemasons in Victoria began to use 

positive changes in production force to demand better working conditions. This included 

a refusal to accept piece work and the demand for an eight-hour working day, emanating 

from their understanding of the labour market. 

 

As shown in Chapter 8, of the stonemasons and quarrymen identified in Malmsbury, only 

one was a convict (sent to Tasmania), and two were the sons of a convict directly 

assigned to Victoria. The rest arrived assisted or unassisted as free settlers direct from 

the United Kingdom or other countries, mostly after the transportation of convicts had 

ceased. Thus, the majority had experienced something of the industrial revolution and its 

consequence in Britain before they departed their birthplaces for a new life in Victoria. 

Some stoneworkers perhaps experienced the oppression firsthand; others were the 

descendants of the generations which had. What is not considered here is the origin of 

the people who were acting as the employers of masons and quarrymen, or the 

contractors for public works who engaged them directly as employees or via 

subcontractors. Thus, the political affiliations of the employers remain unknown. 

 

Another point to consider is why the masons rejected piecework and aimed for fixed daily 

pay and working hours. Historian Babette Smith examined in her 2014 book The Luck of 

the Irish, why Irish convicts in Australia with a history of violence did not rebel against 

their outnumbered guards.18 With food, clothing and shelter provided by the government 

or assigned masters there was little need to make a daily wage to support themselves 

and they were not competing on the labour market. Thus, a model of ‘work by co-

 
17 Karl Marx, The Poverty of Philosophy, New York, 1963: 122 quoted in Shaw, Marx’s Theory of History, 

55. 

18 Babette Smith, The Luck of the Irish: How a shipload of convicts survived the wreck of the Hive to 
make a new life in Australia (Crows Nest NSW: Allen & Unwin, 2014). 
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operation rather than coercion’19 was established. Task work, also known as piece work, 

became a favourite amongst the convicts because it encouraged work for extra income 

or privileges if assigned work was done within the time allocated.20 The free 

stonemasons and quarrymen who settled in Victoria however had to compete with each 

other for wages to buy food, clothing and shelter, and refusing a job on pay just meant 

someone else would take it and thus lower the acceptable wage rates. Their bargaining 

tool was their specialised stone skills. Stone was needed to construct items essential for 

the development of the colony - bridges, halls, drains, railways – without which everyone 

would primarily resort to short-lived timber or horse-drawn alternatives. By trading their 

skills, in exchange for refusing piecework and demanding fixed working hours and pay by 

the hour, a minimum standard could be achieved for all. 

 

That often worked until contractors like Cornish and Bruce encouraged more masons to 

emigrate to Victoria in order to swamp the market for stoneworkers. Hence it can be 

seen that the contractors used the coercion model and soon experienced rebellion. The 

masons were also conscious of the laws of supply and demand and found ways to fight 

back, as exemplified by their disputes with these contractors.21 

 

The stoneworkers had another factor in their favour. As Thompson described in The 

Making of the English Working Class, some of the oppressive labour conditions were due 

to overproduction, i.e.: 

 

When markets were sluggish, manufacturers took advantage of the situation by putting out 

work to weavers desperate for employment at any price, thereby compelling them “to 

manufacture great quantities of goods at a time, when they are absolutely not wanted”.22 

 

Unlike manufactured goods like clothing, buildings are usually a one-off affair and it is 

almost impossible to pre-empt demand for specific types of stone in specific sizes and 

types of dressing. One exception is the mass-production of any standard-sized items 

such as gravestones, windowsills, doorsteps and kerb stones. Thus, Malmsbury 

 
19 Ibid., 41. 

20 Ibid., 222. 

21 “Labor in Australia,” Argus (Melbourne), November 4, 1858, 1; “Labor and Wages in Victoria,” Argus 
(Melbourne), November 8, 1858, 5; “The Railway Contractors,” Argus (Melbourne), November 11, 1858, 1; 
“Arrival of Two Hundred German Masons,” Age (Melbourne), November 9, 1859, 5. 

22 Thompson, Making of the English Working Class, 306–307, citing: Weavers’ petition in favour of a 
minimum wage bill, 1807, signed – it is claimed – by 130,000 cotton weavers: see J.L. and B. Hammond, 
The Skilled Labourer: 74. 
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stoneworkers generated a product that was difficult to oversupply, and prices were more 

stable. The capital required to quarry, and work, stone was also minimal. The tools of 

their trade, such as cranes and stone tools were mostly portable and if work in one area 

declined, or a quarry was exhausted, they could move to another, something not 

available to a three-storey stone flour or wool mill. This model works until the demand for 

building declines or stone is imported. 

 

The masons’ argument in 1859 that their work on the Geelong to Ballarat railway line 

was not covered under the Masters and Servants Act (Chapter 6) further exemplifies 

their belief they were not just selling labour. The decision by the Geelong magistrate that 

all artisans, including stonemasons, did in fact come under the terms of the Act (and not 

just artificers as generally applied to agricultural and rural workers), threatened to have a 

major impact on stonemasons.23 Under the Victorian Act, any servant who breached a 

contract could be imprisoned. One of the consequences of the NSW versions of this Act 

was that in 1851 the government sought to control gold rushes by requiring gold licence 

applicants to prove they had a certificate of discharge from their previous employer.24 

John Joseph, a building contractor took quarryman Francis Corrigan to the Kyneton 

Police Court in January 1857 because he thought Corrigan was going to abscond from 

his hired service.25 Corrigan’s agreement to continue with the work spared him a prison 

sentence. 

 

In January 1859 Lapicida, who clearly had a good understanding of the type and quality 

of stones being used to build Melbourne, accused the Victorian government of delaying 

public building contracts or demanding such buildings were constructed with stones 

which had limited supply or were imported.26 These contracts were badly needed to 

provide employment to Melbourne’s artisans, the default being to work on the railway 

contracts. These tactics, Lapicida believed, limited the work available and gave the 

railway contractors the opportunity of ‘wringing all they possibly can out of the working 

community’.27 

 
23 “The Masters and Servants Act – The Masons,” Ovens and Murray Advertiser (Beechworth), February 

1, 1859, 3; “Railway Intelligence,” The Australian Builder and Railway Chronicle (Melbourne), February 19, 
1859, 56. 

24 Birrell, Staking a Claim, 7, 10. 

25 “Police Office,” Kyneton Observer, January 20.1857, 2; “Police Office,” Kyneton Observer, January 23, 
1857, 2. 

26 “The Government and Labor,” Age (Melbourne), January 4, 1859, 4. 

27 “The Government and Labor,” Age (Melbourne), January 4, 1859, 4; “The Railway Contractors,” Argus 
(Melbourne) November 11, 1858, 1. 
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Hence in Victoria in 1859, any stonemason who agreed to work for railway contractors 

before knowing the local standard industry conditions faced a prison sentence if they 

refused to commence work. By seeking to contract masons from South Australia and 

Germany to work in Victoria, both Evans, Merry and Co. and Cornish and Bruce were 

creating circumstances under which this could happen.28 At least the British version of 

this Act was amended in 1876 to permit the servant to be fined for breach of contract.29 

Victoria still had the imprisonment option in 1891.30 In other words these regulations 

were being used by governments and contractors to exploit labour. Philosopher John 

Locke, believed that government came ‘into existence … to provide an impartial authority 

to punish offences … and to decide controversies between individual citizens’31 and 

wrote that ‘violation of property is unjust’.32 If the stonemasons did not want to sell their 

property in the form of labour for sub-standard conditions, no law or court should have 

the power to violate this right. Or as renowned historian Manning Clark put it: 

 

While the union leaders had been told in the liberal textbooks on political philosophy that 

the state was an umpire between contending groups …they … suspected that it was a 

committee for the management of the affairs of the bourgeoisie [and] an organization for 

the suppression of one class by another.33 

 

A law with unbalanced consequence for each party was effectively upholding the belief 

that labour was the property of the capitalists and the masons were violating this right. 

 

The railway strikes were triggered by Cornish and Bruce’s attempts to cut costs, an 

indication that they were already facing problems of profitability with the contract. Having 

signed an agreement with the Operative Stone Masons’ on work and pay conditions, 

they sought to renegue on their deal, the strike being the consequences of their 

actions.34 A court fine for breaking a contract was small compared to the gains from 

reduced costs. The government was dragged into the fight when the pay period was 

increased from fortnightly to monthly. While Cornish and Bruce were paid fortnightly 

 
28 “Melbourne,” Geelong Advertiser, January 17, 1859, 2. 

29 Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History, 324–6. 

30 Employers and Employés Act 1890 (No. 1087) (VIC). 

31 Mabbott, John Locke, 144. 

32 Ibid., 117. 

33 Manning Clark, A Short History of Australia (Sydney: Taylor Distributors, 1963), 161. 

34 PROV, VPRS 418/P0, Unit 30, Engineer in Chief Outward Letter Book page 264 Item 290, March 3, 
1859 and Page 270 item 333, March 8, 1859. 
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under contract and the Government had intended this to enable the contactors to pay 

their workers at the same frequency, this was not a stated condition of the contract and 

the Government found themselves powerless to act. Cornish and Bruce won, the strikers 

went back to work, and eventually the fortnightly payments returned, but on Bruce’s 

terms, not the workers. 

 

In Victoria in 1857 there were reports of architects using a clause in their specifications to 

put undue pressure on contractors to ‘discharge any mason or other workman whom 

they may employ and if the contractor does not promptly comply when requested, the 

architect can cancel the contract’, thus removing tradesmen the architect disliked.35 One 

of the few options the workers had was to refuse, if they could, to work for sub-standard 

wages. A sub-contractor offered in 1863 to pay quarrymen 7s/day at the Malmsbury 

bluestone quarries but had minimal response to the low wages.36 A typical quarryman’s 

daily wage in 1859 was 9 to 11s though it had reduced to 7s 9d at Malmsbury in 1879.37 

 

Cultural and Social Capital versus Economic Capitalists 

 

The struggle for wages is not the only fight the Malmsbury stoneworkers engaged in. 

Some appear more complex than a typical labour-versus-capitalist class struggle. A 

modern view on class developed by Bourdieu with a new interpretation of capital allows a 

better understanding of their position. 

 

In stating that it was ‘impossible to account for the structure and functioning of the social 

world unless one reintroduces capital in all its forms and not solely in the one form 

recognized by economic theory’,38 Bourdieu redefined the notion of capital by 

reclassifying it into more distinct forms. In addition to the traditional economic capital – 

convertible into monetary reward and derivable from rights to property – Bourdieu 

identified two other key categories. These are cultural capital, often ‘institutionalized in 

the form of educational qualifications’ and social capital ‘made up of social obligations 

 
35 “The Privileges of the Architects,” Age (Melbourne), February 13, 1857, 4; “Law Report,” Argus 

(Melbourne), May 23, 1857, 5 re Harris v. Pritchard; “To Correspondents,” Age (Melbourne), February 13, 
1857: 4. 

36 Kyneton Observer, October 6, 1863, 2. 

37 “Police Court,” Kyneton Observer, November 24, 1859, 2; “Labor Market – Building Trades,” Australian 
Builder and Railway Chronicle (Melbourne), January 22, 1859, 24; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 19, 
1879, 2. 

38 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” in Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology of 
Education, ed. J. G. Richardson (New York: Greenwood Press, 1986), 242. 
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(“connections”)’ which may be ‘institutionalized in the form of a title of nobility’.39 Cultural 

capital can be described further as the behaviour, skill and knowledge which individuals 

have and transmit, often from parent to child within their social structures. Social capital 

in turn is ‘the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to 

possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual 

acquaintance and recognition’.40 Thus, being a member of a cricket team or the 

Operative Masons Society is social capital and in-depth knowledge of a building stone is 

cultural capital. Bourdieu also discussed symbolic capital where the value (honour, 

reputation) of other forms of capital was not recognised, but the prestige inherent in them 

stemmed from social recognition via cultural capital. Landmarks such as war memorials 

are forms of symbolic capital.41 

 

Bourdieu further divided cultural capital into three categories; embodied or habitus, 

institutionalised and objectified.42 Embodied capital is the ‘long-lasting dispositions of the 

mind and body’43 and is derived from personal investment, or self-improvement through 

time and effort and is frequently seen as education, formal or otherwise. The possession 

of stone skills is one example. Because it is embodied it cannot be separated from the 

person by those with economic or political power, but they can use power to influence its 

accumulation or transmission, such as controlling school curriculum. This however has 

the potential to undervalue home-based education or promote the ‘clandestine circulation 

of capital’44 as exemplified by the acquisition of cultural customs through the trade guilds 

and lodges. 

 

Institutions which formalise education, measure the academic competence of society and 

issue a ‘certificate of cultural competency’, constitute institutional capital.45 Objectified 

capital takes the form of goods including instruments, art and literature, and often 

requires habitus to understand and determine its value. Bourdieu gives the example of 

machines, purchased as a means of production using economic capital, but which 

 
39 Ibid., 243. 

40 Ibid., 248. 

41 Ibid., 245, 247, 249, 255. 

42 Ibid., 243. 

43 Ibid., 244–5. 

44 Ibid., 254. 

45 Ibid., 247–8. 
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require embodied cultural capital to operate them.46 Bluestone-sawing machines are a 

suitable example. 

 

Each of these types of capital can in most cases be converted into the other forms; the 

acquisition of qualifications or new skills to increase income, or volunteer work converted 

into symbolic capital through an award. The conversions or exchanges are not 

necessarily simultaneous and may have an inherent cost. A cricket team of quarrymen 

does not win a premiership trophy as soon as the club is formed, they must first have 

time to train and play and funds to buy equipment and transportation to games. The 

relative value of each category only exists if there is a demand to match the supply and 

individuals are prepared to struggle to acquire it. When education is perceived as 

valuable only if acquired through an institution, at-home education is devalued, and 

parents will instead work longer to pay for formal childcare.47 

 

With respect to social classes, instead of distinct or defined groups, Bourdieu saw class 

as a variety of overlapping relationships within a multidimensional ‘social space'48 shaped 

by these forms of capital. Any class is only theoretical in nature until people identify with 

it, speak of it and represent it. Sociologist Magne Flemmen argued that Bourdieu’s 

approach ‘provided the means to unite culture and economy in the study of class’ and 

offers a ‘mode of analysis which opens for a subtle appreciation of the connections 

between social class, lived experience and identity’.49 Class can be seen as ‘roughly 

similar positions within a distribution of capitals’.50 

 

Taking Bourdieu’s theories then, a diagrammatical model of the social space and class 

relationships negotiated by Malmsbury quarrymen and stonemasons can be represented 

in Figure 67. The relative position within the diagram does not necessarily represent the 

actual hierarchy; it would be hard to argue that stonemasons and quarrymen were above 

the rest of the Malmsbury society, or that road contractors who bought stone spalls from 

the quarries controlled the flow of capital to quarrymen. If architects were influencing who 

could work for a contractor, then a mason needed good cultural capital to remain on a 

building site. Purchasing land from the Crown which later proved to contain a valuable 

 
46 Ibid., 247. 

47 Ibid., 252–5. 

48 Magne Flemmen, “Putting Bourdieu to work for class analysis: reflections on some recent 
contributions,” British Journal of Sociology 64, no. 2 (2013): 328, 334–5. 

49 Ibid., 326. 

50 Ibid., 328, 333. 
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Malmsbury bluestone resource (QS07, QS08 and QS10) did not significantly increase 

Frederick Dalgety’s economic capital because subsequent owners utilised cultural capital 

in the form of stone skills to identify the asset.51 Architects needed good institutionalised 

capital or competence to earn commissions from government and capitalists who in turn 

needed economic capital to fund building projects. Quarrymen worked with symbolic 

capital to gain access to quarries and convert their labour to economic capital by 

supplying stone and helped build the structures which today are forms of objectified 

capital referred to as cultural heritage. 

 

 

 

As Flemmen argues, this social space in turn becomes a ‘balance sheet’52 to document 

the nature and level of power relative to each relationship between classes. Bourdieu 

accepted that these classes are not necessarily distinct. If quarrymen own the quarry this 

class partially merges, as it would if the quarrymen also contract to supply road-making 

 
51 See relevant quarry site histories. 

52 Flemmen, “Putting Bourdieu to work”, 334. 

 

Figure 67: A theoretical explanation of the class structure and interactions for 
Malmsbury bluestone and its stoneworkers 
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spalls or a stonemason became a contractor. If the stoneworkers were removed from this 

balance sheet, at best they could be replaced by brick makers (which to some extent 

they ultimately were) or saw millers and carpenters. It must also be noted the results of 

some of these interactions become symbols of power and domination used to further 

control the labour class.53 The construction of the Victorian Houses of Parliament, the 

Bendigo and Ballarat railways, and the Supreme Court and Prince’s Bridge in Melbourne, 

all feature on these balance sheets as occasions where various forms of capital were 

acquired, sold and converted by those involved. 

 

Over many generations and centuries, Portland quarrying families interbred, thus 

minimizing the distribution of cultural capital outside their community. This can be 

interpreted to have worked in a similar way to the 8-hour day i.e. making sure more 

people (family and community) within their field of expertise could make a living from the 

resource. There is also evidence they saw this right to quarry as being inherited, as 

exemplified by the complex wills of some of Portland’s residents. This interbreeding 

continued in Victoria, albeit with a variation to the tradition, such that intermarriages were 

also with the families of stoneworkers that did not share their Portland heritage. Of the 

Malmsbury quarrymen who were engaged in quarrying bluestone over many years (as 

opposed to short-term contractual work), many intermarried with other stoneworking 

families. The example of Portland quarryman John Wallis is shown in Appendix 16. 

 

In addition to this, by claiming a traditional right to quarry Portland Stone, the Portland 

community funds arising from stone sales were invested in churches and schools and 

the emigration of quarrymen and their families to seek work in other locations when their 

local industry was depressed. A traditional Marxist view of the Portland quarrymen taking 

ownership of this community asset would be to regard them as the capitalists, yet their 

actions in using the fund hint at a moralist action of charity amongst the working class to 

avoid the exploitative working conditions that occurred elsewhere. In other words, 

converting economic capital into social capital. 

 

Power without Quarry? 

 

Guldi’s writings on the history of landscape and place encourage historians to see maps 

and understand that they, ‘like other texts, could be used to reveal the prejudices of 

 
53 Ibid., 341. 
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powers’.54 Historic Malmsbury maps reveal a network of local and state-managed roads 

which link Crown and private land containing quarries. All of these had various levels of 

power associated with them - who owned the stone, who could quarry it – and this 

included voting rights. 

 

Malmsbury quarrymen had to negotiate access to stone reserves, and thus power held 

by landowners, which influenced the pattern of stone exploration and harvesting. Though 

the licence conditions were fixed and could be predicted, the government controlled the 

stone on Crown land and imposed strict conditions on its use. Quarrying on private land 

could be wrought with danger if the landowner was uncooperative, either by refusing 

access or demanding departure. The income earned from owners of private quarries 

was, however, more likely to be spent in the local area, and partly retrieved by council 

rates to help repair roads. When the government controlled the quarries there was no 

guarantee the licence money would be spent locally and used to provide community 

assets. 

 

The occupation of land also conferred voting rights. Labour fought hard to get manhood 

suffrage in Victoria; men at the colony level (Legislative Assembly) in 1857, one-man-

one-vote in 1899, females (Legislative Assembly) in 1908 and all adults (Legislative 

Council) in 1950.55 Prior to 1950 voting rights for the Legislative Council were determined 

by ownership or occupation of land.56 Voting rights within the Malmsbury Borough and 

Shire of Kyneton were linked to being aged 21 or over and recorded on the rate books. If 

quarrying agreements were not seen in Malmsbury as one of tenure (Case Study 2), they 

were not assessed for rates and thus gave no voting rights. If there was more than one 

occupant, for example a farmer and a quarryman, only those recorded as paying rates 

were entitled to vote and this vote was constrained by the value of the property 

occupied.57 If three quarrymen, for example, occupied a quarry valued at £20 and all paid 

the rates, only two would get to vote. Hence in December 1882 we can see that both 

Joseph Sampson and John Wallis occupied a quarry on Sullivan’s farm in Malmsbury 

 
54 Guldi, “Landscape and Place”, 72. 

55 Garden, Victoria a History, 123, 210, 280, 408. 

56 An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to Municipal Institutions 1863 (No. 184) (VIC). 

57 Ibid., ss.44–4; see Appendix 1. 
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and both were rated for a property value of £20 so both got to vote.58 Because they paid 

rates for other properties the men could appeal against the rate and retain voting rights.59 

 

Under this voting system, any quarrymen aged over 21 still living at home with parents 

and not paying rates could not vote. This in turn limits the value of rate books as a 

means of finding local quarryman and to only consider rate books as a means of 

determining quarrying activity is to deny these others their quarrying heritage. One way 

to thwart this power structure was to buy the land or disregard the power construct. An 

example of the latter is Thomas Wallis asking the Malmsbury Council to ignore his illegal 

quarrying on Breakneck Road in 1908 (Chapter 4). 

 

With respect to bluestone resources on Crown land and the laws which governed 

accessing and working these resources, examining these quarries has provided further 

evidence of a non-traditional view of labour. Quarrymen who took the risk of procuring 

stone from Crown land by not obtaining a licence such as the six men working for 

Cornish and Bruce in 1862, can be seen in two ways.60 Firstly, as evidence they were 

protesting against contemporary paradigms with respect to capitalists owning power and 

means of production and exploiting the working class, and therefore quarrymen took 

stone from the government in lieu of remuneration they believed they were entitled to. 

Another example of this ‘theft” is the illegal collection of timber from Crown Land.61 

Secondly and more likely, they could have perceived that licences were not applicable to 

their field of work. When stone was removed from Crown land on behalf of a contractor 

the law still required the quarrymen to obtain a licence, even if the land was reserved by 

the government for that purpose, and control of the site was vested in a local council or 

contractor who was the employer. If Cornish and Bruce were simply paying wages to 

men to extract stone, the quarrymen were selling only their labour and could only 

negotiate on those terms. If the quarrymen owned the quarry through acquiring a licence, 

then they had the right to sell their labour in the form of the price they charged for the 

stone extracted under the licence. 

 

By contractors requiring hired labour to obtain a licence the quarrymen were being 

penalised in a similar way to masons being required by contractors to supply their own 

 
58 Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books, date of rate assessment December 21, 1882. 

59 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, February 21, 1883, 2; Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate 
Books, date of rate assessment December 21, 1882. 

60 “Police Court,” Kyneton Observer, April 12, 1862, 3. 

61 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, August 11,1875, 2 
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tools and use their wages to keep them sharpened for the benefit of the contractor.62 If 

they were purely employees in the form of labourers, the employer should provide and 

maintain adequate tools and pay for access to the stone. If quarrymen were an input to 

production whereby they were expected to supply the cultural and economic capital to 

the contractors to enable stone to be procured, then one could expect that the control of 

the resource was part of the deal, but the quarry licensing system did not confer sole 

occupation of the land in question, or it was more expensive if it did. 

 

If quarrymen considered that they owned the quarry face, then sharing a Crown land 

quarry while being forced to also pay a licence fee to the Crown for the right to access 

the work of others, would be a foreign concept. This can also explain the instances 

where quarrymen began quarrying on road reserves in and around Malmsbury without 

approval. They were in fact doing the council a favour and building social capital by 

removing rocky barriers which delayed the development of roads; thus, encouraging 

private and commercial travel into the town. By lobbying for the right to define and control 

local quarry reserves and allowing quarrying on the roads, the Borough Council was 

complicit in undermining this state of power. This is further exemplified by Council 

lobbying for lower stone freight tariffs and colonial revenue to be spent on local roads 

and bridges on which Malmsbury bluestone was carried. 

 

Owning a Quarry - John Locke Style 

 

John Locke theorised that property rights derived from the need to live.63 Property 

includes both real and intellectual assets and derives from man’s labour: ‘a man’s labour 

and the work of his hands are necessarily his own and so also should be their 

products’.64 Debate exists over the limits of this right; whether property can be inherited 

by a man who contributes no labour, and the role of government in preserving property, 

as opposed to preserving life as theorised by philosopher Thomas Hobbes. Locke’s 

concept that what nature provides is of little value or is waste until it is improved by 

man’s labour, is synonymous with Victoria’s basalt plains being of little value to mankind 

until he identified it as being suitable for building, then extracted, transported and built 

 
62 Victoria, “Houses of Parliament: Report of the Board appointed ‘To inquire into and ascertain the 

difference which has been produced in the cost of building by the resolution of the operatives not to work 
more than eight hours per diem,’” Parliamentary Papers 1856–57 No. 34, 7, 15. 

63 Mabbott, John Locke, 147. 

64 Ibid., 147. 
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with it.65 For this to be true, however, the unrecorded value that the rest of the ecosystem 

placed on the stone, either as habitat or source of fertility, must be ignored. Such, 

however, was the belief of the time that ‘God gave the earth to mankind for its use’66 that 

Locke would not have considered otherwise, other than the accumulation of property 

above what man required. The concept of improvement by labour demonstrates the vital 

role of stoneworkers in undertaking the task of making the stone valuable. 

 

Claiming that government existed in order to protect property, Locke also contended that 

the people could claim ownership to property through the application of labour, so long 

as it did not harm others, and that man had the right to rebel when trust in government 

was breached.67 If government is the means by which disputes over property were 

settled, property must be able to exist independent of government. In Locke’s theoretical 

state of nature there is a state of abundance which belongs to mankind in common and 

man can take what he wants as his own property by adding labour to it. A limitation to 

man’s rights to property, is that he may not allow it to be spoilt or destroyed. Spoilage 

can be avoided by exchanging perishable property like fruit for non-perishable property 

like gold that can be hoarded and later exchanged for other food.68 Thus, we can see in 

this ideal system quarrymen are not dealing with perishable goods and could 

theoretically exploit stone sources and hoard it, but they did not, except perhaps for the 

stock items a monumental mason might hold such as pre-cut grave stones. The dialogue 

in 1869 and 1879 which described their stone resource as inexhaustible suggests the 

Malmsbury community saw it as being part of nature’s abundant resources. 

 

Modern interpretation and analysis of Locke’s theories demonstrate that his ideas of 

property ownership through labour are not always appropriate.69 They do not take into 

account finite or non-renewable resources, the concept that land ownership gives the 

right to degrade land even though the eco-system as a whole would suffer, nor the need 

of the government to regulate land by limiting property rights in order to ensure such 

degradation does not occur. These exceptions to Locke’s theories allow for governments 

to own stone-bearing land and regulate the access and harvesting from Crown lands. 

 
65 Ibid., 147–50. 

66 Ibid., 147–8. 

67 Ibid., 157; John Locke (1689), The Two Treatises of Civil Government, ed. Thomas Hollis (London: A. 
Millar et al., 1764), Chapter 2, Section 6. 

68 Locke, Two Treatises, Chapter 5, Sections 27, 31, 46. 

69 Brent Haddad, “Property Rights, ecosystem management, and John Locke's labor theory of 
ownership,” Ecological Economics 46 (2003): 19–21. 
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These concepts of capital, labour and property can now be applied to three case studies 

to document their complex relationships. 

 

Case Study 1: Glaister and Co. 

 

As shown earlier, stonemason Thomas Glaister was prepared to fight for workers’ rights, 

stand up to capitalist tyrants, and use his skills and inventive mind to promote and 

expand the use of stone, especially bluestone, in Australia. The idea for the 1859 co-

operative company has parallels with the ideas and writings of Robert Owen, an early 

instigator of the eight hours’ movement and his early nineteenth-century writings and 

plans ‘to build a new co-operative commonwealth’.70 Marx, however, did not see such co-

operatives as a means of achieving socialism, instead they were more aligned with an 

education process - an experiment to demonstrate change was possible.71 

 

Regardless of whether both Thomas Gamon (born 1820) and Thomas Glaister (born 

1824) learnt of Owenism from their own youth and education in England, their 

background in the operative masons and the eight hours’ movement in Victoria in the 

1850s would certainly have exposed them to his ideology. They were both old enough to 

see the change to British law in 1844 which ‘allowed a company to be formed by a 

simple act of registration’72 although they were already in Victoria when the 1855 British 

law granted limited liability to companies. These two acts permitted the British to expand 

private enterprise, form monopolies and vertically integrate industries. The Combination 

Act introduced in 1799 was designed to prevent workmen creating a monopoly in labour 

supply and thus increase wages.73 As described by E. P. Thompson, the Act was 

repealed in 1824 after it instead drove a resistance movement (clandestine social and 

cultural capital) which included illegal unions and created a work force that learnt to fight 

back.74 The company laws of 1844 and 1855 stood to give capitalists the very power 

which the British government had striven to deny its labour force. This was the industrial 

 
70 Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History, 333. 

71 Shaw, Marx’s Theory of History, 104. 

72 Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History, 337. This was the Joint Stock Companies Act 1844 
(UK) and the Limited Liability Act 1855 (UK), see: “Key Documents in the History of Australian Corporate 
Law,” The University of Melbourne, Melbourne Law School, 2018, accessed September 9, 2018. 
https://law.unimelb.edu.au/centres/cclsr/resources/history-of-australian-corporate-law/key-documents-in-the-
history-of-australian-corporate-law. 

73 Warner, Landmarks in English Industrial History, 337–40. 

74 Thompson, Making of the English Working Class, 174, 217, 264, 546–57, 595–7. 
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and work backdrop of Gamon’s and Glaister’s childhoods, both being the sons of 

stonemasons, a trade which already raised wages and conditions through combination, 

and developed craft labour through guilds, thus preventing the master from becoming a 

capitalist.75 

 

Both Glaister and 

Gamon accrued 

symbolic and cultural 

capital through 

membership in the 

Operative 

Stonemasons Society 

and acting as advocates for fellow members and stonemasons. Clearly educated and 

literate, they had a voice through newspapers (Figure 68), expressed opinions and stood 

up for their rights. The formation of the co-operative in 1859 took place before Victoria 

had its own Companies Statute in 1864, and coincides with industrial action on the 

Ballarat and Bendigo railways and the court decision that the Masters and Servants Act 

applied to stonemasons.76 While directly involved in building Melbourne they acquired 

quarry leases in their own name which gave them control over the supply and quality of 

stone to their contracts and to Melbourne in general. The Footscray stone-sawing works 

took the vertical integration of their industry, which used objectified capital and 

Malmsbury bluestone, even further. 

 

The co-operative model was not a perfect one; some dissent amongst their ranks saw 

the re-forming of the company in 1863.77 They had detractors who, despite criticizing 

 
75 Edwardian index (VIC), Thomas Gamon, Death Registration 2039 (1908); Ancestry.com.au, 1841 

England Census [database on-line], Class: HO107; Piece: 98; Book: 11; Civil Parish: Thornton Le Moors; 
County: Cheshire; Enumeration District: 24; Folio: 7; Page: 10; Line: 20; GSU roll: 241237at Dunham on the 
Hill, Cheshire, Daniel Gamon aged 40 a stonemason with Martha 40, Thomas 20 a stonemason, Richard 15, 
Mary 13, Elizabeth 10, Ann 5 and Easther 2 all born in the county; Lancashire Online Parish Clerk website 
citing LDS Film 1656374 Parish registers for St. Paul's Church of England, Liverpool, 1769–1901, Marriages 
1845 - 1849, Page 156, Entry 311 Source: LDS Film 1656374. Reference Number: 283 PAU/3/7. Marriage: 
31 Jul 1847 St Paul, Liverpool, Lancashire, England Thomas Glaister – Full age, Stone mason, Bachelor, 
Birkenhead Margaret Stevenson - Full, Spinster, Dryden Street Groom's Father: William Glaister, Stone 
mason; Thompson, Making of the English Working Class, 263–4, 270, 549; Shaw, Marx’s Theory of History, 
137, 143–4, 153. 

76 “Key Documents in the History of Australian Corporate Law,” University of Melbourne; The co-
operative probably functioned under An Act to legalize partnerships with limited liability 1853 (No. 5) (VIC); 
“Monster Public Meeting at The Olympic Theatre,” Age (Melbourne), January 15, 1859, 4–5 “Organised 
Melbourne Trades Meeting,” Geelong Advertiser, January 19, 1859, 2. 

77 “Sales by Auction,” Age (Melbourne), March 9, 1863, 2; “The New Melbourne Post Office,” Star 
(Ballarat), April 7, 1863, 4. 

 
Figure 68: An 1859 advertisement by Thomas Glaister 
calling for an unbiased editor for the Argus 
Source: “Wanted,” Age (Melbourne), November 15, 1859, 1. 
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Glaister’s model, did not offer an alternative that still paid a man a living wage 

independent of skill, or prevented a man undercutting his fellow workmen just to gain 

work.78 Glaister and Co. were however successful in creating and sustaining work 

standards which paid a fair wage and distributed the profits amongst the workers. The 

introduction by Glaister and Gamon of bluestone-sawing to Footscray and beyond can 

be interpreted as a change in the tools that labour used in the stone industry. This in turn 

changed the production forces and prompted a change in the relation to production in 

their favour, especially by retaining the rights to the technology through patents. 

 

In addition to their activities with the Operative Stonemasons both men gained the 

support of their communities to serve as councillors on local councils.79 Glaister 

continued to support the eight hours’ movement and other organizations aimed at 

protecting worker’s rights; Gamon served the community in a variety of other ways.80 

They were not just exploiting the mineral wealth of communities; they were investing in 

these places by contributing funds, their personal time and by creating work.81 The 

community in return regarded them as leaders and gave them symbolic capital.82 

 

By redefining themselves as both employers and employees, Glaister and Co. found a 

way to protect their members from oppressive laws and to determine the terms and 

places of their work. By forming co-operative quarrying teams and working on private 

land, the Malmsbury quarrymen too could become their own masters. The formation of 

Glaister’s co-operative in Victoria can be argued to be an act of restricting the distribution 

within their own community of their cultural capital – their ability to identify and work with 

stone – for their own gain. Thomas Glaister later converted some of this cultural capital 

to economic and social capital and utilised all three. 

 

By controlling bluestone (and other stone) sources and its products, they further built on 

this capital and ensured they only exploited themselves and the customers of their 

 
78 “Employers v. Associated Workmen,” Australian Builder and Railway Chronicle (Melbourne), January 

28, 1860, 17; “Day Labour v. Contract Work,” Sydney Morning Herald, December 26, 1902, 7. 

79 Municipal Elections,” Argus (Melbourne), August 12, 1874, 7; “Borough Elections,” Argus (Melbourne), 
August 10, 1866, 5; “Town Talk,” Geelong Advertiser, May 26, 1876, 2 

80 “Monument of the Late Mr Galloway,” Williamstown Chronicle, July 3, 1869, 3; “Concert,” Williamstown 
Chronicle, October 29, 1870, 4; “Meetings,” Australasian (Melbourne), November 19, 1881, 21–2; “Footscray 
in Danger,” Williamstown Chronicle, March 2, 1888, 3; “Footscray Board of Advice,” Williamstown Chronicle, 
April 6, 1878, 3; “Public Meeting,” Independent (Footscray), January 29, 1887, 3. 

81 “The Town,” Leader (Melbourne), May 5, 1871, 12. 

82 “Meeting at Footscray,” Age (Melbourne), December 22, 1875, 3; “Open-Air Demonstration,” Age 
(Melbourne), February 9, 1876, 3. 
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products. Clearly the members of Glaister and Co. did not identify as being capitalists as 

they were acting in direct competition with capitalists, and with egalitarian motives. 

Glaister also transferred this cultural and social capital to raise funds for the Galloway 

memorial. When Glaister left the stone-sawing company and those remaining were 

forced to use the public’s economic capital in the form of investments in company 

shares, the company struggled. This is true too for the subsequent MSSC and the 

FMSCQC - when the company concentrated on economic wealth and the power that 

gave them to exploit others, they in turn bore the brunt of industrial action as 

employment, wages and the demand for bluestone fell. The removal of the cultural and 

social capital from these businesses can be argued to have contributed to their failure. 

 

Case Study 2: Quarrymen versus the Salvation Army 

 

The first of the major court cases involving the quarrying of Malmsbury bluestone 

commenced in 1886 but its foundations began several years earlier. Local farmer, 

William Brereton, permitted a quarrying co-operative to quarry on 20ac of his 156ac farm 

in Edgecombe parish north-east of Malmsbury (QS07). The company was comprised of 

quarrymen James Eastham, Thomas Lightfoot and his brother Richard and stonemason 

Peter Connell.83 Interestingly, Brereton registered a mining lease for his property with the 

RGO in 1865 but never registered any quarrying leases, a reflection on the contemporary 

legal frameworks for both activities.84 The agreement for quarrying appears to have been 

drawn up sometime before 1886, a copy of which was kept by local butcher John 

Hookey. Under the agreement a royalty or deposit of £5 was paid, in addition to a 

payment of 2s 6d/week/man employed to quarry the stone.85 This is not a standard form 

of farming lease where the owner simply received an annual rental from letting out his 

land to a tenant; the quarry agreement was determined on the basis of employees or 

production. Another portion of Brereton’s land was leased to quarrymen White and 

Davies. 

 

 
83 See biographical profiles of James Eastham MQM020, Richard Lightfoot MQM053, Thomas Lightfoot 

MQM054 and Peter Connell MSM010. 

84 RGO, General Law archives, Book 152, Memorial 16, June 30, 1865. The land in question was still 
held by deeds created by the Old or General Law system rather than the more recent Torrens Title system. 

85 PROV, VPRS 267/P7, Unit 653, Item 1886/1524 Barker vs. Eastham & Co. 
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Brereton became caught up in the religious fervour of the expansion of the Salvation 

Army (the Army) through country Victoria, joining their ranks in 1884 following a local 

campaign.86 The same year he married Marie Cle (maiden name Clarke and formerly De 

 
86 “The Salvation Army,” Kyneton Guardian, June 4, 1884, 2; “The Salvation Army,” Kyneton Guardian, 

June 7, 1884, 2. 

 

Figure 69: The Bulletin’s response to the news of Brereton’s farm donation 
The illustration also shows naivety on the part of the artist on the workings of a stone 
quarry. 
Source: Bulletin (Sydney, NSW), August 9, 1884, 12. 
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Gruchy) and in July donated his farm, including the quarries, to the Army and introduced 

the quarrymen to the new owners in the form of Captain James Barker of the Army.87 

While the donation initially caused a bit of stir in the Australian media (Figure 69), all was 

well between all parties until the Army wanted to sell the land in 1886.88 

 

Assuming the quarrymen were simply tenants, Barker on behalf of the Army gave them 

notice terminating the tenancy and requested them to leave the property in order to give 

possession to the new owner. Although Eastham had been offered the opportunity to buy 

the entire farm, which he had refused primarily due to lack of economic capital, he would 

not comply with the order to leave the property. Barker took the quarrymen to the 

Malmsbury Court in May 1886.89 

 

At the hearing Brereton gave evidence that the men had been quarrying five or six years 

before he introduced them to Barker, and that the agreement was that the rent 

determined by the number of men working would be paid to Barker monthly at the same 

rate that the men had paid Brereton. The £5 royalty was a deposit to cover surface 

damage. The agreement drawn up between Brereton and the quarrymen gave them the 

‘right to quarry’90 on the east side of where White and Davies were also quarrying, but 

there was no clause regarding terminating the agreement. Eastham’s lawyer argued that 

the payments were a royalty for a right to remove stone and not payments of rent, and 

that Eastham had a right to occupy the quarry until all the stone had been taken out. 

Eastham, having opened up 5 chains (about 100 metres) of quarry face at his own 

expense over 2 years, believed that he owned the quarry.91 The Malmsbury Court found 

it was not a case of tenancy but an agreement over the right to remove stone and 

dismissed the case. 

 

 
87 William Brereton, Victoria Marriage certificate no. 5111 (1884); “The Salvation Army,” Kyneton 

Guardian, June 4, 1884, 2; “Latest Intelligence,” War Cry and Official Gazette of the Salvation Army 
(Victoria), June 21, 1884; “Donation of a Farm to the Salvation Army,” Kyneton Guardian, July 30, 1885, 2. 
Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1473 Folio 294485, August 30, 1884 (title transferred to James Barker); 
Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1604 Folio 320627, August 30, 1884 “James Barker of Exhibition Street 
Melbourne, Major of the Salvation Army is now the proprietor”. 

88 “Donation of a Farm to the Salvation Army,” Kyneton Guardian, July 30, 1885, 2; “A Gift to the 
Salvation Army,” Launceston Examiner, August 8, 1884, 2; “The Gift of a Farm,” Bulletin (Sydney), August 9, 
1884, 12. 

89 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, May 12, 1886, 2. 

90 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, May 12, 1886, 2. This is probably local butcher and 
farmer John Hookey, with no apparent legal qualification but perhaps acting as an independent witness to 
the agreement. 

91 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, May 12, 1886, 2; “A Hard Case,” Kyneton Guardian, July 
28, 1886, 2. 
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Dissatisfied with the outcome, and in contradiction to Locke’s theory of government that 

‘every man must … entrust the magistrate … with … full power over his actions’,92 by 

July 1886 Barker had taken the case to the Supreme Court in Melbourne; a building 

which coincidentally is partially constructed with Malmsbury bluestone.93 As proceedings 

commenced a local fund was set up via the Kyneton Guardian for the purposes of 

defraying the legal expenses of the quarrymen.94 The surviving court documentation 

reveals that Brereton leased his farm to Hookey somewhere around 1878 or 1879 for a 

period of three years and moved from the district.95 Hookey then wrote to Brereton 

stating that Eastham wanted to rent 2 acres of the farm for quarrying bluestone and 

Brereton accepted the terms offered. A further two adjoining acres was then quarried by 

Eastham from 1883 while Messrs White and Company were similarly given permission to 

quarry nearby. The agreement between Brereton and Eastham was stated to have been 

drawn up in April 1883, before Brereton donated the land and in consequence of 

advertising in February that the farm was available for lease.96 Eastham and Company 

pointed out that they had ‘expended much money in opening up and developing the said 

quarry and the same is now ready … to be remunerative’.97 

 

This implies they had invested their economic and cultural capital in producing a quarry 

face, from which they would reap the production of their labours in the form of bluestone 

for sale. The Supreme Court saw otherwise, regarding them as mere tenants, ordering 

them to leave the property as requested. The Army subsequently sold Eastham and 

Co.’s quarry and production to quarrymen John Scriven Flew Wallis and John White 

when they purchased the 20ac of the farm with all the bluestone resource on it in 1886.98 

This 20ac of land had been sold for £500 (= £25/ac), and was sold again in 1887 for 

£1,200 (= £ 60/ac). The rest of the farm of 135ac with buildings and other improvements 

was sold for £13/ac to farmer James Trimble in 1887 and later valued in 1901 at £1300 

 
92 Mabbott, John Locke, 106. 

93 “The Salvation Army Quarry,” Kyneton Guardian, July 14, 1886, 2; Victoria, “Report from the Select 
Committee upon the Supreme Court Buildings,” Parliamentary Papers 1878 No. D 13. 

94 “A Hard Case,” Kyneton Guardian, July 28, 1886, 2. 

95 PROV, VPRS 267/P7, Unit 653, Item 1886/1524 Barker vs. Eastham & Co.; Kyneton Guardian, 
February 20, 1875, 3 (clearing sale); ‘Auctions,” Kyneton Guardian, March 3, 1877, 3. 

96 PROV, VPRS 267/P7, Unit 653, Item 1886/1524 Barker vs. Eastham & Co. “Auctions,” Kyneton 
Guardian, February 17, 1883, 2 

97 PROV, VPRS 267/P7, Unit 653, Item 1886/1524 Barker vs. Eastham & Co. 

98 Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1473 Folio 135604, August 20, 1886; “The Salvation Army Farm,” 
Kyneton Guardian, February 24, 1886, 2. 
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(£9/ac).99 These price differences reflect the value of the quarry and stone situated on 

the land and the rest of the farm which could not be cropped where it was rocky. 

 

Not stated in the court documents but reported in the newspapers was the fact that 

Richard Lightfoot had died in October 1884.100 His quarrying partners paid his widow a 

quarter share of the value of the quarry they had created, demonstrating the perceived 

legal ownership of this asset.101 An anonymous quarryman wrote to the Kyneton 

Guardian stating that while Eastham had been given the option of buying the whole farm 

he was not in the financial position to accept the offer and when offered to join on his 

own, in partnership with White and Wallis he refused to abandon his surviving partners 

Lightfoot and Connell: this would have reduced his symbolic capital.102 But the Supreme 

Court in their wisdom considered none of these factors, decided in favour of the Army 

and awarded costs against Eastham; that of the Army alone being £98. 

 

With the men ejected from the quarry, court expenses mounting up and burdening three 

men and not four, their source of income removed, and the value of the work done to 

prepare the quarry face unrecoverable, the quarrymen faced bankruptcy. The community 

fund had raised about £33, a worthy amount and a measure of the community’s respect 

for the men, but it did not remove the situation.103 Thomas Lightfoot suffered further 

difficulties when his house in Kyneton burnt down in March 1887and he was 

underinsured.104 A community subscription generated £14 for the Lightfoot family through 

the conversion of symbolic capital into economic capital.105 

 

The work to prepare the new quarry face was estimated to have cost £300. If the total 

royalty paid by Eastham to the landowner over nine years, as stated in the Kyneton 

 
99 Kyneton Observer, March 22, 1887: 2; PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 596, Item 80/936, Probate James 

Trimble. 

100 See biographical profile of Richard Lightfoot MQM. 

101 PROV, VPRS 28/P2, Unit 172, Item 28/678, Probate Richard Lightfoot; “The Eastham Ejectment 
Case,” Kyneton Guardian, August 14, 1886, 2. 

102 “The Eastham Ejectment Case,” Kyneton Guardian, August 21, 1886, 2 (at the final sale price of 
£13/ac this would have meant a total of £2028). 

103 “The Eastham Ejectment Case,” Kyneton Guardian, August 14, 1886, 2; “The Eastham and Lightfoot 
Fund,” Kyneton Guardian, August 18, 1886, 2; “The Eastham and Lightfoot Fund,” Kyneton Guardian, 
August 21, 1886, 2; “Eastham and Lightfoot Fund,” Kyneton Guardian, August 25, 1886, 2; “The Eastham 
and Lightfoot Fund,” Kyneton Guardian, October 13, 1886, 2. A fund run for a widow Mrs Deery a few 
months later raised £30 – see “The Late Charitable Concert at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 
17, 1886, 2. 

104 Kyneton Observer, March 22, 1887, 2; “Destructive Fire in Warren Street,” Kyneton Guardian, March 
23, 1887, 2. 

105 “East Kyneton Fire Fund,” Kyneton Guardian, June 1, 1887, 2. 
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Guardian, was an additional £400, then this equates to 228d/week, which at the rate of 

2s 6d/man/week means seven men on average worked in the quarry.106 While the value 

of the stone that Eastham and Company extracted over the nine years was valued at 

between £2000 and £3000, this had been taken from the original 2ac quarry. Once costs 

were covered the net return to the quarryman was £2/week each which clearly was 

needed to invest back into the second quarry to cover costs until it was payable. As 

shown in Chapter 3, Patrick Melville stated in 1847 that he had expended at least £300 

and seven years of labour to create his quarry in Geelong.107 Thus, the 1886 eviction put 

at least another three to four men out of work and limited their ability to open up a new 

quarry elsewhere. It is no wonder that the whole episode was also said to have had a 

‘continual injurious effect’ on James Eastham’s health.108 

 

Eastham continued to quarry in the district from 1889 until 1892 but from 1891 he no 

longer operated a quarry in his own right. He worked in quarries operated by David 

McCreery, Charles Mailler or Robert Don from 1891 to 1893 but from 1891 no distinction 

is made in the records between the father and his quarryman son of the same name.109 

The fact that James Eastham Senior was granted an old age pension in 1902 shows he 

was no longer working for a living.110 

 
This example demonstrates a culture of co-operation between landowners and quarry 

workers that was usually successful. Local quarrying operations on private land had 

been undertaken since the mid-1850s, and this was the first time a serious dispute had 

occurred between landowner and the stoneworkers. The concept of ownership of a 

quarry on land not owned by quarrymen is not foreign to the Malmsbury stone industry. 

The obituary of John French in 1898 reported that he owned a bluestone quarry in 

Malmsbury but there is no evidence in land and rate records to support this.111 

 

 
106 “The Eastham Ejectment Case,” Kyneton Guardian, August 21, 1886, 2. 

107 “To the Editor of the Geelong Advertiser,” Geelong Advertiser and Squatters' Advocate, February 2, 
1847, 2. 

108 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 12, 1907, 2. 

109 Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1889, 1889, 29; Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1890, 29; Kyneton 
Hospital, Annual Report 1891, 29–30; Kyneton Hospital, Annual Report 1892, 27, 30; Kyneton Hospital, 
Annual Report 1893, 31–2, 39; See biographical profiles of David McCreery MQM064, Charles Mailler 
MQM057 and Robert Don MQM018. 

110 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, March 20, 1902, 2. 

111 “A Former Malmsbury Resident,” Kyneton Guardian, July 9, 1898, 3; See biographical profile of John 
French MSM023; Malmsbury Borough Council, Rate Books 1863–1872 and 1879–1894. 
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Hence there is a strong argument for concluding that the difficulties faced by Eastham 

and Company were primarily due to the outside influences of an absent landlord who had 

no understanding of the local quarrying culture or sympathy for the local economy but 

was quite content to seek the financial rewards of their work and the original donation of 

the farm. This hardly seems the sort of charitable action expected of a Christian 

organization such as the Salvation Army. While the above study demonstrate that this 

prominent case did nothing to trigger any changes to law regarding quarrying on private 

land (such laws would have allowed government to exert more power and coercion), 

there is some evidence that it prompted some changes in the practices of quarrying such 

land at Malmsbury. While the Supreme Court file for the case shows that Malmsbury 

quarrymen Charles Mailler and Michael Woods were subpoenaed to give evidence on 

behalf of the defendants, the nature of that evidence is unknown.112 It is probably no 

coincidence, however, that the single registered quarry lease found in the RGO General 

Law land records was between local farmer Mary Olive and these two quarrymen, and 

dated March 24, 1887, less than a year after the court case. 

 

In this case study a key conclusion is that the quarrymen did not see themselves as 

servants or tenants but as the owner of their labour and the products of it. The response 

from the local community to establish a fund by which it was hoped to alleviate the 

financial crisis created by the court costs and loss of livelihood is an example of the 

benefits of the social capital the quarrymen had invested in the local community. This 

social capital, also generated by quarrymen by investing in the local churches, hospital 

and other community activities was converted into economic capital by the community 

helping to support some of their key citizens.113 

 

The dialogue about the court case in the Kyneton newspapers reflects that the Army had 

no such locally-held social or cultural capital, except among the few people who had 

joined the Army. It also gave expression to a community’s suspicions over a new radical 

religious group. The commentary through the local newspapers was very biased and 

critical of the actions of an organization that was supposedly Christian in nature but had 

failed to demonstrate these beliefs. The subscription fund set up to give the defendants 

some financial relief from the impact of the court proceedings suggests sympathy, and 

even an air of rebellion, against the verdict. 

 
112 PROV, VPRS 267/P7, Unit 653, Item 1886/1524 Barker vs. Eastham & Co. See biographical profile of 

Charles Mailler MQM057 and Michael Woods MQM123. 

113 See biographical profiles of James Eastham MQM020, Richard Lightfoot MQM053, Thomas Lightfoot 
MQM054 and Peter Connell MSM010. 
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Having purchased someone else’s economic capital from the Army, White and Wallis 

transferred the land at profit in July 1887 to the newly-formed FMSCQC, of which they 

were economic, and probably cultural and social, shareholders.114 In doing so they 

prevented future non-sympathetic outsiders exerting any more power over a valuable 

resource. While this could be considered an act of social betrayal, ultimately the 

property, the quarry and the stone remained a company asset until 1921; thus, in truth 

the control of it was retained by the network of quarrymen and masons who earned a 

livelihood from it.115 Therefore, in Lockean terms it was grasped back from capitalists (the 

Army) who had unjustly taken possession of the honest industry of others, did not adhere 

to their moral obligations, and did not value the contribution the stone and the processing 

of it made to the local community.116 With the company both quarrying and sawing stone, 

the example of Glaister and vertical integration of the stone industry was once more used 

for Malmsbury bluestone. In later years the site was known as the Salvation Quarry, a 

perhaps ironic name and maybe a lingering memorial to the local quarrymen whose 

interaction with the Army far from preserved them from loss or calamity.117 

 

This may well have been a hard lesson learnt by the key workers in the Malmsbury stone 

industry, but Glaister and Co. had set an example and demonstrated success through 

the various forms of capital the co-operative accumulated. With only one registered 

quarrying lease on private land in the vicinity of Malmsbury during the period 1852 until 

1983, the rest must have been unregistered agreements that were a potential legal time-

bomb.118 The move to own quarry land, and thus control the resources upon it, had in 

fact been demonstrated earlier than 1884 when the FSSCC purchased nearby quarry 

land in 1876.119 In this case the closing down of a public company meant that once more 

quarry land was under the control of outside agents who did not have a vested interest in 

contributing to or participating in the local bluestone industry. It was subsequently sold in 

1887, the new owner being Alexander Hardie who permitted quarrying to continue.120 

 
114 Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1848 Folio 369540 now transferred to Volume 1933 Folio 

386499, July 27, 1887; Kyneton Observer, March 22, 1887, 2. 

115 Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 1933 Folio 386499, August 1, 1921. 

116 Mabbott, John Locke, 117. 

117 Fitzpatrick and Brear, “Malmsbury and Kyneton District Basalt Survey, “Salvation quarry” is used to 
label a photograph and a map. 

118 The latter date is the date after which no new land memorials were created by the RGO. 

119 Kyneton Guardian, September 30, 1876, 3; Victorian Certificate of Title, Volume 927 Folio 185259. 

120 Kyneton Guardian, May 21, 1887, 2; Argus (Melbourne) June 3, 1899, 3. 
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Owning a quarry, however, did not always guarantee protection from outside influences, 

as the third case study will demonstrate. 

 

Case Study 3: Munro versus Richey – Burning Bridges 

 

Plans to build the new Prince’s bridge across the Yarra River in Melbourne were well 

underway by January 1882 although the initial plan to use some sandstone in the 

structure was altered to bluestone or granite at that time.121 Following several delays the 

final tenders for its construction were called in May 1885 and the contract was awarded 

in August to David Munro.122 The bridge was to be constructed primarily of bluestone and 

Harcourt granite, with Malmsbury bluestone being used above water. It was not until 

March 1887 that Munro began sourcing the Malmsbury bluestone for the contract, so he 

probably knew of the Salvation Army quarry dispute. The Kyneton Observer, Kyneton 

Guardian and Mount Alexander Mail all reported briefly on Munro’s plan to send his own 

quarrymen up to Malmsbury to extract the stone.123 Considering that blocks of 

Malmsbury bluestone were being carved into shape at Munro’s workshop in South 

Melbourne by May 1887, quarrying was clearly underway at this time.124 Interestingly, the 

phrase ‘all of the stone, with the exception of the granite, which comes from the Harcourt 

quarries, … to be used in the construction of the bridge is brought from Mr. Munro’s own 

quarries’ was used to describe Munro’s workshop. Contrary to the ruling of the Supreme 

Court in 1886 regarding the Salvation Quarry, this terminology implies ownership of the 

quarry. While Munro certainly had quarries in the Footscray area and these do not 

appear to have been on Crown Land, he certainly did not own the Malmsbury bluestone 

quarries and there is evidence he was leasing the Footscray quarries.125 

 

 
121 “Town News,” Australasian (Melbourne), January 14, 1882, 19. 

122 “New Prince’s Bridge,” Argus (Melbourne), May 29, 1883, 6; “Prevention of Floods,” Argus 
(Melbourne), September 8, 1883, 13; “Tenders,” Victorian Government Gazette, May 29, 1885, 1391; 
“Melbourne,” Ballarat Star, August 28, 1885, 3. 

123 Kyneton Observer, March 24, 1887, 2; “Quarrying Stone at Malmsbury for Prince’s Bridge,” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 30, 1887, 2; Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine), March 31, 1887, 2 the Mount Alexander 
Mail repeated the Guardian’s item verbatim. 

124 “A Visit to Mr. David Munro’s Works,” Weekly Times (Melbourne), May 7, 1887, 15. 

125 “Tenders,” Argus (Melbourne), July 8, 1886, 3. A search of the Victoria Government Gazette for the 
issue or renewal of quarry licences on Crown land in the 1880s did not reveal any for David Munro; 
“Footscray Police Court,” Williamstown Chronicle, January 22, 1887, 2. 
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The initial reports, especially that of the Kyneton Observer, incorrectly stated that Munro 

was to quarry at Malmsbury on the land of Andrew Richey.126 The actual site was at 

Kyneton South, on Pleasant Hill Farm, owned by Andrew Richey’s brother, William 

(QS64). Portion 143 of Lauriston parish was purchased by William Richey in 1851, a 

property of some 335 acres situated on what is now Pleasant Hill Road.127 Part of the 

property borders the Campaspe River, opposite Carlsruhe, and the quarry was located 

towards the edge of a rocky escarpment above the river. Being a portion of the farm that 

could not be cultivated and was barely suited for grazing, the potential income from 

quarrying would offset the reduced value of the farmland. 

 

The agreement with David Munro to permit bluestone to be quarried on the farm, stated 

that Richey would get 7s/fortnight ‘for every man engaged in quarrying stone thereon’ 

and work commenced on March 28 of 1887.128 Quarry work involved three classes of 

men; jumpers, facemen and scabblers. The jumpers drill the holes in the stone and the 

facemen remove the stone from the quarry.129 The original word scabble, or its 

equivalent scapple, refers to stone being worked before it leaves the quarry and is sent 

to the stonemasons.130 Thus, the scabblers were the men who did the rough-hewing, or 

trimming down of the blocks of stone once they were removed from the quarry hole.131 

When a landlord was being paid by quarrymen for each man working in the quarries, he 

could expect to be paid for all three groups. Richey and Munro disagreed over the 

scabblers. While Munro paid Richey the rental for the first two groups of men, he refused 

to accept that scabblers were quarrymen. Failing to reach an agreement, Richey seized 

two of Munro’s cranes and took legal action through the Kyneton County Court in 

November 1887 for the full amount he believed due to him, with Munro making 

application to have his cranes restored to him in the interim. 

 

Richey’s legal representative stated that Munro should consider all the men working in 

the quarry when paying the rent ‘in accordance with the established custom of the district 

for the last thirty years’. Munro’s foreman quarryman W C Williams gave evidence that 

only the facemen and jumpers were quarrymen, which was contradicted by the evidence 

 
126 Kyneton Observer, March 24, 1887, 2. 

127 PROV, VPRS 16171/P1, Parish of Lauriston plan L32 (Sheet 4) 

128 “Kyneton County Court,” Kyneton Guardian, November 26, 1887, 2. 

129 “County Court,” Kyneton Observer, November 24, 1887, 2. 

130 New Imperial Reference Dictionary (c. 1953), 984. “scrapple, scabble: to work without finishing, as 
stone before leaving the quarry. [O.Fr. escapeler, to dress timber.]”. 

131 “Kyneton County Court,” Kyneton Guardian, November 16, 1887, 2. 
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given on behalf of Richey by Hugh Milvain, John Ryan and Michael O’Dea.132 Milvain, the 

owner of quarry land at Malmsbury, had over 20 years of experience in the quarrying 

industry, was always paid for all men in the quarry, and used verbal quarrying 

agreements. John Ryan, an experienced quarryman who had brokered the agreement 

between Munro and Richey, concurred with Milvain in respect to the definition of 

quarrymen. Michael O’Dea, with six year’s quarrying experience agreed with Milvain and 

Ryan. 

 

In his wisdom and clear lack of quarrying experience and no local knowledge of 

quarrying customs, Judge Hamilton decided that as scabblers only prepared the stone 

for the masons after it was ‘disemboweled from its natural bed’,133 they were not 

quarrymen and gave a verdict in favour of Munro. Richey then appealed to the Supreme 

Court which Munro won in April 1888.134 

 

In order to reduce freight costs, Munro would have been employing scabblers anyway 

and would have known the role they played in the quarrying process regardless of what 

they were called. Once again, the legal system which did not understand the nature of 

the quarrying industry at Malmsbury interfered and decided contrary to standard practice. 

If quarrying terminology was not widely known, then the quarrymen giving evidence at 

the court case should have been taken as the experts they were presented as being, and 

their evidence accepted and understood by the court. The fact that it was not reflects 

further the disrespectful attitude of the lawmakers to the labouring classes. 

 

The difference in quarry rent that Richey was seeking was £20, which is small compared 

to the losses and costs in the Eastham case.135 Following the example set in the 

Eastham case, Richey would have been better off accepting the lower rent, issuing 

Munro a notice to quit, and cut his losses. Another case heard at much the same time in 

the Melbourne County Court was Thomas Glaister suing David Munro & Co., engineers 

and contractors, for work he had done for Munro regarding the proposed erection of 

stone-sawing machinery and stone-polishing works at Footscray.136 This work involved 

 
132 See biographical profiles of John Ryan MQM095 and Michael O’Dea MQM076. 

133 “Kyneton County Court,” Kyneton Guardian, November 26, 1887, 2. 

134 “Appeal Against a Decision,” Kyneton Guardian, December 3, 1887, 2; “The Richey and Munro 
Cases,” Kyneton Guardian, January 11, 1888, 2; “Richey v. Munro,” Kyneton Guardian, March 14, 1888, 2; 
“Richey and Munro,” Kyneton Guardian, March 17, 1888, 2; “Richey v. Munro,” Kyneton Guardian, April 4, 
1888, 2. 

135 “Kyneton County Court,” Kyneton Guardian, November 26, 1887, 2. 

136 “Lawyers and Litigants,” Herald (Melbourne), December 6, 1887, 3. 
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journeys to Footscray, surveys and reports, plans, diagrams and descriptions of 

machinery. Glaister lost his case too. 

 

Munro was known for his poor attitudes to his workers and did not hesitate to try and 

reduce the wages of his men earlier in 1887 when he believed he could get unemployed 

men to work for less than the 7 shillings a day he was currently paying.137 The dishonest 

financial dealings of Munro’s company have also been chronicled in Michael Cannon’s 

classic The Land Boomers.138 Munro’s attempt, therefore, to squirm out of paying quarry 

rental for all of his men working in it should not be surprising. 

 

The Quarry Board was formed in 1909 to determine minimum wages for ‘persons … 

employed in the process, trade, or business of quarrying’.139 The term facemen is used 

as a class of quarry employee under this board, however the terms scabbler and jumper 

are not.140 While the definitions of quarrying employees are poorly described, it appears 

that the work of the scabblers at Malmsbury is covered by the term ‘knocking out and 

dressing’ with regards to making pitchers and cube stone. This type of work is not 

included under the classes of employees under the Stonecutters Board formed earlier in 

1900.141 Had the Stonecutters Board included employees who worked as scabblers it 

would be understandable if such workmen were not covered by the later Quarry Board. 

Their absence from the former implies that they were covered by the latter, though it had 

taken until 1910 to formally fill this quarrying loophole. It was not until 1913, however that 

the operative jurisdiction of the Quarry Board was extended to the entire state anyway, 

the Malmsbury district being excluded up until that year.142 

 

If the question is asked why Munro had not taken out a quarry lease in Malmsbury, it can 

be argued that his reputation preceded him. If he was known to think little of his own men 

and underpay them, the Malmsbury quarrymen or the owners of quarry land may have 

refused to allow Munro to bring his own men into a culture of gentlemanly respect and 

 
137 Michael Cannon, “Munro, David (1844–1898),” Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 

Biography, Australian National University, published first in hardcopy 1974, accessed August 7, 2015. 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/munro-david-4270/text6903; “Notes and Comments. David Munro and Co. 
and the Unemployed,” Argus (Melbourne), July 21, 1887, 6. 

138 Cannon, Land Boomers, 106. 

139 “Factories and Shops Acts,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 20, 1909, 4662. 

140 “Determination of the Quarry Board,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 25, 1910, 3365–6. 

141 “Factories and Shops Acts,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 14, 1900, 3495 “Factories and 
Shops Acts,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 25, 1901, 278–9. 

142 “Factories and Shops Acts,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 20, 1912, 4846; “Factories and 
Shops Acts,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 15, 1913, 4575. See Appendix 1. 
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honour and then abuse the privilege. The local bluestone industry supported a good 

number of families and oversupplying the local labour force with underpaid men could 

undermine that culture. By occupying a farm south of Kyneton with no documented 

previous quarrying history, Munro could be free to demonstrate his lack of integrity at 

arm’s length. The decision of the judge in the court case also reflects the problems faced 

when a system, that knows more about law and power than quarrying, is asked to 

intervene. 

 

This case study provides more evidence of the gentlemen’s agreements in terms of 

quarry leases, sometimes verbal, but which gave very little grief to the parties involved 

until an outsider interfered with the process. It also demonstrates how the lack of 

quarrying law left the industry open to abuse. Victoria’s mining laws provided a warden 

and warden’s courts, a structure by which this type of dispute was avoided or dealt with 

fairly, with the aim of promoting mining for the benefit of the State. Lack of quarry 

regulation encouraged and sometimes rewarded, unscrupulous quarrying operators. 

 

With these cases closed it is now time to establish the foundations upon which to build 

an even deeper understanding of bluestone. Marx’s, Locke’s and Bourdieu’s theories 

have given us the opportunity to understand the interactions between bluestone and 

labour. This will now be used in conjunction with the concept of heritage to examine how 

inherent biases in an understanding and expression of cultural heritage can explain the 

current holes in history and heritage and formulate a means by which to redress this. 

 

General histories that accentuate the deeds of a minority of community leaders and 

ignore the daily work done in mines, quarries and farms are termed ‘monumental’.143 

While a minority of quarrymen and masons did become community leaders, this thesis 

has also been a case-study in how this happened. By undertaking the total reconstitution 

of their lives, the path which lead them to leadership is described, not just the noteworthy 

events this leadership entailed. Now with stone use in decline in modern times, and 

labour managed primarily through law, we should be asking who has been left to 

maintain the public profile of the cultural capital earned by stoneworkers. One view is that 

it has been appropriated by others and has been quietly sitting in an inactive bank 

waiting for the interest due on this capital to be paid and claimed. It also explains how 

some people of note, such as Glaister and Gamon, have been forgotten or that the role 

 
143 Davison, Use and Abuse of Australian History, 11, 37-55; Charles Fahey and Alan Mayne, “All that 

Glitters,” in Gold Tailings: Forgotten Histories of Family and Community on the Central Victorian Goldfields, 
ed. Charles Fahey and Alan Mayne (North Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2010). 
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of some in building the Malmsbury viaduct can be mentioned in obituaries without any 

reference or understanding of the cultural implications.144 

 

 

 
144 “Ninety-One Years Old,” Chronicle (Adelaide), August 15, 1929, 66. 
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Chapter 10. Bluestone and the Great Wall of Heritage 
 
 

 

 

This chapter examines the final hole that needs to be exposed in order to fully 

understand why large parts of this story are absent from the interpretation and protection 

of our bluestone heritage. In doing so it considers what once existed and is now absent 

and the regulatory framework that helps to keep this hidden from public view. To 

demonstrate this, a study has been made of all past and present Malmsbury bluestone 

structures that have been identified. This acknowledges that some may never be known 

or identified. Due to demolition and decay only a portion of this pool of structures 

survives. Extant structures vary in the degree to which they are acknowledged as 

heritage and the relative protection they are given. Of the structures known to have 

existed and those that survive, only a limited proportion enjoy heritage protection, fewer 

have an acknowledged presence of Malmsbury bluestone in heritage citations, and even 

less demonstrate any understanding of the cultural heritage of stone and stoneworkers. 

The significance of this final number becomes apparent when the understanding, 

interpretation, legislation and practice of heritage are considered. To expose this hole, 

we must first ask how it evolved, i.e. ask what heritage is, what do we do with it, how is it 

assessed and valued and the influence this has at a world, national, state and local level. 

 

Exclusion and Inclusion 

 

Heritage ranges from the intangible, with respect to cultural heritage practices and 

beliefs, to that centred around the material, such as buildings, places and collections. 

Much has been written on the nature of heritage, what it is, how it is collected or 

preserved, who has the rights to do so, who it belongs to, how it relates to history and the 

way it can be used and abused.1 In Australia and overseas a profession has been built 

around heritage; thus, there is also a system through which individuals are accepted into 

its folds. Governments have created regulatory frameworks around the identification and 

 
1 Davison, Use and Abuse of Australian History, 110-130; Davison and McConville, A Heritage 

Handbook; David Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade and the Spoils of History (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998); Iain J. M. Robertson, ed., Heritage From Below (Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2012); 
Tom Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors: The Antiquarian Imagination in Australia (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996). 

All in all it’s just another brick in the wall

 Pink Floyd. Another Brick in the Wall, Part 2.
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preservation of ‘those valuable features of our environment which we seek to conserve 

from the ravages of development and decay’2 on behalf of their people. 

 

Definitions and understanding of heritage can be as variable as the population itself. 

Every person who is part of a family, district, state or nation varies in their appreciation of 

the past, its symbols and their significance to self.3 The definition of heritage at times 

remains vague and it is perhaps easier to define what it isn’t rather than what it is. 

Heritage is dynamic, changing as the needs of society change. At a legislative and 

professional level it currently includes places, landscapes, objects and events important 

to individuals, families, communities, regions, states and nations and, in an ever-

developing global economy and humanity, the world.4 In a complex relationship between 

people, state and industry, heritage was seen as a way of preserving the past from 

developers and a means of determining what was valued and what wasn’t. Threatening 

to remove something was sometimes the first way this value was measured.5 

 

To formalise the process for protection, organizations develop policies, investigate 

structures and advise on maintenance, conservation and restoration.6 The National Trust 

in Victoria determined to categorise what should be preserved and define the criteria to 

be used.7 Buildings had to be of architectural note and, either adequately represent a 

particular era or style of design, be the site of major historical events or the haunt of a 

famous person.8 Under this categorizing system however, Bourgeois culture which 

represented the higher ideals and deeds of a minority became favoured over working 

classes.9 

 

The assessment of buildings and places which demonstrated their legitimacy as 

belonging to the nation’s heritage often uses the word ‘unique’10 though nearly everything 

 
2 Davison and McConville, A Heritage Handbook, 1, 3. 

3 Ibid., 4. 

4 Heritage Council of Victoria, Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes (Melbourne: Heritage Council of 
Victoria, 2010). 

5 Davison and McConville, A Heritage Handbook, 5. 

6 Davison, Use and Abuse of Australian History, 129. 

7 Davison and McConville, A Heritage Handbook, 5; Judith Brine, “Working Towards a Classification 
Process: The National Trust of Victoria 1957–1965,” Fabrications: The Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians, Australia and New Zealand 8, no.1 (1997): 5. 

8 Brine, “Working Towards a Classification Process”, 5–6. 

9 Davison and McConville, A Heritage Handbook, 8–10. 

10 Ibid., 30. 
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man has made is unique if enough points of differentiation are considered. For example, 

under Victoria’s state education system, the Education Department’s Chief Architect and 

Surveyor, Henry Bastow, created basic designs for school buildings, but each building 

was tailor made to fit the location, using locally-available materials such as brick and 

stone.11 Heritage Victoria has determined that to be deemed of State significance, a 

place or object must possess ‘uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s 

cultural history’.12 

 

These classification systems helped to establish what geographer David Lowenthal 

referred to as the Heritage Crusades, where ‘tales and traces are stitched into fables that 

are open neither to critical analysis nor to comparative scrutiny’ and the process 

‘exaggerates and omits, candidly invents and frankly forgets, and thrives on ignorance 

and error’.13 Unwary historians aiming to present history as a truthful account based on 

the remnants of the past, can be drawn into this process by the desire to make history 

relevant and grab attention.14 Lowenthal claims that: 

 

What heritage does not highlight it often hides. We are bound to forget much of the past, 

but heritage leaves out far more than history … Historians presume that nothing should be 

forgotten but employ selective memory simply to make sense, heritage is enhanced by 

erasure.15 

 

Miles Lewis has argued that the architectural value and history of a building are two 

separate entities and the latter does not make the former more or less significant.16 

Further, he dismissed the notion that a structure’s builder is equally important as that of 

the architect as ‘absolute nonsense’.17 This dichotomy of architect versus total history 

works only if importance is seen from the perspective of the design and creator of a 

building. There is nothing wrong with wanting to find and record the details of builders 

 
11 Jenny Gardner, “Henry Bastow - Victorian State Education’s first Architect and Surveyor,” Bastow 

Institute of Education, Department of Education and Training Victoria, 2015, accessed October 15, 2018. 
https://www.bastow.vic.edu.au/blog/henry-bastow-victorian-state-education%E2%80%99s-first-architect-and-
surveyor. 

12 Heritage Victoria, Assessing the cultural heritage significance of places and objects for possible state 
heritage listing: The Victorian Heritage Register Criteria and Threshold Guidelines (Victoria: Heritage 
Council, 2014). 

13 Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade, 121. 

14 Ibid., 109, 119, 121–2, 128. 

15 Ibid., 156. 

16 Miles Lewis, “The ugly historian,” Historic Environment 5, no.4 (1986): 4–7. 

17 Ibid., 6. 
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and architects, then use the information to interpret and record architectural history. The 

relationship between owners, architects and builders before and during construction is 

complex, each bringing ideals, skills, knowledge and experience to the project. If family 

relationships between quarrymen and stonemasons can be identified, there is potential 

for similar relationships to exist along the entire chain of construction which give a 

deeper understanding of the reasons behind designs and materials. A heritage regime 

that assumes all the glory belongs to the architects is inherently biased and may have 

unwanted implications. 

 

If focusing on the architect is the best approach to understanding built heritage, relevant 

information is still required. While specific journals chronicled the developments in 

building, they focused on major private and government projects in cities and copies are 

currently only accessible via major libraries.18 Not all architects were born, raised, 

educated and commenced work in cities. The answers to questions regarding regional 

historic buildings are not always obvious; sometimes it takes the patience and 

experience of in-depth delving into newspapers, council records, obscure archives, links 

and imagination to find the information desired, and few heritage professionals have the 

time or funds to undertake this work without relying on published histories or historical 

societies. Sometimes the statement by heritage professionals of an ‘exhaustive search of 

available documentary material’19 is a euphemism for the limited time and funds available 

to the consultants, as opposed to records being physically available. By focusing on 

documentary evidence other explanations may be ignored, such as whether cultural or 

social networks permitted an exchange of ideas, skills or materials necessary for 

building. One such example can be seen in the supply of bluestone for the Footscray 

State School by the local quarrymen.20 

 

There is more to a building than the design, in the same way there is more to a wedding 

cake than the icing: both need the input and skill of other trades. If we are to see heritage 

as genuinely being of the people and for the people, a comprehensive approach is 

needed that admits everybody gets a little of everything out of architecture and heritage - 

 
18 Australian builder and railway chronicle, Melbourne 1859–60; Australasian builder and contractors' 

news, Melbourne 1887–1895, later Building & engineering journal of Australia & New Zealand; Construction 
and local government journal: the weekly supplement to Building and the Australasian engineer, Sydney 
1913–1930; Cazaly’s Contract Reporter and Current Price List, Melbourne, 1899–1926. 

19 Heritage Alliance, Conservation Management Plan: Malmsbury Town Hall, Prepared for Macedon 
Ranges Shire Council, February 2010: 15; the name of the architect was found in public archives by 
Malmsbury Historical Society after the report was released. 

20 Heritage Council Victoria, Primary School No. 253 (Footscray), Victorian Heritage Database Report: 
Victorian Heritage Register Number H1713, accessed October 17, 2018. 
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history, ambience, design, or belonging. Nevertheless, like it or not history now has a 

strong influence on the process of assessing places and objects for addition to Victorian 

Heritage Register (VHR). 

 

Like Malmsbury bluestone, heritage has not escaped the influence of politics, and 

probably never will. As Graeme Davison expounds on the ways history is used and 

abused, the argument that the public owns heritage often results in the claim that the 

public should pay for its preservation or the owner should be compensated for the 

restrictions in the way a site can be used. Rather than face the realities of the cost of 

preserving public icons, there is more likely to be compromise over planning restrictions 

and the right to economic exploitation.21 The recent (2018) public response to the use of 

the Sydney Opera House sails for advertising a horse race is only one example of how 

the mix of politics, people and heritage is complex.22 

 

Heritage is also widely used for economic benefits such as tourism.23 Reducing heritage 

down to the mere physical structure of buildings and places denies communities the 

opportunity to attract tourists. Like many regional towns of Victoria, the dwindling post-

World War One population of Malmsbury used the personal links of its now dispersed 

native-born to encourage them to return to their home town in both 1922 and 1927 for 

“Back to Malmsbury” events.24 On the first occasion it coincided with the unveiling of the 

new war memorial and the establishment of a golf course in the township, installed by 

the remaining population trying to survive without the economic benefits of the mining 

and quarrying industries.25 Kyneton and Ballarat both currently use bluestone as a draw 

card for tourists in the same way Harcourt promotes its own granite heritage.26 

Considering all aspects of a structure – material, design, human intervention and cultural 

 
21 Davison, Use and Abuse of Australian History, 121–3. 

22 “The Opera House controversy is an exquisitely Sydney stoush over the city's premier billboard,” 
Michaela Boland, ABC News, October 8, 2018, accessed October 9, 2018. 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-10-07/opera-house-billboard-is-exquisitely-sydney-stoush/10348648. 

23 Australia ICOMOS Council for the Historic Environment, “Cultural Heritage and Tourism: Papers 
Presented at the Australian ICOMOS Conference on History, Architecture, Environment: Cultural Heritage 
and Tourism, Adelaide, 1990, Historic Environment 7, nos.3 and 4, (1990). 

24 “Back to Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, April 20, 1922, 2–3; “Back to Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, 
April 21, 1927, 2. 

25 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, January 21, 1922, 2. 

26 National Trust, Ballarat Bluestone: The Stonemason's Craft and a Walking Tour (Ballarat: Ballarat 
Branch, National Trust of Australia (Victoria), 2012; Discover Historic Kyneton, Discover Historic Kyneton: A 
guide to discovering Kyneton’s historic places and people (Kyneton: Discover Historic Kyneton, 2017); 
George Milford, Granite Houses of Harcourt & Faraday (Harcourt: Harcourt Valley Heritage & Tourist Centre, 
2010). 
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stories helps give local structures individual character that can be appreciated by the 

general public. 

 

Table 43: Victoria’s Historical Themes 

 
 
The government creates the scheme and criteria with which our heritage is assessed for 

significance. In Victoria the policy which guides the scheme is generated through the 

advice of an independent panel, established under the Heritage Act 2017, of specialists 

experienced in heritage and other disciplines.27 While regulated to a large degree, the 

selection and performance of Council members may result from positive or negative 

biases with respect to defining, interpreting and preserving heritage since nominations 

are approved by the relevant government minister. The shift in focus from grand places 

to all history and communities purports to be more democratic and inclusive, but it 

remains a top-down approach to heritage rather than bottom-up, except when one needs 

to prove heritage value to secure protection. The VHR nomination process acts to 

exclude by default by forcing sites to conform to guidelines not set or defined by the 

public. The responsibility is given to one or more parties to work to prove inclusion, which 

is equivalent to being guilty until proven innocent – the community is forced to prove a 

structure is of value to them, rather than proving it is not, but the proof must be in a 

prescribed form. The assessment process is complex. Firstly, Victorians are ‘helped to 

interpret their heritage’ through the nine Historical Themes, defined in 2010 (Table 43) 

and linked to ‘Australian Historic Themes Framework’ of 1993.28 Each Victorian theme 

 
27 “About Heritage Council,” Heritage Council Victoria, 2019, accessed January 13, 2019. 

https://heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/about-heritage-council/; Victoria; “Heritage Act 2017,” (No. 7 of 2017) 
(VIC), accessed January 13, 2019, https://heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/heritage-protection/new-registrations/: 
ss. 9–17. 

28 Heritage Council of Victoria, Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes,1, 6. 

Theme Number Description
1 Shaping Victoria’s environment

2 Peopling Victoria’s places and landscapes

3 Connection Victorians by transport and communication

4 Transforming and managing land and natural resources

5 Building Victoria’s industries and workforce

6 Building towns, cities and the garden state

7 Governing Victorians

8 Building community life

9 Shaping cultural and creative life

Source: Victoria, Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes . (Melbourne: Heritage Council of 

Victoria, 2010), 1
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has five or more sub-themes illustrated with prompts and specific examples. 

Theoretically all heritage fits into one or more of these themes. 

 

 
Table 44: Victorian Heritage Register Assessment Criterion 

 
 

Next to test for the value of any given place or object there is a set of criteria to which 

heritage is compared. These are based on six key values of aesthetic, archaeological, 

architectural, historical, scientific and social cultural heritage.29 Any proposal is measured 

against eight criteria (Table 44), at least one of which must be satisfied for a nomination 

to be accepted. Should any nomination meet any given criterion a threshold guideline is 

applied to determine if the standard required for State significance has been met. Table 

45 shows the terminology used in documenting the threshold guidelines. While the 

documentation includes the terms heritage place, object and event, only the term object 

is used here to simplify matters. 

 
 

 

 
29 Heritage Council of Victoria, Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance,14. 

A: Importance to the course or pattern of Victoria’s cultural history

B: Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history

C:
Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Victoria’s cultural 

history

D:
Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural places/ 

objects

E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics

F:
Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a 

particular period

G:

Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, 

cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to indigenous 

people as part of their continuing and developing cultural traditions.

H:
Special association with the life or work of a person, or group of persons, of importance 

in Victoria’s history

 Source: Heritage Victoria, Assessing cultural heritage significance , 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19.
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Table 45: Key terms used in definition of criteria for objects for Victorian State Significance 

 

 

For each criterion there are exclusion guidelines designed to test the nomination against 

a fixed standard. The single test for exclusion for Criterion F, for example, being the ‘high 

degree of achievement [is] unproven or unsubstantiated’.30 This can be problematic. 

Taking a single nomination and demanding that there is proof that it contains a high 

degree of achievement when most objects it would be compared against remain 

unstudied, places the burden of proof on the nominee(s) rather than the burden of 

disproof (reasonable doubt) on the Heritage Council. Classes of objects which have had 

very little attention by historians will be at a disadvantage. Consider specific graves or 

groups of graves in one or more cemeteries. Material published on the heritage of 

cemeteries which examines the design, construction and materials in tombstones rarely 

 
30 Heritage Victoria, Assessing cultural heritage significance, 15. 
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records the development from hand-worked stone to sawn stone to stone lathes that 

permitted flat surfaces, kerbing and columns.31 

 

While the Victorian assessment guidelines are specifically designed to test for State 

significance, they also note that ‘a place or object may, for example, be of local, state 

and national heritage significance and be subject to multiple statutory mechanisms’.32 In 

considering this, the guidelines do not make it clear that if an object is of global or 

national significance then it must automatically be of State significance as well. This is 

true for items on the VHR being on local government heritage overlays, but it not 

necessarily the case for national sites or objects. The Royal Exhibition Building in 

Melbourne is categorised as a World Heritage Place by UNESCO and of State 

significance by Heritage Council of Victoria.33 The Malmsbury Viaduct is included on the 

VHR and features on the Macedon Ranges Shire Council heritage overlay.34 Thus, while 

any object or place can be added to the VHR if it meets one or more of these thresholds, 

it is added ‘at the discretion of the Heritage Council’.35 

 

This regulatory framework has been referred to in the past by heritage academic 

Laurajane Smith as the ‘Authorised Heritage Discourse’36 (AHD) and legal academic 

Lesley-Anne Petrie as an ‘inherently exclusionary regime’.37 Smith argues that the AHD: 

 

Animates what is chosen as “heritage” in the West, deifies the great and the good, the 

beautiful and the old, the comfortable and the consensual. It also ignores or distains 

people, places, artefacts and traditions that are not associated with the economic and 

cultural elite or recall uncomfortable or dissonant heritage.38 

 

 
31 Celestina Sagazio, ed., Conserving our Cemeteries (Melbourne: National Trust of Australia (Victoria), 

2003). 

32 Heritage Victoria, Assessing cultural heritage significance, 3 

33 Heritage Council Victoria, Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens, Victorian Heritage Database 
Report: Victorian Heritage Register Number H1501, accessed October 17, 2018. 

34 Heritage Council Victoria, Malmsbury Railway Viaduct, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian 
Heritage Register Number H1434, accessed October 17, 2018. 

35 Heritage Victoria, Assessing cultural heritage significance, 4. 

36 Laurajane Smith, Uses of Heritage (Abingdon (Oxon): Routledge, 2006), 11. 

37 Lesley-Anne Petrie, “An Inherently Exclusionary Regime: Heritage Law - The South Australian 
Experience,” Macquarie Law Journal 5 (2005): 177–99. 

38 Laurajane Smith, Paul A. Shackel and Gary Campbell, eds., Heritage, Labour and the Working 
Classes (Abingdon (Oxon): Routledge, 2011), 2. 
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This AHD is generated by assumptions there is a hegemonic, singular western culture 

with superior heritage ethics which are then imposed on other cultures within our own 

nation or directly onto other nations. This further generates an often-unchallenged sense 

of what then is culturally significant and good and must be preserved for future 

generations. Attention and funding become focused on fixed historic entities such as 

buildings while ignoring the current and living associations with places and objects.39 

 

Petrie’s analysis of the South Australian heritage legislation reveals that: 

 

By failing to recognize the importance of vernacular, everyday heritage to the communities 

to whom it is significant, there is also a failing to afford associated protection. A lack of 

protection can result in the loss of such heritage; which loss can ultimately result in the 

fragmentation of these social communities.40 

 

Such regimes result in government-sanctioned loss of built heritage caused by 

assumptions by a voluntary heritage regime that sites hold no heritage value, but which 

often fails to ask if there is social value, and the experts making the assessments being 

external to the community for which they are making decisions. The process by which 

councils choose experts to undertake heritage studies and assessments in communities 

can prevent the same communities defining the heritage that is significant to them. 

 

Building on Smith’s analysis of heritage, historian Emma Waterton examined tourist 

imagery used to represent heritage, revealing that it often excluded people while 

focusing on buildings and monuments, thus reinforcing in the public’s sense that this is 

what defines heritage.41 Those people represented in the images were primarily passive 

audiences and ‘experts and skilled workers’, all of which Waterton argued, ‘put forward a 

normalized subject for consumption … that let us know that this is a desirable way to 

think about heritage’.42 

 

As an alternative to the AHD, historian Iain Robertson posits a different view, that of 

‘heritage from below’.43 This concept recognises that heritage is instead ‘about people, 

 
39 Smith, Uses of Heritage, 21, 29–30, 97–8, 105, 150, 276. 

40 Petrie, “Inherently Exclusionary Regime”, 180. 

41 Emma Waterton, “Sights of Sites: picturing heritage, power and exclusion,” Journal of Heritage 
Tourism 4, no.1 (2009): 37–56. 

42 Ibid., 53. 

43 Robertson, Heritage From Below. 
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collectivity and individuals, and about their sense of inheritance from the past and the 

uses to which this sense of inheritance is put’.44 Robertson argues that heritage from 

below ‘is an assertion of a right to dwell: an engagement with and expression of 

landscape as an enduring record of the lives and works of past and present generations 

who have dwelt within it’;45 i.e. the people who often disappear out of history. He also 

argues there is sometimes a belief that to enable the voices of these landscapes 

‘professional intervention’ is required.46 Intervention as also demonstrated by Petrie, is 

generally external and an inherent part of the AHD these writers object to. For there to be 

true equity via heritage from below there must also be a major re-think on how heritage is 

funded. 

 

With the push from authors like Smith, Petrie, Waterton and Robertson, there are signs 

of a slow progress towards acceptance that heritage is not just about big places and big 

people. The amended registration of the Footscray Primary School on the VHR 

acknowledges that the school was erected in a primarily industrial (including quarrying) 

community and attended by the children of quarrymen and stoneworkers who could have 

contributed stone or labour instead of money.47 Unfortunately the actual assessments for 

the school against criteria A to H make no mention of the cultural history and skills of 

quarrymen and stonemasons being inherent in the fabric of the school, or that it 

represents a strong relationship with a community with a recognised quarrying identity. 

 

For the People but not of the People 

 

The criteria guidelines which assess nominations for the VHR place the burden of proof 

for inclusion onto the nominees. There is no apparent direct funding system for 

undertaking research for nominations, but the exclusion process is publicly funded. In 

justice to the people from whom the funds for exclusion are extracted, it can be argued 

that the citations for objects, both accepted and rejected, should not only be fully 

disclosed in the public domain, but should demonstrate a basic level of community 

consultation, the range of resources utilised, and a test of whether those resources are 

accepted, by the community, as representative of that community. The Australian 

 
44 Iain J. M. Robertson, “Introduction: Heritage from Below,” in Heritage From Below, ed. Iain Robertson 

(Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2012), 1. 

45 Ibid., 2. 

46 Ibid., 8. 

47 Heritage Council Victoria, Primary School No. 253 (Footscray), Victorian Heritage Database Report: 
Victorian Heritage Register Number H1713, accessed October 17, 2018. 
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ICOMOS Understanding and assessing cultural significance practice note reiterates this 

when it states: 

 

It is important the sources of information be reliable. Primary sources should be consulted 

wherever possible in preference to secondary sources. An error or misunderstanding by an 

earlier researcher may have a serious impact on the understanding of the place.48 

 

Including sources would give users of the database a means of expanding their 

knowledge on any object and demonstrate that the assessment process requires the 

same degree of rigour in research, writing and reporting expected of historians and has 

utilised all relevant sources. An example of a citation which does not reflect rigorous 

interrogation of available data is that of Skelsmergh Hall, a bluestone residence built in 

1859 between Carlsruhe and Kyneton and adjoining the former Degraves’s Montpellier 

flour mill.49 The online citation states the building was constructed with Malmsbury stone. 

No contemporary sources are cited which can confirm this, no such statement is made 

by the authors of the 1990 Shire of Kyneton Conservation (Heritage) Study (in fact stone 

is not even mentioned as a construction material), and nothing of a contemporary nature 

was found by this author during a search of the Kyneton newspapers from 1856 to 

1930.50 Any other sources which might confirm this are not given; the only one offered is 

an undated ‘Report to the Minister’,51 probably in 1996. 

 

Given the presence of bluestone quarries in the vicinity of Carlsruhe and South Kyneton 

supplying bluestone for the Bendigo Railway construction, the cost of stone transport, 

and the delays caused by the Kyneton deviation, it is highly unlikely that Skelsmergh Hall 

is constructed with bluestone from Malmsbury, noting also that the blurring of the 

definition of Malmsbury bluestone to include stone extracted from Carlsruhe and South 

Kyneton did not occur until after the Footscray stone-cutting works began in 1867. This 

thesis shows that a broader understanding of the stone industry is required to be able to 

analyse such claims; a claim which may instead falsely raise the perceived level of 

 
48 Australian ICOMOS Incorporated, Practice Note: Understanding and assessing cultural significance. 

Version 1 (n.p.: Australian Council on Monuments and Sites Incorporated, 2013), 7. 

49 Heritage Council Victoria, Skelsmergh Hall, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage 
Register Number H1166, accessed October 17, 2018; Heritage Council Victoria, Degraves Mill, Victorian 
Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage Register Number H0310, accessed October 17, 2018. 

50 Bick et al., Shire of Kyneton Conservation Study Volumes 1 2 & 3, 1083–86. 

51 Heritage Council Victoria, Skelsmergh Hall, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage 
Register Number H1166, accessed October 17, 2018. 
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importance of the building. No mention of any specific stone source is made for the mill 

itself, built at the same time.52 

 

In contrast to the Victorian Heritage 

Database, at a regional level the 

schedules to heritage overlays, while 

accessible online, are not user-

friendly for the general public and 

provide miniscule details on 

structures. The documentation 

associated with assessments is 

usually absent. Some councils do 

have heritage studies available 

online, especially recent ones, but 

older studies, such as the 1990 Shire 

of Kyneton Conservation (Heritage) 

Study are not accessible in digital 

form. This restricts the ability of the 

general public to examine and 

understand the heritage of an 

individual object, landscape or region 

and the role each object plays in 

explaining the role and significance of 

that heritage. Simply hoping that the 

general public will accept, in this 

information vacuum, the regulatory heritage framework imposed on their homes or local 

area is not conducive to positive outcomes. 

 

Problems with regulatory heritage become evident when we examine how significance is 

assessed and question the biases inherent in the decision processes. While the regime 

in Victoria has changed to a process of nominating items ‘in accordance with the main 

themes of Australian social history, or the social history of a specific locality’,53 for some 

structures and items it is too late. Many bluestone structures in and around Malmsbury 

 
52 Kyneton Observer, January 19, 1860, 3 (Advertisement). 

53 Davison and McConville, A Heritage Handbook, 10. 

 
Figure 70: Elizabeth ‘Granny’ Crow (1837-1929) 
outside the bluestone ‘mid-wife’s building’ 
behind the current Malmsbury General Store. 
Site code MalV_072: With no windows or chimney 
it was probably an outhouse attached to the shops. 
Despite being located within the Malmsbury 
Precinct Heritage Overlay it was illegally 
demolished in 2007. 
Source: Malmsbury Historical Society Collection, 
image 1IAF0002R. 
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were given a cursory examination in 1990.54 Some have questionable historical 

information, many were undated, at least one has since gone (Figure 70) and several 

others are at risk from neglect.55 With very little subsequent study of the heritage of 

Malmsbury, other than that undertaken to create the Malmsbury bypass of the Calder 

Highway, it is left up to the passion or otherwise, of individuals to either research these 

sites, undertake restoration works, lobby for changes to the way government protects 

heritage or decide they can become ruins. In other words, the public pays for exclusions, 

and again for attempts at inclusion. 

 

Cultural Landscapes 

 

Given the difficulties in justifying objects for inclusion on the VHR, an alternative 

approach to recognizing the significance of Malmsbury bluestone is via an acknowledged 

cultural landscape. Guidelines drawn up for assessing the significance of landscapes 

demonstrate a shift from ‘isolated elements’ to ‘exploring the cultural landscape as an 

integration of both natural and cultural heritage’.56 Lowenthal argues this is an 

acceptance that ‘cultural systems … are as fluid and dynamic as ecosystems, and their 

continuity and balance just as important to protect’.57 This concept is especially important 

in considering our indigenous heritage where there are few built structures and many 

cultural items are dislocated from their origins. Historian Peter Spearritt has noted that 

some of these landscapes, especially industrial ones in rural areas, have survived only 

‘because of a lack of pressure from alternate uses’.58 

 

In her 2014 doctoral thesis, historic ranger Paulette Wallace examined the management 

of New Zealand heritage sites with a view to finding a policy which encompassed natural, 

indigenous and settler heritage. She concluded that cultural landscape was the best 

approach because, as opposed to the traditional compartmentalised system, it provided 

 
54 Bick et al., Shire of Kyneton Conservation Study Volumes 1 2 & 3. 

55 Ibid., 926; Malmsbury Historical Society, Minutes of Committee Meeting, October 17, 2007; Roslyn 
Stevens, telephone conversation with author, October 13, 2018. See “Old mid-wife’s building behind shop” 
Bick et al., 926 dated as “19th century”. (No link has yet been found between this and “Granny” Elizabeth 
Crow” (1837–1929) whose building it supposedly was) demolished in 2007; and sites MalV_070 dated to 
1850s/1860s/1870s/1880s (Bick et al., 872) and site MalV_027 Aberdeen [sic Aberdare] dated to “Post 
1865/1870s/1880s” (Bick et al., 980); The Mansions (MalV_040) and the old Commercial Hotel (MalV_037) 
are currently both neglected and have permanently open windows or slates missing from the roof. 

56 Robyn Ballinger, Cultural Landscapes Training Manual: A Guide for Historical Societies (Canberra: 
Federation of Australian Historical Societies 2012), 4. 

57 Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors, 274. 

58 Spearritt, “Money, taste and industrial heritage”, 35. 
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an open-framed approach inclusive of all heritages. Wallace nevertheless acknowledged 

the problems which arise when existing regimes override this progressive stance, and 

the need to concentrate on conservation and not preservation.59 The cultural landscape 

concept has also evolved to include urban landscapes, as exemplified by the Ballarat 

pilot project for UNESCO’s Historic Urban Landscape approach.60 Relevant examples of 

cultural landscapes are the Castlemaine Diggings National Heritage Park and the 

Heatherlie (Mount Difficult) Quarry in the northern Grampians in Victoria, and the 

Sonoma County basalt quarries in California, USA.61 The Mount Gibraltar (Bowral) 

Trachyte Quarry Complex is an industrial landscape included in the NSW State Heritage 

Register.62 

 

There are three main categories of cultural landscapes – designed, associative or 

organically evolved (vernacular).63 Studies of cultural landscapes comprise 

environmental history and the interaction with the environment by nature, people, values, 

the past and the present. A study of the cultural heritage and landscape of the Macedon 

Ranges was completed in 1994.64 While it is often cited in subsequent heritage studies 

relevant to this Shire, it is not available to the general public and thus it is impossible to 

know what types of landscape were accepted, or rejected, as being significant. In 

contrast Victoria’s railway network is not specifically described as a cultural landscape on 

the VHR. While heritage studies have been conducted on specific railway networks, such 

as the Bendigo line, which examine the network as a whole and acknowledge that the 

railway contributes ‘to the historic and cultural landscape character of the towns and 

countryside it passes through’,65 the line is only represented on the VHR as disparate 

structures. This disregards the fact that it is a network and inherently tied into the state’s 

 
59 Paulette Wallace, “Approaching cultural landscapes in post-settler societies: ideas, policies, practices” 

(PhD thesis, Deakin University, Geelong, 2014), 209-227. 

60 Ken Taylor and Jane Lennon, eds., Managing Cultural Landscapes, (Hoboken (USA): Taylor and 
Francis, 2012), 10; Ken Taylor, “The Historic Urban Landscape paradigm and cities as cultural landscapes. 
Challenging orthodoxy in urban conservation,” Landscape Research, 41, no. 4 (2016): 471-480, accessed 
May 15, 2019, doi: 10.1080/01426397.2016.1156066; “About,” Historic Urban Landscape Ballarat. 

61 Heritage Council Victoria, Castlemaine Diggings National Heritage Park, Victorian Heritage Database 
Report: Victorian Heritage Register Number H2047, accessed October 17, 2018; Ballinger, Cultural 
Landscapes Training Manual, 13–14; Whatford, “Historic Stone Quarries”, 189–93. 

62 “Mount Gibraltar Trachyte Quarries Complex,” New South Wales - Office of Environment and Heritage, 
accessed June 19, 2014, 
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=5060563. 

63 Heritage Council of Victoria, Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance, 10. 

64 Trevor Budge and Associates, Macedon Ranges Cultural Heritage and Landscape Study, Volumes 1–
4 (Shire of Macedon Ranges: TBA Planners, 1994). 

65 CONTEXT Community, heritage & environmental solutions, Regional Rail Link: Bendigo Line Overall 
Works: Heritage Identification Report 7/8/2003, Prepared for Regional Rail Link (Brunswick: Context Pty Ltd, 
2003), 28. 
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culture through family, education, work, production and sport, including Malmsbury 

quarrymen travelling to district cricket matches. 

 

The Bendigo railway study also acknowledges that the line is significant ‘for its 

association with the early development of the organised labour movement in Australia 

through the industrial action by the stonemasons whose contribution to the construction 

of the line is evident today’.66 This statement of significance is, however, missing from 

the VHR citation for the Malmsbury viaduct and Malmsbury station even though 

Malmsbury was a key site in the activities of the stonemasons, as shown in Chapter 3. 

 
Of the cultural landscape categories, the Malmsbury bluestone landscape is clearly an 

organically evolved landscape, characterised by industry and production. While the 

quarrying process at Malmsbury has ceased, new generations of landowners continue to 

use the landscape for agriculture and domestic purposes, and some surface stone 

removal for landscape supplies. The site used for the innovative stone-sawing 

technology in Malmsbury would also qualify as an associative landscape.67 

 

While examining a broad landscape, instead of specific elements, offers an alternative 

view of the significance of the cultural heritage of Malmsbury bluestone, the current 

process for determining Victorian State significance also uses the same criteria (A to H) 

to assess nominations.68 Assessments of condition, intactness and integrity must 

naturally be made in conjunction with a comparison against other similar landscapes. 

Apart from the Heatherlie quarries and general Footscray area (Maribyrnong City 

Council), limited work has been done on other Victorian quarry landscapes against which 

the Malmsbury landscape can legitimately be compared.69 Sadly, the Maribyrnong study 

reveals that the majority of their industrial heritage sites relating to quarrying and stone 

are ‘demolished’.70 Further, the Extractive Industries (Amendment) Act 1980 no longer 

applies to ‘the extraction or removal from land of stone that is less than two metres below 

the natural surface of the land’. Thus, one minor means for protecting this cultural 

landscape was removed and owners of former Malmsbury bluestone quarries require no 

 
66 Ibid., 28. 

67 Heritage Council of Victoria, Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance, 10–13. 

68 Ibid., 29. 

69 Jill Barnard et al., Maribyrnong Heritage Review Volumes 1–6, City of Maribyrnong, 2001. 

70 Barnard et al., Maribyrnong Heritage Review Volume 3, Appendix 2, Appendix 1: 63–5; Eight industrial 
heritage places sites are identified (1 heritage site, 7 potential industrial heritage places), six of which are 
‘demolished’, one has archaeological potential, the remaining one of ‘regional’ significance is a 1930s stone-
cutting works. 
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permits to disturb these sites within this depth limit. Any future heritage protection offered 

will need to override the extraction rights. 

 

Local or Global? 

 

Any unsuccessful nomination for the VHR may instead be accepted as being significant 

at local level and placed on a local government heritage overlay. In 2015 the Heritage 

Council of Victoria defined local significance as ‘areas … that are perceived to be 

important to a specific municipality or a distinct district or suburb within a municipality’ 

and State significance as: 

 

Areas … that either represent a notable example of the relevant cultural heritage values at 

a state level, or are associated with a period or event or a group or person that was 

important to the state as a whole.71 

 

The terms significance, culturally significant and perceived are loaded ones and 

extremely subjective and the level of significance may alter over time. Is it a measure of 

how important it was to the state when it was first built and/or in use, or a measure of our 

present sentiment towards a building now at risk? There is no voting system that permits 

and demonstrates wider public sentiment for cultural heritage. Submitting a nomination is 

one means of expression. Threatening to demolish the object often invites others. This 

process is highly emotional and subjective rather than objective. The level of significance 

placed on a site is more likely to be a measure of how determined the nominator was to 

do their research and excavate historical matter relevant to the site, how well they 

understood the regime and how much money was available to acquire expert advice to 

present the application professionally. This heritage regime has created ‘nationalistic, 

top-down, commercial and tourism-focused perspectives of the mainstream 

manifestations of heritage that together constitute a hegemonic discourse’.72 The 

international acceptance of the concept of heritage from below strongly suggests there is 

support for a more democratic approach. 

 

We cannot assume that all visitors to heritage sites do so in response to the defined 

significance supposedly inherent in its fabric. When the Boer War Monument in 

Melbourne, which contains Malmsbury bluestone, is visited by individuals only to view 

 
71 Heritage Council of Victoria, Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance, 30; my emphasis. 

72 Robertson, “Introduction: Heritage from Below”, 1. 
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that bluestone and not because of the international event it represents, it does not 

detract from the State significance of that structure but the personal cultural link 

prompting the visit is not considered part of the site’s heritage, thus de-legitimizing the 

individual’s sense of belonging.73 Approaching heritage sites from the perspective of a 

locally-quarried stone used nationally demonstrates the blurred boundaries between 

local, state and national. 

 

Should local Boer war memorials built with a nationally-used stone while commemorating 

a national or global event be classified as having local, national or global significance? 

Theoretically only a single state-level war memorial with all servicemen’s names on it, or 

a collective state-wide Boer War memorial cultural landscape, is the closest proximity to 

true State significance. While the Echuca, Melbourne and the St Kilda Boer War 

memorials all contain Malmsbury bluestone and all represent the same event with the 

same impact on the state of Victoria, only the latter two are on the VHR primarily due to 

size, aesthetic design and creators, which is more a measure of money than the impact 

of war on the individuals and families it represents.74 

 

If quarrymen contributed local (Malmsbury) stone to a local (Glen Iris) mansion built in 

1891 using local stonemasons, should the object have more than local significance if the 

owner merely paid for its construction? The heritage criteria should exclude this from the 

VHR, but such declarations of State significance exist and occur when they are a 

‘monument to the extravagance of Melbourne’s land boom’.75 It was designed by an 

architect now unfamiliar to most modern Victorians and supposedly such mansions 

significantly represent the cultural heritage of all Victorians. We should ask whether the 

heritage significance of a specific stone can undergo a fair significance assessment 

when its spread to the rest of the nation and overseas is mostly unidentified or assessed, 

and there is no current historical study to link these sites with a common thread such as 

labour, industrial or landscape history. While ‘exploiting natural resources for building 

 
73 Heritage Council Victoria, Boer War Monument, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian 

Heritage Register Number H0382, accessed October 23, 2018. 

74 Heritage Council Victoria, South African War Memorial, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian 
Heritage Register Number H1375, accessed October 23, 2018; “First World War Memorial and Canon,” 
DELWP Shire of Campaspe Planning Scheme, Schedule to the Heritage Overlay, site HO47, accessed 
November 4, 2018, http://planning-schemes.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/campaspe. While not specifically 
listed, the Boer War memorial adjoins the World War One memorial and the planning scheme map 
(“Campaspe Planning Scheme, Local Provision: Heritage Overlay, Map No. 8HO,” DELWP, Campaspe 
Planning Scheme, map, accessed November 4, 2018, http://planning-
schemes.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/466881/campaspe08ho.pdf) appears to include this 
memorial’s footprint. 

75 Heritage Council Victoria, Malvern House, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage 
Register Number H0379, accessed July 28, 2018. 
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materials’76 is a prompt for sub-theme 4.6 of Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes 

the subject has a minimal presence in the wider study and education of Australia’s social 

history (except gold and other mining), and this has the potential to downgrade the 

perceived cultural significance of such sites from the start. 

 

The Malmsbury bluestone story cannot just be regarded as local heritage with local 

significance when it cannot be isolated from the events of the state. Writers of local 

history are expected to construct a narrative placed within a broader, relevant context of 

people, places and events related to the local story.77 If the context was irrelevant it 

would be pointless; even comparative narratives have some points of similarity. Like 

history, there are requirements for heritage studies to investigate the history of an object 

and to provide a comparative assessment for significance against similar heritage 

objects, often within the same state or local council boundary.78 If local history and 

heritage is genuinely not significant to the state, such requirements are unnecessary and 

add nothing to the understanding of the whole state. 

 

Local and State government-level heritage authorities are not the only means by which 

Australia’s heritage is assessed, however. Other networks exist, such as Engineering 

Heritage Australia’s heritage register which takes a direct approach to expressing their 

profession’s significant cultural heritage.79 The Australian Memory of the World Program, 

under the auspices of the Australian National Commission for UNESCO, seeks to 

preserve Australia’s documentary heritage.80 Some items on the Australian register such 

as convict records, also feature in the universal UNESCO Memory of the World 

Register.81 The pre-federation Australian trade union minute books, including the 

 
76 Heritage Council of Victoria, Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes, 23. 

77 Rosalie Triolo, Helen Doyle and Katya Johanson, Writing and Publishing Local History: A Guide for 
First-time Authors and Historical Societies (Melbourne: Royal Historical Society of Victoria, 2017), 40–53. 

78 Heritage Victoria, Heritage Victoria Model Consultants Brief for Heritage Studies (Victoria: Heritage 
Victoria, 2010), Sections 5–6; Lisa Rogers for Australian Heritage Commission, Canberra, Protecting Local 
Heritage Places - A national guide for Local Government and the Community (Canberra: Australian Heritage 
Commission, 2000), 42–45, 48. 

79 “Official Register of Engineering Heritage Markers – In date order,” Engineering Heritage Australia, 
Australian Engineering Heritage Register, 2017, accessed October 23, 2018 
https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2017-
07/HRP.Register.V25.April%202017.date%20order.pdf. 

80 “About the Australian Memory of the World Program,” UNESCO National Committee of Australia, n.d., 
accessed October 23, 2018, http://www.amw.org.au/about-australian-memory-world-program. 

81 “Australia,” UNESCO Memory of the World, Registered Heritage: 2017, accessed October 23, 2018, 
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/memory-of-the-world/register/access-by-
region-and-country/au/ 
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Victorian Operative Stonemasons’ Society are registered under this UNESCO program.82 

The program cites these documents as being: 

 

A record of democracy for workers – both men and women. They document the early 

formulation of our current industrial relations system, the beginnings of our social welfare 

system, the early history of communities and industries, and working lives that are no 

longer accessible today.83 

 

Recorded in these minute books are the society members, details of who received strike 

pay at the Moorabool Viaduct in 1861 and the charitable acts towards widows of 

deceased members. There are details of construction sites including the names of shop 

stewards, whether legislated pay rises had been passed on, and who got black listed for 

sub-contracting work.84 One such site, the mansion constructed in Glen Iris for J M 

Davies (later known as Valentine’s then Malvern House) is documented in the minutes of 

1891 because the masons went on strike over payment by piecework for the 

incorporation of Malmsbury bluestone into the building.85 This is the same mansion from 

above which is on the VHR, the citation for which makes no mention of the strike or 

Malmsbury bluestone.86 

 

The global network represented by the Heritage Stones Subcommission (HSS, originally 

a Task Group) of the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) determines 

through an independent system of nomination and definition of significance whether a 

specific building stone is a ‘Global Heritage Stone Resource’ (GHSR).87 One goal of this 

latter scheme is ensuring stone resources will be available for future restoration works, 

which overlaps with government heritage regimes. These nomination systems are 

 
82 “#37 The Minute Books of Pre-Federation Australian Trade Unions,” UNESCO National Committee of 

Australia, Australian Memory of the World, n.d., accessed October 23, 2018 
http://www.amw.org.au/register/listings/minute-books-pre-federation-australian-trade-unions; “Minute Books 
of Pre-Federation Australian Trade Unions,” Australian National University, Open Research Library, April 12, 
2016, Accessed October 23, 2018, https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/108905. 

83 “#37 The Minute Books of Pre-Federation Australian Trade Unions,” UNESCO. 

84 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-3, Melbourne Lodge Minutes, list dated January 12, 1861; NBAC: FSUOSV, 
E117-60 Carlsruhe, Woodend and Williamstown Minutes, Woodend Lodge minutes of March 21, 1861; 
NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-2, Melbourne Lodge Minutes, December 9, 1857 (re the Salt Water river Bridge); 
NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-7, Melbourne Lodge Minutes, 1885–1889: 95–100; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-8, 
Melbourne Lodge Minutes, May 11, 1892: 470 (re Ormond College). 

85 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-8, Melbourne Lodge Minutes, June 3, 1891: 314; Strike of Stonemasons. 
Age (Melbourne), June 11, 1891, 5; “The Masons' Strike,” Herald (Melbourne), June 11, 1891, 1; “Sales by 
Auction,” Age (Melbourne), November 8, 1913, 3. 

86 Heritage Council Victoria, Malvern House, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage 
Register Number H0379, accessed July 28, 2018. 

87 Cooper et al., “Heritage Stone Task Group”, 8–10. 
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external to, and currently non-interactive with Heritage Victoria. The exploitation of 

building materials is covered under Victoria’s framework of historical themes, but there is 

currently no mechanism by which individual stones are examined, nor is there a 

reference set of “works” for a specific building stone recorded or assessed. Under their 

scheme the HSS have accepted fifteen nominations, including Portland Stone from 

Dorset (England), Carrara marble (Italy) and Welsh slate, Sydney sandstone (Pyrmont 

freestone) is being assessed, and a proposal for Victorian bluestone is underway.88 Each 

nomination is required to include a comprehensive list of sites which have incorporated 

the specific stone, as well as a full geological description of the stone. 

 

Both the operative masons’ records and the Global Heritage Stones scheme have direct 

relevance to the cultural heritage of Australia. The combined global significance could be 

seen to out-weigh the estimations of significance by state heritage authorities. Any 

buildings currently classed as locally significant, not significant, or marked for 

destruction, which feature these stones, or people, are examples of the “global” heritage 

of these stones. If the state heritage authorities are prepared to accept this external 

system of nomination, are they also prepared for the avalanche of sites that will need to 

be accepted to keep this “folio” of work intact and protect source quarries? These 

external systems relating to stones, buildings and their associated humanity are barely 

different to the desire to save examples of the portfolio of specific architects. Both 

systems can be broken down into early works, classical works, late works, private works, 

public works, and works of specific architectural styles. As each building can contain a 

variety of stone processing methods and dressings and architectural styles, individual 

items could be classified as rare, as well as being part of a collective works. 

 

This scheme is not the current model upon which the 2017 Heritage Act works; but its 

difference does not make it any less relevant. The recognition, appreciation and 

popularity of specific building stones or stone structures is out there, but it has not been 

described in the terms of the Heritage Act. Heritage and architectural tourism, and 

natural history and geology lectures and tours in Victoria and elsewhere have all featured 

or concentrated on building stones, including that of Malmsbury bluestone.89 The 

 
88 “Designation of GHSR,” (Global Heritage Stone Resource), IUGS Subcommission: Heritage Stones, 

n.d., accessed October 23, 2018 http://globalheritagestone.com/other-projects/ghsr/designations/; Lola 
Pereira, Secretary General, IUGS Heritage Stone Subcommission, email message to author, December 6, 
2018; Cooper et al., "Sydney Sandstone”, 124–31; Walter, “Victorian Bluestone”. 

89 Anon., Open House Melbourne, Program Guide, Open House Melbourne, 2015: 176 (Supreme Court 
of Victoria in William Street mentions Malmsbury bluestone footings); Field Naturalists Club of Victoria Inc, 
“Geology Group,” Field Nats News (Victoria) 263 (2016), 4; A.C.F. “Melbourne Building Stones,” Victorian 
Naturalist 54, no. 5 (1937): 82; Field Naturalists Club of Victoria Inc. “Geology Group,” Victorian Naturalist 
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principal purpose of the Dry Stone Wall Association of Australia, formed in 2002, is to 

acknowledge, promote and celebrate ‘the historical and contemporary contribution of the 

construction of dry stone walls in the shaping of Australia’s physical and cultural 

landscape’.90 One of their 2018 field trips included the farm which has now become the 

Kyneton Dry Stone Wall Centre.91 This training centre for dry stone wall techniques is 

located on QS70 included in this thesis. 

 

Both Victorian and Australian Governments have supported the application for the 

acceptance of the Budj Bim Cultural Landscape in south-west Victoria to the tentative list 

for World Heritage Listing. Already included on Australia’s National Heritage List in 2004, 

this landscape includes basalt stone used in ancient eel traps, dams and ‘stone 

structures thought to be houses’.92 This showcases the interaction between indigenous 

Australians, a stone and a Victorian landscape. Likewise, the Kanawinka Geopark in 

south-eastern Australia (and the associated Kanawinka Geotrail), which focusses more 

on landscape than a specific stone, is Australia’s first National Geopark also recognised 

at world-level by UNESCO.93 Encompassing a broad geological and cultural landscape, 

including the Budj Bim lava flow, it acknowledges the long relationship man has with 

geology through the understanding and use of stone. 

 

All of these reflect the greater appreciation of the role and relevance of stone in human 

culture from a domestic to a professional level. Seeking global recognition for the 

Victorian Goldfields similarly demonstrates that a cultural heritage created by many 

individuals from all walks of life eking out an existence is relevant to more than just local 

humanity.94 

 

 
80, no. 4 (1963): 118; Geological Society of America, “Scientific Field Trips,” GSA 2015 Baltimore, Maryland, 
USA Conference Program, Geological Society of America, 2015: 51. 

90 “About Us,” The Dry Stone Walls Association of Australia, accessed May 14, 2019, 
http://dswaa.org.au/about-dswaa/. 

91 “Our Centre,” Kyneton Dry Stone Walling Centre, accessed May 14, 2019, 
https://www.kdswc.com/about. 

92 “Global Strategy – Tentative Lists – Budj Bim Cultural Landscape,” UNESCO, accessed May 14, 2019, 
https://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/6167/. 

93 Susan Turner, “Geoheritage and Geoparks: One (Australian) Woman’s Point of View,” Geoheritage 5 
(2013): 249-264; www.kanawinka.org.au, “Kanawinka Geotrail: South West Victoria & South East South 
Australia,” map, accessed May 16, 2019, https://www.visitotways.com/assets-
theotways/Uploads/KanawinkaMap1.pdf. 

94 “Victorian Goldfields World Heritage Listing,” Federation University Australia, 2017, accessed October 
23, 2018, https://bih.federation.edu.au/index.php/Victorian_Goldfields_World_Heritage_Listing. 
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Absences and Silences – Seeing is Believing 

 

How building stones, especially Malmsbury bluestone came to be one of the disappeared 

of history is best explained through the works of cultural geographer Tim Edensor. 

Seeing beyond the obvious stonework of buildings in Manchester, England, Edensor 

reveals that these structures bear ‘numerous and varied traces of absence’.95 These 

absences: 

 

Promote an empathetic conjecture, an imaginative response to often obscure signs that 

something is missing from where it used to be, though these absences may also be 

evidenced in old photographs.96 

 

These absences, the ‘host of human and non-human agents’, become apparent when 

we change our focus from the ‘specific buildings or “big things”’97 to specific components 

or historical traces. 

 

Edensor demonstrates that besides the obvious stone, the walls of stone buildings are 

reminders that stonemasons and quarrymen transformed a natural rock originating from 

an ancient volcanic eruption into a building stone, must have transported the stone from 

its ancient bed, and worked it into a shape that is one piece of a giant jigsaw puzzle 

designed by an architect and managed by a builder.98 There are the hidden networks of 

men who knew where to source stone, how to gain permission to extract it, and the 

modes of transportation to move it around. Then nature works to try and slowly destroy 

this edifice via rain, frost, wind, man-made pollution and an army of lichens and creatures 

attempting to find a niche in which they can shelter. Man once more works to reverse this 

process or makes a conscious decision to modify, demolish, or ignore. All of these can 

be seen or imagined, especially when there is archival evidence or other physical 

reminders of this process, such as quarries, cranes at stations and records of tramways 

for carting stone. 

 

Once one is aware of these other entities, visiting a stone edifice permits the 

visualization of men at work, tools in hand during their daily toil and their sense of pride 

in their work. Even seeing stonework in the background on television is enough to trigger 

 
95 Edensor, “Vital urban materiality”, 448. 

96 Ibid., 448. 

97 Ibid., 448-9. 

98 Ibid., 447–65. 
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the same. Once turned on, this extra dimension that emerges is hard to turn off and there 

is joy in seeing. One can see that some of the early stonework in Malmsbury, such as 

that in the 1859 viaduct, has nearly flawless stone, but the 1930 Stringer’s Lodge at the 

Malmsbury cemetery has a greater presence of vesicles and secondary minerals, 

reflecting the difficulty in procuring quality local materials from exhausted quarries.99 It 

becomes possible to imagine William Thomas Jones solemnly working on designing, 

making and installing his parents’ tombstone in that cemetery and David Price carving 

his name and the date into a block of bluestone in Lumb’s bluestone store.100 

 

To equitably assess the cultural significance of Malmsbury bluestone the assessor must 

see through the walls. Assessors not instructed to identify and admit to the absences 

may not actually see, and those that don’t see uphold exclusion from heritage registers 

by default. The pre-conceived categories in which heritage places are slotted make us 

want to find things to fit them, rather than seeing first then defining. If one avoids such 

categories altogether, and just acquires all relevant material for later interpretation, we 

may uncover items that don’t fit the mould or are just forgotten or misunderstood. If 

historians and heritage specialists do not ask, they will not seek, if they are not asked to 

look, they will not see. 

 

But today’s heritage assessors are not alone in being blind to glaring absences. 

Edensor’s recent writings on ruination conclude that this is a process by which 

‘maintenance and repair has ceased because decisions are made that such structures 

possess no current or future value’.101 If heritage value is currently determined by the 

level of significance placed on it by the heritage regime, and the second-lowest level of 

local significance (lowest being none at all) comes with limited powers to demand 

maintenance and repair, the sense of low value can perpetuate with no challenge to the 

owner’s conscious decision to allow demolition by neglect. It is the individual owner’s 

sense of pride in cultural heritage that often saves these at-risk buildings through an 

approach to a council for permission to give a building current value. The recent 

restoration of an almost-ruined stone blacksmith’s forge in Malmsbury (Figure 71) clearly 

demonstrates the changes which ensue from such pride and purpose. 

 

 
99 See summaries of Malmsbury bluestone sites MalV_008 and MalV_069. 

100 See summaries of Malmsbury bluestone sites MalV_060 and MalV_038. 

101 Tim Edensor, "Incipient ruination: Materiality, destructive agencies and repair," in Elements of 
Architecture: Assembling Archaeology, Atmosphere & the Performance of Building Spaces, ed. Mikkel Bille 
and Tim Flohr Sorensen (London: Routledge, 2016), 358. 
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This blindness has, like a 

cataract, slowly developed. 

While at first subtle, it 

becomes discernible after 

World War One. Ken Inglis, 

in his widely-acclaimed 

Sacred Places, 

documented the process by 

which architects and artists 

or sculptors wedged their 

way, financially and 

culturally, into the nation-

wide movement to erect 

memorials to servicemen 

by drawing into question 

the capacity of monumental 

masons to judge the 

appropriateness of their 

designs.102 Slowly they 

chipped away at the 

communities in grieving 

townships to gain 

acceptance of their 

redefinition of decency and 

taste, emerging at the other 

end as the most qualified to 

decide how grief and remembering would be represented and ‘prevent the erection of 

unsuitable monuments’.103 Advisory boards were established and laws crept in to some 

states whereby local monuments could not be erected without approval of such boards. 

To bypass these laws, some towns erected memorial halls and hospitals which were 

excluded from such legislation. Some boards rejected designs from stonemasons unless 

the applicant was a member of an architects’ association while some defiant towns 

ignored the regulations and erected their own memorials.104 

 
102 Inglis, Sacred Places, 138–87. 

103 Ibid., 143. 

104 Ibid., 143–6. 

 

 
Figure 71: Semi-ruinous Malmsbury bluestone and 
Lauriston sandstone blacksmith’s forge, Mollison Street 
Malmsbury 
Top: Image from 2013. Bottom: Same building during 
restoration works, 2018. 
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Inglis has seen the actions of the self-

imposed ‘custodians of public taste … 

[who] did their best … to mitigate the 

crudities of the masons’ craft’ as a 

positive.105 There appears to be little 

consideration if the families of the 

servicemen had more claim to be the 

experts on post-war mourning and 

remembrance. In Malmsbury a humble 

marble tablet was erected at the cemetery 

by the township residents, and created by 

local stonemason W. T. Jones, to honour 

Private George Brereton. Brereton had 

enlisted and had been at the training camp 

at Castlemaine when he died from 

meningitis. His father, George Brereton, was ‘much affected’ by the presentation and 

thanked the community ‘for their thoughtfulness and generosity’.106 A focus on design 

and artistic effect does not necessarily make for an enduring memorial. The collective 

skill of artist Andrew Lorimer and sculptor John Udny, resulted in a choice of material for 

the pedestal of the Thomas Moore statue erected in Ballarat in 1889 which is clearly 

rapidly degrading (Figure 72).107 One has to ask whether a stonemason was sought for 

advice on the suitability of this marble for outdoor work. 

 

This bias away from the skills of the traditional mason gave little consideration of the 

need for employment for masons who either fought or remained in Australia while others 

went to fight overseas. The masons themselves argued that graves of deceased 

Australian soldiers on overseas graveyards should be composed of stone sourced from 

the Commonwealth of Australia, including Footscray bluestone, and constructed in 

Australia.108 War memorials were decreasingly a movement by the people for the people, 

and increasingly ignored the masons and quarrymen whose sons sacrificed their lives or 

health to the war effort. In return for this sacrifice they saw a rejection of their tradition 

 
105 Ibid., 142. 

106 “Unveiling a Tablet at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 21, 1916, 2. 

107 “The Moore Statue,” Ballarat Star, November 30, 1889, 4; Ballarat Star, October 19, 1888, 2; “The 
Moore Statue at Ballarat,” Argus (Melbourne), December 4, 1889, 8. 

108 “Graves of the A.I.F,” Argus (Melbourne), March 15, 1922, 14. 

 
Figure 72: The amber marble pedestal of 
the Thomas Moore statue, Ballarat, 2016 
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and skills by those engaging in one-upmanship over design, rather than accept local 

designs by those who knew the soldiers before they departed. Second-generation 

Malmsbury quarryman James Eastham (and his late father of the same name and 

occupation) would probably not have favoured an architect or sculptor over a local 

mason to oversee the commemoration of his son Herbert who died of illness while on 

leave in England barely two weeks after the armistice.109 

 

Further, these more tasteful designs came at an increased cost to communities which 

had already spent years raising war funds and sending parcels. Inglis concedes that ‘the 

more modest a committee’s budget, the more likely they were to settle for the 

stonemason’s version of such structures’.110 Those that favoured local designs 

simultaneously created memorials to the local work of quarrymen and masons. 

 

The actions of others have ramifications even today on how the heritage of stone and 

stonework is approached by the heritage profession. Decisions made on which 

newspapers will be digitised on Trove inhibit the discovery of Malmsbury bluestone use 

in regional areas. As many war memorials were erected after the war ended, only 

digitizing nation-wide periodicals between 1914 and 1918 prevents the wider research of 

these memorials. Two key publications on Australian building stones, Building Stone in 

Melbourne (1988) and Dimension stone in Victoria (1997) understate, and thus 

inadvertently undermine the role that Malmsbury bluestone and other stones played in 

the construction of Victoria’s built heritage by focusing on stone use in Melbourne.111 

George Brown’s earlier 1937 work Victorian Building Stones did not include those 

structures that had already been lost, but does include some that have been 

subsequently demolished.112 The digital age slowly exposes some absences. 

 

The assessment of significance of any Malmsbury bluestone structure is measured 

against currently known sites. Current assessors would draw on more recent works, 

especially those freely accessible on the internet. As each publication that records 

examples of extant stonework cites a diminishing list due to demolition and decay, the 

ability to compare also declines and what is supposedly a good representative of a class 

 
109 NAA: B2455, EASTHAM H J. 

110 Inglis, Sacred Places, 139. 

111 Spry, Building Stone in Melbourne; King and Weston, Dimension Stone in Victoria. 

112 Brown, Victorian Building Stones. 
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or group of structures becomes less and less representative of the cultural heritage of 

stone. This is what is known as the Shifting Baseline Syndrome,113 explained as: 

 

When we measure how much a system or an area has changed, we generally compare it 

with what we claim is its starting or baseline condition. That starting condition may be the 

condition of the same area a few years previously. More often, it may be taken to be the 

condition of an area around the corner which we judge to be more or less what our area of 

interest might have been like, or should have been like, were it not to have been impacted. 

There comes a point in this trend when the baseline area which is being used for a 

particular study has itself reached a condition which the original investigators of say, 25 

years earlier, might have recognized as being disturbed.114 

 

In assessing heritage we are at risk of stating that a bluestone farmhouse is not 

significant because it is not a good representative of a group we know to exist on 

heritage overlays and registers, when in fact the reference points may be anomalies 

when all bluestone farmhouses, including those not on heritage overlays or demolished 

are considered. By comparing the bluestone structures in and around Malmsbury 

recorded in the 1990 Shire of Kyneton Conservation (Heritage) Study with the current 

Macedon Ranges Shire Council Schedule to the Heritage Overlay we can see this 

shifting baseline syndrome in action.115 

 

Facing the Facts - Demolition and Decay 

 

Each of the 442 Malmsbury bluestone structures identified by this study was checked 

against online heritage databases for Australia and New Zealand.116 Structures were 

then categorised as either: 

 
113 Daniel Pauly, “Anecdotes and the shifting baseline syndrome,” Tree 10, no. 10 (1995): 430. 

114 Charles Sheppard, “Editorial: The Shifting Baseline Syndrome,” Marine Pollution Bulletin 30, no.12 
(1995): 766. 

115 Bick et al., Shire of Kyneton Conservation Study Volumes 1 2 & 3; “Schedule to Heritage Overlay,” 
DELWP Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme - Ordinance, April 26, 2018, accessed October 25, 2018. 
http://planning-
schemes.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/463963/MacedonRanges_PS_Ordinance.pdf: 4, 11–
32. 

116 “Planning Maps Online,” DELWP. n.d. map, accessed 2018, 
http://services.land.vic.gov.au/maps/pmo.jsp; “Planning Schemes Online,” DELWP. n.d. map, accessed 
2018, http://planning-schemes.delwp.vic.gov.au/; “Victorian Heritage Database,” Heritage Council Victoria, 
n.d., accessed 2013–2018, http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/; “Heritage Listed Places,” Heritage 
Tasmania, 2018, accessed November 2018, https://heritage.tas.gov.au/heritage-listed-places/search-the-
register; “SA Heritage Register,” South Australia Department for Environment and Water, 2017, accessed 
November 2018, https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/heritage/sa-heritage-register; “State Heritage 
Register,” Western Australia - Heritage Council, 2018, accessed November 2018, 
http://www.stateheritage.wa.gov.au/state-heritage-register; “Search for NSW Heritage,” New South Wales - 
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Extant: Surviving intact 

Extant – restored: Known to have been saved from ruin 

Extant – part: Only a part of the structure was extant, often due to repairs or 

improvements (e.g. bridges) 

Demolished: No historic or modified building at the defined location or the 

Malmsbury bluestone portion has been removed (i.e. 

MalV_010, the Melbourne Mint furnace room) 

Demolished – moved: Known to have been demolished but the Malmsbury bluestone 

portion had been relocated to another site (e.g. MelV_033, 

Colonial Bank doorway) 

Ruin: In severe disrepair 

Error: Structure is extant, but the report of Malmsbury bluestone 

incorporated in it was, or is believed to be, erroneous 

Not determined: Other sources (e.g. Google Earth and image searches on 

Google) failed to provide evidence of any of the above or a 

change of name that would clarify the structure’s fate 

 

Extant was also used to categorise unvisited structures where the Malmsbury bluestone 

portion was a significant component, such as stairs or columns in a church, and that 

building was extant. Where Malmsbury bluestone was not structural, or acknowledged or 

visible in online photographs, such as bluestone flagging, it was classed as not 

determined. Graves within any specified cemetery were regarded as separate entities. 

 

The definition in Chapter 2 of Malmsbury district was used in this analysis however 

bluestone structures in Kyneton were not considered unless the stone was known to 

have been sourced from Malmsbury. All bluestone structures in the parish of Edgecombe 

and the northern half of the parish of Lauriston (from the vicinity of the Lauriston-

Drummond Road northwards) were included to incorporate a wide range of agricultural 

buildings. 

 

There were three cases of Error where no historical evidence was found to support the 

presence of Malmsbury bluestone stated in the heritage citations. First is the Campbells 

 
Office of Environment and Heritage, n.d., accessed November 2018, 
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/heritagesearch.aspx; “Search the List,” Heritage New 
Zealand, 2018 and earlier versions, accessed 2015–2018, http://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list. While the 
“Register of the National Estate” (http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/places/register-national-estate) 
was also consulted, the non-statutory status of this now-superseded register meant that no statutory 
protection results from any citation. 
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Creek Primary School (ErrV_001) because the stone is granite. In the case of Lauriston 

house at Maldon (ErrV_002) the portion likely to be Malmsbury bluestone is the front 

fence not the rubble walls of the house itself. The cited construction date is before the 

railway reached Maldon and there are uses and sources of bluestone at nearby 

Baringhup. At Skelsmergh Hall at Carlsruhe (ErrV_003) the historic evidence does not 

support the theory of it being Malmsbury bluestone (see above). The last two of these 

sites appear on the Victorian Heritage Register. 

 

The results of this assessment are shown in Table 46. Of the total nearly a quarter 

(23.8%) of Malmsbury bluestone structures are known to have been demolished, nearly 

2% are in ruin, while just over half (53%) are extant and another quarter (24%) require 

further investigation. 

 

Table 46: Survival status and classification of 442 Malmsbury bluestone structures by 
location 

 

 

While it was not anticipated otherwise, a high proportion of all Malmsbury bluestone 

structures are, or were, located in the Malmsbury district alone (30%). Melbourne 

accounts for a further 22%, 29% are spread over the rest of Victoria and 18% interstate 

and overseas. All the identified ruins are in the Malmsbury district which, in addition to 

that district’s demolished structures, accounts for nearly one fifth (18%) of Malmsbury 

district bluestone structures. The rest of the Malmsbury district sites are intact (63%) or 

undetermined (nearly 18%) thus suggesting more work would better document these 

sites. 

 

Category:

Extant 

(incl. part)

Demolished 

(incl. moved) Not determined Ruins Total Percent †

Place: *

Malmsbury & district 83 17 24 7 131 29.6

Melbourne 39 53 7 0 99 22.4

Other Victoria 71 18 40 0 129 29.2

NSW 9 3 8 0 20 4.5

SA 2 2 1 0 5 1.1

TAS 11 1 11 0 23 5.2

WA 6 8 3 0 17 3.8

NZ 10 3 2 0 15 3.4

Total of Interstate or overseas 38 17 25 0 80 18.1

Errors 3 0 0 0 3 0.7

TOTAL 234 105 96 7 442 99.9

Percent † 52.9 23.8 21.7 1.6 100

† To nearest 0.1%

* Malmsbury district is defined by Malmsbury, Kyneton, Lauriston, Edgecombe, Carlsruhe and Taradale. Melbourne 

suburbs are included in 'Other Victoria'
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The pressures of progress in Victoria’s capital city have had a greater impact in terms of 

demolition (54%) than for the rest of Victoria (14%, including Malmsbury district) even if 

the undetermined sites from the rest of state are included as demolished (total of 38%). 

Tasmania, NSW and New Zealand sites (4%, 15% and 20% demolished respectively) 

have fared better although the former may be high if all the relatively higher proportion of 

undetermined sites have also been lost (total of 52%). In total, more than a fifth (21%) of 

the interstate and overseas sites have been lost, and a further third (32%) require further 

work. 

 

Next the Extant, Error, Not determined and Ruin structures were categorised into the 

type of significance attributed to them with respect to heritage registers and overlays. A 

small number of sites which feature more than two distinct examples of Malmsbury 

bluestone use (for example, the two phases of building Malmsbury Town Hall) are still 

regarded as one site. Demolished sites were regarded as having no status, except where 

the bluestone portion was moved to a new site. The five categories are:  

State: Listed on a state register (National in the case of NZ) 117 

Local:  On a council schedule to a heritage overlay as an individual 

item. Does not include buildings also on a state register. 

Local – precinct: On a council schedule to a heritage overlay only as part of a 

precinct 

Nil: A structure is known to be standing but no precise details of 

significance on any register or overlay was found 

Not determined: Insufficient data to identify the building location or name 

 

Sites classed as Not determined in (Table 46) where only a portion of the site contains 

bluestone, can vary in their level of heritage status. Individual graves in cemeteries rarely 

have specific heritage status, but the cemetery itself can have a specific significance 

statement or ranking, the citation for which does not mention any of the graves 

containing Malmsbury bluestone. Similarly, while a specific heritage precinct can 

encompass the bluestone structure, the nature of such precincts means the presence of 

that structure is not always acknowledged or it may include ruins; thus, demolished sites, 

especially in Malmsbury district, can have Local heritage status. 

 

 
117 In New Zealand, all sites designated as Category 1, Category 2 or Historic Areas on the Heritage New 

Zealand website are of national significance but there is no equivalent to Australia’s State significance. 
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The five levels of significance cover 344 of the 442 Malmsbury bluestone sites. A 

summary of the heritage status of these 344 sites is shown in Table 47. 

 

Table 47: Heritage significance of 344 surviving Malmsbury bluestone sites by location 

 

 

This data highlights that most Melbourne sites have State significance while sites in 

Malmsbury district and the rest of Victoria are more likely to appear on local heritage 

overlays, if at all. Interestingly, two sites which were demolished, and the Malmsbury 

bluestone portion moved to a new location have since gained State significance.118 The 

highest proportions of Nil heritage status appear in Tasmania (45%) and Malmsbury 

district (35%). Interstate and overseas sites are more likely to have State significance 

(National in New Zealand) than local significance. 

 

Hidden in these figures is the fact that of 31 sites in the Malmsbury district that were 

classed as Agricultural (Figure 57) only four have any heritage significance at all.119 In 

addition, the only reason some of the quarries have any heritage status is because they 

lie within the Malmsbury township precinct (HO138). This, in conjunction with the high 

 
118 Sites AdlS_002 and MelV_033. 

119 These four sites are LauV_006, LauV_021, LauV_016 and EdgV_016. The others are EdgV_005, 
EdgV_006, EdgV_007, EdgV_008, EdgV_009, EdgV_010, EdgV_013, EdgV_014, EdgV_015, EdgV_017, 
EdgV_018, EdgV_022, EdgV_023, LauV_001, LauV_007, LauV_009, LauV_017, LauV_018, LauV_019, 
LauV_022, LauV_023, LauV_024, LauV_025, LauV_026, LauV_028, LauV_030 and LauV_031. 

Category: State (AUS)

or

National (NZ)

Local Local 

precinct

Nil Not 

determined

Total Percent 

†

Place: *

Malmsbury & district. 12 25 35 41 3 116 33.7

Melbourne 35 5 3 5 0 48 14

Other Victoria 44 43 9 14 3 113 32.8

NSW 5 7 0 4 1 17 4.9

SA 4 0 0 0 0 4 1.2

TAS 0 0 11 10 1 22 6.4

WA 5 2 0 2 0 9 2.6

NZ 8 0 0 1 3 12 3.5

Total of Interstate or 

overseas

22 9 11 17 5 64 18.6

Errors 2 1 0 0 0 3 0.9

TOTAL 115 83 58 77 11 344 100

Percent † 33.4 24.1 16.9 22.4 3.2 100

This includes the demolished but relocated Malmsbury bluestone

† To nearest 0.1%

* Malmsbury district is defined by Malmsbury, Kyneton, Lauriston, Edgecombe, Carlsruhe and Taradale. 

Melbourne suburbs are included in 'Other Victoria'
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proportion of sites within the Malmsbury local heritage precinct that are not listed as 

separate structures (35 of a total of 116) reflects the minimal amount of work that has 

been done to study and record the broader bluestone heritage of this landscape. 

Consequently, little understanding has previously been gained on how having a local 

stone source influenced the design and form of domestic and local agricultural 

structures. Some extant structures are at immediate risk because they are absent from 

heritage overlays. Hughes’s farmhouse and barns (EdgV_010), for example, show two 

types of stone wall construction methods; coursed random rubble and squared rubble. A 

rarer example of uncoursed stonework can be seen in the former Kyneton Methodist 

church.120 Collating such details demonstrates that any comparative work done between 

a proposed nomination, and those existing on a register or overlay, will be done so 

against a non-representative sample of agricultural use of bluestone. 

 

Table 48: Summary of the acknowledgment of presence of Malmsbury bluestone in 255 
significant structures 

 

 

The final assessment of the Malmsbury bluestone sites was an examination of the 

degree to which the presence of the bluestone was acknowledged in the citations or 

overlays of those 255 buildings with heritage significance (Table 48). The local-level 

heritage overlays available online mostly contain miniscule amounts of detail and the 

only mention of bluestone is in the title of the structure (e.g. Bluestone school). In the 

case of one structure, the Stawell Court House (StwV_001), the local heritage study, 

which is not available online, records the presence of Malmsbury bluestone but the VHR 

citation does not include this detail.121 

 

 
120 Discover Historic Kyneton, Discover Historic Kyneton, 23. 

121 Wendy Jacobs et al., Shire of Northern Grampians -Stage 2 Heritage Study, 2004: Place SL/255. 

Significance: National 

(NZ) † *State Local

Local 

Precinct TOTAL

Degree of acknowledgement:

Nil 6 69 5 2 82

No details available (only online overlay) 0 9 64 46 119

Incorrectly identified as another stone (granite) 0 3 1 0 4

Incorrectly identified as Malmsbury bluestone 0 2 1 0 3

Stone 0 1 2 0 3

Basalt or bluestone † 1 22 8 0 31

Malmsbury bluestone * 1 12 0 0 13

TOTAL 8 118 81 48 255

† This one in NZ listed as Melbourne bluestone

* In the case of one of the 12 state listings of Malmbury bluestone, the stone was only recorded in the associated 

local heritage citation
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Of the 255 remaining sites only 13 (5%) have any recognised Malmsbury bluestone 

content. In addition to this, four citations have misreported the type of stone which 

feature in them. These are the Orange Court House (OrgN_001 – the citation says 

granite flagging/paving), the Haynes, Robinson & Cox offices in Perth (Phoenix 

Chambers, PerW_010 – the citation says granite base) the United Steam Navigation 

Company Offices (P&O Building) in Fremantle (FreW_003 – the citation says granite 

base) (Figure 27) and the St Kilda Boer War memorial (StkV_008 – the citation says 

granite-clad plinth). 

 

In the last three cases images clearly show the base is bluestone.122 This suggests that 

occasionally there is misidentification of stones, especially interstate where the structures 

are large distances from Malmsbury or Victoria where knowledge of bluestone is 

widespread. Seven other examples were found in contemporary newspapers of 

Malmsbury bluestone being described as granite but as all of these are either 

demolished, had nil significance or were only identified on local heritage overlays, it is 

impossible to tell if the original misreporting has influenced this misidentification of 

stone.123 A suitable visual guide to identifying stone types used in Australia, prepared 

with both geologists and historians in mind, and taking in all forms of dressing and 

processing, and containing lists of structures across Australia, could prevent such 

mistakes. 

 

Other citations avoid the whole subject of the Malmsbury bluestone portion of a structure 

altogether. While the materials contained in base courses of buildings are often 

mentioned, in the case of the VHR citation for the Melbourne Court of Appeal (MelV_080, 

Crown Solicitors Office), the base course is not even described.124 Foundation stones of 

Malmsbury bluestone in other structures are also rarely mentioned in heritage citations, 

even though the laying of that stone is recorded.125 

 
122 “Perth City -The Esplanade,” Photographs of Perth, Western Australia, accessed April 14, 2019, 

http://www.mingor.net/localities/perth-esplanade.html; “Alfred Square, St Kilda,” Wikipedia, The Free 
Encyclopedia, accessed April 14, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Square,_St_Kilda. 

123 Sites AukZ_001; BkwV_003, HetV_001, MelV_021, MryV_002, OmeV_001 and SthV_002. See: 
“Knox Presbyterian Church,” Auckland Star (NZ), November 30, 1898, 6; “Blackwood,” Bacchus Marsh 
Express, August 12, 1899, 3; “The Aitken Memorial,” McIvor Times and Rodney Advertiser (Heathcote), 
November 27, 1902, 3; “A History of the Bijou Theatre,” Geelong Advertiser, April 24, 1889, 4; “A 
Remarkable Tomb,” Albury Banner and Wodonga Express (NSW), November 20, 1908: 32; “Diocese of 
Sale,” Advocate (Melbourne), March 7, 1903, 17–18; “New School for South Melbourne,” Advocate 
(Melbourne), February 1, 1923, 16–17. 

124 Heritage Council Victoria, Court of Appeal, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage 
Register Number H1478, accessed November 4, 2018. 

125 “Boulder Town Hall," Western Australia - State Heritage Register, 2018, accessed 2018 
http://www.stateheritage.wa.gov.au/state-heritage-register. 
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The figures presented above demonstrate how the current system of data collection and 

presentation of heritage structures in Australia often masks the presence of an 

internationally-used stone in heritage structures, the contemporary use of which was 

widely reported in a diverse number of publications. A study of any other building stone 

or other building material would probably reveal the same result, suggesting a lack of 

collection and presentation and sharing of information to permit a better understanding of 

such materials, and their role in our history and built heritage. Malmsbury bluestone 

features in several state-significant buildings across Australia and New Zealand that are 

recognised as important to our above-ground heritage. Instead of a stone having little or 

no significance in history, this study of Malmsbury bluestone reveals untidy holes in the 

whole heritage assessment process, with other material left behind as both waste and 

reminders of a former glory. These holes, and suggestions on how to fill them, form the 

final phase of this study. 

 

Backfilling the Holes 

 

What is needed is a change in the course of history – a way to backfill the holes in 

history with something more substantial than unwanted stone and permit a fresh 

interpretation and understanding of bluestone heritage. Modern technology provides 

wonderful opportunities for filling information vacuums. South Australia and NSW, for 

example, have a single online database that provides information on heritage sites and 

identifies the statutory body (State, municipality) under which they are protected.126 

Rather than being provided by default the digital VHR has similar information for specific 

councils, where this information has been provided. This probably stems from the VHR 

being maintained under the Heritage Act 2017, whereas local heritage overlays are a 

planning instrument via the Planning and Environment Act 1987.127 By not presenting all 

detailed local heritage citations online through a central database, or digitizing all 

previous heritage studies, the public (including historians and heritage professionals), 

has limited access to information which can inform and educate on a wide range of 

subjects relevant to our nation’s history and heritage. 

 
126 “SA Heritage Register,” South Australia Department for Environment and Water; New South Wales, 

“Search for NSW Heritage,” Office of Environment and Heritage, n.d. 
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/heritagesearch.aspx (accessed November 2018). 

127 Heritage Act 2017 (No. 7 of 2017) (VIC), s. 57; Planning and Environment Act 1987 (No. 45 of 1987) 
(VIC); Victoria, “Heritage Overlays,” DELWP, 2018, accessed December 29, 2018, 
https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/legislation/heritage-overlays. 
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There is also a dearth of 

information on the process by 

which the total pool of Malmsbury 

bluestone structures disappeared. 

In twentieth century Malmsbury, for 

example, as the town went into 

decline, the value of local 

properties plummeted and several 

were bought cheaply for the 

building materials when the cost of 

erecting a new building was much 

greater.128 Tucker’s store was 

demolished in 1920 to permit the 

building of the present Catholic 

Church.129 A tender of £4 for the 

demolition of the Anglican Sunday 

school because of its condition 

was accepted in 1897 but some 

last-minute fundraising permitted 

restoration works and it then 

survived until the 1960s.130 Dr 

Davy’s bluestone dispensary and the former bluestone Wesleyan church have escaped 

ruination by retaining a useful purpose.131 Others like Prendergast’s and Dobson’s 

bluestone cottages have quietly slipped away, barely existing in living memory.132 Where 

all this stone went to is currently unknown, but we can learn from what happens when we 

devalue stonework. 

 

 
128 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, February 24, 1894, 3; “Auction Sales,” Kyneton Guardian, December 

7, 1895, 2; sites MalV_038 and MalV_012; “Offered by Auction,” Kyneton Guardian, February 24, 1900, 2; 
“Malmsbury Items,” Kyneton Guardian, March 9, 1909, 2; site MalV_048; “New Handsome Villa,” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 9, 1905, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, March 31, 1917, 2; Kyneton Guardian, April 
17, 1917, 3; Sale of the Newmarket Hotel,” Kyneton Guardian, October 11, 1906, 2; site MalV_011. 

129 “New Church at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 31, 1920, 2. 

130 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, June 12, 1897, 3; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, July 1, 1897, 2; 
“Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, October 23, 1897, 3; site MalV_022. 

131 PROV, VPRS 28/P3, Unit 702, Item 149/487, Probate Samuel E Hooppell; sites MalV_024 and 
MalV_036. 

132 Sites MalV_065 and Malv_046; Roslyn Stevens, interview with author, 2018. 

 
Figure 73: Hughes’s farmhouse, Edgecombe 
parish 
Top: Ruin in 2014. Bottom: Same building in 2018 
after restoration by a new owner. 
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Historian Robyn Annear’s classic A City Lost & Found: Whelan the Wrecker’s Melbourne, 

describes the fate of some of Melbourne’s former landmarks, and thus some Malmsbury 

bluestone: back to its birth place, the quarries which pockmark the ancient basalt 

landscape.133 Both Annear and historian Peter Spearritt have recorded the role that taste, 

as opposed to need, has played in demolition, sometimes resulting in long-term vacant 

sites.134 Clearly bluestone buildings fell out of taste at Malmsbury after 1900; hence their 

reduced value. But a renewed interest after 1960 has seen the restoration of Blyth’s Mill, 

Hughes’s farmhouse (Figure 73), the old blacksmith’s forge (Figure 71) built from the 

earlier demolition of the Coliban Hotel, and Kent’s bluestone cottages in Clowes 

Street.135 All the buildings need to do is bide their time until the right person, one who 

values the ghosts of past owners and occupants, reverses the trend. When there is a 

chance of a new life, the information vacuum needs to be filled quickly to maintain rather 

than hinder, the momentum. 

 

Demolition by neglect is a positive action: someone decides not to maintain and repair 

buildings. Councils currently have the right to interfere when the owner of a building on a 

local heritage overlay applies to change the building to make it more relevant to present 

and future lives, but cannot interfere when someone does not apply for permission to 

allow it to decay. Those with the desire to ensure buildings are maintained and relevant 

are penalised or held under scrutiny while the neglecting demolishers face no 

consequences. In considering the concept of heritage from below, Victorians do not need 

permission from Heritage Victoria or municipal councils to appreciate our bluestone 

heritage. Kyneton and Malmsbury, amongst other places, are big open-air bluestone 

museums accessible to the general public; a public who can decide for themselves what 

is significant. In this bluestone example, heritage from below can take on another 

meaning – look at the entire building from the base upwards to obtain a deeper cultural 

understanding of our buildings and industrial heritage. It also requires us to ask – is this 

all there was? We have already lost a considerable portion of our bluestone heritage, but 

we are oblivious to it because we have never been shown the complete picture. 

 

Noticeable, too, is the absence of any labour history in statements of significance for 

Malmsbury bluestone. Neither of the publicly-available VHR citations for the Malmsbury 

 
133 Annear, A City Lost & Found. 

134 Ibid., 231; Spearritt, “Money, Taste and Industrial Heritage”, 38. 

135 Stevens, History of Malmsbury (1987), 24; John T Collins, Malmsbury. Old Buildings, Street behind 
Catholic Church. [picture], State Library of Victoria, 1976; John T. Collins, Malmsbury. Old Mill. [picture], 
State Library of Victoria, 1963; sites MalV_012, EdgV_010, MalV_010 and MalV_033. 
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viaduct and the Malmsbury station includes details of the symbolism of structures for the 

labour struggles of the stonemasons and railway workers for fair working conditions.136 

While labour and railway historians will recognise the role of the masons, quarrymen and 

navies in the construction of this railway, these generally are not the people who write 

the citations for the surviving structures. The citations mention the name of the 

contractor, the key design features and its significance to architecture only, and 

disregard those who died working to create it, the variation in stone dressing techniques 

and the role of the railway in distributing the local stone to the rest of the country. That 

Malmsbury was a labour hot-spot in a sea of farming and business conservatives was 

not reported in the 1990 Shire of Kyneton Conservation (Heritage) Study which suffered 

from the absence of detailed information, due in part to the lack of a well-established and 

resourced historical society at Malmsbury.137 This, like the bluestone ruins, can be 

reversed. 

 

The anticipated centenary of World War One created an ANZAC bandwagon as 

incitements to national pride swept across the nation. This resulted in funding for books 

and events which examined memorials, events, avenues of honour, and celebration of 

the role of district service people.138 Apart from Labour Day holidays originally designed 

to celebrate the eight-hour day movement, there is no appreciable commemorative event 

around which the appreciation of a building stone can be formed. In Victoria at least, this 

public memorial has disassociated into meaningless Moomba celebrations which barely 

recognise why Victorians have a public holiday. Should a new cause be found, and a 

similar bandwagon be drawn through the streets calling out and awakening our national 

consciousness, there is no doubt that the same sense of pride could be regained for 

stoneworkers and Malmsbury bluestone. 

 

There are strong demonstrated links between most of the surviving bluestone cottages at 

Malmsbury and the local quarrymen and stonemasons but this is barely recognised.139 

Malmsbury district bluestone houses are more likely to have documented histories if they 

 
136 Heritage Council Victoria, Malmsbury Railway Station, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian 

Heritage Register Number H1574, accessed October 21, 2018; Heritage Council Victoria, Malmsbury 
Railway Viaduct, Victorian Heritage Database Report: Victorian Heritage Register Number H1434, accessed 
October 21, 2018. 

137 Malmsbury Historical Group was established in 1987 and incorporated as a Society in 1990, see: 
“About Us,” Malmsbury Historical Society Inc., n.d., accessed October 20, 2018 
http://home.vicnet.net.au/~malmhist/index_Page392.htm. 

138 For example, see Inglis, Sacred Places. 

139 Sites MalV_025, MalV_027, MalV_028, MalV_009, MalV_003, MalV_052. 
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had notable owners and occupants such as doctors.140 In contrast the bluestone cottages 

in and around Malmsbury inhabited by stoneworkers or farmers remain poorly 

documented even though they played a part in their construction, sometimes as owners 

of quarries. This occurs when a building needs to be significant in order to preserve it. 

Greater significance is placed on what noted historian Manning Clark termed ‘those 

monuments in stone and brick to bourgeois civilization’,141 and a member of the medical 

professional appears to bolster citations. 

 

As the demand for, and numbers of, stoneworkers declined, they lost their loud voice in 

the historical discourse on the work and heritage of stone. Without this voice in Victorian 

history keeping the skills of quarrying and stonemasonry alive, the majority of those 

studying and recording history, and legislating for and participating in the preservation of 

heritage have so far achieved what the Supreme Court, Cornish and Bruce and Crown 

Lands Department attempted over many decades – to silence quarrymen and 

stonemasons and their heritage. Inglis, we have seen, demonstrated one means by 

which this was achieved through war memorials.142 

 

As Davison pointed out in 1991: 

 

When heritage consultants come to town they always inspect the buildings, but they do not 

always consult the locals. There is a danger, therefore, that the buildings they identify will 

not necessarily reflect the community’s own sense of its past.143 

 

Large, ornate stone buildings designed professionally by a notable architect for a notable 

customer are highly favoured in contrast to a humble bluestone farmhouse where 

knowledge of the designer, builder or resident is barely known, or there are insufficient 

funds to entice heritage professionals to find out. Even assuming the ‘democratically-

inclined social historian’144 does wish for local heritage to reflect all the people, paid work 

to research a historic mansion will naturally take precedence over voluntarily recording 

the unloved ruins of a farmhouse. Heritage professionals can seek and earn more 

substantial funding and better access to resources than historical societies, but can 

 
140 D. G. M. Francis, Historic Kyneton: Guidebook and Map with Walking Tours (Kyneton: Macedon 

Ranges Shire Council, 2002), sites 2, 5–6, 23, 25-26, 28, 32, 46, 54–5; Discover Historic Kyneton, Discover 
Historic Kyneton, 25, 32, 39, 68–9, 71, 79–81; Stevens, History of Malmsbury (1974), 39, 60. 

141 Clark, Short History of Australia, 161. 

142 Inglis, Sacred Places. 

143 Davison and McConville, A Heritage Handbook, 11. 

144 Ibid., 11. 
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similarly have a pre-determined bias in what they examine, defined in part by local 

government policy, lack of transparency and lack of public information and awareness. 

Greater overlap is needed to ensure the bottom-up approach generates the results 

desired by all and not just by the top tier of the heritage business. 

 

This issue was still identified by heritage professionals as a problem in 2001. One 

published article, warning about the methods of heritage consultation which are ideal for 

creating a ‘disaster’ in a local community, included ‘squeeze every bit of good will out of 

participants but give nothing back’.145 Sadly even today some have not learnt the lessons 

these wiser professionals were trying to impart. Heritage professionals are often not 

residents in the places they examine, and attitudes to historians or historical societies by 

some heritage professionals mean they risk capturing only part of the story. While one 

problem with local history is that it is seen as a less significant sub-section of state 

history, another is that to understand it well and research it means leaving the security of 

large metropolitan archives and libraries and venturing out to the country and using the 

local resources. This means more expensive travel for Melbourne and university-based 

researchers, and relying upon the skills, resources and knowledge of local historians or 

waiting decades until their resources have been digitised and they can access them for 

free. In the meantime, the crumbling continues. 

 

Raising the profile of labour’s role in the development of our built heritage requires a 

collective approach, such as in the Victorian goldfields. The whole theme of gold has 

permitted the protection of large spaces, such as the admission of the Castlemaine 

Diggings National Heritage Park to the VHR in 2003, and now drives the bid to have 

World Heritage Listing for the Victorian Goldfields.146 It can be argued that the whole 

process of miners demanding social changes through mining and voting legislation has 

given this movement a greater voice in comparison to quarrying.147 The sheer volume of 

mining history and heritage in Victoria has ensured that it has a loud voice. Mining law 

still acts in relative isolation to quarrying law. Even to this day the latter is referred to as 

extractive industries (‘sand, stone, clay’)148 as opposed to minerals, mining and mining 

 
145 Chris Johnston and Kristal Buckley, “Communities: parochial, passionate, committed and ignored,” 

Historic Environment 15, nos.1–2 (2001): 96. 

146 Federation University Australia, “Victorian Goldfields World Heritage Listing”. 

147 Heritage Council Victoria, Castlemaine Diggings National Heritage Park, Victorian Heritage Database 
Report: Victorian Heritage Register Number H2047, accessed October 17, 2018. 

148 “Earth Resources: Stone, sand and clay,” Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and 
Resources, 2015, accessed October 18, 2018, http://earthresources.vic.gov.au/earth-resources/victorias-
earth-resources/sand-stone-and-clay. 
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licences.149 In contrast there is no comparable “Footscray Quarries State Park” although 

some old Victorian quarries, such as Newport Lakes and Wilson Botanic Park at Berwick, 

are now local parks but not for the purpose of preserving stone heritage.150 The 

declaration of State parks relevant to mining also helps support the resulting mining 

heritage tourism at Sovereign Hill at Ballarat, Central Deborah Gold Mine at Bendigo, 

and Carman’s Tunnel at Maldon. 

 

Returning to the significance of Malmsbury bluestone and the contents of this thesis, in 

using Victoria’s heritage significance guidelines, we must accept that aspects of 

Malmsbury bluestone heritage meet Criterions A to H for State significance with respect 

to understanding important built state heritage, history, events, aesthetics, people, and 

its presence in rare or endangered sites. In reference to the exclusion guidelines, any 

structure which contains Malmsbury bluestone immediately shows a direct association in 

its fabric – the stone itself. Chances are, a failure to seek evidence to justify entry on the 

VHR contributes more to exclusion from the Register than the actual absence of 

evidence. All Malmsbury bluestone structures are unique if enough individual features 

are considered i.e. number of rooms, wall type, stone or brick quoins, roof type, 

construction period, who built it, how many floors, or bluestone chimneys. While this 

would currently be rejected as a string of qualifiers, in the current information vacuum we 

cannot categorically state that we know everything about bluestone chimneys, the 

various types of stone dressings or construction methods, where they were used, and 

when. 

 

It is the local communities and local historians who try to magnify the nearly-silent voice 

of the masons and quarrymen to an audible level. A small bluestone cottage built by a 

local mason, lived in by a quarryman, and treasured by the local community can be at 

risk because local significance is treated differently to State significance. In contrast to 

this, a historic bank with a bluestone-base course designed by a recognised architectural 

firm can be preserved because it is of State significance, even though the population of 

the State has never voted on the matter. These artificially-created constructs are then 

used to find objects which suit these guidelines, and thus preserve them, rather than ask 

why the cottage was valued in the first place and define its significance on those terms. 

 
149 “Earth Resources: Minerals,” Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, 

2015, accessed October 18, 2018 http://earthresources.vic.gov.au/earth-resources/victorias-earth-
resources/minerals. 

150 Andrew Shannon, “Newport Lakes Park,” Landscape Australia 22, no. 1 (2000): 85–6; “About Wilson 
Botanic park Berwick,” City of Casey, 2012, accessed October 18, 2018, https://www.casey.vic.gov.au/arts-
leisure/places-to-visit/wilson-botanic-park-berwick/about-wbp. 
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The real elephant in the room is the question of how a small town, from which a 

nationally-recognised and valued building stone originated and helped to build a state 

and nation, is only of local significance yet a single building into which only a small 

proportion of the population has ever entered, used, or maybe even seen, is of 

significance to the State? This thesis has demonstrated that the cultural capital used to 

identify, harvest, process and use stone was not a phenomenon of local origin; it was 

imported into the colony along with the rest of the original influx of the miners, bankers, 

squatters, artists and architects, and these skills were relocated to where they were 

needed most. This surely signifies State significance. 

 

The concept of Victoria’s heritage needs to be turned on its head. Instead of looking at 

individual buildings and only finding rarity in terms of designer, owner or key event in 

order to preserve them, they should also examine stone types, masonry skills, diversity 

of stone use or cultural diversity of the masons and quarrymen and allow an ancient form 

of heritage to be renewed. Many more buildings will be rare for few will contain the same 

range of features such as style of rubble wall construction. If the structures already lost, 

including the stonecutting technology, are also considered, those surviving can be seen 

in a different perspective. As more variables in features are considered, the diversity of 

our protected heritage will also expand. It is rare to find any two stone cottages alike in 

design, let alone the stone used, the people who lived in them and their history. If 

designs were more common our State’s heritage would have been one of ‘little boxes on 

the hillside’ a long time ago.151 Current criteria to define State significance give the 

appearance of being diverse and inclusive but until they consider the broader aspects of 

the stone industry as well, they will appear to be narrow, exclusive and elitist. Heritage 

from below, a broader acceptance of labour history and the history of locations are all 

needed to rebuild and repopulate our bluestone heritage and permit what Lowenthal 

says is an understanding of ‘what heritage means to myriad claimants, whose desires 

differ with culture, time and circumstance’.152 

 

Victoria, and Australia, needs a heritage system that is inclusive, not exclusive. It should 

incorporate the positives of legislation, training, funding, a sense of public ownership and 

respect for all classes of people and places. It can afford to lose the negatives of 

outsiders imposing decisions on communities and individuals without listening, providing 

 
151 “Little Boxes: Malvina Reynolds,” Genius Media Group Inc., accessed March 14, 2019. 

https://genius.com/Malvina-reynolds-little-boxes-lyrics; “Little Boxes,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, 
accessed November 11, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Boxes. 

152 Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade, 30. 
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second-rate protection to local heritage, and excluding the role of working classes from 

statements of significance. The latter is slowly becoming a reality, but there are still a few 

more holes waiting to be filled. 
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Chapter 11. Conclusion 
 

Holes 

 

This thesis aimed to expose and document holes or absences in the documenting of 

Malmsbury bluestone and determine if Malmsbury bluestone had a justified epithet of 

famous. A knowledge gap in three key areas - quarries, stone structures and 

stoneworkers – existed. Microhistory, biographical Total Reconstitution, and Landscape 

Analysis have exposed the quarries, when they were active, where and when the stone 

was used, and who worked with the stone. This major study makes a significant 

contribution to the historiography of Australian building stone and entire stone industries. 

The intricate inter-connectedness of these three areas also means the aggregate study 

is stronger than when individual parts are examined in isolation and demonstrates the 

importance of maintaining the links between humanity and heritage sites. In the context 

of limited data on Australian stones significant to human culture, the methodology 

illustrates how additional stones can be studied to expand our understanding. 

 

Science has described the stone and permits comparisons with similar stones to 

demonstrate what is, and is not, Malmsbury bluestone. i.e. a tholeiitic or transitional 

basalt. Before such classifications existed, the stone was favoured for its colour, 

workability, durability, availability and capacity to be sawn. While a broad 

historiographical landscape of stone can now accurately be painted, one corner remains 

incomplete. The exact process through which valuable stone resources were identified 

remains opaque. The locality of many of the quarries suggests a physical property 

derived from the cooling of lava under specific circumstances was a major influence. 

 

A major hole found is the poor acknowledgement through heritage studies and citations 

of the bluestone industry’s role in changing the Australian landscape (Table 48), and thus 

also our labour history. This hole has predominantly grown from a decline in stone use, a 

Melbourne-centric view of stone use, and a dearth of studies which focus on specific 

stones from the multiple perspectives demonstrated here; quarries, structures, workers, 

transport and technology. Unlike some non-building occupations such as butchers or 

bakers, structural heritage has directly resulted from the daily work of stoneworkers and 

provides a visible memorial to the fruits of past labours, if we learn to look at the details 

carved in stone. 
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A broad history of a specific stone has enabled detailed individual histories of component 

sites (quarries and structures) via a process of elimination from records in a major 

database, rather than approach all quarries or structures as single entities and miss 

relevant data. The quarries represent the co-operation between stoneworkers and 

landowners to support local employment and permit the diversification of farm production 

and income through exploiting a seemingly low-value rocky landscape. The Bendigo 

railway provided the vital impetus to the discovery of the stone and its use away from 

Malmsbury after the line opened in 1862. Bluestone-sawing began in Footscray in 1867 

and this, with the creation of supportive freight tariffs, encouraged export. The expanding 

rail network further distributed Malmsbury bluestone across Victoria over the following 

decades. 

 

Fame 

 

As demonstrated by this thesis, Malmsbury bluestone had a reputation and recognition 

comparable to other noted building stones such as Sydney sandstone and Harcourt 

granite. It was a valuable resource which contributed to the foundations of a colony 

reaping the financial rewards of the goldrush. Its properties made it a multi-functional 

material much-sought across Australia and New Zealand for diverse purposes. The loss 

of this fame was not the result of poor performance but of a reduced demand for a 

resource which was close to exhaustion and made redundant by new building trends and 

technology. 

 

The recounting of that fame equally diminished as the holders of that memory departed 

due to lack of employment and the effects of World War One. Without a story as 

enduring as the gold rushes, the absence of this fame from mid-to late twentieth century 

periodicals permitted an absence from Australian historiography and thus also from the 

documentation used by heritage professionals when measuring the significance of our 

built and cultural heritage. This study supports David Lowenthal’s argument that heritage 

‘exaggerates … omits … invents and … forgets, and thrives on ignorance and error’1 and 

provides an example of the Shifting Baseline Syndrome within a heritage context.2 

 

 
1 Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade, 121. 

2 Pauly, “Anecdotes and the shifting baseline syndrome”, 430. 
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Equally important, this thesis found no contradictions to the contemporary claims of 

fame; instead there was often an air of competition or disquiet in some places when 

Malmsbury bluestone was brought in from afar. Malmsbury, the source of this stone, is 

currently more recognised for the viaduct than the material which became a keystone for 

both. This structure is both a monument to labour and a magnificent bridge to a wider 

understanding of history and heritage, spanning the generations and the flow of time. 

 

Cultural Heritage 

 

The biographical method of Total Reconstitution of Malmsbury stoneworkers has 

revealed an otherwise undocumented cultural heritage of people from diverse 

backgrounds in an industry barely mentioned in Victoria’s, and Australia’s historiography. 

These men worked co-operatively from 1856 through to the early twentieth century to 

exploit a natural resource while avoiding their own exploitation by capitalists and 

negotiating a lack of legislation to protect their lives and livelihoods. This was a battle 

fought out on public and private land, via protests and in the courts, but throughout they 

retained their dignity and are undeserving of a condescending historical paradigm. 

 

The Malmsbury stoneworkers also played a vital role in supporting and maintaining 

important community cohesion, becoming significant town stalwarts. This thesis supports 

the assertions of Fahey, Mayne and Hunt that evidence-based research of individual 

communities and resource-based industrial centres reveals many facets of past 

communities that otherwise remain unknown.3 Detailed case studies refute any 

assumption that stoneworkers were illiterate, originated from a specific cultural 

background or were complacent in attempts to exploit them as a production force. Hunt 

concluded that while Springdallah hosted a diverse range of cultures, large numbers 

came from specific districts in England, Scotland and Wales and was not a focal point for 

the Cornish miners who featured strongly on other goldfields. This study parallels those 

findings. Significant proportions of Malmsbury stoneworkers came from Yorkshire, 

Lancashire and Dorset, suggesting that Victorian centres which required specific 

industrial skills attracted specific groups of immigrants. In contrast, however, unlike 

miners the Malmsbury stoneworkers were not active participants in the evolution of 

relevant legislation and regulation, but did fight to uphold their rights when required. 

 

 
3 Fahey, “Peopling the Victorian Goldfields”, 148–61; Fahey and Mayne, “All that Glitters,” in Gold 

Tailings; Hunt, “Mining a rich lode”, 300–9. 
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Malmsbury stoneworkers either permanently settled in Malmsbury or moved to other 

locations or colonies, while some returned to their birthplaces, showing that immigration 

to Victoria was not necessarily a one-off process when seen through the lens of 

employment. This study is an example of a disappearing industry, technology and way of 

life and demonstrates the means by which a town with an established quarrying industry 

also sought to survive the gold mining downturn. 

 

Change 

 

Critical Inquiry aims to interrogate and induce changes and this thesis has argued that 

change is certainly necessary and, most importantly, possible. Filling holes requires 

several steps. Attitudes to quarries versus structures with respect to history and heritage 

must change. While the former generates the latter, they are typically a forgotten element 

in the interpretation of built heritage and are a key means of understanding the cultural 

heritage of stoneworkers. 

 

Attitudes to State versus local history and heritage must alter to create a truly equitable 

discourse on Victoria’s history. What could have been argued to simply be a local history 

of a small Victoria town has exposed a topic of international significance which stands to 

‘challenge perceived wisdom about past events and particular ways of life’.4 The 

example of Malmsbury bluestone demonstrates that nothing that happens locally can 

only have a local impact. A now-quiet local railway station was the means by which a 

local stone was distributed nationally. Other similar stories may be ignored because they 

are believed to only be local history. 

 

A State-wide heritage database of all items on the various heritage registers and 

overlays, with detailed information on the assessments of significance and site histories, 

and how they relate to key natural resources is required to fill this large hole. Such a 

database would significantly support the shift in focus of historiographical discourse away 

from the monumental paradigm to one inclusive of labour and industrial history. 

 

Trove and digital archives have re-released Malmsbury bluestone’s fame from the once-

silent quarry of ideas. The digital age also permits the sharing of information between the 

 
4 Michael Bailey and Simon Popple, “The 1984/85 Miners: Re-claiming cultural heritage” in Heritage, 

Labour and the Working Classes, ed. Laurajane Smith, Paul A. Shackel and Gary Campbell (Abingdon 
(Oxon): Routledge, 2011), 21 
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heritage regime, historians and the public in ways never-before imagined. However, it 

also requires an appreciation of the importance of the subject of stone to ensure all 

material is accessible, appropriately or imaginatively catalogued, and thus retrievable. 

Stone may seem like a trivial term, but stone remains a part of our cultural heritage and 

must be treated the same as gold. The datasets generated via this study are a significant 

contribution towards the process of change. Transferring it to an online data-sharing 

network where it can expand and be utilised permits increased knowledge and supports 

the Heritage Stone Subcommission’s goal to demonstrate stones globally significant to 

human culture. Technology (portable XRF) now exists which could radicalise the way in 

which stones in a diverse range of structures can be identified and documented. Funding 

and resourcing such work are key limitations, however a shared database of the 

technical properties of building stones measured by such technology would expedite this 

identification process. 

 

If existing heritage regimes cannot be changed, there is now enough evidence to change 

the ranking of Malmsbury bluestone; proven to be a culturally significant stone used 

throughout Australia and New Zealand. If heritage is for the people, then it must be 

inclusive of all their individual heritages including that associated with Malmsbury 

bluestone. The spatial and temporal data on quarries and structures, and the associated 

analysis can now be incorporated into the heritage assessments of these places and 

influence informed decision-making over the heritage status of these sites. A change is 

needed in the pedagogy that currently excludes these aspects from heritage studies and 

site citations. A Malmsbury bluestone cultural heritage landscape would provide a more 

coherent approach to the interrelationships of quarries, people and structures than 

current approaches to Australia’s stone heritage. 

 

The protection, or lack thereof, of the remaining quarries has broad implications. 

Quarries are not just holes; they reflect the absence of what was in the hole, the men 

who created it, how they did so, and demonstrate what was not removed. Some sites 

were destroyed by road works, and some backfilled historically and recently. The only 

protected sites are those within the Malmsbury Heritage Precinct which gives no 

recognition of quarrying or stone heritage.5 Adding to heritage overlays requires the 

landowner’s permission, and without an ongoing sense of pride in the district’s quarrying 

 
5 “Schedule to Heritage Overlay,” DELWP Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme - Ordinance, April 26, 

2018, accessed October 25, 2018, http://planning-
schemes.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/463963/MacedonRanges_PS_Ordinance.pdf: 4, 11–
32. 
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heritage, all sites could face destruction. Current legislation permits quarrying to a depth 

of two metres with the ownership of the stone vested in the landowner, permitting the 

legal removal or destruction of valuable quarrying heritage. No consideration is given to 

future needs for restoration works, despite the current condition of Melbourne’s Prince’s 

Bridge being an example of this need.6 

 

In the interim, the concept of heritage from below suggests there is a strong role for the 

Malmsbury community to play in filling this information vacuum. Websites, Facebook 

pages, podcasts, heritage tours, and displays are ideal unrestricted methods open to the 

Malmsbury community to demonstrate the importance of this cultural landscape and 

reclaim the fame. While there is no tourism centre in Malmsbury, groups like the 

Historical Society and the Landcare Group have the capacity to advocate the 

significance and conservation of this cultural landscape. Interpretive signs, however, 

generally require negotiation with governments as does the improvements to local roads 

needed to permit visitors to explore the publicly accessible quarry areas. Access to 

private sites is a more difficult terrain to negotiate. 

 

Limitations 
 

There are limiting factors in the contribution made by this study. Spatial distribution of 

Malmsbury bluestone structures prevented the first-hand examination of all sites. 

Reliable second-hand examination requires the public, historians and heritage 

professionals to understand and accurately identify stone types. Online resources 

illustrating specific stones in both natural and built form would enhance site visits, as 

would databases which list and demonstrate the diversity of extant and demolished stone 

structures. There was no previous study with which to compare this thesis and future 

evidence-based work may reveal contradictory or new findings. With limited quarry or 

stone-specific archives, a diversity of secondary material, including seemingly unrelated 

hospital archives, can however validate other primary sources. It is hoped this study will 

provide impetus to the expansion of our knowledge on the historical and cultural use of 

stone. 

 

This thesis has demonstrated that a deep understanding of stone heritage is possible by 

using appropriate methodologies, as opposed to assessing the heritage of singular 

 
6 King, Princes Bridge Replacement Options. 
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entities with no correlating all-encompassing heritage study. We must also look beyond 

current facades and ask what used to be here and gain meaning from absences. The 

findings of this thesis have implications for local, state, national and international history, 

and for cultural heritage world-wide. There is a strong case for recognising a Malmsbury 

bluestone cultural landscape that encompasses the quarries, the structures and their 

cultural heritage. Holes were made when we wrote monumental histories. It is now time 

to restore what had been built and ensure our interpretation incorporates labour and 

industrial history. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Victorian and other law influencing quarrying, stoneworkers and bluestone use 

 
Following the protocols of citing legislation, the individual acts listed here are not listed in the thesis bibliography. Most of these original acts 
were, however, downloaded from: “Victorian Historical Acts,” AustLii, n.d., accessed from May 13, 2013, http://www6.austlii.edu.au/cgi-
bin/viewdb/au/legis/vic/hist_act/. 

Year / 
Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

1828 NSW Servants and Laborers Act 1828 
(No. 9) (NSW) 

Imprisonment for any “servant” absent from contacted work, refusing to complete contract or 
absconding from an employer. 

1845 NSW Masters and Servants Act 1845 
(No. 27) (NSW) 

Certificate of discharge from previous employer required before contracting with new 
employer/work or taking on new servants. 

1846 NSW Act for Regulating the Sale of 
Waste Land belonging to the 
Grown in the Australian Colonies 
(1842: 5 & 6 Vict., Chapter 36) 

Enacted by Queen Victoria in 1842, passed in NSW in 1846, Government owns “unsettled lands” 
including Port Phillip district; ability to lease Crown land for quarrying. 

1849 Melbourne Building Act 1849 (No. 
39) (NSW), s. 4, schedule C. 

A measure to control fires spreading from one wooden building to another. Party walls to be ‘of 
sound bricks or of stone or of such bricks and stone together laid in and with mortar or cement is 
such manner as to produce solid work’. Regulations under this act appeared by 1865 e.g. town lots 
in South Melbourne offered by the Crown came with the stipulation that ‘residences erected must 
be of stone or brick in compliance with Melbourne Building Act’ and Prahran Council prohibiting the 
use of combustible materials in walls of buildings within 80ft of the street in certain streets in 1888. 

1852 VIC Masters' and Servants' Acts 
Continuation Act 1852 (No. 6) 
(VIC) 

Masters and Servants Act NSW to be extended to Victoria. 

1853 VIC An Act for making and improving 
Roads in the Colony of Victoria 
1853 (No. 40) (VIC) 

Establishment of Central Roads Board, right to quarry stone to procure materials for road making; 
proclamation of Main roads, Central & District road boards to construct, improve, manage and 
maintain roads. 
Sections 6 and 47: District road boards can be appointed to a particular region; the Central Road 
Board managed that region’s district, parish and crossroads until such board formed. 

1854 VIC An Act for the establishment of 
Municipal Institutions in Victoria." 
1854 (No. 15) (VIC) 

Only males & ratepayers (occupants) can vote. Councils to have care & management of roads 
public streets paths … & public thoroughfares. 
Council may not interfere with buildings, structures and reserves, not erected by council and 
exempted from jurisdiction of council by state proclamation [e.g. cemetery]. 
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Year / 
Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

1854 VIC An Act to Amend an Act intituled 
"An Act for Making and Improving 
Roads in the Colony of Victoria." 
1854 (No. 29) (VIC) 

Sets Road Board levy rates. Toll funds sent to Central Roads Board & to be spent upon repairs. 

1857 VIC An Act to establish a Board of 
Land and Works 1857 (No. 31) 
(VIC); 

Central road board abolished, and powers of Commissioner of Public Works and Surveyor General 
to be transferred to new board of Land and Works. 

1857 VIC An Act for amending the Laws 
relative to the Gold Fields 1857 
(No. 32) (VIC), s.12. 

"Mine" defined as any mode of method whereby soils or earth or any rock disturbed to obtain gold, 
"mining purposes" means purpose of obtaining gold by any such mode or method. 
Reinforced the right of the Crown to ‘all sand, clay, stone, gravel and indigenous timber where 
needed for construction or repair of roads, bridges, railroads etc.’ 

1862 VIC Real Property Act 1862 (No. 140) 
(VIC) 

Creation of Torrens Titles (compared to Old of General Law system) i.e. a new system of private 
land records. Lands directly alienated from the Crown were recorded on a single title (with volume 
and folio numbers). Notices of applications to transfer previously alienated land to Torrens Titles to 
be advertised. Titles do not record leases or prices. 
NB: Once a title folio is full it becomes an Historic Title and a new title number is issued. 

1862 The Land Act 1862 (No. 145) 
(VIC). 

Two divisions of ‘licenses for industrial enterprise’ to obtain and remove stone. One gave exclusive 
right to occupy the Crown land and was only issued by the Board of Land and Works. The other 
gave temporary access to the stone to be removed, which could be issued by local officers under 
the authority of the Board. 
The latter cost 5s/week, but no blasting or excavation was permitted, works could not go deeper 
than 20in and the licence only applied to one person. 
Rules for advertising the creation of stone reserves were devised, however details of the licences 
issued for the purposes of quarrying were not published in the Victoria Government Gazette. 

1863 An Act to establish Road Districts 
and Shires and generally to 
provide for the administration of 
local affairs without the limits of 
Boroughs 1863 (No. 176) (VIC), 
ss. 44-48, 215, 219, 222 

Upon the formation of Road Districts, Shires or Municipal Councils they became responsible for 
maintaining all roads within their boundaries, including main roads. Governor could order the 
construction of new main roads by the district board or council, partially reimbursing them upon 
completion, from consolidated revenue. Councils had the power to enter land to procure materials 
necessary for roads without payment, except compensating for damage to land. Existing roads 
could not be damaged to procure such materials. 
Sections 44-48. Defined the voting rights of burgesses. If the rated value of the property divided by 
the number of occupants was an amount less than £10, the number of eligible voters was 
determined by the largest number the value of the property could be divided by to create an 
amount of £10 or more (e.g. £40 divided by 4 people). 
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Year / 
Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

1864 Masters and Servants Statute 
1864 (No. 198) (VIC) 

No responsibility to employers for injuries to their employees 

1865 The Amending Land Act 1865 (No. 
237) (VIC); 

Regulations under the Land Act 1862 were altered in 1868 when the Board of Land and Works 
were authorised to issue licences to occupy up to 0.5ac of Crown land ‘in the vicinity of Footscray 
for obtaining and removing stone therefrom’. The number of men quarrying and shipping stone 
from the licensed site was limited to six and the associated £10 annual fee was payable quarterly in 
advance. 

1865 Fences Statute 1865 (No. 239) 
(VIC) 

Did not require people “temporarily” occupying Crown Lands to share the cost of boundary fences. 

1865 Mining Statute 1865 (No. 291) 
(VIC) 

Local councils exercised a right to permit miners to work upon or under public roads. Consent was 
obtained from the Board of Land and Works if the Board managed the road. Mining could not injure 
adjoining property or obstruct the road. 

1866 Transfer of Land Statute 1866 (No. 
301) (VIC) 

Crown lands unalienated at that time to be registered under this Act when sold; notices of 
applications to transfer land to Torrens Titles to be advertised. 

1869 An Act to Amend and Consolidate 
the Laws relating to Municipal 
Corporations 1869 (Boroughs 
Statute) (No. 359) (VIC), ss. 281, 
305, 321, 412 

Similar to 1863 Act 
Right to procure road making materials from relevant Crown land reserves, and the right of councils 
to determine the level of streets. 
Municipal councils required to submit annual statistics, including quarrying statistics, to the 
Registrar General as directed. These statistics were compiled by the Government Statist and 
published annually in what became known as the Blue Books, or more officially known as Statistics 
of the Colony of Victoria. 

1869 The Land Act 1869 (No. 360) 
(VIC), s. 6, 45, 47 

Reserves whereby stone could be procured under licence - such sites could be ‘exempt from 
occupation for mining purposes or for residence or business under any miner’s right or business 
license’ unless the reservation was revoked. 
Land could be alienated from the Crown by auction, or by leases and licences for agricultural or 
pastoral purposes, exclusive of lands located within any ‘city town or borough’. Lands not alienated 
could be occupied under lease or licence for purposes other than pastoral or agricultural.  
Section 45: Leases could be issued for 3ac or less for terms up to 21 years for at least £5/annum 
for ‘obtaining [quarrying] and removing therefrom stone or earth’. Leases for more than seven 
years had to be advertised in the Victoria Government Gazette. 
Section 47: Leases or licences ‘to cut dig and take away any … gravel stone limestone … sand 
loam brick or other earth’; no stated requirement to publish in the Gazette. 
Regulation 15 permitted two divisions of such licences. In the case of a licence for obtaining and 
removing stone, the fee was not less than £10/annum, payable quarterly and depended upon the 
‘area and position of the land and the value of the stone’. Area capped at 2ac, site to be enclosed 
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Year / 
Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

by a ‘substantial three-railed fence’ which remained the property of the Crown upon cessation of 
the licence. If the site abutted a public road, the slope of excavation from the edge of that road to 
the quarry bottom could not exceed a 1:1 ratio. Under the second division, the conditions for the 
removal of stone barely changed but regulations are imprecise as to whether they gave exclusive 
right to enter the land. Licences issued by ‘persons duly authorised’, fee 5s/week or £3/quarter. 
Restrictions remained on the depth of the excavation, the use of blasting and the licence being 
issued to a single person. 
Unlike the Goldfields Act 1857, there appears to be no provision in the Land Act 1869 for the 
circumstances under which the Government needed, for ‘’railways, roads, ... dams, reservoirs, … 
quarries, or any other public purpose’, to resume control of all or part of land occupied under lease 
or licence, however the regulations allowed for this under Section 49 licences. 
The anomaly in Land Act 1869 over the transfer of licences, and the exclusive right to access land 
held under a Section 47 licence, was corrected with the issuing of new regulations in 1873. 
Licences for removing and/or obtaining stone became Miscellaneous Licences. Upon approval by 
Board of Land and Works, and payment of a fee, the interest in a quarry licence was now 
transferable. Government could now resume control of Crown land for public purposes via new 
regulations for licences under Sections 19 (Selection) and 49 (Goldfields Residence and Cultivation 
licences, and Residence Area licences) but not under Sections 45 and 47. 

1872 An Act to amend the “Mining 
Statute 1865” 1872 (No. 446) 
(VIC). 

Lands granted and reserved in certain cases may be mined upon with the permission of the Board 
of Land and Works. 

1874 Fences Statute 1874 (No. 479) 
(VIC) 

Persons occupying Crown Land with licences under Part 2 of the Land Act 1869 were deemed to 
be “private” owners of land, but persons occupying land under the “Mining Statute” or a yearly 
licence of an Act pertaining to sale & occupation of Crown lands were exempt. Thus, under a 
“stone” licence, the occupant of Crown land could be forced to fence the area being excavated. 

1874 Local Government Act 1874 (No. 
506) (VIC), ss. 363, 370, 375, 386, 
thirteenth schedule (46) 

Similar to 1863 Act. Once proclaimed by the Governor, roads and streets were ‘absolutely 
dedicated to the public as a public highway’. Roads no longer required could be vested in the 
municipality in which they were located, and under certain circumstances sold with the municipality 
keeping the funds. In all other circumstances, land ‘reserved or proclaimed under any Land Act as 
a road street or highway is and shall be vested in the Crown’. 
Court of Mines has the power to restrain the undermining of streets. Crown could reclaim for public 
purposes land licensed under any Land Act, including quarries under Section 47 

1877 The Regulation of Mines Statute 
(No. 583) (VIC) 

Defined owner, mining manager, mine and machinery for the purposes of regulating workplace 
safety, inspecting machinery, blasting, age and gender of workers, and responsibility for employer 
to compensate injured employees through contraventions of the Act 
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Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

1883 The Local Government Act 
Amendment Act 1883 (No. 786) 
(VIC), s. 29, 51 

Tramways constructed under this Act deemed to be permanent works  
Tramways may be constructed in any municipal district when authorised as provided by the Act; 
does not limit the rights of the owner or occupier of mines or minerals under or adjacent to tramway 

1884 The Tramways Act 1884 (No. 819) 
(VIC), s. 2 

Any private tramways constructed prior to 1884 deemed removable. 
Made provision for the council of any municipal authority to grant permission to a person or 
company to ‘lay down construct and maintain a tramway on along or across any street or road’ 
within its boundaries, on the proviso it met terms and conditions set down by the council and was 
not used to carry passengers or goods for hire. 

1884 The Local Government Amending 
Act 1884. (No. 831) (VIC), s. 8, 16 

Council can delegate authorised construction of a tramway under the 1883 Act to another party. 
Laying down of tracks of iron, steel, wood or stone were deemed to be permanent works. 

1890 Employers and Employés Act 
1890 (No. 1087) (VIC), s. 38–9 

Placed some liability on employers for injuries to employees; exceptions where a defect in the 
working conditions was known by the employer and employee, a person other than the employee 
was responsible for remedying the defect and the employee was injured while working under these 
conditions, or in the case where the employee had not notified the employer of the defect. 

1890 Factories and Shops Act 1890 
(No. 1091) (VIC), s. 4 

Did not apply to any factories, work rooms or shops other than those situated within any city town 
or borough; i.e. shires were excluded. Thus, any factory or workroom located in Malmsbury 
Borough had to be registered with the State government and approved by the Council from 1890, 
similarly any steam-driven machinery located within Malmsbury Borough had to be operated by a 
certified engine driver unless they had been in charge of it for 12 months prior to the 1890 Act.  

1890 
Local Government Act 1890 (No. 
1112) (VIC), ss. 401, 413. 

Similar to 1863 Act 

1890 Mines Act 1890. (No. 1120) (VIC), 
s 299, ss. 5, 19. 

Continued the right of local councils to permit miners to work upon or under public roads. 
Definitions covered only “gold” (as a definition to cover gold and silver) and mining being the 
process of obtaining gold. 
Private land was defined as that alienated before December 29, 1884, but this only considered gold 
and silver mining leases and licences. 

1890 Tramways Act 1890. (No. 1148) 
(VIC), s. 36 

Tramways constructed under this Act deemed permanent works 
Removed from the Local Government Acts the complications surrounding the delegation of powers 
to authorise and construct tramways, consolidating them into the one Act that gave powers to 
(most) councils to permit any tramways and approve private ones. 

1890 Mines Act 1890. (No. 2) (No. 1202) 
(VIC), s. 2 (2). 

Limited the rights to mine or extract metals and minerals once land was alienated. 
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Year / 
Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

1891 Mines Act 1891 (No. 2) (No. 1251) 
(VIC), s. 3. 

Crown owned gold and silver regardless of land ownership and reserved the right to issue gold and 
silver mining leases over all land in the State. Reclaimed the Crown’s ownership of minerals on 
unalienated land, allowing for any such land to be subsequently alienated.  

1897 Mines Act 1897; (No. 1514) (VIC), 
s. 67, 68 (1-2), 74–8, 128, 299 

Mining “machinery” definition included winding and pumping gear, tramways, tackle, blocks, ropes, 
tools ‘and all appliances of whatsoever kind used for the treatment of ores or for any mining 
purpose’. 
Section 67: Mineral or Minerals meant ‘all minerals ores and metals other than gold’, Earth defined 
as any ‘rock stone quartz clay sand and soil’ and Mining was the process by which gold and 
minerals was obtained. Separated gold from silver and made provision for the mining of the latter 
and all other minerals. 
Section 68: Further amendment the Crown’s right to minerals, claiming ownership on any Crown 
land alienated after March 1, 1892. 
Private land defined as that alienated prior to March 1, 1892. Purchasers did not own the minerals 
under the surface, and thus mineral leases could be imposed upon them. Owners of any land 
alienated before this were technically exempt from having mineral leases imposed upon them. 
Types of materials covered by mineral leases are silver, gypsum, clay, coal, tin, slate, pipeclay, 
wolfram, bismuth, iron ore, galena, copper, kaolin, turquoise and marble. By 1906 the only 
materials that might be considered building materials that were technically covered under mineral 
leases were slate and marble. 
No mining could commence on private land, until any compensation due for surface damage had 
been paid to the landowner; leases were not issued unless there was proof of an agreement for 
compensation. If no agreement could be reached, the Mining warden could determine the 
compensation payable. 

1900 Factories and Shops Act 1900 
(No. 1654) (VIC), s. 12(a), s. 15 
(13). 

Act amended to include ‘any clay-pit or quarry worked or used in connexion with, and occupied by, 
the occupier of any pottery or brickyard’. 
With respect to forming Special Boards for determining wages the Act covered ‘every city and town, 
and also to any borough or shire or part of a shire to which the determination may be expressly 
applied’. Triggered the formation in 1901 of the Stonecutters Board to regulate wages. 

1901 Lands Act 1901 (No. 1749) (VIC), 
s. 161 

Municipalities, with a Minister’s consent, had authority to enter Crown land to remove gravel, stone 
or sand ‘for the purpose of forming or maintaining any public road’ within the municipality boundary. 

1903 Local Government Act 1903. (No. 
1893) (VIC), s. 197(21). 

Councils could formulate and enact bylaws to regulate blasting and thus prevent fatal accidents. 

1907 Factories and Shops Act 1907 
(No. 2137) (VIC) 

Powers to establish Special Boards ‘in any specified process trade or business connected with the 
erection of buildings or quarrying (Used to establish the Quarry Board in 1909 to determine wages). 
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Year / 
Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

The operative area of the Act was extended in 1912 to the ‘Metropolitan district as defined … all 
cities and towns throughout the state of Victoria, the Boroughs of Eaglehawk, Geelong West, 
Newtown, Chilwell and Sebastopol, the Shires of Corio and Braybrook, and the Eastern Riding of 
Shire of Werribee’. 

1912 Country Roads Act 1912. (No. 
2415) (VIC), s. 23–8, 34–51. 

Formation of the Country Roads Board and alterations to the laws regarding Main roads. The 
responsibility remained with the State government to fund, control and manage roads; councils still 
undertook their construction and maintenance. State determined the benefit councils had received 
from the roads, levied them accordingly, and then distributed funds back to the councils who did 
the work, setting limits on the amounts they could spend. The Board gained the power to authorise 
the right to procure materials for making and maintaining main roads. 

1915 Factories and Shops Act 1915 
(No. 2650) (VIC), s. 4. 

Act was extended to cover the entire state. 

1915 Mines Act 1915 (No. 2698) (VIC), 
s 67, 329 [footnote (a)], 330, 401, 
410 (43) 

The general provisions for ‘Regulations and Inspection of Mines and Mining Machinery’ defined 
Mining “machinery” as including winding and pumping gear, tramways, tackle, blocks, ropes, tools 
‘and all appliances of whatsoever kind used for the treatment of ores or for any mining purpose’, 
whether powered by ‘steam water electricity oil gas or air’ (or any combination of these) 
Private land still defined as that alienated before December 29, 1884, however for the purposes of 
minerals the Crown remained the owner on land alienated after March 1, 1892. 
Minerals defined as ‘all metals other than gold and all minerals and mineral ores’ and Earth 
included ‘any rock stone quartz clay sand and soil’, but bluestone ruled to be a mineral in 1911. 

1921 Mines Act 1921 (No. 3155) (VIC) Regulations and Inspection of Mines and Mining Machinery’ of the Mines Act 1915 were extended 
to cover quarries. 

1941 State Development Act 1941 (No. 
4874) (VIC) 

State Development Committee was requested in 1957 to inquire into the state’s extractive 
industries to ‘ensure the protection and availability of the most suitable deposits of these materials’. 

1945 Employers and Employés Act 
1945 (No. 5090) (VIC), s. 34. 

Ruled that an employer could be responsible for an employee’s injuries resulting from the 
negligence of a fellow employee. 
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Year / 
Jurisdiction 

Title Subject/impact 

1966 Extractive Industries Act 1966 (No. 
7499) (VIC), s. 2, 18–19, 19 (2) (a, 
d). 

Legislation specifically covering quarrying, as independent to mining. 
extractive industry is ‘extraction from land down to a depth of more than six feet’, a quarry is ‘a pit 
or excavation made in land to a depth of more than six feet below the natural surface for the 
purpose of extracting stone’, and stone is defined as ‘sandstone, freestone, or other building stone 
basalt, granite, limestone or rock of any kind … slate [and] gravel’. 
Remove of all provisions relating to extractive industries from the Mines Act. 
Introduction of Extractive Industries licences for freehold land. 
Government could make regulations with respect to quarry operations and the health and safety 
and health of quarry employees or members of the public on freehold land where the Crown did not 
own the minerals. 
Regulations to control blasting and preventing quarries from ‘being a danger’. 

1967 Extractive Industries (Amendment) 
Act 1967 (No. 7632) (VIC), s 2 

All ownership rights in the Crown in stone as a result of earlier reservations shall henceforth vest in 
the landowner’. 

1980 Extractive Industries (Amendment) 
Act 1980. (No. 9373) (VIC), s. 2(2) 

Removed the jurisdiction of the 1966 Act over ‘the extraction or removal from land of stone that is 
less than two metres [6ft] below the natural surface of the land.’ 
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Appendix 2. Terms of local agreements for quarrying on private land 

 
Date Parties (QM/ Owner) Location / Terms Nature of Report 

CROWN LAND 

1858 Andrew Gray / Kyneton Council Kyneton / 1s 6d/perch for stone raised Council business. Refused due to an issue over street levels 1 

1884 Woods & Mailler / Shire of Kyneton Edgecombe / 2s 6d/man/week Council business. Refused – no details 2 

PRIVATE LAND 

1859 R Crawford / B Wheeler Not stated / £10/month, 3 months Court. Non-payment of rent 3 

1859 Josephs / Boyle Kyneton? /1s/load of all building stone taken Court. Malicious trespass, rent not paid, £10 damage done to land 4 

1867 Not stated / Maroney occupant / Brodie owner Malmsbury / Quarrying income of £2/month (= 

approx. 10s/week) 

Court. Rate assessment appeal 5 

1873 George Crawford & Mr Charles / George Gray Kyneton / Agreement for 6 men including Crawford, 

2s/week, hut on land leased for quarrying 

Court. Non-payment of rent 6 

1883 Joseph Sampson & John Wallis / Sullivan 

occupant / Hepburn [sic Shelton] Owner 

Malmsbury / 2s 6d/man, 3 men working Court. Rate assessment appeal, Sampson did not occupy the land 

other than to remove stone. Witness Hugh Milvain said, ‘the right to 

quarry was of no annual value whatever’.7 Dismissed 

1884 Sampson & Wallis / Trustees of Farm Malmsbury, Pennington Farm / Not stated, 

considerably higher than district average 

Advertisement. Tender for quarrying 8 

 
1 “Municipal Council,” Kyneton Observer, March 20, 1858, 2. 

2 “Kynetonshire Council,” Kyneton Guardian, August 13, 1884, 2. 

3 “Kyneton County Court,” Kyneton Observer, May 14, 1859, 2. 

4 “Police Intelligence,” Kyneton Observer, June 16, 1859, 2. 

5 “Police,” Kyneton Observer, November 16, 1867, 2. 

6 “Police,” Kyneton Observer, December 11, 1873, 3. 

7 “Malmsbury Police Court,” Kyneton Guardian, February 21, 1883, 2. 

8 “Tenders,” Kyneton Guardian, May 3, 1884, 3; Kyneton Guardian, May 24, 1884, 2. 
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1886 White and Eastham / Brereton & Salvation Army Edgecombe parish/ 2s 6d/man/week, 7 years Advertisement for sale of farm, Court 9 

1887 Michael Woods & Charles Mailler / Mary Olive Lauriston parish / £3/year, 4 years, 3s 6d/man/week General Law land lease memorial 10 

1887 David Munro / William Richey Carlsruhe (South Kyneton)/ 7s/fortnight/man (= 3s 

6d/week) 

Court. Underpayment of rent, dispute over definitions of quarrymen 

and scabblers 11 

1899 Not stated / Alexander Hardie Malmsbury / 5s/week/man Advertisement for sale of farm 12 

1919 Thomas Wallis / Kyneton Hospital Malmsbury, Pennington Farm/ 3s/week/man (3 or 4 

men) 

Hospital financial report as beneficiaries Pennington Estate 13 

 
 
  

 
9 “The Salvation Army Farm,” Kyneton Guardian, February 20, 1886, 2; PROV, VPRS 267/P7, Unit 653, Item 1886/1524 Barker vs. Eastham & Co. 

10 RGO, General Law archives, Book 338, Memorial 349, Mary Olive to Mailler and Woods, March 24, 1887. 

11 “Kyneton County Court,” Kyneton Guardian, November 26, 1887, 2. 

12 Kyneton Guardian, June 3, 1899, 3. 

13 “Kyneton District Hospital,” Kyneton Guardian, October 14, 1919, 4. 
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Appendix 3. Malmsbury district quarrying accidents 1858 to 1943 

 
YEAR LOCATION NAME AGE EXPERIENCED? NATURE MANAGEMENT OUTCOME SOURCES 

1858 Kyneton, old 
Police Paddock 

John Magget / 
Maggott 

23 No (intemperate) Working in front of large 
stone which fell onto his 
leg 

Working for 
Andrew Gray to 
quarry for a 
building contract 

Fatal, died before 
leg could be 
amputated 

“Local Intelligence.” Kyneton 
Observer, January 16, 1858, 2; 
“Local Intelligence.” Kyneton 
Observer, January 19, 1858, 2; 
PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 50, 
File 1858/63 

1860 Malmsbury Joseph 
Whitingslow / 
Whittingslow 

N/S N/S Explosion while 
inspecting a blast which 
was set but did not go 
off, victim knocked down 

N/S Non-fatal, but no 
other details 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Observer, November 3, 1860, 2 

1860 Malmsbury, 
railway works 

Mr Nelson N/S N/S Raising stone with 
crane, lost hold of 
handle which hit him on 
the head 

N/S (attended by 
doctor appointed to 
portion of the line) 

Non-fatal “Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Observer, November 17, 1860, 
2; “Accident at Malmesbury.” 
Argus (Melbourne), November 
19, 1860, 6 

1861 Kyneton, railway 
works 

Michael Maher 40 N/S Clearing earth from 
under large block of 
stone, which then fell 
and jammed him 
between two stones 

N/S but employed 
as railway labourer 

Fatal, severe 
internal injuries 

“Coroner’s Inquest.” Kyneton 
Observer, January 29, 1861; 
PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 93, 
Item 1861/073, Inquest Michael 
Maher [note one of inquest 
jurors was quarryman Patrick 
McCabe] 

1863 Malmsbury 
ballast quarries 

John Arnfield N/S (aged 
29 in 
1862) 

N/S (had been 
drinking, walked 
through machine 
room on way 
home) 

Suffocated by large 
piece of iron falling on 
him at the stone-
breaking machine 

N/S Fatal, found dead “Death by Suffocation.” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 29, 1863, 2; 
Kyneton Observer, July 30, 
1863, 2; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, 
Unit 129, Item 1863/656 Inquest 
of John Arnfield [MB Jury 
includes Isaac Moore, 
Christopher Westmoreland and 
William Duckworth]; Victorian 
Birth certificate no. 3050 of 
1863 for Harriet Arnfield 

1864 Kyneton, 
quarries near 
cemetery 

Edward Doyle 26 or 27 N/S Attending to miss-fired 
blast, exploded when re-
ramming 

N/S Non-fatal, injury 
to eyes and face 
disfigured 

“Quarrying Accident.” Kyneton 
Guardian, May 11, 1864, 3 
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YEAR LOCATION NAME AGE EXPERIENCED? NATURE MANAGEMENT OUTCOME SOURCES 

1864 Kyneton(?), road 
gravel quarry 

Walker N/S N/S Blast when off when 
ramming it home  

N/S Non-fatal, 
wounded to eye 
and both arms 

Kyneton Observer, November 
19, 1864, 3 

1865 Coliban/Lauriston 
area (near Main 
Road) 

George Halton N/S N/S Sudden explosion of a 
blast in quarry  

N/S Non-fatal; injuries 
to hand and arms 
and both eyes 

Kyneton Observer, September 
28, 1865, 2 

1865 Kyneton, 
quarries near 
cemetery 

Mr Reddin N/S N/S Injury to hand when 
quarrying stone 

N/S Non-fatal, injury 
to 2 fingers 

“Accident.” Kyneton Guardian, 
September 30, 1865, 2 

1870 Malmsbury, 
quarry hole in Mr 
Olive’s paddock 

George Henry 
West 

5 N/S Drowned in a water-filled 
quarry hole 

N/S Fatal, drowned Kyneton Guardian, September 
14, 1870, 2; PROV, VPRS 
24/P0, Unit 243, Item 1870/795, 
Inquest George Henry West 
[Note jury included Daniel and 
Isiah Olive and Denis O’Dea 
and James Woods] 

1872 Lauriston N/S N/S N/S Hand caught in (stone-
crushing?) machinery 

N/S Non-fatal, hand 
badly lacerated 

Kyneton Guardian, April 11, 
1872, 2 

1873 Malmsbury, 
quarry on 
Pennington’s 
farm 

Isaac 
Stephenson 

47 Yes Crane broke and beam 
fell on victim, dislocated 
spine 

Footscray Steam 
Stone Cutting 
Company 

Fatal. Company 
called to ensure 
king pin of crane 
is secured 

Kyneton Guardian, February 
5,1873: 2; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, 
Unit 286, Item 1873/119 Inquest 
of Isaac Stephenson 

1874 Malmsbury 
railway station 

John Collins 25 Yes Block of stone slipped 
from chain dogs on 
crane at railway station 

No assistance with 
crane ever given by 
railway employees 

Fatal, died from 
massive injuries 
to lower body 

“A Terrible Accident.” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 15, 1874, 2; 
Kyneton Guardian, July 18, 
1874, 2; Kyneton Guardian, July 
25, 1874, 2 Kyneton Guardian, 
September 2, 1874, 2; PROV, 
VPRS 24/P0, Unit 309, Item 
1874/620 inquest of John 
Collins [fight over responsibility 
for crane, or acceptance of 
faulty equipment] 

1874 Kyneton, 
Jennings Street 
quarry 

Phillip Charles N/S Yes (contractor) Block of stone 
immediately above him 
in quarry gave way 

N/S Non-fatal; struck 
in stomach and 
thighs; leg broken 
and bruised body 

Kyneton Guardian, November 7, 
1874, 2; Kyneton Hospital 
Admissions Register 1862–
1885, admissions for 6/11/1874 
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YEAR LOCATION NAME AGE EXPERIENCED? NATURE MANAGEMENT OUTCOME SOURCES 

1875 Malmsbury, 
railway station 

Frederick 
Ladbury (station 
master) 

N/S Yes (railway 
station master) 

Knocked into moving 
train by horse and dray, 
carrying stone for 
unloading, bolted due to 
engine noise 

N/S (self?) Non-fatal; bruised 
and shaken 

“Miraculous Escape.” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 25, 1876, 2; 
“Country News.” Argus 
(Melbourne), March 27, 1876, 7 

1876 Carlsruhe 
(quarry) 

William Darby N/S N/S Dogs of crane slipped 
when raising block of 
stone from quarry 

N/S Non-fatal; three 
fingers amputated 

“Accident.” Kyneton Guardian, 
April 22, 1876, 3 

1876 Malmsbury Angus McKay 46 Yes (carrier of 
stone) 

Found dead, apparently 
run over by wagon laden 
with stone 

N/S Fatal; suspected 
suicide 

“Fatal Accident at Malmsbury.” 
Kyneton Guardian, November 
22, 1876, 2; “Shocking Death at 
Malmsbury.” Kyneton Guardian, 
November 25, 1876, 2; PROV, 
VPRS 24/P0, Unit 348, Item 
1876/998 Inquest of Angus 
MacKay Note: Jurors at inquest 
include John Wallis, Thomas 
Hutt, Francis Hutt (all QM) 

1877 Malmsbury John Nash N/S (born 
1837) 

N/S Thrown when gear of 
crane lifting stone went 
out of order 

N/S Non-fatal; 
fractured skull 

“Serious Accident.” Bendigo 
Advertiser, June 8, 1877, 3; 
Victoria Police Gazette 
November 4, 1873, 282 

1880 Kyneton, 
Jennings Street 
quarry 

Francis Jeffreys 40 N/S Fall of earth in quarry 
overwhelmed him 

N/S Non-fatal; severe 
injuries to back 

“Accident at the Quarry.” 
Kyneton Guardian, June 26, 
1880, 2; Kyneton Hospital 
Admissions Registers 1862–
1885. (as Jeffries) 

1883 Kyneton, 
Jennings Street 
quarry 

William Jeffreys N/S N/S Fall at the quarries (not 
stated if fall was of 
person or stone) 

N/S Non-fatal; broken 
leg 

“A Broken Leg.” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 27, 1883, 2 

1883 Malmsbury William Nash 
[AKA Ryan] 

N/S; 
‘young 
man’ 

N/S Handle of crane spun 
when let go too soon 
before stone placed on 
dray 

N/S Non-fatal; injuries 
to nose and face 
disfigured 

“Severe Accident in a Stone 
Quarry.” Kyneton Guardian, July 
11, 1883, 2 
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YEAR LOCATION NAME AGE EXPERIENCED? NATURE MANAGEMENT OUTCOME SOURCES 

1884 Malmsbury, 
quarry at Finlay 
McDonald’s near 
Lauriston 

Francis Hutt 35 N/S Stone of 7cwt fell on 
thigh 

N/S Non-fatal, 
severely 
lacerated thigh, 
also recorded as 
a fractured thigh 
[NB funds raised 
to assist him] 

“Crushed by a Stone.” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 23, 1884, 2; 
Kyneton Observer, August 23, 
1884, 2 “The Injured 
Quarryman.” Kyneton Guardian, 
August 27, 1884, 2 

1886 Green Hill? 
quarry at 
Metcalfe 
Boundary Road 

John Batman 
[possibly 
Bateman] 

N/S N/S Slipped and fell in quarry 
when wheeling barrow 
on an elevated plank 

N/S Non-fatal; 
fractured leg 

“Accident at a Quarry.” Kyneton 
Guardian, September 18, 1886, 
3 

1887 Carlsruhe William Clare N/S; 
(married 
for 35 
years) 

N/S Found dead in unfenced 
quarry hole after falling 
in at night-time; had 
been consuming alcohol 

N/S Fatal; dislocation 
of neck by 
accident 

“Accidental death at Carlsruhe.” 
Kyneton Guardian, June 29, 
1887, 2; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, 
Unit 0515, Item 1887/770 
Inquest William Clare 

1888 Malmsbury; 
Simpson’s quarry 
[sic, Sampson] 

Mr. Parker N/S N/S, crane 
assistant 

Standing on edge of 
quarry, slipped and fell 
12ft 

N/S Non-fatal; bruised 
arm and shoulder 

“A Fall Down a Quarry.” 
Kyneton Guardian, April 14, 
1888, 2 

1888 Malmsbury Mr Davies N/S N/S N/S N/S Non-fatal; finger 
crushed in quarry 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, December 1, 1888, 3 

1889 Malmsbury Francis Hutt 
(jnr.) [born 
1873] 

N/S; ‘a lad’ N/S  Horse and dray carting 
stone overturned 

N/S Non-fatal; near-
miss; unhurt (2 
weeks earlier fell 
from load of 
chaff) 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 14, 1889, 3; 
Victorian Birth certificate no. 
3584 of 1873 for Francis Hutt; 
NOTE: his father, the Francis 
Hutt in 1884 accident above, 
died in 1888] 

1890 Malmsbury, 
quarry on 
McDonald’s 
property 

Messrs Don (1) 
and Timberlake 
(2) 

(1) aged 
31 in 
1887; (2) 
born 1862 

N/S Ground gave way when 
drilling to prepare quarry 
face. Fell onto spalls at 
bottom of quarry 

N/S Non-fatal; cuts 
and bruises 

“Lauriston.” Kyneton Observer, 
May 17, 1890, 2; Victorian Birth 
certificate no. 29810 of 1887 for 
Janet Don; Victorian Birth 
certificate no. 9255 of 1862 for 
John Timberlake 
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YEAR LOCATION NAME AGE EXPERIENCED? NATURE MANAGEMENT OUTCOME SOURCES 

1890 Malmsbury, 
Ryan’s quarry 

William Rose 51 Experienced 
stone carter; had 
several previous 
minor accidents 

Handle of crane winch 
struck him on head when 
suddenly let go when 
loading stone onto dray 

John Ryan quarry 
manager assisting 
in manoeuvre 

Fatal, fractured 
skull 

“Fatal Accident at Malmsbury.” 
Kyneton Observer, July 1, 1890, 
2; “Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 2, 1890, 2; 
PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 566, 
Item 1890/892 Inquest William 
Rose 

1891 Malmsbury E Talbot N/S N/S Fingers severely 
crushed while operating 
crane 

Malmsbury Stone 
Sawing Company 

N/A “Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Observer, May 23, 1891, 3 

1891 Malmsbury Denis Castles N/S (23 in 
1879) 

N/S (Manager of 
Malmsbury Stone 
Cutting Works 

Stone slipped when 
loading dray 

N/S, victim the 
manager of works 

Non-fatal; hand 
jammed stone 
and dray 
tailboard, severed 
finger 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 6, 1891, 3; 
Victorian Marriage certificate no. 
1388 of 1879 for Denis Castles 

1891 Malmsbury M Morris 
[Michael? born 
1876] 

N/S ‘a lad’ N/S Working winch of crane, 
fingers drawn into 
cogwheels 

N/S Non-fatal; badly 
mutilated hand 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, September 26, 1891, 
2 

1896 Malmsbury Annie and 
Bessie 
McCreery 

6 (Annie) 
and 10 
(Bessie) 

Nil (children) Fell in water-filled quarry 
hole when ‘crayfishing’ 

N/S Fatal; Youngest 
child drowned, 
other rescued 
unconscious 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 12, 1896, 3; 
“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, March 14, 1896, 3; 
PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 656, 
Item 352 of 1896, Inquest Annie 
McCreery 

1896 Malmsbury John White 
(working with 
sons Edward 
and William 

N/S born 
1844, 
1875 and 
1877 

N/S While drilling stone the 
hammer missed the drill  

N/S Non-fatal; severe 
injury to one 
finger 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 13, 1896, 2; 
General Registry Office (United 
Kingdom), Birth index, 
September Quarter of 1844 Ref 
VIII 123; Victorian Birth 
certificates nos. 23937 of 1875 
and 23504 of 1877 for Edward 
and John White 

1896 Malmsbury; 
White’s quarry 

John, Edward 
and William 
White 

N/S (father 
of adult 
sons) 

N/S Raising a stone with 
crane when one leg of 
crane gave way; lay in 
hole to avoid injury 

Manager (victim) 
working on site 

Non-fatal; 
avoided injury; 
son William 
grazed 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 15, 1896, 3 
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1896 Malmsbury J Wallis Jnr. N/S N/S Handle of winch 
escaped from his hand 
when raising a heavy 
stone 

N/S Non-fatal; nasty 
gash to head 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Observer, September 17, 1896, 
3 

1896 Malmsbury; on 
McAree’s farm 

Edward 
Bernoulli 

About 12 N/S, went with an 
uncle 

Large stone slipped 
pinning him down 

N/S Non-fatal; took 3 
men to remove 
stone, bruised 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, December 22, 1896, 
3; “Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Observer December 22, 1896, 3 

1897 Malmsbury John Jones N/S N/S, infers 
quarrying is 
regular 
occupation 

Foot crushed between 
two stones 

N/A Non-fatal, 
prevented from 
working 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, May 4, 1897, 2 

1897 Malmsbury Thomas Wallis 
(Mayor of 
Borough) 

N/S; Born 
1863 

Overseer of 
quarry 

Finger crushed while 
drilling stone 

Overseer the victim Non-fatal; one 
finger crushed 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, September 4, 1897, 
2; Victorian Birth certificate no. 
3056 of 1863 for Thomas Wallis 

1899 Malmsbury David McCreery 
(father of Annie 
of 1896 above) 

N/S; aged 
57 in 1919 

N/S Stone slipped off hooks 
when being raised by 
crane 

N/S Non-fatal; injuries 
to head and 
shoulders 

“Hurt in a Quarry.” Kyneton 
Guardian, September 12, 1899, 
2; Victorian Death certificate no. 
17846 of 1919 for David 
McCreery 

1900 Malmsbury John Wallis 
(Snr.) 

N/S (aged 
76 in 
1913) 

N/S (quarryman 
when married in 
1861) 

Hand injured when 
prizing a stone at the 
quarry 

N/S Non-fatal; finger 
amputated 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, May 1, 1900, 3; 
Victorian Death Index 
registration 13915 of 1913; 
Victorian Marriage Certificate 
no. 3614 of 1861 

1902 Malmsbury; 
McCreery and 
Rose’s quarry 

William Rose 
(son of William 
of 1890 above) 

N/S; born 
1871 

N/S Stone being raised by 
crane fell when dogs 
slipped 

N/S; accident in 
own quarry 

Non-fatal; struck 
on legs, ankle 
injured 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 10, 1902, 2; 
Victorian Birth certificate no. 
9896 of 1871 for William Rose 
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YEAR LOCATION NAME AGE EXPERIENCED? NATURE MANAGEMENT OUTCOME SOURCES 

1905 Malmsbury; 
Footscray and 
Malmsbury Stone 
Quarrying 
Company quarry 

Thomas Wallis 
(Mayor of 
Borough) 

N/S (born 
1863, as 
above) 

Victim 
superintendent 

Victim had assisted in 
removal of waste stone 
of 1.5 tons and it later 
rolled back into quarry 
and pinned victim 

Victim 
superintendent of 
quarry 

Non-fatal; injured 
foot and ankle, 
cuts and bruises 
on head, several 
teeth loosened 

“Accident to Mayor Wallis.” 
Kyneton Guardian, January 28, 
1905, 2; “Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, February 2, 1905, 2; 
“Malmsbury Cricket Club.” 
Kyneton Guardian, February 13, 
1919, 2; NOTE – accident 
temporarily prevented him from 
attending to Council duties and 
ended his cricket playing. 

1907 Kyneton, Pound 
quarry 

Fred Roberts N/S N/S Stone slipped when 
loading pitchers 

N/S Non-fatal; finger 
crushed 

“A Crushed Finger.” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 18, 1907, 2 

1909 Piper’s Creek; 
Eastham quarry 
near Carlsruhe 

Mr [James] 
Eastham 

N/S (born 
1861) 

N/S One of crane legs broke 
when raising stone 

Victim a quarry 
owner 

Non-fatal; no 
injuries 

“Piper’s Creek.” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 24, 1909, 3; 
Victorian Birth certificate no. 
3286 of 1862 for James 
Eastham 

1910 Kyneton Joseph Rutter 
Jnr 

N/S N/S Hit when trying to stop 
horse pulling dray 
carting stone 

N/S Non-fatal; 
fractured arm 

“An Accident.” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 16, 1910, 2 
[note, 3 generations of Joseph 
Rutter were alive in 1910) 

1914 Malmsbury Mr. C Rayson N/S (born 
1865) 

N/S Foot slipped while 
pulling a stone over 

N/S Non-fatal; 
crushed toes 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 6, 1914, 2; 
Victorian Birth certificate no. 
14965 of 1865 for Charles 
Rayson 

1915 Carlsruhe Joseph Rutter N/S (born 
1854 or 
1887) 

N/S Crane fell while in use; 
knocked victim down on 
some rocks 

N/S Non-fatal; cut 
over eye, wounds 
to face, arms and 
legs 

“Accident at a Quarry.” Kyneton 
Guardian, October 16, 1915, 2 

1915 Malmsbury Mr Rose N/S N/S Stone rolled onto victim 
when being dislodged 
from quarry 

N/S Non-fatal; bruised 
back and head 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, December 18, 1915, 
2 

1916 St Albans Robert M 
Stewart 

N/S (born 
1863) 

N/S Stone fell on his leg N/S Non-fatal; badly 
bruised and cut 
leg. Blood 
poisoning set in 
and leg 
amputated 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 1,1916, 2; 
Victorian Birth Certificate 
number 9704 of 1864 for Robert 
Stewart 
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YEAR LOCATION NAME AGE EXPERIENCED? NATURE MANAGEMENT OUTCOME SOURCES 

1917 Malmsbury Albert Hooppell N/S (born 
1889) 

N/S Pushed belt of pulley of 
stone-crushing machine 
with foot; dragged victim 
around 

N/S; part owner of 
machine 

Non-fatal; badly 
bruised 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 14, 1917, 2; 
Victorian Birth certificate no. 
5102 of 1889 for Albert 
Hooppell 

1918 Dookie Andrew Hubber 
(ex-Malmsbury) 

N/S (born 
1887) 

N/S Charge went off too 
quickly when blasting in 
a quarry 

N/S Non-fatal; cuts on 
face, ribs and one 
hand 

“Malmsbury.” Kyneton 
Guardian, June 6, 1918, 3; VIC 
Birth certificate no. 4578 of 
1887 

1922 Elphinstone [NB 
granite quarry, 
not bluestone] 

Mr W Rowe N/S N/S Steel filing flew off a drill 
when in use, entered 
eye 

N/S Non-fatal; painful 
but no injury to 
sight 

“Elphinstone.” Kyneton 
Guardian, August 8, 1922, 3 

1928 Kyneton; Bald 
Hill quarry 

Dominic Gus 
Noscouch 

N/S N/S Large sharp-edged 
stone rolled onto foot 

N/S Non-fatal; 
amputation 
considered but 
not done 

“Quarrying Accident.” Kyneton 
Guardian, May 31, 1928, 2 

1934 Malmsbury Duncan Connell 6 None (child) Fell into water-filled 
quarry hole behind home 
(land owned by Arthur 
Ward) 

None; hole not 
fenced; children 
had been warned 
to stay away from 
hole 

Fatal; child 
drowned in 10–
15ft of water 

“A Drowning Fatality.” Kyneton 
Guardian, November 13, 1934, 
2; “Drowning Fatality at 
Malmsbury.” Kyneton Guardian, 
November 15, 1934, 2; PROV, 
VPRS 24/P0, Unit 1275, Item 
1934/1286 Inquest Duncan 
Connell 

1935 Camels Hump 
(near Woodend) 

James 
Hennessy 

34 Yes (worked for 
employer for 7 
years) 

Fall of earth and 
boulders from top of 
quarry when working at 
bottom of quarry 

Employed by A. A. 
Hooppell, was 
working onsite 

Fatal; fracture leg 
and spine and 
internal injuries 

“Fall of Stone Buries Man.” 
Kyneton Guardian, April 13, 
1935, 3; “Quarrying Fatality.” 
Kyneton Guardian, April 16, 
1935, 2; PROV, VPRS 24/P0, 
Unit 1284, Item 1935/448 
Inquest James Hennessy 

1943 Charlton; 
Hooppell’s quarry 

Henry Bramwell 
Connell (of 
Malmsbury; 
father of 
Duncan of 1934 
above) 

43 Yes, at least 4 
years 

Was spalling stone OR 
eating lunch at foot of 
quarry, wall when part of 
wall collapsed onto 
victim 

Manager Hooppell 
in hospital (20 
years’ experience); 
Alfred Smith 
temporary manager 
on site 

Fatal, fracture of 
pelvis, left leg, 
internal injuries; 
died of shock 

“Fatal Accident.” Kyneton 
Guardian, July 29, 1943, 2; 
PROV, VPRS 24/P0, Unit 1476, 
Item 1943/1070 Inquest Henry 
Bramwell Connell 

Notes: N/S = None stated; Where no age is given, but the victim is clearly identifiable, other sources have been used to give an estimate of age 
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Appendix 4. Summary of Contributions made to the Kyneton Hospital by 
District Quarries 1888 to 1914 

 
Financial Year Month of Payment Subscription 

Amount by 
FMSCQC 

Number of 
FMSCQC 

Employees listed 

Total Quarry 
employees 

1887–88 1 Feb 1888 £0-5-0 2 22 

1888–89 2 Jan 1889 £1-15-0 7 32 

1889–90 3 Jan 1890 £1-2-6 * 7 22 

1890–91 4 Jan 1891 £2-12-6 * 12 56 

1891–92 5 Jan 1892 £2-9-6 * 17 42 

1892–93  Nil Nil 6 
1893-96  Nil Nil Nil 
1896–97  Nil Nil 6 † 
1897–98  Nil Nil Nil 

1898–99 6 Oct 1898 £1-9-6 11 17 

1899–1900 7 Oct 1899 £1-1-6 8 14 

1900–01 8  £1-5-0 10 22 

1901–02 9 Oct 1901 £1-5-0 9 19 

1902–03 10 Oct 1902 £1-5-0 9 19 

1903–04  £1-2-6 8 18 
1904–05  £1-7-6 10 20 
1905–06  £1-15-0 13 16 
1906–07  £1-7-6 11 17 

1907–08 11 Nov 1907 £1-5-6 10 N/D 

1908–09 12 Nov 1908 £0-2-0 N/R N/D 

1909–10  £1-8-0 11 N/D 
1910–11  £1-8-6 12 N/D 

1911–12 13 Dec 1911 & Jan 1912 £1-3-6 N/R 9 

1912–13 14 Oct 1912 £1-3-6 N/R N/D 

1913–14 15 Oct 1913 £1-7-0 N/R N/D 

1914–15  £1-0-0 N/R N/D 
N/R = Not recorded; N/D = Not determined 
* As ‘Sampson’s Quarry’ 
† Based on names of known quarrymen listed, but not specifically reported as quarry employees. 
Source: Unless otherwise stated, figures are extracted from Annual Report of the Board of 
Management of the Kyneton Hospital for the year ended 30 June for years 1888–93, 1897–1915 

 
1 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, March 8, 1888, 3. 
2 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, February 2, 1889, 3. 
3 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, February 4, 1890, 3; Note: Sampson and others listed as 

employees were shareholders in FMSCQC. 
4 “Contributions,” Kyneton Observer, February 3, 1891, 3. 
5 “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, February 2, 1892, 3. 
6 Kyneton Guardian, November 3, 1898, 3. 
7 “Notices,” Kyneton Guardian, November 2, 1899, 3. 
8 Kyneton Guardian, November 3, 1900, 3. 
9 Kyneton Guardian, November 2, 1901, 3. 
10 Kyneton Guardian, November 3, 1903, 3. 
11 Kyneton Guardian, December 3, 1907, 3. 
12 “Subscriptions,” Kyneton Guardian, December 3, 1908, 3. 
13 “Subscriptions,” Kyneton Guardian, February 6, 1912, 3. 
14 “Subscriptions,” Kyneton Guardian, November 14, 1912, 3. 
15 “Subscriptions,” Kyneton Guardian, November 6, 1913, 3. 
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Appendix 5. Table of Malmsbury Quarry Sites and Locations 
 

Original GPS readings at specific location or sampling sites were taken manually in Degrees-Minutes-Seconds format – and shown in brackets. All decimal 
degree readings for other sites and property locations are from Google Earth.  

SITE 
NO. 

SAMPLE PARISH SECTION ALLOTMENT Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

VARIATION 
(+/- m) 

ELEVATION 
(m) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE /COMMENTS 

QS01 QS01/1 Edgecombe "Barrows” 20 Q (& P) -37.178583 
(S 37 10 42.9) 

144.421444 
(E 144 25 17.2) 

6m 488 Core sample 55mm x 195mm of grey basalt 
somewhat vesicular with obvious iddingsite, 
taken from waste stone with splitting marks, 
greyish sludge. 

QS01 QS01/2 Edgecombe "Barrows” 20 Q (& P) (S 37 10 42.)9 (E 144 25 17.2) 6m 488 Core sample 45mm x 175mm of grey basalt 
somewhat vesicular with obvious iddingsite, 
taken from waste stone with splitting marks, 
greyish sludge. 

QS02 QS02/1 Edgecombe "Hopes / Rollinson’s” 21 A (& B C D 
E) 

-37.179361 
(S 37 10 45.7) 

144.421139 
(E 144 25 16.1) 

6m 491 Core sample 55mm x 195mm of grey basalt 
somewhat vesicular with obvious iddingsite, 
taken from waste rock boulder, lying on side so 
sample is at right angles to natural surface. Grey 
sludge, photo "B" of sample hole & sludge [same 
rock as QS02/3] 

QS02 QS02/2 Edgecombe "Hopes / Rollinson’s” 21 A (& B C D 
E) 

(S 37 10 45.7) (E 144 25 16.1) 6m 491 Bulk sample approx. 260mm x 160mm x 60mm 
basalt somewhat vesicular taken from waste rock 

QS02 QS02/3 Edgecombe "Hopes / Rollinson’s” 21 A (& B C D 
E) 

(S 37 10 45.7) (E 144 25 16.1) 6m 491 Core sample 45mm x 165mm of grey basalt 
somewhat vesicular with obvious iddingsite, 
taken from waste rock boulder, lying on side so 
sample is at right angles to natural surface. Grey 
sludge, photo "B", "C" and "D" of sample hole & 
sludge [same rock as QS02/1] 

QS03  Edgecombe “Spring or Quarry Farm 1” 25 
 

-37.190594 144.415872 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS04  Edgecombe “FSSC Co. / White’s Quarry – 
Part / Davis’s Quarry 1) 

26 
 

-37.189249 144.415858 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS05  Edgecombe 27 
 

-37.183661 144.414322 Via Google 
Earth 

481 No documentary evidence of quarrying found 

QS06 QS06/1 Edgecombe "Davis’s Quarry 2 / Hughes’s” 28 
 

-37.180222 
(S 37 10 52) 

144.415139 
(E 144 24 53.9) 

5m 483 (in 
hole) (485 
at top) 

Core sample 55mm x 210mm from stone at 
bottom of hole (photo "A"), possibly waste 
backfilled. Brown sludge. Photo "B" of the 
weathered rock profile with quarrying splitting 
marks at 2 depths 

QS06 QS06/2 Edgecombe "Davis’s Quarry 2 / Hughes’s” 28 
 

(S 37 10 48.8) (E 144 24 54.5) 4m 488 (on 
mullock?) 

Core sample 55mm x 185mm taken from long 
block of waste stone with splitting on 2 angular 
faces, brown sludge at first then greyish. Photo 
"A" sampling & sludge colour, photo "B" size of 
rock & splitting marks. Sample grey with obvious 
iddingsite; mildly vesicular in upper portion, very 
vesicular in lower quarter 
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SITE 
NO. 

SAMPLE PARISH SECTION ALLOTMENT Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

VARIATION 
(+/- m) 

ELEVATION 
(m) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE /COMMENTS 

QS07 QS07/1 Edgecombe "Salvation Quarry 29 
 

-37.177472 
(S 37 10 35.8) 

144.419083 
(E 144 25 07.0) 

5m 487 Unfilled quarry hole near willow tree with 
blackened rocks. Core sample 55mm x 200mm of 
grey basalt mildly vesicular with obvious 
iddingsite, taken from mullock with splitting 
marks, brown sludge 

QS07 QS07/2 Edgecombe "Salvation Quarry 29 
 

(S 37 10 38.9) (E 144 25 08.7) 3m 488 Core sample 55mm x 170mm of grey basalt from 
block of worked stone from old bluestone building 
ruin, rich brown sludge, mildly vesicular, obvious 
iddingsite 

QS07 QS07/3 Edgecombe "Salvation Quarry 29 
 

(S 37 10 38.9) (E 144 25 08.7) 3m 488 Bulk sample approx. 170mm x 160mm x 95mm of 
grey basalt from quarry site disturbed and partly 
filled with mullock & overburden, near ruin of 
building. Vesicular 

QS07 QS07/4 Edgecombe "Salvation Quarry 29 
 

(S 37 10 38.9) (E 144 25 08.7) 3m 488 Core sample 45mm x 165mm of grey basalt from 
block of worked stone from old bluestone building 
ruin, rich brown sludge, mildly vesicular, obvious 
iddingsite 

QS07 QS07/5 Edgecombe "Salvation Quarry 29 
 

(S 37 10 38.9) (E 144 25 08.7) 3m 488 Core sample 45mm x 120mm of grey basalt from 
block of waste stone adjoining old bluestone ruin, 
rich brown sludge, mildly vesicular, obvious 
iddingsite 

QS08  Edgecombe “Davis’s Quarry 3” 31 
 

-37.179877 144.408322 Via Google 
Earth 

481 
 

QS09 QS09/1 Edgecombe "Milvain’s Quarry” 32 
 

-37.183917 
(S 37 11 02.1) 

144.404444 
(E 144 24 16.0) 

5m 485 Core sample 200 x 50mm of grey basalt taken 
from small quarry hole near old Milvain 
farmhouse to replace qs09/2 which spilt, water 
accumulating, black stone surface, ledge within 
hole mildly vesicular, obvious iddingsite, grey 
sludge 

QS09 QS09/2 Edgecombe "Milvain’s Quarry” 32 
 

(S 37 11 02.1) (E 144 24 16.0) 5m 485 Core sample 185 x 50mm (split from top edge) of 
grey basalt taken from small quarry hole near old 
Milvain farmhouse, water accumulating, black 
stone surface, ledge within hole. Mildly vesicular, 
obvious iddingsite, grey sludge 

QS10 QS10/1 Edgecombe "Mailler’s Quarry and Whites 
Quarry - Part" 

33 
 

-37.185556 
(S 37 11 08.0) 

144.408417 
(E 144 24 30.3) 

5m 495 Core sample 170 x 50mm of grey basalt taken 
from piece of trimmed waste stone with drill 
marks from splitting. Mildly vesicular, obvious 
iddingsite 

QS11 QS11/1 Edgecombe "Spring or Quarry Farm / 
Ryan’s Quarry / Mailler’s Quarry – Part" 

34 
 

-37.190528 
(S 37 11 25.9) 

144.400194 
(E 144 24 00.7) 

N/R 491 Core sample 205 x 50mm of grey basalt taken on 
quarry ledge. Lower 25% very vesicular, obvious 
iddingsite. Some waste stone on site shows signs 
of large plagioclase(?) Crystals imbedded 

QS12 QS12/1 Edgecombe "Spring or Quarry Farm / 
Ryan’s Quarry / Mailler’s Quarry – Part" 

34 
 

-37.189222 
(S 37 11 21.2) 

144.408556 
(E 144 24 30.8) 

6m 492 Core sample 155 x 50mm of grey basalt taken on 
quarry ledge above water line of water-
accumulating hole, stone black on surface. Mildly 
vesicular, with some larger ones, obvious 
iddingsite 
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SITE 
NO. 

SAMPLE PARISH SECTION ALLOTMENT Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

VARIATION 
(+/- m) 

ELEVATION 
(m) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE /COMMENTS 

QS12 QS12/2 Edgecombe "Spring or Quarry Farm / 
Ryan’s Quarry / Mailler’s Quarry – Part" 

34 
 

(S 37 11 21.2) (E 144 24 30.8) 6m 492 Core sample 130 x 50mm of grey basalt taken on 
piece of waste stone with splitting marks on it. 
Sample fractured from upper surface. Mildly 
vesicular with some larger ones, obvious 
iddingsite 

QS13  Edgecombe "Saunders’s” 37 
 

-37.173489 144.389958 Via Google 
Earth 

467 
 

QS14  Edgecombe 38 
 

-37.166232 144.402127 Via Google 
Earth 

469 
 

QS15  Lauriston “Whittingslow’s” 178A 
 

-37.236773 144.416116 Via Google 
Earth 

499 
 

QS16  Lauriston “Fagan’s” 185 
 

-37.232723 144.414476 Via Google 
Earth 

498 
 

QS17  Lauriston “Hayes” 196 C -37.231265 144.413950 Via Google 
Earth 

499 
 

QS18  Lauriston “Hayes” 196 D -37.231265 144.413950 Via Google 
Earth 

499 
 

QS19  Lauriston “Wesleyan Church Reserve” 227 
 

-37.214876 144.413682 Via Google 
Earth 

485 No documentary evidence of quarrying found 

QS20  Lauriston “Gorey’s” 228 
 

-37.214653 144.418104 Via Google 
Earth 

483 
 

QS21  Lauriston “Donovan’s” 229 
 

-37.210338 144.417328 Via Google 
Earth 

484 
 

QS22  Lauriston “Fernie’s 1” 239 
 

-37.194965 144.416117 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS23  Lauriston “Fernie’s 2” 240 
 

-37.194965 144.416117 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS24  Lauriston “Fernie’s 3” 241 
 

-37.194965 144.416117 Via Google 

Earth 

488 
 

QS25  Lauriston “Pennington’s 1” 242 
 

-37.196136 144.413896 Via Google 
Earth 

484 
 

QS26  Lauriston “Fernie’s 4” 243 
 

-37.196413 144.410135 Via Google 
Earth 

486 
 

QS27  Lauriston “Pennington’s 2” 244 
 

-37.194511 144.407787 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS28  Lauriston “Pennington’s 3” 245 
 

-37.198634 144.409632 Via Google 
Earth 

485 
 

QS29  Lauriston “Fernie’s / Hookey’s 1” 247 
 

-37.195452 144.405639 Via Google 
Earth 

484 
 

QS30  Lauriston “Fernie’s / Hookey’s 2” 248 
 

-37.195712 144.403987 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS31  Lauriston 249 
 

-37.192894 144.400674 Via Google 
Earth 

485 No documentary evidence of quarrying found 

QS32  Lauriston “Hunter’s / Hoiles’s 1" 250 
 

-37.195312 144.398782 Via Google 
Earth 

484 
 

QS33  Lauriston “Hunter’s / Hoiles’s 2" 251 
 

-37.199300 144.403454 Via Google 
Earth 

490 
 

QS34  Lauriston “Hunter’s / Hoiles’s 3" 252 
 

-37.200379 144.401272 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
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SITE 
NO. 

SAMPLE PARISH SECTION ALLOTMENT Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

VARIATION 
(+/- m) 

ELEVATION 
(m) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE /COMMENTS 

QS35  Lauriston “Pennington’s 4” 253 
 

-37.202532 144.406549 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS36  Lauriston “Timberlake / Hudson” 255 
 

-37.202194 144.412346 Via Google 
Earth 

486 
 

QS37  Lauriston “Olive 1” Quarry on Adjoining 
Road Reserve 

257 
 

-37.204861 144.412984 Via Google 
Earth 

487 
 

QS38  Lauriston “Olive 2” 261 
 

-37.206638 144.411301 Via Google 
Earth 

487 
 

QS39  Lauriston “Pennington’s 5” 262 
 

-37.206100 144.408158 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS40  Lauriston “Olive 3 / Hollyman’s” 263 
 

-37.205294 144.399283 Via Google 
Earth 

492 
 

QS41  Lauriston “Olive 4” 264 
 

-37.206663 144.398035 Via Google 
Earth 

492 
 

QS42  Lauriston “Olive 5” 265 
 

-37.210506 144.409273 Via Google 
Earth 

493 
 

QS43  Lauriston “Fulton et al.’s” 272 
 

-37.224991 144.406549 Via Google 
Earth 

500 No documentary evidence of quarrying found 

QS44  Lauriston “Gleeson’s” 273 
 

-37.228185 144.404054 Via Google 
Earth 

501   

QS45  Lauriston “Richey’s” 274 
 

-37.222417 144.393295 Via Google 
Earth 

500   

QS46 QS46/1 Lauriston "Buckley / McDonald’s 1" 285 
 

-37.223722 
(S 37 13 25.4) 

144.390528 
(E 144 23 25.9) 

6m 501 Core sample 55mm x 195mm of grey basalt from 
discarded stone adjoining quarry hole, with signs 
of rough dressing to a straight edge, brown 
sludge. Mildly vesicular, obvious iddingsite. 
Inverted landscape? 

QS47 QS47/1 Lauriston "McDonald’s 2” 286 
 

-37.220333 

(S 37 13 13.2) 

144.392917 

(E 144 23 34.5) 

5m 500 Core sample 55mm x 205mm of grey basalt from 

discarded stone in quarry hole. Brown sludge, 
harder to drill? Mildly vesicular, obvious 
iddingsite. Inverted landscape? 

QS47 QS47/2 Lauriston "McDonald’s 2” 286 
 

(S 37 13 13.2) (E 144 23 34.5) 5m 500 Bulk sample approx. 230mm, x 140mm x 120mm 
of grey basalt, discarded stone from mullock 
area. Inverted landscape? 

QS48 QS48/1 Lauriston "Page" & "Ward" 289 E & G -37.202833 
(S 37 12 10.2) 

144.393444 
(E 144 23 36.4) 

Via Google 
Earth 

482 Bulk sample approx. 250mm x 210mm x 100mm 
of light grey basalt waste rock from former railway 
siding to quarry used for stone crushing c1862 by 
Enoch Chambers 

QS48 QS48/2 Lauriston "Page" & "Ward" 289 E & G (S 37 12 10.2) (E 144 23 36.4) Via Google 
Earth 

482 Bulk sample approx. 200mm x 100mm x 50mm of 
dark grey basalt waste rock from former railway 
siding to quarry used for stone crushing c1862 by 
Enoch Chambers 

QS49  Malmsbury “Rayson” 22A 1 -37.193029 144.396327 Via Google 
Earth 

485 
 

QS49  Malmsbury “Rayson” 22A 3 -37.193029 144.396327 Via Google 
Earth 

485 
 

QS49  Malmsbury “Rayson” 22A 5 -37.193029 144.396327 Via Google 
Earth 

485 
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SITE 
NO. 

SAMPLE PARISH SECTION ALLOTMENT Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

VARIATION 
(+/- m) 

ELEVATION 
(m) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE /COMMENTS 

QS49  Malmsbury “Wallis / Creamery” 22A 9 -37.193029 144.396327 Via Google 
Earth 

485 
 

QS49  Malmsbury “Wallis / Creamery” 22A 10 -37.193029 144.396327 Via Google 
Earth 

485 
 

QS50  Malmsbury “Boddy” 30 10? -37.185529 144.364345 Via Google 
Earth 

472 
 

QS51  Malmsbury “John Woods” 33 8 -37.197661 144.391479 Via Google 
Earth 

486 
 

QS52  Malmsbury “Don’s” 33 9 -37.197885 144.390410 Via Google 
Earth 

486 
 

QS53  Malmsbury “Gravel Reserve” 33 15, 16, 19 & 
22 

-37.194550 144.389936 Via Google 
Earth 

479 No documentary evidence of quarrying found 

QS54  Malmsbury “Hogan’s” 50 8A? -37.197975 144.395574 Via Google 
Earth 

485 
 

QS55  Malmsbury “Michael Woods” 50 11A -37.199037 144.395702 Via Google 
Earth 

488 
 

QS56  Malmsbury “Stone Sawing Works 1” B 7? -37.186718 144.379611 Via Google 
Earth 

438 
 

QS57  Malmsbury “Police Paddock” C 5 5A 5B 6 7 
8 9 

-37.183854 144.382812 Via Google 
Earth 

443 
 

QS58  Malmsbury “Tip” F 3? -37.190532 144.398279 Via Google 
Earth 

483 
 

QS59 QS59/1 Malmsbury "Wallis’s” F 5 & 6 -37.191833 
(S 37 11 30.6) 

144.39641 
(E 144 23 47.1) 

6m 484 Elevation in quarry hole. Core sample 200 x 
50mm of grey basalt taken on quarry ledge, 
sludge brown. Mildly vesicular with some large 
ones, obvious iddingsite 

QS59 QS59/2 Malmsbury "Wallis’s" F 5 & 6 (S 37 11 29.2) (E 144 23 52.6) 4m 492 Core sample 200 x 50mm of grey basalt taken on 
top of flow, trial quarry hole? Greyish sludge. 

Mildly vesicular with obvious iddingsite 

QS60 QS60/1 Carlsruhe “Bald Hill” 50 
 

-37.234806 
(S 37 14 05.3) 

144.495306 
(E 144 29 43.1) 

4m 592 In 
Bottom of 
Quarry 

Irregular-shaped sample approx. 100mm x 
120mm 190mm of dense dark grey basalt from 
disused quarry on Bald Hill on Kyneton Rifle 
Range 

QS61  Lauriston "Brady’s 1" 287 
 

-37.215501 144.389099 Via Google 
Earth 

489 No documentary evidence of quarrying found 

QS62  Lauriston "Brady's 2" 288 
 

-37.209850 144.390390 Via Google 
Earth 

469 No documentary evidence of quarrying fond 

QS63  Lauriston "Kelly's" 235 235A 
 

-37.197589 144.431083 Via Google 
Earth 

482 
 

QS64  Lauriston "Richey's / Prince's Bridge" 143 
 

-37.275399 144.469474 Via Google 
Earth 

531 
 

QS65  Carlsruhe "Gray's Farm" 11 
 

-37.267144 144.508584 Via Google 
Earth 

545 
 

QS66  Carlsruhe "Ryan's / Prospect Estate" 12 (&8?) 
 

-37.268777 144.515924 Via Google 
Earth 

541 See GSV Quarter Sheet 9SE 

QS67  Carlsruhe "Mangan's" 21 
 

-37.252864 144.495783 Via Google 
Earth 

546 
 

QS68  Carlsruhe "Symington's" 86 
 

-37.238086 144.548911 Via Google 
Earth 

527 See GSV Quarter Sheet 9SE; No other 
documentary evidence of quarrying found 
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SITE 
NO. 

SAMPLE PARISH SECTION ALLOTMENT Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

VARIATION 
(+/- m) 

ELEVATION 
(m) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE /COMMENTS 

QS69  Edgecombe "Paton's" 30 
 

-37.164128 144.414488 Via Google 
Earth 

474 No documentary evidence of quarrying found; 
has stone buildings on property 

QS70  Lauriston "Dr Davy's" 268 
 

-37.215906 144.395281 Via Google 
Earth 

489 
 

QS71  Malmsbury "Stone Sawing Works 2" 48 7 2 -37.188780 144.379283 Via Google 
Earth 

444 
 

QS72  Carlsruhe "Boyles" 22 23 24 
 

-37.262985 144.475505 Via Google 
Earth 

546 
 

QS73  Lauriston "Mclean's" 230 231 
232 233 

 
-37.206949 144.421809 Via Google 

Earth 
486 

 

QS74  Edgecombe "Bailey's" 19 A B C H I -37.165907 144.424289 Via Google 
Earth 

469 No documentary evidence of quarrying found; 
supposedly had stone buildings upon land 

BS01 BS01/1 Malmsbury "Ros's" 
  

-37.186146 
(S37 11 10.1) 

144.386746 
(E 144 23 12.1) 

Via Google 
Earth 

452 Core sample 200 x 50mm of grey basalt from 
piece of cut bluestone formerly used in bluestone 
road over railway bridge Calder Highway ca1859-
1862 & later demolished. Mildly vesicular, 
obvious iddingsite. Brown sludge 

BS01 BS01/2 Malmsbury "Ros's" 
  

(S37 11 10.1) (E 144 23 12.1) Via Google 
Earth 

452 Core sample 185 x 45mm of grey basalt from 
piece of cut bluestone formerly used in bluestone 
road over railway bridge Calder Highway ca1859-
1862 & later demolished. Mildly vesicular, 
obvious iddingsite 

BS02 BS02/1 Malmsbury "Tuckers" 16 1  
(Adjoins) 

-37.189603 
(S 37 11 22.9) 

144.376848 
(E 144 22 36.8) 

6m 455 Core sample 55mm x 220mm of grey basalt from 
bluestone (acting as a "tie-over' between double-
faced ashlar work) 3 courses high from stone 
plinth of old "Tucker's Store" demolished c1920 to 
build new Roman Catholic Church in Malmsbury. 
Grey sludge. Mildly vesicular with some larger 
ones, obvious iddingsite 

BS03 BS03/1 Malmsbury "Reservoir" 38 4  
(Railway 
Reserve) 

-37.190042 
(S 37 11 24.5) 

144.374985 
(E 144 22 30.3) 

4m 463 Core sample 55mm x 200mm of grey basalt 
sampled from stone removed from old bluestone-
lined western spillway of Malmsbury Reservoir. 
Brown sludge. Coarser vesiculation, obvious 
iddingsite 

BS04 BS04/1 Malmsbury "RC Church" 8 1 -37.189582 
(S 37 11 22.5) 

144.385588 
(E 144 23 07.8) 

Via Google 
Earth 

458 Bulk sample approx. 100mm x 110mm x 50mm of 
light grey basalt stone from under the floor of the 
RC Church - assumption is that it was on site 
when the floor was built over the church & 
therefore stone is contemporaneous with church. 
Stone from BS02 was used to build this church in 
1920s 

BS05 BS05/1 Edgecombe "Davis’s Quarry / Hughes’s” 28 
 

-37.179853 
(S 37 10 47.5) 

144.416017 
(E 144 24 57.2) 

Via Google 
Earth 

486 From QS06. Block of bluestone, possibly a pre-
used pitcher, probably bought into the site (i.e. 
Not originating from the quarry or Malmsbury 
district) and a different type of bluestone 

BS06 BS06/1 Malmsbury Mechanics Institute 7 7A (Part)  -37.189090 
(S 37 11 21.1) 

144.384470 
(E 144 23 03.8) 

Via Google 
Earth 

450 Bulk triangular approx. 120mm x 140mm x 55mm 
sample of sawn grey bluestone found in backyard 
of property. Very vesicular on long edge 
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SITE 
NO. 

SAMPLE PARISH SECTION ALLOTMENT Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

VARIATION 
(+/- m) 

ELEVATION 
(m) 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE /COMMENTS 

BS07 BS07/1 Malmsbury "Ros's" 
  

-37.186146 
(S37 11 10.1) 

144.386746 
(E 144 23 12.1) 

Via Google 
Earth 

452 Bulk sample approx. 230mm x 230mm x 40mm of 
grey basalt from piece of bluestone flagging from 
a garden formerly used as a yard by a local stone 
mason. Mildly vesicular. Underside is hand 
worked so may not be machine-sawn stone 

BS08 BS08/1 Port Fairy 
  

Not applicable 
(N/A) 

N/A N/A N/A Irregular-shaped sample 38mm thick x 140mm x 
90mm of sawn Port Fairy bluestone slab from 
"Crazy Paving" stock of Paddy's Bricks, 
Kensington Road, West Melbourne, agent for 
Bamstone Port Fairy 

BS09 BS09/1 Lara 
  

N/A N/A N/A N/A Sample of mid-light grey, regularly cut & partly 
polished bluestone paver 500mm x 300mm x 
40mm from Victorian Bluestone, Francis Street 
Brooklyn. Stone stated to be from their quarry at 
Lara. One corner of paver was not square, 
slightly cracked & showed signs of stone's or 
boulder's weathered surface. 

BS10 BS10/1 Dunnstown, Ballarat 
  

-37.607410 
(S 37 36 39.08) 

143.971550( 

(E 143 58 02.86) 

Via Google 
Earth 

509 Sample of dark grey-blue irregular-shaped basalt 
approx. 220mm x 130mm x 130mm, taken from 
quarries. Manager, Jason Gready stated the 
sample was from their most recent blasting site 
within the quarry 

BS11 BS11/1 Tylden, Fulton Hogan Quarry, 1122 
Tylden-Woodend Road, Tylden Vic 
(Contact: Todd Frich) 

  
-37.329446 
(S 37 19 49.46) 

144.418939 
(E 144 25 13.75) 

Via Google 
Earth 

548 Sample approx. 250mm x 200mm x 110mm of 
dark grey-blue first grade basalt for road making 
from bottom of current quarry hole, collected by 
Todd Frich in presence of S. Walter. Few 
vesicles, some clear/white crystals visible to 
naked eye 

BS11 BS11/2 Tylden, Fulton Hogan Quarry, 1122 
Tylden-Woodend Road, Tylden Vic 

  
(S 37 19 51.13) (E 144 25 10.78) Via Google 

Earth 
556 Sample approx. 300mm x 130mm x 100mm of 

poorer grade porous basalt from old, shallower 
quarry, with secondary minerals, lighter in colour, 
quite vesicular 

BS11 BS11/3 Tylden, Fulton Hogan Quarry, 1122 
Tylden-Woodend Road, Tylden Vic 

  
(S 37 19 51.13) (E 144 25 10.78) Via Google 

Earth 

 
Sample approx. 150mm x 139mm x 130mm of 
poorer grade porous basalt from old, shallower 
quarry, with secondary minerals, lighter in colour, 
quite vesicular 

BS12 BS12/5 Lethbridge, Railway Cutting Near Old 
Quarries 

  
-37.954911 
(S 37 57 15.73) 

144.121793 
(E 144 07 16.05) 

Via Google 
Earth 

190 Large angular piece of dense, dark-grey 
bluestone approx. 130mm x 290mm x 210mm 

BS12 BS12/6 Lethbridge, Railway Cutting Near Old 
Quarries 

  
(S 37 57 14.52) (E 144 07 14.61) Via Google 

Earth 
188 Large partly dressed piece of dense dark-grey 

bluestone 310mm x 250mm x 55mm, possible 
sawn? 

BS12 BS12/7 Lethbridge, Railway Cutting Near Old 
Quarries 

  
(S 37 57 15.95) (E 144 07 15.04) Via Google 

Earth 
189 Smaller piece of dense dark-grey bluestone 

70mm x 80mm x 110mm, some small crystalline 
material observable 

BS13 BS13/1 Upper Coliban Reservoir 
  

-37.288708 
(S 37 17 3.611) 

144.397998 
(E 144 23 58.22) 

Via Google 
Earth 

515 Medium sized sample 160mm x 80mm x 70mm 
of near-black glassy "tachylite" as used for 
aboriginal stone tool making 
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Appendix 6. Magnetic susceptibility readings on core and bulk samples 

 
Samples/ 
Sites † 

Description                                                                 Reading Number: 
Position if on a core sample 

1  
Side 

2 
Side 

3 
Side 

4 
Top 

5 
End 

6 
Side 

7 
Side 

8 
Side 

9 
Top 

10 
End 

Average SD 

QS01/1 Core 13 14 13 13 12 14 14 12 14 12 13.13 0.64 

QS02/1 Core 12 12 12 11 12 11 12 11 11 12 11.51 0.53 

QS02/2 Bulk 133 64 23 132 70 
     

84.50 47.42 

QS06/1 Core – normal appearance 78 142 187 62 221 73 145 183 61 219 137.04 64.61 

QS06/1 Quarry face adjoining core sample site 14 13 7 21 20 15 12 11 13 12 13.75 4.09 

QS06/1 Rock in bottom of quarry hole adjoining sample site 185 126 89 315 297 
     

202.47 101.23 

QS06/2 Core – very vesicular at bottom 65 52 46 64 47 65 47 41 74 49 55.13 11.07 

QS06 Quarry mullock where core extracted 25 38 28 86 40 
     

43.45 24.81 

QS07/1 Core 13 13 13 13 15 
     

13.30 1.08 

QS07/1 Quarry hole adjoining core sample site 18 21 11 21 15 
     

17.04 4.14 

QS07/2 Core (hut ruins) 23 22 17 25 16 
     

20.61 3.69 

QS07/2 Rock in hut ruins (vesicular portions) 93 96 24 
       

70.96 40.59 

QS07/2 Rock in hut ruins (normal portions) (11 readings) 19 27 31 17 15 16 14 27 39 53 
25.00 12.11 

17 
         

QS07/3 Bulk 29 76 65 78 26 
     

54.76 25.59 

QS09/1 Core 17 18 16 17 19 16 19 16 17 18 17.27 1.21 

QS09/2 Core 15 17 15 11 14 15 17 15 9 15 14.43 2.49 

QS10/1 Core 11 13 13 9 12 11 13 13 10 13 11.80 1.48 

QS11/1 Core (Higher readings were at the more vesicular end of the sample) 94 14 13 85 13 88 14 15 100 14 45.01 40.45 

QS11/1 V Vesicular readings 94 85 88 99 
      

91.80 6.52 

QS11/1 N Normal readings 14 13 13 14 15 14 
    

13.82 0.92 

QS11 A Quarry face- western end (15 readings) 123 112 84 110 65 73 92 168 160 76 
111.62 32.94 

145 123 151 108 84 
     

QS11 B Quarry face - ledge where core sample was extracted (16 readings) 32 17 15 15 136 103 13 20 19 19 29.79 35.76 

14 15 13 18 15 13 
    

QS11 C Quarry face – east end of quarry (15 readings) 94 45 54 106 79 90 189 160 134 85 
79.26 50.89 

42 29 32 22 
      

QS12/1 Core 15 17 15 15 14 16 17 16 16 16 15.71 0.86 

QS12/2 Core 21 23 21 20 20 18 23 21 17 19 20.33 2.14 

QS46/1 Core 14 15 15 15 13 
     

14.33 1.02 

QS47/1 Core 110 103 93 106 70 
     

96.43 16.06 

QS47/2 Bulk 30 32 16 22 34 
     

26.87 7.47 
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Samples/ 
Sites † 

Description                                                                 Reading Number: 
Position if on a core sample 

1  
Side 

2 
Side 

3 
Side 

4 
Top 

5 
End 

6 
Side 

7 
Side 

8 
Side 

9 
Top 

10 
End 

Average SD 

QS48/1 Bulk 28 23 18 28 25 
     

24.58 4.27 

QS48/2 Bulk 74 70 38 34 34 
     

49.86 20.00 

QS59/1 Core 23 30 21 24 22 
     

23.90 3.82 

QS59/2 Core 15 16 18 15 25 
     

17.92 4.09 

QS60/1 Bulk (Last 3 readings on fresher face of rock) 163 134 95 75 195 146 145 
   

136.11 40.400 

BS01/1 Core 18 19 19 18 18 
     

18.37 0.60 

BS02/1 Core 27 26 21 29 15 
     

23.27 5.63 

BS03/1 Core 16 17 16 27 19 
     

19.00 4.36 

BS04/1 Bulk 16 16 20 22 16 
     

18.17 2.93 

BS05/1 Bulk – pitcher of non-local bluestone 16 16 16 14 15 
     

15.63 0.90 

BS06/1 Bulk (First 3 readings on fine end, last 2 on vesicular end) 27 22 28 77 89 
     

48.56 31.91 

BS06/1 V Vesicular readings 77 89 
        

83.06 9.06 

BS06/1 N Normal readings 27 22 28 
       

25.55 3.25 

BS07/1 Bulk (First 3 readings on rough underside, last 3 on cut topside) 15 13 18 19 24 24 
    

18.79 4.38 

BS08/1 Bulk Port Fairy bluestone (First 2 readings on sawn faces, last 4 on other 
edges -all readings from fragment left from testing) 

329 332 206 238 178 219 
    

250.28 65.04 

BS09/1 Bulk Lara bluestone (Last 3 readings on vein of vesicles) 114 105 106 104 82 170 126 157 
  

120.42 29.35 

BS09/1 V Vesicular readings 170 126 157 
       

150.80 22.65 

BS09/1 N Normal readings 114 105 106 104 82  
     

102.19 12.00 

BS10/1 Bulk Dunnstown basalt 128 116 105 101 128 
     

115.66 12.61 

BS11/1 Bulk Tylden basalt 134 270 143 222 139 
     

181.96 61.19 

BS11/2 Bulk Tylden Basalt 192 108 168 121 185 
     

154.79 38.24 

BS11/3 Bulk Tylden basalt (Reading of 35 is on edge, 47 is on black secondary 
mineral) 

62 52 69 62 35 47 
    

54.43 12.39 

BS12/5 Bulk Lethbridge bluestone 11 12 13 11 11 
     

11.64 1.14 

BS12/6 Bulk Lethbridge bluestone (Last reading from freshly cut face) 23 18 17 17 21 11 13 
   

17.14 4.24 

BS 13/1 Bulk Tachylite from Upper Coliban 33 24 37 34 25 
     

31.01 5.80 

Port Fairy ‡ Bus stop – wall base N 74 88 35 97 75 
     

73.84 23.57 

Port Fairy Bus stop – wall base V 120 197 161 217 147 
     

168.49 39.06 

Port Fairy Bus stop – wall upright N 66 85 88 81 80 
     

80.12 8.56 

Port Fairy Bus stop – wall upright V 158 163 100 157 180 
     

151.70 30.26 

Port Fairy Bus stop – paving N 52 49 52 45 47 51 70 29 36 55 48.68 10.95 

Port Fairy Bus stop – paving V 108 141 131 110 123 106 95 95 129 79 111.72 19.16 

Yendon Garden retaining wall at FUA built from former bluestone station N 137 122 141 116 136 147 111 
   

129.95 13.51 

All results have been converted to CGS x10-6. Individual readings have been rounded to nearest whole number. Averages and SD are calculated from the original data. Numbers shown here have 
been rounded to nearest whole number. † N = Normal portion of sample, V = Vesicular portion 
‡ The Port Fairy (Bamstone) blue stone installed at Mt Helen Campus of Federation University Australia (FUA) in late 2013. Readings were taken off a wall and paving in both vesicular and non-
vesicular portions of the stone. 
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Appendix 7. Victorian Patents for Stone Breaking or Crushing 1857 to 1902 

 
Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied For Number 

1857 Robert Savage (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking stones 1 4 

1858 Frederick Moore (VIC) Improvements in machinery for boring, breaking and cutting stone 2 116 

1858–
1861 

Richard Polglase/Polglace (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking stone (1 or 2 patents?) 3 146 

1858 William Hilton Stone and quartz breaking machine 4 147 

1858 William Cornish and John Bruce Improvements in machinery for breaking stones 5 158 

1859 John Ricards (VIC) Machinery for breaking stones and quartz 6 196 

1860 George Evans (VIC) Invention for breaking stone for railways, roads, and other purposes 7 302 

1860 Andrew Newell (VIC) New and useful machine for breaking stones for roads and other purposes 8 323 

1860 Samuel Ritchie (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking stones 9 335 

1860 Horatio Appleton (Melbourne) New and useful improvement in grinding-mills (* Victorian agent for an 
American invention) 10 

352 

1860 John Woods and Henry Hadley 
(VIC) 

Improvements in machinery for breaking stones 11 365 

1860 John Vans Agnew Bruce (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking stones 12 367 

1860 Thomas Fortune (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking stones 13 370 

 
1 “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 7, 1857, 625; NAA: A13150, 4 
2 “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 5, 1858, 1914; NAA: A13150, 116 
3 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 31, 1858, 1678; “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 24, 

1860, 1591; NAA: A13150, 146 
4 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 31, 1858, 1678; NAA: A13150, 147 
5 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 21, 1858, 1821; NAA: A13150, 158 
6 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 28, 1859, 176. 
7 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 6, 1860, 14. 
8 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 13, 1860, 671. 
9 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 8, 1860, 863. 
10 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 10, 1860, 1271. 
11 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 24, 1860, 1591. 
12 Victorian Patent Number 367 of 1860 - John Vans Agnew Bruce, Melbourne, Victoria. 
13 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 7, 1860, 1682. 
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Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied For Number 

1860–
1861 

Ferdinand Camroux (VIC) Machine for breaking stone for road metal and other purposes 14 376 

1860 George Watson (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking stones and quartz 15 394 

1861 Enoch Chambers (VIC) Use of hydraulic power for the breaking, crushing or pulverizing of quartz, 
bluestone or other stone, and use of a wrought iron lever or jaw, also steel 
teeth and shield-pieces for levers or jaws 16 

486 

1864 Frederick Moore (VIC) Improvements in machinery for crushing rice, maize, stone, quartz or other 
substances 17 

754 

1868 Joseph Reed (VIC) Invention for breaking, crushing and pulverising stone or other hard substance 
18 

1184 

1869 Joseph Wood (VIC) Improvements in Machinery for breaking stone by means of light hammers 19 1246 

1870 Thomas O'Grady, James Leggat, 
James Noonan and Arthur Hope 
(VIC) 

Improvements in the Construction of Stonebreaking machines 20 1404 

1870 Arthur Hope (VIC) Cubing stone to be applied for paving, road-making etc. 21 1450 

1871 Arthur Hope (VIC) Improvements for regulating the gauge in stone-breaking machines 22 1476 

1871 Jonas Rider (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking and cubing stone 23 1517 

1871 Arthur Hope (VIC) Improvements in the construction of jaws for stone-breaking machines 24 1577 

1872 Jonas Rider (VIC) Improvements in machinery for breaking stone 25 1649 

1873 Henry Edwards (VIC) Improvements in stone breaking or crushing machines 26 1808 

1874 James Cottew (VIC) A direct double action stone breaking machine 27 1987 

 
14 Ibid. 
15 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 12, 1860, 1917. 
16 Victorian Patent Number 486 of 1861 - Enoch Chambers (Engineer and Ironfounder) of Melbourne, Victoria. 
17 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 1, 1864, 2439. 
18 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 13, 1868, 2412. 
19 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 28, 1869, 805. 
20 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 29, 1870, 1082. 
21 Victorian Patent Number 1450 of 1870 - Arthur Hope (Engineer), Prahran, Victoria. 
22 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 24, 1871, 353. 
23 Victorian Patent Number 1517 of 1871 - Jonas Brown Rider (Engineer) Melbourne, Victoria. 
24 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 27, 1871, 1859. 
25 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 26, 1872, 1394. 
26 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 12, 1873, 1615. 
27 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 4, 1874, 2102. 
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Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied For Number 

1877 James Park (VIC) Improvements in stone breaking machines 28 2312 

1877 William Chambers (VIC) Improved contrivances for separating the stone broken by stone-breaking 
machines 29 

2349 

1880 Arthur Hope (VIC) Improvements in stone-breaking machines 30 2798 

1882 William White (VIC) Invention for stone-breaking 31 3321 

1884 Theodore Blake (USA) Machine for crushing stone and similar material, formal hearing on 20/1/1885 
32 

3915 

1886 Edward Hughes, James Pye and 
Edward Rigby (VIC) 

Improvements in stone-breaking rolls 33 4569 

1886 Edwin Phillips (VIC) An improvement in stonebreaking machines 34 4717 

1887 Arthur Hope (VIC) Improvements in stone-breaking machines 35 5050 

1888 Benjamin Lacy (USA and NSW) Improvement in stone-breaking machines 36 5664 

1888 Edward Jaques (*) and Wallace 
Jaques (VIC) 

Improvement in stone-breaking machines 37 
(* former partner of Edwin Phillips, above) 

6099 

1889 Edward Jaques and Wallace Jaques 
(VIC) 

Improvements in stone-breaking machines 38 6786 

1889 Edwin Phillips (VIC) Improvements in and relating to gyratory motion machinery for stone breaking, 
ore crushing and similar purposes 39 

7071 

1889 James Hope (VIC) Improvement in double-acting stone-breaking machines 40 7172 

1891 Ryerson Gates (USA) Stone crusher and stone pulveriser 41 9052 

 
28 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 26, 1877, 163. 
29 Victorian Patent Number 2349 of 1877 - William Chambers (Engineer) Richmond, Victoria. 
30 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 23, 1880, 886. 
31 Victorian Patent Number 3321 of 1882 - William White (Shipbuilder) Williamstown, Victoria. 
32 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 9, 1885, 139. 
33 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 9, 1886, 1978. 
34 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 8, 1886, 2868. 
35 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 6, 1887, 1187. 
36 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 13, 1888, 1058. 
37 Victorian Patent Number 6099 of 1888 - Edward Jaques and Wallace Jaques (Engineers) Richmond, Victoria. 
38 Victorian Patent Number 6786 of 1889 - Edward Jaques and Wallace Jaques (Engineers) Richmond, Victoria. 
39 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 4, 1889, 3322. 
40 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 8, 1889, 3811. 
41 “Applications for Patents,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 19, 1891, 4276. 
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Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied For Number 

1894 The Gates Iron Works (USA) Patents for Inventions (3); Improvements in gyratory stone crushers; improved 
gyratory machine for breaking or crushing stone, ore and other hard 
substances; improved gyratory machine for breaking or crushing stone, ore 
and other hard substances 42 

11655, 
11676, 
11677 

1895 Gates Iron Works (USA) Improvements in reciprocating stone crushers 43 11899 

1897 Ore Atomic Reduction and Gold 
Extraction Company Ltd (England) 

Improvements in stone crushers 44 14475 

1902 Phillip Reilly (VIC) Improvement in reciprocating stone-crushers 45 20063 

 
42 “Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 14, 1894, 3642; “Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 28, 1894, 

3745. 
43 “Applications for Patents,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 6, 1895, 518. 
44 “Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 10, 1897, 4463. 
45 “Patents - Applications Received,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 24, 1902, 4936. 
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Appendix 8. Victorian Inventions and Patents for Drilling Stone and Rock 1860 to 1902 

 
Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied for Number 

1860 Jephthah and Jabez Freeman 
(VIC) 

Improvements in drilling stone 1 332 

1873 Frederick Beaumont and 
Charles Appleby (England) 

Improvements in rock or stone drilling, tunnelling and boring apparatus 2 1734 

1874 Robert Bryden and James 
Davidson (England) 

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for drilling, boring or cutting rock or other 
hard substances 3 

1902 

1875 Robert Gray Ford* Improvements in the construction and arrangement of rock-boring machines 4 1197 

1878 Alexander Stuart (NSW) Improvements in machines and apparatus for boring by use of diamonds or other 
stone, holes in rocks and stones to obtain a solid core for quality or blasting 5 

2481 

1880 John Mitchell (Eaglehawk) A rock drill 6 2907 

1897 Henry Webster (South Africa) Improvements in diamond core drills in part application to other stone or like cutting 
tools or machines 7 

14472 

1902 Ludwig Christ (Germany) Improvements in stone boring apparatus 8 19925 

*As far as can be determined, no patent for this was registered in Victoria 1874–1875. 

 
1 “Applications for Letters Patent,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 27, 1860, 799. 

2 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 28, 1873, 386. 

3 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 5, 1874, 1079. 

4 “Melbourne,” Bendigo Advertiser, September 30, 1875: 2; NAA: A13150, 1197. 

5 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, March 22, 1878, 667. 

6 Victorian Patent Number 2907 of 1880 - John Mitchell (Engineer) Eaglehawk. 

7 Victoria; Victorian Patent Number 14472 of 1897 - Henry Low Webster (Engineer) South Africa. 

8 “Patents - Applications Received,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 26, 1902, 4629. 
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Appendix 9. Victorian Patents for Stone Dressing and Cutting 1858 to 1893 

 
The chronology includes technology for cutting and dressing of millstones, which, while not within the general scope of this thesis because 
mill stones are not made of basalt, are included here because they provide wider context for studying stone processing technology. There is 
also no evidence to say whether these two streams of progress were made in isolation from each other. 

Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied For Number 

1858 Frederick Moore (VIC) Improvements in machinery for boring, breaking and cutting stone 1 116 

1861 Samuel Rentsch (VIC) 
and John Riegg 
(Switzerland) 

An invention for planing stone 2 
(imported the design from America) 

477 

1865 James Urie (VIC) An invention of an improved and cheap method of converting basaltic rock into street 
flagging and other pavement 3 

860 

1868 James White (VIC) Improvements in cutting and dressing millstones and in apparatus to be employed for such 
purposes 4 

1112 

1868 Samuel Golay (France) Improvements in cutting and dressing millstones and in apparatus to be employed for such 
purposes 5 

1115 

1868 Samuel Mumford and 
John Wallis (England) 

Improved mode of and apparatus for dressing millstones 6 1180 

1869 Thomas Glaister (VIC) Improvements in the machinery for sawing stone and such like substances 7 1298 

1870 Thomas Glaister (VIC) Improvements in sawing stone 8 1443 

 
1 “Private Advertisements,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 5, 1858, 1914. 

2 Victorian Patent Number 477 of 1861 - Samuel Rentsch (Importer) of Melbourne, Victoria and John Riegg (Gentleman) of Switzerland. 

3 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 31, 1865, 2536. 

4 Victorian Patent Number 1112 of 1868 - James White (Merchant) Melbourne, Victoria. 

5 Victorian Patent Number 1115 of 1868 - Samuel Golay (Miller and Machinist) Paris, France. 

6 Victorian Patent Number 1180 of 1868 - Samuel Pretyman Mumford and John Wallis (Millers), Kent, England. 

7 Victorian Patent Number 1298 of 1869 - Thomas Glaister (Contractor) Footscray, Victoria. 

8 Victorian Patent Number 1443 of 1870 - Thomas Glaister (Contractor) Footscray, Victoria. 
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Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied For Number 

1872 Joseph Holmes (England) Improvements in machinery for dressing stone 9 1710 

1873 John Robertson (VIC) Improvements in machinery for cutting and dressing stone 10 1795 

1873 Alexander Braid and 
James Chambers (VIC) 

A machine for grinding, or rubbing the surface of stone, marble, serpentine or other minerals 
that require to be got to a face or surface 11 

1835 

1874 James Taylor (VIC) Improvements in tools for scrabbling or rough dressing stone 12 1937 

1877 John Brunton (England) Improvement in machinery or apparatus for cutting, dressing, planning, turning and shaping 
stone.13 

2385 

1882 Thomas Glaister Improvements in machinery for sawing stone 14 347 

1883 John Hudson (VIC) A machine for gritting and polishing marble or other stone in one operation 15 3583 

1886 Edward Delbridge (VIC) Improved method of sawing all kinds of stone to be called Delbridge’s improved Stone 
Sawing Blade 16 

4468 

1886 Thomas Glaister (VIC) improvements in machinery for sawing stone 17 4496 

1886 Henry Rowley (VIC) Improvements in machinery for cutting, dressing, turning and boring stone 18 4554 

1887 Thomas Glaister (VIC) Improvements in and relating to overhead travellers*, cranes, pile-drivers, and the like 19 4965 

1888 John Sands (NSW) Improved tool for cutting, slicing and carving stone and other analogous substances 20 5946 

 
9 Victorian Patent Number 1710 of 1872 - Joseph Ellicott Holmes (Engineer) Surrey, England. 

10 Victorian Patent Number 1795 of 1873 - John Robertson (Stonemason) Emerald Hill, Victoria. 

11 Victorian Patent Number 1835 of 1873 - Alexander Braid and James Chambers (Engineers) North Melbourne, Victoria. 

12 Victorian Patent Number 1937 of 1874 - James Taylor (Monumental Mason) Sandhurst, Victoria. 

13 Victorian Patent Number 2385 of 1877 - John Dickinson Brunton, Middlesex, England. 

14 NAA: A13128, 347 

15 Victorian Patent Number 3583 of 1883 - John William Henry Hudson (Mason) Collingwood, Victoria. 

16 Victorian Patent Number 4468 of 1886 - Edward Delbridge (Contractor) Alphington, Victoria. 

17 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 7, 1886, 1171. 

18 Victorian Patent Number 4554 of 1886 - Henry Rowley (Engineer) Melbourne, Victoria. 

19 Victorian Patent Number 4965 of 1887 - Thomas Glaister (Builder) Melbourne, Victoria. 

20 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 17, 1888, 2588. 
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Year Name (of) Description of Patent Applied For Number 

1888 Guiseppe Scala (NSW) Patent for improvements in apparatus for sawing or cutting stone and such like substances 
21 

6068 

1891 William Train (VIC) Improved process for ornamenting marble and stone principally for manufacture of 
mantelpieces, tiles, mural tablets 22 

8826 

1891 William Errington (VIC) Automatic stonecutting and stone-dressing machinery 23 9049 

1893 George M Bowser and 
George Bowser (QLD) 

An improved reciprocating machine for moulding and dressing stone used for building, 
drainage and analogous purposes 24 

10831 

*Travellers are the mobile portion of large overhead gantry cranes which straddle workplaces, such as ports, and erected for the movement of bulky items 

within that workspace. They permit back-forward and left-right movements. Travellers and gantries were used at the stone-cutting works at Footscray and 

Malmsbury. 

 
21 “Applications for Patents for Inventions,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 14, 1888, 2834. 

22 “Applications for Patents,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 15, 1891, 3062. 

23 “Applications for Patents,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 19, 1891, 4276. 

24 Victorian Patent Number 10831 of 1893 - George Montague Bower and George Bowser (Contractors) Brisbane, Queensland. 
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Appendix 10. Public Tenders and Contracts by Thomas Glaister and Co. 1859 to 66 

 
Year Contract No. Details Value 

Part A: 1859-62 

1859 322 Entrance buildings, Panopticon etc., Pentridge Stockade 1 £19,480-7-7 

1859 615 Extra foundations, west airing yard, Pentridge Stockade 2 £243-15 

1859 660 Gaol at Maryborough (tender unsuccessful) 3  

1859 752 Boundary wall and other works at the Central Gaol (tender unsuccessful) 4  

1859 794 Additional works on contract No, 322, Panopticon &c. Pentridge Stockade 5 £295-16 

1859 884 Hospital at Pentridge Stockade 6 £8558-5 

1859 913 Offices for the Executive, Chief Secretary and Registrar-General’s Department (tender unsuccessful) 7  

1859 926 Turnkeys’ quarters, Central Gaol, Melbourne (tender unsuccessful) 8  

1859 961 Canteen, expense powder magazine &c., new Military barracks (tender unsuccessful) 9  

1859 983 Sunk wall at Yarra Bend (tender unsuccessful) 10  

1859 984 Fencing at Yarra Bend (tender unsuccessful) 11  

1859 987 Extra work on contract 322 Pentridge Stockade 12 £575-14-4 

1859 1013 Cells, Pentridge 13 £10,529-2-6 

1859 1201 Additions to Geelong Gaol (tender unsuccessful) * 14  

 
1 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 1, 1859, 632. 
2 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 3, 1859, 1181. 
3 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 17, 1859, 1272. 
4 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 15, 1859, 1481. 
5 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, July 29, 1859, 1596. 
6 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 2, 1859, 1868. 
7 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 16, 1859, 1970–1. 
8 Ibid. 
9 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 30, 1859, 2051. 
10 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 7, 1859, 2098–9. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 14, 1859, 2183. 
14 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 13, 1859, 2695. 
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Year Contract No. Details Value 

1859 1202 Gaol at Ararat 15 £9,657 

1860 166 Additional works New Post Office, Melbourne 16 £16,381-12-11 

1860 784 Extra works on contract 1202/1859 Ararat Gaol 17 £75-10-4 

1860 822 Towards completion of Post Office Melbourne 18 £10,314-10-1 

1860 1018 Towards completion of Post Office Melbourne 19 £9,685-9-11 

1861 71 Works at Ararat Gaol 20 £7,999-10-0 

1861 303 Female Prison at Pentridge 21 £4,690-2-8 

1861 454 Towards Gaol at Ararat 22 £1,210-4-6 

1861 462 Towards Female Prison at Pentridge 23 £3,009-10-0 

1861 534 Gaol at Ararat 24 £1,110-4-6 

1862 860 Additional Works at New Post Office 25 £950-0-0 

1862 1100 Drainage at the New Post Office 26 £449-5-7 

1862 1207 Extra work on contract 1100, Drainage at New Post Office 27 £12-0-0 

1862 1294 Extra work on contract 1100, Drainage at New Post office 28 £30-0-0 

1862 1334 Extra work on contract 1100, Works at New Post Office 29 £30-0-0 

1862 1426 Works at New Post Office 30 £13,210 

 

 

  
15 Ibid. 
16 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 24, 1860, 188. 
17 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 18, 1860, 1755. 
18 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 2, 1860, 1847. 
19 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 23, 1860, 2260. 
20 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 8, 1861, 49. 
21 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, February 22, 1861, 384 
22 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, April 12, 1861, 753. 
23 Ibid. 
24 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 14, 1861, 953. 
25 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 10, 1862, 1000. 
26 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 19, 1862, 1483. 
27 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 19, 1862, 1759. 
28 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 10, 1862, 1958. 
29 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, October 31, 1862, 2133. 
30 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, December 12, 1862, 2562. 
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Year Contract No. Details Value 

Part B: 1863-1866 

1863 867 Additional works under contract 1426 of 1862 at New Post Office Melbourne 31 £2,500 

1863 875 Completion of contract for works at New Post Office Melbourne 32 £9,686 

1863 876 Extra iron works in girders under contract 1426 of 1862 at New Post Office, Melbourne 33 £439 

1863 1212 Extra works under contract 875 of 1863 at new Post Office Melbourne 34 £1,817 

1864 798 Additional works on contract 875 at New Post office 35 £5,608-0-0 

1864 799 Raising office floor, platform and footway round New Post Office 36 £260-16-3 

1864 841 Extra work on contract 799 raising footway etc., New Post Office 37 £39-18-8 

1864 1032 Further sinking of trial shaft etc for dry dock Williamstown, £120 Thomas Glaister and Co. 38 £120 

1864 1049 Towards constructing a Graving Dock at Williamstown (portion of contract) 39 £12,000-0-0 

1864 1168 Towards constructing a Graving Dock at Williamstown (remaining portion) 40 £11,256-2-0 
1865 1250 Final additional works under contract 875 of 1863 at New Post Office 41 £168-0-1 

1866 988 Railways, forming ground, ballasting and laying lines of way etc at Melbourne Goods Station 42 £6,174-8-0 

* After this time the gazette did not publish the details of all the tenderers. 

 

 
31 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 25, 1863, 1877. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
34 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 12, 1864, 76. 
35 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, May 17, 1864, 1075. 
36 Ibid. 
37 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, June 7, 1864, 1237. 
38 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 20, 1864, 2072. 
39 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, September 27, 1864, 2131. 
40 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, November 29, 1864, 2670. 
41 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, January 31, 1865, 226. 
42 “Contracts Accepted,” Victoria Government Gazette, August 10, 1866, 1728. 
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Appendix 11. Table of Malmsbury Bluestone Structures 

 
Understanding the site codes:  

MelV_004 = Mel (locality abbreviation i.e. Melbourne), V (abbreviation for state or country, i.e. VIC), 004 (fourth structure for that locality). 

Sites are sorted first by Town/State and then the time period in which they were constructed 

Groups: I – Interstate; O =Overseas; M = Melbourne; V = Victoria (other than Melbourne) 

Subgroups: If not an accepted abbreviation for a state or country, then M = Melbourne City; S = Melbourne Suburbs 

State: Includes country with respect to New Zealand 

Date Site Code Type Sector Subtype Portion 
Group 

(I O M V) 
Subgroup 

(K M C) 
Date 

Period 
Name of Item State City or Town 

1882 AlbN_001 Building Government 
Infrastructure 

Railway bridge / culvert 
/ station / platform 

Part I NSW 1881-85 Albury Railway Passenger Station NSW Albury 

1907 AlbN_003 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial I NSW 1906-10 Mackay, George Edward memorial 
fountain, Albury 

NSW Albury 

1908 AlbN_004 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I NSW 1906-10 Burrows, John memorial/grave NSW Albury 

1916 AlbN_002 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial I NSW 1916-20 Dight, Mr C H, drinking fountain NSW Albury 

1887 DubN_001 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Police Station /Lockup / 
Gaol / Court House 

Small I NSW 1886-90 Dubbo Court House NSW Dubbo 

1872 GouN_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

I NSW 1871-75 St Peter and St Paul's old Cathedral NSW Goulburn 

1896 JerN_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I NSW 1896-
1900 

Grant, Mr Lachlan McBean, burial 
vault/grave 

NSW Jerilderie 

1883 OrgN_001 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Police Station /Lockup / 
Gaol / Court House 

Paving I NSW 1881-85 Orange Court House (new) NSW Orange 

1879 SydN_004 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I NSW 1876-80 Hordern, Ernest Edward, grave NSW Richmond 

1871 SydN_001 Structure Government 
Buildings 

Post Office Paving I NSW 1871-75 Post Office Sydney NSW Sydney 

1873by SydN_003 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Railway bridge / culvert 
/ station / platform 

Small I NSW 1871-75 Sydney Railway Platforms NSW Sydney 

1873 SydN_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Foundation 
stone 

I NSW 1871-75 Farmer and Company's new Drapery 
establishment 

NSW Sydney 

1885 SydN_005 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Pavements / Footpaths 
/ Gutters / Road 
surfaces 

Paving I NSW 1881-85 Sydney footpaths NSW Sydney 
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Date Site Code Type Sector Subtype Portion 
Group 

(I O M V) 
Subgroup 

(K M C) 
Date 

Period 
Name of Item State City or Town 

1902 SydN_007 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I NSW 1901-05 Larkin, Mr P. R., grave NSW Sydney 

1903 SydN_008 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Pavements / Footpaths 
/ Gutters / Road 
surfaces 

Paving I NSW 1901-05 Pavements in Sydney, George Street NSW Sydney 

1884 WagN_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

I NSW 1881-85 St Michael's Catholic Church (Proposed) NSW Wagga Wagga 

1893 WagN_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I NSW 1891-95 Bellair, Mr T S grave NSW Wagga Wagga 

1894 SydN_006 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial I NSW 1891-95 Middle Head Torpedo Disaster (War) 
memorial 

NSW Waverley 

1906 YngN_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I NSW 1906-10 Myers, Mr William of Tyagong, grave NSW Young 

1899 AukZ_002 Monument Memorials Statue Memorial O NZ 1896-
1900 

Queen Victoria statue NZ Auckland* 

1908 AukZ_003 Building Government 
Buildings 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Base course O NZ 1906-10 Auckland Town Hall NZ Auckland* 

1902 DevZ_001 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial O NZ 1901-05 Devonport Coronation Sea Wall NZ Devonport* 

1873+ DunZ_001 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Pavements / Footpaths 
/ Gutters / Road 
surfaces 

Paving O NZ 1871-75 Dunedin Footpaths NZ Dunedin 

1906 DunZ_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course O NZ 1906-10 Bank of Australasia NZ Dunedin 

1906 DunZ_003 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial O NZ 1906-10 Dunedin South African War memorial NZ Dunedin 

1916 Proposed Building Religious Church Small O NZ 1916-20 Dunedin Church of England cathedral 
[Proposed only] 

NZ Dunedin 

1905 OamZ_001 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial O NZ 1901-05 Oamaru Fallen Troopers (Boer War) 
memorial 

NZ Oamaru 

1875 OtaZ_001 Monument Memorials Statue Memorial O NZ 1871-75 Te Rauparaha Statue NZ Otaki* 

1898 AukZ_001 Monument Religious Church Foundation 
stone 

O NZ 1896-
1900 

Knox Presbyterian Church NZ Parnell, Auckland 

1906 BayZ_001 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial O NZ 1906-10 First Christian Service in New Zealand 
memorial (Marsden Cross) 

NZ Rangihoua (Bay 
of Islands) * 

1902 ThaZ_001 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial O NZ 1901-05 Thames South African (Boer) War 
memorial 

NZ Thames* 

1906 WelZ_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course O NZ 1906-10 National Bank of New Zealand NZ Wellington 

1910 WelZ_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course O NZ 1906-10 Union Steam Ship Company's new Offices NZ Wellington 

1917 WelZ_004 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course O NZ 1916-20 National Bank of New Zealand NZ Wellington 
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Date Site Code Type Sector Subtype Portion 
Group 

(I O M V) 
Subgroup 

(K M C) 
Date 

Period 
Name of Item State City or Town 

1904 WelZ_001 Building Government 
Buildings 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Base course O NZ 1901-05 Wellington Town Hall NZ Wellington* 

1880 AdlS_001 Building Government 
Buildings 

Government Base course I SA 1876-80 Institute and Government Offices [Torrens 
Buildings] 

SA Adelaide 

1882 Proposed Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Bridge / Culvert / Ford Base course I SA 1881-85 Morphett Street Bridge SA Adelaide 

1884 AdlS_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Part I SA 1881-85 National Mutual Life Association of 
Australasia new offices 

SA Adelaide 

1886 AdlS_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I SA 1886-90 Australian Mutual Provident Society SA Adelaide 

1898 AdlS_004 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial I SA 1896-
1900 

Wells and Jones Monument (Charles 
Frederick Wells & George Lindsay Jones), 
explorers 

SA Adelaide 

1884 MtgS_001 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial I SA 1881-85 Marble Fountain donated by Captain 
Robert Gardiner 

SA Mount Gambier 

1911 EvnT_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I TAS 1911-15 Roper, Mr Alban Joseph, grave TAS Evandale 

1887 LatT_001 Monument Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Foundation 
stone 

I TAS 1886-90 Devon Hospital (original) foundation stone TAS Latrobe 

1902 LatT_002 Monument Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Foundation 
stone 

I TAS 1901-05 Devon Hospital (new) foundation stone TAS Latrobe 

1922 LatT_003 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial I TAS 1921-25 Latrobe War Memorial TAS Latrobe 

1884 LncT_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course I TAS 1881-85 Bank of Australasia (new, about to be 
erected) 

TAS Launceston 

1885 LncT_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I TAS 1881-85 Australian Widows Fund Life Assurance 
Society 

TAS Launceston 

1887 LncT_004 Building Government 
Buildings 

Government Base course I TAS 1886-90 Customs House (new) TAS Launceston 

1887 LncT_005 Building Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Whole I TAS 1886-90 Launceston General Hospital 
(improvements) 

TAS Launceston 

1887 LncT_006 Building Government - 
Cultural 

Museum / Gallery / 
Library / Theatre 

Foundation 
stone 

I TAS 1886-90 Victoria Museum and Art Gallery TAS Launceston 

1886 LncT_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Part I TAS 1886-90 Mutual Assurance Society of Victoria TAS Launceston 

1905 LncT_010 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I TAS 1901-05 Cash, Nurse Louisa Grafton, grave TAS Launceston 

1905 LncT_009 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I TAS 1901-05 Woolgrowers' Agency Company TAS Launceston 

1904 LncT_007 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial I TAS 1901-05 South African (Boer) Soldiers memorial TAS Launceston 

1905 LncT_008 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course I TAS 1901-05 Coogan, Messrs W. & Co. TAS Launceston 
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Date Site Code Type Sector Subtype Portion 
Group 

(I O M V) 
Subgroup 

(K M C) 
Date 

Period 
Name of Item State City or Town 

1908 LncT_014 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course I TAS 1906-10 Commercial Bank of Tasmania TAS Launceston 

1909 LncT_015 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial I TAS 1906-10 Barnes, Mrs William fountain TAS Launceston 

1907 LncT_012 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I TAS 1906-10 Batchelor, W. T., grave TAS Launceston 

1906 LncT_011 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I TAS 1906-10 Bell, Mr C Napier (1835-1906), civil 
engineer, grave 

TAS Launceston 

1907 LncT_013 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I TAS 1906-10 Wilson, Dr John T (died 1906), grave TAS Launceston 

1918 LncT_016 Monument Memorials Statue Memorial I TAS 1916-20 King Edward VII statue TAS Launceston 

1921 NilT_001 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial I TAS 1921-25 Nile Soldiers' Memorial TAS Nile 

1901 StrT_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Part I TAS 1901-05 Union S. S. Company of New Zealand TAS Strahan 

1922 UlvT_001 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial I TAS 1921-25 Ulverstone Old Boys (War) Memorial TAS Ulverstone 

1872 AbbV_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1871-75 Church of the Immaculate Conception VIC Abbotsford 

1888 AlbV_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Base course M S 1886-90 Coffee Palace (South Melbourne) 
[=Biltmore] 

VIC Albert Park 

1903 AlbV_002 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial M S 1901-05 Moore, Corporal Charles Boer War 
memorial drinking fountain 

VIC Albert Park 

1890 AsvV_001 Structure Private - 
Cultural 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Paving M S 1886-90 Ascot Vale (Union) Hall VIC Ascot Vale 

1877 BacV_001 Building Religious Church Small V 
 

1876-80 Trinity Church of England VIC Bacchus Marsh 

1912 BacV_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1911-15 Horan, Rev. Father Daniel, grave VIC Bacchus Marsh 
(Maddingley) 

1890 BltV_002 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Museum / Gallery / 
Library / Theatre 

Part V 
 

1886-90 Ballarat Fine Art Public Gallery VIC Ballarat 

1889 BltV_001 Monument Memorials Statue Memorial V 
 

1886-90 Thomas Moore statue VIC Ballarat 

1904 BeeV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1901-05 Morrissy, Mary Theresa, grave VIC Beeac 

1902 BnlV_001 Building Religious Church Small V 
 

1901-05 Roman Catholic Convent (Faithful 
Companions of Jesus) 

VIC Benalla 

1863 BenV_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course V 
 

1861-65 Bank of Victoria Sandhurst VIC Bendigo 

1873 BenV_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Paving V 
 

1871-75 Sandhurst Savings Bank VIC Bendigo 

1875 BenV_005 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial V 
 

1871-75 West End Hall Fountain VIC Bendigo 

1875 BenV_004 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course V 
 

1871-75 Bendigo Gas Company's New Office VIC Bendigo 

1876 BenV_007 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1876-80 O'Keefe, Edward, grave VIC Bendigo 
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Date Site Code Type Sector Subtype Portion 
Group 

(I O M V) 
Subgroup 

(K M C) 
Date 

Period 
Name of Item State City or Town 

1880 BenV_008 Building Government 
buildings 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Part V 
 

1876-80 Bendigo Town Hall (improvements) VIC Bendigo 

1885 BenV_012 Building Education - 
Church 

Education - Church 
School 

Columns / 
Stairs 

V 
 

1881-85 Convent of Mercy High School / St Mary's 
College (RC) Bendigo (1) 

VIC Bendigo 

1884 BenV_011 Building Government 
Buildings 

Government Base course V 
 

1881-85 Bendigo Public buildings VIC Bendigo 

1882 BenV_010 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1881-85 Backhaus, Rev. Dr., grave VIC Bendigo 

1886 BenV_014 Structure Religious Church Part V 
 

1886-90 All Saints Church Bendigo VIC Bendigo 

1888 BenV_015 Structure Religious Church related Small V 
 

1886-90 St Killian’s Church Baptismal font VIC Bendigo 

1891 BenV_016 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Police Station /Lockup / 
Gaol / Court House 

Base course V 
 

1891-95 Bendigo New Law Courts VIC Bendigo 

1897 BenV_012 Building Education - 
Church 

Education - Church 
School 

Foundations V 
 

1896-
1900 

Convent of Mercy High School / St Mary's 
College (RC) Bendigo (2) [stone ex 
McCreery] 

VIC Bendigo 

1898 BenV_017 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1896-
1900 

Hobson, George Henry, grave VIC Bendigo 

1885 BenV_013 Building Education - 
Government 

Education - State 
School 

Small V 
 

1881-85 Quarry Hill State School (additions) (AKA 
former Congregational Church) 

VIC Bendigo - Quarry 
Hill 

1875 BenV_006 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1871-75 Reed, Mrs John, grave VIC Bendigo (Back 
Creek) Cemetery 

1863 BenV_002 Industrial Government 
Infrastructure 

Mining / Powder 
Magazine 

Whole V 
 

1861-65 Bendigo (Sandhurst) Powder magazine VIC Bendigo North 

1903 BenV_018 Memorial Religious Church Foundation 
stone 

V 
 

1901-05 St John's Church of England foundation 
stone 

VIC Bendigo North 

1881 BenV_009 Monument Government 
Infrastructure 

Cemetery or Botanic 
Garden gates or 
fountains 

Whole V 
 

1881-85 White Hills Cemetery gates VIC Bendigo White 
Hills 

1894 BkwV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1891-95 Ferguson, James (died 1892) & Mr David 
Hunter (died 1859), grave 

VIC Blackwood 

1895 BkwV_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1891-95 Rogers, Matthew, grave VIC Blackwood 

1899 BkwV_003 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1896-
1900 

Hayden, Mrs L & sons, grave VIC Blackwood 

1902 BoxV_001 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial M S 1901-05 Box Hill Boer War Memorial (South Africa & 
China) 

VIC Box Hill 

1876 BriV_002 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Bridge / Culvert / Ford Small M S 1876-80 Railway Bridge over Point Nepean Road VIC Brighton railway 

1902 CpdV_001 Structure Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Paving V 
 

1901-05 Hall of Commerce, Robinson, Messrs J H 
Business Extensions 

VIC Camperdown 
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1884 CltV_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Base course M S 1881-85 Ball & Welch VIC Carlton 

1888 MelV_070 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Base course M S 1886-90 Queen's Coffee Palace VIC Carlton 

1862c CasV_004 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Railway bridge / culvert 
/ station / platform 

Part V 
 

1856-60 Midland Highway rail-over bridge, 
Castlemaine 

VIC Castlemaine 

1863 CasV_001 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Police Station /Lockup / 
Gaol / Court House 

Whole V 
 

1861-65 Castlemaine new lockup VIC Castlemaine 

1878 CasV_005 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Cemetery or Botanic 
Garden gates or 
fountains 

Whole V 
 

1876-80 Castlemaine Botanic Gardens entrance 
gates 

VIC Castlemaine 

1897 CasV_002 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial V 
 

1896-
1900 

Patterson, Sir James B, memorial VIC Castlemaine 

1910 CasV_003 Building Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Foundation 
stone 

V 
 

1906-10 Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum, new 
Superintendent's Quarters Foundation 
stone 

VIC Castlemaine 

1870 CauV_001 Building Religious Church Part M S 1866-70 St Mary's Church of England, Caulfield VIC Caulfield 

1888 CauV_002 Building Education - 
Church 

Education - Church 
School 

Small M S 1886-90 St Mary's Church Sunday School, Caulfield VIC Caulfield 

1904 ChmV_001 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial M S 1901-05 Cheltenham Boer War Soldiers Memorial 
Fountain (Moorabbin) 

VIC Cheltenham 

1882 ChlV_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1881-85 St John Baptists' Roman Catholic Church VIC Clifton Hill 

1875 NtcV_001 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Bridge / Culvert / Ford Base course M S 1871-75 Merri Creek Bridge VIC Clifton 
Hill/Northcote 

1890 ClcV_001 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Police Station /Lockup / 
Gaol / Court House 

Small V 
 

1886-90 Colac Court House VIC Colac 

1875 CllV_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course M S 1871-75 Commercial Bank of Australia VIC Collingwood 

1873 CllV_001 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1871-75 Collingwood MUIOOF Lodge Hall VIC Collingwood 

1889 CllV_003 Building Religious Church Part M S 1886-90 Salvation Army Citadel VIC Collingwood 

1880 DayV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1876-80 Stanbridge family grave VIC Daylesford 

1892 DrnV_001 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial V 
 

1891-95 Lintott grave VIC Drouin West 

1874 DunV_001 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Railway bridge / culvert 
/ station / platform 

Paving V 
 

1871-75 Dunolly & Castlemaine Railway Line, 
paving of platforms 

VIC Dunolly 

1864 EchV_001 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Railway bridge / culvert 
/ station / platform 

Part V 
 

1861-65 Echuca Railway Line culverts & bridges VIC Echuca 
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1867 EchV_002 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Reservoir/Water Race Foundations V 
 

1866-70 Echuca Waterworks Tower foundations VIC Echuca 

1876 EchV_004 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

V 
 

1876-80 St Mary's Roman Catholic Church VIC Echuca 

1876 EchV_003 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1876-80 Gleeson, Mr. James, grave [Mailler’s 
quarry] grave 

VIC Echuca 

1898 EchV_007 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1896-
1900 

Chenhalls, Mr James Jnr. Grave VIC Echuca 

1897 EchV_006 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1896-
1900 

English, Mr C., grave VIC Echuca 

1897 EchV_005 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1896-
1900 

Palmer, Mrs C. C., grave VIC Echuca 

1904 EchV_008 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1901-05 Davies, Captain W J, grave VIC Echuca 

1905 EchV_009 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial V 
 

1901-05 Echuca & Moama Boer War Memorial VIC Echuca 

1927 EchV_010 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial V 
 

1926-30 Echuca World War 1 memorial VIC Echuca 

1870-
1881 

FitV_001 Building Religious Church Part M S 1866-70 Convent of Mercy, Palmer Street School 
Wing & new chapel (1870) 

VIC Fitzroy 

1873 FitV_002 Building Government 
Buildings 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1871-75 Fitzroy Town Hall VIC Fitzroy 

1884 FitV_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Small M S 1881-85 London Chartered Bank VIC Fitzroy 

1895 FtsV_004 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Bridge / Culvert / Ford Part M S 1891-95 Napier Street Bridge, Footscray VIC Footscray 

1894 FtsV_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1891-95 Hooper, Thomas S grave VIC Footscray 

1895 FtsV_003 Building Government 
Buildings 

Post Office Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1891-95 Footscray Post Office (new) VIC Footscray 

1892 FtsV_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Part M S 1891-95 Yewers Bros. Butchering 
establishment/premises 

VIC Footscray 

1880 FryV_001 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Police Station /Lockup / 
Gaol / Court House 

Base course V 
 

1876-80 Fryerstown Court House VIC Fryerstown 

1871 GeeV_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

V 
 

1871-75 Convent of Our Blessed Lady of Mercy VIC Geelong 

1884 GeeV_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1881-85 Cunningham, Mrs (Margaret) grave VIC Geelong 

1889 GeeV_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course V 
 

1886-90 Mercantile Bank of Australia VIC Geelong 

1869 HawV_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1866-70 Church of the Immaculate Conception VIC Hawthorn 

1892 HawV_001 Building Religious Church Part M S 1891-95 Church of the Immaculate Conception 
Enlargements 

VIC Hawthorn 
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1902 HetV_001 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial V 
 

1901-05 Aitken (Boer) War Memorial, Heathcote VIC Heathcote 

1877 IngV_001 Building Education - 
Government 

Education - State 
School 

Foundations V 
 

1876-80 Inglewood State School - 
extensions/additions 

VIC Inglewood 

1883 IngV_002 Building Government 
Buildings 

Post Office Part V 
 

1881-85 Inglewood Post Office VIC Inglewood 

1872 KewV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1871-75 McEvoy, James, grave VIC Kew 

1876 KewV_002 Building Education - 
Church 

Education - Church 
School 

Base course M S 1876-80 St Francis Xavier College VIC Kew 

1886 KewV_003 Monument Memorials Grave Part M S 1886-90 Wyselaskie, John Dixon Mr, grave VIC Kew 

1892 KlmV_001 Building Education - 
Church 

Education - Church 
School 

Columns / 
Stairs 

V 
 

1891-95 Convent of Mercy VIC Kilmore 

1909 KlmV_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1906-10 Farelly, Rev. M. P.P., grave VIC Kilmore 

1878 LanV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1876-80 Riddell, Mr (by Mrs Riddell), grave VIC Lancefield 

1880 MldV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1876-80 Gilfillan grave VIC Maldon 

1890 MvnV_001 Building Religious Church Base course M S 1886-90 Convent of the Sacred Heart VIC Malvern 

1895 MvnV_002 Building Religious Church related Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1891-95 Malvern Vincentian Convent at St Joseph's VIC Malvern 

1903 MryV_001 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial V 
 

1901-05 Memorial Fountain & lamp to Corporal 
Gerald Massey Ivor Wilkinson KIA South 
Africa 1901 

VIC Maryborough 

1908 MryV_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1906-10 McCullough, Mr W. G. tomb VIC Maryborough 

1869 MelV_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course M M 1866-70 National Bank VIC Melbourne 

1869 MelV_004 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1866-70 St Augustine's Roman Catholic Church and 
School 

VIC Melbourne 

1870 MelV_005 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1866-70 St Patrick's Cathedral (2) VIC Melbourne 

1870 MelV_006 Building Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1866-70 Melbourne Benevolent Asylum VIC Melbourne 

1870 
(1854) 

MelV_008 Building Government - 
Cultural 

Museum / Gallery / 
Library / Theatre 

Base course M M 1866-70 State (Public) Library and (former) Museum VIC Melbourne 

1870 MelV_007 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Pavements / Footpaths 
/ Gutters / Road 
surfaces 

Paving M M 1866-70 Bluestone footpaths [4000 & 4000 yards] VIC Melbourne 

1867 MelV_001 Building Government 
Buildings 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1866-70 Melbourne Town Hall (2) VIC Melbourne 

1869 MelV_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1866-70 McEwan, James & Co. new warehouse 
(Messrs) 

VIC Melbourne 
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1875 MelV_018 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course M M 1871-75 Bank of Australasia VIC Melbourne 

1873 MelV_013 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course M M 1871-75 Union Bank VIC Melbourne 

1874 MelV_017 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1871-75 Scots' Church (new) [not viewed 2017] VIC Melbourne 

1873 MelV_014 Structure Religious Church Whole M M 1871-75 Wesley Church, Melbourne [Fence railing 
gone but stone remains?] 

VIC Melbourne 

1872 MelV_012 Building Government 
Buildings 

Government Base course M M 1871-75 Government House VIC Melbourne 

1872 MelV_010 Building Government 
Buildings 

Government Small M M 1871-75 Melbourne Mint VIC Melbourne 

1874 MelV_016 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M M 1871-75 Tracey, William, grave VIC Melbourne 

1872 MelV_009 Building Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Foundation 
stone 

M M 1871-75 Melbourne Model Lodging House (AKA 
People's Palace) 

VIC Melbourne 

1873 MelV_008 Building Government - 
Cultural 

Museum / Gallery / 
Library / Theatre 

Part M M 1871-75 State (Public) Library and (former) Museum 
- new fence 

VIC Melbourne 

1873 MelV_059 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Pavements / Footpaths 
/ Gutters / Road 
surfaces 

Paving M M 1871-75 Melbourne footpaths VIC Melbourne 

1878 MelV_015 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Police Station /Lockup / 
Gaol / Court House 

Base course M M 1871-75 Supreme Court of Melbourne (Former Law 
Courts) (completed 1884) 

VIC Melbourne 

1872 MelV_011 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1871-75 Robertson's, George new Warehouse VIC Melbourne 

1880 MelV_033 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Part M M 1876-80 Colonial Bank, replaced earlier building on 
the same site 

VIC Melbourne 

1880 MelV_032 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Small M M 1876-80 Union Bank Corporation VIC Melbourne 

1880 MelV_034 Building Religious Church Part M M 1876-80 St Paul's Cathedral (2nd building) VIC Melbourne 

1879 MelV_030 Building Education - 
Government 

Education - University Base course M M 1876-80 Wilson Hall, Melbourne University VIC Melbourne 

1876 MelV_020 Structure Education - 
Government 

Education - University Whole M M 1876-80 Melbourne University entrance gates VIC Melbourne 

1878 MelV_026 Building Government 
Buildings 

Government Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1876-80 Government Public Offices (currently 
Department of Education) (base & stairs?) 

VIC Melbourne 

1879 MelV_031 Building Government 
Buildings 

Market Part M M 1876-80 Eastern Market VIC Melbourne 

1876 MelV_021 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Museum / Gallery / 
Library / Theatre 

Foundation 
stone 

M M 1876-80 Bijou Theatre (formerly Academy of Music) 
[Burnt down] 

VIC Melbourne 
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1879 MelV_024 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1876-80 Australian Mutual Provident Society (City 
Mutual Life) Building 

VIC Melbourne 

1878 MelV_025 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1876-80 Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Office VIC Melbourne 

1877 MelV_022 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1876-80 Imperial Fire Insurance Company office 
LATER Alliance Assurance Building 

VIC Melbourne 

1879 MelV_028 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1876-80 Mutual Assurance Society of Victoria 
LATER Atlas Assurance Building 

VIC Melbourne 

1876 MelV_019 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Pavements / Footpaths 
/ Gutters / Road 
surfaces 

Paving M M 1876-80 Melbourne footpaths VIC Melbourne 

1878 MelV_027 Building Government 
Buildings 

Post Office Paving M M 1876-80 General Post Office / Elizabeth Street Post 
Office 

VIC Melbourne 

1877 MelV_023 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1876-80 Briscoe & Co. Warehouse (Messrs) (later 
George & George's Federal Imporium) 

VIC Melbourne 

1879 MelV_029 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1876-80 Curtain, P B & Co. Wool Warehouse 
(Messrs) [Later Monckton Synnot & then 
Younghusband] 

VIC Melbourne 

1884 MelV_048 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1881-85 Australian Freehold Bank (new) VIC Melbourne 

1882 MelV_036 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course M M 1881-85 Oriental Bank (site of old Union Bank) VIC Melbourne 

1883 MelV_044 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Brewery / Malthouse Base course M M 1881-85 McCracken, R & Co. City Brewery VIC Melbourne 

1885 MelV_055 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M M 1881-85 Craik, James, grave VIC Melbourne 

1881 MelV_035 Building Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Base course M M 1881-85 Eye and Ear Hospital VIC Melbourne 

1885 MelV_053 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1881-85 Australian Widows' Fund Life Assurance 
Society new block of buildings 

VIC Melbourne 

1882 MelV_037 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1881-85 Barristers' Chambers Company chambers 
[Selbourne House] 

VIC Melbourne 

1885 MelV_051 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1881-85 Buxton's Artistic Stationery Company VIC Melbourne 

1885 MelV_054 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1881-85 Melbourne Permanent Building Society VIC Melbourne 

1883 MelV_043 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Small M M 1881-85 New Zealand Loan & Mercantile Agency 
Company Offices 

VIC Melbourne 

1883 MelV_041 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1881-85 Normanby Chambers (surviving) [stone 
painted over] 

VIC Melbourne 
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1882 MelV_038 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1881-85 Premier Permanent Building Society VIC Melbourne 

1883 Proposed Building Government 
Infrastructure 

Railway bridge / culvert 
/ station / platform 

Base course M M 1881-85 Spencer Street Railway Station (Proposed, 
new) 

VIC Melbourne 

1883 MelV_046 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Base course M M 1881-85 Hibernian Hall (Hibernian-Australian 
Catholic Benefits Society) Storey Hall 

VIC Melbourne 

1883 MelV_042 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1881-85 Briscoe & Co. new building VIC Melbourne 

1885 MelV_052 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Part M M 1881-85 Duckett, Edward new Warehouse VIC Melbourne 

1884 MelV_049 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1881-85 Falk, Messrs P. & Co.'s Wholesale 
Jewellery Warehouse & Factory 

VIC Melbourne 

1882 MelV_040 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1881-85 Feldham [Feldhelm or Feldheim] & Jacobs 
Co. building (Messrs) 

VIC Melbourne 

1885 MelV_096 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1881-85 Morris, Roberts & Meeks, Messrs 
Warehouse 

VIC Melbourne 

1882 MelV_039 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Part M M 1881-85 Mutual Store (new) VIC Melbourne 

1884 MelV_050 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1881-85 Robertson & Moffat, Messrs Warehouse VIC Melbourne 

1883 MelV_045 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1881-85 Tangye Bros. warehouse & showroom 
(Messrs) 

VIC Melbourne 

1882 MelV_097 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1881-85 Waren & Reid, Messrs Warehouse VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_072 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Bridge / Culvert / Ford Part M M 1886-90 Prince's Bridge (2) VIC Melbourne 

1886 MelV_058 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Museum / Gallery / 
Library / Theatre 

Part M M 1886-90 Princess's Theatre (new) VIC Melbourne 

1888 MelV_071 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1886-90 Australian Temperance & General Mutual 
Life Assurance Society 

VIC Melbourne 

1889 MelV_074 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Unknown 
(Staircase?) 

M M 1886-90 Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society 
Offices 

VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_064 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1886-90 Empire Buildings (James's Building) 
LATER Royal Insurance Building 

VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_063 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1886-90 Jacobs & Hart offices, packing room & 
show room 

VIC Melbourne 

1889 MelV_073 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Unknown M M 1886-90 Lombard Buildings (by 1890) Prell's; 
Balfour & Elliott & Co (by October 1889) 

VIC Melbourne 
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1888 MelV_095 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Part M M 1886-90 New Zealand Insurance Building (South 
Australian Insurance Building) [boarded up 
for works July 2017] 

VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_062 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1886-90 Record Chambers (Messrs McCarron, Bird 
& Co.) [Boarded up for works July 2017] 

VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_069 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1886-90 Robb, John Esq, offices for VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_060 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1886-90 St James's Buildings VIC Melbourne 

1889 MelV_098 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Railway bridge vaults Part M M 1886-90 Princes Walk Vaults VIC Melbourne 

1886 MelV_057 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Base course M M 1886-90 Coffee Tavern Company new Coffee 
Palace 

VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_065 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Base course M M 1886-90 Independent Order of Oddfellows new hall VIC Melbourne 

1883 MelV_068 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Part M M 1886-90 Mercantile Free & Bonded Stored 
(Melbourne Storage Company Ltd) 

VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_061 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1886-90 Wallach, Messrs & Co.'s New Warehouse VIC Melbourne 

1886 MelV_056 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1886-90 Wertheims (Hugo or Hugh) new warehouse VIC Melbourne 

1887 MelV_066 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Base course M M 1886-90 Sum Kum Lee Building VIC Melbourne 

1894 MelV_082 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Abattoir Paving M M 1891-95 Melbourne City Abattoirs VIC Melbourne 

1894 MelV_081 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M M 1891-95 Wilmot, Mrs R, grave VIC Melbourne 

1893 MelV_080 Building Government - 
Law & Order 

Offices Base course M M 1891-95 Crown Solicitors Office Building [Crown 
Law Offices] (Court of Appeal) 

VIC Melbourne 

1891 MelV_075 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1891-95 Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus 
Company offices [boarded up for works 
July 2017 

VIC Melbourne 

1893 MelV_079 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1891-95 Trustees, Executors and Agency Company 
Limited Offices (Image) 

VIC Melbourne 

1892 MelV_078 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Part M M 1891-95 Carr & Gadd, Messrs store & others 
(occupiers) 

VIC Melbourne 

1891 MelV_077 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Warehouse / Factory / 
Store 

Part M M 1891-95 Rosenthal, Aronson & Co., Messrs (Later 
Clarke's Building) 

VIC Melbourne 

1898 MelV_083 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial M M 1896-
1900 

Clarke, Marcus memorial/grave VIC Melbourne 
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1899 MelV_084 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1896-
1900 

Fink's Building (2) [Stone ex Footscray 
Malmsbury Quarry Co.] 

VIC Melbourne 

1901 MelV_086 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M M 1901-05 Colgan, James memorial (died 13/8/1899), 
grave 

VIC Melbourne 

1901 MelV_085 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course M M 1901-05 Equity Trustees' Company Offices VIC Melbourne 

1904 MelV_088 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial M M 1901-05 Fallen Soldiers' Memorial (Boer War) 5th 
Contingent 

VIC Melbourne 

1910 MelV_091 Building Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Part M M 1906-10 Queen Victoria Women's Centre/Queen 
Victoria Hospital/Melbourne Hospital 

VIC Melbourne 

1939 MelV_092 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Small M M 1931+ Union Bank of Australia VIC Melbourne 

1980 MelV_094 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Pavements / Footpaths 
/ Gutters / Road 
surfaces 

Paving M M 1931+ Melbourne City or Civic Square VIC Melbourne 

1923 SthV_002 Memorial Education - 
Church 

Education - Church 
School 

Foundation 
stone 

M M 1921-25 Our Lady's Roman Catholic Primary School 
Foundation stone 

VIC Melbourne South 

1872 SthV_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M M 1871-75 St Peter and Paul's Roman Catholic 
Church 

VIC Melbourne South 
(Emerald Hill) 

1910 MilV_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course V 
 

1906-10 National Bank of Australasia VIC Mildura 

1901c Proposed Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial V 
 

1901-05 Queen Victoria fountain (proposed) VIC NEAR Benalla 

1891 MelV_076 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course M M 1891-95 Melbourne Savings Bank VIC North Melbourne 

1890 NtcV_002 Building Health & 
Welfare 

Hospital / Asylum Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1886-90 Little Sisters of The Poor Home for 
Destitute Men & Woman 

VIC Northcote 

1903 OmeV_001 Monument Religious Church Foundation 
stone 

V 
 

1901-05 Omeo Catholic Church foundation stone VIC Omeo 

1890 PtmV_001 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial M S 1886-90 Maskell and McNab Memorial VIC Port Melbourne 

1889 PtaV_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Hotel Base course V 
 

1886-90 Miller's Hotel proposed improvements VIC Portarlington 

1900 PrtV_001 Building Religious Church related Foundation 
stone 

V 
 

1896-
1900 

Loreto convent foundation stone VIC Portland 

1877-78 PraV_001 Building Religious Church Small M S 1876-80 St Matthew's Church of England VIC Prahran 

1887 PraV_002 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Base course M S 1886-90 Hawksburn Coffee Palace [Proposed] VIC Prahran 

1890 PraV_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Base course M S 1886-90 Hood, William, new General Ironmongery 
Furnisher 

VIC Prahran 
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Date Site Code Type Sector Subtype Portion 
Group 

(I O M V) 
Subgroup 

(K M C) 
Date 

Period 
Name of Item State City or Town 

1907 PraV_004 Building Government 
Infrastructure 

Industrial Foundation 
stone 

M S 1906-10 Prahran Refuse Destructor VIC Prahran 

1867 RicV_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1866-70 St Ignatius Roman Catholic Church VIC Richmond 

1873 RicV_002 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Part M S 1871-75 Richmond Temperance Hall [still there] VIC Richmond 

1917 by RicV_003 Building Religious Church related Foundations M S 1916-20 Seventh Day Adventist Conference Office VIC Richmond 

1885 StyV_001 Building Religious Church Small M S 1881-85 Christ Church (additions) VIC South Yarra 

1894 SptV_001 Structure Government 
Infrastructure 

Drainage & Sewerage 
Infrastructure 

Base course M S 1891-95 Spottswood (Spottiswoode) Pumping 
engine house 

VIC Spotswood 

1873 StkV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1871-75 Mackie, Rev. George, grave VIC St Kilda 

1878 StkV_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1876-80 Cameron, Rev. Dr, grave VIC St Kilda 

1880 StkV_003 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1876-80 Stubbs, Captain James Alexander, grave VIC St Kilda 

1895 StKV_005 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1891-95 Kelly, James, grave VIC St Kilda 

1892 StkV_004 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1891-95 Moubray, Alderman, grave VIC St Kilda 

1899 StkV_006 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1896-
1900 

Glen Huntly (Ship) Pioneers Memorial, 
graves ex 1840 

VIC St Kilda 

1900 StkV_007 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial M S 1896-
1900 

Longmore, Francis monument (died 
1/5/1899), grave 

VIC St Kilda 

1904 StkV_008 Monument Memorials War Memorial Memorial M S 1901-05 St Kilda Boer War Soldiers Memorial [still 
there] 

VIC St Kilda 

1906 StkV_009 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial M S 1906-10 Fairchild, Jesse (Mr.) drinking fountain VIC St Kilda 

1910 StkV_010 Monument Memorials Fountain Memorial M S 1906-10 Jacobs, Mrs I (late wife of Mr I Jacobs), 
drinking fountain 

VIC St Kilda 

1871 SunV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1871-75 Clarke, Mrs W J of Sunbury, grave VIC Sunbury 

1880 WngV_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial V 
 

1876-80 Healy & McCarthy, Fathers, grave VIC Wangaratta 

1890 WglV_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Hotel Small V 
 

1886-90 Orient Hotel VIC Warragul 

1876 WerV_001 Building Private - 
Domestic 
housing 

House Paving V 
 

1876-80 Chirnside Mansion Werribee Park VIC Werribee 

1872 WilV_001 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

M S 1871-75 Holy Trinity Church VIC Williamstown 

1904 WodV_001 Building Private - 
Cultural 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Small V 
 

1901-05 Wodonga Masonic Lodge VIC Wodonga 

1903 BldW_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I WA 1901-05 Fitzpatrick, J Mr., grave WA Boulder 

1907 BldW_002 Building Government 
Buildings 

Town Hall / Hall / 
Mechanics Institute 

Foundation 
stone 

I WA 1906-10 Boulder Town Hall WA Boulder 
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Date Site Code Type Sector Subtype Portion 
Group 

(I O M V) 
Subgroup 

(K M C) 
Date 

Period 
Name of Item State City or Town 

1898 FreW_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course I WA 1896-
1900 

Bank of NSW WA Fremantle 

1900 FreW_002 Monument Memorials Memorial Memorial I WA 1896-
1900 

Shipwreck memorial for the Carlisle Castle 
& City of York 12/7/1899 

WA Fremantle 

1904 FreW_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I WA 1901-05 Australian United Steam Navigation Co. 
Offices (AUSN) 

WA Fremantle 

1887 PerW_001 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I WA 1886-90 National Mutual Life Association offices WA Perth 

1894 PerW_002 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I WA 1891-95 Cockburn-Campbell, Sir Thomas Bart. 
MLC, grave 

WA Perth 

1898 PerW_005 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Bank Base course I WA 1896-
1900 

Bank of NSW WA Perth 

1897 PerW_004 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I WA 1896-
1900 

Moir's Chambers Buildings WA Perth 

1897 PerW_003 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Columns / 
Stairs 

I WA 1896-
1900 

West Australian Apothecaries Company WA Perth 

1898 PerW_006 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Shop Columns / 
Stairs 

I WA 1896-
1900 

Holmes Bros butchers & Silbert & Sharp 
fruiterers (Messrs) Premises 

WA Perth 

1905 PerW_009 Building Religious Church Columns / 
Stairs 

I WA 1901-05 St Mary's Anglican Church WA Perth 

1905 PerW_008 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I WA 1901-05 New Zealand Insurance Company offices WA Perth 

1908 PerW_011 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I WA 1906-10 Emanuel Buildings WA Perth 

1907 PerW_010 Building Private - 
Commercial 

Offices Base course I WA 1906-10 Haynes, Robinson & Cox offices (Messrs) WA Perth 

1899 PerW_007 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I WA 1896-
1900 

Needham, Mr Edward William Haynes, 
Memorial, Education Department, grave 

WA Perth East 

1894 YrkW_001 Monument Memorials Grave Memorial I WA 1891-95 Harrington, Timothy, police constable, 
grave 

WA York 
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Appendix 12. List of Stonemasons and Quarrymen studied, with personal identifiers, birth and death dates and places. 

 
The shaded entries are all stonemasons. 

SM OR 
QM? LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BIRTH OR BAPTISM 
DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

SM ADLINGTON James Allan (MSM001) 1 Jan 1827 Stepney LND 12 Jan 1913 Moorabbin VIC 

SM APPLEBY Thomas (MSM002) 16 Jun 1822 Whitehaven CUL 19 Jul 1888 Gympie QLD 

QM ATTWOOLL Richard Benfield (MQM001) 7 Oct 1866 Portland DOR 20 Mar 1944 Chatham KEN 

QM ATTWOOLL William (MQM002) 3 Jan 1864 Portland DOR 4 June 1943 Portland DOR 

SM BALLANTYNE William (MSM003) 13 Feb 1824 Cavers, Roxburgh SCT 16 Jan 1903 Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum VIC 

SM BARSTOW William Augustus (MSM004) 25 Sep 1836 Gomersal YKS 20 Sep 1889 Malmsbury VIC 

SM BILLINGS William Charles (MSM005) 30 Oct 1825 Stockport CHS 18 Jun 1898 Malvern VIC 

QM BROWN or BROWNE Joseph Soizer or Sorgeer (MQM003) ca 1828 Portugal 5 Jan 1862 Woodend VIC 

QM BURKITT OR BURKETT Hugh (MQM004) ca 1842 Londonderry IRL 1 Feb 1912 Kyneton VIC 

QM BURTON Charles (MQM005) 3 Feb 1833 Alton STS 17 Jan 1886 Camperdown NSW 

SM CARTER Alfred John Thomas (MSM006) 17 Feb 1887 Malmsbury VIC 3 Feb 1956 Kyneton VIC 

QM CARTER John Richard (MQM006) 1849 Portland DOR 28 Jun 1915 Footscray VIC 

QM CASTLE Denis Eli (MQM007) 1856 Hendred BRK 2 Feb 1940 Midland Junction WA 

QM CASTLE Henry (MQM008) ca 1828 East Hendred BRK 28 Mar 1889 Malmsbury VIC 

QM CHARLES James (MQM009) 18 May 1846 Swansea St James GLA 10 Dec 1915 Footscray VIC 

QM CHARLESTON Charles Christopher or Christian (MQM010) 1866 Echuca VIC 3 June 1939 East Brighton VIC 

SM CLARK OR CLARKE Robert (MSM007) 1838 Birmingham WAR 6 May 1903 South Yarra VIC 

QM CLARK William George (MQM011) 1864 Wyke DOR 29 Oct 1925 Malmsbury VIC 

SM COCKS OR COX William (MSM008) 29 May 1831 Wandsworth SRY 2 Sep 1883 Ballarat West VIC 

QM COGHLAN William (MQM012) ca 1835 Galway IRL 17 Aug 1901 Bullarto VIC 

QM COMBEN Stephen (MQM013) 25 Nov 1866 Portland DOR May 1942 Poole DOR 

SM COMBEN Thomas (MSM009) 19 Dec 1830 Portland DOR 1 Feb 1902 Yarraville, Footscray VIC 
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SM OR 
QM? LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BIRTH OR BAPTISM 
DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

SM CONNELL Peter (QM018) (MSM010) 1832 East Lothian SCT 3 Apr 1896 Malmsbury VIC 

SM CORBEN Walter Smith (MSM011) 1849 Woolwich LND 10 Feb 1908 Prahran VIC 

SM COULTER Robert Hugh (MSM012) ca 1829 Largs, Ayrshire SCT 18 Jul 1899 Kalgoorlie Hospital WA 

SM CRAVEN Job (MSM013) ca 1828 Heaton YKS 9 Nov 1902 Kew Lunatic Asylum VIC 

QM CROSS William Herbert (MQM014) 1891 Allandale VIC 23 Nov 1941 Kyneton VIC 

SM CROW Tom (MSM014) 22 Jul 1833 Honley YKS 19 Dec 1881 Sydney NSW 

QM DAVIES David (MQM015) ca 1840 Llandilo CMN 17 Jan 1916 Kyneton VIC 

SM DAVIES David (MSM015) ca 1826 Merthyr Tydfil GLA 13 Jun 1904 East Malvern VIC 

SM DAVIS Thomas (MSM016) ca 1832 Swansea, GLA 1898 Granville NSW 

SM DAVIS OR DAVIES William (MSM017) ca 1802 Breconshire WLS 6 Dec 1860 Malmsbury VIC 

QM DEAN Henry (MQM016) 13 May 1838 Shaftesbury DOR 20 Aug 1894 Balmain NSW 

QM DIMOND James (MQM017) 7 Sep 1827 St Peter Port Guernsey Aug 1903 Footscray VIC 

SM DOBSON John (MSM018) 30 Mar 1823 Haslingden LAN 25 May 1876 Yarra Band Lunatic Asylum VIC 

QM DON Robert (MQM018) 23 May 1856 Bannockburn, Stirling SCT 30 May 1946 Cobden VIC 

QM EASTHAM Herbert James (MQM019) 15 Jul 1892 Malmsbury VIC 30 Nov 1918 Hillingdon LND 

QM EASTHAM James (MQM020) 1 Oct 1826 Blackburn Ribchester LAN 9 Nov 1907 Malmsbury VIC 

QM EASTHAM James (MQM021) 10 Dec 1861 Malmsbury VIC 7 Aug 1940 Coburg VIC 

QM ELLIS 
Edward Tregenza or Wardour or James Child 
(MQM022) 1837 Illogan CON 28 Apr 1878 California Gully Bendigo VIC 

QM ELWIN John Gurney (MQM023) 28 May 1860 Footscray VIC 13 Jan 1910 Footscray VIC 

SM EVANS Isaac (MSM019) 19 Jan 1835 Trevethin MON 17 Aug 1917 Whitfield VIC 

QM EYLES Alexander (MQM024) 1887 Malmsbury VIC 18 Jul 1971 Malmsbury VIC 

QM FALL John Thomas (MQM025) 25 May 1851 Portland DOR 3 Jul 1923 Ballarat Benevolent Home VIC 

SM FEELEY OR FEELY Patrick (MSM020) ca 1845 Kings County (Offaly) IRL aft 1897 Died in Ireland? 

SM FERNIE David Alexander (MSM021) 24 May 1835 Burntisland Fifeshire SCT 14 Nov 1897 Mt Korong VIC 

SM FERNIE William Hall (MSM022) 4 Apr 1837 Burntisland Fifeshire SCT 6 Dec 1904 Mt Korong VIC 

QM FLEW John (MQM026) 16 Jun 1850 Portland DOR 23 Sep 1922 Melbourne East VIC 
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SM OR 
QM? LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BIRTH OR BAPTISM 
DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

SM FRENCH John (MSM023) 2 Jun 1831 Launceston TAS 30 Jun 1898 Bairnsdale VIC 

QM GILMOUR Charles Davidson (MQM027) 1872 Malmsbury VIC 3 Dec 1914 Malmsbury VIC 

QM GILMOUR William Davidson (MQM028) 22 Oct 1849 Hull YKS 15 Jun 1901 Kyneton VIC 

QM GLEN John Henry (MQM029) 1862 Fryerstown VIC 27 Sep 1913 Malmsbury VIC 

QM GOULD George Reuben (MQM030) 1886 Malmsbury VIC 29 Oct 1951 Oakleigh VIC 

QM GOULD James (MQM031) ca 1840 OXF 4 Aug 1914 Castlemaine VIC 

QM GOULD William Reuben (MQM032) 1839 Bampton OXF 7 Nov 1914 Malmsbury VIC 

SM GRANT John Erskine (MSM024) ca 1855 NSW 27 Jul 1933 Kyneton VIC 

QM GRAY Henry (MQM033) 1838 Redruth CON 11 Aug 1906 Malmsbury VIC 

SM GRIEVE James (MSM025) 21 Dec 1830 Arbroath, Forfarshire (Angus) SCT 27 Nov 1906 Ballarat VIC 

QM GRIEVE John (MQM034) 1829 Oldhamstocks, East Lothian SCT 14 Jul 1911 Cheltenham VIC 

QM HARPUR OR HARPER William (MQM035) ca 1823 Sutherlandshire SCT aft 1871 NZ? 

SM HARTLEY John (MSM026) 18 Jul 1830 Burnley LAN 4 Feb 1889 Kyneton VIC 

SM HARTLEY William (MSM027) 26 Mar 1826 Marsden LAN 1 Aug 1894 Kyneton Hospital VIC 

QM HENNESSY James (MQM036) 1898 Bendigo VIC 12 Apr 1935 Kyneton VIC 

QM HERBERT George Henry (MQM037) 1851 New Zealand 14 Apr 1921 Hawthorn VIC 

QM HOGAN Peter Philip (MQM038) 1872 Malmsbury VIC 9 Sep 1901 Castlemaine VIC 

SM HOLDING John (MSM028) 2 Feb 1834 Cockerham LAN 15 Oct 1918 Castlemaine VIC 

SM HOLE Philip (MSM029) ca 1819 Wapping? LND 21 Sep 1872 Hotham VIC 

QM HOOPPELL Albert Arthur (MQM039) 1889 Malmsbury VIC 9 Jul 1961 Malmsbury VIC 

QM HUBBER Andrew Herbert (MQM040) 1887 Malmsbury VIC 8 Jun 1958 Park. VIC 

QM HUBBER Oliver (MQM041) 1891 Malmsbury VIC 18 Jun 1965 Malmsbury VIC 

QM HUNTER John (MQM042) ca 1832 Stirlingshire SCT 23 Feb 1897 Melbourne East Hospital VIC 

QM HUTT Albert Everard (MQM043) 20 Apr 1887 Malmsbury VIC 5 May 1953 Richmond VIC 

QM HUTT Francis (MQM044) 20 Jul 1849 Brighton TAS 16 Nov 1888 Malmsbury VIC 

QM HUTT John Alfred (MQM045) 1876 Malmsbury VIC 3 Nov 1957 Wonthaggi VIC 
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SM OR 
QM? LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BIRTH OR BAPTISM 
DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

QM HUTT Thomas (MQM046) 27 Dev 1847 Brighton TAS 12 Oct 1893 Malmsbury VIC 

QM IRVING George (MQM047) ca 1833 Newcastle Upon Tyne NBL 17 Apr 1892 Elsternwick VIC 

SM ISAAC James (MSM030) ca 1821 Kingsdown, Box WIL 10 Jul 1907 Carlton North VIC 

SM JONES John (MSM031) 1828 Aberdare, GLA 14 Jan 1896 Malmsbury VIC 

SM JONES John David (MSM032) 1861 Woodend VIC 13 Nov 1924 Kyneton VIC 

QM JONES John Price (MQM048) 1867 Taradale VIC 7 Apr 1944 Malmsbury VIC 

SM JONES Thomas (MSM033) ca 1819 Brecon Wales 24 Dec 1904 Malmsbury VIC 

QM JONES William John (D) (MQM049) 20 Oct 1833 Cilcain, Flintshire WLS 13 Feb 1913 Malmsbury VIC 

SM JONES William Thomas (Stonemason) (MSM034) 1 Jan 1864 Malmsbury VIC 6 Jul 1942 Kyneton VIC 

SM JOSEPH Joseph (MSM035) ca 1812 GLA 24 Apr 1860 Castlemaine VIC 

SM KAYE Joseph (MSM036) 2 Nov 1823 Weaverham CHS 27 Apr 1883 Morwell VIC 

SM KAYE William Warburton (MSM037) 28 Sep 1849 Much Woolton LAN 4 Jun 1924 Malmsbury VIC 

SM LAIDLAW Thomas (MSM038) 29 Jun 1817 Carlisle CUL 9 Aug 1861 Hotham VIC 

QM LAING John (MQM050) 27 Mar 1827 Edinburgh, Midlothian SCT aft 1863   

QM LEADER John (MQM051) ca 1836 Clare IRL 25 Mar 1918 Malmsbury VIC 

QM LEADER Michael (MQM052) 1872 Malmsbury VIC 16 Jul 1941 Malmsbury VIC 

SM LEECH Edward (MSM039) 11 Oct 1812 Wellington HEF 19 Sep 1877 Waterloo NSW 

QM LIGHTFOOT Richard (MQM053) 7 Aug 1836 Barnston CHS 16 Oct 1884 Kyneton VIC 

QM LIGHTFOOT Thomas (MQM054) 23 Jun 1833 Barnston CHS 4 Dec 1911 Kyneton VIC 

SM LINKLATER Jacob Sutherland (MSM040) 23 May 1830 Birsay, Orkney Islands SCT 11 Apr 1909 Kyneton VIC 

SM LOCKIE George (MSM041) ca 1810 Melrose Roxburgh SCT 12 Feb 1879 Newtown Roxborough SCT 

QM LOUDON OR LONDEN Daniel (MQM055) ca 1823 Airdrie Lanarkshire SCT 11 Dec 1893 Kew Lunatic Asylum VIC 

QM LYNCH Michael Edward (MQM056) 1868 Malmsbury VIC 23 May 1959 Melbourne VIC 

QM MAILLER Charles (MQM057) ca 1826 Neuchatel Switzerland 20 Apr 1907 Kyneton VIC 

QM MAILLER James (MQM058) (or nephew?) ca 1848 Switzerland 29 Nov 1882 Malmsbury VIC 

SM MAILLER Louis or Henri Loui (MSM042) ca 1827 Neuchatel Switzerland aft 1864   
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SM OR 
QM? LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BIRTH OR BAPTISM 
DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

QM MAPHAM Edward (MQM059) 1865 Taradale VIC 4 Nov 1936 Royal Park VIC 

QM MCAREE Owen Joseph (MQM060) 1878 Kyneton VIC 23 Nov 1904 Malmsbury VIC 

QM MCBRIDE John Francis (MQM061) 1862 Malmsbury VIC 6 Jul 1926 Korumburra VIC 

QM MCCABE Michael (MQM062) ca 1834 Cavan Co. IRL 25 Aug 1903 Kyneton VIC 

QM MCCABE Patrick (MQM063) ca 1823 Meath Co IRL 11 Apr 1893 Malmsbury VIC 

QM MCCREERY David (MQM064) 1862 At Sea 5 Dec 1919 Malmsbury VIC 

QM MCCREERY John (MQM065) ca 1838 Armagh IRL 14 Oct 1912 Malmsbury VIC 

QM MCCREERY Thomas (MQM066) 1866 Malmsbury VIC Aug 1943 Kyneton VIC 

SM MCDONALD John (MSM043) ca 1817 Ross & Cromarty SCT 22 Mar 1903 Kyneton VIC 

SM MCDONALD William Simon (MSM044) 31 May 1848 Glasgow, Lanarkshire SCT 17 Aug 1920 Kyneton VIC 

QM MCGREGOR Duncan or William Duncan (MQM067) 1870 Malmsbury VIC 18 Sep 1928 Goornong VIC 

SM MACKENZIE John (MSM045) ca 1838 Ross & Cromarty SCT 24 Apr 1897 Ondit VIC 

QM MCLOUGHLIN Michael (MQM068) ca 1829 Queens Co. (Laois) IRL 25 Aug 1896 Kyneton VIC 

SM MONTGOMERY John James (MSM046) ca 1828 Ashby De La Zouch LEI 23 Jan 1882 Kyneton VIC 

QM MORGAN John (MQM069) 1858 Ironstone Hill near Malmsbury VIC 7 Feb 1940 Malmsbury VIC 

QM MORGAN Thomas (MQM070) 15 Sep 1862 Taradale VIC 9 Feb 1925 Malmsbury VIC 

QM MORLEY Albert John (MQM071) 1866 Malmsbury VIC 17 Jun 1950 Northcote VIC 

QM MORLEY George (MQM072) 1835 Beeby LEI 24 Aug 1896 Kyneton Hospital VIC 

QM NASH John (MQM073) ca 1835 Clare IRL 24 Oct 1911 Kyneton Hospital VIC 

QM NASH (AKA RYAN) William Patrick (MQM074) ca 1861 Taradale VIC 9 Jan 1938 Mooroopna Hospital VIC 

SM NIX Edward (MSM047) ca 1812 Grimsthorpe LIN 24 May 1875 Carlton VIC 

SM NORMINGTON Maurice (MSM048) 1838 Heaton YKS (As Morris) 14 Jul 1916 Barkers Creek VIC 

QM ODEA Denis (MQM075) 24 Apr 1827 Clare IRL 31 Oct 1907 Malmsbury VIC 

QM ODEA Michael John (MQM076) 23 Jan 1862 Riddells Creek VIC Sep 1911 Creswick VIC 

QM ODEA Patrick (MQM077) 20 Jun 1857 At Sea 18 Nov 1927 Elsternwick VIC 

QM ONEIL Thomas or Edward Thomas (MQM078) 1862 Coll. VIC 24 May 1920 Ballarat VIC 
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SM OR 
QM? LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BIRTH OR BAPTISM 
DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

QM OTTER Robert William Stone (MQM079) 1860 Footscray VIC 16 May 1945 Yarraville VIC 

QM OTTER Thomas White (MQM080) 10 Apr 1842 Portland DOR 26 Oct 1917 Footscray VIC 

QM OTTER William Henry (MQM081) 5 Jul 1863 Portland DOR 25 Mar 1921 Weymouth DOR 

SM OWEN OR OWENS Alexander (MSM049) 4 Feb 1833 Inch Wigton SCT 18 Dec 1909 Dunedin NZ 

QM PAGE David (MQM082) 1814 Auchtertool, Fifeshire SCT 2 Nov 1903 Malmsbury VIC 

SM PARSONS James (MSM0050) 7 Mar 1831 Holloway DBY 28 May 1899 Richmond VIC 

QM PEARCE Benjamin (MQM083) 1862 Southwark LND 9 Oct 1933 Yarraville VIC 

QM PITTS William (MQM084) 1824 Kings Lynn NFK 23 Jun 1864 Between Mount Benger and Waikia NZ 

QM PRENDERGAST John (MQM085) ca 1825 Tipperary IRL 28 Jun 1902 Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum VIC 

SM PRICE David (MSM051) ca 1836 Swansea, GLA Jun 1890 Prahran VIC 

QM RAYSON Charles (MQM086) 1865 Dunolly VIC 17 Feb 1945 Kyneton VIC 

QM RAYSON George Abbott (MQM087) 1894 Malmsbury VIC 16 May 1960 Kyneton VIC 

QM RAYSON Samuel (MQM088) 1862 Dunolly VIC 22 Nov 1941 Dunolly VIC 

SM RICE / RYCE Timothy (MSM052) 18 May 1814 Glasgow, Lanarkshire SCT 10 Jun 1883 Paddington NSW 

SM ROBBINS Daniel (MSM053) 28 Feb 1815 Ravenstone BKM 10 May 1897 Kyneton VIC 

QM ROBERTS Daniel (MQM089) 15 Jun 1817 Manaccan CON 8 May 1894 Melbourne Hospital VIC 

SM ROBERTSON James (MSM054) ca 1836 Glasgow, Lanarkshire SCT 11 Dec 1887 Kalkallo or Donnybrook VIC 

SM ROBINSON John (MSM055) 4 Jul 1833 Welford NTH 23 Apr 1911 Shepparton VIC 

SM ROBINSON Samuel (MSM056) 26 Jun 1827 Barnsley or Silkstone YKS 21 Feb 1870 Moliagul VIC 

SM ROGERSON Henry (MSM057) 5 Apr 1835 Felkirk near Brierley YKS 24 Oct 1909 Forbes NSW 

QM ROSE John Alexander (MQM090) 16 Jul 1882 Malmsbury VIC 22 Sep 1950 Parramatta District Hospital NSW 

QM ROSE William Marshall or Russell? (MQM091) 1871 Kyneton VIC 10 Apr 1939 Dookie VIC 

QM ROSE William (MQM092) 5 Aug 1838 Fowlis Wester, Perthshire SCT 28 Jun 1890 Malmsbury VIC 

SM ROWLAND or ROWLANDS Thomas (MSM058) 18 Feb 1828 Alveley SAL 1915 Wallsend NSW 

QM RUSSELL George (MQM093) ca 1822 Combe St Nicholas SOM 11 Jan 1903 Richmond VIC 

QM RUTTER Joseph (MQM094) 1854 Prahran VIC 18 Nov 1934 Kyneton VIC 
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QM? LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BIRTH OR BAPTISM 
DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

QM RYAN John (MQM095) ca 1839 Kilkenny IRL aft 1896   

QM SAMPSON Joseph Moyter or James Moacher (MQM096) 11 Dec 1854 Portland DOR 7 Sep 1895 Malmsbury VIC 

QM SAMPSON Joseph (MQM097) 5 Jun 1831 Portland DOR 13 Dec 1907 Malmsbury VIC 

SM SMITH Henry (MSM069) 11 Oct 1823 Liff and Benvie Forfarshire, Angus SCT 28 Mar 1905 Kyneton VIC 

QM SMITH Henry Vance (MQM098) 13 Mar 1831 Hopton DBY 6 Jul 1876 Malmsbury VIC 

SM SMITH Stephen (MSM060) 1842 Halifax YKS 21 Apr 1882 Prahran Prince Alfred Hospital VIC 

QM STEPHENSON Isaac (MQM099) 11 Sep 1825 Bolton, Westmoreland 4 Feb 1873 Malmsbury VIC 

QM STEWART Robert Matthew (MQM100) 3 Nov 1863 Greenhills VIC 9 Dec 1931 Kyneton VIC 

QM STONE Daniel (MQM101) 22 Jan 1848 Portland DOR 15 Jan 1882 Footscray VIC 

QM STONE Thomas Whittle (MQM102) 6 Nov 1859 Portland DOR 1 Jul 1901 
Liverpool Asylum for the Infirm and Destitute, 
NSW 

SM TATTERSON Edwin Or Edward (MSM061) 10 Aug 1828 Honley YKS 25 Jun 1917 Malmsbury VIC 

SM TATTERSON Ralph James (MSM062) 23 Mar 1865 Drummond VIC 27 Feb 1888 Malmsbury VIC 

QM TIMBERLAKE John Francis (MQM103) 1890 Malmsbury VIC 15 Jul 1957 Kyneton VIC 

QM TIMBERLAKE John (MQM104) 1862 Malmsbury VIC 10 Aug 1949 Kyneton VIC 

SM TIMMINS OR TIMMINGS James (MSM063) 15 Jun 1819 IRL (Limerick?) 8 Aug 1878 Stawell VIC 

QM TRUMAN George (MQM105) 12 Jul 1826 Chudleigh DEV 5 Apr 1893 Yarraville VIC 

QM URQUHART John (MQM106) 3 Jun 1792 Ferintosh, Ross and Cromarty SCT 8 Nov 1871 Kyneton VIC 

SM VEACH George Henry (MSM064) ca 1833 Kenwyn CON 21 Nov 1899 Albert Park VIC 

SM WALLACE Valentine (MSM065) 2 Aug 1826 Huddersfield YKS Jun 1891 Ballarat VIC 

QM WALLIS Albert Frederick (MQM107) 1885 Malmsbury VIC 8 Jun 1967 Daylesford VIC 

QM WALLIS Charles Herbert (MQM108) 1882 Malmsbury VIC 23 Jan 1944 Mitcham VIC 

QM WALLIS Edwin Richard "Ted" (MQM109) 1889 Malmsbury VIC Sep 1976 Box Hill VIC 

QM WALLIS John Flew (MQM110) 1866 Malmsbury VIC 21 Oct 1925 Malmsbury VIC 

QM WALLIS John Scriven Flew (MQM111) 18 Jun 1837 Portland DOR 28 Nov 1913 Malmsbury VIC 

QM WALLIS Thomas Penney (MQM112) 1863 Malmsbury VIC 10 Jul 1933 Hawthorn East VIC 

QM WESSON Samuel John (MQM113) 30 Jul 1826 Stepney LND 14 Jun 1892 Brunswick VIC 
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DATE BIRTHPLACE 

DEATH 
DATE DEATH PLACE 

SM WESTMORELAND Christopher (MSM066) 9 Nov 1832 Penrith CUL 29 Mar 1897 Brunswick VIC 

QM WHITE Bartholomew (MQM114) 1871 Collingwood VIC 26 Apr 1913 Mount Lawley WA 

QM WHITE Edward Pearce (MQM115) 27 Oct 1875 Malmsbury VIC 8 May 1940 Footscray VIC 

QM WHITE John (MQM116) 20 Oct 1844 Portland DOR 8 Jun 1921 Malmsbury VIC 

QM WHITE Robert William (MQM117) 31 Mar 1850 Portland DOR 22 Apr 1913 Melbourne East VIC 

SM WHITE Walter (MSM067) 11 Jan 1832 Hargate, Fleet LIN 29 Apr 1881 Redfern NSW 

QM WHITE William Flew (MQM118) 13 Jul 1834 Portland DOR May 1917 Weymouth DOR 

QM WHITE William John (MQM119) 1877 Malmsbury VIC 25 May 1952 Kyneton VIC 

QM WHITTAKER Christian William or Hill (MQM120) ca 1836 DENMARK 26 Oct 1875 Cromwell NZ 

QM WHITTINGSLOW Joseph (MQM121) 7 Sep 1834 Kingswinford STS 5 Mar 1902 Kyneton VIC 

SM WILSON George Silvester (MSM068) ca 1835 Kings Lynn NFK 1888 Echuca VIC 

SM WILSON Joseph (MSM069) 24 Jul 1831 Bramley YKS 28 Apr 1903 Maldon VIC 

QM WOOD OR WOODS James (MQM122) ca 1830 Tyrone IRL 27 Mar 1874 Kyneton Hospital VIC 

QM WOODS Michael (MQM123) ca 1841 County Monaghan IRL 13 Mar 1910 Claremont WA 

QM WOODS Owen (MQM124) ca 1839 Tyrone IRL 10 Jan 1906 Kyneton VIC 
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Appendix 13. List of Members of the Malmsbury Lodge of the Operative Stonemasons from 1859 to 1860 with dates of 
joining. 

 
William Anderson 10/10/1859 
Robert Anderson 5/12/1859 
James Anderson 27/2/1860 
William Barstow 22/4/1859 MSM004 
William Ballantyne 20/5/1859 MSM003 
Walter Benett (Bennett) 26/9/1859 
Gi Lugi Bizzani 31/1/1860 
Henry Bedell 31/1/1860 
Joseph Barguilia 31/1/1860 
Martinelli Boswanato 31/5/1860 * 
George Cox 22/4/1859 
John McCracken 17/6/1859 
Colin Campbell 3/6/1859 
Job Craven 1/8/1859 MSM013 
Richard Cindler 21/11/1859 
William Cross 19/11/1859 
Patrick Cromby 29/12/1859 
Alexander Crabb 23/8/1859 
John Derbyshire 13/9/1859 
John Delisle 6/5/1859 
Richard Duncan 3/6/1859 
John Davis 18/7/1859 
William Davis 1/8/1859 MSM017 
William McDonald 15/8/1859 
John Donald 29/8/1859 
Isaac Evans 17/6/1859 MSM019 
Francescho Ferini (?) 21/9/1859 
Alexander Fleming 5/12/1859 

William Fleming 5/12/1859 
James Fleming 19/12/1859 
Charles Fox 19/12/1859 
Felix Fiseida (?) 12/7/1860 
George Handley 22/4/1859 
Healy (Realy?) Hanson 20/5/1859 
Meredith Hughes 20/5/1859 
John Henderson 10/7/1859 
Thomas Hall 15/8/1859 
John Hartley 15/8/1859 MSM026 
Alfred Hobson 13/2/1860 
Christopher Hope 13/2/1860 
David Harris 13/2/1860 
James Joseph 6/5/1859 
Anthony Jaur 3/6/1859 
David Jones 26/9/1859 
Thomas Jones 31/1/1860 MSM033 
Edwin Johns 13/2/1860 
William Kay 17/6/1859 MSM037 
Edward Kiely 15/8/1859 
John McKay 13/2/1860 
Walter Leaver (Lever?) 15/8/1859 
Thomas Morris 6/5/1859 
Maurice Martinelle 3/6/1859 
Charles Mailler 4/7/1859 MQM057 
Louis Mailler 4/7/1859 MSM042 
John Matheson 31/1/1860 
Richard McMahon 13/2/1860 

William Murray 26/7/1860 
Petrus Neri 11/6/1859 
William Nutall (Nuttall) 2/6/1859 
Frank Nelson 17/8/1859 (entry is crossed out) 
John Paul 18/7/1859 
John Pryor 15/8/1859 
Robert McPhail 13/2/1860 
Charlie Pasama (?) 12/7/1860 
David Reid 3/6/1859 
George Simson (??) 17/5/1860 
Henry Stokes 6/5/1859 
Henry Stannard 17/6/1859 
George Smith 3/6/1859 
John Seal 4/7/1859 
William Swanson 5/12/1859 
John Sutherland 27/2/1860 
James Stringer 26/7/1860 
Thomas Singleton 26/7/1860 
Ebenezer Stannard 6/9/1860 
Daniel Sullivan 4/10/1860 
Battistie Tomastti 17/6/1859 
Samuel Tucker 18/7/1859 
William Tucker 18/7/1859 
Henry Vye 3/2/1860 
Henry Vye senior 13/2/1860 
Batteste Vieata 12/7/1860 
James Watson 4/7/1859 

Source: NBAC, FSUOSV, E117- 9-1, Alphabetical Registers of Members 1855–1861 
* This is possibly Benvenuto Martinelli married Margaret Hanrahan in Victoria in 1862  
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Appendix 14. Lodge or Union Membership details of Stonemasons and Quarrymen of Malmsbury 

 
Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

A: Operative Stonemasons 1 (date lodge formed) 

Malmsbury Lodge 

(ca April 1859) and proposal for a new lodge in 

1866 2 

22/4/1859 

20/5/1859 

17/6/1859 

4/7/1859 

4/7/1859 

1/8/1859 

1/8/1859 

15/8/1859 

31/1/1860 

William Barstow MSM004 

William Ballantyne MSM003 

Isaac Evans MSM019 

Charles Mailler MQM057 

Louis Mailler MSM042 

Job Craven MSM013 

William Davis MSM017 

John Hartley MSM026 

Thomas Jones MSM033 

Kyneton Lodge (ca January 1857) 3 12/1/1857 & 21/10/1859 John Holding MSM028 

Ballarat Lodge 2/6/1857 

2/6/1857 

10/2/1858 

William Cox MSM008 

Timothy Ryce (Rice) MSM052 

Edward Nix MSM047 

Black Forest (Middle Stump) 4 1860 John Hartley MSM026, George Wilson MSM068, John Jones MSM031, Thomas 

Rowland MSM058 

Bolinda 1860 David Price MSM051 5 

 
1 Unless otherwise stated, names and places sourced from: NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-9-1, Alphabetical Register of Members 1855–61. 
2 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-2-2, Central Committee Meeting Minutes, April 14, 1859, May 12, 1859; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-3, Melbourne Lodge minutes, October 10, 1866. 
3 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-9-1, Alphabetical Register of Members, 1855–61. 
4 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-4, Contribution book of Harcourt and Middle Stump (Black Forest) Lodge. 
5 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-2-2, Central Committee Meeting Minutes, August 2, 1860 
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Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

Carlsruhe / Woodend 6 28/6/1860 

6/9/1860 

18/10/1860 

John McDonald MSM043 

Thomas Rowlands MSM058 

Joseph Kaye MSM036 

Castlemaine Lodge (December 1858) 7 17/1/1859 

10/3/1859 

Joseph Joseph MSM035 

Morris Normanton [sic Maurice Normington] MSM048 

Collingwood 8 24/3/1856 

28/4/1856 

4/11/1856 

2/12/1856 

James Parsons MSM050, Christopher Westmoreland MSM066  

Valentine Wallace MSM065  

Edward Tatterson MSM061  

Philip Hole MSM029  

Emerald Hill 18/6/1857 James Greaves (Grieves) MSM025 

Geelong 7/11/1856 

26/6/1857 

1857 

Jacob Linklater MSM040 

David Price MSM051 

John McDonald MSM043 

Harcourt 9 1859 Job Craven MSM013, George Wilson MSM068 

Kyneton 1857, 1859 John Holding MSM028 

Melbourne 10 1/9/1855 John Holding MSM028 

 
6 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-60, Minutes for Carlsruhe, Woodend and Williamstown Lodges, September 8, 1860, October 18, 1860. 
7 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-2-2, Central Committee Meeting Minutes, December 24, 1858. 
8 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-1, Operative Masons’ Society, Melbourne Lodge minutes, March 24, 1856, August 11, 1856; NBAC: FSUOSV, P94-19, United Operative 

Masons Benefit Society, Melbourne minutes, Subscription list April 28, 1856, November 4, 1856, December 2, 1856. 
9 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-4, Contribution book of Harcourt and Middle Stump (Black Forest) Lodge. 
10 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-1, Melbourne Lodge minutes, Contributions made on September 1, 1855, January 31, 1857 to March 24, 1857; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-2, 

Melbourne Lodge minutes, March 26, 1857, May 21, 1857, December 9, 1857, September 1, 1858, September 22, 1858; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-3, Melbourne Lodge 
minutes, February 26, 1868; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-4, Melbourne Lodge minutes, June 14, 1871; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-5, Melbourne Lodge minutes, November 4, 
1874, February 17, 1875, June 2, 1875, January 12, 1876, March 22, 1876; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-6, Operative Masons’ Society, Melbourne Lodge minutes, October 3, 
1883; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-7, Melbourne Lodge minutes, January 6, 1886, January 20, 1886, December 8, 1886, January 19, 1887, January 4, 1888, January 18, 1888, 
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Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

1855 

1856-59 

26/3/1857 

21/5/1857 

9/12/1857-58 

9/12/1857 

1857 

1/9/1858, 1882 

22/9/1858 

1859 

26/2/1868-1875 

1871, 1886 

1882-92 

1874-76 

1875 

1883 

1886 

1886-88 

1887 

David Davies? MSM015 

Philip Hole MSM029 

Robert Clarke MSM007 also 1871-92 

Joseph Kaye MSM036 (then Carlsruhe) 

David Fernie MSM021 

John Dobson MSM018 

William Billings MSM005 

James Isaac MSM030 (ex-Prahran) 

William Davies/Davis MSM017 

George Veach MSM064 

Walter Corben MSM011 

Patrick Feely MSM020 

Christopher Westmoreland MSM066 

William McDonald MSM044 

James Parsons MSM050, Joseph Kaye MSM036? 

Thomas Davis MSM016 

William T Jones MSM034 

Ralph Tatterson MSM062 

David Price MSM051 

Moorabool Viaduct 1/12/1859-61 David Davis/Davies MSM015 11 

 
February 28, 1888; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-8, Melbourne Lodge minutes, November 18, 1891, December 2, 1891, December 16, 1891, December 30, 1891, January 13, 
1892, January 27, 1892, February 3, 1892 

11 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-30, Batesford Lodge Minutes, February 1, 1859; NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-1-3, Melbourne Lodge minutes, Moorabool Strike Pay Account list dated 
July 28, 1860. 
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Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

Pentridge 26/1/1858 William Fernie MSM022 

Prahran 20/6/1859 Thomas Appleby MSM002 

Ravenswood 1860 Philip Hole MSM029 

Richmond 6/4/1857 Samuel Robinson MSM056 

Riddells Creek 14/7/1859 

1859 

1860 

George Wilson MSM068 12 

David Price MSM051, John McDonald MSM043 

Joseph Kaye MSM036 

Sandhurst 29/6/1857 Robert Coulter MSM012 

Stoney Creek 1858 Christopher Westmoreland MSM066 

Sunbury 10/3/1859 

1859 

22/3/1860 

George Lockie MSM041 

Thomas Comben MSM009 

Stephen Smith MSM060 

Taradale (July 1859)13 21/2/1861 James Robertson Jnr. MSM054 

Williamstown 14 7/12/1857 

1/2/1858 

23/2/1865 

12/11/1866 

13/5/1867 

John Hartley MSM026 

William Hartley MSM027 

Robert Clark MSM007 

Christopher Westmoreland MSM066 

Job Craven MSM013 

Balmain NSW to Melbourne 8/3/1883 Thomas Davis MSM016 15 

Cox’s River NSW 20/1/1868 Thomas Crow MSM014 16 

 
12 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-58, Riddles [sic] Creek Lodge Minutes, 1859–1860. 
13 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-2-2, Central Committee Meeting Minutes, July 21, 1859. 
14 NBAC: FSUOSV, E117-60, Minutes for Carlsruhe, Woodend and Williamstown Lodges, February 23, 1865, November 12, 1866, May 13, 1867. 
15 NBAC: Operative Stonemasons' Society of Australia, New South Wales, T46-4, Minutes of Central Committee meetings of the Sydney Operative Stonemasons' Society, 

March 8, 1883. 
16 Ibid., January 20, 1868. 
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Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

Sodwalls NSW 15/9/1871 Edward Leech MSM039 17 

 

B: Freemasons 

Kyneton (Zetland Lodge) Before 13/11/1924 John David Jones MSM03218 

 

C: Independent Order of Oddfellows (MUIOOF, GUIOOF or not stated)19 

Malmsbury VIC GUIOOF 20 1888 

1896 

Francis Hutt MQM044 

James Eastham MQM021, William Kaye MSM037, David McCreery MQM064, 

John Jones MSM031 

Kyneton VIC MUIOOF 21 1872-1909 Jacob Linklater MSM040 

Malmsbury VIC MUIOOF Loyal Coliban Lodge 1896-1908 

1903 

1903-25 

1916 

1940 

Edward Tatterson MSM061 

Edward Mapham MQM059 

William J White MQM119 

David McCreery MQM064, James Eastham Jnr. MQM021 

John Morgan MQM069 

Malmsbury? VIC MUIOOF By 1914 James Gould MQM031 22 

Malmsbury? VIC IOOF By 1913 John Henry Glen MQM029 23 

Maldon? VIC 

 

 

 

By 1903 Joseph Wilson MSM069 24 

 
17 Ibid., September 15, 1871. 
18 “Death of Mr. J D Jones,” Kyneton Guardian, November 15, 1924, 2. 
19 Unless otherwise recorded, for source citations, see biographical profiles of the men listed. 
20 “Death at Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, November 22, 1888, 2; “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, January 18, 1896, 3 
21 “Loyal Kyneton Lodge, M.U.O.O.F,” Kyneton Guardian, November 2, 1872, 3; “Death of Mr J. S. Linklater,” Kyneton Guardian, April 15, 1909, 2 
22 “Malmsbury,” Kyneton Guardian, August 8, 1914, 3 
23 “Obituary,” Kyneton Guardian, September 30, 1913, 3 
24 “Personal,” Bendigo Advertiser, April 30, 1903, 2 
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Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

D: Independent Order of Rechabites (IOR) 25 

Malmsbury VIC Formed 1869 26 1869-71 

1869-73 

1869-73 

1873 

1890 

1891 

1891 

1891-92 

1891-93 

1891-1900 

1891-1913 

1891-1925 

1891-1933 

1891-1943 

1891-1939 

1895-1933 

1896-1917 

1896-1922 

1899-1943 

1899-1912 

James Adlington MSM001, David Davies MQM015 (?) 

Joseph Sampson MQM097 

John S F Wallis MQM111 

Joseph M Sampson MQM096 

William Rose MQM092 

William Otter MQM081 

Thomas Stone MQM102 

Thomas O’Neil MQM078, Thomas Otter MQM080 

Richard Attwooll MQM001, William Attwooll MQM002, Charles Gilmour MQM027 

Thomas McCreery MQM066 

Bartholomew White MQM114 

John Flew Wallis MQM110 

Thomas Wallis MQM112, William T Jones MSM034 

John Price Jones MQM048, Charles Rayson MQM086, 

William M Rose MQM091 

Edward White MQM115 

Edward Tatterson MSM061 

William G Clark MQM011 

John Rose MQM090 

Charles Wallis MQM108 

 
25 Malmsbury Historical Society Archives, Rechabite Lodge Records, Unit P, Box 34, Item 1B; Unit P, Box 39 Items 1, 3, 4 and 5; Unit P, Box 40, items 1B and 5. 
26 Kyneton Guardian, October 12, 1870, 2. 
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Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

1903-43 

1905-14 

1906-10 

1908-43 

1909-43 

1911-43 

Alfred Carter MSM006, Andrew Hubber MQM040 

Edwin Wallis MQM109 

Albert Wallis MQM107 

Oliver Hubber MQM041 

Albert Hooppell MQM039 

George Rayson MQM087 

Footscray VIC 1900-1913 John S F Wallis MQM111 

Camberwell VIC 1912 + Charles Wallis MQM108 

 

E: Templars 27 

Malmsbury VIC 1875 David Fernie MSM021, William Fernie MSM022, Denis Castle MQM007, John 

Hunter MQM042, George Irving MQM047, Robert White MQM117, Henry Castle 

MQM008 

 

F: Mechanics Institute 28 

Malmsbury, formed 1862 29 1864 James Adlington MSM001 

 1892 Robert Don MQM018 and George Morley MQM072 30 

 1892–1904 William Thomas Jones MSM034 

 1894–1899 John David Jones MSM032 

 1894–1906 Thomas Wallis MQM112 

 1895–1896 Robert White MQM117, William John White MQM119 

 
27 Malmsbury Historical Society Archives, Rechabite Lodge Records Unit P, Box 34, Items 1A and 2, General Roll of Malmsbury Lodge No. 166. 
28 Malmsbury Historical Society Archives, Malmsbury Mechanics’ Institute Collection, Unit P, Box 22, items 1 (Minute Book 1892–1895), 3 (library catalogue), 4 (library 

borrowings book) and 8 (Receipt books); Also see the biographical profiles of the men listed. 
29 “Malmsbury Mechanics Institute,” Kyneton Observer, March 29, 1862, 3. 
30 Based on their request for a meeting to form a committee, see “Meetings,” Kyneton Guardian, April 30, 1892, 3. 
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Membership list and dates Date joined or known to 

be a member 

Names 

 1896 John Scriven Flew Wallis MQM111,  

 1896–1899 John Flew Wallis MQM110 

 1899 John Alexander Rose MQM090,  

Kyneton, formed by 1855 31 1870–1881 Jacob Linklater MSM040 

 

 

 
31 “Kyneton,” Argus (Melbourne), December 31, 1855, 6. 
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Appendix 15. Participation of Malmsbury Stoneworkers in local team 
sports.1 

 
Name Years active in Cricket Years active in Football 

Quarrymen: 

Attwooll, Richard or William 1892–1893  

Carter, John  1903 

Castles, Denis  1888–1891 

Clark, William George (1893–1898?) 1916–1920 1903–1920 (incl. timekeeper) 

Eastham James (Snr) 1876 (1880–1890?) (1882-1890?) 

Eastham, James Jnr. 1890–1894 (1882–1890?), 1891–1903 

Elwin, John   

Eyles, Alexander 1916–1919 1920–1924 

Gould, George 1914–1920 1914 (committee only) 

Gould, James 1868 1888 (patron) 

Hogan, Philip  1894 

Hubber, Andrew 1904–1916 1909–1915 

Hubber, Oliver 1912–1929 1910–1925 

Hutt, Albert 1903–1916 1904–1913 

Jones, John Price 1920 1909 

Leader, Michael  1893-1922 

Lynch, Michael  1909-1920 

Mailler, Charles  1903-1904 

Mapham, Edward 1889 1888, 1903 

McCreery, David 1898 1888–1919 

McCreery, Thomas 1921 (patron) 1920 (patron) 

Morgan, John  1879, 1889–1891 

Morgan, Thomas  1886, 1909 

Morley, Albert  1883–1885, 1888–1891 

Morley, George  1879 

Nash, William (alias Ryan)  1883–1890 

O’Dea, Michael 1876, 1881 1879 

O’Dea, Patrick 1876, 1882 1886 

Pearce, Benjamin 1881–1884 1881–1889 

Rayson, Charles 1887–1913 1886, 1904 

Rayson, George 1913–1920 1903–1920 

Rose, John “Alexander”  1903–1905 

 
1 For full details see the biographical profiles of each man. 
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Name Years active in Cricket Years active in Football 

Rose, William Marshall 1913–1914 1891–1892 

Stewart, Robert  1903 

Timberlake, John Francis 1912–1914 1909–1915 

Timberlake, John (Snr) 1913 1882–1888, 1904? 

Wallis, Albert “Bert” 1903, 1919, 1928 1903–1919 

Wallis, Charles 1897–1919 1902–1909 

Wallis, Edwin “Ted” 1903  

Wallis, John Flew 1881–1926 (died) 1883–1909 

Wallis, John S F (Snr.) 1913  

Wallis, Thomas P 1880–1919 1886–1909 

White, Bartholomew 1895–1897 1889 

White, Edward  1909 

White, John 1904  

White, Robert 1894  

White, William John 1901-1927 1921-1924 

Stonemasons 

Carter, Alfred  1903, 1910 

Corben, Walter Smith 1877–1880, 1885 1879–1882 

Jones, John David 1896–1899 1896 (1906-1909 for Kyneton) 

Jones, William Thomas  1904-1909 

Kaye, William W 1897-1901  
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Appendix 16. Family relationships between Malmsbury stoneworkers 

 
Many of the Malmsbury stonemasons and quarrymen intermarried with other similar 

families. Specific relationships are described for key individuals in this appendix, the 

Wallis family being presented visually below as an example. 

 

Most duplication has been removed. In most cases the main entry is under the older 

generation of each family group. 

 

 

Illustration of stoneworker family connections of John Scriven Flew WALLIS (MQM111) 

 

Richard Benfield ATTWOOLL (MQM001) 
 Brother of William Attwooll (MQM002) 
 Brother-in-law of Thomas Whittle Stone (MQM102) 
 Nephew of John Scriven Flew Wallis (MQM) 
 Nephew-in-law of John Richard Carter (MQM006) 
 
John Richard CARTER(MQM006) 
 Father of Alfred John Thomas Carter (MSM006) 
 Son-in-law of John Jones (MSM031) 
 Brother-in-law of John David Jones (MSM032) 
 Brother-in-law of William Thomas Jones (MSM034) 
 Uncle-in-law of Richard Benfield Attwooll (MQM001) 
 Uncle-in-law of William Attwooll (MQM002) 
 Sister-in-law is sister of John Scriven Flew Wallis (MQM111) 
 Uncle-in-law of John Flew (MQM026) 
 
Henry CASTLE (MQM008) 
 Father of Denis Eli Castle (MQM007) 
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William “George” CLARK (MQM011) 
 Son-in-law of John Scriven Flew Wallis (MQM111) 
 Brother-in-law of Thomas Penney Wallis (MQM112) 
 Brother-in-law of John Flew Wallis (MQM010) 
 Brother-in-law of Charles Herbert Wallis (MQM108) 
 Brother-in-law of Edwin Richard Wallis (MQM109) 
 Sister-in-law is daughter-in-law of William John Jones (MQM049) 
 Sister-in-law is sister-in-law of John Price Jones (MQM048) 
 
Thomas COMBEN (MSM009) 
 Brother-in-law of George Truman (MQM105) 
 
William Herbert CROSS (MQM014) 
 Wife is cousin of Albert Arthur Hooppell (MQM039) 
 Wife’s uncle is married to sister of John Price Jones (MQM048) 
 Wife’s aunt is daughter-in-law of Henry Gray (MQM033) 
 
John Thomas FALL (MQM025) 
 Brother-in-law of Joseph Moyter Sampson (MQM096) 
 Cousin-in-law of Joseph Sampson (MQM097) 
 
David Alexander FERNIE (MSM021) 
 Brother of William Hall Fernie (MSM022) 
 
William Davidson GILMOUR (MQM028) 
 Father of Charles Davidson Gilmour (MQM027) 
 
John Henry GLEN (MQM029) 
 Son-in-law of George Morley (MQM072) 
 Brother in-law of Albert Morley (MQM071) 
 Brother-in-law of wife of Thomas Morgan (MQM070) 
 
James GOULD (MQM031) 
 Brother of William Reuben Gould (MQM032) 
 Uncle of George Reuben Gould (MQM030) 
 Uncle of Thomas O’Neil (MQM078) 
 Brother-in-law of wife of Albert John Morley (MQM071) 
 
William Reuben GOULD (MQM032) 
 Brother of James Gould (MQM031) 
 Father of George Reuben Gould (MQM030) 
 Son-in-law of David Page (MQM082) 
 Father-in-law of John Francis Timberlake (MQM103) 
 
John HARTLEY (MSM026) 
 Brother of William Hartley (MSM027) 
 
Albert Arthur HOOPPELL (MQM039) 
 Cousin of wife of William Herbert Cross (MQM014) 
 Nephew of daughter of William John Jones (MQM049) 
 Nephew of daughter-in-law of Henry Gray (MQM033) 
 Nephew of daughter of John Scriven Flew Wallis (MQM111) 
 
Andrew HUBBER (MQM040) 
 Brother of Oliver Hubber (MQM041) 
 Brother of son-in-law of John White (MQM116) 
 
Francis HUTT (MQM044) 
 Father of Albert Everard Hutt (MQM043) 
 Brother of Thomas Hutt (MQM046) 
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 Uncle of John Alfred Hutt (MQM045) 
 
John David JONES (MSM032) 
 Son of John Jones (MSM031) 
 Brother of William Thomas Jones (MSM034) 
 Brother-in-law of John Richard Carter (MQM006) 
 Sister’s wife married William Simon McDonald (MSM044) 
 
John Price JONES (MQM048) 
 Son of William John Jones (MQM049) 
 Brother-in-law of Charles Rayson (MQM086) 
 Uncle of George Abbott Rayson (MQM087) 
 Brother-in-law of Thomas Penney Wallis (MQM112) 
 Brother-in-law of William Marshall Rose (MQM091) 
 Brother-in-law of uncle of Albert Arthur Hooppell (MQM039) 
 Brother-in-law of daughter of John Scriven Flew Wallis (MQM111) 
 
Thomas JONES (MSM033) 
 Married widow of William Davis (MSM017) 
 
William Thomas JONES (MSM034) 
 Son of John Jones (MSM031) 
 Brother of John David Jones (MSM032) 
 Son-in-law of Henry Gray (MQM033) 
 
Joseph KAYE (MSM036) 
 Father of William Warburton Kaye (MSM037) 
 
Thomas LAIDLAW (MSM038) 
 Father-in-law of Tom Crow (MSM014) 
 
John LEADER (MQM051) 
 Father of Michael Leader (MQM052) 
 Uncle of Peter Philip Hogan (MQM038) 
 
Richard LIGHTFOOT (MQM053) 
 Brother of Thomas Lightfoot (MQM054) 
 Brother-in-law of Joseph Rutter (MQM094) 
 
Daniel LOUDEN (MQM055) 
 Son-in-law of John Urquhart (MQM106) 
 Father-in-law of Joseph Rutter (QMQ094) 
 Father-in-law of Edward Mapham (MQM059) 
 Step-father-in-law of William Davidson Gilmour (MQM028 
 Step-grandfather of Charles Davidson Gilmour (MQM027) 
 Step-grandfather of William Duncan McGregor (MQM067) 
 
Charles MAILLER (MQM057) 
 Probable brother of Louis Mailler (MSM042) 
 Uncle (or father) of James Mailler (MQM058) 
 Widow of Louis may have co-habited with Charles after Louis died/disappeared 
 
David MCCREERY (MQM064) 
 Son of John McCreery (MQM065) 
 Brother of Thomas McCreery (MQM066) 
 Son-in-law of William Rose (MQM092) 
 Brother-in-law of William Marshall Rose (MQM091) 
 Brother-in-law of John Alexander Rose (MQM090) 
 
William Simon MCDONALD (MSM044) 
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 Son of John McDonald (MSM043) 
 Wife sister married John David Jones (MSM032) 
 
William Duncan MCGREGOR (MQM067) 
 Stepson of William Davidson Gilmour (MQM028) 
 Half-brother of Charles Davidson McGregor (MQM027) 
 Step-grandson of Daniel Louden (MQM055) 
 
John MORGAN (MQM069) 
 Brother of Thomas Morgan (MQM070) 
 Father-in-law of Michael Leader’s daughter 
 Brother-of Albert John Morley’s brother-in-law 
 
Thomas MORGAN (MQM070) 
 Brother of John Morgan (MQM069) 
 Son-in-law of George Morley (MQM072) 
 Brother-in-law of Albert John Morley (MQM071) 
 Husband of John Henry Glen’s sister-in-law  
 
Albert John MORLEY (MQM071) 
 Son of George Morley (MQM072) 
 Brother-in-law of Thomas Morgan (MQM070) 
 Brother-in-law of John Henry Glen (MQM029) 
 Sister-in-law is husband of James Gould (MQM031) 
 
John NASH (MQM073) 
 Father or stepfather of William Patrick Nash or Ryan (MQM074) 
 Probably brother-in-law of Christian Whittaker (MQM120) 
 
Denis O’DEA (MQM075) 
 Father of Michael John O’Dea (MQM076) 
 Father of Patrick O’Dea (MQM077) 
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